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INTRODUCTION

Why art we interested in societal value orientations? Squeezed between utilitarianists, structuralists and 

constructionists the preoccupation with values and guiding ideals seems to be awkward, old-fashioned, 

even conservative, and certainly not at the forefront of academic fashion. The idea of values 

communicates the notion of settled beliefs and change resisting attitudes formulated in early childhood 

or adolescent experiences as well as suggesting continuity and stability of human conduct They refer to 

the unbroken transmission of attitudes and culture across generations and offer themselves as the 

explanation for the development of social and political lifestyles. Values also promise coherence and 

reliability. Too much stability? Too much pre-determination? Too much boredom for the contingency- 

trained post-modern brain?

Values are supposed to be basic and powerful, but can this really still be convincing? Why do we not 

think of human beings as individualised rational choosers who act in pure accordance with 

preformulated and calculated interests? Why can we not see the world as a universe of contingency 

open to be re-interpreted and re-structured at any given point of time and space?

What we have to prove, therefore, is the simple fact that values - or rather societal value orientations - 

still play a central role in the development of modem societies and the political conflicts that take place 

within these societies. Furthermore, we have to show that an emphasis on values can explain 

contemporary phenomena in a way that is superior or at least complementary to explanations resting on 

structural, constructionist or rational choice assumptions.

Background and Context: Some Introductory Remarks

Let us start with a sketch of the basic assumptions underlying this thesis. Historically speaking, the birth 

of contemporary values in their abstract and universal form can be dated back to the dawn of modernity. 

In that sense modernity is the inventor and creator of societal or cultural beliefs because only a form of 

4 Vergesellschaftung' that liberates its members from the dictates of natural hierarchy and religious pre

determination can be a society in which the newly-created individual is capable of expressing ideas 

about the best organisation for societal togetherness. Moreover, only the disenchantment with ideas 

about pre-given human fate could turn the question of society one of social engineering. However, the 

construction of human organisation as a matter of will led simultaneously to both the dissolution of 

traditional consensus and the birth of basic value conflicts concerning organisation of society. Modem 

societies, therefore, are basically conflictual societies in which consensus has either to be re-established 

on the basis of voluntary agreement or contract or totally abandoned in favour of the creation of conflict- 

regulating - yet non-solving - mechanisms.

It is against this background of consensus and conflict that this thesis develops its major arguments. In 

particular it is the obvious contradiction between 'integration theory4, on the one hand, and 

'individualisation theory4 on the other, that has inspired most o f the theoretical and empirical analyses. 

Indeed, for a researcher interested in value orientations both strands of theorising are non-negligible 

benchmarks. Integrationalists claim the necessity of value consensus within a given society and insist on
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the existence of ‘the’ political culture.1 Individualisation theory, in contrast, promotes the impossibility 

of collectively shared beliefs in a rapidly disintegrating world. In fact, the most recent variation on the 

theme o f the disintegration scenario - Ulrich Beck's ‘risk society* - is probably one of the most common 

references used in contemporary sociological writings. The theory of individualisation is the ultimate 

requiem on the societal relevance o f values. The apparently unsolveable tension between 

‘integrationalists' and ‘disintegrationalists’, between the idea of the complete rule and the claim o f the 

societal insignificance of values, provides the major theoretical background for this thesis. The conflict 

hostility of both approaches is striking. Integrationalists celebrate all-embracing value consensus. The 

'collectively individualised world* of individualisation theory no longer permits collectively-shared 

meaning systems. For a researcher who was bom in the 1960s, grew up in the 1970s and 1980s and who 

now witnesses the 1990s such perspectives are strangely puzzling and sharply contradict the 

cornerstones of ones* own experiences and memories.

Conflict had been a major ingredient in the recent history o f Western and, more recently, Eastern
i

societies also. Moreover, a more long-term historical perspective dearly reveals that modem societies 

have experienced regular and, at times, harsh and violent outbursts of conflict w ith regard to both their 

future and outlook. Thus, value conflicts have to be seen as an integral part of modem societies. 

Consequently, the period after the Second World War was an unusual period of societal peace and value 

integration. The proximity of the conflicts of the 1920s and 1930s, the violent struggles between 

socialism and fascism, the forceful attacks against liberalism and democracy by both ideologies, and 

finally, the Second World War with its millions of tragic victims, made the exceptional constellation o f 

societal consensus possible. Besides, value conflict was externalised and exclusively projected into the 

framework provided by the emerging East-West divide, indeed, it is impossible to ignore the 

significance of the Cold War with regard to the establishment and temporary maintenance of system 

internal inner peace. At the centre of all these conflicts was Germany. In the end, the defeat of the 

Hitlerian regime resulted in the systemic domination o f the Cold War and its simple bipolarity on 

German soil. However, as a result both the Western and Eastern variants of German post-war societies 

provide extreme but ultimately representative examples of political reactions and institutional re

arrangements little different from the developments that took place in neighbouring countries both to the 

East and the W est o f Germany. Therefore, using different strategies and with differing success. East and 

West Germany were both able to  establish societal consensus. However, we will argue, that both 

integration attem pts failed. In the W est, we witnessed the gradual but finally violent return of value 

conflicts w ith its first peak in the late 1960s. Equally, whilst the oppressive system o f the East could 

postpone and delay the emergence o f value conflicts, it too had ultimately to give in and, as a result, 

vanished completely.

A second m ajor source that stimulated this thesis was a side-aspect o f the recent ‘value change* debate 

that was initiated by the work of Ronald Inglehart This entire discussion is based upon the assumption 

that contemporary W estern societies witnessed a change o f values from one value system towards a

1 This is not only the case with regard to Talcott Parsons and his followers but applies to system theory ft la 
David Easton and most political culture theory in the tradition of Almond and Verba. At the moment it witnesses a 
revival with regard to the debate about value pluralism, consensus and multiculturalism (e.g. Hepp 1996, Winkel 
1996, Tibi 1996).
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second ‘newer* * value system. Indeed, even the fiercest opponents o f the theory of ‘postmaterialism* are 

strangely committed to the idea that one can distinguish traditional from modem, pre-modem from 

modem and post-modem ideals. It is clear that such a perspective must lead to the neglect of conflict as 

a basic element of contemporary societies. Indeed, the evolutionary point of view results in an almost 

normative proclamation of societal development In the modem society, modem values have necessarily 

to triumph over traditional values, and post-modem ideals will inevitably assert themselves against 

modem ideals which had already previously supplanted pre-modem concepts o f societal organisation. 

Consequently, theories of value change are as conflict-hostile as are integration theories & la Parsons and 

individualisation theories k la Beck. In the value change perspective, conflicts can hardly be more than 

resentments and outbursts of discontent originating from ‘traditionalists’, ’modernists1 or ‘pre- 

modernists * who fight their last rearguard action against what is in the final analysis the inevitable 

progress of time. Accordingly, the major source of value change is located on the macro level of society, 

where growing levels of prosperity, the development of new technologies, new means of communication 

or the expansion of education and the public sector in general are seen as the factors behind the change 

of individual orientations.1 Value change is a straightforward response to previous changes in the 

environment; its carriers are the individuals who are most clearly exposed to these trends.

However, our own conception of modem societies as inevitably value conflictual applies a far more 

open idea about future developments. This is because we doubt both the evolutionary perspective and 

the quasi pre-determination of the final outcome of value conflicts, we therefore arrive at an image of a 

plural society that determines its future outlook through the course o f its value conflicts. If this battle has 

no a-priori ’winners1 and ’losers1 which are determined alone by the progress of time, we arrive, 

moreover, at an image of a society in which social resources, skills, power and patterns of inequality 

matter significantly. Indeed, it is this apparent and strange neglect of the social dimension of value 

conflicts that inspired the theoretical and empirical analysis of the final part o f this thesis. In its standard 

version value change theory even claims that value conflicts succeeded and replaced older social 

conflicts that were located in issues like social inequality, power and material re-distribution. This 

assumption stands in direct opposition to our own conception o f society as being inevitably value 

conflictual. The post-war decades were not dominated by now outmoded (or solved?) social conflicts, 

but were an extremely fortunate period in which Western societies experienced the extraordinary - and 

short-term - extinction of value conflicts.

There can be no conflict without, at least, two opposing protagonists.1 Besides, every conflict follows the 

logic of producing ’winners* and ’losers*. Even if compromise is the most frequent outcome, this does 

not contradict the basically dichotomous nature of conflicts. Value conflicts are about the ideal societal 

organisation, about the definition o f what is good and what is evil, about the control of the public 

discourse. Therefore, there can be no value conflict that is not, potentially at least, a conflict which 

concerns social power. If the outcome o f such conflicts can not be determined by natural laws of 

evolution, social inequality, privileges or disadvantages must have a decisive impact on the course of

1 Logically, thus, the major protagonists of the value change are the 'new* generations, the profiteers of ’new* 
technology, the ’new* middle class, public sector employees, the highly educated....
* In a pluralised society, every conflict may contain a plurality of actors.
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these conflicts. For these reasons, a major part of this thesis is dedicated to an investigation into the 

social dimension of collective value conflicts. Antonio Gramsci was. one o f the first writers w ho 

systematically thought about the tense relationship between battles over meaning and social power. H is 

ideas o f cultural hegemony and social alliances will be the theoretical cornerstones o f the fourth part o f  

this thesis.

The Western Response

Whilst the construction of a welfare state was the political reply to the violent conflicts in the previous 

decades, functionalist thought was a  theoretical answer to the inherent instability and ultimate collapse 

of inter-war societies. Thus, the notion o f basic value consensus was re-introduced into the realm o f  

modem democratio societies - politically and theoretically. In that sense, Talcott Parsons was the 

intellectual force behind the modem welfare state. Moreover, for many years the strategies o f re 

distribution and material appeasement that were characteristic o f postwar societies seemed to be highly 

successful. Particularly in West Germany with its traumatic history, the incomparable economic success 

of postwar politics resulted in an unquestioned celebration o f the "soziale Marktwirtschaft". T his 

consensus, however, was paid for by the authoritarian culture of the 1950s when the lack o f 

confrontation w ith the national-socialist past, and the new anti-communism, created a rather unpolitical 

and privatistic culture which rested on the priority o f work, family, consumption and leisure-time 

activities.4 Admittedly, although interest groups and parties fought about both the method and amount o f 

redistribution, the final aim o f politics, i.e. the general organisation of society was hardly ever 

questioned. In this very concrete sense, therefore, the blossoming welfare state established a consensus 

of values. During the period of basic consensus, as Bomschier (1988: 168), conflicts remained on the 

level o f realisation conflicts, i.e. if  a dispute emerged it originated from the comparison between the 

broadly accepted value realm and the reality of implementation, what he calls "social inconsistencies*' 

between the ideal and the reality. In short, post-war welfare societies experienced such a 'basic 

consensus*.

Throughout this thesis we will use the metaphor of the V elfare society' or *welfare consensus' to  

underline this very particular phase in the development o f modem society. It refers to the consensual 

model that emerged in most Western countries after the Second W orld War and which lasted throughout 

the 1950s and into the early part o f the 1960s. In short, the 'welfare society* is a synonym for a simple 

formula: capitalism  plus parlamentarianism plus social justice.*

Why has this successful model recently lost its capacity to create value consensus? The answers to th is 

question are numerous and contradictory. However, we argue that the welfare consensus inevitably had 

to come to  an end because it represented an 'anomaly* within the conflictual history o f modernity. 

Thanks to the then still vivid memories o f the ideological conflicts o f the pre-war decades, the horrifying * 1

4 For more details see the historical account in Chapter 3.
1 Ralf Dahrendorf prefers the label 'social democratic consensus* for the same phenomenon. He defines this 
model as "a strong but benevolent government in a democratic system tempered by corporatism, a managed but 
market-oriented economy exposed with a degree of cushioning to world trade and monetary arrangements, and a 
society of far-reaching solidarity by entitlements and progressive taxation as part of a general propensity for 
equality in generally liberal conditions** (1988: 116).
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experience of the Second World War and the emerging East-West confrontation. Western societies • and 

this is particularly the case for W est Germany - found themselves in a political and social environment 

that was especially suited to the creation o f widespread consensus. The peaceful solution of the Cuba 

crisis*, the growing temporal distance from the war and the appearance of a new generation who knew 

the conflictual and violent history only from hearsay demystified, and thus concluded, the almost 

transcendental fate of the welfare model and re-introduced 'normality*, at least in the sense that conflict 

could once again become an integral part o f the political agenda.

Today the welfare state is under severe attack from both the political left and right.* 7 As we will later 

show, the basic value trinity of the welfare consensus - the ideal o f individual autonomy, the belief in 

rationality and progress and the legitimization of persistent inequalities by the meritocratic principle of 

achievement - harboured the explosive power of basic value conflicts. Indeed, all three values led to 

contradictions that threatened the validity o f the values themselves. Therefore, individual autonomy 

became a counter-position to the proliferating welfare bureaucracy. The Club o f Rome’s growth report 

and alarming ecological disasters have shaken the belief in progress and technical reason. Finally, 

societal success appeared as less and less determined by merit and achievement and more by social 

exclusion based upon ascriptive, non-achieved criteria. As we will also show, these contradictions 

inherent in the value basis of the welfare consensus contributed greatly to the cleavage structure of 

contemporary society.

What is diagnosed is not the end of the welfare state but the end of the welfare consensus because 

modem policy is once again conflictual, particularly value conflictual. Indeed, the modem welfare state 

was a robust and successful attempt to overcome the fatal value conflicts and basic inequalities of its 

various predecessor models, however, the progress of time has revealed that the consensus model suffers 

from several mate contradictions.

In short, this thesis rests on the strong assumption that the welfare state is no longer sacred but rather a 

target of critiques which go beyond mere disputes over the method and means of redistribution being 

focused instead, to a large extent, upon the ends and aims of politics itself. 'T he secular faith of the 

postmetaphysical era has gone the way of religious faith" (Betz 1991: 158). What is true for the welfare 

consensus is likewise true for its major theoretical protagonist The Parsonian dream of value integration 

has lost much of its visionary attraction. On the other hand, nor have we entered a world of mere 

individualisation. As we will show, the systematic nature of contradictions places (and has placed) 

different groups (whether they be generations, gender-specific groups, the highly educated or 

marginalised parts o f the population, or even traditional classes) in distinct positions within this arena of 

cleavage. Hence, the Western model, finally, dissolved itself into a pluralism of value-laden conflicts.'

* The Cuba crisis clearly signaled that the world is not seriously threatened by an atomic war between the 
superpowers.
7 Following Dahrendorf, the project of modernity is the eradication of inequality. Already in 1979 he formulated 
the provocative question of what is likely to happen when the project is completed. The answer is simple and 
pessimistic. The day when the welfare state receives general acknowledgment is simultaneously the end of what 
he terms the "Social Democrat consensus" and the end of its visionary attraction (Dahrendorf 1979). In a later 
publication he formulated that “a historical force has lost its momentum”. Furthermore, “great social forces die at 
the moment of victory” (1988:117).
* As van Deth writes: I n  this way, the concept of changing values is at the core of interpretations of almost every 
aspect of political change in advanced industrial societies" (van Deth 1995a: 2).
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The Eastern Response

Socialism both as an ideology and as a  systemic implementation is strictly based on values. Moreover, it 

rests on the exclusion of contradictory values and ideologies. In this sense, the Eastern model represents 

an attem pt to create consensus via the realisation of one value system and the simultaneous eradication 

of any deviant and contradictory options. Socialism, thus, is a particular response to the conflictual 

nature of modernity. Like every other 'closed' ideology it attempts to restore the ultim ately lost natu ral 

order through the hegemony and exclusive legitimacy o f one single frame of thought Consequently, an  

evaluation of consensus is more difficult In the Western context it is rather simple to observe periods o f  

consensus and periods which see the revival of value conflicts. In the socialist system - a t least since the 

military interventions in the 1950s and 1960s - open dissent was, if  at all, a  phenomenon restricted to  

parts of the intellectual elite. W ith hindsight it is o f course easy to conclude that socialism never 

managed to create socialist personalities and a value consensus based upon the principle of M arxism- 

Leninism. However, is this really correct?

The central value of socialism, obviously, is equality (equality of outcome, rather than opportunity). 

Indeed, the uncontested dominance of this value made the socialist systems produce huge welfare an d  

security apparata. This parallel construction of welfare bureaucracy in the East and the W est evoked in  

the 1960s and 1970s a neo-Marxist variant of convergence theory which accused both sides o f an  

alienating and de-human ising impact on its respective citizens. Notwithstanding the clear ideological 

(and anti-W estern) component o f this strand of critique we will show that socialist welfare systems w ere, 

indeed, suffering from social contradictions that were similar to their Western counterparts. B asic 

inconsistencies between a celebrated ideal and a gray reality, tarnished the ideals and led in countries 

where it was politically possible to the emergence of harsh political conflicts, Hungary, and particularly 

Poland, being prominent examples. Furthermore, the socialist system created economic and social 

security to an extent that was probably greater than the more loosely woven security web of the W est 

However, one m ay question, whether this assumed sense of security led to the same amount and quality 

of "life world opposition". After all socialism was an authoritarian regime that reserved the option o f 

individual autonomy for a future period when re-education had engineered the socialist 'personality' to  

the point where they were able to use their autonomy in a system-adequate manner. Hence, the socialist 

infiltration o f daily-life may have resulted rather in the construction of an (apolitical?) civil society.

The major promise o f socialism was a day when equal citizens, liberated from soppression, would live in 

harmony and wealth. However, from the 1970s onwards it became apparent that the system would not be 

able to keep its promise. Eastern economies not only suffered from stagnation but life quality • at least in 

comparison to the capitalist world - declined. The immense social security system led directly to  

economic collapse, a  profound failure that split the population into "still believers” and "lapsed 

believers". However, socialist welfare states also suffered from a  pronounced idealistic contradiction 

because instead o f an oppression-free society citizens faced indoctrination and the need to sub-ordinate 

their own will to an increasingly fake ideology and bureaucratic elites that were more and more 

insensitive to the population's day to day problems. Indeed, both the East German 1989 movement with
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its slogan o f "we are the people" as well as the "Third Way" approach of dissident groups, expressed 

increasing dissatisfaction with the ideological output of the system.

In sum, we can observe similar contradictions (even if they are partly open deficits, rather than inherent 

contradictions) in the East However, an analogous conclusion regarding value pluralism appears to be 

less straightforward. First of all, socialism - and particularly its East German variant • could successfully 

suppress obvious value dissent Indeed, almost up to the very end, conflict was barely visible. Hence, the 

proposition that there was a 'natural1 return of value conflicts after a period of 'unnatural' consent is far 

more questionable with regard to the E ast For many reasons. East German society was a puzzling 

society that provoked countless speculations and hypotheses, partly because we lack clear evidence 

regarding so many o f its facets.

d*

The Content of this Thesis

This thesis is interested in collectively shared values. It asks whether there are, and indeed how many, 

different value communities exist in the contemporary societies o f East and W est Germany. Furthermore 

it also asks whether these value communities ate potentially conflictual or n o t Values are understood as 

inteipretational schemata or devices that help to understand and thereby provoke reaction against the 

manifold stimuli that exist in the modem world. Indeed, if  values facilitate choices and enable a 

meaningful interpretation of basically contingent events and demands, then value communities are 

themselves likely to provoke both common choices and lines of action. Thus, shared value systems are 

seen as intimately linked to the problem of collective action. The conceptualisation of society as a ’battle 

field' of competing and possibly conflictual meaning systems leads directly to the major question this 

thesis seeks to address, namely, how are value collectives embedded in systems of inequality? In other 

words, have value collectives different resources regarding the competition between interpretations of 

the world?

Thus, the thesis concentrates on three major issues:

1. The existence and conflictuality of value communities in two different societies. East and West 

Germany.

2. The relationship between shared meaning systems and the problem of collective action.

3. The strength of the social foundation o f value collectives and their respective power potential.

P art I of this thesis introduces the general theoretical foundation of our arguments. Chapter 1 is a direct 

response to the basic assumptions spelled out above. To that end, it establishes the notion of the Value 

conflictual society' and argues that pluralised modem societies are inevitably conflictual regarding the 

question of how society should be organised. Furthermore, it argues that the postwar welfare state 

established an extraordinary level o f consensus that is increasingly dissolving into a plurality of conflicts 

with regard to an optimum future society. Moreover, the welfare state itself is now understood as an 

active and accelerating factor in the process of pluralisation and individualisation. Theoretically, the 

chapter contrasts the Parsonian concept of the necessity o f value consensus with the Beckian notion of 

the collectively individualised world in which collectivity retreats in favour of self-constructed 

narratives and modes of insular existence. Understanding both approaches as extreme concepts that 

match only parts o f social reality, this chapter attempts to 'conflictualise' integration theory and
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'collectivise* individualisation theory. Ideas of Durkheim, Simmel, Blau and Elias are introduced in o rd e r 

to establish the notion of the value conflictual society.

Chapter 2 introduces the major analytical tools of the thesis. To that end. it presents and then d iscusses 

the four major traits of value orientation which underline the significance o f values in the conflictual 

society. Firstly, values are preferences that shape an actor's choice and provide the basic script regarding 

the world's interpretation and give meaning to social phenomena. Secondly, values are intra-individually 

characterised by relative autonomy and stability. Thirdly, values are, by necessity, collectively 

distributed. Finally, value orientations, as group-specific phenomena, are inevitably conflictual. T h e  

chapter concludes with a definition of the major concepts and the introduction o f several analytical to o ls  

that are supposed to facilitate the interpretation of empirical evidence. Chapter 3 reflects th e  

significance and pertinence of history as part of any analysis concerning culture, in general, and values, 

in particular. Therefore, it presents an account of the cultural development in both German states a f te r  

the Second W orld War. While Chapters 1 and 2 laid the conceptual foundation-stone, Chapter 3  

provides the historical baseline of all further analyses.

P art II is concerned with prime methodological problems and introduces the first em pirical evidence. 

Thus, Chapter 4 introduces the major problems of operationalisation and critically discusses a n d  

compares solutions chosen by different approaches. Finally, it presents the method o f ‘cluster analysis* 

as the most effective method and discusses the method's advantages in comparison to  more frequently 

used procedures such as factor analysis. Chapter 5 contains the basic empirical analyses and answers th e  

first major question concerning the existence and conflictuality of value collectives in East and W est 

Germany. Moreover, the chapter introduces the single value collectives and discusses th e ir 

particularities, before a variety o f test procedures are employed to assess the statistical significance and  

reliability o f the described value systems. The single value collectives, the focus o f the chapter, will be 

the major protagonists of all further analyses. Consequently, Chapter 6 contains a  methodological 

comparison between different operationalisation strategies and modes of typology construction. In  

particular, the chapter compares the Inglehart-Index with a Klagesian factor-typology and the value 

collectives as they were discussed in the previous chapter. The basis o f the comparison is an  

investigation into the three typologies' explanatory potency concerning several attitudinal syndromes 

like authoritarianism, conformism or socialism and actual behaviour as measured via voting decisions. 

Part in addresses the second m ajor issue o f this thesis: the relationship of shared meaning systems to  

the problem of collective action. Chapter 7 assumes that a value collective's ability to provide clear 

action guidelines is an indicator o f its potential societal relevance and discusses the rather restricted 

access o f survey methods concerning collective action phenomena. Moreover, it introduces four 

substitute concepts that permit an indication with regard to these action dispositions, firstly, issues o f 

political culture in  general, secondly, attitudes and beliefs concerning democracy and socialism, thirdly, 

issues touching on the welfare state and, finally, a more direct assessment of the ability to act through 

voting intentions and membership behaviour. To obtain this the chapter also shows the respective 

distribution o f such patterns in both East and W est Germany on a comparative basis. Chapter 8 contains 

the empirical evidence and assesses the action ability of each value collective separately and concludes 

with a discussion o f the theoretical contradiction between the traditional understanding o f values as

__________ _ iiflj fM i ip i'll j  i in iwywigMHtfiassmmfre i f
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hierarchically organised systems that facilitate choice and the prevailing celebration of value synthesis in 

the more recent debates about value change. This theoretical problem is juxtaposed against the empirical 

evidence.

P art IV addresses the third major, and maybe most, important issue of this thesis. It asks whether and 

how deeply value collectives have been established in systems of inequality. Chapter 9 begins with an 

assumption, namely, that a collective's social position, as well as its ability to accumulate social 

privileges or disadvantages, interferes and determines its success or failure within the permanent 

competition, that takes place between conflictual value systems. In other words, it assumes that value 

systems' ability to influence society as a whole depends largely on a value collective's social power 

within any given society. Theoretically, this chapter applies a modified version of Antonio Gramsci's 

concept of cultural hegemony, i.e. it conceptualises societal conflicts as battles over meaning and 

ascribes social inequality a major role with regard to value collectives' power position within the battle. 

Furthermore, in order to conduct an analysis of social power, the chapter moves on to discuss the more 

recent debates about issues such as the diminishing importance of class, the leveling of living conditions 

in contemporary societies, the emergence o f *new' forms of inequality and the revival o f old inequality 

under the conditions of economic crisis. The chapter seeks, therfore, to understand which dimensions of 

inequality are of relevance in contemporary societies. To that end, it distinguishes roughly between 

aspects of 'old' achievement related vertical inequality and 'new' ascriptive or horizontally organised 

aspects of inequality. Consequently, Chapter 10 describes the operationalisation of inequality and power 

and discusses the distribution and relevance of these indicators in both East and West Germany. Chapter 

11 presents the actual empirical evidence and discusses all value collectives with regard to their socio- 

structural position within contemporary Germany. Chapter 12, which concludes the thesis, contains a 

final summary of the previous analyses, whilst a theoretical introduction presents the concept of political 

cleavage and discusses the usefulness of this concept in this context Furthermore, it relates the idea of 

cleavage to the contradictions within the welfare consensus and, then, concludes with a thorough 

examination of potential cleavage. Empirically, it follows Gramsci's idea o f 'social alliances' in 

describing the major protagonists and antagonists, including their potential coalition partners, with 

regard to the entire cleavage space in the contemporary German society.
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C H A PTER  1

The Value Conflictual Society - A Theoretical Foundation

Maybe not surprisingly, the idea o f the societal importance of values, the necessity of value consensus, 

had its breakthrough with theories of functional differentiation in modem societies. Indeed, the loss of 

natural order and the structuration of societies into a multiplicity of diverse and interdependent role 

systems rendered the concept of value cohesion the crucial link between society and community, 

'Gesellschaft* and 'Gemeinschaft*. The problem of the legitimacy of a functionally differentiated society, 

the problem of a conflict-free acceptance of roles of which some are supposed to be preferable and 

others unattractive, demanded forms of measurement which prevented individuals from permanently 

questioning and quarreling. Durkheim's "conscience collective" and Parsons' "value patterns" served this 

appeasing need. Value consensus and norm subordination, therefore, became the necessary prerequisites 

of differentially organised modem societies. Maybe it is not surprising, that, as a consequence, the idea 

of values and value coherence is totally abandoned in writing that is based upon the post-modem world. 

In Ulrich Beck's version of reflexive modernity as a "risk society" (1986,1992), values in general and 

societal consensus in particular, find themselves victim to ever increasing individualisation and - in the 

worst case - atomisation of unconnected and isolated individuals. Indeed, in the post-modem world 

value transmission and coherence are neither necessary nor possible, because from the perspective of 

permanently changing modes and fashions the idea of values with their implicit notion of stability and 

continuity appear suspicious and - a t best - old-fashioned and misplaced.

This chapter is dedicated to the question of, whether value consensus is still a necessity as well as a 

prerequisite for modem society. If  so, is value transmission and coherence still a viable option or has 

human life become so diverse, so full o f contingency that the idea of value consensus has outgrown 

itself? In short, are contemporary societies still based on values and do they need value consensus?

1.1 The Point o f Departure: Value Consensus versus Societal Disintegration

1.1.1 The Story cf Integration

Emile Durkheim was thè first to address this question systematically. If, therefore, societal structure is 

determined by a differentiated division of labour, integration becomes a problem. Basically, Durkheim 

saw three possibilities for overcoming this dilemma. First, through a strong and forceful state, à la 

Hobbes, that enforces society's maintenance via coercion. Second, a  competitive disintegrated society in 

which individuals act in accordance with personal calculations of utility and desires of utility 

maximisation. Finding both options rather unattractive, Durkheim was left with a third solution, in 

which societies have a "conscience collective", through which individuals, basically unconsciously, 

internalise society's norms as the result of a process of socialisation. Moreover, these norms become a 

part of the personality and remain mainly unquestioned, because they are perceived as external facts or 

"faits socieux" as Durkheim calls them. Coherence, thus, is achieved by the undifferentiated coinage of 

all members o f a given collective. In pre-modem societies collective consciousness ruled human conduct
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in all details. The modem society of division of labour, however, allows its members a wide range o f  

autonomy. Certainly, the "conscience collective" is constitutive and normative and, yet, for the first tim e 

in human history it has been limited to the rather abstract realm of the public sphere. Moreover, as 

societies develop a common conscience they are obliged to react against social diversity and 

"consequently to become more abstract" (I960: 287ff.). Durkheim, therefore, could adm it to private 

diversity and autonomy whilst still insisting on public or social conformity.1

It was Talcott Parsons who placed Durkheim's approach withinin a general system theoretical 

framework. Equally, Parsons acknowledged the division of labour as the basic cause o f the necessity o f  

collectively shared values: 'Internal differentiation which is a fundamental property o f all systems, 

requires integration." A t the core is the problem of role allocation or "the problem o f who is to get w hat, 

who is to do what" (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 197). In order to avoid the 'state of nature1, the war of a ll 

against all, societies depend upon a general moral consensus regarding rights and obligations. 

Furthermore, to solve the problem of differential role allocation different actors have to be integrated 

into a common system of value orientation, hence, the general tendency of all systems to share cultural 

orientations. Obviously, cultural systems are highly complex constellations of both an "actor's modes o f 

motivational orientations" encompassing cognitive, cathetic and evaluative elements and "basic cultural 

orientations" as systems of beliefs and Ideas, systems of expressive symbols and systems of value 

orientations. From the functional perspective each of these cultural patterns provide solutions fo r 

different types o f orientation problems. Yet, the overt emphasis on values renders "The Theory o f 

Action" a theory o f values. Constitutive o f role expectations and sanctions, value orientations are o f 

"particularly decisive significance" (1962a* 21). Value patterns, in essence, organise the behaviour o f 

adult members of society and, through socialisation they become established within the personality 

structure o f new adults.

Parsons and Shils' emphasis on maintenance and stability stemmed from a single pervasive question 

which guided their work. How is the survival of a system possible, particularly if systems art highly 

differentiated and roles of different quality and status have to be allocated to its members without 

causing permanent conflict and dissatisfaction? In the aftermath o f the Second World W ar this question 

appeared to be of particular importance, because the problem of social peace and societal integration led 

to an imperative for common cultural orientations within a given social system. According to Parsons, 

value consensus was not only a viable possibility but an absolute necessity in order to keep a social 

systems' equilibrium.

Not surprisingly, Parsons' system theory provoked countless critiques. This was even more the case for 

his positivist successors (e.g. Almond/Verba 1963) who were frequently blamed for an Anglo-American 

and conservative status-quo bias.* 3 However, our concern is less a theoretical discussion o f Parsons' 

merits or misperceptions than of the question of what was, certainly, the most sophisticated theory of

1 Compare Geulen (1991:22f.).
3 e.g. Michael Mann 1970, Carol Pateman 1971, Bob Jessup 1974. The reproach of conservatism was forcefully 
rejected by systemtheory itself. I t  bears repetition that systems analysis does not possess a built-in conservative 
bias." Following the harsh critique, the terms of system maintenance or stability have been substituted by the 
notion of system persistence in which the possibility of system change became equally important to the possibility 
of stability (Easton/Dennis: 1973:49).
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values ever written is still of any use today as an explanation of contemporary phenomena. To answer 

that question we have to answer two basic queries. The first concerns directly the implications of the 

theory, whilst the second is of a more methodological quality. Indeed, having said that contemporary 

societies (especially Western welfare societies) are becoming conflictual again and, moreover, value 

conilictual, we must, first inquire as to whether Parsons was actually insensitive to conflict and the 

phenomena o f value change. If this is so, we would be best adviced to follow the advice of Anthony 

Giddens and perform a "radical break" with Parsonian theory (Giddens 1984: XXXVI).

The Problem of*Abstractness'

The second problem arises from Parsons' hermeneutic Weberian perspective. Parsons himself never 

specified his theory in a way that operationalisation, especially in a positivist understanding was 

feasible.3 On the contrary, Parsons’ value patterns were implicit and only detectable by careful 

observation and interpretation. "The overt or explicit culture almost always appears fragmentary at first, 

and its parts seem disconnected" (1962a: 22). Thus, the implicit culture therefore must be detected by 

the observer. Let us consider one example. Parsons put forward five different pattern variables of which 

two, especially, are decisive for the common cultural orientation of a given society. The first concerns 

the difference between universalism and particularism, the second the choice between ascriptive and 

achievement-based patterns of role allocation.4 * According to Parsons, the unifying and unquestioned 

'.'ethos" of the American society is the belief in equal and universal rights and a meritocratic distribution 

of roles. Indeed, this combination o f universalism and achievement characterises the very particular 

nature of American culture. However, there are several problems here. First, if values are formulated at 

an overly abstract level, consensus can be found virtually everywhere - even between the most fierce of 

opponents. Hence, we may ask whether a slightly less abstract conceptualisation of values would - even 

in the countries Parsons had in mind - reveal conflict rather than consensus. Secondly, abstraction is not 

only an obstacle for the observation of cultural differences within one social system, but also between 

different systems. The belief in universality and achievement, for example, was certainly accepted not 

only within the United States of America but within most of the Western world3 - at least during the 

decades after the Second World War. How then can we explain why the Western world did not integrate 

into one social system but insisted on its existence as a heterogeneity of differing nation-states?6 Thus, 

again, cultural conflicts and value differences have to be sought on a  less abstract level. Thirdly and 

most important o f all, even these abstract and apparently non-discriminating principles appear today as 

conflictual. For example, if an overarching and unquestioned belief in achievement produces a basic 

acceptance and a legitimacy for role allocation in a differentiated society, we have to consider the fact, 

that this very legitimacy seems to be in decline. Empirically, we observe a rather strong refusal to accept

3 To this point, see also Spates (1983:36ff.)
4 The three other patterns are: affectivity versus neutrality, self-orientation versus collectivity orientation and 
specifity versus diffuseness. Following Parsons and Shils an actor must make "five dichotomous choices" before 
any situation will have “a determinate meaning" (1962b: 76).
3 This exactly is Jeffrey Alexander's point. Here the construction of civil society is seen as informed by an unique 
set of cultural codes. Historical developments prevent full homogeneity. However, Western societies display 
"variations on widely-shared cultural themes" (Alexander/Smith 1993:161).
6 Of course, one could argue that attempts of integration • this may be the NATO or the European Community - 
mirror exactly this value convergence of Western societies.
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achievement values at least in certain sub-groups of contemporary societies. Interestingly enough, it is 

exactly the most highly-educated strata - in that sense a group o f actual over-achievers - who express 

most doubts regarding the meritocratic organisation of society.1 The same is true for the second 

principle. Universalism. in general, is in decline, as ethnic and ascriptive principles gain weight - 

nowhere more so than in the United States. More and more groups opt out of the universalistic 

framework in order to gain access as Blacks, Hispanics, as women, as transsexuals,... (Haselbach 1995). 

Moreover, this political movement towards particularity is accompanied by a bulk o f literature which de

constructs the "myth o f meritocracy" and uncovers the heritage, ethnicity and gender related inequalities 

of the contemporary distribution of social positions. In short, considering the high level o f abstraction o f 

Parsons' value patterns, we have to acknowledge that even these ideals - abstract as they are - arc 

becoming fiercely contested.

Value Conflict or Value Generalisation

Still, we have not answered the first question of whether Parsons entailed or at least permited a theory o f 

value change and conflict Therefore, let us once again consider "The Theory of Action". F irst systems 

never achieve "perfect integration" (1962b: 17Iff.), however, on the other hand, a 'lim itlessly pluralistic 

value universe" is a non-existent possibility. Indeed, were this not to be the case then tte  strength o f 

intra-societal conflict would endanger the maintenance of the system in general. And y e t if  a system is 

neither able to adjust to or to accommodate conflicts between the functional imperatives o f systems o f 

action and value orientations, Le. the equilibrium between structure and culture cannot be restored, 

societal change is the most likely outcome. Here Parsons and Shils discovered the paradox of systems: 

"the principal source of strain and instability is at the same time the most important seeds of social 

change" (1962b: 179). Without doubt. Parsons is not insensitive to social change, even to the necessity 

of change in certain circumstances. However, conflict as a  baric mechanism and source o f change is 

perceived as being somewhat dangerous and certainly not desirable. W hat gave Parsons this strong bias 

towards consensus and value harmony?

The crucial point in the functionalist perspective is the belief that it is not individuals or personalities 

which form the basis o f any social system. Instead, the core o f a society is based upon its distribution o f 

roles. Therefore, the process of role allocation is central to a  system's maintenance. Thus, integration, via 

common value orientations which legitimise this allocation, is a clear necessity. "Unless this allocation 

is well integrated internally and with the value system so that its legitimacy is widely acknowledged, the 

amount of conflict w ithin the social system may very well rise to the point of disintegration" (1962b: 

200). Social integration does not require a single uniform set of value orientations which is equally and 

universally distributed throughout the social system. "Social integration may well include a  whole series 

of sub-systems of common value orientations varying around a  basic pattern." Once again we find here 

the im plicit possibility o f conflict beneath the surface of what are highly abstract and widely-shared 

ideas. Generally, social change is always a likely possibility. Because imperfect integration is the normal 

state and not the exception, the possibility o f change is, therefore, inherent within every social system. 

Thus, Parsons' functionalist perspective left a significant degree of room for social change. Conflict, *

’ This is a repeated result of most empirical value studies (see e.g. the works of Ronald Inglehart, Scott Flanagan 
or Helmut Klages).
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however, is regarded as basically disturbing and a danger to the system's survival. How then, we have to 

ask, can we conceptualise change if  conflict is only an extreme and undesirable solution? The principle 

recipe is specified in Parsons’ later writings. The solution to societal strains and tensions is found within 

a process of value generalisation or secularisation (1971). In short, specific values are able to carry 

gradually more and more meaning and dimensions and can thus be used to legitimise more and more 

different actions. Religious values, for example, were once limited to certain denominations. However, 

as religious pluralism developed, values became liberated from what had been a narrow connection until 

they were able to be perceived as values applicable to whole of oecumenic Christianity. A similar 

process can be observed with regard to political and economic sub-systems within society, where values 

of liberal democracy gradually became so generalised that they now embrace both political elites, as 

well as formerly politically dependent citizens. Likewise, the welfare state integrated capitalism and 

socialism into one common value pattern (1971: 128). Hence, value generalisation takes place on three 

different dimensions. First, the definition and meaning of values becomes broader and, as a 

consequence, embraces more characteristics, actions and situations. Second, the circle of value adherents 

enlarges. Finally, the hierarchical order of certain values is accepted by more and more actors, 

collectives or societies. All three mechanisms, therefore, preserve the structural maintenance of the 

system. Again, all three solutions are non-conflictual because neither value eclecticism, that is the 

selective choice of certain values while others are neglected, nor harsh value conflicts were options 

within the Parsonian perspective.*

Is the idea of value generalisation applicable for the analysis of modem societies? From a  functionalist 

perspective many contemporary conflicts would not be conflicts, in the sense that groups within a 

population develop 'counter values' to the dominant value system, but rather new interpretations of the 

old value realm (e.g. MOnch 1985: 459). For example, it would be wise to interpret the 'new social 

movements* not as protest movements which threaten the societal consensus through the formulation of 

‘new* values, but rather as political actors who claim the validity and acceptance of 'old* values for 

‘new* situations and 'new* sub-groups of the population. According to this perspective, from the protest 

movements of 1968 to the new social movements of the 1980s a process of further value generalisation 

has taken place - a process which has continued inintemipted since the dawn of modernity. Certainly, 

values like self-realisation or individual autonomy are no invention o f the late 20th century for they are 

at the very core of modem thinking. "For there is certainly nothing new in moral principles and demands 

such as the dignity and autonomy of the individual, the integrity of the physical conditions of life, 

equality and participation, and peaceful and solidaristic forms of social organisation" (Offe 1985: 849). 

Consequently, Claus Offe wonders why researchers are so much concerned with the emergence of these 

so-called "new values" when it would be for them to ask how it was possible that modem societies were 

for large parts of their history, dominated by 'pre-modem* authoritarian value patterns.* 9 Indeed, from 

this perspective, conflicts would arise not from the existence of oppositional value patterns but rather as

* This discussion largely followed Haferkamp (1990).
9 Almost the same argument is made by Behrmann (1987: 174) with regard to Inglehart's materialism- 
postmaterialism dichotomy: "Demnach mflfite nicht die Hochsch&zung dieser Werte (der postmaterialistischen, 
S JL) in einer Minderheit, sondeen das in westlichen Gesellschaften vorherrschende Interesse an wirtschaftlichem 
Wachstum, PreisstabilitSt, inneicr and ftufierer Sicherheit flberraschen.”
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the result of a battle over the interpretation of the scope and range of ‘older* canons of modem values. 

The question would not be materialism versus postmaterialism or obedience versus self-realisation but, 

rather, who has the right to self-determination in what situation.

Interestingly, the two most influential value change theories, Ingleharf s ‘'Silent Revolution" (e.g. 1977) 

and Klages* Value synthesis' (e.g. 1984), carry, at least im plicitly, the idea of consensus.10 11 Indeed, the 

scenario o f the 'silent revolution1 promises the coming o f a  day when virtually all W estern populations 

would possess 'new* postmatcralist value orientations. Thus, the conflictual situation between 

materialists and postmaterialists is a  sheer transition phenomenon that will solve itself - given all else 

remains equal - in a  postmaterialist consensus. Klages' concept of the value synthesis as the "functional 

correlate" of modernising societies (1993: 29) is based less upon the idea of a struggle for hegemony 

between the old and the new, than the integration of both strands into one personality type. Both of the 

pure forms, i.e. the one-sided adherence to duty and acceptance values as well as the one-dimensional 

reference to self-realisation values, are seen as inadequate and inferior forms of modem personalities. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the Klagesian conceptualisation is relatively close to Parsons* idea o f 

value generalisation. On the contrary, Inglehart promotes a value-conflictual vision that is incompatible 

with a functionalist understanding, implying an evolutionary perspective (change via generational 

exchange) that is again clearly consensus-oriented. The common denominator o f both is an 

understanding of contemporary politics as transitional, Le. towards postmaterialist consensus, on the one 

hand, and yet towards widespread value synthesis on the other.

As a counter point, Haferkamp claims that value change theorists tend to see change where certain 

values gain importance which had been there from the beginning o f modernity. Hence, Parsons' longer 

perspective appears superior to short-sighted approaches, which lose touch with larger historical 

perspectives (Haferkamp 1990: 166). However, can we accept that? If so, then our own emphasis on 

society's basically conflictual character could itself become a victim  of a short-sightedness which 

overestimates relatively small differences and yet sees contradiction where only the reorganisation and 

reformulation of consensus is at stake. Analyses of modem societies which result in concepts like the 

Two-Tertier-Society' or which stress the Recurrence of ’social closure' (Parkin 1983, Murphy 1988) are, 

from such a  perspective, simply academic exaggerations of what are further processes of differentiation, 

even though these processes are risky and can be accompanied by disturbances11. In the long run, 

however, Parsons optimistic view o f the capacity of systems to restore equilibrium will turn out to be 

correct Empirically, as to Haferkamp, the evidence is on the side o f Parsons. Indeed, the history of the 

welfare state is a triumph of both agreement and integration o f hitherto extreme and formerly deviant 

groups (Haferkamp 1990; 170). The new social movements, for example, are no indication of "new 

politics'* (Hildebrandt/Dalton 1979) but instead the creators of new cultural elements which became 

gradually and accepted by the conform public and, thereafter, consumed, on a modified scale, by the 

whole of society. Naturally, such incorporation of new elements inevitably changes society, however,

10 Both theories are extensively discussed in the following chapter.
11 New differentiation leads to the Tieisctzung" (release) of individuals from former secure relations. These 
liberated actors seek new action forms which allow a larger amount of freedom. This process of trial and error is 
always risky but value generalisation and the specification of norms will finally restore at least loose system 
integration (Haferkamp 1990:172).
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the change is basically harmonious rather than conflictual. In sum, the process of value generalisation 

keeps societies both conflict-free and mobile at one and the same time. However, it must be said that 

Parsonian optimism is valid only for contemporary welfare state societies (Haferkamp 1990:175).

Is this diagnosis acceptable? The answer, unfortunately, is not that easy. Obviously, the welfare state 

created consensus in a way that was unprecedented in the history of modernity and yet, we argue that 

Haferkamp committed the very same error o f short-sightedness that he so fiercely accused value change 

theories of so doing. Pre-welfare societies were immensely conflictual up to the point at which they 

suffered complete system collapse. More recently, the welfare state has appeared to lose the ability to 

avoid conflicts and has suffered as a result from a series of conflictual events. Obviously, history 

contradicts Parsons more than it supports his thought Indeed, Parsons formulated an equivalent theory 

for post-war societies. However, with regard to pre-war and contemporary societies, we argue that 

Parsons’ theory provided a (possibly desirable) norm for societies that were, indeed, still struggling 

deeply with a conflictual reality.

1.12 The Story of Disintegration

Parsons' starting-point was the problem o f role allocation, which necessitated integration through value 

consensus. Similarly, Ulrich Beck proceeded from a structural argument, however his perspective is 

strictly individualistic.* 13 i.e., it is not the general differentiation o f society which is central but, rather, 

the system of inequality inherent in a differentiated society. Let us consider Beck's argum ent Modem 

societies, counter to all that was promised, have not become just and equal.13 At the same time, however, 

life conditions have altered dramatically. Welfare state policies, economic growth and the expansion of 

the educational system have lifted societies to higher levels of both consumption and security. Indeed, 

the so-called "elevator effect" (Beck 1986: 122) has moved all strata upwards without changing the 

hierarchical position between single status groups. The result has been increased wealth and security for 

all, even formerly underprivileged segments o f the population. Original milieus gradually dissolved and 

inequality became a merely theoretical topic for stratification researchers and thus, less and less 

connected to real lifeworld experiences. Furthermore, the social security system made traditional forms 

of class solidarity obsolete, whilst the dynamic of the labour market forced more and more individuals to 

confront the hardships of competition and the risks of unemployment Finally, the amount of time 

individuals spent at the workplace declined drastically. In conclusion, therefore, beneath the surface of 

the relatively constant relations o f inequality, an intensive push towards individualisation took place.

17

13 Beck himself describes his account as the counter-position to structuralist-functionalist and macro-centered 
visions of Parsonian provenience (Beck/Beck-Gemsheim 1994:26ff.).
13 Generally, the children of parents who had been in the lowest third of the societal ranking thirty years ago, find 
themselves at the bottom of the social hierarchy (e.g. Zapf 1978, Hondrich 1982, Hradil 1982). In a large 
international comparison Shavit and Blossfeld (1993) show that the impact of class background on educational 
attainment remained stable except for Sweden and the Netherlands. Thus, the "key source of class reproduction 
remains largely unchanged" (Esping-Andcrsen 1994: 19). If there are changes they are mainly responses to 
changes within the economy or structural and institutional changes in general. As an example, the expansion of 
the educational system allowed higher proportions of all strata to participate. The relations between different 
strata, however, remained basically the same. In a recent study of intergenerational class mobility, Erikson and 
Goldthotpe termed this phenomenon "the constant flux" (1992).
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"Whatever one looks at: God, nature, truth, science, technology, morals, love and marriage - modernity 

changed everything into *risky freedoms'" (BectfBeck-Gemsheim 1994:11).

Beck's thesis rests on the observation of a social and cultural process of erosion and individualisation,

i.e., a historically specific and contradictory process of "Vergesellschaftung" (1983: 35ff.), the result 

being a "collectively individualised mode of existence" (42). In Marxist theory, as Beck, there was a  

connection between processes of "Freisetzung" (release) and the steady deterioration in proletarian life 

conditions. At that time, de-traditionalisation led to solidarity rather than atomisation, in the late 20th 

century, however, individualisation has taken place in a situation where conditions of class formation, 

based on material ’Verelendung" (poverisation) have been overcome by the welfare state's policy o f 

security and economic affluence. "Die Arbeiterbewegung ist sozusagen durch die Verrechtlichung von 

der Straße in die Gänge der Ämter verlegt worden und findet hier als Warten, Sitzen, Antrag-Ausfällen 

und dann als Beratungsgespräch m it dem (teil- bzw. nicht-) zuständigen Beamten statt, der das elendige 

Klassenschicksal in den individualisierenden Rechtskategorien des Einzelfalls bearbeitet (sortiert und 

weiterleitet)" (Beck 1986: 133). Equally, the Weberian assumption that differentiation and plurality o f 

life conditions was captured and smoothed by the continuity o f "ständische" traditions and sub-cultures, 

is no longer valid. In Becks society all elements of "Vergemeinschaftung" gradually become displaced 

by increased processes of "Vergesellschaftung".

Indeed, this is the point where Beck finally departs from the Parsons-Haferkamp solution. From the 

functionalist perspective, differentiation and individualisation provoke an admittedly risky 

experimentation with new cultural forms and modes of living, but gradually value generalisation and 

norm specification render the ’new’ attractive and, moreover, accessible to the population as a whole. 

Hence, society may change but integration remains secured. However, in the disintegration scenario 

there is no room for such societal optimism. On the contrary, individuals can be both victims or 

profiteers o f individualisation.14 As a consequence, societal coherence falls victim to the development o f 

a community of risk  in which the single individual is finally forced to lead an "insular existence" 

(1983:54) outside o f any collective. A t the extreme, the welfare state individualises its members without 

giving them a  chance to autonomy and, as solidarity is no longer an option, the individual becomes 

increasingly dependent upon mechanisms o f competition as well as economic and labour market 

developments which are completely beyond the range o f either his own will or decision-making 

capacity. "Kurz, noch nie war die individuelle Existenz so wenig individuell-autonom zu führen wie 

heute, wo die Individualisierung am weitesten fortgeschritten ist" (1983: 55). ln the collectively 

individualised world coalitions are possible only on a temporary basis and develop as short-term, single 

purpose-oriented groups ("Zweckbündnisse"), long-term coalitions and feelings of basic solidarity based 

on common values no longer being an option. The dissolution of tradition, class and "Stände" undermine 

the possibility of shared patterns of experience and interpretation.13 Moreover, without commonly shared

14 The winners may even directly profit from the losers, the masses of atomised, isolated indviduals who become 
the (paying) clients of a privileged strata of social advisors and psycho-experts. Thus, society becomes 
"therapeuthesised" (Wedekind 1986).
15 In this sense. Beck formulates, "...daß die Verfielflltigung von kulturellen Wahrnehmungen und selbst 
herzustellenden Bindungen genau die Grundlagen auf zehrt, aus denen sich Werte*Gememschaften speisen und 
immer wieder erneuern können" (Beck/Beck-Gexnsheim 1994:34).

TTT
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values, enduring communities dissolve into purpose-oriented and pragmatic coalitions, which cease to 

exist whenever the common goal is reached. Indeed, without the bond of tradition and values "biography 

becomes self-reflexive" and the individual "the designer of his own life"- "der AuslOftler der Suppe, die 

er sich selbst eingebrockt hat" (1983:58).

From the constructivist perspective, values and culture, in general, are produced and consumed only for 

the moment and all ideas of stability and continuity are abandoned in favour of the conception of culture 

as permanently changing and competing fashions and styles which lose all fascination as soon as the 

cultural market produces something new (e.g. Giesen/Schmid 1990: lOlff.) In consequence, personal 

destiny is no longer a result of pre-determined societal conditions but rather of personal decisions. Life 

stories become a narrative of individual errors and fortunes, which is, of course, the basic myth behind 

the meritocratic society. In that respect Beck's diesis of individualisation is anything but original. 

Indeed, the individualisation of social risks is only a reformulation of the modernists' belief that only 

achievement governs an individual's success in the world, thus implying that failures can be attributed to 

a lack of achievement Or, as Young would have i t  that the basic trait of meritocratic societies is the 

replacement o f "system blame" by "individual blame" (1961).

Clearly, 'integrationalists' and ‘disintegrationalists* describe two extreme and opposite scenarios of 

modem human togetherness, offering (almost) perfect integration, on the one hand, and yet (almost) 

complete disintegration on the other. Functionalism is the theory of the 1950s' and 1960s* value 

consensus. In the theory of reflexive modernity the idea of values and coherence is itself abandoned in 

favour of a self-reflexive construction of "biographies of choice"16 in a collectively individualised world. 

In one vision we find one single commonly shared pattern o f value orientations, in an other, the sheer 

impossibility of common experiences and shared interpretations. Unfortunately, both theories leave the 

recipient in a dilemma because there seems to exist no obvious way with which to connect a theory 

based upon the necessity of value consensus with a theory that propounds the impossibility of shared 

values.

One solution could be the arrangement of both approaches into a temporal order o f validity, and to some 

extent we have done that already. Indeed, to re-iterate, following the fatal value conflicts o f the 1920s 

and 1930s, and particularly in the aftermath of the Second World War, the welfare state managed to 

create consensus to a degree which, until then, was inconceivable. Yet, the welfare system's push 

towards individualisation made common experiences and shared interpretations by entire populations 

increasingly difficult Obviously, such a temporal understanding has some merit because it would appear 

to be strange, to say the least, to imagine Parsons as a contemporary writer or to conceive of the "Risk 

Society" being published in the middle of this century. Nevertheless, we cannot be completely content 

with such a simple explanation because our argument is that modem welfare societies have again 

become conflictual. Therefore, we not only doubt the Parsonian idea of societal harmony but also reject 

the vision of a fully individualised and collectively unorganised world. Moreover, like Parsons, Beck is 

no theorist o f conflict In fact the idea of value-driven conflicts and cleavages is substituted with the 

notion of a collectively individualised world of self-reflexive individuals and institutions in which 

battles can be nothing but temporary and pragmatic. Thus, if  we want to operate with the idea of a

16 "Bastelbiographie" (Beck 1993).
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conflictual society we have, firstly, to ‘conflictualise’ the theory of value consensus and integration and, 

secondly, to 4 collectivise ’ the theory of disintegration. We will approach this enterprise from three 

different angles. First, the issue of socialisation, second, the idea of criss-crossing or intersections] 

circles and finally, from the perspective of the history of civilisation.

1.2. Between the Extremes

1.2.1 The Issue of Socialisation: Over- versus Under-Socialisation

The lowest common denominator of value theory is the basic belief that the mechanism o f socialisation 

is the prime mechanism for ensuring the integration of children and young adults into the system of 

society as a whole. Indeed, whilst theories may disagree about the crucial point o f time (primary versus 

secondary, even tertiary socialisation) or the esteemed importance o f single agents o f socialisation (the 

family, peers, the school, the job), the basic principle that societal values and norms are transmitted from 

one generation to the next remains unquestioned. A theory o f value consensus, therefore, must rest upon 

the assumption that all new members of a society grow up within comparable and almost inter

changeable conditions. In fact, if general conditions or the importance of certain agents o f socialisation 

differed dram atically within one society, at any given point of time, an outcome such as shared value 

patterns would seem to be implausible. Moreover, if individuals, in this case children and adolescents, 

were conceptualised as actively interfering in, as much as steering the process of socialisation (as is done 

in more recent approaches of socialisation theory, e.g. Wuxzbacher 1977, Zinnecker 1985) harmonious 

outcomes would again appear to be unlikely.17 Thus, the consensus approach is based upon the 

assumption that individuals are both recipients of roughly similar socialisational processes and signals, 

as well as being rather passive consumers of external socialisation efforts. Not surprisingly, Parsons' 

"over-socialised concept of man" (Wrong 1977) is subject to many critiques. Liegle (1991: 216), for 

example, sees determ inistic approaches as no longer justified1*. Indeed, according to  Giddens a society's 

dominance over the subject has to be "reconceptualised as a  duality" in which reflexivity and what he 

terms the "knowledgeability of social actors" play a decisive role in the structuration of a society (1984: 

XX, XXXVII). Equally, this problem is not completely ignored by functionalist theory. In fact, 

socialisation is presented as the major cause why Parsons' systems could never reach perfect integration. 

Thus, functionalism considers the diversity o f human life and external conditions of integration as 

significant factors (1962b: 203). Nevertheless, imperfect as it may be, socialisation is supposed to focus 

need-dispositions which hold that claims will not greatly exceed what individuals can actually receive. 

This enables socialisation once again to ensure a conflict-free allocation of roles and status within a 

highly differentiated society. At this point, Parsons' functionalism clearly departs from that o f Durkheim. 

Function-Specific Socialisation and the Emergence of Sub-Cultures

Likewise, Durkheim's collective consciousness "constructs unity within structural diversity" (Mailer 

1992:301). Yet, the collective orientation is bound to disintegrate given a certain level of differentiation. 

Indeed, according to Durkheim, highly-differentiated societies understand only a highly abstract Ideal of * 11

17 The historical development and stepwise broadening of socialisation theories is described by Gculen (1991). 
For a critical discussion of socialisation research concerning particularly its methodological deficiencies, see 
Behrmann (1987).
11 A similar argument is made by Geulen (1991:34).
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individualism. Beneath this homogeneous surface develops a diversity of function-specific moral codes 

which are valid only and exclusively for certain positions and roles within the division of labour (1984: 

556ff.). Therefore, within Durkheim's conceptualisation we are able to find a starting-point with regard 

to both class- or sub-group specific effects o f socialisation. As a juxtaposition, Parsonian functionalism 

is deliberately insensitive to divisions based upon characteristics like class, generations or gender. In 

contrast, a collectivity is defined by the "integration of its members with a common value system" as 

well as the preparedness of the collective as a  whole to act commonly in order to defend such shared 

values (1962b: 192f.). Moreover, such an approach is clearly distinguished from those categories of 

persons who have some attributes in common which but do not involve "action in concert". Clearly, 

categories of individuals can develop towards collectives whenever they start to share common value 

orientations. Thus, Parsons is yet again only able to allow for a  diversity of collectives within one 

society when those sub-groups share at least a common unifying canon of orientations.

It may be pertinent to ask whether this persistence in consensus is not rather dysfunctional with regard to 

systemic role distribution. In other words, is the frequently observed "working class authoritarianism" 

(e.g. Litt 1963, U pset 1959,1981, Erikson et al. 1988) not more functional with regard to maintenance 

of an hierarchically organised labour market than values promoting individualism and self-realisation at 

the assembly line? If this were so, it would be a lack of consensus that keeps the working class docile 

and allows democratic stability (see Michael Mann (1970) in his critique of Almond and Verba's "Civic 

Culture"). Or, to reverse the question, is not the modem division of labour a socialisation agent itself, 

and does it not also model workers’ and employees' value systems with regard to the needs o f the work 

place?19 If this were to be correct, differential value systems could be both a pre-condition and an 

outcome of a sophisticated division o f labour. In both instances we would have to abandon the idea of 

value consensus if we do not want to retreat into Durkheim's abstraction of individualism as the 

common, unifying and only myth of modem society.

The Conflictual Potential of Function-Specific Socialisation

From a societal point of view, this differential distribution of values could still be harmonious, because a 

worker would be a worker either because he holds values of sub-ordination, i.e. he has no interest in 

self-realisation at the work place, or because he internalises authoritarian values as a result of job 

socialisation. The middle class, on the other hand, would stress autonomy and values of self-realisation, 

either because it finds itself in responsible positions which enforce actions guided by autonomous 

decisions and flexibility, or because it chooses self-employment or supervisory professions in 

accordance with its value system. Indeed, conflicts would only arise if certain sub-groups of society 

disagreed about the legitimacy of the social order (from the Parsonian perspective the legitimacy of the 

system of role allocation) and/or the future o f the social order as desired. To stay with our example, 

society would be conflictual if workers no longer accepted their sub-ordinate position or would aspire to 

a future in which the principle of sub-ordination itself was replaced by principles of equality and 

participation, both against the explicit will o f an upper class which had hitherto profited from the status 

quo's hierarchical division of labour. What we here described is, obviously, the classical class conflict

19 This is exactly Melvin Kotin's argument (Kohn/Schooler 1982). Similar points are made by Inkeles/Smith 
(1974) and Heinz (1991).
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Hypothetically, conflict can evolve between all sorts of groups within a given society (between the old 

and the new middle class, between the young and the old, between men and women, between employed 

and unemployed,...). However, what all possible scenarios of conflict require in common is, first, a clear 

differential perspective on either the status quo or the future o f societies and, second, a clear-cut division 

into protagonists or adherents, on the one hand, and opponents of a certain perspective, on the other.

We have argued that Western welfare states have become conflictual in exactly this sense, in so much as 

both the legitimacy of the social order as it is currently configured and its future development, have 

come into question being, once again, forcefully contested by various societal groups. Furthermore, if  

we argue that these conflicts have again reached the status of value conflicts, that is they have risen 

beyond a conflictual struggle about the best method and means of the redistribution o f wealth, we must 

consequently assume that different societal groups have been socialised into different value systems and 

have, as a  result, been subject to different conditions of socialisation in general. In this sense, the 

existence o f value conflicts is an aposteriori proof concerning sub-group specific socialisation effects. 

Conceptionally, there would also be a  second possibility. Societies may be conflictual because the 

effects o f socialisation are no longer function-specific in the Durkheimian sense. As a result, conflicts 

could emerge because groups or individuals become allocated to social roles whilst not being equipped 

with equivalent value orientations. Typical examples would be an individualised autonomous working 

class which found itself in sub-ordinate positions or a highly-educated aspiring middle class which is 

confronted with unemployment or unskilled labour.30 In the previous scenario, the source o f conflict 

would be differential socialisation, in the second, socialisation may even have been homogeneous 

(equally towards individualisation and autonomy), however, conflict emerges from the discrepancies 

between structure and culture. In other words, the labour m arket can not offer enough responsible and 

autonomous positions in order to satisfy the need-disposition of an individualised society. W e argue that 

both processes add to the recurrence of value conflicts.

Increasing Insignificance of Socialisation?

As we said before, the disintegrationalists’ conception of a completely individualised society is not 

really satisfying either. Indeed, if one can accuse Parsons o f promoting an "over-socialised concept o f 

man" (Wrong 1977), then Ulrich Beck applies an "under-socialised concept of man". Moreover, Beck's 

writings could be classified as 'trend sociology* in the sense that he describes and highlights 

contemporary trends and developments within present-day society and generalises them in such a way as 

to suggest that they are valid already for society as a whole.31 Even though. Beck's 'Zeitdiagnose* is 

impressivly clear-sighted, similar scenarios had been described before and after the "Risk Society" was 

published. For pessimists the risk society may be a likely anticipation o f the future. For a description of 

contemporary society, however. B eck's insistence on the disappearance and insignificance o f 

socialisation and collective solidarity is less fruitful. Indeed, in his collectively individualised world the * 21 *

30 An almost identical argument is made by Jan van Deth (1995b: 62). He refers to Schumpeter (1942) who 
predicted a spread of conflict and political discontent because the highly educated strata fail to find employment 
appropriate to their education. Schumpeter mainly focused upon the effects of educational expansion, however, 
one can easily enlarge this argument and interpret political conflicts as the result of tensions between education - 
and the norms, values and ideals transmitted via education - and the available job opportunities.
21 As Ulrich Beck formulated himself: Tn diesem Sinne ist Individualisienmg beides - exemplarische
Gegenwaitsdiagnose und ZulcunftsmusikM (Beck/Beck-Gemsheim 1994:16).
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single person is basically alone, with the family having been transmuted into a temporary contract unit 

("Verhandlungsfamilie auf Zeit") whilst general processes o f erosion have led to the de-traditionalisation 

of basically all the binding, moulding and unifying ties which existed in the past Consequently, the idea 

of socialisation as a determining influence retreats in favour o f self-reflexive biographies and ego-centric 

action models o f daily life (Beck 1983:58f.). Indeed, the risk society is incapable o f appreciating value 

orientations or commonly shared patterns o f interpretation whatsoever, with the result that the isolated 

individual perceives him self as unique, man reduced to being the choice of his possibilities. In effect a 

"homo optionis" (Beck/Beck-Gernsheim 1994: 16). Societal problem are directly translated into little 

more than psychic dispositions which manifest themselves as personal dissatisfaction or through feelings 

of guilt and fear. As a result. Beck's renunciation of values is only logical. Values (Le., social values) 

can only develop in a setting in which either the society as a whole (the Parsonian solution) or certain 

sub-groups within the society share common experiences and patterns of interpretations. We said that 

Parsons was wrong because he ignored or did not know the processes which were described so vividly 

by Beck, it is only fair then that we add that Beck is wrong because he neglects both the strength and 

validity of Parsonian consensus in contemporary Western societies.

1.23 The Idea of Criss-Crossing or Intersectional Circles

Similar to contemporary Durkheim and later Parsons, Georg Simmers sociology departs from the 

process of social differentiation, i.e., the modem division of labour. Simmers theory of individualisation 

can best be understood as a clear counter-position to Ulrich Beck.33 Similarly, differentiation leads to 

increasing specification and individualisation and, consequently, the breaking up of group cohesion. 

Simmel describes a direct mutual relationship between the originality of the individual and the 

originality of the collective. The closer the group or the "circle", as he terms it, the less freedom or 

individuality can develop within the circle. In contrast, the circle itself is something that is itself 

individual and can be sharply distinguished from neighbouring circles or groups. W ith the enlargement 

and opening of circles, opportunities for individual originality emerge. However, in so doing the circles 

themselves become less individual and increasingly similar to each other (Simmel 1888: 54ff.). As a 

consequence, individualisation leads to an enlargement of perspectives, from smaller to ever more 

encompassing units: "Je mehr statt des Menschen als Sozialelement der Mensch als Individuum und 

damit diejeningen Eigenschaften, die ihm bloß als Individuum zukommen, in den Vordergrund des 

Interesses treten, desto enger muß die Verbindung sein, die ihn gleichsam Ober den Kopf seiner sozialen 

Gruppe hinweg zu allem, was überhaupt Mensch ist, der Menschen weit nahelegt” (1888: 57). 

Individualisation, therefore, does not mean disintegration but rather a widening of perspectives and the 

integration of individuals within what are gradually less concrete social units until the unit becomes 

synonomous with humanity in general. In the Simmelian approach the individual is by necessity always 

a member of social groups. Indeed, there can be no individuality without sociability. This relationship, 

therefore, is mutual in the sense that the larger, the more abstract social groups become, the more 

specialisation and individualisation takes place within this u n it Vice versa, the more specialised, the 23

23 Indeed, Beck is sharply criticised for repeating Simmers major ideas without referring to him (e.g. Müller 
1992: 35).
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more individualised human beings are, the larger, the more abstract are the groups that individuals feel 

responsible to.

From a perspective taken at the last turn o f the century, Simmel anticipated the failure of socialism, 

because its order could only be established within extremely small circles, thus dooming it to fail as a  

large group experim ent Justice and equality in terms of both the distribution of costs and consumption 

patterns is possible only in groups which are reasonably small and directly controllable. Enlarged groups 

will always stimulate processes of differentiation, specification and diversification of demands 

(I908a:243).

This inherent tendency of internal specification and differentiation provides society as a whole with an 

"energy saver". In this sense, therefore, Simmel is as functionalist as Durkheim or Parsons. 'D ie 

Funktionen, die das Ganze als solches übt, ermöglichen ihm eine um so umfassendere Große, je  

spezialisierter seine Teile sind" (1888: 58). However, as a counterpoint to both Durkheim and 

functionalism in general, Simmers conception of the division of labour suggests no consensual value 

orientations. Societal integration rests on a structural argument, in which societies are one "circle" o f 

human conduct within which numerous smaller or larger circles exists which define themselves through 

common profession or interest: "Innerhalb eines Kreises, der in irgendeiner Gemeinsamkeit des Berufs 

oder der Interesses zusammengehört, sieht jedes Mitglied jedes andere nicht rein empirisch sondern auf 

Grund eines 'Apriori', das dieser Kreise jedem an Ihm teilhabenden Bewußtsein auferlegt" (1908b: 282). 

Hence, individual originality and uniqueness is socially translated into labels which leads to the 

categorisation o f human beings. Officers see other officers as belonging to the same category, church 

members label and judge each other not as individuals but rather in their social roles as church members 

and different circles perceive themselves and each other not through the originality of their respective 

members but on the basis of the category that they belong to. "The covering up of reality through social 

generalisation" reduces individuality into a form of necessary sociability. In other words, societies exist 

not as the result of cohesion provided by a collective consciousness but through processes of labeling, 

generalisation and simplification which model actual individuality into something which is socially 

intelligible.

Multiple Identities and Social Conflicts

Societies in the Simmelian sense, therefore, can be integrated or conflictual depending on the 

configuration o f circles within one system. The more concentric or hierarchical circles are organised, the 

more likely is a conflictual outcome. On the contrary, the more circles that criss-cross, the more open 

and the more integrated a  society w ill be. Indeed, if  individuals move permanently between more than 

one circle, the possibility o f one specific category shaping the individual personality as a whole is less 

likely. Intersectional or criss-crossing circles mean intra-individually that identities are multiple. To stay 

with Simmel's example, officers are not only officers but also Catholics. In daily life and in action with 

other members, individuals incorporate different roles and aspects o f personality into one identity 

system. 'T he individual may add affiliations with new groups to single affiliations which has hitherto 

influenced him in a  pervasive and one-sided manner. The mere fact that he does so is sufficient, quite 

apart from the nature o f the groups involved, to give him a stronger awareness of individuality in 

general, and at least to counteract the tendency of taking his initial affiliations for granted" (Simmel
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1955: 151). Thus, individualisation needs neither an encompassing value consensus (the Durkheim* 

Parsons solution) nor will it result in ego-centrism and anomie (the Beck scenario). As a consequence, a 

concept of social generalisation and multiple identity opens a  way to a  less consensual but equally less 

pessimistic prospect for modem life.

Clearly, individualisation weakens the impact of traditional organisations upon human conduct and 

increases the individual's ‘possibility space'. However, we would argue, that the newly created 

possibilities are not as numerous as Beck claims. Admittedly, the family may be in decline, divorce rates 

increasing and more and more individuals remain single for longer periods of their lives. Indeed, we can 

observe pluralisation of lifestyles in almost every respect, but the available options are not endless. On 

the one hand, individualisation and pluralisation render all-embracing value consensus a matter of 

impossibility, whilst on the other hand, individualisation is certainly not simply a question of pure 

contingency and countless alternatives. Indeed, what is becoming ever more unlikely in the 

contemporary world are exclusive roles, such as the 'only-worker' or the 'only-housewife*. Pluralisation 

is the result o f criss-crossing circles, and individuals, we argue, as a consequence will remain 

collectively oriented through the common accumulation of comparable life experiences and shared 

circles of conduct At this juncture it would be useful to refer briefly to the Habermasian lifeworld 

concept (1981), which is based upon direct communication between self-reflexive individuals, who 

stand in opposition to the impersonal and independent systems of action, such as the modern division of 

labour or the economy of money and bureaucracy in general. Indeed, in a pluralised society, we argue, 

identity has to be constructed within the narrower context of day to day life interaction and 

communication. If common experiences lead to common interpretations it is reasonable for us to speak 

of the existence of value collectives. Moreover, if these shared interpretations or values are 

complemented by similar structural or social positions (circles in the Simmelian terminology) shared by 

individuals, then these collectives carry a structural component, thus making conflict more likely as 

differences in interpretation are translated into questions of equality and power.

The Role of Social Mobility in the Society o f Intersectional Circles

Peter Blau's exchange theory (1964) provides a  theoretical tool for the analysis o f transformation that 

takes place from multiple identity and intersectional circles to a closed system of hierarchical 

organisation and conflictual interaction. B lau's thinking is part of the tradition of Durkheim and Simmel. 

The society he describes is a society o f highly differentiated and specialised labour, which is urban, 

pluralistic, capitalist and democratic.33 Consequently, Blau's society is unfamiliar with both "Stände" and 

classes but based rather on circles or groups.34 The starting-point of Blau's analysis is the Simmelian idea 

of criss-crossing or intersectional circles as the core of society's organisation. "A society consists of the 

interrelated social groupings and segments, communities and organisations, within it" (1964: 283). 

Furthermore: "Simmel's imaginative analysis o f intersecting circles draws attention to their significance

33 See Müller (1992:55#.).
34 What differentiates at least the early Blau from Simmel is his extensive reference to Talcott Parsons* idea of 
value consensus which resembles the Parsonian AGIL-schema of pattern variables even in detail. "Normative 
standards that restrict the range of permissible conduct are essential for social life" (1964: 255). Without value 
consensus and accepted standards, exchange - the basic unit of his theory - would permanently be jeopardised. In 
later writings values are totally abandoned in favour of a predominantly structural perspective.
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for various aspects of contemporary culture - the diverse human personalities, the individualised 

situations of people, the lesser domination by social norms and pressures, the potential for subjectivity 

and departure from conformity, and the greater individual freedom" (Blau/Schwartz 1984:1). Therefore, 

the society of intersectional circles, o f multiple identities, is Blau's ideal of an open, modem and just 

society. Indeed, to quote him at some length: "The social integration of the various segments of a larger 

population depends not on strong in-group ties but on extensive intergroup relations that strengthen the 

connections among segments and unite them in a distinctive community, notwithstanding their diversity. 

Value consensus is not sufficient for the social integration of an entire society or large community, and 

neither is functional interdependence. Although both may contribute to social integration indirectly by 

promoting intergroup relations, the social integration of a  large population depends on the actual 

connections established by the direct association between members from different groups and strata" 

(Blau/Schwarz 1984:12f.).

Interestingly, the possibility of an open society is closely related to the maintenance of social mobility, 

i.e., only mobility, that is the likelihood that social positions can change both within the lifespan of one 

individual, as well as between generations from fathers to sons, from mothers to daughters, renders 

social change a  continuous and basic element of modem society. If mobility declines, if  the status quo 

starts to govern the social order, then open society becomes endangered. Indeed, without mobility and 

the promise of change, substructures of society tend to close themselves thus stifling aspirations held by 

those below, i.e. a status quo can easily evoke such closure mechanisms and security-maintenance o f 

those who have against those who have not but who want to. Hence, mobility is the crucial link between 

the model of an open society and a class structural, conflictual model. Moreover, according to this 

"version o f an anglo-americanised Sim m er (M ailer 1992:65), the degree of intersection between social 

circles coincides with the amount of individualisation and destratification in a society, even though class 

conflicts can still emerge when inequalities accumulate and lead to segregation.

Of particular significance here are Blau's ideas on mobility, on the one hand, and the risk o f 

accumulation o f inequalities on the other. Both processes, we argue, can explain why, from the late 

1960s on, consensus collapsed and the modem welfare state became, once again, conflictual. Indeed, 

this decline o f mobility, and the accumulation o f inequality on the basis of horizontal or ascriptive 

categories, is the main argument of the research on new inequality (see Chapter 9).

1.23 The History of Civilisation and Individualisation

Norbert Elias' theory o f civilisation is a third critical strand o f thought, which stands out against the 

integration-disintegration argum ent Elias is as much a theorist o f individualisation as Simmel and Beck, 

and, yet as much, a theorist o f the modem division of labour as Durkheim and Parsons. This core idea 

o f the "process of civilisation" (1991), is based upon the causal relationship between external threat 

("Fremdzwang") and the development o f self-regulative control mechanisms on the part of the individual 

("Selbstzwangapparatur"). Therefore, Elias offers an adequate reply to the Beckian skepticism towards 

the possibility o f individuality in a detraditionalised world. Furthermore, with the emergence of the 

state's monopoly of force, behaviour governing norms and laws and rational institutions, the modem 

state created “pacified spaces", in which the individual affects had to be controlled. This was because in
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the "pacified space" immediate satisfaction of needs and drives was no longer possible, forcing 

individuals to abandon ‘the war of all against all’. On the contrary, war became an internal state within 

the individual who was forced to suppress, what were now regarded as maHi^narr and socially 

undesirable outbursts o f emotions and violence. Moreover, in the longer run, external pacification led to 

the development of a  stable psychic self-force apparatus (1991:320ff.). Indeed, as a mass phenomenon, 

self-regulative systems based upon a  relatively high standard of living, a high degree of social security, 

as well as a functional division of labour gradually bound more and more individuals into a  system of 

mutual interdependence.

Central to Elias' writings is the idea of there being a strong correlation between external (external to the 

individual) threat and individualisation, from which he developed his skepticism towards the socialist 

dictatorships in Eastern Europe (1987:242ft). Indeed, social regulations are so pervasive that they leave 

no space for individual freedom of decision, and yet, the amount of self-regulation is the major criteria 

for the extent o f individualisation possible within a society. Authoritarian regimes, thus, tend to develop 

and enforce a specific "social habitus" which is self-perpetuating in favour of the regime's survival. 

Moreover, the social habitus is built in accordance with external regulation ("Premdregulierung") which 

punishes initiative and demands sub-ordination and conformity.23 The result being that, if such a habitus 

is suddenly confronted with demands for higher self-regulation, insecurity and identity conflicts are the 

most likely outcome. "Ihr sozialer Habitus drflngt sie dann unwillkflrlich dazu, auf Wiederherstellung 

des gewohnten Fremdzwanges, also etwa auf eine Starke FQhrung hinzuarbeiten" (1987: 243). Elias* 

interpretation of socialism is, in one respect, strikingly different from that of Simmel. According to 

Simmel, socialism has to fail because it cannot prevent the process of social differentiation and 

individualisation that are inherent to large-scale societies. Indeed, according to Elias, it is not pre

destined that socialism will fail but it will result, as is the case of all authoritarian systems based upon 

force and threats, in a particular deformation of the individual's personality structure. Interestingly, both 

interpretations surface again with regard to the present debate about both the reality and legacy of 

Communist systems. Chapter 3 will take up this discussion in greater detail.

Although less well-known, Elias* habitus concept is in many respects similar to Bourdieus' approach. 

For both of them the habitus is an intermediary institution between social structure and individual action. 

In other words, the habitus reflects the incorporation of structural conditions in the personality system of 

the individual. For both the habitus is a group-specific phenomenon. Indeed, according to Elias, in 

complex modem societies the social habitus is by necessity multiple. However, whilst Bourdieu insists 

on the clear class-reproductive character of the habitus, Elias introduces the idea o f multiple identities, 

which come extremely close to Simmel's and Blau's conception o f intersectional circles. "Es hangt von 

der Anzahl der ineinander verschachtelten Integrationsebenen seiner Gesellschaft ab, wieviele Schichten 

im sozialen Habitus eines Menschen ineinander verwoben sind" (1987: 245). And furthermore: "Je 35

35 From a socialisation theoretical point of view, a similar argument is made by Liegle (1991:222f.). He suggests 
a relationship between styles of children education which foster the independence and self-determination of the 
child and the extent and forms of social control executed in a given society. Comparative analyses support this 
connection: In  societies, where adults are closely supervised in the performance of economic, familial, political 
and religious role behaviour, socialisation values emphasise conformity; in societies where individual adults are 
more autonomous, there is a greater emphasis on the value of self-reliance for children" (SnggmaTm/Steimnet7- 
1987:75, see Liegle 1991).
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größer im Zuge der Gesellschaftsentwicklung der Spielraum für Verschiedenheiten der im G edächtnis 

des Einzelnen eingravierten Lebenserfahrungen wird, um so größer wird die Chance d e r  

Individualisierung" (1987:247). Elias’ habitus, therefore, is a direct reflection of the degree of external 

threat that exists in  a given society, Le., the more diverse the formative experiences, the lesser th e  

chance that certain experiences can leave deep and dominating traces in the personality system an d , 

consequently, the higher the amount of individualisation.

Here, the civilisation theory stands in direct opposition to Beck's theory of individualisation. H owever, 

for both theories the decline of the traditional family plays a  crucial role. In the past, family relations 

were "obligatory, lifelong and fremdzwangartig'" (Elias 1987: 272f.). Today, on the other hand, th ey  

have adopted the character of a "freiwilliger Verbindung auf W iderruf1. The synergy with the B eckian 

bonmot o f the "temporary contract family" is, therefore, almost perfect However, in the Elias scenario 

the liquidation of the family leads to increased demands for self-regulation and self-restriction and th e  

limitation o f spontaneity. Furthermore, when the family can be dissolved at any given poin t the fam ily 

becomes fragile, members, therefore, have to treat each other with increased care, higher respect an d  

less selfishness. The same is true in a larger societal context with the result that a specific change takes 

place in the habitus leading to the construction of self-regulative mechanisms.36 

If we were to posit Elias' conception within the framework of our consensus-conflict dichotomy, w e 

would have to choose the conflictual option, inspite of his evolutionary modernisation theoretical 

impetus. The reason for this lies in the causal dependence of the social habitus upon structural 

developments. Typically, societies suffer from a "Nachhinkeeffekt" (delay effect) which is the chronical 

problem o f the habitus, especially in societies undergoing rapid change. In other words, whilst societal 

conditions change, the individuals concerned remain largely unchanged. Thus, the social habitus, w hich 

was a function of a earlier phase o f societal development, is basically resistant towards alteration in th e  

external world. "Processural conflicts", therefore are inbuilt within modem societies, particularly 

modem ones. Indeed, these can occur as identity conflicts, that is intra-individual conflicts or as  

generational conflicts, that is a cleavage between individuals which have acquired the habitus o f  

different stages of a society’s history (1987: 28 Iff.). Where Dürkheim suggests an analysis of sub

cultures based upon class or profession, Elias' focuses on the generational divide in a  rapidly changing 

environment. Common to both, however, is the idea of the almost inevitably group-specific impact o f  

socialisation.

1.3. The Value Conflictual Society: Towards a Conclusion

A glance at history books immediately reveals the fact that the story o f modernity is a story of conflict 

and, at least partially, a fatal one o f bloody disagreement about the right and just way to organise social

36 Interestingly, the phenomenological approach of Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1965) supports Elias in almost all 
instances. Here, the decline of external threat leads to the experience of the expansion of social horizons. The 
awareness of increasing possibilities and opportunities makes individuals search for higher degrees of self- 
realisation. The outcome of such an expansion may, on the one hand, enhance the design of new life plans and life 
styles. On the other hand, however, the confrontation with the "unknown" can provoke feelings of insecurity, 
anomie and a stiff persistence in old patterns and values. Mcrieau-Ponty is not applying a concept of habitus. Yet, 
the idea of individual continuity is inherent in his approach when de describes possible counter-movements 
against the unwelcome expansion of horizons.
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life. As we have argued, this conflictual character of modem life is inherent within the principal belief of 

modernity itself, i.e, the replacement of a transcendentally legitimised "natural order* by the principles of 

progress and rationality. This stands in stark contrast to pre-modem eras when the organisation of social 

life was preordained and unquestionable. Modernity, on the other hand, offers a  plurality of possible 

solutions, all o f which have been forcefully contested at times. Thus, the history o f modernity is less the 

history of Parsonian consensus and gradual value generalisation, than that of conflict Indeed, if  Parsons 

was right then he was only right for pie-modem times and the consensual decades that followed the end 

of the Second World War. However, the "end of ideology" (Bell 1962) and '*the politics of consensus in 

an age of affluence" (Lane 1965) turned out to be only a short intermezzo within the conflictual history 

of human life.37 38 The modem welfare state, as it developed in most Western societies after 1945, was a 

highly successful attempt to break through this unfortunate chain of value conflicts which culminated in 

two world wars and the division of the world in two ideologically opposed spheres of influence. Under 

what were extremely favourable conditions, he., economic growth, peace and the East-West conflict, it 

was possible to reach an overarching consensus. The re-conflictualisation of Western societies since the 

late 1960s therefore suggests that conflict and value disagreement can be conceptualised as the normal 

state of modem societies. Thus, we have argued that consensus is the exception, conflict the rule.

So, how can one establish society if conflict is so all-pervasive? Why do individuals which find 

themselves not only in different positions o f the hierarchical ladder but who carry different sometimes 

even opposite values, join voluntarily a common society? The most obvious answer must be that 

members share a (false?28) sense of belongingness, of common history and shared destiny. In short, it is a 

society in which national identity provides the homogenising kit for a value conflictual society.29 

However, such an assumption appears somewhat strange within the German context where the question 

of national identity is one of the most contested values itself (e.g. Rofiteutscher 1997). Furthermore, if 

we argue that value consensus is a rare and exceptional societal state heavily dependent upon favourable 

conditions, we are left with the old question of how society is a t all possible if  not via voluntary 

agreement and basic consensus about the main principles of social organisation. Indeed, we would agree 

with Parsons that there is an inherent tendency of social systems to push for value consensus. Moreover, 

from a system's point of view, conflict is disturbing and interferes negatively in the efficiency and 

rationality of decision-making. However, even if we agree that consensus is desirable, we are also forced

37 This basic pluralism and conflictuality is reflected in contemporary academic discourse. In Europe, so 
Eisenstadt, new academic fashions responded to the ''disillusionment with the age of the 'end of ideology'". 
Rational choice, symbolic interact!onism and anthropology developed counter-positions to the previous hegemony 
of the structural-functional school (Eisenstadt 1990:7f.).
38 The topic of nation-building and national identity is certainly the most impressive example of constructivist 
approaches. Research shows how the nation was historically and socially constructed by certain societal groups 
which thought to profit from this organisation. What we can leam from these writings is the simple fact that these 
"imagined communities" (Anderson 1983) are far from being the eternal and uncontested categories of human life 
as suggested by nationalist discourse.
29 This argumentation is not unusual. The "neo-corporatist Keynesian model" (Bomschier 1988:24) rests on four 
key institutions, the world market, formal organisations, educational systems and the nation-state. The role of the 
latter is to provide the system's legitimacy. In the systemtheory of David Easton diffuse support as the highest 
level of agreement, concerns in the first place the political community, namely the existence of strong feelings of 
solidarity with the nation (Easton/Hess 1961). "Diffuse support forms a reservoir upon which a system typically 
draws in times of crisis." (Easton/Dennis 1973:46).
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to recognise that modernity itself is the major obstacle preventing the implementation of a broad and a l l-  

embracing value consensus. Thus, with the elimination of the belief in natural and pre-given order, th e  

question o f how to best organise society becomes by necessity contested, and this is as true today as i t  

was at the beginning of this century. In the end, we would argue that societies have to accommodate th is  

inherent tendency towards value conflict. Indeed, the apparent triumph of liberal democracy must b e  

understood as a deliberate institutional arrangement designed to domesticate inevitable conflicts, a n d  

which seems, in itself, an implicit acknowledgment of the basically conflictual nature o f m odernity. 

Rustow, for example, interprets the mere existence of democratic institutions as an admission by society 

of its conflictual character "Consensus on fundamentals is an implausible precondition. A people w ho 

were not in conflict about some rather fundamental matters would have little need to devise dem ocracy's 

elaborate rules for conflict resolution" (1970: 362). Structural explanations concerning interdependence, 

the unity of communication (e.g. Deutsch 1966) or feelings o f common national destiny, may add to o u r 

understanding, but as explanations, per se, they are insufficient and, more importantly, inadequate a s  

explanations of the contemporary diversity of nation-states, because, at least econom ically, 

interdependence and communication reached higher levels of integration some time ago.90 M odem 

society is conflictual, naturally and inevitably so, therefore, surely its institutional arrangement have to  

reflect such a  persistent source of conflict91

Theoretically, we have departed from the two extremes provided by firs t Parsons' value consensus and 

then, second. Beck's scenario of the collectively individualised world. Parsons' ideal may be desirable, 

albeit illusory given the conditions of modernity. Beck, on the other hand, describes one o f the m ajor 

trends in contemporary societies, namely the push towards individualisation, a process which was 

inherent in the project of modernity but which accelerated in the decades following the Second World 

War for exactly those reasons that were posited by Beck, as well as other theorists of individualisation. 

However, the impact o f the process o f individualisation upon possible value consensus is at least 

ambivalent On the one hand, the decline of m ajor socialisation agencies, and in specific the family, has 

certainly been a major hindrance preventing the implementation and transmission of widely shared 

values (this is Beck's point). However, the diminished importance o f class and religion-based actors 

may, within the modem, rational and bureaucratic state, actually enhance consensus. Indeed, in the final 

analysis, it was the influence of such 'ideological' interest groups which rendered societies value 

conflictual. Thus, the decline of class and religion as major socialisation agents offers a further 

explanation for value consensus in the immediate post-war decades.92

To re-state, we have an illusory vision o f value harmony, on the one hand, and yet a scenario o f either 

atomisation or hyper-reflexivity on the other. In both, Beckian options values have little or no significant

90 The process of European integration can be seen as the political manifestation or answer to these foregoing 
processes of economic and social interdependence.
11 In this sense we would agree with Dahrendorf s (1988: XI) proposition that “the politics of liberty is the 
politics of living with conflict". However, Dahrendorf s conflict theory is optimistically evolutionary. Conflict is 
understood as the major potential for progress because it will lead to a gradual enlargement of citizen rights (see 
particularly Dahrendorf 1959, but the basic argument is repeated also in more recent publications, e.g. 1988). 
Such an evolutionary perspective presumes that the 'good’ ones, the ones in favour of more liberty, will win the 
conflicts. This is, historically speaking at least, a naive assumption.
92 A similar argument is made by Vester et al. (1993:35).
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importance. Indeed, the notion of atomisation refers to the loss of values and collective bonds in general, 

whereas reflexivity suggests the permanent self-reflection of individuals, as well as social institutions. 

At this point, values as a snapshot of stability and continuity only disturb an open and unrestricted 

reflexivity. We have, therefore, applied the writings of Durkheim, Simmel. Blau and Elias precisely in 

order to bridge Parsons and Beck.

Furthermore, we argued that the Parsonian belief in the undifferentiated and comparable socialisation of 

all members of a collective is highly unlikely. On the contrary, we accepted, rather, Durkheim's idea of 

function-specific effects of socialisation beneath the surface of a highly abstract value consensus, which 

led directly to two different arguments. First, if  socialisation is related to the system of role allocation 

and, hence, to the demands of the labour market, differential value systems are the most probable 

outcome in a system where there is a differentiated division o f labour. Second, conflicts are highly likely 

if function-specific socialisation and the distribution of social positions do not coincide, that is if groups 

of individuals have been socialised into positions which do not (Le., no longer) ex ist We have used the 

example of a highly-educated middle class, which is confronted with the closure of the public sector in 

order to highlight this phenomenon. However, in addition, we have also had to consider the effects of the 

process of individualisation on the mechanism o f value acquisition. In accordance with Beck’s thinking 

we argued that basically all segments of society have been, at some time, exposed to this trend. 

Moreover, such a development would be function-specific in the Durkheimian sense only given the 

condition that there are an equivalent amount of social positions which would allow individual 

autonomy and self-determination to take place.

Thus, if we describe the role of socialisation in the contemporary world, we must choose the picture of 

function-specific socialisation, which has become complemented by the all-embracing effects of 

individualisation. Consequently, we related the process of individualisation to the spread of values such 

as autonomy, self-determination and self-realisation. Thereafter, we followed the line of Simmel, rather 

than Beck, in so much as individualisation, as triggered by processes of ongoing differentiation, leads to 

de-traditionalisation, in general. However, it is not an insular and self-reflexive mode of existence which 

is the main results of processes of individualisation but, rather, the organisation o f society as a diversity 

of intersectional circles. From a Simmelian perspective integration is secured by simultaneous 

membership in a diversity of different circles o f human conduct Thus, it is not atomisation which results 

from the process of individualisation but, rather, a construction o f multiple identities. Le., the 

incorporation of manifold experiences in one personality. Moreover, individualisation and the 

development of a plurality of different lifestyles is necessarily related to the emergence of a  pluralist 

universe of values. A t this point, we come back to the starting-point of our analyses, because only 

modem cultures which are liberated from the autocratic rule of religious or political authorities can (and 

do) develop a pluralism of values that is no longer consensual. Moreover, a plurality of interpretations 

and values is the indispensable pre-condition o f a  plurality of attitudes, beliefs and life styles. In short, 

without a pluralism of meaning, a plurality o f action would be impossible (Tenbruck 1990:42ff.).

W ith regard to the development o f the individual in the modem world, we observed striking parallels 

between Simmel and Elias. Primarily because, the notion of de-traditionalisation and diversification can 

be translated directly into Elias' perception about the decline of "external threat" in the process of
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civilisation. As a consequence, the increasing likelihood that individuals have differing even 

contradictory experiences, enforces individualisation and the construction of multiple identities at one 

and the same time. Finally, Peter Blau taught us that the open society o f intersectional circles rem ains 

constantlyt vulnerable to “freezing”, whenever mobility and social change is restricted.

In short, therefore, we suggest that modem societies are neither value consensual nor collectively 

individualised but, rather, social entities which consist o f a  diversity of criss-crossing circles and 

multiple identity constructions. As such, these are societies which are inherently and lastingly threatened 

by a mutation towards concentric and hierarchical circles and, thus, the outburst of social conflicts.

To summarise, our thesis of the re-emergence of the value conflictual society rests basically on five 

arguments. First, modem societies are inherently conflictual, because the aims and ends of politics and 

social order are no longer ordained but, rather, a matter of contest Second, the modem welfare state in 

its post-1945 version was clearly exceptional in the sense that it created a high degree o f consensus. 

Hence, the immediate ‘pre-history’ of contemporary societies being one of consensus rather than conflict 

Third, socialism was an attempt to overcome the basically conflictual nature of modem society by the 

forced implementation of a  single value system. Fourth, contemporary Western societies are highly 

individualised societies which are best described through the use of intersectional circles as a  conceptual 

image. As basically “open" societies, however, they are vulnerable to freezing and, thereafter, returning 

to distributional conflicts. Fifth, and finally, former socialist systems were ‘semi-individualised’, in so 

much as the individualisation effects of welfare policies and social differentiation were contradicted by 

the politics o f "external threat", in the Eliasian sense.

Having said that, we would describe present-day society as an amalgam of three different cultural 

ingredients: First, a consensual majority which rests on the value synthesis of the welfare state. Second, 

several minority collectives that represent value conflict and a decline in social mobility to differing 

degrees, and finally, minorities which react against the "new unintelligibility" (Habermas 1985) and the 

"cultural contradictions o f capitalism" (Bell 1979) with value abstention and disbelief. Why should this 

be so? If we take the success story of the welfare state together with the awful experience of the Second 

World War it was clear that value consensus was created to a clearly unprecedented extent. However, 

we have to acknowledge that values do not tend to disappear over night German history, especially, is a 

prime example o f this "cultural lag" (first described by Ogbura 1957) phenomenon in which cultural and 

socialised elements and traditions change much slower than is true for structural or institutional settings. 

W hat we assume, therefore, is that the collapse o f consensus was no mass phenomenon but happened, 

rather, at the margins o f society. However, the fact that socialist societies were only ‘semi- 

individualised*, in  addition to the relatively uncontested hegemony of official culture, prohibits parallel 

expectations regarding East Germany. In contrast, both Simmel, and particularly Elias, invite us to 

expect value consensus and relative social harmony, instead o f pluralism and conflict, as a matter of 

course.

In order, therefore, to add substance to these theoretical observations, Chapter 3 w ill follow the 

historical development o f consensus and conflict in both German societies from the end o f the Second 

W orld War until today. Chapter 5 will then introduce the contemporary distribution o f values and the 

m ajor protagonists of the value conflictual society, ie ., the value collectives in East and W est Germany.
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CH A PTER 2

The Role o f  Values in the Conflictual Society

The major argument o f the previous chapter was its emphasis on the inevitably conflictual nature of 

modernity and, what has been, the powerful renaissance of value conflicts after a brief ‘intermezzo’ of 

welfare state consensus. Furthermore, we argued that the inherently unstable state of an open society of 

intersectional circles was permanently vulnerable to freezing and mutating towards a concentric and 

hierarchical organisation of stratification. Thus, value conflicts are easily complemented by questions of 

political power and social inequality. Hence, this chapter discusses the role and significance o f value 

orientations with regard to contemporary societies.

2.1 Value Orientations' Major Properties

Four major traits ensure the influence of values on society's development F irst values are guiding 

principles with regard to attitudes and actions, in so much as they are predeterming preferences that 

shape the actor's choice and provide the basic script with regard to the world's interpretation, as well as 

giving meaning to social phenomena. Second, values are intra-individually characterised by relative 

autonomy and stability, i.e., they do not alter like modes and fashions but offer a stable point of 

reference even in a rapidly changing environment Thirdly, values are, by necessity, collectively 

distributed, in so much as they shape group boundaries and bind isolated individuals into collectives of 

belief as well as providing a motive for common action. Finally, values are inherently conflictual. 

Indeed, as discriminators between good and evil, the socially desired and undesired, values play a major 

role regarding the legitimisation and evocation of societal conflicts. Taken together all four properties 

constitute the basic relevance of value orientations within contemporary societies. In this context, the 

last two characteristics o f value orientations are of particular importance: Le., their ability to be 

collectively shared and their potential role with regard to the formation of conflict and cleavage. In this 

sense, Clyde Kluckhohn's famous definition of values is somewhat deficient because in his definition 

only two of the four major ingredients are present Kluckhohn defines a value as "a conception, explicit 

or im plicit distinctive of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable which influences the 

selection from available modes, means, and ends of action" (1962:395).1 He sees values as a potentially 

collectively shared Ccharacteristic of a group*) and relevant as a means for solving problems associated 

with action. Indeed, the emphasis on the function of values as a choice facilitator is one o f the major 

arguments of all value theories.

In the following section we will briefly refer to 'traditional* value theories and discuss the general 

properties that render values such an interesting object o f any investigation into societal conflict 

structures. A second part will discuss more extensively recent debates about value change as initiated by 

Ronald Inglehart's theory of postmaterialism. We have chosen this approach because the argument about

1 In 1969, Kmieciak (1976: 6ff.) counted not less than 180 different defintions of the concept of a value. As a 
rule, most differences are negligible. However, this great choice makes the selection of the 'proper1 definition 
rather difficult. For reasons of simplicity, we trill stay for the moment with Clyde Kluckhohn's approach which 
became the generally accepted definition within the field of value studies.
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'value change' reveals major problems within the concept of ‘value* in a way that is more closely related 

to actual historical events and political experiences than its abstract theoretical conceptualisation. As a  

consequence, we chose the Inglehart case' in order to highlight both the fertility and deficiencies o f the 

value concept In any case, the Ingelhart case is highly interesting from a methodological point of view. 

The extensive discussions concerning his question formulation and index construction have also directly 

influenced our own substantial and methodological choices. Subsequently, therefore, a third concluding 

part will introduce our own understanding with regard to the role o f values within a process o f 

structuring a basically value conflictual society. In Chapter 4, questions of operationalisation and 

typology construction will be analysed and discussed.

The Action Relevance o f Value Orientations

From the very beginning, values were thought to be particularly powerful as means of predicting o f 

subsequent attitudes and actual behaviour. Indeed, value orientations are intimately linked to the very 

ability of an individual to ac t This is because value orientations impose "a preference or [give] a  

primacy to one alternative over the other in a particular type o f situation" (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 78). 

Values, therefore, are solutions to dilemmas o f choice, because without clear value preferences action 

remains impossible. In other words, "values are ideas formulating action commitments" (Kluckhohn 

1962: 396).2 Indeed, the postulate of 'orientation to action' is one of the major assumptions of culturalist 

theory. Values, as general dispositions, pattern action. "If actors do not have them, action will be erratic, 

patternless, anomic" (Eckstein 1988: 790). Moreover, "anomie will follow not only from lack o f internal 

guides to action but from guidelines too general and loose..." (795).

Two basic traits provide the connection between values and attitudes or action. First, values are scarce 

objects.' In order to function as action guidelines there have to be less values than the potentially 

contingent and countless alternatives w ith regard to possible attitudes or action modes. Only a relative 

scarcity of values can give meaning to social phenomena and, therefore, provide a basic script regarding 

the interpretation of day to day dilemmas.4 Second, values have to be ordered within a hierarchy. 

Individuals have to have preferences, they must prefer certain values over others, they even may 

seriously dislike some, but only value preferences can provide action guidelines. How can one, 

therefore, conceive of the emergence o f value preferences considering that most societal values arc 

generally highly appreciated? Milton Rokeach's (1973) conceptualisation in which all members of a 

society share a  similar spread of values, but within that spread, values arc given different weights by 

different individuals, m ight provide a  solution. In fact, we can certainly conceive of an organisational 

structure that has a  core and a periphery, with less important values being placed further from the core

'  In contrast, norms serve as the concrete "do's and don Vs" of situations. Thus, people's value orientations tell 
about their personal conception of the desirable ends whereas norms give concrete instructions about the suitable 
mode of behaviour in a very specific setting.
'  Rokeach for example operates with eighteen distinct end state values. Parsons knows five pattern variables of 
which two have a particularly decisive character regarding the common "ethos" of societies. Maslow's need 
hierarcy puts forward five different needs which had been reduced by Inglehart to the two basic value patterns of 
materialism and postmaterialism.
4 Iindenberg (1990) shows the similarity of the basic assumptions of both Parsons and economic action theory. 
Likewise, rational choice starts from the assumption that action bases on scarcity. To get something, one has to 
decide in favour of one alternative and abandon another. The actual choice, however, is determined by values, the 
so-called pre-given preferences which in rational choice theory remain outside of the model.
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(Le. nearer to the periphery). For instance, as Rokeach suggests, people do not ‘vote’ for freedom or 

equality in a situation of absolute choice, moreover, both values can still be internalised as desirable in 

an individual's value system, even though they are ranked in a hierarchical order. In other words, people 

do not say: '1 do not believe in X but only in Y", but rather, ‘‘though both X and Y are desirable, X is 

more important to me than Y. This hierarchical value system is the result of a confrontation between the 

claims of contradictory values. The ability to perform, therefore, such a hiérarchisation is absolutely 

crucial.1

From Parsons through Rokeach to Inglehart, this notion of a value hierarchy is almost as old as the 

academic preoccupation with the topic of value itself. People are supposed to possess an inner ranking 

system that allows them to separate the most important value from the second most important, and on 

downward to the least attractive option: "After a value is learned it becomes integrated somehow into an 

organised system of values wherein each value is ordered in priority with respect to other values" 

(Rokeach 1973: 11). In the pluralist society, in accordance with Parsons, a citizen is a competent citizen 

only if different values are organised in a relative order of validity. This capacity is closely linked to the 

development of identity in the modem society with a "differentiated plurality of values, norms, interests, 

goals and membership which are integrated with eachother so that the personality is not tom by 

irresolvable conflicts" (Parsons/Platt 1973: 171). To reverse the argument, a non-hierarchical, purely 

non-distinct integration of values, expresses a lack of "the capacity for participation in the societal 

community with competence and intelligence" (191).

How come? To re-state, values have one major function, namely to influence and determine "the 

selection from available modes, means, and ends of action" (Kluckhohn 1962:395). Selection, however, 

can not be made if values are of equal importance. Thus, a hierarchy of value orientation is inevitable if 

individuals want to be able to formulate preferences and act as reliable and responsible adult members of 

the political system.

However, in spite this long tradition, and possibly because of it, the idea of value hierarchy is coming 

increasingly under challenge. The majority of new approaches reject this notion in favour of a value 

concept that permits the equal weight of several, even apparently contradictory, values (e.g. Klages 

1984, Maag 1989). Their starting-point is the assumption that a  person's value system is not as strictly 

ordered as suggested by traditional theory. In contrast, individuals are capable o f holding different 

values, complementary or even contradictory ones, as being essentially equal. In fact, 'value synthesis' is 

often even the expression of modem personalities that are capable to integrate the manifold demands of 

an individualised society. Indeed, Klages1 theory of a "value synthesis" is explicitly founded on such an 

argument, in which an adequate response to the challenge o f modernity is seen in the simultaneous 

integration of duty and acceptance values and values of self-realisation into one single and non- 

hierarchical value system. Integration being superior to all forms o f value selection and ranking. 

Therefore, between the traditional value theory, o f Parsonian origin, and the Klagesian notion o f value

1 Milton Rokeach suggests a theory of stepwise learning. Although children and adolescents may internalise 
values as absolute and situation-unspecific principles, e.g. being honest always and under every circumstances, 
individuals may later on be confronted with the claims of contradictory values, e.g. being honest and thereby 
offending another person and thus hurting the principle of friendship. According to Rokeach, individuals react to 
these conflicts by ranking them on the basis of their weighted importance.
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synthesis, a  wide conceptual gap develops. On the one hand, the competent and responsible citizen is  a  

value selective individual. On the other hand, the ideal modem personality performs integration of even  

openly contradictory values.

Furthermore, the theory of 'synthesis' is strongly supported by empirical evidence, because individuals 

appear to esteem  certain values equally. This should not come as too much of a surprise. If it is plausible 

to argue that on a societal level specific forms o f 'new ' values become widespread whilst 'o ld ' values 

are declining, the same argument can also be used for intrapersonal performance. Given the possibility 

of individual value change, it appears to be more valid to consider this change as a  gradual one rather 

than as a sudden reversal of value priorities. Hence, a state o f mind that gives equal weight to possibly 

contradictory values seems to be easily imaginable. Besides, there is no convincing reason why a  

societal status that is characterised by contradictory and changing features should not transmit its 

ambiguity to  its members via normal socialisation processes. In any case, the development o f modem 

society, w ith all its contrary processes, may lead inevitability to a certain dissonance within the structure 

of individual beliefs. "In particular, modem society, with its constantly changing complexity, is 

particularly puzzling to its members and constantly poses dilemmas for deliberation" (Cochrane/B illig  

1990: 174, see also Billig et al. 1988, Billig 1995). Forced through a process of socialisation to live in  a  

society "which is fundamentally contradictory and which poses outward dilemmas for its members", 

individuals are thought to be somehow helpless against society's influence; "Thus the lack of consistency 

is not a prelim inary stage on some sort of long march towards psychological and social consistency" 

(Cochrane/B illig 1990: 178).

In a certain sense, similar starting-points lead Cochrane/B illig and Klages to opposite conclusions. From 

Klages1 perspective, the value integrating 'realist' is the superior social character of late modernity and, 

thus, particularly well-equipped to tackle the manifold demands of the contemporary world. Cochrane 

and Billig's concept o f value synthesis, on the other hand, evokes an image of helplessness, insecurity 

and inconsistency. In the first view, value synthesis increases and facilitates action ability, whereas in 

the second, the capacity for is seriously threatened and undermined by a non-selective confusion of 

values. In short, Klages stands in clear opposition to Parsonian conceptualisations, whereas Cochrane 

and Billig support the basic premises of culturalist theory, namely, that without value preferences, 

meaningful action is impossible.

Here, we would argue, is one of the most interesting theoretical questions concerning value orientations 

in contemporary society.

Values' Relative Stability

If values are action relevant because they are relatively scarce and constrain contingency through 

preferences, then values have also to be relatively stable. Interested in the self-reproduction and 

maintenance o f social systems. Parsons attributed to values the central role for the transmission of 

societal norms from one generation to the next Indeed, values are thought to be the guarantee o f system 

stability and continuity. In order to fulfill this function, therefore, values have to be stable, particularly 

on an individual level, because permanently shifting and eclectic value systems, by definition, would 

prevent generational socialisation. The derivatives o f socialisation processes, as well as their inherent 

stability, distinguishes values from related, dependent, elements of the human belief system. This is
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because values ■ "uphold standards" or generalised conceptions, whereas attitudes represent the 

organisation of several beliefs around a particular object or situation (Rokeach 1973: 18, Eckstein 1988: 

790). Abstract and general as they are thought to be, values provide a reference for thought and action 

whilst themselves being neither "situation-specific nor function-specific" (Parsons 1961: 43). Indeed, 

attitudes may easily adapt to changing circumstances whereas values represents a benchmark within an 

individual’s mental system.

Moreover, value theories that are not strictly in the functionalist Parsonian tradition can also 

acknowledge the need for change. Accordingly, value systems are typified by relative, rather than 

absolute, durability. 'I t  is stable enough to reflect the fact of sameness and continuity of a unique 

personality socialised within a given culture and society, yet unstable enough to permit rearrangements 

of value priorities as a result of changes in culture, society, and personal experience" (Rokeach 1973: 

11).* In short, values have to be stable because, firstly, eclectic and permanently shifting value patterns 

could not fulfill the crucial socialisation function and, secondly, they would result, in any case, in 

eclectic and permanently shifting patterns of action.

Values as Collective Meaning Systems

Until this point, we have treated values as the property of individuals. However, we have also claimed 

that values are necessarily collectively shared and that it is this collective spread that renders values so 

crucial to the conflict structure of modem societies. "Those, therefore, who share common value 

orientations as commitments to action patterns in roles, constitute a collectivity" (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 

194). Thus, shared values present the core of collectivity. Without common orientations individuals may 

belong to a "category o f persons who have some attributes in common" (e.g. sex, age, education...) or a 

"plurality of persons who are merely interdependent with one another ecologically" (193). In both 

instances, whether it be the category and the plurality of persons, the status of a collectivity is not 

attained. Thus, Parsons sees culture or values as the driving force behind group formation rather than 

structural attributes.

Emerging from the nuclear family up through sub-populations and on to the entire society, values are 

supposed to be diffused to all levels of any respective social system (e.g. Parsons 1966, 1971b). 

Typically, Parsons imagines a society within which, in the final analysis, all members possess similar 

value orientations and, therefore, strengthen the efficacy and functionality of the society as a whole. The

* As individual concepts of the desirable on the one hand, and as orientations toward an abstract object on the 
other hand, they are less likely to be touched than beliefs which chronicle concrete objects of evaluation. In 
general "should-be"-orientations possess the tendency to survive even contradictory experiences. Imagine a 
person holding the value that society should behave in a altruistic manner. This person actually can come to be 
faced with a quite large amount of unsolidary and egoistic treatment before s/he comes to recognise this value as 
inadequate. On the other hand, the corresponding attitude that posits society as altruistic may rapidly be 
transformed into the reverse belief if triggered off by just one powerful contradictory experience. However, given 
this relative stability in comparison to attitudes or beliefs, individual value change is not a negligible exception to 
the rule. Here, we will turn Schmidt's (1984) proposition upside down. Starting from the assumption that the 
importance of political socialisation due to the development of specific value orientations is undeniable, Schmidt 
introduces two further intervening variables. In general, to keep alive "alternative social utopias" (1984: 583) in 
the course of adulthood they must become reinforced. Both politically key events and the experiences within the 
labour market play the role of a positive "amplifier" in order to keep values as stable as they are theoretically 
supposed to be. Values need not necessarily become reinforced in order for them to keep their validity in the 
course of the life cycle. Indeed, the experience of contradictory events and deviant claims originating in a later 
phase of adulthood may challenge the centrality and meaning of once adopted values.
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more advanced a society, the more widespread are the dominating value orientations and, thus, the m ore 

that deviant value "strains" are successfully eliminated. Obviously, this proposition runs sharply counter 

to the experience of the last few decades during which a dramatic value shift has occurred, especially in  

these advanced societies which were supposed to possess particular value stability. In keeping with an 

earlier argument, within the highly differentiated society of "intersectional circles" and "function- 

specific" socialisation, the idea of a generally accepted universe and hierarchy of values has to be 

abandoned in favour of a plurality and diversity of collective orientations within any given society.7 

Indeed, the assumption of a single political culture is, according to Wildavsky (1994: 154f.), the major 

fallacy of traditional cultural theory & la Parsons, because the a-priori insistence on the ' political culture 

prevents any "search for rival cultures". Taking the apparent diversity of political and social life into 

account, cultural theory stands in contradiction to the contemporary reality because "cultural uniformity 

cannot explain behavioural diversity". Wildavsky’s own assertion with regard to cultural studies, which 

was based on Mary Douglas' 'group' and 'grid' distinction, (1970, 1978), results, therefore, in an 

analytically schematic fourfold typology of sub-cultures, which are allegedly common to all societies. 

That said, his basic premise certainly merits some attention, because the functionalist taken-for-granted 

notion of an integrated society, results in a  "blindness regarding diversity" (Rieder 1994: 130). Thus, 

Rieder stresses that "as long as the belief in consensually shared values endured, it reduced the 

probability that social scientists would search for and recognise elements of normative resistance and 

counterpoint which discontinued the master portrait o f the central tendency"'.

If we doubt the notion of societal value consensus, we have to show why values are still necessarily 

collectively shared. Values are a central, if  not the central, aspect of political culture, whilst culture is a 

group-specific phenomenon. In Samuel H. Barnes' words: "Culture viewed as the shared assumptions or 

meanings of a group is resolutely collective" (1994: 58). No single individual can have 'culture', he or 

she can only incorporate and learn the culture o f a society, region or class.* 1 Societal value orientations 

are, on the other hand, conceptions about the ideal organising principles o f societies, "the ideal design of 

a collective concerning its political life" (Rohe 1987:39). Moreover, as an outcome values are inevitably 

shared by individuals, because were this to be different, the Beckian vision of the totally individualised 

world would become reality. Indeed, if all, or even most, members of a society, and whether society 

could still be said to exist would be an open question, hold specific and non-sharable ideals about the 

best form of societal organisation, everybody would have to fight for only his/her own survival. In any 

case, values are scarce objects, and because of the abstractness and generality of values, there can be no 

endless plurality o f values. If  one believes that social life would be impossible without values, the 

Parsons/Kluckhohn argument, the relative scarcity o f available value orientations would in itself produce 

value communities. However, we have argued that a value consensus reaching all parts of the population 

is rather unlikely, especially in times o f highly differentiated societies with structures based upon 

intersectional circles. Indeed, values became conflictual, but conflictual not in the sense that each

1 For a detained discussion see Chapter 1.
1 As Elkins and Simeon (1979:129) put it: "Political culture is the property of a collectivity - nation, region, class, 
ethnic community, formal organisation, party or whatever. Individuals have beliefs, values and attitudes, but they 
do not have cultures". William M. Reisinger even claims that the term 'political culture' is used "only for the sake 
of the simplicity of wording" when referring to cross-national studies of values (1995:332).
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individual puts forward their own particular conceptions. On the contrary, societal consensus dissolved 

into a plurality o f different collectively shared dreams concerning the ideal society.

Furthermore, the dominance of positivist-individualist approaches in the field of value studies has 

resulted in the fact that the basically collective nature of value orientations is sharply under-examined. 

Indeed, the idea of value collectives or groups is hardly mentioned in the mainstream literature. As an 

exception, Hepp (1994: 13) introduces the concept of 'Wertgemeinschaften' (value communities) as duly 

significant actors during periods of societal change. Within the context of far-reaching structural shifts, 

according to Hepp, ‘new* value communities try to promote equivalent value changes, whereas older, 

socially threatened and declining groups attempt to prevent change through an insistence on traditional 

value concepts. However, Hepp's conception is strangely one-sided, because there is no obvious reason 

why value communities, as he terms it, should only be relevant actors during periods of rapid change. 

On the contrary, we have argued that the particular nature of contemporary society renders value 

collectives the major actor in most forms of conflict However, whilst this may be particularly obvious 

in a rapidly shifting environment the value collective remains the central actor in societal struggles 

irrespective of the degree of change a society is facing at any particular moment in time. In this sense, 

the collectively shared nature of values is closely related to the property of values as action guidelines. 

In other words, values are one solution to the collective action problem. In the classical literature (Olson 

1971) collective action is seriously hampered and threatened by the 'free-rider’ problem.9 Therefore, all 

collective actors have to overcome an individual calculation that, notwithstanding interest in the 

common good, their own actions do not matter. Values or cultural resources, as Urry terms them, are one 

solution to this problem (e.g. Uny 1995, and Calhoun 1982).10 If individuals are bound together by 

common beliefs, they may act even without any obvious rational incentives being at stake.

This, of course, is a preliminary proposition. Our empirical analysis will seek to demonstrate whether 

Parsonian, Beckian or, indeed, our own value confiictual perspective provides the best understanding of 

contemporary society, as well as showing whether value collectives are, indeed, inclined to produce 

collective action.

Why Values are Potentially Confiictual

Inherent conflictuality is a direct and logical consequence o f the conception of values as collectively 

shared within a given society. Moreover, if different value standards are upheld by different social 

groups, and if values help to distinguish good from evil, right from wrong, as well as providing clear 

action guidelines, then conflict between different value collectives, essentially, are pre-programmed. In 

this sense, conflictuality is no property of a value per se, but is rather an inevitable outcome o f a value 

concept that stresses the collective distribution and action relevance of values.

* The major problem of Olson's rational actors' conception, is his inability to explain collective action and 
successful mobilisation despite the lack of any particular incentives and the persistence of the free-rider problem.
M Other solutions can be existing organisational resources like parties or unions, production resources such as 
large mass-production factories or community resources such as well-established patterns of face-to-face 
interaction (Uny 1995:177).
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2.2 Shift Stability or Value Decline: The Inglehart Case

The academic preoccupation with the value concept was for some decades mainly restricted to American 

sociology. Ironically, values entered Europe through the writings of another American: Ronald 

Inglehart’s (1977) voluminous study entitled "The Silent Revolution". As a result the concept of value 

orientation became a highly contested approach outside the United States, particularly within the 

German academic community. It is a matter of speculation as to why German researchers, especially, 

became so fascinated by the idea of an all-embracing shill o f values taking place within Western public 

sphere. Nevertheless, whatever the reason was, it is German social scientists who have applied, 

reformulated and, indeed, attacked the Inglehartian concept most frequently. This specifically German 

reception for "The Silent Revolution", which was elsewhere called the "The Inglehart-Phenomenon" 

(Klages 1992: 12), was so extraordinary that Inglehaifs subsequent study was published in German 

(1989) a year before an English edition (1990) reached the book shelves o f the libraries. W hat caused 

this appeal?

Assuming that lnglehart's concept is more or less understood, we will lim it its presentation to its major 

aspects. His fundamental proposition is, that since the 1960s all advanced societies of the Western type 

have been shaped by a gradual shift o f value priorities. This was triggered by a period of incomparable 

affluence following the end of the Second World War, the result of which was that individuals began to 

favour values that emphasised the non-materialistic aspects of life, rather than material or security- 

related options (e.g. Inglehart 1971, 1979b).11 However, this process o f value change did not manifest 

itself in the form of a sudden disruption of cultures within society but became, instead, embedded in the 

normal course o f generational change. Older, mainly security and materialistic oriented generations that 

grew up in phases of economic plight become replaced by younger cohorts which had been socialised 

during this period of "formative affluence" (Inglehart 1977:75). This revolution, therefore, although far- 

reaching and influential, is a "silent" one; having no point of departure marked by a noisy upheaval and 

no sudden death displayed by a dramatic finale. Indeed, lnglehart's "culture shift" approaches on tiptoe, 

as it were, and develops in power so long as subsequent generations grow up under conditions of wealth 

and physical security. Inglehart "the political equation is changing in ways that leave no immediately 

apparent traces; but the changes may be so basic as to constitute a Silent Revolution" (1977:18).

11 Already this most basic assumption is increasingly challenged. On the individual level, so for example de j
Graaf/Evans (1996:609ff.), the relationship between economic affluence and postmaterialism does not hold. What 
matters are non-economic factors such as education and severity of wartime experiences (similar Duch/Taylor 
1993). An interesting idea stems from Nan Dirk de Graafs (1989) attempt to combine the theory of 
postmaterialism with a modified rational choice approach. If values intra-individually base on need-dispositions 
winch are themselves sensitive to the socio-economic environment, then "the costs of need gratification have to be 
considered" (1989: 18). Following Mackenzie and Tullock (1975) goods satisfying higher needs have a higher 
elasticity than such of lower needs. Beithold Brecht's bonmot to this fact: "Erst das Fressen, dann die Moral". 
Consequently, if costs are equal, individuals with a small budget will first fulfil material needs. Obviously, this 
position stands in opposition to Inglehart. In economic theory all individuals have basically the same needs, yet, 
realisation depends on financial and structural constraints. De Graaf started with the question why the Netherlands 
have so much more postmaterialists than any comparable Western country. Economic wealth can obviously not 
explain this difference. Yet, the immensely expanded Dutch welfare system reduces the cost for the fulfilment of 
higher needs. Social strata which would need in other countries all resources to fulfil lower material needs can be 
liberated from these aspects and have the scarce resources at disposal to invest in the fulfilment of higher 
postmaterialist needs. Moreover, human capital and skills in general reduce the costs of higher level needs. In 
other words, the lower the skills, the higher are the costs (De Graaf 1989:22).
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In general, the theory of 'Value change" is based upon two complementary hypotheses; In his early 

works Inglehart referred to Abraham Maslow*s (1954) idea of a human need hierarchy in order to 

support his thesis that people "tend to place a high priority on whatever needs are in short supply" (1977: 

22). According to Maslow, the highest priority will be given to the satisfaction of physiological needs 

(hunger, thirst, etc.) as long as their fulfillm ent is not guaranteed. O f second importance, then, is the 

need for physical safety because in conjunction with the first, it facilitates human survival. The needs for 

love, belonging and esteem, hence, can only become crucial if  the basic survival needs are satisfied. The 

last rung of this ladder, therefore, is occupied by so-called "self-actualisation needs". These are, in fact, 

aims related to intellectual and aesthetic satisfaction that "become most salient only after an individual 

has satisfied the material needs and belonging needs" (Inglehart 1977:23). Consequently, the Maslowian 

needs for sustenance and safety reappeared in Ingleharfs concept as materialist needs, whilst needs as 

love, belonging and esteem, as well as intellectual and aesthetic needs, were summarised under the label 

of "postmaterialism".

Later on, Inglehart (1979a, 1987,1989, 1990) became doubtful about the psychological foundations of 

his work and he replaced the Maslowian need-hierarchy with a reference to the concept of "diminishing 

marginal utility", that had been developed in economic theory: "The richer you get, the less riches 

count" (1979a: 308). Yet, whatever foundation Inglehart introduced in order to support his "shortage- 

hypothesis", it is complemented by a  second assumption. The "socialisation-hypothesis" claims "that 

people tend to retain a  given set of value priorities throughout life, once it has been established in their 

formative years" (1977:23). Therefore, a basic understanding seems clear, because value orientations are 

thought to be stable elements in the belief system of individuals, they underline the importance of 

external and, mainly, economic conditions that were dominant in their youth. In other words, younger 

generations that neither suffered from material insecurity nor the threat of war, place less emphasis on 

material values because their satisfaction in that respect has never been seriously challenged. On the 

other hand, older generations, that grew up in an extremely insecure and even life-threatening world, 

will retain their materialistic orientations in spite of achieving wealthy and, relatively comfortable life 

conditions.13 Moreover, for as long as each subsequent age cohort experiences "formative security" 

(1990: 121-124) the rise of postmaterialist value orientations will continue. Inglehart even puts a date to 

the time when a materialist majority would be replaced by postmaterialist oriented sub-groups of the 

Western public. Everything being equal, he regards the year 2000 as the likely turning point in the 

history of advanced Western societies. From then on, postmaterialists will represent the new majority 

(Inglehart 1989: 133ff.).u

T --------------------------

" The combination of both basic hypotheses, the scarcity and the socialisation hypothesis, is accused of being 
contradictory. BOltken/Jagodzinski (1985) and de Graaf (1989) claim that the scarcity hypothesis predicts the 
adaptation to each new emerging need wheras the socialisation hypothesis suggests stability of attitudes. Thus, 
one part of the Inglehart theory presents values as periodically shifting while the other promotes generational 
stability and value change.
n In the center of Inglehart's deliberations are "natural laws", so Behrmann (1987: 169£f.). However, so his 
criticism, none of his assumptions is directly tested. This concerns the relationship between need dispositions and 
value preferences, the psycologically and economically determined logic of the value change as well as the 
cristallisation of value priorities in the age of adolescence. Thus, the value change theory pursues psychological 
hypotheses "die sich nur dutch rcichlich gewagte tbeoretische Konstruktionen in Beziehung zu empirischen Daten 
setzen lieBen".
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Incidentally, this is a significant reason why the ‘value change' concept is so appealing to (left-wing?, 

postmaterialist?) social scientists. Above all, the "silent revolution" promises the early dawning of a day 

when society will be dominated by politics that stresses individual self-actualisation, citizen 

participation, protection of the natural environment, de-centralisation of government and whatever 

postmaterialist goals may be at stake. For this reason, Noelle-Neumann accused the theory of "value 

change" of being "the old idea of progress following a face-lift".

Most recently, Inglehart revisited this evolutionary path at least with regard to Germany. Empirically, 

the spread of postmaterialism experienced a decline between 1988 and 1992. This was because with 

unification, according to Inglehart (1994: 338), "East Germany's problems became W est Germany's 

problems", even though the general economic determinism that supports the theory remains 

unchallenged. Indeed, according to Inglehart, it is not the integration of a different political culture 

which is at the core o f the problem, but rather a decline in prosperity which leads to periods which 

favour m aterialist issues within the adult population and, therefore, leads to the socialisation of new 

generations in a more security and materialistically oriented manner. Interestingly, Inglehart discovered 

that in 1990 fourteen percent of East Germans expressed postmaterialist orientations. "While this was 

well below the W est German level of postmaterialism. East Germany was probably the most 

postmaterialist society in the ex-socialist world" (1994: 346). Unfortunately, he failed to provide a 

substantia] explanation with regard to the phenomenon of socialist or non-Westcm postmaterialism. 

However, the fact that until the end o f 1992 the proportion of postmaterialists in the former GDR almost 

halved supports the basic assumption that economic insecurity is an unfavourable condition with regard 

to the internalisation of postmaterialist orientations. Implicitly, this argumentation contains two further 

assumptions. First, economic security in the former socialist regime was higher than in the united 

Germany, at least during the transition period o f the early 1990s. Second, the establishment o f prosperity 

in the East w ill again nourish postmaterialism.

Before dealing with the reception that was received by the Inglehartian approach, it is important to state 

that in spite o f the sophistication of the critique and, indeed, the convincing nature of it, lnglehart's 

concept is still highly relevant Moreover, because it has been largely unchallenged by the critical 

debates the idea of postmaterialism is increasingly pervading the literature and empirical research. Why? 

Obviously, the thesis of value change nourishes the belief, that one can explain why, at least since the 

end of the 1960s, parts of the population deviate from what were until then dominant values and modes 

o f behaviour. The silent revolution is, therefore, seen as a clue to the emergence o f unconventional 

political action and protest movements (Behrmann 1987: 172ff.), as well as for the shift from a value 

consensual to  a value conflictual society.14

14 Of course, one could also say that lnglehart's attraction is a causal effect of its theory's "placative simplicity" 
(Hepp 1994: 16). Besides, there is an implicit tendency in quantitative social science to keep concepts and 
instruments even if they have turned out to be of minor significance or fraught with problems. Repetition, 
temporal and international comparison and the collection of time-series are always weighty arguments against 
their replacement by new and probably better instruments. However, with regard to Inglehart a second explanation 
appears to be of more importance. In opposition to the critique about his operationalisation, the Inglehart 
instrument works perfectly well. Independently of the specific topic under investigation the materialism- 
postmaterialism index is one of the best predictors of social and political attitudes. Hence, its success in practical 
application plus its very limited time-consumption (just one question with four items) explains the enduring 
attraction of this concept
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Basically, criticism o f the 'Value change" theory revolves around five core aspects.”  First, the supposed 

intrapersonal stability of value orientations once they have been adopted; second, the uni-dimensional 

concept which suggests a shift from materialist to non-materialist values; third, the question of whether 

values are arranged hierarchically; fourth, the economic determinism that is inherent in the logic of a 

value change, and, finally, their operationalisation, that is, the way Inglehart translated the theoretical 

construct into an instrument for empirical measurement Obviously, all five questions address a range of 

issues that is broader than simply the issue of whether the theory of postmaterialism is correct or no t On 

the contrary, the very foundation of values and their supposed functions are at stake. The remainder of 

this chapter, therefore, is dedicated to these problems. Indeed, while the problem o f operationalisation 

will be addressed in Chapter 4, we will now concentrate mainly on two key aspects: the problem of 

value stability and the alleged one-dimensional direction of the value change.“

Value Change or Life Cycle Protest: The Question of Individual Value Stability 

Inglehart himself, using the concept of socialisation as one of his basic hypotheses, is rather strong at 

this point: 'I t  would be ridiculous to argue that no change in basic values occurs during adult life, of 

course. Our point is simply that the probability of such change diminishes substantially after one reaches 

adulthood" (1977: 23). Hence, stability and continuity is the rule, change and adaptation the exception. 

Let us deal with the most pressing critique first, by arguing in favour of life cycle mechanisms and 

concepts of relative deprivation (e.g. Gurr 1970, Davies 1973). Inglehart is accused of more or less 

dismissing contemporary phenomena totally, Le., that it was not a substantial value change but, rather, 

the specific economic and political circumstances that led younger groups to express dissatisfaction and 

anger with the dominant way of politics. W hat is crucially at stake here is a fundamental discrepancy 

between the equipment of this "hindered elite", with regard to educational background, ambition and 

abilities, and their actual position in the current world (e.g. Gurr 1973). Moreover, Brandt (1982) suggest 

that the supporters of the new social movements are, in fact, the marginal elements of the middle class 

who have been negatively affected by the process of societal modernisation. Thus, structure and not 

culture matters. The argument of Feist and Liepelt (1983) is similar on this point because they suggest 

that it is the children o f the saturated middle class, confronted with a lack of occupational possibilities in 

the traditional realms o f middle class professions such as the economy, bureaucracy and the educational 

sector, that feel most disaffected. Therefore, privilege and marginality go hand in hand; it being life 

cycle, rather than epoch-making generational effects, that explain the sudden eruption of protest 

behaviour; the decrease in future perspectives of "would-be" graduates providing the dynamite for 

political conflict (Bflrklin 1984). However, all these arguments chronicle one common aspect, namely, 

value change is a  mere illusion, because what really matters is the lack of prospects for what has become 

a Most generation’. Or, to turn this assumption on its head, as soon as discontented generations become 

settled they adopt the values and attitudes that are appropriate to their changed conditions o f life. Thus,

u The critique of the postmaterialism-thesis became so widespread and all-embracing that some scholars even 
claim its "dispensability” (Schumann 1990).
M We will ignore the issue of hierarchy because it was a major topic already previously. We can likewise neglect 
the problem of lnglehart's economic determinism. Our concept of the intersections! society of multiple identity 
constructions (see Chapter 1) has explicitly and extensively touched upon this issue.
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protest and deviant value orientations just mirror a temporal feature emanating from an unpleasant phase 

in their life cycle.

Furthermore, this discussion reveals a very interesting aspect o f the value problematic because in  

different words, and with different emphasis, all these authors stress the priority o f social structure and 

the fake nature of values, in comparison to tea l1 problems such as unemployment, social inequality and 

status competition. Interestingly, the critics avoid the most evident problem. Why do conflicts emerge as 

value conflicts if they are indeed socio-structural conflicts? Why do 'postmaterialists' demonstrate in 

favour of a softer, 'greener1 economy and military disarmament and not for more and better jobs? 

Notwithstanding the explanatory difficulties of these reproaches, surely the criticism makes a valid point 

because value conflicts are obviously closely related to social conflicts. Unfortunately, we know 

relatively little about the nature of this relationship. Indeed, most value studies are strangely 

disinterested in the socio-structural component of value conflicts. Moreover, research on social 

stratification and social inequality hardly ever enters the realm o f ‘soft’ cultural evidence. In the 

previous chapter we introduced the issue o f function-specific socialisation and argued that protest and 

dissonance could emerge from the inconsistencies between structure and culture. As we have shown, 

modem societies execute a strong push toward individualisation. The labour market, on the other hand, 

is predominantly characterised by authoritarian structures o f supervision and routine. Consequently, an 

increasingly individualised population clashes with the structural constraints of the economy. To re

iterate, the labour market cannot offer a satisfactory amount of responsible and autonomous positions 

required to appease the needs of an individualised society.17 Moreover, a process o f social exclusion of 

entire segments, especially those which traditionally provided self-responsible labour on a  large scale, 

such as the public sector, is complementing and enhancing the dichotomy between cultural orientations 

and labour market restrictions. If one accepts such an argument, life cycle explanations clearly miss the 

point even though protest and deviant behaviour is connected to generational experience. However, it is 

not the question of maturation which is at stake but the fact that demands of the individualised society 

do not coincide with the structural characteristics of the social and economic environment 

This, of course, can only be a preliminary answer to such a basic question. Indeed, the apparent tension 

and/or coincidence between social structure and collective value conflicts clearly deserves further 

attention. Part IV of this thesis, therefore, is explicitly dedicated to this problem.

W hat is Ingleharfs answer to this criticism? W hilst perhaps anticipating that reproach, Inglehart himself 

undertook extensive analyses in order to compare the strength of generational effects against period 

effects (that is the short-term impacts of extraordinary events) and life cycle effects (1977: 99ff., also 

1985,1989: 105ff.). The results were quite impressive because for apart from a significant period effect 

which was triggered by price inflation rates following the oil crisis o f the early seventies, life cycle 

effects were hardly detectable.11 However, all this research suffers from one crucial deficiency because

IT This argument is fully developed in Chapter 1.
11 This result is strongly supported by own research (RoBteutscher 1991:61ff.), concerning cohort analysis over a 
period of sixteen years which proved an amazing stability of value priorities between the different generations. In 
1989 Inglehart included various measures of life cycle in his model (like 'ever married', 'ever in labour force*, 
children, income). He concluded from his extension that generational effects are considerably stronger than all 
forms of life cycle experiences. Already in 1981, Dalton observed on the basis of German panel data that marriage 
and income changes hardly influence postmaterialist orientations.
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on an aggregate level amazing long-term stability is found, whilst research on intra-individual 

persistence of value orientations results in much weaker, even contradictory evidence.19 

Thus, the empirical evidence, to say the least, is ambiguous, with the result that one should not 4».™ « 

these objections too lightly. Presumably, protest behaviour is rooted both in a deep and lasting shift of 

values and feelings o f deprivation in a particular phase of the life cycle (see e.g. Offe 1985). Yet we will 

argue that this is in no way an "either-or" question but one which can be understood more convincingly 

as a relationship built on mutual reinforcement In this way, personal experiences, such as a perceived 

lack of future chances, unemployment and disappointment can reinforce a belief about the ‘wrong’ 

direction of society's development Thereby, any later experience may have either "discounting" or 

"enabling" effects (Langton 1984) with regard to any previous socialising experience.

Evolution versus Conflict: One-Dimcnsional Value Shift or Value Pluralism?

This debate probably reveals the most substantial criticism of the value change theory. The discussion 

centers around the question of whether, first, such a shift is as monotonous as suggested by Inglehart or 

whether, second, the value change is nothing more than a decline of essential orientations that have kept 

society alive for decades or even centuries, or thirdly, a clear hint concerning the development of value 

pluralism that renders postmaterialism one possible value pattern among many others.

In 1982, Scott Flanagan and Ronald Inglehart entered into a preliminary discussion about the character 

of this change of values. Basing his perspective upon Japanese findings Flanagan argued "that two kinds 

of value change are occurring in advanced industrial societies - a change from authoritarian to libertarian 

value preferences and one from material to nonmaterialist value priorities" (1982:434). Both dimensions 

being distinct and each is "associated with a different set of causal influences". According to Flanagan, 

Inglehart combined two separate value dimensions under the label o f postmaterialism30, a distinction 

which is in no way purely academic. Flanagan's main concern was to explain how the decades, and 

perhaps even centuries-old, cleavage between the 'old right', on the one hand, (endowed with 

authoritarian and materialistic values) and the 'old left', on the other, (with libertarian and likewise 

materialistic orientations) was complemented and, increasingly, overlapped by a new cleavage. 

According to this line o f thought, the 'new left*, characterised by nonmaterialist and libertarian values, 

contrasts sharply with the 'new right', which is as authoritarian as its precursor and as nonmaterialistic- 

oriented as its left-wing counterpart (see 1987: 1308).

Panel analyses of dutch respondents showed for example that 45 percent of all individuals have altered their 
position on the Inglehart-index (van Deth 1989b). Results like this are seen as a serious threat to all theoretical 
endeavours that rest on the assumption of intra-individual value stability. De Graaf and Evans (1996:611) came to 
more optimistic results. Accordingly, panel studies revealed that postmaterialist orientations in West Germany, the 
Netherlands, and the USA are "relatively stable". Inglehart himself attributes the problem of individual response 
instability largely to measurement errors that can be overcome by a concentration on 'latent' attitudes or 
underlying dimensions. He could demonstrate that these "show impressive durability". His conclusion regarding 
this contradiction: "mass publics have highly stable sociopolitical orientations that survey indicators measure 
imperfectly” (1985:115).
M Furthermore, both have to be differentiated according to their anchoring in the belief system of human beings. 
Thus the authoritarian-libertarian dimension - reflecting values ranging from austere, pietistic, conformist and 
deferential orientations to self-indulgent, secular, individualistic and self-assertive beliefs - represents values that 
are aquired early in life and, therefore, deeply rooted and resistant to change. "In contrast, the priority an 
individual attaches to material versus nonmaterial public wants will be strongly affected by changing economic 
conditions" (Flanagan 1982: 433). Hence, this second pattern of change is effected by life cycle changes and 
shifting levels of societal affluence rather than by a change of generations.
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From a series o f surveys, Hellevik draws similar conclusions regarding the Norwegian public. The value 

space is divided into two different dimensions, one expressing a contrast between traditional orientations 

like security, law-abiding and traditions in general, as well as modem values such as risk-taking, 

spontaneity and new technology, while a second dimension reflects a  conflict between outer-oriented o r 

materialist values (appearances, egoism, status) and inner-oriented or idealist values like self-realisation, 

altruism, and environment (Hellevik 1993: 217).21 Similar arguments had often been made before. 

Indeed, even on the basis of the Inglehart dichotomy, several scientists have claimed that support for 

postmaierialist goals does not necessarily imply an abandonment o f m aterialist goals. In other words, 

Inglehart is wrong to consider both value dimensions as exclusive and contradictory (e.g. Cotgrove 

1982, Milbrath 1984). Besides, the insistence on a single value dimension contradicts one of the 

theoretical pillars of Ingleharts theory. To re-state, the value hierarchy "suggests that people became 

Postmaterialists only after basic material needs have been m e t” Postmaterialists are logically, according 

to this argum ent also materialists (Bean/Papadakis 1994: 269). Empirically, evidence is clearly on the 

side o f the Inglehart skeptics because the majority of Ingleharts respondents taken from all Western 

nations, choose 'mixed* * categories, which means that they select both m aterialist and postmaterialist 

items as highest priority.21

Almost identical, although inspired by a different perspective, is Helmut Klages' (1985) criticism. In 

agreement with Flanagan, Klages considers the distinction between values o f duty and acceptance 

(chronicling discipline, obedience, law and order and efficiency) and individualistic values representing 

orientations toward creativity, spontaneity, self-actualisation and hedonism. However, he doubts the 

assumption of a gradual and on-going value change, central in the writings o f both Inglehart and 

Flanagan: "Der Wertewandel kam als Schub, ohne daß m it völliger Sicherheit gesagt werden kann, ob 

und wann der nächste Schub erfolgt und ob er, falls er stattflndet, wiederum in der selben Richtung oder 

vielleicht auch in eine andere Richtung verläuft" (Klages 1986: 436). Western societies have, therefore, 

witnessed a singular "push" affecting mainly the highly educated generations of the sixties and seventies, 

a single event that is clearly influential, although unrepeated. Moreover, this push represents a "contra- 

intuitive character" (1993: 45) because it contradicts the gradual and slow adaptation which is inherent 

in the concept of a value. In keeping with Behnnann and others, Klages sees the reason for the 

phenomenon of value shift as a function of a  process of long-term change and modernisation, because 

these prepared the ground for what was an apparently sudden rupture in the dominant political culture. A 

phenomenon which was triggered finally, by specific political events such as the end of the Adenauer

11 For comparable arguments and evidence based upon Scandinavian survey data, see Knutscn (e.g. 1986 and 
1990).
* According to a methodological comparison on the basis of Australian survey data that allowed a direct 
comparison of ranking and ratings methods. Bean and Papadakis came indeed to the conclusion that 
postmaterialist and materialist values present two independent, hence not necessarily conflictual, value 
dimensions. On the basis of Dutch data, Jan van Deth (1983) came to identical results. In a comment to Bean and 
Papadakis, Inglehart tackles the question of validity: "What approach captures reality? Ultimately, it comes down 
to the question: Do you want to measure priorities or response patterns?" (1994: 290). Indeed, he attributes the 
results obtained by the rating method entirely to the well-known phenomenon of 'response set', namely the 
tendency of respondents to agree similarily - and meaninglessly one may add - to a battery of items presented in 
an identical format (a similar comment is made by Hellevik 1994:293).
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era.23 Thus, the change of values, although long delayed, came suddenly and forcefully (1993: 42ff.). 

Moreover, this shift did not correspond to a linear exchange between both dimensions but rather, the 

values of duty and acceptance declined, whereas at the same time, the spread of individualistic values 

increased independently. Consequently, Klages ends up with a typology on the individual distribution of 

values that reflects his concept of a "value synthesis" (see e.g. Franz/Herbert 1986). Whilst three types 

(the conventionalist, the resigned person and the idealist) mirror value decline and value increase in 

varying degrees, the "realist" mirrors Klages* conception of society's 'best m an'. Actually, Klages' 

normative considerations become particularly obvious here. Indeed, the "realist" who combines both 

high scores on the duty-dimension with a similarly strong performance on the self-actualisation 

dimension represents the "silver lining on the horizon of political culture" (Klages 1986: 445). Duty- 

oriented and modem simultaneously, the realist is most well-adjusted to the demands and opportunities 

offered by contemporary society, whereas all other types are thought to suffer deficiencies due to their 

social-psychological inability to adapt to a changing world.

Furthermore, while Klages stresses the dual face of value change, others employ a more pluralist 

perspective to contemporary societies. As for Klages, postmaterialism is the result o f a specific and non- 

repeatable generational experience. Thus, no development towards a postmaterialist society takes place, 

even though postmaterialism is and will remain one of many value systems within a pluralist society 

(Gluchowski 1987). This strand o f argument combines structural explanations with a cohort analytical 

perspective, in which structural modernisation and the decline and secularisation of traditional 

socialisation contexts such as class, religion and the family, become the dominant experience for the 

generation of 1968. Thus, value change is the "epiphenomen" of previous processes of modernisation 

(Behrmann 1987). An entire generation, so goes the argument, was socialised under conditions of 

immense structural change but was confronted with institutional settings, particularly a traditional 

educational system, that still reflected the values and norms of a former epoch. Postmaterialism is, 

therefore, a response to the status shift and problems of one specific generation. However, the model of 

postmaterialism was socially and politically so successful that it became an ideal for later generations 

which did no longer experience the structural tensions of the 1968er. Thus, so Behrmann, the value shift 

had not arrived on tiptoe and was certainly no silent revolution. Indeed, the upheavals of the student 

revolution marked the noisy start o f both the spread and crystalisation of a new value pattern. Inspite of 

its apparent attraction there was no evolutionary shift towards the postmaterialist society. 

Postmaterialism being only one value pattern among others.

Based on a theory of socio-political conflict, Thomas A. Herz suggests a subdivision of postmaterialism 

into five distinctive dimensions. Herz considers the dualism of Inglehart's materialism-postmatcrialism 

conception as insufficient with regard to the highly differentiated character of advanced industrial 

societies (1987:56). Moreover, Herz criticises the frequently individualistic understanding of values and 

refers, instead, back to the Parsonian notion o f values as the integration mechanism o f society. However, 

he essentially modifies the functionalist perspective. He begins by asking the question how actual social

u Konrad Adenauer was until 1963 the Christian Democrat chancellor of the Federal Republic. His name is 
closely related to what one calls today an authoritarian chancellor democracy. Particular historical explanations 
like this make sense in the German context, yet they fail to acknowledge the value shift in the context of Western 
industrialised countries in general.
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change takes place, because if values fulfill their integrational function, he considers shift only possible 

if values are either controversial or not completely institutionalised. In accordance w ith Flanagan, 

therefore, economic values arc understood as dependent upon life cycle experiences. The same is true 

for values of solidarity (Herz's second dimension) especially as both young and old people tend to 

consider responsibility and altruism as important whilst individuals in their middle age can satisfy these 

needs normally within the context of their family. In contrast, values chronicling societal and political 

participation, ecological orientations, as well as national and individual security, arc thought to possess a 

historical anchor. Hence, they are conceptualised as stable within the individual and changeable only 

through generational exchange (1987: 57f.). Finally, Here contends that it is not the appearance of an 

unprecedented level of prosperity, as suggested by Inglehart, that is the cause o f the “culture shift“ but, 

rather the political events and the transformation of society's structure as a whole. The dropping of the 

first atomic bomb, the danger of an escalation of the “Cold War", the extension o f the welfare system, 

the expansion of the educational sector and the widespread use o f television - these are all decisive 

factors that have forced individuals to adapt to structural and/or political changes.

Leaving such speculations to one side, there is one strong argument common to all these critiques. 

Inglehart's dichotomy of materialism versus postmaterialism is reviewed as too crude, too superficial 

and, consequently, as insufficently complex to grasp the reality o f contemporary societies. Although 

given different labels, the additional dimensions suggested by these authors frequently correspond and 

arc only occasionally contradictory. For instance, Noelle-Neumann (1985) considers the antagonism 

between values of achievement and diligence versus values representing hedonistic attitudes as the most 

salient value cleavage in the modem world. W hat is at stake here is the validity o f an uni-dimensional 

perspective in contrast to considerations that lead to a multi-dimensional approach. However, the 

supporters o f the second view can call upon empirical findings that add new dimensions In a  manner 

which is fairly convincing.

In the final chapter (Chapter 12) we will come back to these issues and systematically relate the 

manifold dimensions o f value conflicts suggested by those authors to a more comprehensive approach 

based upon contemporary Germany's cleavage structure.

2.3 Understanding Value Orientations

Value Stability: The Individual and the Collective

As we have seen, the idea that values are a relatively stable element in the human belief system is a 

central idea of value theories. Indeed, if  this were not to be the case, the theoretical importance of values 

with regard to the influence and determinants of action would have to be questioned, because eclectic 

and shifting values would result in eclectic and shifting modes of action, and contingency would prompt 

further contingency. As we have also seen, the claim with regard to stability is also strongly contested 

empirically. This may be more of an indication o f the weakness of the empirical sciences than o f *1631' 

instability, however, it casts serious doubt on value theories* mam assumption. As Jan van Deth 

formulated: “The moderate persistence at the individual level, however, is definitely contrary to the 

whole argument of values and value change in postindustrial societies" (1989b: 90).

mwbwhbbB II I^
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How can we overcome this dilemma? Conceptually, there would appear to be a relatively simple answer. 

Value orientations are not only the property of individuals but are also a 'characteristic of a group' 

(Kluckhohn 1962: 395). As such, meaning systems are also supra-individual phenomena. We claim that 

this more abstract idea of value orientations helps to overcome the threat posed by individual response 

instability. Obviously, value orientations are incorporated by individuals, however, single individuals 

may change preferences without endangering the significance of existing meaning systems. In this sense, 

postmaterialism, for example, is more than a characteristic of single individuals. It is likewise an 

interpretational schemata, a meaning system that is available, accessible if one wants, for individuals 

searching for a solution to a particular action or interpretation dilemma. According to Samuel H. Barnes, 

political culture "exits independently of particular individuals, though it could not exist, except in 

artefactual forms, if  there were no people" (1994:46). We argue that Barnes's claim concerning political 

culture is directly applicable, in general, to our understanding o f value orientations as interpretational 

schemata or meanings systems.

Ann Swidler (1995: 31) suggest that we "turn culture inside out”. The 'inside' approach, as she calls all 

Weberian influenced traditional concepts that treat culture and values as individual predispositions to 

action, must be complemented by a perspective that acknowledges culture as an 'outside* force that 

exists independently from single individual actors and is expressed mainly through public symbols, 

codes and rituals. Accordingly, she claims that "we must entertain the possibility that culture's power is 

independent o f whether or not people believe in it” (1995:35).

In the long run, however, meaning systems are utterly dependent upon being believed and then 

incorporated by individuals. However, they also take on a life of their own, being stubbornly able to 

survive contingency and a lack of reliability on the individual level. Certainly, interpretational schemata 

may vanish whenever they no longer provide meaningful and adequate responses to day to day life 

problems. In the individualised society o f intersectional circles o f conduct, it is exactly this which 

appears to happen to the meaning system o f the law-abiding, obedient 'subject' citizen. Indeed, in an 

individualising society such an approach offers less and less satisfactory solutions to the problems 

associated with the conduct of daily life.

To understand such a phenomenon we must bid farewell, at least partially, to the paradigm of 

socialisation. This is because between the single individual, his/her personal life circumstances, society's 

general features and the selection of existing meaning systems, there is a complicated and interactive 

relationship. Indeed, in so much as individuals are 'socialised into' certain value orientations, in so much 

as they also actively and consciously select certain meaning systems. This must be understood as a  clear 

juxtaposition to Inglehart's economic determinism, because although impulses may certainly stem from 

economic conditions young adults find themselves confronted with, the intra-individual nature of value 

internalisation necessitates a broader conceptualisation of context. For one person prosperity, o r the lack 

of it, may have been formative, whilst another was shaped by private family context and a third 

impressed by a particular political event M ost likely, therefore, a plurality of factors are active within 

the socialisation process. In the highly differentiated society o f intersectional circles the dominance of 

single aspects or particular events is somewhat exceptional. Indeed, socialisation and value acquisition is 

a complex and multi-dimensional process, and when exactly, and in response to what impulses,
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individuals actually develop societal orientations is the basic, and as far as we can see, still unresolved 

question of socialisation research.

Action Relevance and Collective Agency

If value orientations would not relate to action, values would, firstly, lose all their power to structure 

society and, secondly, the relationship between structure and values would be a one-way road leading to  

a dead end. Consequently, values would be socially irrelevant34 It would be naive to expect that action 

is always guided by values. Indeed, action can arise from many sources o f which values may only be one 

and not even a particularly frequent or important source of motivation. Values are action relevant in the 

sense that they can legitimise action whenever there is a need for legitimisation and provide guidelines 

in situations where there is a choice dilemma. Besides, the interaction between culture and action 

renders collectives ''creative", because through collective action groups can 'create* an arena of social 

conflicts and meaning (Eder 1995). In this sense, we introduce the concept of 'social relevance' as one 

aspect of the creativity of collective agents. The term creativity suggests the emergence, i.e., the 

creation, o f something new, a new interpretation of meaning or a new organisation of conflict This, we 

would argue, is not necessarily the case. Collective action expresses an ability to "make a difference” 

(Giddens 1984: 14).25 If an agent ceases to possess this capability it ceases to be a  significant actor in 

society's battle over meaning. Or to put it in another way, in order to  be socially relevant values have to 

be reproduced and mirrored in practice.

At this point, we must briefly return to the life cycle argument which is frequently applied as a  means of 

challenging the basic assumptions o f the value change theory.36 If one agrees that the concept of the life 

cycle does not refer to the mere biological fact of aging but, rather, to certain events that occur 

systematically within the standard life course o f individuals, then the concept of the life cycle is closely 

related to our understanding of 'action'. Let us consider one example concerning the micro level. The 

major life cycle events include the marriage, the birthgiving and the rearing of children. From both 

'actions' spring a multiplicity of further actions, partly routinised (e.g. household work) and partly 

directly involving values. Who is going to give up work and stay at home with the children? How should 

the children be educated? How ideals o f self-realisation to be combined with family duties and financial 

constraints? Life cycle events are actions that provoke questions of value orientations exactly because of 

their centrality and significance in human life. Thus, the life cycle is not a factor outside of the 

structuration process of society but, rather, represents a certain sub-category of action that differs from 

the universe o f action only with respect to its centrality and significance. Indeed, not all action reinforces 

or instabilises the existing system o f values. Certainly, there is an intimate relationship between both, 

because action generates experience and experience tends to be confronted with idealised conceptions. 

Thus, the contradicition between value change, on the one hand, and the life cycle, on the other, is false. 

The life cycle is a part o f the general process that relates structure to values, values to action and action, 

finally, back to both values and the social context.

u This is the traditional marxist argument.
“ A similar argument is made by Pakulski (1995: 77). Here, "the capacity to express value commitments in 
action" is one of the major characteristics of collective actors.
M See the arguments against Inglehart by e.g. Gurr 1973, Brand 1982, Feist/Liepelt 1983, BOrklin 1984.
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Thus, we suggest the following conceptualisation of values. Value orientations are deeply anchored in 

the interaction and structuration process of modem societies. On the level of the single individual, value 

orientations are, in accordance with traditional value theories, devices designed to solve action dilemmas 

and to legitimise previous or planned action. Given the highly differentiated nature of a modem society 

based upon intersectional circles, social systems are unlikely to reach a state of perfect stability and 

value harmony. Values are contested by their very nature, thus, battles over validity and superiority of 

single value conceptions are inherent to the modem society. Only value orientations that are widely 

shared, or collectively represented, can be a significant actor concerning this battle over meaning. 

Therefore, the major subject of the value conflictual society is the value collective.

Chapter 9 w ill introduce the concepts of cultural hegemony, social inequality and social power and will 

try to understand the functioning of the value conflictual society and the formation of cleavages in a 

more comprehensive maimer. What we will show is that value conflicts tend to be power conflicts. We 

will ask whether social inequality, power relations, class if  one wants, still (or again) play a major role in 

the structuring of the cleavages within the value conflictual society? This provokes three questions. First, 

whether and to what extent contemporary value orientations can be explained and traced back to 

economic and social positions and origins? This is less a question of simple causality between structure 

and culture but, equally, it relates to the Durkheimian notion of function-specific socialisation. Second, 

do specific groups develop societal conceptions in accordance with their social position in society? Can 

conflictual value patterns be explained by function-unspecific socialisation and a certain tension 

between structure and culture?27 Third, the issue of power is directly at stake. Do contemporary value 

collectives posses certain properties which render them likely to be a  successful competitor in the value 

conflictual society's battle over meaning and interpretation? In short, have value collectives access to 

different resources of power?

23,1 The Value Collective: The Major Agent of the Pluralised Society

It would be easy simply to suggest that contemporary societies' conflicts are dominated by value 

collectives. However, on which grounds do collectives generate? Indeed, if individuals no longer 

experience only one determining socialisation impulse, that is if exclusive roles (like the worker, the 

housewife, the catholic...) are increasingly exceptional in an environment of pluralisation and de- 

traditionalisation, then we have to consider the ‘pure value collective* as one form of collectivity that is 

based only on commonly shared value orientations. Parsons defined shared values as the core of any 

collectivity. In other words, without shared values there is no collective but only socio-structural 

categories and ecological interdependence (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 193f.). Parsons' idea of there being one 

legitimate collective, namely society, has been repeatedly challenged, and yet, we can still transfer his 

idea concerning the 'primacy of culture' to the formation of value collectives within a given society.

The Three Facets of Value Collectives

In the next section we will introduce several analytical criteria that should facilitate the interpretation of 

empirical evidence. In a society o f intersectional circles individuals tend to internalise a variety of 

differing even openly contradictory social roles. The resultant value system may, therefore, be the result

« For more details see Chapter 1.
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of a rather specific mixture and interaction between different factors, with the final outcome, i.e„ the 

commonly shared value system, no longer being explicable. This is because too many possibilities, too  

many variations, and too many individualised experiences would have to be considered. Thus, we w ill 

define pure value collectives as those groups which possess a commonly shared value system, but no  

clear profile with regard to the structural or ideological origins o f its acquisition process.2* This form o f 

collective agency could become particularly prominent in contemporary societies where "class divisions 

are waning and the political relevance of class in general is declining" (Pakulski 1995: 76). Following 

Pakulski, "social conflicts do not need to have a class basis in order to be widespread, persistent, and 

historically important”. What is true for the concept of class, m ust surely be true for all o f the more 

traditional shelters that were able to shape individuals previously.

On the other hand, we have argued that an open society of criss-crossing circles and multiple identities is 

constantly vulnerable to freezing and leading towards a socially closed system. We used the examples of 

the decline of the public sector as well as long-enduring unemployment in order to clarify this 

possibility. The experience to be excluded from the mobility spiral because of criteria other than pure 

individual achievement (e.g. the wrong age cohort, wrong family background, wrong educational 

choices, wrong gender...) may easily provoke sentiments of group solidarity that are based on ascriptive 

or social-structural grounds. Therefore, behind the open society o f intersections] circles lurks the class 

society. Consequently, a second form of collectivity is the combination of a Shared value system with a 

clear and non-ambivalent socio-structural profile. We will call this second form of group formation 

class-based value collectivity.

However, we argued that a third form of collectivity has been the pre-dominant variant during the 

contemporary period. The organisation of society in overlapping and intersectional circles, the 

diminishing importance of exclusive social roles and the push towards multiple identity construction, 

makes belonging to a group a complex process. The acquisation o f shared values is neither the result of 

chance nor contingency, that is values which are untraceable to socio-structural origins (the case of the 

pure value collective) nor reducible to single identity shaping social positions (the class-based value 

collectivity). On the other hand, the accumulation of role experiences, the incorporation of entire 

lifeworlds into one identity system, would appear to be the most likely outcome. As an example, it is not 

gender alone that provides the dynamic favouring group formation but, rather, a combination o f factors 

such as being female, being a mother and working in the public sector o f a metropolitan area. Thus, it is 

a complete range of interactions of day to day experiences that shape value orientations in such a way 

that we end up expecting that females who are mothers but do not live in big towns and do not work as 

public employees to develop a significantly different value system. Again, no one factor is determinant 

Crucial is the simultaneous interaction o f a variety of effects and experiences that present the lifeworld 

o f certain groups of a  given population. This third form of group formation comes closest to the concept 

of "sozial-moralische Milieus” as formulated by M. Rainer Lepsius. As the actual unit of social 

integration he describes the "Koinzidenz mehrerer Strukturdimensionen wie Religion, regionale 

Tradition, w irtschaftliche Lage und kulturelle Orientierungen" (1973:68). Both lifeworld collectives and

M Allard/Pesonen (1967) described this phenomenon as "non-structural cleavages” in opposition to "structural 
cleavages" which emerge from socially differentiated societal groups.
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social-moral milieus are based upon common cultural orientations and a multiplicity of accumulative 

structural aspects. Thus, criteria like age. gender or education can be collectively shared aspects in the 

formation of lifeworld collectives. Chapter 9 will be dedicated to exactly these question. What are the 

forms of inequality which are important in the individualised society of intersectional circles? What 

impacts have structural aspects upon the formation of value collectives?

On the most general level, we can expect three possible outcomes. First, a collectively shared pattern of 

value orientations that encompasses the entire or, at least major part, of the population (the Parsons 

solution). Second, as the direct counter-position, a total withdrawal from values, on the one hand, or a 

multiplicity o f individualised value systems which are no longer collectively shared (the Beck scenario), 

or, thirdly a split o f the population into a plurality of value collectives which give different meaning to 

the social world*and aim at the realisation of different ideals of societal togetherness, i.e., the value 

conflictual society. As we have argued, the third solution is the most likely outcome in the 

individualised society o f intersectional circles. This third solution contains three further possibilities of 

group formation. Firstly, pure value collectivities which are individualised insofar as the value 

acquisition process cannot be explained by any socio-structural factors whatsoever. Secondly, one may 

expect class-based or inequality-based value collectives which respond to clear-cut social positions with 

the development o f an equivalent value system (this is the assumption of traditional class theory). 

Finally, we stipulated (in line with Blau and Simmel) a third form o f group formation that rests upon the 

cumulative lifeworld experiences of a  generally open, but permanently endangered, society.

Properties of Value Collectives: Action Relevance, Selectivity and Group Size 

Subsequently, we will introduce a further set of distinctions concerning the characteristics of value 

collectives. First, we will differentiate between value collectives which fail to translate value 

orientations into action commitments and value collectives with a clear profile of attitude and action 

dispositions. This is the most basic distinction because if values can not legitimise action or help to solve 

action or deliberation dilemma, the value pattern remains socially insignificant. In other words, values 

play no role regarding the societal structuration process.

Furthermore, we suggest a distinction between value integrative and value selective/hierarchical 

patterns. Thus, we distinguish between groups who display value synthesis in the Klagesian sense and 

groups who represent the Farsons/Kluckhohn/Rokeach/Inglehart verdict of the necessarily hierarchical 

organisation of values.

Additionally, we will also differentiate between representative and marginal patterns. Representativity 

has to be understood not as the representation of the entire population, but representative in the sense 

that a significant part o f the population is represented by the respective value system. Marginal parts are 

such groups which embrace only a partcularly small part of the population, and whose social and 

political significance is, at least, doubtful.29 Within the realm of representative patterns we distinguish **

** As a discriminator between both representative and marginal patterns a frequency of about five percent is 
chosen. The coincidence of the marker with the five-percent-threshold of the German electoral system is only 
coincidental. Practical considerations made this choice useful. Taking the total numbers (West circa 1.500, East 
circa 1.000 respondents) into account, a group size of five percent seems to be just sufficient enough to make 
valueable statements concerning attitudes and social origins. On the other hand, we wanted to be as unrestrictive 
as possible and exclude only few collectives. This inclusive strategy rests on the assumption that not the size of a 
collective may be decisive concerning its social and political importance, but its profile and unambiguity of action
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further between majoritarian and minoritarian, i.e. big or small, value collectives. This distinction is 

driven by similar considerations to the distinction that is made between representativity and marginality. 

Moreover, we assume that a collective's position within the entire population, as a defender o f a 

majorìtarìan position, on the one hand, or a minoritarian oppositional group on the other, has effects 

upon the development of both attitudes and action dispositions.

Thus, we distinguish on the basis of, first, societal relevance, that is value collectives' ability to 'make a 

difference*, and second, with regard to the internal organisation o f value systems. At this point, we 

distinguish value selective from value integrative patterns. Finally, we apply a criteria o f group size. The 

distinction between representative and marginal, on the one hand, and majorìtarìan and minoritarian, on 

the other, is supposed to be linked to the internal cohesion of collectives, the potential conflictuality of 

groups and the question of power.

Table 2.1: The Possibility Space o f Value Collectives

- J J I iL -!IJ B W W W W W -----------------------------------------------------------------

G roup Size 
Majorit- Minorit

arian arian Marginal

Societal Relevance

Yes No

Value Organisation

Selective Integrative

Value Consensus X X X X

Atomisation X X

*Pure* Collectives X X X X X X X

Class Based Collect, X X X X

Lifeworld Collect, X X X X

Obviously, a Parsonian solution can only admit representative and, additionally, majoritarian patterns. 

Whereas, the Beck scenario allows, if  at all, for only marginal patterns of group formation because 

collectivity, especially value collectivity, is abandoned in favour of reilexivity and atomisation. 

Hypothetically, therefore, both class-based and lifeworld value collectives are highly unlikely to produce 

majoritarian patterns. Furthermore, modem society's differentiation renders a majoritarian position of 

any one class actor or one lifeworld representation an impossibility. Only 'pure* value collectives can 

develop majoritarian, minoritarian and marginal positions. However, one may argue that the smaller, the 

more minoritarian, that is the more oppositional, a pattern becomes, the more likely it is that either 

lifeworld or class experiences are at stake. Minoritarian positions are, as a rule, more difficult to bare, 

therefore we assume a  higher dependence upon supportive networks, communication with like-minded 

individuals, in sum, settings that provide actual interaction. We assume that pure value collectives are 

rather majoritarian patterns, whereas all non-majoritarian collectives tend to be based on either class or 

lifeworld experiences. Moreover, we predict that both class-based and lifeworld collectives have a 

strong tendency towards the taking o f common dispositions. For both cases we assumed the existence of 

closer networks, personal ties and direct interaction than was the case generally, i.e. to put it succinctly, 

classes and life worlds communicate. The probability that both actors are clearly socially relevant is

dispositions. In sum, this definition of representativity deviates from concepts of representative culture as 
formulated e.g. by Tenbruck (1990). Not "general validity" is at stake, but the validity concerning certain non- 
negligible sub-groups of the population.
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higher than with regard to pure value collectives where there is no a-priori communal ity based on 

structural traits or day to day experiences. The Beck scenario of the collectively individualised world, in 

contrast, allows nothing more than marginal group formation which prevent collectives from developing 

to a level of social relevance. The Parsonian consensus society, on the other hand, is a tightly knit 

society in which the transmission o f values ensures the overall acceptance of, and adaptation to, the 

central system of role allocation. Finally, we assume that class and lifeworld collectives tend to value 

selection, i.e. a hierarchical organisation of value orientations because the relevance of day to day 

interactions and experiences, the relationship towards systems of inequality, renders a selective choice of 

values likely.

These distinctions or categories concerning value collectives* potential characteristics provide an initial 

analytical tool for the interpretation of existing value collectives which are presented in Chapter 5.



C H A PT E R  3

Germany Divided - Cultural Developments After 1945

Values are not a  phenomena that change easily overnight On the contrary» values arc closely related to  

tradition and history. Therefore» an understanding of contemporary value orientations cannot avoid 

giving an account of past developments» experiences and events. "Political cultures are historically 

conditioned" (Brown 1984:17). In other words» one major key towards today's reality lies in its history. 

The intention o f this chapter» therefore, is to reconstruct the immediate pre-history o f contemporary 

value conflicts. To that end, it particularly focuses on the decades following the end of the Second 

World W ar and the establishment o f a capitalist democratic political order in the W est of Germany and a 

socialist system in the E ast1 For obvious reasons such a historical reconstruction can be somewhat brief 

with regard to W est Germany and, thus, lim ited to the most important cornerstones of its development 

Even under the rule of the allies, a series o f empirical investigations focused on the 'German character1, 

its attitude towards the past, its exposure to the Hitler regime, its own involvement and, particularly. 

West Germans' ability and willingness to endorse democratic ideals and values. Indeed, since those early 

days, the W est German public has been thoroughly and critically x-rayed through public opinion 

research. There is a rich body of political culture literature that provides easily accessible starting- and 

reference points for any evaluation o f W est Germany's cultural legacy and change.

Accordingly, this chapter reconstructs the development o f West Germany from a paralysed apathetic 

post-war society towards the basic consensus model of the 1950s and early 1960s, which was centred 

upon the ideals o f achievement, economic growth and social peace as expressed in the 'economic 

miracle' as well as the West German variant of corporatism, the Iconzertierte Aktion', the intensive 

cooperation that took place between the governing Christian Democrats, trade unions and employer 

associations. M oreover, it also observes the collapse of this consensus from the first symptoms of trouble 

through to  the violent eruptions of the student revolution and the consequent normalisation of conflict as 

an integral part o f W est German politics.

However, a  sim ilar reconstruction o f the cultural history o f East Germany is far more complicated and 

restricted by the immense 'data problems' that confront the researcher. Indeed, as Peter H. Merkl puts it: 

"GDR public opinion polls prior to the opening of the borders are few and highly unreliable" (1992: 

331). Therefore, a  mainstream Western type analysis of political culture is hardly possible, because prior 

to 1989 no single representative survey had ever been taken. One may speculate as to whether the East 

German pow er elite feared unwelcome results (e.g. Kaase 1994: 243) or whether ideology hindered the 

full use o f 'subjective' methods that overlooked the 'objective* laws o f history (Thompson 1996: 279, 

similar Friedrich 1991: 11). Polls were conducted, but they were always restricted either to particular 

localities or social groups. As a consequence, they possess little value concerning generally applicable 

knowledge. M oreover, communist rule did not fulfil what the Polish sociologist Kwiatkowski called the 

"two basic prem ises o f public opinion research", because there was neither freedom o f speech nor a

1 We can limit the historical account to this period, because it covets the life experiences of the vast majority of 
our respondents.
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necessity for communication to take place between public institutions and free citizens. ’The 

development of public opinion research was closely dependent on the political situation. In periods of 

liberalization the number of surveys and the scope of their publication increased. People were more open 

and expressed their opinion without fear. When liberalization flagged, restrictions were clamped on 

research and the results were kept secret" (Kwiatkowski 1992: 371). Typically, communist societies are 

characterised by an "inability of self-observation" (Ofife 1994:90).2

Having said that, the interpretation of polls is problematic not only in the context of societies that violate 

the principle of freedom of speech, for example, some scholars accuse political culture research in West 

Germany of having produced artificial results, in that it was not cultural change of the citizenry b u t 

rather, changes in interpretation, analysists* evaluation and priority setting led to the conclusion that a 

democratic culture had been remade (Roberts 1984, similar Hanke 1987: 14f.). However, alongside 

these generally valid problems concerning 'proper' interpretation, problems accumulated in societies 

such as the former GDR. "Given the paucity of information that we have or will ever have about mass 

beliefs in the GDR, it is even harder to imagine how one would begin to assess the convictions of that 

state's population" (McAdams 1993; XIII).

Consequently, the reconstruction o f the history of public opinion in East Germany has to be undertaken 

with the utmost care and to rely on sources other than pure survey data and statistics that may be warped 

by the one-sidedness and ideological bias. Thus, this chapter reconstructs the partial enthusiasm of the 

'Stunde Null', the hour zero, in the former GDR after the establishment of socialism. To that end, it 

reconstructs the spread of a form o f tacit system loyalty into what were formerly apathetic and alienated 

parts of the citizenry as well as the development of a similar societal consensus model based upon anti

fascism, reconstruction and economic success.

The chapter also highlights a gradual process of disillusionment, disappointment and the growing sense 

of inferiority vis-a-vis the Golden West*. Moreover, it also focuses on the establishment of a 

predominantly apolitical civil society beneath the surface of the lip-service that was paid towards an 

increasingly oppressive regime. In essence, the chapter narrates a  story of open and yet alienated 

conformity as well as the resistance and opposition that developed on the margins of the socialist 

society.

3.1 West Germany: From Tacit Consensus to Conflictual Pluralism

At the end o f the Second World War following the unconditional surrender of the German state, 

Germany was a society characterised by political defeatism, disillusionment and deep estrangement from 

political and social values in general. As a  consequence, the myth o f the *hour zero' was created in order 

to symbolise the complete insignificance o f the past and the eagerness to start afresh. However, let us for 

a moment stay with the early post-war years.

The Early Years: Alienation and Privatisai

2 Claus Offe compares communist societies to an aging lady that removes all mirrors from her house in order to 
avoid any confrontation with the fact and reality of her aging. In this sense, Offe writes, "..haben diese 
Gesellschaften (...) sich vor sich selbst geheimgehalten und die Techniken der Selbstbeobachtung und -beurteilung 
geradezu absichtsvoll verlernt" (1994:90).
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Occupied Germany was in many ways a 'destroyed' country, both physically and psychologically, as the 

population in all four occupied zones fought against the concrete dangers of starvation and cold. The 

collapse of the H itler regime, which many Germans have followed enthusiastically, at least for some 

time, and the subsequent surrender to foreign military rule left an "emotional and spiritual vacuum" 

(Edinger 1968: 88, Menck 1965: 281) in the consciousness of the German population. Signs o f 

alienation were manifold.3 In most respects, Germany was a "Zusammenbruchsgesellschaft" (Tweak up- 

society', KleGmann 1984: 37) concerning most aspects o f life: politics, economy and social life. 

Moreover, notwithstanding official efforts aimed at de-nazification and political re-education, the 

average German showed a stubborn unwillingness to confront him self with the horrors o f the past and 

any guilt w ith regard to their involvement in the Third Reich. A psychologically-motivated suppression, 

which was facilitated by the growing hostility between the Western allies, and the Soviet Union. Indeed, 

the increasing East-W est conflict gradually led to anti-communism becoming priority as opposed to anti

fascism. W hilst this political about-turn caused severe disappointment and irritation amongst committed 

anti-Nazis and returning emigrants, particularly from the political left, the majority o f the new German 

political elite were only too willing to accept an escape from the past in order to concentrate the 

population on economic reconstruction. However, even in the 1960s, Edinger wrote that "the average 

West German m aintains that evocations of former political orientations are not merely a  waste of time 

but a  hindrance in dealing with the pressing tasks at hand" (1968:73).

The most famous psychological analysis of the phenomenon concludes that only the neglect of the past 

and the ignorance o f otherwise unbearable guilt made Germans capable of undertaking "materialist 

expansion", acting as if  they had suffered from a virulent, albeit brief episode of childhood decease, by 

closing the eyes with regard to the reality of the holocaust and, thus, viewed the Tiour zero' as a final 

return to norm ality. This escape from self-punishment, self-analysis and self-accusation enabled all 

available energy to be invested with almost "monomaniac exclusivity" into economic reconstruction 

(Mitscherlich/M itscherlich 1967, Arendt 1986). "All energy was invested in the Wirtschaftswunder - the 

economic miracle; the past was a nuisance that was pushed aside" (Marten-Finis 1995:257).

The immediate post-war years, thus, were characterised by extensive manifestations o f social and 

political anomie, a strong desire to forget the past and to substitute its legacy with economic efforts and 

the "well-known role behaviour" of obedience and submission under new authorities. "What Germans 

wanted, whether they were evident anti-Nazis or not, was of no great importance; cooperative 

acquiescence was all that was expected of them (Edinger 1968:71).

Economic Reconstruction and1soziale MarJawirtschqft1: A tacit Consensus

According to  Edinger, early West Germany experienced a tacit consensus that rested on three pillars of 

past avoidance, economic reconstruction and political harmony. To quote once more: "In a very real

3 A sophisticated black market system developed under the eyes of the occupational powers. Indeed, the anarchy 
of the black market regulated and determined all economic life until 1948 when the currency reform re-established 
some trust in official economic channels. Moreover, post-war Germany witnessed a sky-rocketing explosion of 
petty and also more significant criminal delicts. Youth criminality, for example, increased immensely. The injuries 
of the traditional family through long-term separation between husbands and wives and the changed relationship 
within the household where women for years had occupied both the role of the income earner and the head of 
household, pushed divorce rates up from 8.9 percent in the year 1939 to the highpoint of 18.8 percent in 1948 
(Klefimann 1984:37ff.)
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sense, political stability in Western Germany has been sought and promoted by an implicit consensus to 

forget the decisive issues o f the past, in the common task of socioeconomic and political 

reconstruction... The desire for harmony and the necessity for cooperation...have caused a perceptual 

curtain to be dropped upon the past, a curtain which is becoming ever more impenetrable" (1968:78). 

Indeed, there is widespread scholarly consensus with regard to W est Germany's culture of the 1950s and 

early 1960s. After West Germany overcame its initial problems and integrated the potential o f disruptive 

conflicts which had been mainly prompted by devastating economic and social conditions4, it established 

with Konrad Adenauer's conservative 'chancellor democracy' a form of government that suited its 

cultural and political state of mind. Adenauer's "haughty, aristocratic style o f leadership" (McAdams 

1993: 32) was apparently able to fulfill West Germans' desire to have a trustworthy, but strong, leader 

personality, who could mask their own political passivity, social harmony and privatism.5 

The immense material success of the 'soziale M arktwirtschaff, the German variant of capitalism 

smoothed by generous welfare regulations, made it an uncontested organisational model.6 Early West 

Germany was an authoritarian democracy with a strong figure in the chancellor allied the ostracism of 

all forms of direct participation, integration with the W est and a renewed and virulent anti-communism 

which appeared to gain widespread support amongst the average population (Roth 1985: 27, KleBmann 

1988:58ff.). Indeed, a tacit agreement between political elites of all hues and the mainstream population 

seemed to characterise the early post-war years. West Germans simply did not want to become involved 

in politics, recent experiences of the success of Nazi propaganda having made political leaders 

extremely skeptical about the average citizen. Georg-August Zinn, for example, the first Social 

Democrat Prime Minister of Hessia made the well- known comment that "we cannot afford to rely on 

the masses" (see Merkl 1963:81). Not surprisingly. West German post-war politics was elitist in a very 

concrete sense.

Moreover, the West German trade unions became soon an integral part of a basic consensus which was 

built upon the idea of 'capitalism with a social conscience*. The acceptance by the trade union 

leadership, the *Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB), o f the politics of co-determination

4 The obvious economic problems were increased by millions of people who additionally had to be nourished and 
housed. In the first years this concerned mainly the so-called 'displaced persons' who had been deported from their 
original countries by the Nazis and had worked under inhuman conditions in the German industry. The American 
military government counted more than six million displaced persons present immediate after German surrender. 
Besides, the years 1945 and 1946 witnessed a steady stream of refugees from the areas cast of Oder and Neifie and 
the return of roughly five million German Svar prisoners' (see Gerfaardt 1992: 4If.). In the first years after their 
arrival the German refugees from the East were a large and underprivileged sector of the German society that 
found organisational shelter in the newly established BHE, the *Block der Heimatvertriebenen und Emrechteten' 
which provided political representation. Latest in 1953, however, the BHE was more a pressure group than a party 
able to gain only one-fourth of its potential constituency (Linz 1967:286).
9 A joke ridicules the priority setting of the unpolitical 1950s. Asked which books have influenced him most, a 
German student replies: "my father's cheque book and my mother's cookery book" (Pulzer 1992: 303). For a very 
detailed account of the ‘Era Adenauer*, see Schwarz (1981/83).
6 What is frequently forgotten, however, are the harsh conflicts that accompanied the new economic course. The 
1948 currency reform triggered high numbers of unemployment and led to an increasing gap between average 
salaries and price levels. This inflationary increase in prices prompted the biggest strike of the German working 
class since the TCapp-Putsch* in 1923. Hie year 1950 witnessed more than twelve percent unemployment. The 
critic of Ludwig Erhard's - Adenauer's minister of economy - economic policy became almost consensual and 
forced the Christian Democrat government to introduce several social programs, the embryo of the social 
component of the 'soziale Marktwirtschaft' (see KleBmann 1984:223£f, Benz 1989:52£f.).
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OMitbestimmung') resulted in the unions* abandonment, not only o f ideas of nationalisation, but the class 

struggle in general. Indeed, the unions' "farewell to conflict" corresponded with deep-seated German 

desires for harmony in state and society (Pulzer 1992: 307). Moreover, the Social Democrat Party was 

soon to follow the unions' example. The last major conflicts were provoked by the conservative 

government's decision to re-arm militarily and subsequently to seek membership in NATO, the W estern 

defense alliance. In fact, the "struggle against nuclear death", an alliance of different peace activists, 

major parts of the unions and the Social Democrats against the introduction o f nuclear weapons in the 

'Bundeswehr* in 1958, was the 'la s t great challenge to the consensus that Adenauer had set to create" 

(Pulzer 1992: 306). The mass protest failed, however, it did lead to the formation o f a quantitatively 

negligible but tenacious and determined opposition group, the so-called 'Ostennarsch' movement, which 

later played a central role in the emergence o f the protest movement o f 1968.

Besides, the new W est Germany was able to rid itself of many o f the socio-stuctural constraints that had 

burdened the W eimar Republic. The East-West division rendered W est Germany a  country that equally 

split in religious terms society and it lost the large landholdings o f the democracy-hostile ‘Junker* 

aristocracy, as w ell as the major working class bastions in the Eastern sections o f Berlin and Saxony. 

"The conditions for building a consensual political culture were thus unusually auspicious" (Helga A. 

Welsh 1993: 81). According to Juan Linz, post-war Germany experienced "a political climate free of 

destructive and rigid ideologies" because its main cleavage, the class conflict, had been dissected and, 

thus, smoothened by the religious cleavage (1967:303).

Failed Démocratisation and the Burden of the Past

Surveys conducted by the American occupational bureaucracy, the so-called OMGUS surveys, revealed 

this active rejection of politics and lack o f any exposure to the past. In the late 1940s, about half the 

Germans in the *Bi-Zone\ the confederation of the American and British zones, thought that 

'Nationalsozialismus' was basically a  good idea that had only been carried out badly (see Scheuch 1992: 

16). The Am erican surveys, moreover, also highlighted a widespread, and even increasing, distribution 

of anti-semitic and racist attitudes among the German public (Gerhardt 1992: 39ff.) Indeed, forced to 

choose between Communism and Nazism a  growing majority seemed to prefer the Hitler state (Kaase 

1989: 205).7 Therefore, within a very short space of time the Soviet zone, and later the GDR, became 

negative exam ples that helped to stabilise the new political order o f the W est "Die DDR wirkt als 

negative Veigleichsgesellschaft for die Bundesrepublik affermativ und systemstabitisierend, die 

Bundesrepublik als positive Vergleichsgesellschaft für die DDR als entlegitimierend and 

destabilisierend" (Lepsius 1981:436, almost identical Beck 1991:23).

Indeed, the adaptation o f West Germans to the new democratic order was so smooth, so conflict-free, 

that many scholars were puzzled and openly doubted the 'depth' o f the population's democratic 

orientations. This was particularly the case given the experience of the faction-ridden Weimar Republic, 

Germany's failed first democratic experiment, because many saw the reason for the surprising degree of 

political tranquillity in lasting authoritarian traditions rather than any real support for the regime. Still in 

1965, Eugen N. Anderson asked whether Germans were "congenitally authoritarian"? Lewis Edinger 

premises his thorough investigation o f W est German political culture with the question of whether

7 For a summary of the surveys conducted by the Americans in post-war Germany, see Menitt/Menitt 1970.
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German democracy will be "strong enough to withstand the buffeting winds o f either a severe economic 

crisis or an increase in international tensions in Central Europe?" (1968: S3). From today's point of view 

such questions seem strangely irrelevant, however, in the 1960s they concisely expressed a growing 

concern, particularly amongst non-German politicians and scholars, that with the re-emergence of an 

economic giant in the middle o f Europe that allegedly was not much mote democratic and peaceful than 

its predecessor models, a renewed danger was arising. Even harsher critiques were opened by German 

intellectuals on the left, as, suddenly, what was acceptable in the 1950s became unbearable in the 1960s. 

An apocalyptic statement by the philosopher Karl Jaspers possibly reflects a  development that Peter 

Pulzer called the "re-ideologisation of W est German politics" (1992: 305): "We see the possible path: 

from the party oligarchy to the authoritarian state, from the authoritarian state to dictatorship; from 

dictatorship to war” (Jaspers 1966:174).

In fact, empirical investigations did provide strong support for such fears. For example, the famous 

'Civic Culture* study of Almond and Verba (1963) describe West Germany as a  society characterised by 

a mixture of political detachment and subjective competence. Moreover, inspite of a high degree of 

political information, Germans presented themselves as passive, inactive and only formally democratic. 

"Many Germans assume that the act of voting is all that is required of citizens" (Almond/Verba 1963: 

429). The authors described the political culture as a "subject" culture in which the population 

entertained a  distant, instrumental and almost cynical attitude towards politics. Germans were highly 

satisfied with the performance o f the political, and in particular the economic system, but supposedly 

lacked genuine support for the system. Hence, Almond and Verba evoked the spectre of system collapse 

"if the level of output becomes less satisfactory" (1963: 496). Between 1966 and 1967, American, 

British, Italian and German children in the age range 9 to 16 years were questioned about their political 

attitudes. The result concerning W est German youngsters was straightforward because although there 

appeared to be "some indication" that the younger generation was becoming more supportive of 

democracy than previous generations, the authors concluded that "the political socialisation of German 

children to tolerance o f dissent is not assured" (Dennis et al. 1973: 195). However, whilst German 

children scored highest with regard to overall support for democracy, they exhibited anti-democratic 

feelings in more areas than the youngsters o f the other countries (200f.).

The Collapse o f Consensus: The ’End of an Ice Age*

Soon after these skeptical assessments were formulated, conflict and political pluralism pushed 

themselves spectacularly onto the West German agenda. However, several incidents preceded the 

eruption of the student protest So, what distinguishes the 1960s from the 1950s? What explains the 

sudden "end o f an ice age" (van Deth/Jennings 1990: 3)? According to the literature many structural 

developments preceded and pre-conditioned West German society for conflict F irst growing and 

widespread prosperity, and an ever greater distance from the end of the Second World War rendered the 

strict maintenance of consensus less legitimate. Second, rapid processes such as the expansion of the 

education system and the spread of modem communication means, such as telephones and televisions 

created a better informed and highly resourceful citizenry, particularly among the younger and better 

educated generations (e.g. Kaase 1989, van Deth/Jennings 1990). Moreover, several ideological 

developments prepared the ground for the actual outbreak of conflict
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The integration in 1959 of the SPD within the all-embracing basic parly consensus1, forced opposition 

elements to constitute an independent organisational platform. The older 'Ostermarsch' peace movement 

was the first initiative that adapted to this change in its environment, therefore basing its activity on 

direct participation, independence from 'established' organisations, including the Social Democrats, and 

renounced form al patterns of membership. They also maintained a relatively open and flexible 

programme (Roth 1985:33f.).

Moreover, the 1960s also witnessed a termination, at least temporarily, of the basic consensus amongst 

the political rig h t Indeed, at the time of the Great Coalition from 1966 to 1969 the National Democrat 

Party (NPD) managed to collect right-wing protest votes and achieved, as a resu lt surprising electoral 

success.

Perhaps "the m ost important event in the ideological history o f the Federal Republic" (Pulzer 1992: 308) 

was the revival o f Marxism. Inspired by the Italian 'heterodoxy1 o f Antonio Gramsci, as well as the 

Frankfurt school, the Neo-Marxist movement was as outspokenly opposed to the developed 'real* 

socialist system s o f Soviet origin as it was against the political drowsiness, conservatism and 'false* 

harmony o f the W est German basic consensus. That said, until the late 1960s M arxists were "a sect on 

the m argins o f public consciousness" (Pulzer 1992: 309). The final mobilisation o f protest required an 

extra ingredient which was found through a coincidence of general problems within the elitist 

educational system, the grand coalition, the emergency legislation and the Vietnam War. In Germany, 

the catalyst for action was, undoubtedly, the killing of student Benno Ohnesorg by W est Berlin police 

during a protest marsh against the Shah o f Iran in early June 1967. As a consequence, the grand 

coalition's im plicit elimination of parliamentary opposition and Ohnesoig's death appeared to be the 

"final proof for the essential oppressiveness of the state, its kid-glove fascism inherent in the existing 

order" (ebd.).

However, the W est German student movement, at least in one important respect, is not comparable with 

its sister m ovements in the United States, Sweden or France because it was particularly focused upon the 

Third Reich and its enduring legacy. In this sense it was clearly a war of one generation waged against 

fathers who had neglected their collective guilt, escaped moral responsibility and, according to the 

protesters, ruled Germany in the same spirit that had made H itler possible. Indeed, in the eyes of many 

of those w ho participated in the protests, the students were fighting against an authoritarian legacy that 

was supposedly as virulent as ever.* * * * 9

Furthermore, this desire for change and reform was widespread within certain, and imminently 

majoritarian circles within the West German public. The 'Außerparlamentarische Opposition* (APO) as 

the student movement called itself, was only its most extreme and blunt expression. What was clear was 

that the general mood had changed, stability and tranquillity being viewed instead as inflexibility and 

boredom (Dahrendorf 1965: 143). In 1969, it  led to the first real transfer of power in post-war West

1 The 1959 party conference in Bad Godesberg decided in favour of a thorough programmatic re-orientation.
Marxism was abandoned, the basic ideas of capitalism accepted, the concept of the 'soziale Marktwirtschaft*
became the new cornerstone in the party's ideological framework and finally, the party agreed to Western
economic integration (see Pulzer 1992:307).
9 The student movement fought not only against an enduring authoritarian legacy but very concretely against an 
obvious personnel continuity between the Third Reich and the Federal Republic regarding the public sector in 
general but particularly also the universities.
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Gennany from the Christian Democrats to a  Social-Liberal coalition under chancellor W illy Brandt, a 

change which had as a prelude the years o f the Grand Coalition between 1966-69 under CDU chancellor 

Kurt Kiesinger which saw Willy Brandt serve as foreign minister. The necessity, or otherwise, of the 

grand coalition was harshly contested, then as much as today.10 11 * What, however, seemed to have been 

consensual was its role with regard to the elimination o f inner-parliamentarian opposition11 and, at least, 

its partial responsibility for the radicalisation of politics both on the left and the right Indeed, the three- 

year period of the grand coalition established the most elaborate version of W est German corporatism. 

The so-called 'konzertierte Aktion* (concerted action) established the formal institutionalisation of 

cooperation between the ’social partners', employer organisations and trade unions, on the one hand, and 

the state on the other. From a Social Democrat point o f view this 'concerted action' was a major step 

forward because it' signaled an increased willingness on the part o f the state to interfere in economic 

matters. From a more general point of view, however, it meant further reduction in conflict as the 

hitherto permanent struggle between employers and unions was 'domesticated* under the guidance of the 

state. However, the problems associated with such a co-optive approach became obvious when, in 1969,

140,000 workers struck against, what they saw, as the increasing gulf between commercial profits, on 

the one hand, and salary stagnation, on the other, and, thus, against the will of their own unions. In short, 

the grand coalition was a last and, ultimately, failed attempt to institutionalise harmony and consensus in 

a society that already possessed strong conflictual tendencies.

The change to a Social-Liberal government was, therfore, the outcome as well as an expression of an 

altered state o f the societal mind. Indeed, Brandt's name quickly became synonymous with an eruption 

of hope and political optimism as well as a desire for progress towards a better and more open society 

(Pulzer 1992: 310), and, of course, towards a new orientation in international politics, i.e., the new 

"Ostpolitik" and an open recognition of guilt and shame concerning the crimes of the past 

Awakening and Disillusionment

“Démocratisation", was the buzz-word of the day.13 Willy Brandt himself, expressed the mood of the 

time: "we are not at the end of our democracy, we are only just beginning" (see von Beyme 1979: 281). 

In essence, the basic consensus was under severe attack. Indeed, there was a widespread belief that even 

though Germany was formally democratic, German society was n o t This was because it lacked the 

'mature citizen' (the 'mündige Staatsbürger*) who was no longer deferential towards authority; it lacked 

the creation o f equality o f opportunity, particularly a reform o f the traditional tri-partite and elitist school 

system, and, finally, it lacked tolerance of non-conformity as well as a greater variety of 'social spaces' 

and differing life styles. The Brandt government was elected, in effect, in order to 'cure' these typical

10 Certainly, the grand coalition was not the only and maybe even not a major source of the sudden eruption of 
protest on both sides the political left and right. However, in a country with little intercommunal conflict like West 
Germany of the 1960s (Lepsius 1974) a grand coalition actually can enhance political conflicts. The major parties 
move towards the political middle and thus abandon their more extreme constituency. According to Weil (1994: 
77) the CDU/CSU-SPD coalition is largely responsible for the rise of anti-system voting". For a more general 
discussion of the causes and consequences of the grand coalition, see Klefimann (1988:203ff.).
11 With only 49 parliamentarians, the Liberal party was already quantitatively too weak to fulfill the constitutional 
roles of an effective opposition (Klefimann 1988:208).
n As formulated by the political scientist Wilhelm Hennis: "...der Generaltenor aller Ansprüche der Zeit auf 
Veränderung der uns umgebenden gesellschaftlichen Welt findet seine knappste Formel in dem eisen Wort
Demokratisierung"' (1969).
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German weaknesses. There was also a shared conviction amongst all reformers from the APO 

('Ausserparlamentarische Opposition*) to W illy Brandt, in the sense that "a recovery o f the belief that 

progress was possible, that happiness could be enhanced and evil diminished by rational human beings 

acting in concert" (Pulzer 1992:310).

By the tim e W illy Brandt was forced to resign in 1974, the climate had begun to change again. The faith 

in progress had been seriously shaken, w hilst the oil shock of 1973 and the subsequent worldwide 

economic crisis, indicated starkly that continuing growth was unlikely. This sudden revelation was not 

without its repercussions for an optimistic social policy because the expansion of the welfare state rested 

firmly on the assumption of permanent economic growth. Secondly, publications such as the Club of 

Rome's 1972 "Limits of Growth" report created serious doubts about the cultural and particularly 

ecological consequences of unlimited growth policy.

Therefore, the defeat of political optimism resulted in three major ideological developments: first, 

general liberal disillusionment as a  result o f the defeat o f its core ideals, namely progressivism, 

rationality and growth, second, increased radicalism on the left, most notable through the spreading 

violence o f the terrorist organisation RAF (R ote Armee Fraktion') and third, the revival o f conservatism, 

which was particularly prominent in its promotion of the expert wealth-creator at the expense of the 

moralising intellectual. During this time, Neo-Conservatism w ith its renewed faith in unlimited 

capitalism and the belief about the inherent rationality o f markets was bom. Within the context of 

mainstream politics, the change in the leadership from W illy Brandt to chancellor Helmut Schmidt 

(which took place within the SPD) signaled the substitution of the reform era for a new emphasis on 

managerial competence (see Pulzer 1992: 310). An ''era o f permanent crisis management*' had begun 

(Benz 1989: 62), "the reformer Willy Brandt gave way to the macher or operator Helmut Schmidt" 

(Dahrcndorf 1988: 139).

Hence, the 1970s witnessed both the abandonment of great visions within the centre of political 

decision-making, on the one hand, as well as the radicalisation of extremist Marxist splinter groups who 

could not accept that their visions had been defeated and retreated into the terrorist *propaganda of the 

deed*. Besides, a pluralism of smaller and pre-dominantly locally organised protest initiatives started to 

emerge as 'one-issue* movements to the more concrete challenges that threatened Germany in the 

aftermath o f the oil crises and the 'ecological awakening* prompted by the G ub of Rome. Indeed, from 

1972 onwards, a  growing number o f local and ad hoc environmental citizen groups formed into a 

national federation, the *Bundesverband BOrgerinitiativen Umweltschutz', which was later to become one 

of the m ajor pillars o f the foundation of a Green party. In short, the ecological movement was bom.

The 'Normalisation1 of Conflict

In the years that followed, several major waves of protest came and went, the anti-nuclear power 

movement o f the middle of the 1970s and later the peace movement that reached its peak in the early 

1980s when hundred o f thousands demonstrated against the *NATO DoppelbeschluB* and Helmut 

Schmidt's insistence on the additional installation of Pershing II missiles on W est German soil 

Moreover, w hilst the ecological movement and the feminist movement never reached the spectacular 

mass mobilisation o f the peace movement, both established a widespread network o f decentraUy 

organised citizen initiatives that became a permanent and vital force in local and regional politics.
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However, the prime consequence of the student movement and two decades o f continuous waves of 

protest was the establishment o f a  counter-culture, united by the rejection of social conformity and based 

upon independent social milieus (Roth 1985: 38).

So, in the circumstances, how should one describe West Germany's contemporary political culture? With 

regard to the post-war years, there was a basically consensual belief that its culture was deficient, i.e., 

only pseudo-democratic if not overtly anti-democratic. In stark contrast, the 1980s and 1990s are judged 

somewhat more ambivalently.

The dominant opinion is that West Germany enjoyed a "remade" political culture (Conradt 1980: 263). 

Many reasons can be found that support such an optimistic evaluation: the historical experience of 

democracy that enhanced the incorporation of democratic values, the 'spill-over* of instrumental and 

economy-centred output orientations into real system support, the survival of two economic recessions, 

the final acceptance by the population o f its Nazi past, an awakening that had been provoked by the 

student movement, the immense modernisation push of the post-war decades and increasing social 

differentiation that encouraged the development of social and, subsequently, also political-cultural 

pluralism (Brand 1985). Indeed, all these explanations probably entail parts of the truth. Surveys and, 

particularly time-series analyses, repeatedly reported increased political interest, changing political 

values, growing support for democratic ideals that were historically difficult to implement and a 

simultaneous decrease in the attraction of the older authoritarian legacy.

Obviously, West Germans, and in particular the younger post-war generations, have become less 

materialistic, less authoritarian, more democratic and more tolerant with regard to deviance and 

opposition. In effect, West Germany became a  ‘normal' Western democratic nation (see e.g. Fuchs 1989, 

Westle 1989).13 A *participatory revolution' (Bames/Kaase et al. 1979, Kaase 1982) took place and 

enabled West Germans to learn and incorporate a wide range of political means in order to express 

political desires and preferences. The days o f the political subject, the obedient German have vanisted. 

In short, West Germany became "the model case of a political culture remade" (Minkenberg 1993:56). 

Others, however, tended to deviate from this dominant discourse and variously stress aspects o f German 

culture that represent continuity rather than change and emphasis an enduring legacy o f the authoritarian 

past Peter Reichel, for example, stresses the superficiality of the 'remade' culture behind which still 

lurks the legacy of the Ttaiserreich' with its unbroken authoritarian traditions (1981). Bernhard Qaufien 

(1987: 158f.) acknowledges the reality of a "short-term reform push", however, describes this push as 

characterised by "half-measure, dissipation and the exclusion of more radical alternatives". In short, 

these scholars are of the opinion that the mass public of the 1980s was as authoritarian and conformist as 

ever. Less sharply, but nevertheless still critical is Harry Eckstein who sees contemporary West 

Germany's culture as one which is dominated by a culture of legalism ' instead of justice and prudence. 

This being due to the manifold revolutions and discontinuities within German politics which has made 

the population formalistic as well as rule and law attentive, Le., not 'truly1 democratic (1988: 799f., 

similarly also Rausch 1980: 67). Indeed, the well-known SINUS study from 1981 attributes a "closed 

right-extremist world view" to thirteen percent o f the German adult population (Hepp 1994).

13 International comparisons even stress that the West German public has become into one of the most democratic 
in Western Europe (e.g. Dalton 1988, Inglchart 1990).
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Roth, finally, describes the "majoritarian culture" as being consumption-oriented and privatistic while 

the politicised and alternative 'counter-culture' remains restricted to a small and exclusively left-oriented 

minority (198S: 72). From an empirical point o f view, van Deth and Jennings (1990: 6) critically re

evaluated the *participatory' enthusiasm expressed in their previous investigation by stating that "we 

interpret the increase in potential for protest to be a lasting characteristic of democratic mass politics and 

not just a sudden surge in political involvement bound to fade away as time goes by". After two oil 

crises, a serious economic recession and a boom in Neo-Conservative thinking, the Tolitical Action* 

authors are now prepared to relativise parts o f their former conclusions. In comparison to the 1970s, 

according to Max Kaase, West Germany o f the 1980s has witnessed a "substantial delegitimation" o f 

both political participation and conflict (1990: 35).

Such observation are, obviously, no longer valid. The late 1980s witnessed the rise and fall of the 

*Republikaner\ a right-wing party that mobilised protest against immigrants and 'guest workers' in the 

context o f worsening economic conditions and stagnating high levels o f mass unemployment Moreover, 

the process of unification evoked an eruption in violence against foreigners and, subsequently, 

spontaneous counter-demonstrations against xenophobia and racial intolerance. Finally, the outbreak of 

the Gulf W ar witnessed an unexpected, sudden and strong resurgence in the peace movement which was 

no longer supposed to be alive.

In the late- 1990s many scholars now forecast a powerful resurgence in material re-distributional 

conflicts (e.g. Roth 1985, Pulzer 1992). Indeed, the first indications o f such conflicts are only too visible 

today, as a result o f the re-emergence of systemic disparities since unification, the increasing importance 

of the global economy and the dichotomisalion o f the average population in 'winners' and losers' of the 

process o f modernisation has revived the classic industrial cleavage between labour and capital (Vester 

etal. 1993: 35ff.).14

To conclude, political protest was never "delegitimised” nor is It any longer exclusively a  privilege of 

the left o f the political spectrum.15 In this sense, the cultural ‘normalisation' of W est Germany has also 

resulted in the normalisation of its conflict structure. Indeed, if the 1960s witnessed the breakup of the 

anti-Communist taboo and resulted in a growth o f left-wing Marxist and Neo-Marxist critique, the 1980s 

witnessed the re-legitimisation of right-wing, nationalistic assaults. One may think of these events 

whatever, the simple fact remains that developments like these are now part and parcel of the daily 

political agenda o f W est Germany.

If there is one conclusion possible, it must be that, with regard to West Germany, as much as with regard 

to other W estern nations, it is increasingly difficult and, indeed, irritating to speak of the* political 

culture. It is in any case an over-simplification to reduce cultural pluralism to the dichotomy between 

dominant and alternative, majoritarian and counter-culture. Notwithstanding, the probable existence of 

dominant cultural traits, the essence of German culture if one likes, there has developed around these a 

rather colourful spectrum of competing cultures amongst their fold they include 'Yuppies', alternatives, 

idealists, M arxists and socialists. However there are also Neo-Nazis, Skinheads and rioters. Moreover,

14 See particularly the extensive discussion concerning social inequality in Chapter 9 of this thesis.
u Here, we would strongly contradict Opp et al. (1995) who describe political protest in West Germany as - in 
comparison to other Western countries - confined to the political left. This is a correct diagnosis concerning the 
1960s and 1970s, but obviously no longer valid in the 1980s and 1990s.
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all these sub-groups have completely different concepts o f how society should look like and most of 

those ideas are conflictual not only in comparison with the 'materialistic privatist* mainstream but also 

towards each other. Equally, not all these concepts are truly democratic, which means that at least in this 

sense, the legacy of the past has survived. However, perhaps it is the mark of a true democracy to 

qualify less through consensual democratic orientations than through the existence of an amalgam or 

mixture of diverging and competing beliefs that can be integrated into the democratic process without 

threatening the survival of democracy itself. After all, pluralism became a natural part of West German 

political everyday life. What is more, conflict is no longer seen as something destructive, but as a 

productive opportunity to mold and influence politics (see also Hepp 1994: 114). In this very concrete 

sense, Germans 'remade1 political culture found its place among ‘normal' Western democracies.

In the following chapters we will explicitly focus upon societal orientations of West German sub

cultures , their ideological position with regard to each other and the 'dominant1 culture and, finally, their 

anchorage in modem systems o f inequality.

3.2 East Germany: Between Tacit Consensus and Alienation

Inevitably, and naturally, writings about post-Communist societies, in general, and East Germany, more 

specifically, are dominated by a concern with the short- and long-term prospects of these societies. 

Western scholars, in particular, focus on the question o f how well will Eastern Europe be able to digest 

the manifold economic and political changes that have taken place in the aftermath o f the collapse of 

Communist rule and, moreover, how well these new societies can be integrated into the Western 

democratic and capitalist world. This problem has created an entirely new field of research, ironically 

called "transitology" (Zon 1993), that is concerned with Eastern Europe's "simultaneous" or "double 

transitions", i.e., the tensions and contradictions engendered by building a democratic polity and a 

market economy at the same time (Stompka 1996:116).16 Strangely superficial references to theories of 

the totalitarian state, system transition or recourse to the somewhat 'spooky* emergence of what was a 

formerly suppressed, but nevertheless, basically, healthy civil society dominate the research.

Probably equally inevitable and natural, one observes a striking lack of profound and in-depth historical 

investigation into the nature of these societies. This is easily attributable to, on the one hand, either 

system-conformist research that mingled insider knowledge with ideologically-biased presentations and 

interpretations or, on the other hand, a restricted data access, lack o f context-sensitivity and the "problem 

of misreading" (Rieder 1994: 122) by 'outsiders'.17 For obvious reasons such problems are peculiarly 

prominent concerning topics such as political culture and mass beliefs for which there is no generally 

reliable or accepted data available, unavoidable difficulties which render 'post-Communist' research a 

rather speculative endeavor. Certainly, the empirical survey-based hyper-activism o f the post-1989 

period can hardly substitute for a  lack o f insights into the legitimacy of these systems during their time 

of existence.

16 This is what Offe (1991) called the "dilemma of simultaneity".
17 Concerning this problem see e.g. Hanke (1987: 7f). For a pronounced criticism of the "sympathising blindness 
and Western ignorance" of the West German TDDR-Forschung\ see Weymann (1991: S3f.)
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Indeed, there is little scholars would agree about, because even basic questions such as whether there  

ever was, and if  there was, to what extent, a form of consensus within Communist societies, result in  the 

most controversial and often contradictory answers. A skeptical reader may, as a result, come to the 

conclusion that the evaluation o f societies such as that o f East Germany is dependent more upon an 

author’s geographical origins (East or W est) or the political standpoint (left or right, pro- or an ti

socialist) than on proper academic criteria. However, very roughly, one can still distinguish betw een 

three major narratives.

Socialist, Western or Deep-Frozen: Perspectives on the GDR's Dominant Culture 

A first perspective tells a story of two different societies, with two different socialisation regimes, th a t 

ultimately, and lastingly, led to a contemporary Germany that remains culturally deeply divided. At least 

implicitly such interpretations are based upon an assumption that socialism was either directly successful 

in re-shaping personality structures and inflicting socialist values11 or indirectly, without intention, 

caused its citizenry to escape into a "second society" (Hankiss 1988) of alienated and, in the worst case, 

psychologically deformed citizens (e.g. Maaz 1993), A population that almost happily insists on 

maintaining an alm ost infantile quality (Bôhme 1982, see also Tung 1995). In both cases, the 'socialist* 

and the alienated political culture, differences towards Western mentality were supposed to be deep and 

enduring.

A second narrative, particularly prominent among East Germans and conservative Western scholars, 

draws a far more optimistic picture of East German political culture. It bases its evaluation on the 

assumption that Eastern Europe was, economically at least, as much exposed to processes o f  

modernisation and differentiation as was the W est This was particularly the case for East Germany, 

because the availability and extensive consumption of W est media was thought to have fostered a  

similar process o f individualisation and value change.* * * * 19 In effect, the GDR suffered from a "failed m odel 

of political socialisation" (Lemke 1991: 276) with the result therefore, that the system was never 

legitimate. This second narrative can be further split into a consensus, and a conflict-oriented model. 

The consensus m odel stipulates th a t according to the few substantial differences between East and W est 

German cultures, unification and societal integration would be rather smooth and a  relatively short-term 

project that could be accomplished easily (e.g. Rose et al. 1993, Seifert 1994). This optimism is 

summarised with W eil (1993: 205): "A postunification eastern Germany appears to have been bom 

virtually fully democratic". The conflict-oriented variant, on the other hand, focuses on the process o f 

unification and the m ost recent period of all-German history, and states that despite all prior similarities, 

the one-sided takeover of East Germany by W est Germany and the paternalistic treatment o f the East 

German citizenry by Westerners, actually led to the creation of a  previously non-existent division o f

w The thesis of an enduring socialist personality type is the extreme variant of many analyses which focus on the
legacy of cummunist tradition. Rohrschnrider (1996), for example, concludes on the basis of interview data that
East German parliamentarians are less likely to endorse market values, are more supportive of egalitarian goals,
are in favour of greater government involvement and wish an extended role of the labour unions.
19 The role of Western mass media in the process of démocratisation of East European societies is controversially 
discussed. Di Palma (1990), Fuchs ct al. (1991), Weber (1991) and Gibson/Duch (1993) suggest that liberal- 
democratic norms diffused into East-Central Europe through the growing availability of West media products. 
Geulen (1993: 41), however, argues that there is hardly any evidence of such an effect On the contrary, the 
exposition to West media frequently led to reinforced solidarity with the own system. Yet, "no reliable 
information on the impact of these linkages exits" (Kaase 1994:265).
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cultures with the result that it provoked an East German form of "developing nationalism" 

fEntwicklungsnationalismusO and a mystifying socialist nostalgia that provides 'second class' citizens 

with a certain 'Trotz-Identität" (Koch 1994)30.

A final narrative combines the pessimistic outlook o f the first, a culturally deeply divided society, with 

the major assumption of the second strand: socialist socialisation efforts were never successful. The most 

prominent metaphor of this view is the description o f socialism as a freezer* that conserved (deep-froze) 

the political cultures of the pre-Communist period and successfully blocked societal change. As a result, 

it inadvertently protected its populations from processes of modernisation and individualisation that took 

place in the external Western world (e.g. Offe 1994). Consequently, this strand of interpretation 

describes East Germany as being equivalent to the West Germany of the late 1940s and 1950s (e.g. 

Greiffenhagen/Greiffenhagen 1979, Noelle Neumann 1991, Fuchs et al. 1991, Gebhardt/Kamphausen 

1994). In short, the cultures are separated by a developmental deficit of some four decades of experience 

on the side of the average East German. In other words, the West possesses a significant "modernity 

lead" (Fcist/Liepclt 1994: 595). Thus, a "united Germany inherited from the GDR a modified subject 

culture which was derived from the authoritarian tradition o f the Obrigkeitsstaat" (Minkenberg 1993: 

62).

A reader of post-Communist literature is, therefore, confronted with three substantially diverging 

accounts of East German political culture, in which one can choose between an image of an East 

Germany that is not particularly different from Western-type societies, an image of a society that was 

deeply influenced by its socialist experience and, finally, an image of a non-socialist but deep-frozen 

culture that resembles Western cultures, but only as they existed many decades ago. Needless to say, all 

three images compete with significantly different evaluations not only of the socialist past, and the 

burden of its legacy, but also the future shape of this society within the Western capitalist framework.

Can one o f these narratives offer more explanatory power than any of its competitors? In October 1991, 

two years after the regime's collapse, Erich Honecker bluntly refuted the argument that the GDR break 

up was caused by 'the people'. In his view, such an interpretation is a major historical error that must be 

corrected. Interestingly, an Infratest survey of the year 1990 reveals that more than a quarter of both 

West and East Germans tend to agree with the former GDR leader and believe that the GDR population 

was generally in favour of the socialist state. A majority, on the other hand, think that the GDR public at

30 A similar argument is made by Offe (1994: 18): "So haben die Mühen und Ungewißheiten des politischen und 
wirtschaftlichen Umbaus der ehemaligen Comecon-Systeme überall dazu geführt, daß der autoritär- 
protektionistischen Fürsorge posthum ein moralischer Kredit eingeräumt wird, den sie zu Lebzeiten nie genossen 
hat". In contrast to the logical expectation that remaining differences would diminish if not completely disappear 
in coming years, surveys revealed an increasing skepticism towards market economy and a strong push towards 
ideals of law and order. This attitude change is seen in direct relationship to the actual process of unification 
(Bauer-Kaase 1994). Likewise an indication of increasing differentiation between East and West is the growing 
stereotype construction that attributes more and more negative images and traits to West Germans and leads to 
stronger identification with the own In-group' (Förster/Friedrich 1996: 27). Allensbach surveys, for example, 
show a striking increase in East German national consciousness. In 1990,61 percent East Germans declared that 
they would rather characterise themselves as Germans'. Only 32 percent preferred the description 'East German*. 
Only two years later, the picture is completely reversed. 60 percent fed primarily as 'East Germans', only 35 
percent opted for the unspecified German' (see Jurasek/Brämer 1994: 93). From a socio-psychological 
perspective, Österreich (1993) argues that tendencies of authoritarianism and xenophobia are not the result of 
enduring cultural traditions, but a direct outcome of the unification process that first produced the economic and 
psychic insecurities that are the necessary preconditions of such developments.
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large was conform ist, by necessity, without inner conviction (Köhler 1992: 66). We w ill evaluate th e  

value o f these narratives by entering into a discussion o f two particularly central aspects of the GDR's 

cultural history: First, was there, as Honecker and a strong minority of East and West Germans claim , 

ever a m ore or less outspoken consensus between the GDR's rulers and the ruled, in the sense that w e 

can speak o f a  congruence between the system's institutions and its ideology and the mass beliefs o f its  

citizenry? O r, rather, was apparent consensus, or lack of dissent, nothing more than the expression o f an  

oppressive regim e that forced its population into the privatism of an apolitical niche society? Secondly, 

what was the role o f opposition and dissident groups in the GDR, and was the opposition strong enough 

to justify interpretations that focus on the (re-) emergence o f civil society? Moreover, was the opposition 

able to force a  form of ideological and political pluralism onto the system's political agenda? In short, 

are there aspects in the GDR's history that allow an interpretation to take place suggesting the survival o r 

revival o f a democratic and pluralist legacy that both interfered in and prevented both the uncontested 

ideological rule o f the socialist party and the political alienation of the 'secret society*?

3.2.1 Political Consensus or Escape into Privatism?

During the immediate years after German surrender we m ust that assume parallel developments and 

experiences took place in both East and West Germany, because East Germans were as totally defeated 

in the war as their Western twins. There had been enthusiastic Nazis, active participants in the regime's 

brutality, passive 'M itläufer' (supporters) and opportunists, silent opponents and active resistance fighters 

in all the occupied zones. Indeed, what took place during W est Germany's early years must also have 

been the reality in East Germany: moral defeatism as a result o f the lost war and the subsequent 

unconditional surrender and, as it then turned out, an utterly misplaced investment o f energy, enthusiasm 

and sacrifice into w hat was a rotten criminal regime that caused the most murderous war in human 

history. Thus, we can assume that a similar atmosphere prevailed and accompanied the first few years 

of Soviet occupation in East Germany, i.e., concerns with acute day to day problems, disinterest in 

politics, even disillusionment, and withdrawal from political life in general, as well as retreat into 

privatism, a  desire to  forget, and the rejection of any past memories or any personal involvem ent31 

Consequently, the Soviet occupational forces must have had as easy a  time implementing their political 

institutions and power structures as did their French, British and American counterparts in the W est 

This, of course, is true only wife regard to the mass public, because although the process of de

nazification led to the complete eradication o f the old 'corrupted' political and economic elites, the new 

political elites came, as in West Germany, back to Germany horn political exile, emerging from a 

political passivity forced upon them by the Nazi regime. Or, as was particularly the case of East 

Germany, they were recruited from circles of resistance fighters and regime victims who had spent years 

of their lives in concentration camps, convicted as communists or regime-enemies in the Third Reich. 

For this new elite the end of the war and the defeat of Hitlerism signaled a unique chance to re-build 

German society according to their own ideals. Indeed, instead o f apathy and political alienation, one 

finds enthusiasm and a  strong democratic or socialist idealism. There was a widespread agreement 

among these new political actors within all four occupied zones, with the probable exception of hard-

31 This parallelity of the early years is stressed also by Minkenbeig (1993:61).
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line Stalinists, that the new political order should be a democracy with a strong socialist component 

That this consensus existed is clear from the first statutes or constitutions of all the major political 

parties of the time. The 'socialist* element was a direct result o f the involvement o f big business in the 

rise of the Nazi party and the profit it made from war production. There was a certain suspicion towards 

any and all attempts to introduce capitalism in an uncontrolled form. Secondly, there was also 

thoroughgoing agreement that the new political order should be anti-authoritarian, liberal and pluralist23 * * * * * 29 

It was only later that this consensus collapsed, becasuse as we have seen, the looming Cold War, its 

subsequent anti-Communism. the sudden end of de-nazification policies and their partial reversal, 

disappointed and alienated many actors in the West German left who had dreamt of a completely 

different world. What happened in the Soviet occupational zone when Bast-West relations worsened? 

The first major conflict was caused by the Communist attem pt to unite their party with the far more 

successful Social Democrats. The popular slogan was: "The working class shall never be split again",33 

and after the painful experience of the Weimar Republic this moral appeal to working class solidarity 

against the class enemy met relatively widespread agreem ent However, given the earlier behaviour of 

the Communist Party, their virtual monopoly of power given the presence o f the Soviet occupying 

forces,34 and previous attempts to force their political decisions through, many Social Democrats were 

extremely suspicious that unity would, in fact mean complete dominance by Communist activists. 

However, in April 1946, the Communist party won the battle and gradually, thereafter, established 

hegemony over all other political forces which were brought into line with the emerging one-party- 

system under the assured guidance of the newly founded SED, the ’Sozialistischc Einheitspartei 

Deutschlands'. Socialism, therefore, became an attempt to re-establish political and ideological 

consensus through the incontestable rule of one political force and one political ideology and the 

elimination of all potential competitors. Thus, Marxism-Leninism became the official, and only, 

legitimate culture and the GDR an ''ideological graveyard'* (Pulzer 1992: 315).23 

As we have seen, the newly established W est German democracy with its chancellor-centered autocratic 

style profited immensely in the 1950s from the 'economic miracle', and its accompanying social policy, 

that quickly rendered the concept of 'soziale Marktwirschaft* an uncontested and highly legitimate

23 Even the Christian Democrat founding manifest of 1945 had a strong emphasis on nationalisation of major
industries. Jacob Kaiser, one of the founding members of the East-CDU, established the concept of 'Christian
Socialism' that strongly resonated with the Christian unions and Catholic social committees in the Western
occupational zones. The socialist component remained dominant even in the West party's Ahlener program of 
1947. On the other hand, the early KPD agreed not only to the idea of a ‘parliamentary-democratic' republic but 
demanded the W imited realisation of free commerce and private enterprise' (Weber 1991:22ff.).
23 The first proclamation of the Social Democrats in June 1945 aspired "the organisational unity of the German 
working class". At this point, the Communists rejected any unification attempts. Only catastrophic election results 
of the Austrian and Hungarian Communists led to a complete reversal of this politics. However, then the West 
Social Democrats under Kurt Schumacher strictly rejected all attempts at unification and a similar skepticism had 
grown among the Social Democrats of the Soviet occupational zone (for more details, see Kleflmann 1984:135ff, 
Weber 1991:23).
34 Regarding this particular relationship between the Communist party and the Soviet administration, see Weber 
1991:21 f.
29 It is telling to see the balance in Peter Pulzcrt interesting account on political ideology in both parts of 
Germany. His perception of the GDR as an "ideological graveyard", as a society incapable of profounder 
ideological developments, is obvious in the space he believes it is necessary to dedicate to the GDR. His article of 
about 25 pages is almost exclusively preoccupied with West Germany; the GDR history apparently fits on meager 
two pages.
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achievement Even the formerly alienated and politically apathetic masses were soon integrated and 

became highly content with the development of a West German democracy that provided them w ith  

better living conditions than had any of its predecessors. Did something similar happen in the East? A t 

this point, opinions diverge greatly. The American political scientist Lyman Legters was sharply 

opposed to the one-sided and belligerent cold war rhetoric o f the 1950s and 1960s and called upon h is 

colleagues to accept the Tact’ "that an economic miracle had been recorded in East as well as in W est 

Germany; that an ignored economy had become one of the industrial powers o f Eastern, and indeed o f 

all, Europe..."26 Furthermore, he argued that "the GDR was a stable, yet dynamic, society, stum bling 

over some of its problems and coping with others, irked but not fundamentally threatened by internal 

discontent" (1978: 2). Similar arguments were made by modernisation theorists. Chalmers Johnson 

(1970) claimed th a t Communist societies became industrial societies that were characterised by 

increasing internal stability.27 From the 1970s onwards, even W est Germany began to accept the GDR as 

a modem industrial society that, like itself, was oriented towards values of achievement and economic 

growth (Rytlewski 1987:287).

There were others who were vehemently opposed to such views, which recent history and the collapse o f 

Communist state economies after they were forced to compete with Western capitalism seems to  

support. W ith hindsight, of course, we have many reasons to question the ’reality’ o f the East German 

economic m iracle, because it is now apparent that economic data was frequently based upon faked 

statistics. As a consequence, Thompson writes that the GDR's claim to  be the best Eastern economy "has 

come under scrutiny after revelations of statistical falsification and internal East German government 

reports of looming financial collapse" (1996: 268f.)”  However, the question is not whether there ever 

was an 'economic m iracle' in the East, but whether economic developments made similar mass-reactions 

possible and established a comparable form o f output-oriented and economy-based legitimacy for the 

state-socialist system. M ost scholars are frank and harsh in their evaluation. 'The socialist elite never 

succeeded in achieving majoritarian legitimacy" (GlaeBuer 1994: 107, similarly e.g. Lemkc 1991, Pulzer 

1994, Glaser 1996). Instead scholars emphasise the authoritarian Prussian and Protestant heritage and the 

vulnerable military position that made East Germans conform with a system that they accepted but in no 

way loved (e.g. Lemke 1991, Berglund 1994). Thus, it was not successful state or economic 

performance that caused consensus and system loyalty but, rather, traditions of a state-centered, obedient 

'subject' culture.39 In the "core land of Protestantism" a positive understanding of the state and obedience 

towards the rulers played a major role in the mental attitude of the population (Rytlewski 1987: 240).

Legters refers to World Bank statistics of the year 1974 that present the GDR among the twenty highest ranking 
ons of the world, both with regard to total and per capita gross national product
*eter Christian Ludz was one of the first to apply the American concept of modernisation to the studies of the 

!il, R. Ludz's more critical use of the concept as 'partial modernisation' stresses the coincidence of thorough 
¡processes of modernisation - like social mobility, educational expansion and technological-industrial 
developments - and the survival, even strengthening of traditional value orientations (1979, 1980). Hence, 
socialist societies are characterised by a strong element of discontinuity and non-simultaneity concerning the 
objective and subjective realm of politics (Lemke 1991:55ff.) 
a  A similar argument is made by Hertle 1992.
29 In a famous essay Hermann Rudolph (1972) describes the GDR as an industrial society that is however 
basically coined by a legacy of Taw and order1 beliefs and anti-individualistic aspects of traditional German 
culture. Concerning the survival of 'obrigkeitsstaatliche' traditions, see also Staritz (1987).
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Thus. Rytkwski described the GDR as a "Gesellschaft der kleinen Leute" (a petite bourgeois society) 

with the loyal and duty-oriented state-employee as its dominant social character (1987: 242, see also 

Rossade 1987: 232. Becker et al. 1992: 102). Even harsher was Ernst Richert's verdict of 1966 in which 

he saw a society at home in an intellectual *no man's land' ("geistiges Niemandsland") that maintained a 

strikingly un-intellectual Communist elite, a thin and tired stratum of traditional intellectuals and the 

escape of all independent elements to the West, and what he called a complete "Heimatlosigkeit" 

(homelessness) of the left intelligcnzia (1966: 12If.).50 However, many scholars are overtly 

contradictory in the way that they argue because, in one moment they claim that the GDR never enjoyed 

popular support on a mass basis, only to focus in the next moment on the many legacies and habitual 

problems which the new united Germany has inherited from the Communist past (compare e.g. Glaeßner 

1994: 107 with 170ff., 306ff.). However, as all the new democracies seem to be troubled by the 

overwhelming demands for social security, with authoritarianism and the state-centered attitudes 

associated with 'spoiled' citizen-children, it would appear to be an indication that people actually liked 

certain aspects of Communism, or at least have a strong nostalgia for them in today's rough and tough 

world of Western capitalism.

Again, one can distinguish two major narratives. One strand assumes a relatively high consensus and 

support for the socialist regime that was in the ascendant until the late 1970s when the citizenry 

gradually realised that, particularly in comparison to the West, economic progress had been replaced by 

stagnation, even actual decline in living standards, and, thus, realised that socialist promises were fake. 

In this perspective, the history o f the *maturing' GDR is a history of "ebbing basic consensus" (Koch 

1991: 83).

A second interpretation refuses to acknowledge popular consent and focuses its evaluation, rather, upon 

an allegedly "fragmented public sphere" (Rytlewski 1987: 246) in which the population learned to 

master a double language, one official discourse that expressed loyalty to the state and its ideology and a 

private discourse that was characterised by political disinterest, privatism and alienation within a private 

"niche society" (Gaus 1983). This phenomenon was aptly captured by Thomas's term the "second 

culture" which existed alongside the official socialist culture (1985: 719). Moreover, a basic attitude of 

the majority of the GDR's citizens, as identified by Antonia Gronenberg in 1989, was their apathy with 

regard to the political elite, their compatriots and their environment in general. The contradiction 

inherent in such an attitude towards the public demands o f a socialist personality led, in daily practice, to 

a "normal schizophrenia" that applied different patterns o f thinking to the private and the public life. 

"Der Tribut an Staat und Partei, der von niemandem in Frage gestellt wird, erscheint als veräußerlichtes 

Ritual, das mit dem Denken und Bewußtsein der Menschen nicht mehr viel zu tun hat" (1989:228).31

50 A cynical proverb ridicules the GDR’s German three-letter name DDR as "Der Dumme Rest" (the silly 
remainder), the ones who were not clever enough to escape in time (see Hirschman 1993:189).
91 Hanke (1987) likewise describes a manifest contradiction between the official culture with its antiquated rituals 
and sloganeering and the culture of everyday experience. Ash (1990: 18) states that "everyone in East Germany 
and Czechoslovakia was living a double life, systematically saying one thing in public and another in private." 
Indeed, many different terms have been invented - like 'double moral standards', 'second social consciousness', 'a 
split personality* or 'dual moral codes' (see Tung 1995:219) or Yrontstage' and 'backstage' discourses (Scott 1985, 
1990) - in order to tackle the phenomenon of this alienated and certainly not democratic ’bilingualism*.
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Both narratives are compatible with the images of the 'socialist' and the 'apolitical, alienated* society, 

that were mentioned before, Le., perspectives that assume direct or indirect influence o f socialist re 

education attempts on the respective population. With regard to  an evaluation of consensus, the image o f  

the GDR as a 'Western* society is, on the other hand, less relevant in that context because the *Westem* 

approach suggests a modem, almost democratic, society that lurked behind authoritarian super-structures 

which was able to emerge victoriously after the collapse of Communist rule. The 'deep-frozen' metaphor, 

on the other hand, can be subsumed under both the image o f a socialist and an alienated society because 

socialism deliberately drew on several elements of pre-Communist culture in order to strengthen its own 

legitimacy. Therefore, the apolitical niche society can be understood as a direct successor model o f 

traditional German beliefs with regard to the all-mighty power of the state and basic distrust of, even 

contempt for, the realm of competitive 'dirty* politics and thus, a general desire for harmony. Hence, we 

argue that the image o f the 'deep-frozen' society is directly relevant with regard to whether the GDR ever 

knew consensus or only political alienation. On the other hand, the W estern' approach of the victorious 

modem civil society is highly relevant concerning the answer to our second question. Namely, did the 

opposition manage to threaten the public opinion monopoly o f the one-party system and, therefore, to 

establish some form of, a t least, rudimentary pluralism?

However, let us for the moment stay with the first question. In this context, we will use the metaphors of 

the socialist, alienated and deep-frozen societies as heuristic devices in order to systematise and, o f 

course, simplify the vast amount of contradictory interpretations and evidence that so complicates this 

field of research.

The Function of Official Anti-Fascism

Were there possible candidates for an East German equivalent to the W est German concept of 'soziale 

Marktwirtschaft*? The literature suggests three different elements: anti-fascism, social security and 

economic reconstruction and progress. The role o f official anti-fascism was undoubtedly very important 

and served as a  legitim iser from the very beginning to almost the end o f the GDR's existence. Moreover, 

it created a high moral loyalty regarding the system's intellectual and cultural elites and potential 

dissidents. Anti-Fascism basically fulfilled two different functions.32 First, it was a direct and calculated 

indulgence of individual guilt for the average East German citizen. (Glaser 1996:32, Danyel et &1.1994: 

149). "The GDR was declared to be a  people o f heroes, resistance fighters and victims, the issue o f the 

fascist past became a  taboo" (Maaz 1993: 27). The anti-Fascist rhetoric was based on a  simple 

dichotomy: the legacy o f Fascism is in the West, East Germany being the successor-society o f a  *better 

Germany* and which would right fascism in all its guises. Indeed, this self-description was not based on 

empty words alone because not only had a  large proportion o f the new Communist power-elite suffered 

a personal history as convicted, tortured or exiled regime opponents, the process of de-nazirication was 

also a far more thoroughly conducted in East Germany (Klefimann 1984, Merkl 1992, Offc 1994). 

Second, and maybe even more important, the principle of anti-Fascism kept critical left intellectuals, 

who rapidly became in other socialist countries the systems' most committed opponents, in a  strange 33

33 Indeed, the alleged anti-fascist traditions of the workers* movement were a major source regarding the 
legitimisation of the existence of a separate socialist state. This was in many ways anti-fascism's major function 
(see also Danyel et al. 1994).
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moral dependency that sometimes reached a point of complete self-denial.53 Indeed, the GDR's famous 

novelist Christa W olfs remarks on this topic were most telling: "Because we, as young people, who 

grew up under fascism, were filled with guilt and were thankful to those who had saved us from i t  It 

was the antifascists and communists who emerged from the concentration camps and the prisons, or 

returned from emigration to direct the political life of the GDR more than it was the case in the Federal 

Republic. We felt strongly inhibited in opposing people who had sat in concentration camps during the 

Nazi period." (1990: 136, see Thompson 1996: 282J.* 34 35 Thus, for her, as for many other intellectuals, 

socialism seemed 'lik e  the only solution after the catastrophe of Nazism" (Glaefiner 1992: 104). 

Otherwise, there is hardly any evidence that the GDR succeeded in creating an early consensus on 

anything more than this basic theme of anti-Fascism. On the contrary, the two major events of the GDR's 

early history tell a different tale, i.e., the so-called "workers' uprising" in June 1953”  and the erection of 

the Berlin Wall, the so-called "Anti-Faschistischer Schutzwall", in the Summer o f 1961. The 

construction of the W all concluded a twelve years period in which millions of citizens escaped the GDR. 

It was no coincidence that the brutal crushing of the uprising in 1953 resulted in a peak in the exodus 

when more than 300,000 East Germans fled to the W est36 In the early years the GDR actually welcomed 

this form o f "voting with the feet" (Hirschman 1993: 180) because it hoped to rid itself quietly and 

efficiently o f its most determined 'class enemies' (e.g. Mommsen 1994: 29). However, the exodus 

rapidly turned into a life-threatening 'hemorrhage' of skilled labour. The mere fact that the regime 

believed that it was necessary to construct a physical barrier that would prevent the population from 

escaping, was certainly a strong proof of lack of system loyalty: "...few acts could have represented a 

more blatant sign o f weakness than the East German government's original decision to confine its 

population to a life behind such an artificial construct" (McAdams 1993: 4).

Towards Tacit Consensus: From Ulbricht to Honecker

Later, towards the end of the 1960s, things must have changed. Many authors claim that there was an 

emergence o f a more general consensus that lasted throughout the 1970s and into the early 1980s. If this 

is correct, it must be attributable to two other elements of potential consensus-building: social welfare 

and security or economic progress. Obviously, the theme of anti-Fascism, even in its formulation 

suggested an, at best, negative consensus based only upon the rejection of Fascism, was insufficient for 

making the population loyal to the socialist state. The events o f 1953 and 1961 clearly support this

53 An investigation of Stasi files concerning the illegal opposition shows that - in striking contrast to other 
socialist countries - the humanistic, cultural milieu was strangely underrepresented. Not more than five percent of 
the members of oppositional groups were active or employed in the realms of education, culture or arts (Knabe 
1996: 29). Regarding the system loyalty of the GDR's social scientists, see Weiss (1991). A more controversial 
explanation is put forward by Wolfgang J. Mommsen. Of course, he acknowledges and emphasises the role of 
anti-fascism with regard to the intellectuals* basic regime commitment, but he also describes the "spoiled class of 
intellectuals" (Verhatschelte Klasse der Intellektuellen*) as being directly 'bought' by a regime that provided 
extraordinary almost Western living standards as long as the intellectuals adapted to the regime's language and did 
not question its central ideological premises (1994: 36).
34 In fact, Christa Wolf is a prime example for the ambivalent role of GDR intellectuals between careful criticism 
and direct system involvement.
35 Concretely, the Vorkers' uprising* was a reaction against increased production norms. It started with a strike of 
Berliner construction workers that rapidly spread throughout the GDR until more than 250 different places 
witnessed strikes and demonstrations (Weber 1991: 47f.). The strikers' claims were from the beginning on also 
political claims regarding liberalisation and free elections (Niethammer et al. 1994).
36 For yearly statistics of the GDR's loss in manpower, see Ammer (1989:1207) and Wendt (1991:390).
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contention. So. what happened in the 1970s to justify such a  re-conceptualisation o f East German m ass 

beliefs?

One of the most significant developments was the change in the SED leadership from W alter Ulbricht to  

Erich Honecker during the Eighth Party Assembly in 1971. Along with this change in personnel there 

was also a substantial "Kurskorrektur" (course correction) in economic and social policy, ideology and 

the system's self-perception. The Ulbricht years had been characterised by various (and frequently 

extreme) 'socialist* experiments and attempts to reshape personality structures in accordance with the 

ideal of the "perfect socialist human being" (Grunenberg 1989: 221). In that sense, the Ulbricht regime 

was a radically and stubbornly ideal-guided regime that was committed to the profound re-construction 

of all areas o f society: economy, political power and social life. Honecker's "socialism, here and now" 

wanted to end all exaggerated experiments and make the SED concentrate upon "down-to-earth 

concerns" (McAdam 1993: 122, Hanke 1987: 9f.). As a result, a reorientation "from goals to realities" 

took place (Hanhardt 1975). At the Eighth Party Assembly the SED acknowledged that the final 

realisation o f socialism was still a long-term project and one that would be far from easy to accomplish. 

Allied to this confession was a substantial relaxation of the socialist image of mankind. Moreover, 

differing and competing conceptions within the party elite led to the admission of a  greater degree o f 

ideological flexibility and increased consideration of the daily needs of the population. The practical 

outcome was that the 1970s saw a deliberate decrease in the system 's penetration o f the m ost private 

aspects of human life. Moreover, the SED also elevated traditional German traits of achievement- 

orientation, discipline and diligence to the level of socialist virtues (Grunenberg 1989: 222, Rossade 

1987: 232ff.). In other words, the system not only renounced the idealistic re-modeling of human nature, 

but also adapted its own ideals to that o f a previous political culture in order to achieve some level of 

congruence between ideology and mass beliefs. Hence, Glaefiner concludes that the system became 

dictated "by a legacy o f behaviour patterns which owed more to Prussian authoritarianism than to the 

Socialist tradition" (1992: 108).37 A similar observation is made by Michael Minkenbeig (1993: 60): 

"The SED regime extended increasingly hierarchical and authoritarian patterns of traditional German 

culture into all dimensions of everyday life: in family, workplace, and polity". Of particular importance 

was the fact that this ideological re-orientation was accompanied by generous social policies that based 

upon popular need, and the creation of a  far more realistic, and subsequently also more successful, 

economic plan, as Honecker emphasised the "Main Task" CHauptaufgabe') o f the SED.38

37 Such an interpretation coincides with findings concerning Czechoslovakia. Almond (1983: 127) and 
Brown/Grsy (1977: 178) argue that dominant Czech culture came closer to changing Communism than 
Communism came to make its official culture accepted. Indeed, one of the reasons of the success of Communism 
can be seen in the fact that it was closer to East European pre-war cultures than to Western cultures (Gray 1977, 
Dawisha 1990:43, Black 1986:35). Robert C. Tucker, one of the major protagonists in communist culture studies, 
even made a generally valid principle out of this relationship between pre-communist original culture and the 
communist revolutionary culture: "—Communism in practice tends to be an amalgam of an innovated cultural 
system and elements of a national cultural ethos" (1987:9). Jack Gray argues that "ruling communist parties have 
shown themselves to be capable of a creative response in terms of that culture" (1977:268).
38 Honecker's economic policy succeeded the *New Economic System' of 1963, the so-called NES that in its final 
years led to 'taunt and unbalanced" plans (Keren 1978). However, Ulbricht's economic policy was from the 
beginning on dominated by ineal demands and goals. In 1958, for example, the SED promised that within three 
years the GDR will equal and overtake the FRG's economic production and consumption rates (see Weber 1991:
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Moreover. Honeeker achieved a major success in foreign policy when, after two decades of almost 

complete political and diplomatic isolation, the GDR signed in 1972 the ‘treaty of mutual recognition', 

the so-called *Basic Treaty1, with its West German sibling and became a member of die United Nations 

in 1973. The heavily publicised events which accompanied the signing of those treaties certainly were 

responsible for part of the increased legitimacy and trustworthiness in the socialist system. "The 

reapprochement o f the two German states was a political triumph for the GDR, but an ideological 

danger". In the long run, according to Peter Pulzer (1992: 3l5f.), it threatened the internal stabilisation 

that the Berlin W all had made possible. Indeed, Henry Krisch reported increased numbers of West 

refugees as a consequence of the new, opener German-German relations. This hard won international 

reputation, therefore, had an ambiguous price: "Thus, while some inhabitants of the GDR have 

responded to policy and circumstance and evinced a greater loyalty to the state (if not the regime), others 

have been driven to flee" (Krisch 1978:107).

The 'consensus-literature* assumes that a relationship of 'give and take' became the relatively stable basis 

for the societal 'arrangement', the basic consensus between leadership and population (Grunenberg 1989: 

222). The citizenry kept silent, adapted to the rules of the socialist system and actively showed loyalty 

whenever the system demanded it. The state, on the other hand, provided an extensive system of social 

security, accepted partial withdrawal o f its population into privacy and supplied modest economic 

prosperity. According to Rytlewski, the relationship between population and politics was predominantly 

output-oriented based upon social security, public order and economic progress. Loyalty was based upon 

a simple loyalty-care relationship that suggested that there was little confidence in conflict, opposition or 

spontaneous political participation (1987: 246). This relationship, which was established through a "tacit 

social contract" (Millar/Wolchik 1994: 4, similar Staritz 1990: 23) was supposed to be one o f the major 

legacies of Communism and which expresses itself today in the desire for an extensive system of welfare 

entitlements. A similar evaluation comes from a group of Russian scholars: "In our society, judging horn 

all the evidence, egalitarian expectations and the view of business as a morally dubious activity will 

remain with us for a long time" (Golenkova et al. 1996: 22, similar Smith et al. 1992: 5). In short, the 

concept of the "social contract", or as Tung termed it the "cradle-to-gravc welfare system" (1993: 217), 

was incontestably a major, if not the major, pillar of Communist legitimacy building.

In any case, economic conditions visibly improved. However, the enforced production and import of 

consumer goods, which was so central to Honecker’s 'appeasement' policy, resulted in debts to the 

capitalist West, which rocketed particularly to the West German state." However, we should not confuse 

economic facts with popular beliefs because albeit at an increasingly high prize, the SED regime did 

manage to provide a significant increase in the supply of consumer goods to its people as well as 

establishing a generous and need-oriented social security system. Moreover, it apparently succeeded in 

convincing the average person that they were enjoying the first fruits of a socialist system that would 

soon flourish. Indeed, for the first time in the GDR's history, it seems that a broad majority of the * 39

89f.). Michael Keren argues that the failure of Ulbricht's economic reforms were one of the major reason for the 
change in the political leadership (1978:62).
39 By 1980, the SED regime had accumulated 14 billions Dollars in bratto debts. In 1989, this rate had increased 
to more than 20 billions (Maier 1994:110).
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population started to believe that a better future within the system was possible.40 Claus Offe, fo r 

example, concludes that in the 1970s and 1980s the issue of economically motivated discontent, an d  

subsequent political instability, became more and more out o f question (1994:30, similarly Helga W elsh 

1994: 28). On the basis of youth surveys conducted in the 1970s, P tter Förster (1991: 137) concludes 

that there is a  "clear consolidation of socialist beliefs and value orientations" that resembles a "m entality 

change" in favour o f the official GDR culture.

In short, the 1970s were a  period in which the socialist state, ideologically speaking at least approached 

popular culture and bought* mass loyalty by a  generous supply of material and social security.

Thus, one can say that East Germany of the 1970s largely corresponds to West Germany o f the 1950s 

and early 1960s, in so much as a basically apolitical and privately oriented population acknowledged the 

economic output o f the new system, and hence, as a consequence, developed some positive system 

orientation. Accordingly, the 1970s were characterised by great divergence between East and W est 

because W est Germany was reaching the end o f its purely output-oriented consensus and becoming 

troubled by harsh conflicts concerning the democratic future and even the very substance o f democracy 

itself, with its resultant harsh normative and moral conflicts. The GDR, on the o tter hand, relaxed m ost 

normative attem pts to reshape human nature, removed normative conflicts from its agenda and enhanced 

a positive output-orientation through the distribution of economic and social goods.

Moreover, a  far more active pattem o f system involvement became obvious in a series o f qualitative 

interviews conducted by Dieter Geulen. The generation who grew up in the GDR's construction phase 

seems to have had the "political and moral claims o f socialist ideology particularly strongly internalised** 

(1993: 43f.) Geulen's interviewees were predominantly drawn from the 'intelligenzia', a majority o f 

whom had been SED party members. A somewhat enthusiastic response, therefore, was hardly 

surprising.41 Concerning the 'average' citizen, 67 percent of all East Germans admitted after the regime 

collapse that there had been at least a moment when they believed in the success and superiority of the 

socialist system (Noelle-Neumann/Köcher 1993: 486, Noelle-Neumann 1994: 214), such a-posteriori 

confessions seem to casting some doubt upon all those interpretations that stress complete lack of 

support for the system.

The 1980s: Economic Decline and Political Alienation

With hindsight, it is obvious how and why the SED regime was unable to uphold standards, 

notwithstanding the promised gradual improvement of economic achievements, because it is a well- 

known problem o f state economies that "economic problems are, by definition, political problems as 

well. When the distribution of goods, and the income needed to purchase them, are centrally controlled, 

the government is, thereby, held responsible for the total quality of social life" (Heyns/Bialecki 1991: 

352). As a result of worsening global economic conditions, and the system's inability to reform its

40 Between 1971 and 1980, the GDR built one million new units of housing while another 500.000 were 
renovated. In the same time the social expenditure per capita rose by ninety percent. For many citizens, such 
achievements were indications of real improvements and nourished hope for the future (Weber 1980,1991:143£f., 
McAdams 1993:122).
41 However, a similar picture is drawn by Weidenfeld/Lutz, likewise on the basis of qualitative interviews yet 
respondents were average East Germans. Here, all members of the post-war generation stress own contributions to 
the reconstruction, difficulties that had to be overcome, efforts and personal sacrifices. The collapse of the GDR 
left a strange 'emptiness' and the feeling to belong to a lost generation' (1994:122ÎT.)
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command economy* economic difficulties inevitably increased throughout the 1980s. The fact that the 

GDR was considered the best performing and most effective o f all the planned economies did not help 

much* because, as Helga Welsh puts it, "in the public eye, social and economic achievement were 

compared primarily to those of the West, not to those o f other socialist political systems (1994: 27, also 

Köhler 1992:63).

On the other hand, despite all the financial problems the GDR never downgraded its social security 

system, because apparently, the SED knew perfectly well that the provision o f excellent social security 

was its strongest, and increasingly the last way in which to create a society-wide consensus (Tung 1995: 

224).

However, just as the principle of anti-Fascism could not ensure system loyalty in the GDR's early 

history, the social security promise too became an insufficient basis upon which to build consensus after 

the theme of anti-Fascism lost its unifying power as experience of the Third Reich retreated (e.g. 

Marten-Finnis 1995: 257) and as the economic miracle turned out to be more propaganda than real 

achievement, particularly in comparison with West German prosperity.

According to some observers, Honecker’s dual policy of partial liberalisation42 and increased supply of 

consumer goods and social welfare started a  vicious circle by increasing citizens' demands which could 

never be met, inspite of factual improvements in living conditions and travel possibilities. Indeed, 

raising exccptations within the population led ultimately to disappointment and feelings of deprivation 

(Grunenberg 1989: 229, Weber 1991: 151, McAdams 1993: 181). In any case, it is impossible to over

estimate the indirect effects of Gorbachev's reform policy on the public mood in the GDR. Gerhard and 

Mochmann (1992: 4) report that discontent increased markedly from 1985, when the Soviet Union 

witnessed its final government change. Therefore, the conscious decision that the GDR regime took not 

to follow the political course of its *big brother* appears today to have been one of the major reasons for 

the rapid decline in system support which occurred in the late 1980s.

Moreover, the 'mature' GDR was confronted with a new generation of citizens that could no longer recall 

sacrificies and enthusiasm of the reconstruction years, and who not only took the system's social and 

economic achievements for granted but who also demanded more. The increasingly routine and by then 

hollow invocations of socialist virtue and achievement found little response within this youngest 

generation. Thus, increasing disappointment and political withdrawal on the part of previously 'half- 

believing' adults coincided with a complete "cultural lag" (Grunenberg 1989: 231) or "generational rift" 

(Niethammer 1990: 254) on the part o f the younger generation. The poet Sascha Anderson, who in 1986 

moved from East to West of Germany, described this generational gap in the following words: 

"Vielleicht besteht meine Generation der Anfang bis Mitte Dreißigjährigen noch aus Aussteigem. Nach 

uns kommt eine Generation, und die halte ich für viel wichtiger, die ist gar nicht erst eingestiegen (1986: 

74f.).

GDR culture: From Alienation to Consensus back to Alienation

In short, the GDR o f the 1950s was a fragile political construction dependant almost exclusively upon 

Soviet support The principle of anti-Fascism only succeded in creating negative consensus which still 

managed to bind the society's intellectual and cultural elites to the Socialism project On a popular level

42 This was particularly obvious in the far more generous treatment of travel permits to the West
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the GDR was characterised by the exodus o f millions of people to the West and the dramatic conflicts 

that were prevented only by massive military intervention and the construction of the Berlin W all. 

Despite, or maybe because of, the brutality and force of w ill inherent in the response to the events o f  

both 1953 and 1961, the GDR demonstrated to its own population and the external world that it w as 

determined to survive.

These draconian reactions in the face of clear lack of general support were later substituted by a  

relaxation o f normative indoctrination, the adaptation of system ideology to traditional cultural beliefs, 

the need-centered construction of a generous and densely-knit welfare system and, based upon the re 

oriented economic policy of the Honecker era, a more satisfying supply of consumer goods. Hence, the 

1970s were the GDR’s 'happy* years, during which the system managed to liberate itself from its m ost 

pressing normative and moral demands and simultaneously could gain the population’s sympathy by 

responding to its material desires.

This consensus represented a tacit agreement, a "passive acquiescence" (Paterson/Smith 1992: 10), that, 

however, never came close to developing any serious commitment or enthusiasm for the system. It was a  

fragile output-oriented consensus that very much resembled the W est German state o f mind in the 1950s 

and early 1960s. Indeed, only a few years later, this one-sided output-orientation model proved to be 

insufficient in preventing the fate of the GDR, because after the regime could no longer fulfil the rising 

demands the tacit consensus turned slowly, but gradually, into disillusionment and political withdrawal. 

As a result, the apolitical 'niche' society, the 'second culture1 o f the "parallel polis" (Skilling et al. 1988) 

emerged.

Hence, we argue that the cultural history of the GDR is best described using a three-step development, 

the first two o f which are comparable to that which happened in W est of Germany. Indeed, like the 

West, East Germany started as an apolitical, deeply demoralised and insecure post-war society which, 

desperate for relief and to forget, turned, instead, towards economic reconstruction and a private world.

A brief period o f discontent and conflict that led to military intervention by the Soviets, and the 

construction o f the Berlin Wall, was replaced by the establishment o f a tacit consensus that rested on 

appearance o f economic success and the pride amongst the people that the reconstruction generated, as 

well as a perceptible improvement in living conditions as a result of the reorientation of economic and 

social policy in the early Honecker era.

Thereafter, creeping disillusionment and the ever increasing gap between regime promises and Western 

reality led the m ajority o f the GDR population back to its privatism and the political estrangement o f the 

early years. The period o f consensus being replaced by the political ’bilingualism' of the 'second society4 

that masked its alienation and political cynicism behind a pretence based upon a willing acceptance of 

the official discourse. In short the cultural development of the GDR was circular, because it ended in 

the 1980s precisely where it started some four decades earlier, i.e„ the apolitical and privately oriented 

bu t nevertheless, an overtly disciplined and obedient niche society.

In the context the sudden upheavals and protest demonstrations o f 1989 took many by surprise, because 

somewhat before it had looked as If discontent would, like in the 1950s, be channeled through mass 

exodus. Indeed, by 1986, almost half a million East Germans had applied for legal emigration (Joppke 

1993: 395). However, the unexpected opening of East German borders with Hungary and Poland
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triggered the dramatic events of Autumn 1989, as 'exit* and Voice* became conspirations and 

collaborations in a "joint gravedigging act" (Hirschman 1993: 186).

3.2.2 Dissidents and the Regime: Opposition or Loyalty?

In contrast to the evaluation o f the GDR's possible legitimacy, there is far less scholarly disagreement 

over the evaluation of the GDR's opposition movement Almost all agree that opposition to the system 

was thought to have been small in number, weak in power and relatively short-lived in time, particularly 

in comparison to other East European countries.43 However, there is one narrative that deviates from this 

predominant view. The aforementioned metaphor based on 'W estern' culture draws heavily upon the 

notion of a strong victorious opposition movement that, as the spearhead of civil society, overthrew the 

socialist regime in a velvet revolution. This successful revolution of empowered, peaceful but, 

nevertheless, politically determined citizens remains a cornerstone of the democratic consciousness in 

post-Communist East Germany. The question of which of the two competing perspectives is more 

plausible is more than academic, because with regard to the issue of democratic legacy and traditions, 

the role of the opposition movement is highly significant Obviously, neither the 'socialist* society nor 

the 'deep-frozen' culture nor the 'alienated and apolitical' society can claim to be democratic. Therefore, 

any evaluation of possible democratic traditions has to concentrate on the non-majoritarian aspects of 

the GDR's cultural history. Indeed, any claim concerning democratic traditions has to show that the 

opposition was able to enforce an at least rudimentary political pluralism. In other words, it must prove 

that it was deviant voices and the influence o f dissident and opposition groups, which prevented not only 

an uncontested ideological hegemony by the socialist party but also the political alienation and privatism 

of the 'niche society*.

We must preface this evaluation with a preliminary remark, because there is relatively little literature 

that is focused upon a general analysis o f the GDR's opposition movement There is, however, a vast 

amount of literature that describes the role o f the dissident groups during the breakup of Communist 

rule. Hence, most analyses tend to be centred upon the year 1989. However, within this Transition' or 

'system breakdown' body of literature there is a clear dominance of approaches that apply the 

Hirschmanian 'exit-voice* schemata (1970). Indeed, as we will see the East German case, with its 

interplay of mass exodus and mass protest, "makes the model an obvious choice for social scientists 

investigating this particular situation" (Andrews 1996: 193).44 However, we are less interested in an 

account of the regime's last months and how the final breakdown had been brought about, than an 

evaluation of the role o f the opposition in the sense of providing a  rudimentary pluralism during the 

lifespan of the GDR. On the other hand, the 'exit-voice' approach can account for many specifics about 

the East German opposition movement that make their case so different from those of dissidents in 

neighboring countries.

43 Such an opinion is shared by e.g. Volkmer 1979, Hirschman 1993, Berglund 1994, Pollack 1990, Joppke 1993, 
1995, Mommsen 1994, Offe 1994, Fulbrook 1994, Thompson 1996.
44 'Exit-Voice' analyses of the GDR's collapse are e.g. Pollack 1990, Brubaker 1990. Hirschman 1993, Joppke 
1993,1995, Thompson 1996.
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Exit instead of Voice

Let us start with Hirschman’s most fundamental idea: "Deterioration generates the pressure o f  

discontent, which w ill be channeled either into voice or exit; the more pressure escapes through exit, the 

less is available to ferment voice." (1993: 176). Notwithstanding the dramatic summer and autumn o f  

1989, when voice and exit exhibited a very different relationship, namely one of mutual reinforcem ent, 

the GDR's history from 1949 to 1988 presents ‘exit* as the antithesis o f ‘voice’. Indeed, in comparison to  

Poland, Czechoslovakia or Hungary, there was only one important expression of discontent, the "early 

and promptly crushed" Berliner workers' uprising of June 16-17, 1953. ’Thereafter, resistance (other 

than attempts to exit) and dissidence were minimal." Consequently, Hirschman describes the GDR as the 

"most reliably tranquil as well as the most supine of the Soviet satellites" (1993: 178). A sim ilar 

observation is made by Wolfgang Zapf (1991: 41): "Since 1953, the GDR was a system not only w ithout 

opposition but also w ithout counter-elites." This, according to Zapf, is one of the major differences that 

seperates the GDR from Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary where opposition and counter-elites were 

never completely eliminated.

'Therefore, any com parative analysis o f Voice* must come to the conclusion that the GDR was a 

particularly low  voice* country. There are many reasons offered as to why exit became the preferred 

solution for d iscontent Firstly, the mere existence of the FRG, which never acknowledged separate 

national identities49, made exit "infinitely more available, promising, and beckoning in Hast Germany 

than elsewhere in Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe" (Hirschman 1993: 82.).* Secondly, the chances for 

voice were much smaller. The Third Reich had made ’voice* an outlet that had not been available since 

1933 (Offe 1994: 23, Mommsen 1994: 32). Moreover, there was no established independent institution 

that, such as the Catholic church in Poland, would have been able to shelter and sustain opposition 

movements.* 46 47 The Protestant church, so prominent in the final formation of voice, only established such 

a position o f independence in the 1980s.4* Furthermore, one should not neglect the binding role of anti-

49 The problem of the GDR’s national identity is frequently mentioned as the major reason for the complete 
collapse of both regime and state. Tf a country enjoys no single exclusive national identity, then democratic 
transition poses a threat to the survival of the state and the interest connected with it" (Thompson 1996: 267, 
similarly Huntington 1991/92). More drastic is Ulrich Beck's (1991: 24) formulation: 'Poland minus Communism 
is still Poland; but the German Democratic Republic minus Communism - the Federal Republic." Obviously, the 
GDR was very much aware of this problem. Since the early 1970s the system entertained many efforts in order to 
achieve a particular GDR identity (see Merkl 1992, McAdams 1993).
46 With a reference to Czechoslovakia where the opposition was allegedly not much stronger, Thompson offers a 
competing explanation. The exit option could not have been decisive in reducing the quantity of opposition. 
However, both states shared a neo-Stalinist rule that was enormously more repressive than the Polish or 
Hungarian regime. This evaluation is a telling example for the historical confusion in the field of *transitology. 
Offe, for example, also treats the GDR and Czechoslovakia as one category (Poland and Hungary form a second, 
Bulgaria and Romania the third). However, he ascribes both regimes an only moderate level of political repression 
- particularly in comparison to Bulgaria and Romania. What unites both countries is the fact that societal 
integration came almost exclusively through economic success. Both regimes were east-block socialist success 
stories (Offe 1994, see also Seifert 1994).
47 Ralf Dahrcndorf describes the lack of institutions of civil society - like the catholic church or Solidamosc in 
Poland or private markets and property in Hungary - as one of the major reasons for the weakness of opposition in 
both the GDR and Czechoslovakia (1994:429).
41 In the late 1980s, however, the Protestant church became an institution of interest mediation comparable to and 
competing with the socialist party (Gxunenberg 1989: 229). In the final year, the role of the church was so 
significant that the events of 1989 had been termed a "Protestant Revolution" (e.g. Rein 1990, see also Fulbrook 
1994). Indeed, analyses on the basis of MfS files (the GDR's Ministry of State Security) show that about forty
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Fascism particularly in the early years of the GDR, which gave the regime an "initial ideological 

advantage" over all potential competitive approaches (Hirschman 1993: 182f.). Finally« the GDR was 

faced with the highest concentration o f Soviet troops, hence, the chance for successful expression of 

voice were extremely slim, particularly after the experience o f 1933. If we want to summarise these 

arguments we find four different and reinforcing reasons for the especially low level of opposition 

activity in the GDR: the availability o f exit to the FRG, the lack of any historical experience o f 

opposition, as well as of independent institutions that could support such an opposition, the moral 

attraction of anti-Fascism and the GDR's position on the front-line of the East-West conflict 

Moreover, the socialist regime itself used the exit option systematically to rid itself of potential trouble 

makers. One of the most famous examples was the expulsion of the poet and singer W olf Biermann in 

the autumn of 1976 while Biermann was touring in West Germany. This policy of expulsion was 

disastrous for a potential opposition movement because it lost its possible leadership to the W est 

Moreover, this policy of 'forced exit' had also lasting and significant effects on the GDR's political 

culture because in other socialist countries where there was no exit alternative, dissidents held and 

voiced a wide spectrum of points of view enabling a truly pluralistic political discourse to evolve after 

the breakup of the Communist regime. In contrast, the GDR faced an "exit-induced vacuum of 

leadership and political life" (Hirschman 1993: 186).49

In short, 'exit-voice'-centered comparative analyses lead to the unambiguous conclusion that a GDR 

opposition hardly existed until 1989 and that, as a result, contemporary Eastern Germany lacks any 

pluralistic traditions. How can we then explain the sudden eruption of protest in 1989? Many authors 

prefer an account that focuses upon the catalytic nature of several external events and give only marginal 

explanatory power to internal developments. Offe, for example, suggests that the GDR's breakup cannot 

be understood by categories based on will or deliberate action, but that what happened was the result of 

a long and complicated chain reaction. Such a contingency explanation, obviously, reduces the role of 

system-internal opposition to, at the most, a minor element in a chain of random events.30 

The 'exit-voice' analysis, on the other hand, treats the events of 1989 as an outcome and result o f the exit 

movement itself. The typical emigrant was disproportionally young, male, employed and enjoyed an 

above average education (Weber, 1991:93, Joppkc 1993: 396). The mass exodus through Hungary and 

Poland together with the social profile of the emigrants, made exit an threatening experience for critical

percent of all members of the GDR's opposition groups had been somehow employed by the Protestant church 
(Knabe 1996:29).
49 Cynically, Claus Offe formulates: "BRD und DDR standen sozusagen in einem symbolischen Verh&ltnis 
wechselseitiger Sehadstoffentsorgung: die BRD lagerte ihre chemischen Gifte auf DDR-Deponiea, und die DDR 
deponierte ihre politischen "Giftstoffe" in der BRD" (1994:258).
50 Consensually, scholars mention Gorbachev's policy of perestroika and glasnost as one of the major events 
triggering the GDR's collapse. From 1988 onwards, the GDR treated the Soviet Union almost as an enemy. 
Gorbachev's speeches were censored and frequently published only in tandem with articles «»flying his reforms, 
and major Soviet journals were banned from publication. Obviously, such a treatment of the socialist ‘motherland' 
was hard to make plausible to a population that kept itself informed via West media (McAdams 1993: 180). The 
GDR's rejection of reform policy did not only cause the "great majority of the population" to finally break with the 
regime but created unrest within the SED itself (Weber 1991: 178f.). In a similar vein, Wolfgang J. Mommsen 
formulates that 'we Germans' should be aware that the collapse of the GDR and subsequent national unification is 
due more to the political activity of East European dissident movements elsewhere and the internal developments 
within the Soviet Union than own deliberate action (1994:27).
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but. nevertheless, system loyal dissidents. 'Ironically, the decision to leave made also the possibility to 

stay into a choice" (Joppke 1993: 397). Voice became, firstly, a counter reaction to tte  exit movement 

(slogan: "we stay here") and secondly, a desperate attempt to make the immobile and stubborn regime 

react before it was too late. "The mobilisation and voice of these citizens can thus be seen as a substitute 

for a failed response o f the GDR managers or as a second wake-up call for them" (Hirschman 1993 : 

197). In other words, "exit drove voice" (Thompson 1996: 270, similarly also Offe 1994: 34f.). In short, 

the thousands who fled triggered the mobilisation of opposition groups. Hence, an 'exit-voice* analysis 

results in a conception o f protest as a 'last-m inute' phenomenon that emerged in order to prevent 

complete system collapse. In this sense, the opposition movement was not an early- but a late-warning 

system.51 Ironically, the East German security police, the Stasi, held similar views concerning the 

strength and seriousness of its opponents. In June 1989, only few months before tens of thousands took 

to the street in Leipzig to demonstrate, the Stasi estimated that not more than 2.500 East Germans were 

in some way actively involved in opposition activities, and only a meagre number of sixty were 

categorised as Ttard core' (Thompson 1996:271).

The Regime-Loyal Opposition

According to Thompson, one of the major reasons for the weakness o f the GDR's dissidents was the 

shared commitment of both the socialist power elite and their opponents to the existence o f the GDR as 

a state because neither the regime, nor its critics, saw any possibility for the Communists to vacate 

power without the state collapsing. Hence, voice came late, and only at that moment when it looked as if 

the Communists had lost the game anyhow. This is why Hirschman describes loyalty as the secret truth 

o f voice.

Again, anti-Fascism seems to have been the major explanation for the development of what was only a 

'sem i-opposition' in the GDR. Undoubtedly, anti-Fascism was, for the first generation o f intellectuals 

such as Stefan Heym or Christa Wolf at least, a  strong bond with the regime. However, Thompson 

argues that this moral tie still functioned with regard to younger dissidents. Moreover, intellectual 

approaches such as the 'T hird Way" or "Democratic Socialism" died in all East European opposition 

groups with the suppression of the Trague spring', except in the GDR. Therefore, when the system 

started to change, the opposition soon discovered that they had more in common with the old regime 

than with the mass o f the population who either fled to the W est or opted for unification (Thompson 

1996). In short, the GDR opposition movement had two major characteristics that greatly distinguished 

it from both the dissident movements elsewhere and the GDR population in general: it was socialist in 

its beliefs and loyal to  the GDR as a state. These views led to a rapid loss of influence in the process of 

system transition (Pulzer 1992, Fhilipsen 1993). In striking contrast to the political cultures o f other 

socialist countries, "the political culture of the GDR was marked by a lack o f conflict" (Glaefiner 1992: 

121). Consequently, he opposes all attempts at romantisisation: "Until summer 1989 these groups were 

marginalised in GDR society. Only a little more than six months later they were to be marginalised 

again". In fact, many dissidents felt disgusted by the unanticipated results of their political protest

91 This distinction bases upon a common argument in new social movement theory. Here, social movements' main 
function is seen as to point to "the dysfunctions and deficits of interest mediation by means of parties and pressure 
groups" (Neidhardt/Rucht 1991:448f.)
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activities. Interviews conducted by Dirk Philipsen in early 1990 clearly reveal the bitterness of former 

dissidents: "We have helped to give birth to a child that quickly turned into a  rather ugly creature" 

(1993: 161). In other words, the end of the GDR came as "a shock for both the old power elite and the 

opposition movement” (Neugebauer 1993:309).

This basic judgment on the weakness and marginality of the GDR's opposition prompts a further 

question. As we have seen before, the socialist society of the 1980s was one of "ebbing basic consensus" 

that increasingly retreated into the alienation and privatism o f the 'second society', with the natural result 

that the desire to exit increased (Joppke 1993). However, it was also during this period that the first 

'opposition' groups were founded under the aegis and protection of the Protestant church, centred mainly 

upon issues of peace and military disarmament Y et according to detailed Stasi information, the 

existence of such groups was, until summer 1989 almost unrecognised by the bulk of the GDR 

population. Considering that the possibility for exit were still severely limited, that the output-oriented 

tacit consensus was in sharp decline, that political repression was relatively modest, and that neighboring 

countries experienced strong waves of protest and that platforms for regime opposition actually existed, 

the tranquillity of the GDR warrants further explanations. Indeed, as Wolfgang J. Mommsen formulated: 

"Allein, die Frage steht im Raum, weshalb die Deutschen in der ehemaligen DDR eigentlich so ziemlich 

die letzten gewesen sind, die das System des 'realen Sozialismus* auf breiter Front herausgefordert und 

sejnen Sturz erzwungen haben" (1994: 38).

The GDR: A Social Vacuum?

The most obvious explanation lies in the cultural legacy of Germany's history. Indeed, the inclination of 

Germans towards authoritarianism and obedience, as is Mommsen's argument, played a major role 

regarding the relatively ease and tranquillity with which the GDR state could implement and conduct its 

politics. As a result, any answer to the question of the GDR's particular nature amongst the Soviet 

satellites surely cannot avoid a cultural-historical account This thesis, therefore, is concerned with 

exactly this problem.

Another explanation could be found in the society's social structure. The atomisation of social structure, 

and the suppression of difference (Schdpflin 1991), made the GDR a society incapable of severe conflict 

and/or cleavage formation. According to Offe, the GDR lacked four of the major political-cultural 

modernisation pushes that had such an impact upon West Germany's path to modernity: it avoided any 

serious analysis of the history of Nationalsozialismus, the Second World W ar and the Holocaust; it had 

no anti-authoritarian student movement, no feminist movement and lacked the experience of a 

'multicultural* society. In effect, socialism served as a freezer preventing societal modernisation. In 

short, the socialist society lacked the experience of difference (Offe 1994: 27Iff.). Even stronger 

arguments are made by Stefan Nowak and Janina Frentzel-Zagorska who base both their arguments on 

Polish survey findings. The equalisation policy o f Communism, and the rapid social changes during the 

Stalinist period led to an "almost random statistical aggregate o f values" in the sense that one finds a 

clear dissociation between values from any expected outcomes in social classes and groups (Nowak 

1981: 27), between beliefs and social structure, there being a "social vacuum" (Frentzel-Zagorska 1985: 

95).
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If one assumes a simple causal relationship between social-structural differences to differences in value 

orientations and life styles and, finally, the formation of sub-cultures and opposition groups (see 

Tenbrock 1990), then socialist systems effectively interrupted the first element in this causal chain 

because a 'social vacuum' is unable to produce differences in life styles and/or values.

A converse, nevertheless similar perspective chooses not to stress the 'social vacuum* produced by 

Stalinist upheavals but emphasises, rather, the socially homogeneous character of the 'compulsorily- 

homogenised' society (Offe 1994, sim ilar Hanhardt 1975). Although the opposition movement was 

oriented towards and copied the West German new social movements52, the post-1989 period showed 

that GDR's citizens* initiatives were a "weak and ephemeral phenomenon" that, unlike the West German 

social movements, had no developed roots in East German society (Offe 1994: 52). In other words, if 

there was a change of value orientations, a  potential of conflictuality and anti-mainstream opposition, it 

happened at the very margins of socialist society. The major reason for this "harmonious" impression 

was believed to be the GDR's structure as a society of "90 percent working men or women" 

(W erktätige') with similar incomes as well as equally regulated living and life forms (Offe 1994: 67). 

Such analyses inevitably describe the GDR as a petite bourgeois society in which one social type, 

namely the 'Kleinbürger* became so dominant that he provided a synonym for the social characteristics 

of the entire society (Rytlewski 1987). Hence, it was not a social vacuum but, rather, social 

homogenisation, that was the major trait o f GDR society. The cultural consequence in both cases, 

vacuum or homogeneity, was the same, lack of differentiation and pluralism and, ultimately, a major 

obstacle in the path o f the GDR's integration into Western culture: "Dem 'gesellschaftsweiten 

Kleinbürgertum' der DDR wird dabei vermutlich auch der Abschied von der Homogenität der Milieus 

und die Umstellung auf einen Pluralismus der Lebensstile, auf Toleranz gegenüber ungeordneter Vielfalt 

und unkontrollierter Abweichung nicht leicht fallen" (Giesen/Leggewie 1991:11).53 

However, there are two m ajor problems with such structural explanations. First, there is no evident 

reason why equalisation o f living conditions should have gone further in the GDR than in Poland or 

Hungary where protest and regime opposition became widespread phenomena.92 93 94 95 Second, it seems at 

least doubtful that equalisation could have been so far-reaching as to prevent any social and cultural 

diversity. Certainly, socialism destroyed traditional bonds and structural relationships, however, a t the 

same time it created new systems, possibly less blunt and more subtle, o f privilege and inequality. 

Indeed, however subtle these new differentiations may have been, they must have been visible enough to 

allow some cultural differentiation.93

92 "The GDR opposition was inspired by the same utopianism of direct democracy and snail political units that 
guided the West German New Left twenty years earlier, the same distrust of representative government and of the 
organs of the modem state • parliaments, lobbies, bureaucracy" (Pulzer 1992:322).
93 In a similar vein hits Arthur Meier's description of the GDR as a 'pre-rational Ständegesellschaft' with relative 
inner stability and astonishing consistency but lack of complexity and dynamics" (1991:31).
94 Although, considering particularly the relatively liberal Hungarian variant of communist rule with its 'semi- 
capitalist* economic system, one cannot entirely exclude such a hypothesis.
95 Werner Rossade (1987: 23If.) argues that the GDR knew significant differentiations concerning social 
stratification. Indeed, the difference between strata on the very top and strata on the bottom of the society were 
supposed to be not smaller than in any Western industrial nation. Similarly, Vester et al. (1993: 61) describe the 
GDR's socio-political landscape as far more polarised than its Western counterpart. 32 percent of the population 
are counted as somehow belonging to the realm of power-, function-, or opposition elites. Hermann Weber 
stressed particularly the emergence of a new upper class of party, state, economy and cultural elites that
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Civil Society: A Cultural Tradition or Aposteriori Invention?

In fact, the evaluation of the opposition movement as weak, socialist and state loyal stands in strong 

contrast to the description of the GDR as a 'Western* society, which experienced the gradual emergence 

of a civil society.96 The youth opposition's substantial concentration upon ecological problems, peace 

and military disarmament was, according to Rytlewsld, an indication of generation-specific value 

change. However, he also warns that these developments should not be over-estimated (Rytlewsld 1987: 

243),”  although others make stronger arguments.

Theoretically, the Western* approach is clearly in the tradition of Almond and Verba's concept of 

political culture and focuses particularly on aspects of dissonance or congruence between political 

structure and political culture. This conceptualisation allows the assumption of a latent* civil society that 

is able to emerge at any moment. To quote, Archie Brown, one o f the major figures in the field of 

Communist studies: "there can be dissonances between the political culture and the political system. In 

such cases, a crisis triggered off by other stimuli (frequently but by no means always economic) may 

produce a more open political situation in which the strength and direction of political change may be 

strongly influenced by the dominant, and no longer dormant, political culture" (1977:5).

Potentially, there are two ways of conceptualising the emergence o f a democratic civil society. A first 

variant focuses on the survival of democratic traditions that led a dormant life under the super-structure 

of authoritarian Communist rule. However, this explanation is highly problematic within the context of 

East Europe. Stephan Welsh (1993: 57f.) rightly stresses the short-lived failures in pre-war democracies 

in most East European nations. The case of the GDR, with its immediate totalitarian pie-history, seems 

to be a particularly bad candidate for such an interpretation because assumptions of enduring democratic 

political culture would have to focus on the legacy left by the Weimar Republic of 1918 to 1932. 

However, it appears strange to use a political system as the source o f lasting democratic orientations 

when it was supposed to have failed exactly because it too suffered from "anti-democratic thinking" 

(Sontheimer 1962).

For obvious reasons, therefore, most variants of the Western* approach focus on the processes of 

modernisation which led to social differentiation, value change and, subsequently, a ‘westernised* public 

profile and the development of sub- or alternative cultures (Krisch 1986, Gransow 1987). Gille et al., for 

example, emphasise the parallel development o f modernisation phenomena such as urbanisation and 

educational expansion on both sides of the Iron Curtain (1996: 11, similar  Gensicke 1992).Indeed, many 

surveys conducted after 1990 show a high degree of correspondence between the value orientations of 

East and West German youth (DJI 1992, Veen et al. 1994, IPOS 1995, Beyer 1996). However, the 

evidence is slightly contradictory because value studies also consistently reveal a stronger tendency 

towards traditionalism, conventionalism and materialist ideals, amongst both East German adults and

distinguished itself from the mass of the population through social privileges and immense advantages concerning 
living conditions and consumption styles (1991:164f.).
96 The concept of 'civil society1 is anything but clear and finds many diverging applications. According to our 
main interest, we understand civil society as all democratic and pluralistic appearances that manifest between the 
level of the hegemonial state and the anonymous single individual.
57 In contrast, several empirical studies showed that there was little value change between generations (e.g. Starke 
1979, Borrmann/Schille 1980, Friedrich/MOIler 1980). Later surveys, conducted after the regime collapse, also 
showed "that family life in East Germany has remained completely intact" (Noelle-Neumann 1994:230)
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adolescents (Gille et al. 1996: 13). Such evidence, obviously, contradicts enthusiastic modernisation and 

convergence theories.

GDR-related empirical analyses had to focus predominantly on youth surveys conducted by the 

'Zentralinstitut für Jugendforschung1 (ZU) in Leipzig. The empirical material collected by this institution 

was, because of its unique nature, the cornerstone of most empirically inspired analyses o f the GDR’s 

political culture and thus gained widespread attention within the field.

Basically, the institute's data suggested a drastic decline in regime loyalty and beliefs in socialism 

starting relatively late in the 1980s. On the other hand, representative polls conducted by the 

"Forschungsgruppe Wahlen* in Mannheim in December 1989, a few months after the dramatic events 

that led to the system's collapse, showed that more than two thirds of the GDR population still believed 

in the ideals of socialism (Merkl 1992: 331). Considering the tremendous change in the political 

landscape that took place, these results are not so different from the youth opinions that were collected 

by the Leipziger institute in 1983 when only nine percent of worker apprentices confessed that they had 

no or only little identification with socialism. Moreover, by May 1988 the decrease in loyalty to the 

system was almost negligible (11 percent expressing little or no faith in socialism). It was only in 

October 1988 that polls actually revealed clear indications showing a declining belief in socialism, some 

28 percent of the respondents professing to no identification w ith socialism (Förster/Roski 1990: 39). 

Moreover, a survey of East German students found similar results, thus, class and occupation did not 

appear to matter a great deal. The percentage of students who identified with the monopoly party, the 

SED, declined from 52 percent in 1979 to 28 percent in 1989. However, when asked more general 

question, even in 1990, 89 percent of the East German student population admitted that they "liked to 

live in the GDR", 57 percent preferring the continued existence of the GDR. Only 13 percent were 

unreservedly in favour o f unification (Jurasek/Brämer 1994: 86ff.). Other ZU surveys basically support 

such findings.5*

As always, the crucial question is one of interpretation. The consistent evidence that the year 1988 was a 

turning-point in the public's perception of the system and its ideology (Förster 1991: 137) can obviously 

be interpreted as the result of a profound value change that finally manifested itself through a change in 

attitudes towards the regim e." However, one can likewise assume that it was not a value change but a 

change in the public climate that produced such results because, given Gorbachev's policies of 

perestroika and glasnost, East German students and apprentices may have felt for the first time free to 

utter their own opinions more honestly. Hence, we are observing changing levels of system control or 

repression rather than attitude change.58 59 60 Moreover, the empirical findings suggest not only that a

58 Bathke (1991:88), for example, reports a drastic decline in students' trust concerning both the SED*s economic 
and information policy from 1979 to 1988/89. Similar results were obtained by Infratest who developed a 
particular strategy in order to evaluate public opinion in the GDR. Repeated interviews with West German visitors 
to the GDR concerning the attitudes of the East German contact persons showed that only after 1988 a significant 
increase of - open or hidden - regime opposition could be observed (Köhler 1992:61).
59 Bertram/Kasek (1991) and Förster/Friedrich (1996) report on the basis of Leipziger data that a value change is 
observable since the mid-seventies. They witness an increase in the importance of ego-centric and individualistic 
values. This change became particular obvious in the second half of the 1980s (Malier 1991).
60 The ’Zentraiinstitut für Jugendforschung' attempted to minimise effects of social desirability or even open 
system conformity by distributing standardised questionnaires to respondents in anonymous larger groups. The
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profound democrat!sation or 'Westernisation' took place, at least on the margins of GDR society, but that 

growing alienation and estrangement also took place, particular amongst the younger generations. 

Naturally, all GDR surveys focused on socialism and socialist values because, for obvious reasons, the 

GDR was not interested in evaluating the democratic potential of its population. Hence, a 

straightforward equation of declining socialist values with an increase in democratic attitudes is not only 

rash, but possibly false.

Therefore, if this review of literature has revealed anything, it has supported our prior suspicion 

concerning the speculative character of 'post-Communist* research. Indeed, taking both the vastly 

diverging interpretations concerning the nature of these societies, and the very few uncontested 'facts' 

into account, it seems to be almost impossible to establish a final verdict with regard to the GDR's 

cultural legacy. Having said that, the most plausible account appears to be the three-step-developmem', 

which led from the apolitical alienated post-war society to a tacit consensus in the 1970s and back to an 

alienation prompted by increasing disillusionment as well as an unfavourable judgment by the GDR 

people of their own system in comparison to the West. In addition, it was presumably a society that 

lacked political pluralism and confined protest to its outer margins.

However, such a sequential conceptualisation seems to over-simplify matters, notwithstanding its 

plausibility concerning mainstream GDR, because societies, even socio-structurally equalised societies, 

are never uni-cultural. Whether one distinguishes official from dominant cultures (Brown 1977, Lemke 

1991) or official from traditional and alternative cultures (Krisch 1986: 51, Rytlewsld 1987: 245f., 

Fritzsche/Knepper 1993: 20), or Communist from indigenous cultural traditions and imported Western 

cultures (Sztompka 1996: 120ff.) is, ultimately, a matter of taste. The literature suggested the existence 

of potentially four different types of GDR society: a socialist society, an alienated society, a 

'Westernised' society and, finally, a 'deep-frozen' society. The 'mature' GDR of the late 1980s that went 

through this alleged three-steps of cultural development, must have been an especially curious mixture 

of these four cultural traditions. The apolitical alienated society with its strong cultural bond to the pre- 

Communist traditional German culture may have been the dominant type, however, there is little reason 

to assume that it was the GDR's unique cultural face.

An investigation into contemporary value orientations may not be the optimal approach in order to re

construct and evaluate the cultural legacy of the former GDR. However, it is clearly superior to attempts 

that focus on more concrete aspects of the human belief system. Many surveys have shown the 

fickleness of attitudes within the context of the overwhelming experiences of the 'double transition* and 

the GDR's unification with its bigger Western brother. Hopefully, the supposed 'stubbornness' and 

relatively ponderous nature of value orientations may help to fit some pieces into the 'puzzle' that the 

GDR represented.

collective collection of questionnaires should infacilitate conclusions concerning the identity of the single 
respondent (see Griese 1991:217f.). Whether this strategy was successful or not, is of course impossible to say.
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CHAPTER 4

The Operationalisation of Value Orientations

The empirical analysis of societal value orientations from its beginnings to the contemporary value- 

change discussion initiated by Ronald Inglehart is bound to an individualistic (and deductive) approach. 

A vast amount of evidence is available here (Spates for example counts some of 400 studies from 1975 

to 1982 alone, see Spates 1983: 34). For that reason large parts of the scientific dispute centre around the 

operationalisation o f the theoretical construct as well as the interpretation and meaning o f presented 

results. Moreover, the value concept pervades almost all empirical research undertaken in contemporary 

social science. Thus, we observe unanimity with regard to the general importance of value orientation 

and a great diversity as well as forceful methodological arguments regarding measurement strategies and 

attempts at operationalisation. Unfortunately, this general dissent creates a clear obstacle with regard to 

the acquisation of accumulative knowledge and insights into the nature of value orientations. Different 

measurement strategies represent different conceptualisations and thus, arrive at results which are 

difficult to compare. However, basically we can distinguish two opposing schools. Firstly, the 

‘American’ school, which, at least implicitly, is based on the Parsonian verdict of the necessarily 

hierarchical organisation of value orientations. As a result, both Rokeach and Inglehart developed 

instruments that demanded a ranking of values. The ‘German* tradition, on the other hand, followed the 

Klagesian idea of value synthesis and operated with questions that enabled the independent evaluation of 

each single value. Thus, we can differ between ranking and rating methods. Moreover, the German 

school applied, frequently contradicting its own conceptual deliberations, instruments which sought for 

instrumental values, that is for desirable modes of intra-individual conduct.1 Therefore, let us briefly 

recapitulate the basic understanding of value orientations.

How to Measure Abstract Ideals?

Values are understood as concepts o f the desirable typified by "context-free*’ and abstract imaginations 

and, therefore, are thought to be relatively stable in comparison with other components of the human

1 Rokeach suggests a theoretical distinction between two different dimensions of values (1973: 7f.). Instrumental 
values are values as desirable means of behaviour, whilst terminal values represent cognitions of a desirable end- 
state of society. To give an example, behaving in an honest and responsible manner displays the means by which a 
solidary society can be achieved. Individuals may hold simultaneously a personal conception about the desired 
aim of their existence (ranging from quite metaphysical ends like divine redemption to purely materialistic desires 
like wealth and personal comfort) as well as ideas about societal ends (from world peace to an economically rich 
society). Although the recording of instrumental values has inspired a host of empirical research (e.g. Rokeach 
1973, Klages 1984, 1988, Maag 1989, 1991), we think that their intrapersonal character disqualifies them from 
being a reflected image of a person's imaginings of an ideal society. Certainly, conceptions of instrumental and 
terminal values are, as a rule, strongly interrelated but they are in no respect substitutable or equivalent. For sure, 
the desire to live in a solidary and responsible society may lead individuals to esteem behavioural features like 
responsibility and generosity. However, without any doubt contradictions and even consciously distinct 
expectations regarding one's own behaviour on the one hand and societal performance on the other hand are easily 
imaginable. People actually may expect society to act in a just and reliable manner whereas they desire for 
themselves a pleasant and hedonistic life without any constraints with regard to societal duties. Hence, a 
theoretical as well as an analytical distinction between the two dimensions is necessary in order to gain conceptual 
clarity. Concerned with societal orientations, values should be understood as a reflection of desired end-states of 
the imagined society. What is at stake here is not people's beliefs in the favoured patterns of private conduct but 
their dreams and imaginations about societal living together.
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belief system. This conception causes a major problem for any attempt to operationalise the process, 

because although the idea of abstraction is an integral part, more or less, of every theory of values, it 

simultaneously hinders any attempt to grasp it via empirically oriented research (for a fundamental 

critique see Blake/Davis 1964). To put it even stronger "Values may be seen as absolutes, as inherent in 

objects, as present within men, and as identical with his behaviour. Absolutes arc inaccessible to 

science" (Adler 1956: 272). So what? Obviously, highly abstract ideas cannot be grasped by a 

methodology which is, by definition, bound to the possibility o f concrete reactions and responses toward 

concrete and intelligible questions. Actually, one o f the major criticisms of Ingleharfs strategy is that 

what he is measuring is a set of attitudes toward very concrete issues instead of real value orientations 

(e.g. MOller-Rommel 1983). Given the validity of these propositions one ends up with two unsatisfactory 

alternatives: either one hopes that underlying values express themselves in a variety of attitudes, i.e., 

Ingleharfs method, or one renounces the measurement of values completely. However, we strongly 

argue in favour of a third possibility that helps us to escape from this dilemma.

As a "logical construct comparable to culture" values are "not directly observable" (Kluckhohn 1962: 

395f.), because although based upon what is said and done, values represent "inferences and abstractions 

from the immediate sense data". And yet, values can be as im plicit as they arc possible, and they can be 

verbalised by the observer, so that the subject can either agree or disagree with them. In short, 

'Verbalising is a necessary test of value". Thus, Kluckhohn emphasises the abstract and general character 

o f value orientations which makes expressions o f them difficult On the other hand, he strongly defends 

the possibility o f an observer-guided evaluation, at least In other words, If a value does not provoke 

either agreement or disagreement it fails the test and, thus, doubts concerning its relevance are advised. 

In accordance with these theoretical considerations an adequate measurement instrument should reflect 

the following. Firstly, it should mirror an individuals' conception of the desirable and, secondly, it 

should be as abstract and independent of context as possible. Moreover, an operationalisation o f value 

orientations should, at least, offer the possibility for both hierarchical and non-hierarchical organisations 

o f value systems. Thus, the German school is preferable because the rating method enables both 

hierarchical and non-hierarchical outcomes, whilst the enforced ranking of the American tradition 

prohibits the answering of any question regarding whether, and to what extent, value synthesis is a likely 

outcome in the contemporary world.2 However, one must abstain from the intra-individual connotations 

o f this tradition, because it is not only thinking concerning desirable individual behaviour which is at 

stake, but beliefs based on "assumptions about the political world" (Elkins/Simeon 1979: 127). Or, as 

Almond and Powell put it: "At the heart o f policy propensities lies the image of the good society. How

2 This proposition has been given additional support by methodologically-oriented research that regards 
hierarchically designed measurement instruments to be inferior to their non-hierarchical alternatives (see e.g. 
Hicks 1970). With regard to value orientations it was von Deth (1983) who compared these different strategies 
systematically. Surprisingly, both types produced comparable results. Moreover, the ranking method stands in 
contradiction to the concept of Value orientations' as developed in functionalist theory. Inspired by the idea of 
logical and behavioural consistency as a general desire of human beings. Parsons and Shils complemented the 
concept of values with the notion of value orientations as the "most crucial cultural element in the organisation of 
systems of action" (1962b: 159). Thus, not single values but the combination of specific values into one pattern of 
orientation are of importance. Values are no longer perceived as singular conceptions of the desirable but as 
systems of linked orientations within an actor's mind. Only a rating methods permits an investigation into such 
specific patterns or combinations of values.
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do citizens in a society view the ideal society?" (1978: 39). Indeed, only in that case can we satisfy the 

criteria of abstractness and socio-political relevance in a sufficient manner. Therefore, the development 

of a third variant which combines end state value orientations with the rating system of the German 

tradition was inevitable. Furthermore, it should contain as many value dimensions as possible. How can 

these expectations be fulfilled? W hat we have done is to develop the question "how pleased would you 

be to live in a society which attaches importance to the fact that people ...". Here we introduced eight 

different conceptions of a possible ideal society thereby chronicling the values of self-actualisation and 

self-realisation, achievement, duty and acceptance, hedonism, materialism, post-materialism, 

responsibility and solidarity and finally, critical faculties and autonomy.9 

...can self-real ise (self-realisation/independence)

...show industriousness and achievement (achievement)

...cany responsibility for each other (solidarity/prosotiality)

...stick to the rules (duty/acccptance)

...are self-conscious and critical (critical abilities/autonomy)

...can do whatever they want (hedonism)

...live in economic security and wealth (materialism)

...are politically active (postmaterialism)

The respondents were given a seven-point response scale ranging from not pleased at all (1) to very 

pleased (7) with which they had been asked to react upon every one of these eight value dimensions (for 

a more detailed description of the development and test procedure see RoBteutscher 1992). This specific 

question was developed as parts of a larger project at the University of Mannheim, which was supervised 

by Bettina Westle in collaboration with the author. The project titled 'Politische Kulturen im Geeinten 

Deutschland" (political cultures in the united Germany) resulted in a representative survey conducted by 

EMNID, Bielefeld in the spring of 1992.* 4 * About 1,500 face-to-face interviews took place in West- 

Germ any, whilst in the East a total of circa 1,000 respondents completed the questionnaire.3 

The Universe of Contemporary Values

This selection attempts to represent a plurality o f values which is thought to be of importance and allows 

simultaneously as much comparison with different approaches as possible. The realm of traditional or 

so-called ‘old’ values is represented by the dimensions of materialism (as suggested by Inglehart, 

Flanagan and Maag), duty and acceptance values (Klages) and achievement orientations (Klages, Maag, 

Noe He-Neumann). ‘Modem’ or ‘new* values are postmaterialism (especially Inglehart), the ideal of self-

9 The question reads in the German original (Question 26): Ich lese Ihnen nun einige Beschreibungen vor, wie 
Gesellschaften aussehen können. Bitte sagen Sie mir anhand der Liste IS zu jeder, wie gerne Sie dort leben 
wollen. A) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß die Menschen sich selbst verwirklichen, B) eine 
Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß die Menschen Fleiß und Leistungen zeigen, C) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert 
darauf legt, daß die Menschen füreinander Verantwortung tragen, D) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß 
sich die Menschen an die Regeln halten, E) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß die Menschen 
selbstbewußt und kritisch sind, F) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß die Menschen tun und lassen 
können, was sie wollen, G) eine Gesellschaft, die Wext darauf legt, daß die Menschen in wirtschaflicher Sicherheit 
und Wohlstand leben, H) eine Gesellschaft, die Wert darauf legt, daß sich die Menschen politisch beteiligen.
4 Finance was secured by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft* (DFG).
9 For an extensive discussion of the project and its theoretical foundation as well as the empirical 
operationalisation see Westle/Roßteutscher (1992).
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realisation (Klages, Maag) and the hedonistic conception o f society (NoeUe-Neumann, Klages, M aag). 

The values of prosociality/solidarity and autonomy were included because significant East-W est 

differences could be expected as a result of the Socialist history of the former GDR. Obviously, one 

cannot suggest that these eight values cover the entire universe of values, because values such as justice, 

equality or tolerance were deliberately excluded from the questionnaire.6 Previous research showed that 

these 'classical' modem values have almost no discriminatory impact (see e.g. Maag 1991: 90f.). In the 

context of the Mannheim project, values were supposed to be indicators and explanatory constructs, 

independent variables in more technical terms, designed to explain differences regarding political 

attitudes in general. Thus, widely shared, non-differentiating, values were o f little interest From today's 

point of view this is no longer a valid argum ent because with regard to the issue o f consensus and 

conflict in modem societies it would be very interesting to know whether there is actually such a canon 

o f "liberal values" (as Maag termed them) which enjoy unequivocal consent Moreover, qualitative 

research with adolescents showed that there is but one desire, namely the desire to do something 

important, to leave a trace on the world, common amongst all young adults (Keller 1992). This wish to 

create individuality and particularity in an anonymous world, the desire to be somehow special and 

outstanding, was, likewise, no part of our questionnaire. Thus, the universe of values, as small as it may 

be, is not completely taken into account W hat is however covered completely, are those values which 

are theoretically, at least supposed to be conflictual or mirror the cleavage structure o f contemporary 

society. In sum, theories o f value change pxe-detennined the manner by which the questionnaire was 

constructed.7 * Furthermore, the preferential treatment of conflictual, in comparison to probably 

consensual values, may cause a dilemma, insofar as conclusions concerning the re-emergence o f the 

value conflictual society may result from this bias in the operationalisation strategy of the project at 

hand. Thus, we have to consider what it is unfortunately not possible to test, namely the possibility that 

beyond conflict there is a realm of Parsonian consensus that keeps society together.

The operationalisation is also challenged by a second problem, because we have no multiple indicators 

with regard to the single value dimensions, multiple indicators being instruments designed to increase 

the validity and reliability of single indicators. Unfortunately, this strategy is not always successful.1 

Yet, it is an attem pt to ensure a higher likelihood that the most important theoretical issue is actually 

measured in a proper way. The single indicator strategy is not problematic per se, but yet, it demands 

increased care and intuition concerning its interpretation. For example, if  one measures the theoretical 

dimension of postmaterialism with only one indicator one can never be completely sure that one really 

measures postmaterialism and not something else.9 Therefore, in the interpretation of the responses we

6 One of the most frustrating moments for researchers constructing a questionnaire is that moment when time 
considerations and financial restrictions demand the radical shortening of the questionnaire.
7 This, naturally, is a common and fully justifiable proceeding. In general, value theorists are interested whether 
values can predict and explain differing political behaviour. From that perspective, consensual values are not 
interesting as they cannot be related to different modes of action.
* Maag, for example, reports for many value dimensions higher correlations with external indicators, that is 
values which do not belong to the same theoretical dimension, than between the multiple indicators of one single 
dimension (1991:75ff.)
9 Obviously, this is also the case for multiple indicator solutions. Researchers never gain total security that their 
own meaning of the wording of a question is equivalent to the meaning the respondents attach to it. Yet, the more 
different aspects of one theoretical problem are posed in different words, and if these aspects turn out to be highly
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try to stick as close as possible to the actual wording of the question in order to avoid the danger of an 

abstraction that no longer coincides with the actual meaning given by the respondents. As an example, 

we do not talk about postmaterialism but about the ideal of a  politically active society, even though this 

item ("a society that emphasises that people are politically active") was constructed in order to represent 

the theoretical dimension of postmaterialism.

Finally, the Inglehart indicator of postmaterialism-materialism is used in order to evaluate and discuss, 

firstly, the differences and similarities obtained by applying ranking and rating methods and, secondly, 

to assess the validity o f our own results.* 10 As should be obvious by now, the Inglehart instrument tells a 

totally different story, theoretically and technically. In the remainder of this chapter we introduce, 

additionally, a new, that is until now never used, and as we argue superior, method of typology 

construction. By necessity, a separate chapter has to be dedicated to a methodological discussion 

concerning the different modes of operationalisation and typologisation. Chapter 6 fulfils this task.

The Construction of a Value Typology

Most researchers apply the method of factor analysis in order to subtract those independent value 

systems, thus, factor methods search for so-called ''underlying dimensions", the factors, of a given set of 

diverse values by exploring the correlations between all indicators at hand. In the vast majority of cases 

this method results in one-to-three dimensional images of value orientations (one-dimensional e.g. 

Inglehart, two-dimensional e.g. Klages, three-dimensional Flanagan, Maag), whereby the number of 

resulting factors remains dependent upon the number of indicators (or single values) tested. In a  second 

step traditional value analysis dichotomises (generally high versus low) and typifies individuals due to 

their ranking in the respective dimensions. Hence, a two-dimensional perspective will result in a four

fold typology, a three-dimensional view will a t least theoretically lead to nine distinct types o f value 

orientation.

However, the factor analytical method creates serious theoretical problems which make them rather 

unattractive in a case like our own. To start with, factor analyses are based upon correlations between all 

items, thus, single values can no longer be observed independently. Therefore, the major strength of 

factor analytical procedures, namely their ability to reduce a vast amount of indicators to an easily 

intelligible number of "underlying dimensions", appears more as a handicap than an advantage. This is 

especially true if value items are already constructed in order to meet theoretically important 

dimensions. In our case, the eight suggested values are based directly on factor analytical results gained 

during previous research. Each item, therefore, was formulated in such a way that it was supposed to 

measure a value dimension that stemmed from these predecessors. Moreover, and this is even more 

important, the dichotomisation of individuals produces significant loss o f information. This is not only 

the case because a  scale o f seven different steps is reduced to a simple high-low differentiation, but also 

because value studies like ours, which offer a catalogue of generally accepted value orientations, tend to 

confront the problem that only a minority o f respondents use the full range of the scale for item

correlated, one can increase the probability that there is at least no huge gap between the researcher's and the 
respondent's understanding of the issue.
10 The Inglehart index is a forced choice question asking respondents to select their first, second and third 
priority from among four items: a) maintain order in the nation, b) give people more say in the decisions of the 
government, c) fight rising prices and d) protect freedom of speech.
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evaluation. Thus, answers tend to group around the positive end of the scale.11 In such a case, a  

dichotomisation is extremely difficult and normally only possible under conditions of ambiguity. T he 

researcher, therefore, is caught between two alternatives, either to accept the natural scale centre as the 

cut-off point between high and low and, subsequently, end up with very few cases in the ‘low*-category, 

or, the cut-off is settled within the top-positions o f the scale, which results in the contradictory effect that 

respondents rating a value clearly positively fall into the low-category o f what is a forced dichotomy. 

Having said all that, the question for the ‘proper’ empirical method remains, because we are in need o f a  

method which can explore and establish these assumed collectivities without the constraints of factor 

analytical procedures. These requirements seem to be met by the so-called cluster analyses. The m ajor 

advantage of this method is that it treats single variables, here of course values, as well as the single 

units of analysis, in our case individuals, as an independent starting-point To make this clearer, cluster 

analysis works by calculating distances or similarities, via default in Euclidean measures, between cases 

across all included indicators. Therefore, we start with the assumption that all individuals differ or are 

the same with respect to their answers towards the eight value items. At first the cluster programme 

produces a similarity matrix of all cases (here N 1,500x1,500 in the case of the West and 1,000x1,000 in 

the East German case). During a second phase the cluster programme searches for those two cases (here 

individuals) where the distance between them, measured over all the items, is sm allest The third phase 

combines the two cases with the second smallest distance, and so forth. By default the procedure does 

not stop until all cases are combined within one single ‘cluster*. Thus, it is not the programme that 

decides where the best solution is to be found but rather the researcher. This may be a purely theoretical 

decision, e.g., if  one knows already how many clusters are o f interest, or guided by statistical help. 

Generally, one chooses the solution which precedes a high ‘jump* in the coefficient that expresses 

similarities between two cases which are judged appropriate for clustering. Unfortunately, such a simple 

strategy is not possible here. As the analysis involves hundreds of individuals the increase in distances is 

always gradual and never abrupt In other words, there is always an individual with medium traits who 

combines and bridges the traits of two more distinct individuals. Technically speaking, this phenomenon 

o f bridges between clusters is called "noise points" (for more detailed information, see 

Aldenderfer/Blashfield 1984, Everitt 1993). Consequently, a decision has to be purely theoretical 

because a better, o r worse, solution cannot be selected through the statistical procedure itself. In order to 

lim it artificial choices, that is artificial groupings o r clusters, we tested several options ranging from a 

30-group to a 2-group solution. The decision to start on the level o f thirty clusters was made 

theoretically. The possibility o f an individualised and highly differentiated society embracing forty, fifty 

or even more distinct sub-cultures seems to be both unlikely and uninteresting because, if  for no other 

reason than the idea of culture or value collectivity itself rejects the possibility of a never-ending process 

o f dispersion.

This leads to the particular characteristics o f the method in general. Cluster analyses are not stable,11 12 13 

because a different amount o f clusters refers to a  different phase within the clustering process and.

11 Compare c.g. Maag (1991:60)
12 Actually, this is a]y* the case with factor analyses. Different rotation methods or the decision whether to rotate
or not can produce significantly different results.
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therefore, to a different composition of the single clusters. Unfortunately, solutions with the same 

amount of clusters can also be different in outlook depending upon the method of ‘linkage’ which was 

chosen. Thus, a "single linkage" (an overlap between the ‘new’ case and only one case in the already 

existing cluster is enough for the merge of both) can produce significantly different results from, for 

example, a "complete linkage" procedure, where the new case is only joined when it matches all cases 

already within the cluster, and just to confuse a little more, cluster analyses exist in two versions which 

can again produce different results. The more frequently applied of the two is the so-called "hierarchical 

agglomerative" method which was described above. However, it suffers from a deficiency because once 

combined, cases can no longer be separated, thus clusters can only change when they receive additional 

cases. Iterative methods, on the other hand, are not hierarchically organised, enabling cases to be split 

apart if they turn out to be misplaced. In this respect, iterative procedures are reversible, thus enabling 

the correction of former mistakes. However, this method too has its disadvantages, because it was 

designed in order to handle big data sets within an acceptable amount of time (hence, the name 

Quickcluster in SPSS (fastclust in SAS)). The reason for this development is obvious, because the 

standard cluster programme has to compare all cases, and all their traits, in order to establish the basic 

similarity matrix. This alone requires high computing capacity and is inclined to miscalculation. The 

Quickcluster process simplifies this process substantially by starting the comparison procedure with so- 

called "initial cluster centres". Those can be derived either randomly or by a more superficial 

investigation of the data (in SPSS the programme does one quick "pass" through the data and assigns the 

initial centres based on these results). Subsequently, all cases are compared with those centres instead of 

a mutual comparison between all cases taking place as is the case with the standard procedure. This 

comparison results in new cluster centres until further passes through the data do not change those 

centres anymore. Hence, initial mistakes can easily be corrected, although the researcher may also 

confront the problem o f possibly "sub-optimal" solutions, which means the risk that inadequate initial 

cluster centres can, in spite of corrections, ensure an outcome which is sub-optimal in the sense that it 

does not provide the best possible expression of the data. Hence, cluster procedures belong to the data 

explorative methods which have to be seen in context, in comparison, and in relation to each other.

In spite of this method's newness within the context of value studies, cluster procedures belong to the 

classical canon o f statistical, explorative data analyses which have been revived by the recent life style 

approaches (e.g. Giegler 1982, Gluchowski 1987, Lfldtke 1989). Cluster analysis, according to Vester et 

al. (1993: U7f.), is the only procedure which allows the relational positioning of single dimensions and 

cases. Thus, cluster analysis is superior when, first of all, the amount o f groups or collectives is unknown 

and, secondly, the substance of the respective types is unknown or is deliberately left as unrestricted as 

possible. We do not now how many value collectives existed in the East and West German society, but 

both the Parsonian hypothesis, all embracing value consensus, as well as the Beck scenario, no 

collectivity whatsoever, suggest that there were no collective representations of value orientations. 

Secondly, we insist on the possibility that value collectives, as far as they exist at all, must be based on 

all conceivable combinations of values.

The delayed discovery of the "bedomat" syndrome by traditional value approaches & la Klages, is a 

prime example of the disadvantages that can occur if results are pre-stmetured. The hedomat combines
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high scores on one value o f the traditional value dimension with a similar high score of one value o f the 

modem value dimension while simultaneously neglecting all other values which construct the dim ension 

of traditionality and modernity. Thus, an approach that derives a  typology from dimensional analyses, 

like factor analyses, is in danger of overlooking and ignoring patterns that contradict this dim ensional 

structure of the data. To repeat, dimensional approaches like factor analysis are based on correlations, 

however, those between variables, not between cases. Consequently, individuals or collectives m ay 

combine values in spite o f their low correlation on the variable level o f analysis.13 Thus, we argue that 

factor analytical typologies employing an assumption that simply does not hold, because there is no a- 

priori guarantee that relationships between variables represent and coincide with relationships seen by 

individuals. Secondly, in  our case factor analyses are less useful, because the main attraction o f this 

method is its ability to reduce a multiplicity and confusion of single indicators to fewer meaningful and 

interpretable dimensions, because with eight different values, o f which all are supposed to represent one 

single dimension, such a  data reduction process is simply not necessary. In short factor analysis suffers 

from restrictions and problematic assumptions that render it inferior to the more explorative and intuitive 

method of cluster analysis.

In the next section, we w ill present the results of the cluster analyses.14 After a period of extensive 

comparisons between different solutions, for both East and W est Germany an eighteen-cluster solution 

was chosen as the best and most adequate representation. Coincidentally, in both cases, this solution 

turned out to be that solution which combined the highest amount of meaningful, that is interpretable, 

clusters with the lowest amount of unclustered, that is unclassified, cases. In short solutions which 

permitted more clusters did not increase the amount of value collectives but resulted in a higher 

percentage of unclassified cases. In contrast solutions with less cluster possibilities, either grouped 

single, until then unclassified, cases into meaningless ‘mini clusters', or, during later phases, placed 

previously cohesive groups into one bigger, yet substantially less distinct collective.

The following chapter. Chapter S, presents the value collectives that resulted based upon the 

methodological considerations specified here. Chapter 6 contains a methodological discussion of 

different approaches (rating versus ranking) and different methods of typologisation (factor analytical 

versus cluster analytical).

a As a simple example, if 80 percent of one population do not perceive any relationship between two given 
values, the correlation between the two will turn out to be very low, despite the fact that 20 percent of the same 
population treats both as highly connected.
14 The final solutions had been calculated with the Quickcluster variant available in the Window version of SPSS- 
PC.
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CHAPTERS

Value Collectives in East and West Germany - A First Empirical Resume

In the first theoretical chapter we argued strongly that Western societies, especially, have once again 

developed value conflictual aspects. The inherently contested nature of modem life, the collapse of the 

exceptional consensus established by the success story of the welfare model, as well as the constitution 

of contemporary societies, as based upon cross-cutting circles and multiple identities provided the 

foundation for this assertion. On the other hand, we also stipulated that the "semi-individualised" state of 

former socialist societies in accordance, with the history of "external threat" in the Eliasian sense, made 

homogeneous patterns much more likely outcomes for a society such as East Germany. Were we 

completely wrong? If the following graph tells a coherent story, it is the story of convergence.

Graph 5,1: Value Patterns in East and  West Germany

Realisation

W est ( 1385) E ast (939)

All things being equal and taking all differences into account, there is a striking cohesion between the 

Western and Eastern patterns.* 1 In both cases the lines arc close to the ceiling (the scale point seven), that 

is close to the highest degree of support for the vast majority of values. In both instances, we observe a 

somewhat harsh rejection of the ideal of hedonism and a more sceptical appreciation of a politically 

active society. However, the values of self-realisation, industriousness, solidarity, duty, autonomy and 

materialism gain high esteem in both the East and the West of Germany.3 In comparison to these 

apparent similarities, differences seem to be, at most, of secondary importance. Yet, there are several

1 Reported are the general means for both populations.
1 This result is less surprising as it may look on first sight. The method of rating, that is the possibility to rate all 
values equally high or low without the force to hierarchy construction, tends to produce this generally high 
approval of values. As comparative results, see for example Maag 1991, Bflrklin et al. 1994.
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inconsistencies which should be mentioned. First, the estimation of values in the East takes place on a  

level that is even slightly higher. This may be surprising in sofar as some values such as the issue of self* 

actualisation and the conception of the autonomous citizen, are supposed to be intimately linked to the 

emergence of highly individualised and differentiated societies. The semi-individualised society o f 

external threat, on the other hand, should provoke a high estimation of values of law and order and 

conformity. Obviously, this is also the case, because both the values of duty and diligence clearly exceed 

the level of support displayed in the Western part of Germany. The same is true for the ideal of a 

wealthy and prosperous society. The question of economic growth and material satisfaction was one of 

the major anchors of the welfare state consensus, the high appreciation of prosperity in the West should 

not, therefore, come as a surprise. Equally, the socialist promise which was based on the coming of a 

day when equal citizens would share in harmony the surplus stocks of a non-exploitative economy also 

commanded high approval. Whilst value theorists such as Inglehart treat adherence to materialist values 

as a sign of a traditional and non-modemised orientation, we believe there is a more politics-related 

explanation. The higher value placed on prosperity in the East, indeed the value of wealth gains highest 

support of all, is due to more recent developments. As we have argued, the Socialist system failed to 

keep its promise with the result that, in this context, the collapse of Socialism and the major push that 

took place towards unification in the former GDR, was very much related to this failure, as well as the 

hope that the integration into the capitalist world would finally lead to levels of consumption and wealth 

that had been denied before. Hence, the East still expects to see the realisation of what has been a long- 

held dream.

With regard to hedonism and political activity the picture is reversed. This is particularly so with the 

principle of hedonism, i.e., the desire for total individual liberty, that both in the East and in the West 

suffers a drastic rejection. However, the East German response is far more negative. The idea of the 

politically active society is, at least in the West, almost integrated within the general canon of accepted 

values whereas hedonism stands apart. Furthermore, the value of hedonism offers the only real exception 

in this picture o f value convergence. Here West and East differ strongly. Indeed, if we assume that Elias 

is correct, then the idea that everyone can do whatever one wants must be regarded as almost a 

provocation for the East German habitus' adaptation to external threat and determining authorities. In 

both instances, however, the academic stipulation of the narcissistic "experience society" 

("Eriebnisgesellschaft", Schulze 1992) appears to be precisely that, an academic invention, rather than a 

correct description o f reality, because if there is one value that does not belong to the realm of 

consensual values it is hedonism.

Let us review these results from a second angle. The following table translates the responses into ranks. 

The first column shows those ranks based on the distribution o f means, the second represents the 

proportion of East and West Germans who give the highest approval possible (scale point seven) to its 

respective value.
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Table 5.1: A Hierarchy of Societal Value Orientations

Value Orientations

Mean

Rank

WEST

Mean

Very

Rank

Much

%

Mean

Rank

EAST

Mean

Very

Rank

Much

%

Responsibility/SoUdarity I 6.28 1 52.6 2 6.36 2 62.7

Prosperity 2 6.14 2 46.9 1 6.43 1 65.5

Autonomy 2 6.14 3 44.8 3 6.32 4 54.2

Self-Realisation 4 5.91 4 41.2 6 6.01 6 AHS

Achievement 5 5.78 5 32.8 4 6.21 3 56.6

Duty/Law Obedience 6 5.70 6 32.4 5 6.03 5 51.3

Political Activity 7 5.49 7 26.3 7 5.37 7 28.6

Hedonism 8 4.21 8 16.0 8 3.10 8 10.3

Basically, both strategies reveal an identical hierarchy of values, the only exception being the values of 

self-consciousness and achievement in East Germany, which swap positions dependent upon whether 

one evaluates the mean average or the percentage of highest approval. Moreover, the mean-based order 

of rank also presents an amazing similarity between East and W est1 The ranking based upon the 

percentage of respondents who chose the highest degree of approval, however, tells a different story, 

because East Germans show a strong tendency to offering almost emphatic support to tte majority of 

values. Indeed, between those proportions of East Germans and West Germans who give the highest 

approval develops a gap of over than twenty percent As an example, 65.5 percent of all East Germans 

would "very much" like to live in a wealthy and prosperous society, whilst in West Germany only 46.9 

percent share this enthusiasm. Similarly huge differences concern the values of achievement (West: 

32.8%, East: 56.6%) and law obedience (West 32.4%, East 51.3%). Thus, a concentration exclusively 

upon the mean average hides a part of the story. Although East Germans are generally more inclined 

towards the so-called traditional trinity* of values, prosperity, achievement and duty, in all three 

instances the East German approval exceeds, albeit modestly, the support West Germans give to these 

values. However, the real differences lie in the form of and vehemence with which this approval is 

given, East Germany being far more consensual on these issues than West Germany. Indeed, only one 

value, namely the ideal of mutual responsibility, receives high majority support in the W est On the 

contrary, five out of eight values are highly approved of by a majority of East Germans, only the values 

of self-realisation, political activity and hedonism receiving a more critical, that is less than enthusiastic, 

evaluation. However, even with regard to those less consensual cases, East Germans' level of approval 

exceeds that of the West Germans' by far, because there is only one ideal, the ideal of the hedonist 

society, for which the order is reversed. Consequently, we have to relativise the story of convergence. 

Both in the East and in the West, the majority of values attracts, Le., measured by mean averages, a

* This is necessarily so, as Graph 5.1 bases on the same means than Table 5.1.
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generally high approval, whilst the differences, although not negligible, arc small. However, if  the depth 

of approval is taken into consideration this apparent convergence breaks into two. West Germans are far 

more sceptical and careful in their appreciation of values, i.e.( only the solidaristic society is an ideal that 

enjoys uncontested support amongst a clear majority, whereas this pattern is reversed in the East, where 

only three values fail to reach the highest levels of approval by the majority.

At this point we should halt for a moment and turn to a more technical question. Unanimous agreement 

on a series of items should make the researcher suspicious. Is this apparent enthusiasm not really non

response?4 5 How much is this an expression of social desirability? Indeed, as East Germans were in the 

past already blamed for having conformist tendencies, of even being pure "questionnaire democrats", the 

problem of individual response variance must be considered. Generally, response patterns which cluster 

strongly around certain categories, and this is true for Eastern and Western response behaviour, create 

the suspicion that answers are due more to "social desirability" and conformism than "true" response. 

The results, therefore, of an intra-individual variance analysis are reported in the following table.

Table 5.2: Individual Variance of Value Support3

VARIANCE N
EAST
%

GERMANS
CUM% N

WEST
%

GERMANS
CUM%

0 61 3.8 5.8 100 6.8 6.8
1 135 12.9 18.7 115 7.8 13.6
2 174 16.7 35.4 176 11.9 26.5
3 165 15.8 51.2 255 17.3 43.8
4 245 23.5 74.7 420 28.5 72.3
5 226 21.6 96.3 335 22.7 95.0
6 45 3.4 99.7 69 4.7 99.7

MISSING 3 03 5 03
TOTAL 1044 1003 1475 100.0

The most startling fact is that zero variance, i.e., purely conformist or mechanical responses in the sense 

that all values are evaluated on the same point o f the scale, is a clear minority phenomenon (5.8% in the 

East, 6.8% in the West), the same being also true for totally heterogeneous response behaviour (3.4% of 

East and 4.7% of West Germans). Although East Germans show a  slightly higher tendency to gather in 

the lower variance groups (1-3), these differences are not pronounced enough to label East Germans as 

conformists. Indeed, Eastern and Western patterns are relatively comparative, it is the strikingly high 

amount of respondents with relatively high variation in their response behaviour which is surprising. 

Almost half o f the East and a clear majority of West Germans varied their evaluation between four and 

six times, which appears to be a preliminary, although unexpected, rinding on the organisation of 

individual belief systems. Individuals, obviously, do both, i.e., they order and integrate simultaneously. 

The tendency is clear, absolute value synthesis (variance group 0) as well as complete hiérarchisation

4 This is, as we have seen, Inglehart’s standard explanation for the deviant results obtained by rating methods 
(1994).
5 The respondent had to rate eight different values on a scale reaching from 1 to 7. Hence, tT-Variancc means 
that the respondent rated all values as equally important or unimportant. Variance "1" signifies that only one value 
was rated as of higher or lower importance than the others. Variance "6” is the highest possible number of 
individual variance. It means that the respondent rated six items differently whereas oik rank was given twice. A 
variance of "7" was impossible as the respondents had to rate eight items on a scale of only seven steps.
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(variance group <>) being clearly exceptional strategies. Indeed, the vast majority of individuals display a 

pattern which combines both ways in a more or less balanced way. In any case, the suggestion of 

response conformism can be dismissed in favour of the respondents.

To repeat, the value distribution tells a Parsonian story, because with the exception of limited approval 

of activity and the exclusion of hedonism, consensus emerges in the majority of values. This consensus 

is far-reaching and uncontested in the East, somewhat sceptical and less enthusiastic in the West 

Whether the idea of hedonism is clearly outside of this consensual value realm, or whether it represents 

a new cultural experiment, as a result of further processes of differentiation, that is not as yet generalised 

towards public acceptance,4 is a question we cannot answer here. In any case, we find an amazing degree 

of consensus between East and W est On the level of value orientations both of the formerly separated 

political systems seem to be integrated to a rather high degree. On the first sight Klages* emphasis on 

value synthesis as the major and most adequate pattern of modem man also appears to be supported. 

Indeed, with the exception of hedonism, all values, no matter how different their history or meaning may 

be, seem to be integrated into one dominant pattern of value approval, a fact that the first graph on value 

consensus and value synthesis, both in the Western and the Eastern part of Germany, clearly 

demonstrates. Were this to be the only valid story we ought to bid farewell to our concept of the value 

conflictual society. However, we only glanced at the surface, because the story of the consensual society 

of value synthesis would be credible only if this homogeneous picture were to reappear at all sub-levels 

of society. Or, to put it technically, the general means are only good representations of a population 

when the dispersion around the means is small.1 Thus, as a next step we must observe whether or not the 

consensual result is applicable to the population as a whole, or whether beneath the surface of harmony, 

conflict and disagreement emerge. The following two graphs, one for West and one for East Germany, 

present the result of a series of cluster analyses. In both cases an 18-cluster-solution was chosen as the 

most adequate representation of the value configuration of the respective populations.* * 7

* This, of course, would be Haferkaznp's (1990) interpretation.
7 As an example, we would find a mean of 3.5 in the case of two sub-population having the value 3 and 4 as well 
as from two groups with the values 1 and 6. Obviously, only in the first example the general mean is a meaningful 
representation.
' For a more detailed discussion see Chapter 4.
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Obviously, the consensus argument does not hold, much less in the West than in the E ast Indeed, in 

West Germany the consensual pattern dissolves into a plurality of nine totally distinct groups.* 

Moreover, the simple fac t that the graph is almost impossible to read suggests that value patterns are 

diverse and conflictual. The scope o f the dispersal, that is the variation around the mean, is great and 

affects all values. Moreover, the patterns cut across eachother, in other words, the single lines are not 

parallel. Generally, parallel lines would suggest that patterns are comparable and only the level of 

approval or disapproval would vary from more extreme to more moderate sub-groups of the population. 

Cross-cutting lines, on the other hand, are an unambiguous indication that controversial, even opposing 

patterns of value orientations, may exist

The picture in the East is different First of all, there are not nine but six different patterns which emerge 

from beneath the surface of consensus. More importantly, the general impression is dominated by the 

striking parallel nature of the patterns. Only in one case (the so-called ‘moderates') can we observe 

intersecting structures. Finally, the dispersal around the mean is much smaller, as is the case in the West, 

particularly if we exclude (for a moment) the pattern created by the "disappointed materialists". In that 

case, the line which displays the means of the total population appears to be a perfect representation of 

the dominant East German value pattern. Hence, for both parts of the united Germany we have to search 

for different stories. The picture in the West is dominated by heterogeneity, criss-crossing lines and a 

conflictual structure o f value orientations. On the contrary, in the East consensus governs, alongside 

with parallel patterns and a limited dispersal around the mean. Of course, this is a first visual impression 

and in the following section we will discuss these patterns in more detail. Where actually is the 

consensus? Which are the typical patterns of conflict? To what extent is the Western society 

‘conflictualised* and how strong is the East German consensus?

5.1 The Image o f  Heterogeneity: West Germany

Let us start with the description of the 'value conflictual’ W est What we want to discuss now, is the 

outlook or particularities o f the single value collectives. For the moment we will stick to a graphical 

presentation of value collectives. This visualisation should help to clarify the peculiarities of the value 

collectives at hand. The patterns of the graphs present the respective meanc and there is always one line 

representing the mean average of the population in general in order to show how much value collectives 

resemble the average or deviate from the general mean. In a second part, we will turn to actual figures. 

As cluster analysis is an explorative and intuitive method of data classification we need to validate the 

significance of our value collectives. Therefore, we will first discuss the results of a 'discriminant 

analysis* in order to see whether, taking this time the collectives as the starting-point of analysis, we 

could predict that individuals will fall into the same clusters simply by knowing their scores on the 

single values. Secondly, we will perform a series o f significance tests (T-Tests) aimed at examining

* For the moment, we consider only value collectives that fulfil the criteria of representativity, that is have a 
frequency of about five percent. Marginality will be a topic later in the chapter.
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whether the particularities of single collectives are significant in a statistical sense. The more curious 

reader who prefers statistical numbers to visual presentations can immediately scan Table 5.4 which 

shows the group mean averages which are the basis of the following sequence of graphs. In a concluding 

section, we will attempt to relate these manifold findings to the theoretical hypotheses. How much 

consensus is there in East and West Germany? Where do both societies differ, in which respects are they 

the same? What is dominant, value selection or value synthesis? Is the issue of selection related to group 

size and or potential confiictuality?

5.1.1 Value Conflictual Patterns

Graph 5.4: A uthoritarian Materialism and Ascetic Conservatism

- • - T o t a l  (1385) Authoritarian Materialism (55) -»»-Ascetic Conservatism (69)

Let us start with a description of these first two value patterns. For both collectives the harsh refusal of 

self-realisation is typical, and even greater for ascetic conservatives than for authoritarian materialists. 

Indeed, a glance at the previous graph (Graph 5.2) shows that both groups are found far below all others. 

With regard to the value of achievement both collectives rank high, even though their order is reversed. 

In what is a positive estimation o f the values of diligence and industriousness ascetic conservatism 

outstrips authoritarian materialism. Prom here on, this convergence dissolves. The concept of a solidario 

community is of highest importance for conservatives, whilst of little significance for materialists. 

Indeed this low appreciation of solidarity is only exceeded by the pattern for value distance, a group 

which displays scepticism towards all values (see Graph 5.2). Apart from this exception, the 

authoritarian materialists' low rating is incomparable and we observe a large gap between materialism 

and virtually all the rest of the population which offers the highest support for this value. With regard to 

the value of duty and acceptance, authoritarian materialism slightly exceeds the positive evaluation of 

the population as a whole. However, for ascetic conservatives duty plays an even more significant role, 

their evaluation of it lagging only slightly behind their belief in solidarity. When it comes to the ideal of 

autonomy, the imagination of a society with self-confident and critical citizens, the gap between both



groups widens even more. Again, the position of authoritarian materialism is exceptional. No other 

group shows such a low esteem, even the value distant collective ranks far above. On the other hand, 

ascetic conservatism expresses high esteem for the ideal of autonomy, an esteem that slightly exceeds 

the positive evaluation this value gains in the population as a  whole. On the other hand, hedonism 

experiences its sharpest rejection here. We have already mentioned that the idea of a society in which 

everyone can do whatever one wants falls outside the canon o f generally accepted values. However, the 

difference between the total population and ascetic conservatism is striking. On our evaluation scale 

from point one to point seven, the entire population scores 4.28, whilst the conservatives 2.04, which is 

extremely close to the negative end of the scale. Comparably but less extreme is the dislike of hedonism 

displayed by the authoritarian materialists. On the other hand, the ideal of a wealthy society is highly 

esteemed without equivocation by both, with the materialists up front With regard to the idea of 

political activity the collectives go their separate ways. Authoritarian materialists give it the second 

lowest rating o f all groups (see Graph 5.2), whilst ascetic conservatists are on par with the population in 

general and display scepticism rather than outright rejection.

What, therefore, causes the peculiarities of these two groups? In sum, authoritarian materialism affords 

by far the highest approval for a wealthy society, hence, the label materialism. The ideal of prosperity 

builds the core of this pattern, this belief, then, being accompanied by a high estimation of both 

achievement and obedience values. It is from here the authoritarian component o f this type stems, 

because all other values are sharply rejected, especially self-realisation, hedonism and political activity. 

Moreover, one of the major particularities of this type is found in their refusal of a solidaristic society 

and the ideal of the autonomous citizen. From a commonsense point o f view one could describe this pair 

as being ‘bridge values' which are highly esteemed by the population as a whole and which are able to 

soften conflictual tendencies through responsibility or sociability and reflexivity or rationality. Thus, 

both may function as a link between groups of controversial values. This is clearly not the case with 

regard to authoritarian materialism. Their one-sided approval of wealth and duty and their equally clear 

disgust at individual values and the ideal of participation remains unbridged by these ‘social values'. 

Thus, the authoritarian materialist's ideal society is a consumer society constructed by hard-working, 

individuals, society's coherence being secured by obedience to law and political passivity.

In juxtaposition, ascetic conservatism combines the high approval of the authoritarian-materialist trinity, 

prosperity, achievement, duty, with an even higher appreciation o f solidarity and autonomy. Indeed, the 

ideal of mutual responsibility is the central belief of ascetic conservatism. The ascetic component enters 

through the incomparably low esteem they have for the individualised values such as self-realisation and 

hedonism. To restate, their rejection of ego-centrism and self-fulfilment is harsher than than that of any 

other group. However, the idea of a politically active society gains some support (group mean of 5.53). 

Admittedly, the evaluation here is lower than with regard to this collective's core values but far from the 

negative ranks o f  both self-realisation (3.55) and hedonism (2.04). In comparison to authoritarian 

materialism, ascetic conservatism is socially integrated via its strong communitarian, solidaristic input
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In other words, their authoritarian tendency is,eased by their belief of individual autonomy and mutual 

responsibility, on the one side, and their positive approval of political participation, on the other. The 

authoritarian consumer and work society is complemented by social and active orientations. Complete 

rejection, however, is the fate of those values which concern individual liberty and self-actualisation. 

The individual is supposed to be self-confident and critical, but self-realisation, particularly in its 

hedonist variant, is forcefully rejected.

G raph 5.5: Postm aterialism , M oderatism  and Welfare Statism

Sett- Achievement Responsibility Duty Autonomy Hedonism Prosperity Activity 
Realisation ___________________________________________________________________

Total (1385) “ • —Postmaterialism (65)

- a- W elfare Statism (78) — Moderatism (161)

Already, we have an impression of the highly selective nature of these value patterns. To start with, the 

postmaterialist collective is an almost perfect mirror image to the conservative patterns described above, 

because all values esteemed highly by the former are forcefully rejected here. Moreover, the pattern is 

extreme. Achievement and duty are not only strongly disapproved o f but denied more vehemently than 

by any other group (see Graph 5.2). As a result, we observe a large gap between postmaterialism and the 

population as a whole.10 The ideal o f a wealthy society gains somewhat more support (4.41), but even in 

this respect postmaterialists stay far behind the consensual appreciation of this value (population mean: 

6.19). In this sense, this collective is clearly ‘post-materialist*. Furthermore, no other group esteems self- 

realisation being so desirable, whilst, as a rejection of authoritarian materialism, although in accordance 

with ascetic conservatism, solidarity, and especially autonomy, are highly valued. It Is the value of self- 

realisation and the ideal of the critical and self-confident citizen which builds the core of 

postmaterialists' societal orientations. Hedonism, on the other hand, receives no special w eight Indeed, 

the idea of complete individual liberty is the only principle where postmaterialism behaves in consensual 

maimer, that is approaches the evaluation given by the population average (4.28 in comparison to 4.53). 

W ith regard to the concept of a politically active society, on the other hand, postmaterialists are clearly 

above average. However, their desire for an active society lags significantly behind the desirability of

10 For example, the estimation of duty in the total population is 5.73, with regard to postmaterialism only 3.27.



self-realisation, autonomy and solidarity. Moreover, taking the actual scores into account, 

postmaterialists are first o f all ‘post-authoritarian’, secondly, anti-achievement oriented, and only thirdly 

post-materialist In other words, their refusal o f both diligence and duty is much harsher than is the case 

for the materialist value. However, if  one considers their relative position, postmaterialists take an 

equally exceptional position on all three values.

We described postmaterialism as one o f the most extreme versions o f value selectivity. However, there 

is a second rather large collective that follows the postmaterialist pattern, however, without displaying 

the same extreme version of approval and disapproval. In the graph, there are almost parallel lines, yet 

this moderate pattern is smooth and wavy in comparison to the sharp zigzag course displayed by 

postmaterialism. In sum, moderates vary much less around the mean. Only in one instance is the pattern 

reversed, because postmaterialists esteem hedonism slightly higher than they do materialism. For 

moderates, however, the desirability of prosperity is significantly higher (5.69 in comparison to 4.32 for 

hedonism). Taking this deviation into account, moderates appear as the ‘softened’, ‘moderate* variant of 

postmaterialism. Future analyses will have to show whether both patterns are rightly treated as 

qualitatively different or whether the split into two groups is rather a function of method."

The value pattern of welfare statism is clearly distinct What causes its particularity? First o f all, welfare 

statism means an unequivocal belief in material wealth, and only one other societal group equals this 

collective in its extremely high appreciation of prosperity. Indeed, given a  group mean of 6.76, we can 

assume that almost all o f them gave it the highest score possible. This extraordinary focus upon wealth is 

accompanied by high approval for solidarity (6.47) and autonomy (6.20). As a result, this value pattern 

has three peaks, one being focused on the m aterialist value and two other, which are slightly less 

pronounced, focus on mutual responsibility and autonomy. In the introductionary section we described 

wealth and autonomy (in harmony with achievement as the basic legitimisation of enduring inequality) 

as the basic principles of the welfare state. The eradication of inequality, naturally, is the main aim of 

welfare policy. In these terms, solidarity, and the feeling of mutual responsibility, is the major pre

requisite for the success, even the sheer possibility, of re-distributional politics. Thus, the closeness of 

this value pattern to official welfare ideology, gave this collective its name. Moreover, this relation 

would be even closer if  the value of achievement was to be given special attention, but this is not the 

case. Industriousness is not valued as undesirable, but with a group mean of 5.51 welfare statism remains 

actually slightly below average (5.84). Welfare statism, however, rejects duty harshly. Indeed, only the 

postmaterialists give obedience less cred it Equally pronounced and contrary to postmaterialism is their 

dislike of the value of self-realisation. Moreover, hedonism is clearly not aspired (2.85) and with a mean 

score of 3.37 for the ideal o f the politically active society, welfare statism lags behind all other patterns. 

In the welfare vision of uncontested redistribution and expert bargaining, there is obviously no room for 

the participatory input o f the ordinary citizen. 11

109

11 As cluster analysis measures and sums distances over all eight values, also small but consistent differences of 
e.g. one scale point on all items can - even in the case of symmetric patterns - lead to separate clusters.
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5.2.2 Value Integration: Synthesis and Value Distance

Already visually, we observe a different structure of patterns. Considering the total population as the 

baseline we observe three parallel lines which vary only marginally. At this point, we enter the domain 

of consensus and synthesis. In comparison to the zigzag and cross-cutting nature of the value 

controversial o r value selective collectives, the impression is dominated by parallel lines and only small 

variation around the mean.

Graph 5.6: T he Three Forms of Value Synthesis

Self- Achievement Responsibility Duty Autonomy Hedonism Prosperity Activity 
Realisation

— Total  (1385) Conservative Synthesis (104)

-*-C o n sen su a lism  (246)________ Complete Synthesis (450)

Let us start with the pattern of complete synthesis. We find one straight line which links, at a very high 

level, all values in one non-discriminating pattern of value approval. This general appreciation includes 

both the non-consensual value of hedonism and the generally lowly ranked ideal of participation. 

Consequently, the collective of complete synthesis has the highest position on both ‘outlier’ values (see 

Graph 5.2). Having said that, between complete and consensual synthesis we observe only one 

difference. The conflictual value o f hedonism is excluded from this generous embracemenL Thus, 

consensualism is the best representation for the population as a whole, however, their slightly higher 

approval of the accepted canon o f values and their harsher rejection of the hedonist society is a 

particularity.11 The conservative synthesis, then, excludes both hedonism and the ideal of the 

participatory society. In this sense, the conservative synthesis is only a pseudo-synthesis as, with the 

exception of self-realisation, all values of the so-called modem realm are excluded, thus, the label of 

conservatism. The synthesis here is not only less inclusive, but the choice between inclusion and 

exclusion seems to be guided by a conservative bias. *

“ This is necessarily so, as the population mean represents likewise all value conflictual groups. Yet, the pattern 
is perfectly repeated.
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Finally, value distance or scepticism is a pattern that performs a form o f synthesis on a low, clearly 

below-average, level. Therefore, if it is a synthesis at all it is a synthesis which expresses general 

disillusion and scepticism. However, with scores between four and Five, values are neither specifically 

appreciated nor forcefully rejected. Indeed, if  value distance signals something then it is neutrality and 

lack of commitment. Further analyses will prove whether the value sceptical pattern is socially 

meaningful or rather a further variant of the complete synthesis.

5 .1 J  Marginal Value Patterns 

G raph 5.8: D isappointed M aterialism

Self- Achievement Responsibility Duty Autonomy Hedonism Prosperity Activity 
Realisation

- » - T o t a l  (1385)_______ Disappointed Materialism (28)
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From a representative point of view, this collective is clearly negligible. However, history tells us that 

quantitatively marginal groups can develop enormous social influence, at least under specific conditions 

and depending upon their vicinity to the centres of power and decision-making. For this simple reason, 

we decided to consider all meaningful ‘clusters’ even if pure frequencies would suggest little societal 

relevance. Their ultimate significance or insignificance within the value conflictual society will have to 

be critically evaluated. Basically, disappointed materialists display a rather value sceptical orientation, 

only two values escaping this general theme of disgust, the first being the value of materialism. A score 

close to the ceiling (6.17) makes the belief in prosperity the core of this collective. Moreover, this 

central orientation is accompanied by a relatively high appreciation of self-realisation, although, a group 

mean of 5.57 is far from impressive. However, considering the generally low approval of values here, 

self-realisation produces the second peak in this pattern. In all other respects, disappointed materialists 

remain significantly below average. Only with regard to hedonism do we observe an estimation that 

equals that of the population as a whole. In other contexts this pattern has been described as ‘hedo- 

materialism’ or a small value synthesis which selectively combines an orientation towards wealth with 

the ego-centric emphasis on self-realisation (Klages 1993: 33, Herbert 1988, 1991). Finally, this type 

remains socially unrelated because neither duty nor solidarity values link the disappointed materialist's 

disposition towards material self-actualisation with society as a  whole.

5.1.4 West German Value Collectives: Two Validity Tests

The Western consensus dissolves into a plurality of value collectives some of which display a form of 

value synthesis, while others are highly value selective and apparently overtly conflictual if compared 

with the mainstream. Did we draw a valid picture of contemporary West German society? Ouster 

analyses are explorative and intuitive by definition, thus, were we right to choose this solution or was 

there another solution that would represent the distribution of values more effectively? The 18-cluster- 

solution was selected because it combined the fewest 'unclassified* cases with the highest amount of 

meaningful 'cluster*. In other words, compared to an extensive series o f cluster analyses the 18-cluster- 

solution offered the higtest plausibility. However, did we stress significance and unambiguity of 

meaning and neglect statistical significance? Have we intuitively chosen groups which are easy to 

interpret but from a statistical point o f view neither valid nor reliable?

We will try to answer these questions by using two different techniques. First, the collectives will be 

exposed to a procedure termed discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis is a classification method 

like cluster analysis. However, it demands groups or clusters as a starting-point and investigates the 

predictability o f these pre-given groups through other indicators. Thus, we can explore whether 

collectives 'discriminate' by considering, for example, the distribution of gender, age or education. In 

other words, can we predict value collectives by knowing the age or gender distribution of a society? 

These questions will be prominent within the context of the socio-structural penetration o f value 

collectives (see Part IV of this thesis). For the moment, we are basically concerned with a further
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validation of value collectives. Tterefore, we want to know whether we can predict membership in value 

collectives by knowing an individual’s value preferences. To that end, we select the same variables, the 

eight values, which were used to establish collectives in the first place in order to re-evaluate the 

collectives' validity through a second statistical method. To do this, we pretend that the group 

membership o f the cases are ‘unknown' (which they are obviously not, as we classified them via cluster 

analysis) and then observe whether the eight value variables can discriminate and classify individuals in 

the 'correct' group.13 In the case of West Germany we obtained ten different value collectives via the 

cluster procedure. If we were to distribute the population to these clusters by pure chance, one would 

expect ten percent of the predictions to be correct on a random basis. A classification procedure based 

on discriminant analysis can tell us how much improvement we may achieve by considering the value 

variables as discriminators between groups.

The core message of Table 5.3 is contained in the diagonal line (marked figures). A t this point, we 

compare the predicted membership (predicted on the basis of the single value orientations) with actual 

group membership, i.e., that obtained via cluster analysis. Not surprisingly, in all instances the 

percentage of correctly classified cases exceeds the random basis of ten percent by far. Indeed, figures 

vary between 77.2 percent and 96.4 percent Hence, knowing the value orientations of individuals 

improves the predictability of group membership by at least seven times and can achieve almost perfect 

prediction. Moreover, the table tells a second story, one of group boundaries or group separation. Four 

out of ten value collectives, authoritarian materialism, disappointed materialism, welfare statism and 

postmaterialism, turn out to be extremely well separated. Indeed, the percentage of correctly classified 

cases approaches the 100 percent level, i.e., almost no case is wrongly classified. However, other groups 

perform significantly less well, with the entire realm of value consensus, particularly consensualism and 

conservative synthesis, only showing much lower levels o f predictability. Moreover, ascetic 

conservatism does worse than authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism, whereas 

moderatism discriminates less than welfare statism and postmaterialism. As a result, the picture is a  clear 

one. The more selective groups are, the more extreme their position on single values, the better we can 

predict group membership on the basis of value orientations. In other words, values are better 

discriminators when value selection is concerned, but are worse when value synthesis is at stake. 

However, even in the case o f complete synthesis we can improve the prior probability of ten percent to a 

level o f 82.9 percent o f correctly classified cases.

13 For more information concerning discriminant analysis, see e.g. Klecka 1980.
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From a statistical point o f view, our argument had been circular because we obtained groups via cluster 

analysis and re-assessed the same groups on the basis of the same variables by using ju st another method 

of classification. Hence, high group separation, predictability and low group overlap are not really 

surprising. Cluster methods "separate entities into clusters that have virtually no overlap along the 

variables being used to create the clusters". Therefore, the use of discriminant analysis for external 

validation is "inappropriate statistically" (Aldenderfer/Blashfield 1984: 64). This is correct However, 

we are trapped within a dilemma because there is no 'appropriate1 validation procedure available and the 

re-calculation of results from different angles and via different statistical methods seems to be the only 

way to reach some, at least intuitive, impression with regard to  the validity and unambiguity of value 

collectives. From a less stringent statistical viewpoint, however, we were able to affirm the credibility of 

the cluster results. Moreover, we learned that the validity of collectives is significantly different 

However, we have not yet solved the problem o f statistical significance. We know that value collectives 

are valid in the sense that we predict an individual's group membership almost to perfection by knowing 

his or her value preferences. Therefore, we must follow a second strategy. However again, we are unable 

to assume statistical propriety because all attempts at validation that are based on the same variables are, 

to some extent at least, circular. Therefore, huge variations must not be expected.14 During the first test 

we* attempted to verify, intuitively, the validity o f value collectives in general. To that end, we asked 

whether we would obtain clear-cut results by classifying individuals basing their scores on 

discriminatory variables. Now we consider whether value collectives discriminate significantly with 

regard to the single values. In other words, we ask whether the classification procedure of cluster 

analysis is vague in the sense that it is based upon distances measured cumulatively over all values at 

hand, or whether we find significant and meaningful differences with regard to single value items? This 

second test provides another, maybe even more important, insight We were deliberately generous in the 

construction and consideration of groups and, consequently, some value collectives, particularly the 

marginal groups, were based upon clusters with a  rather small number of individuals. Therefore, we 

m ust check whether the differences and particularities that those collectives are based on are significant 

in a  statistical sense. The proper method by which to conduct such a  control is the so-called T-Test 

procedure, by which one compares the mean of one group, in this case the mean of one value collective, 

w ith the mean o f a second group, in this case the total population minus all individuals who belong to 

the value collective in te s t The mean averages of the value collectives displayed in the following table 

are identical with the means presented in the previous graphs. The control groups, however, are different 

because in the visual presentation we used the population as a whole in order to express how much or 

how little value collectives deviate from the general mean. In the significance table, the control group 

varies according to the specific value collective under consideration.

115

14 Aldenderfer and Blashfield suggest validation via external variables, that is variables that are not used for the 
original classification. Yet, they must admit that the "main problem" is "to define a set of relevant external 
criteria" (1984:66).
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For example, we compare complete synthesis with all individuals who are not complete synthesists and 

authoritarian materialists with the non-authoritarian materialist part o f the population. Thus, the groups 

of comparison differ considerably in both size and substance. Let us briefly focus on one property of T- 

tests, because they are sensitive to group size. If groups are only just large enough even minor, 

substantially meaningless, differences will turn out to be highly significant Consequently, one should 

not confuse significance with meaning, because one may find highly significant differences which are 

spurious and negligible. On the other hand, apparently large differences which are not statistically 

significant can be ignored, because the probability that differences are not ‘real* but due to random 

distribution or sampling errors is high. Consequently, the relevance o f significance tests increases as 

group size declines.

What does Table 5.4 tell us? One must consider two different approaches. The first concerns the 

significance o f differences in mean averages between the respective value collective and its comparison 

group. Significance is expressed with either one asterix (significance level of <.05) or two asterixes 

(<,01) alongside the mean estimate for the value collective. If we consider for example, the left upper 

comer of Table 5.4, we learn that the mean for complete synthesists* o f 6.42 on the value of self- 

realisation is very significantly different from the mean of 5.74 calculated upon all individuals who are 

not complete synthesists. The second figure in the same left-upper com er reports differences in the 

standard deviation. The standard deviation is a (standardised) measure o f dispersal, and it tells us how 

much individuals vary on average around the mean. To distinguish both columns we have avoided using 

asterixes but, instead, highlighted an estimate when it turns out to be significantly different To return to 

our example, the standard deviation, that is the average dispersal around the mean of complete synthesis, 

is significantly smaller than the standard deviation for the control group.

F irst let us consider the last column of the table "Sum of SD". At this point we add all the standard 

deviations for each group on all values to one sum. In all instances the sum of standard deviations of the 

value collectives is considerably smaller than the sum of their respective comparative groups. Thus, 

value collectives are internally more coherent than die average, which again is hardly surprising. Cluster 

analysis groups similar cases into common clusters. Therefore, value collectives should be internally 

more coherent than their respective control groups. Again, however, the degree of coherence varies 

substantially. Complete synthesis and moderatism display the smallest amount o f internal group 

variance, whilst welfare statism, consensualism, ascetic conservatism and authoritarian materialism 

follow closely. Conservative synthesis, postmaterialism, value distance and disappointed materialism 

achieve significantly less. Indeed, with regard to this last group, the internal dispersion around the mean 

is comparatively g reat Therefore, group coherence seems to be unrelated to either group size or the 

issue o f value selection versus value integration. Thus, the two tests indicate contradictory results. Let us 

consider the example of postmaterialism. Discriminant analysis showed almost perfect predictability, 

i.e., 96.4 percent o f postmaterialists were correctly classified, with a standard deviation sum o f 8.11, 

however, the pattern o f postmaterialism appears to be internally rather inconsistent How can we explain
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this contradiction? Postmatcrialism is one of the most extreme value patterns, Le., the approval o f some 

values is particularly high, whilst others are totally rejected, the result being that this extremism renders 

postmatcrialism unique. Hence, it is easy to classify individuals correctly. On the other hand, the 

relatively high total sum of standard deviations suggests that there is some internal deviation from this 

extreme pattern. Presumably, some individuals show an even more pronounced version, whilst others are 

more modest with regard to approval and rejection. In other words, the peculiar and extreme pattern of 

postmaterialism can allow for rather large internal variations and still remain highly predictable and 

distinct The pattern is so unique that dispersion does not endanger the group's distinctiveness regarding 

the entire value space.

The second last column of the table, then, reports the number o f significant mean differences calculated 

over all eight values. Obviously, our collectives are not only distinct regarding the general pattern but 

differ significantly in the overwhelming majority of values. Most value collectives differ on all, or at 

least on seven, out of eight values, with only the trinity of the conservative-right, ascetic conservatism, 

authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism, achieving less.

Let us briefly consider single value collectives. To start with, complete synthesis shows an above 

average, that is a  significantly higher, evaluation of all eight values. Additionally, the variation around 

the mean is significantly smaller on all values. Complete synthesists' support approaches the ceiling (the 

value seven on the scale), therefore, there is little room for variation at least with regard to the upper end 

of the scale. Furthermore, in spite of size, complete synthesis turns out to be internally mote coherent 

than any other group. Consensualism repeats this pattern on a higher level, because all values are highly 

esteemed, with the ideal of the solidaric society in the lead and hedonism experiencing a  level of disgust 

that overemphasises its general neglect within the West German population as a whole. Only the ideal of 

the self-confident and critical citizen fails the significance test, whilst conservative synthesis, on the 

other hand, is again significantly different on all eight values. Self-realisation gains relatively modest, 

below-average support, whilst hedonism and the ideal of the politically active society, are strongly 

rejected. All the other values receive significantly higher esteem. Ascetic conservatism exaggerates the 

pattern of conservative synthesis, because the 'individualised* values of self-realisation and hedonism are 

forcefully rejected. Political activity, however, achieves average support, whereas the ideals of 

solidarity, achievement and law obedience gain a significantly higher evaluation. Authoritarian 

materialists reject self-realisation, hedonism, autonomy and political activity, whilst the ideal of the 

solidarity society receives significantly lower approval, the importance of prosperity being the guiding 

principle of this type. The authoritarian component, namely their stress on diligence and duty, results 

from what is an only average estimation of these values. i.e., it is not a spectacular emphasis on 

authoritarian values, but rather a forceful rejection of non-authoritarian values which results in the 

particularity of this pattern. Moreover, disappointed materialists score significantly lower with regard to 

these authoritarian values, whilst achievement and law obedience are looked upon as rather undesirable. 

The same is true for the so-called social values; mutual responsibility and autonomy. The core values of
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this type, namely the. ideal of the wealthy society, in combination with what is a relatively high valuation 

of self-realisation, turn out to be non-significant. Hence, the hedomat component of this type stems more 

from the forceful rejection of the majority of values than from any above-average stress on wealth and 

self-realisation. Not surprisingly, the value distance collective is significantly less committed to the 

overall spectrum of values, hedonism being the only exception. The low approval o f this ideal by the 

West German public makes value distance only average. Finally, is the unique pattern of welfare statism 

also significant statistically? Of the three core values, the ideals of prosperity and a solidaric community, 

achieve statistical significance, whereas the ideal of autonomy fails the te st The rejection o f political 

activity, law obedience and hedonism, however, is again highly significant The same being true for the 

modest and below-average support of the values of self-realisation and achievement However, in spite 

of the rather 'moderate' value pattern, especially in comparison to the postmaterialist variant moderatism 

displays significant differences in seven out of eight values, the exception being the ideal of hedonism, 

because here moderatism repeats the average. Postmaterialism and moderatism show almost identical 

patterns of value orientations, yet differ strongly concerning the vehemence of value approval and 

particularly value rejection. However, what makes them different is the intensity of beliefs and the larger 

internal coherence on the side of moderatism. Indeed, only with regard to self-realisation do 

postmaterialists show a higher consistency, that is a  smaller standard deviation, than moderates.

5.2 The Image of Homogeneity. East Germany

To repeat, value patterns in the former GDR appeared to be much more homogeneous (see Graph 5.3). 

Thus, if we discuss Eastern conflictual collectives one should recall that even the value selective patterns 

are, in comparison to the West, less deviant from the general consensus. Secondly, we have to consider 

qualitative differences between East and W est In other words, the same group labels may sometimes 

refer to slightly different spectra of orientations. Taking these modifications into account we will start 

with the first set of conflictual patterns.

52.1 Value Conflictual Patterns

119

G raph 5.9: A uthoritarian and Disappointed Materialism

—•—Total (939) -« -A u thoritarian  Materialism (73) Disappointed Materialism (47)
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To start with, authoritarian materialism is comparable in both East and West, the pattern being basically 

repetitive, with a rather low emphasis on self-realisation, stress on duty and achievement values, and 

only a limited support for the ideal o f the critical and self-confident citizen. It is the uncontested 

dominance of material well-being which is the guiding principle of this type. However, there is one 

deviation from the Western pattern of authoritarian materialism, because the value of solidarity is not 

rejected as it is in the W est Hence, the ideal of mutual responsibility is part of the East German version 

of authoritarian materialism. The law and order-component therefore, appears to be slightly softened, 

with social coherence resting on the twin foundations of duty and obedience, as well as on the 

idealisation of a solidarle community.

As a second value collective we fmd the disappointed materialism group which emerged in West 

Germany only at the very margins of society. In the East however, given the rather isolated emphasis on 

materialism, it is one of the two major conflictual patterns within the realm of conservatism. Again, 

another Eastern particularity must be mentioned. In the West we observed a second stress on the value of 

self-realisation, but this is clearly not the case with the East, because materialism of East German origins 

expresses scepticism towards the complete universe of values and has a relatively exceptional 

appreciation of the prosperous society. Thus, this pattern resembles that of the value distance collective, 

consequently, the label ‘hedo-materialism* would clearly be misplaced here, because there is no element 

of ego-centrism and no striving for self-actualisation in what is a purely materialist orientation.

The spectrum of left-liberal orientations, as we may term them, is clearly under-represented in the East, 

because on a representative level we observe neither postmaterialism nor welfare statism. To re-state, 

both collectives displayed a pronounced constellation of conflictual or selective value orientations. Only 

the pattern of moderatism is comparable in both parts of Germany.

G raph 5.10: The Moderates

Realisation

Total (939) Moderates (149)
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Once again, there are typical East German deviations. To start with, in comparison to their Western 

counterparts. East German moderates are not specifically post-materialist. Indeed, the concept of the 

prosperous society reaches a  group mean average o f 6.30 (W est S.69) and clearly gains more approval 

than, for example, the ideal of a politically active society. Moreover, the general pattern o f value 

approval and rejection resembles less the typical zigzag course of the West, but rather a series of 

smoother waves. Thus, neither denial nor appreciation is as extreme as in the W est14 However, with the 

exception of the relatively outstanding approval of materialism, and a  rather low acceptance of political 

participation, the West and East are fully comparable. The values o f self-realisation and the social values 

of solidarity and autonomy are valued as being highly positive. Equally, achievement and duty gain 

acceptance at a much lower level, whilst a glance at the full graph (Graph 5.3) shows, furthermore, that 

Eastern moderatism is responsible for the only tine which really contradicts the impression o f East 

Germans value homogeneity. This conflictual position of moderatism is based on the relatively critical, 

and in East Germany untypical, orientation with regard to diligence, on the one hand, and the ideal of a 

law obedient society, on the other. Only disappointed materialism with its generally sceptical orientation 

towards all values exceeds the moderates' disapproval.

5,2.2 Value Integration

G raph 5.11: The Three Form s of Synthesis

- ♦ - T o t a l  (939) -« -C o n s erv a tiv e  Synthesis (126)

-♦-C o n s e n s u a lis m  (315)________ Complete Synthesis (162)

" As an example, in the West the curve declines from a score of 6.42 on self-realisation to 5.16 on the value of 
achievement. The comparable figures for East German moderates are 6.40 (self-realisation) and 5.75 
(achievement).
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I Tlic realm of value, integration is fully compatible with that of its Western patterns. There is one group 

I of complete synthesis, which embraces all possible values and which also gives non-discriminatory high

J approval to all of them. This is even true in East Germany which is, generally, so opposed to the ideal of 

the hedonist society. However, with a group mean average of 6.08 (in total 3.12) the position of this 

collective is extremely peculiar (see Graph 5.3 for comparison). The pattern of consensualism, therefore,
i

as in the West is an almost perfect duplicate o f the complete synthesis. However, the ideal of 

unrestricted individual liberty is vehemently rejected (1.83). The so-called conservative synthesis 

complements the realm of undesirable concepts with the value of political participation. Basically, all 

values gain high support, except for hedonism and political activity. This clearly ideological bias 

concerning the exclusion of certain concepts being responsible for the name of this collective.

5.2.3 Marginal Value Pasterns

To repeat. East Germany is characterised by a value spectrum that is less faceted and generally more 

homogeneous as is the case for West Germany. However, on the margins of East German society we 

observe three non-representative, yet highly conflictual patterns which may have the potential to break 

' up this dominant value harmony.

i Graph 5.12: Postmaterialism, Ascetic Conservatism and Value Distance

1 122
I

Realisation _____________________

- • —Total (939) Postmaterial ism (15)

Value Distance (17) Ascetic Conservatism (35)

To start with, postmaterialism is clearly a minority phenomenon, although the pattern is basically 

comparable to that o f its Western counterpart The values of self-realisation, solidarity, autonomy and 

political activity are esteemed highly, whilst achievement and duty are values that are forcefully denied. 

However, this compatibility is not complete, because East German postmaterialists are only modestly 

postmaterialist although, with a group mean of only 5.53 the value of the prosperous society clearly lags 

behind the appreciation of the core values. In comparison to the West (4.41), however, the orientation is
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still pro-materialist Furthermore, the ideal of a hedonist society receives, particularly within the Hast 

German context unusual approval (5.13 in comparison to an average score of 3.12). On the contrary, 

West German postmaterialists did not show any peculiar closeness to the idea of hedonism (4.53 in 

comparison to 4.28 in total). These deviations, thus add a ‘hedomat’ component to the pattern of 

postmaterialism that is completely atypical in the W est

East German ascetic conservatism is on the borderline between marginal!ty and representativity, in other 

words, it is the East German marginal value pattern that comes closest to entering the societal 

mainstream. What are its peculiarities? As in the W est self-realisation and hedonism receive the most 

stringent rejection and, again as in the W est the core values of achievement duty and, particularly, 

prosperity are complemented by a relatively high appreciation of the * bridge values* of individual 

autonomy and solidarity. However, in contrast to the Western pattern, the desire for wealth and 

prosperity exceeds all other societal ideals, even that of the dream of a solidarity society which was the 

core belief of West German asceticists. Therefore, inspite of all the similarities, the East German 

counterpart reflects one of the major peculiarities of East German society in general: the idealisation of 

material well-being.

Furthermore, the East German variant of value scepticism, is clearly incompatible with the Western 

phenomenon o f value distance, even though, "value loss" as Helmut Klages would term it, occurs as a 

form of mass behaviour in the West but only happens at the very margins of East German society. Still, 

the strikingly low esteem that all values are held in is hardly comparable to the more modest Western 

pattern of value neutrality and lack of commitment The neglect of values in the East is harsh and 

extreme. This obviously stands as a strong counter to the dominant pattern of rather high and 

uncontested value approval. Further analysis will have to show whether this marginal phenomenon may 

be socially explosive or irrelevant

5.2.4 East German Value Collectives: Two Validity Tests

An assessment o f statistical validity concludes this first empirical part. Once again, two tests are 

conducted in which we discuss the respective results and investigate whether East and West Germans 

differ, and if so in which respects, when statistical significance is at stake. Let us start with discriminant 

analysis and a focus on the diagonal of Table 5.5.
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One is immediately struck by the fact that three value collectives, ascetic conservatism, value distance 

and postmaterialism, are predictable to a level of 100 percent, i.e., none of the individuals forming the 

marginal clusters are classified 'incorrectly', although, all three are tiny groups. That said, there is no 

obvious reason why group size should determine predictability. However, there is a better explanation 

on offer: within the more homogeneous outlook of the former GDR society, value selectivity was pushed 

to the margins of society. As in the West, highly selective value patterns achieve a higher level of 

predictability, i.e., the more extreme values are distributed, the better they discriminate. In short, general 

value harmony makes the few clearly selective and conflictual collectives so extreme that distinction is 

complete, being bright colourful spots within what is the ‘greyish* value melange of the East German 

mainstream.

However, the total o f East German value collectives is relatively more predictable than is the case for 

their West German counterparts. Indeed, discriminant analysis on West Germans results in a percentage 

of 84.1 percent correctly classified cases, whilst the comparable figure for East Germany is 88.1 percent 

(compare the figures in brackets at the very top of the table). Thus, one has to conclude that a slightly 

better separation of groups, that is a smaller amount of group overlap, occurs in the East This general 

picture is mirrored in the predictability o f single value collectives. As a consequence, all three forms of 

East German value synthesis exceed the performance of West Germany's value syntheses, whereas the 

collectives of authoritarian and disappointed materialism achieve equally high results in both East and 

West Germany.

However, there is one exception to this rule. East German moderatism only achieves the lowest rank 

within East Germany and clearly remains behind the level of group separation that is achieved by West 

German moderatism (percentage of correctly classified cases: 81.2 versus 87 percent), which is an 

interesting result in itself. The only value conflictual collective, that is the only collective that 

contradicts the general pattern of East German value approval and which is simultaneously 

representative in terms of size, performs worst if one tests for predictability. Indeed, almost ten percent 

of East German moderates are classified as complete synthesists. How come? We have repeatedly 

argued that East Germany is a more homogeneous society. We also concluded that even value 

conflictual groups, such as moderatism, display a value pattern that resembles waves rather than the 

typical West German zigzag course. Taking the results of discriminant analysis into account, one has to 

assume that despite the group's deviance from the mean average, there are single individuals (ca. 10 

percent of moderates) which demonstrate a pattern that is so smooth that discriminant analysis 

recognises them as being part of the value embracing mainstream and not as a part of the selective 

pattern of moderatism.

Can we support these results with the second test, the significance test? Let us once again start with the 

last column of Table 5.6. To re-state, the sum of standarddeviations expressed the internal coherence of 

value collectives compared to the respective groups of comparison. As in the West, complete synthesis 

shows the by far smallest internal variation, thus, we found the most coherent group in both East and



West Gennan society. Eastern synthesists, however, and this is true for the entire realm o f value 

synthesis, outperforms West Germans, all three, complete synthesis, consensualism and conservative 

synthesis, having a clearly more coherent profile than their West German counterparts. Once again, 

conservatism achieves comparable results both in East and West with ascetic conservatism and 

authoritarian materialism demonstrating a general coherence. Disappointed materialism, on the other 

hand, does less well. However, there are also clear differences between East and W est For example, in 

comparison to Western value distance, its East Gennan variant shows far more internal discored. Indeed, 

it is the only group where the sum of standarddeviations exceeds the level o f the control group. How can 

we explain this counter-intuitive fact particularly if one considers the perfect predictability of value 

distance that were obtained by the previous discriminant analysis? To explain this phenomenon we 

resort to a similar explanation as was used to explain Western postmaterialism. The pattern of value 

distance is so extreme that we can assume that it clusters individuals who evince both more and less 

extreme variants of value rejection. Thus, the incomparably high sum of standarddeviations. However, 

even after taking all these internal inconsistencies into account, the pattern produced is still so 

pronounced and peculiar that value scores function as perfect discriminators. Hence, the 100 percent 

correctly classified cases obtained as a result of the first test Moderatism, on the other hand, seems to be 

both rather difficult to predict and internally relatively incoherent also in comparison to West German 

moderatism. Postmaterialism, on the other hand, is in its East Gennan variant internally more united 

because there is obviously much less variation around the mean.

Until this point we have achieved somewhat contradictory results: there are groups, both in East and 

West Germany, which are highly separated from the rest (that is achieve a high level of predictability) 

and internally coherent Equally, there are as many groups where only one of the criteria is met 

completely. We m ust therefore, see whether the level of relative distinctiveness and/or lack of internal 

coherence is related to the collectives' ability to develop clear-cut dispositions towards action. Let us 

first however, consider the second last column of Table 5.6 because here, the number of significant 

mean differences are displayed. All three forms of synthesis are significantly different on all eight 

values. To re-state, significance tests are of less importance when large groups are concerned. For 

example, let us consider the ideal of the wealthy society where the differences between the three forms 

of synthesis and the respective groups of comparison are rather small (for complete synthesis 6.88 versus 

6.43, for consensualism 6.73 versus 6.40 and for conservative synthesis 6.83 versus 6.46). However, 

what differences there are are highly significant, which tells us that the modest increase in the 

importance of what is anyhow a highly appreciated ideal, minor as it is, is statistically significant; 

something that is due neither to chance nor sampling error.

Except with regard to synthesis, we have to establish that value collectives in the East have, seen from 

the perspective of the single values, a lower degree o f significance than their West German counterparts. 

Eastern ascetic conservatives differ significantly in only three values, i.e., their sharp rejection o f self- 

realisation, hedonism and an overemphasis on diligence. Moreover, in contrast to West Germans there
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does not appear to be any significant deviation with regard to responsibility and law obedience and East 

German authoritarian materialism lacks the typical Western disgust for the solidaric society and an 

above-average insistence on wealth. This should not suggest that East German authoritarian materialism 

puts less stress on m aterialist issues because, in fact, both groups are almost identical (W est 6.50, E ast 

6.57). However, wealth is celebrated by all of East German society. Thus, the difference between 6.57 

(authoritarian materialism) and 6.51 (the group of comparison) is not significant East German 

moderatism, in comparison to its Western counterpart remains insignificant with regard to their 

emphasis upon the mutually responsible society, the ideal of the self-confident and critical citizen and 

political participation. On tte  other hand, it shows a significant deviation from the widespread rejection 

of hedonism that is so typical for the East German community as a whole. This last point reoccurs 

among East German postmaterialists where hedonism receives a  significantly higher level of esteem. 

However, differences over the issues of political activity and solidarity turn out to be insignificant 

There is one exception to the rule of lower East German significance. In contrast to their marginal 

counterparts in the West, disappointed materialists differ more frequently from the group of comparison. 

Their significantly lower level of esteem for self-realisation led us to the conclusion that Eastern 

disappointed materialism lacks the component of ‘hedomaterialism ’ that was so typical for the W est 

However, even the type’s core value, the stress on wealth, proves to be significantly lower than the 

population average. This is a prior example of the limited use of significance tests as far as substance is 

concerned because disappointed materialists show a lower esteem of wealth than East Germans in 

general. Thus, the label o f ’materialism’ is apparently nonsense. However, if  we observe that particular 

type's pattern, we can see that all values are equally and pointedly rejected, except for one: materialism. 

Therefore, from tte  perspective of disappointed materialism, wealth is the only worthwhile value.

In short, for both East and West Germany we find high levels of predictability or group separation and 

internal coherence. Intuitively at least, we were able to validate the cluster results. However, the story is 

slightly different, with regard to East and West Germany, for both the level of predictability and the sum 

of standarddeviations. East German value collectives are internally more coherent than West German 

collectives. On the other hand, West German collectives show a higher degree of significant difference 

when single values are at stake. What docs this suggest? Coherence means homogeneity. Thus, Eastern 

collectives are more homogeneous. Significant differences on single values mean that there is more 

disagreement on more issues- within one society. Hence, the W est German society is more 

heterogeneous. To complete this picture. East German value collectives are relatively homogeneous 

internally and exist within an environment that is, in comparison to the West, in any case somewhat 

homogeneous. In contrast. West German value collectives are relatively heterogeneous, with the entire 

society being characterised by higher levels o f conflictuality. West German collectives differ more 

frequently from the mainstream but suffer simultaneously from a relatively lower level of internal 

homogeneity.
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5.3 Conclusions

Let us start by summarising the previous analyses. Which value collectives exist? Where are the major 

differences between East and West? How much overlap and convergence exists between those two 

formerly separated societies? Who holds the majority and who is in opposition? Table 5.7 shall offer the 

necessary informations.

Table 5.7: Value Collectives in East and West Germany

East
N

Germany
% Valid %

W est
N

Germany
% Valid %

Complete Synthesis 162 15.5 173 450 303 323
Consensiiallsm 315 30.2 333 246 16.7 17.8
Conservative Synthesis 126 12.1 13.4 104 7.1 73
Value Distance 17 1.6 1.8 129 8.7 9.3
Ascetic Conservatism 35 3.4 3.7 69 4.7 5.0
Authoritarian Materialism 73 7.0 7.8 55 3.7 4.0
Disappointed Materialism 47 4.5 5.0 28 1.9 2.0
Welfare Statism 78 5.3 5.6
Modcratism 149 14.3 15.9 161 10.9 11.6
Postmaterialism 15 1.4 1.6 65 4.4 4.7
Missing Values 55 5J 40 2.7
Unclassified Cases SO 4,8 50 3.4
Total 1044 700.0 700.0 1475 700.0 700.0

It is important to state the most basic fact first; there is neither total atomisation nor all-embracing value 

consensus in contemporary German society. As basic as that is, it is true for both the East and the W est 

Let us first consider the Beck scenario. Less than five percent o f both sub-populations remain 

'unclassified'. In other words, more than ninety percent of East and W est Germans are part o f one or 

another value collective.1* This seems to provide a  strong counter-evidence against the Beckian idea of 

the collectively individualised society. However, it is no t Why? We obtained clusters or value 

collectives because we ordered cluster analysis to do so. To re-state, the reported results are based upon 

an 18-cluster-solution. The fact that we found a total of ten meaningful clusters in the West and nine in 

the East, only partialy falsifies the Beckian hypothesis. However, we know that almost all of the clusters 

are highly predictable, as well as being properly separated from each other. In addition, we also know 

that the majority is significantly different in the majority of values and that collectives are, with the 

exception of the marginal pattern of East German value distance, internally far more coherent than their 

respective groups of comparison. Thus, value collectives are not purely artificial. However, we should 

give Beck a second chance because it is still possible that our value collectives, as deviant and coherent 

as they are, do not develop common action dispositions. In other words, they may turn out to be socially 

and politically irrelevant This problem will be addressed in Chapters 7 and 8.”  11

11 As Table 5.7 reports, 5.3 percent East Germans have missing values on at least one of the values. The same is 
true for 2.7 percent of West Germans. Those had been excluded from the analyses. Thus, the percentage of 
individuals in value collectives, measured in comparison to the total, has to substract unclassified and individuals 
with missing values.
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Secondly* there is no Parsonian consensus because in both sub-societies we find one majoritarian 

pattern* complete synthesis in the West and consensualism in the Hast* that embraces a third of the 

population. Consequently, two thirds of the population have conflicting concepts regarding the best 

organisation of societal togetherness. However* such counterproof is as weak and preliminary as was the 

case with regard to the idea of the "collectively individualised" world. Indeed* cluster analysis produced 

clusters because we ordered them and inspite o f all the significance tests, the final falsification (or 

verification) of the Parsonian verdict of value consensus depends upon whether and how strongly single 

value collectives perform as action collectives. Thus* we will restrict the presentation here to the 

properties of value collectives themselves.

About one third of West Germans are complete synthesists* On the contrary* the majoritarian pattern in 

the East is consensualism* that is a value synthesis which is selective concerning at least one value* 

namely hedonism* complete synthesis being rather minoritarian here. From a Klagesian perspective we 

would argue* therefore* that a lack of modernisation and démocratisation causes these shortcomings in 

the East o f Germany. In the East* consensualism is majoritarian because hedonism is so harshly rejected 

that complete value synthesis becomes a minoritarian phenomenon. This finding minors one of the basic 

differences between East and West* namely, whilst hedonism is generally lowly esteemed in both 

societies* it is the concept where average differences are at their greatest (a mean of 4.21 in the West* 

3.10 in the East). Notwithstanding these variations* both societies consist o f one majoritarian pattern that 

performs value integration or value synthesis. Moreover, one finds two smaller groups which apply a 

variation of value synthesis* consensualism and conservative synthesis in the West, complete and 

conservative synthesis in the East One may argue whether conservative synthesis, in particular* is still a 

form o f value integration. After all* two values are clearly excluded from consensus. However* the 

character of these excluded values* namely hedonism and the concept of the politically active society, 

makes conservative synthesis a better candidate for the integrative mainstream because both values are 

exactly those which enjoy least acceptance and adualtion in the populations as a  whole. Thus* 

conservative synthesis repeats and exaggerates the pattern of value approval that characterises both East 

and W est German society. In other words, selectivity is applied by copying the mainstream. Certainly* 

value selection in no instance leads to criss-crossing or conflicting orientations* exaggerating rather than 

contradicting the mainstream. Consequently, value integration* given both the pure form of complete 

synthesis and the more exclusive forms o f consensualism and conservative synthesis* is a fact o f life for 

a clear majority o f West Germans (57.8 percent) and an even larger proportion of East Germans (64.2 

percent).

* This result is not at all surprising but a repetition of former value studies (e.g. K1 ages 1993: 33ff„ Maag 1991, 
Klages et al 1986* Wiedm ann/Raffce 1986). Thus, value synthesis is the "mehrheitlich vertmtcte Wertmuster" 
(Maag 1991:117), the most frequently chosen pattern. A huge international comparison came to identical results 
with regard to Inglchart’s value index. Fifty to sixty percent of Europeans belong to' the ’mixed’ category 
(Scarbrough 1993:131).
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Table 5.8: The Value Space In East and W est G erm any - A Comparison

The Organis a tio n  o f Values
GROUP West Germany East Germany
SIZE Integration Selection Rejection Total % Integration Selection Rejection Total %
Majoñ carian Complete Consensus-

Synthesis 323 lism 333
(32J%) (33.5%)

Minoritarian Consensus- Ascetic Value Complete AuÚlMsL,
linn. Cone. Consetv., Distance Synthesis, Disapp.
Synthesis Auth.MiL, (9.3%) Conservative MaterialiBn,
(253%) Welfare Si. Synthesis Moderatism

Modernism. 653 (30.7) (28.7%) 59.4
PonmsL
(30.9%)

Marginal Disapp. Ascetic Con., Value
Mn. 2J0 PostmaL. Distance

7.1
(2.0%) (3.3%) il.8% )

Total % 57.8 J2.9 93 100.0 64.2 34.0 1.8 100.0

A glance at Table 5.8 shows an enlargement o f our conception of the internal organisation of values. 

Next to value integration and value selection we introduce the category of value rejection. In both 

societies the only group which fits in this category is the collective of value distance. Does it make sense 

to enlarge the schema in favour of a unique phenomenon? Value distance, with its stimulus of non

commitment and neutrality in the West, and open disgust and stringent rejection in the East, is indeed a 

collective that neither executes integration nor selection. In other words, no values are selected as 

desirable and, thus, the inpropriety of the category o f value selection. Furthermore, integration suggests 

an equally high acceptance of different, even contradictory values, within one value system, which is 

clearly not the case. Value rejection is a minoritarian but representative phenomenon that embraces 

slightly less than ten percent of the West German population. In the East, it is far more extreme and yet 

clearly a marginal problem. In the next section (Part in of this thesis) we investigate whether the size or 

he distinctiveness of this collective is related to the possible emergence o f alienation and estrangement 

in society by considering the issues of social and political relevance.

Let us turn to value selection. By focusing upon representative groups only (that is all non-marginal 

groups), one finds one of the most striking differences between East and W est Germany. This difference 

loes not concern group size because in both populations value selection is a reality for roughly a  third of 

he population (30.9 percent in the West, 28.7 percent in the East), whereas value selection contains five 

onflictual patterns in the case of West Germany. Two of these patterns represent conservative-right 

dentations (ascetic conservatism and authoritarian materialism) and three left-liberal beliefs (welfare 

tatism, moderatism, postmaterialism). On the contrary, the East consists o f only three selective patterns 

f which two have conservative roots (authoritarian and disappointed materialism) and only one emerges 

rom the more ‘leftists spectrum of politics. Moreover, the so-called ‘modem’ dimension is not only 

ignificantly under-represented, but what representation it does enjoy is found within the collective of 

loderatism, which is far less conflictual and more moderate in outlook than the patterns o f welfare 

tatism and postmaterialism. The opposite is true for marginal groups because with just one collective.
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disappointed materialism, the phenomenon of marginality is negligible in the W est In the Hast 

however, we find a plurality of marginalised collectives. Thus, conilictuality and value dissent which 

have entered the representative mainstream in the case of West German society, is, to a large extent 

reduced to the margins o f East German discourse.

Finally, let us consider the 'empty spaces' of Table 5.8. Value rejection is either minoritarian (West) or 

marginal (East). The same is also true for value selection, the realm of majoritarian value orientations 

being in both societies confined to one form o f value synthesis. Is this a  typically German result11, or is 

there something inevitable in the (numerical) superiority of value synthesis in contemporary societies? 

We are inclined to say no because even East and West Germany differ. The majority in West Germany 

embraces all possible ideals, whilst East German society vehemently excludes the value of hedonism. 

Presumably, therefore, societies have different baselines concerning the values which are generally 

accepted and the values which are excluded from widespread consensus. Whether it is the trauma of 

history which renders the majority of Germans on both sides of the former iron curtain value synthesists, 

is speculation and we cannot answer that question here. However, we argue that the content of the 

majoritarian pattern determines the content of opposing patterns. In West Germany, general value 

integration as the pattern of the mainstream, is responded to and contrasted by a plurality of differing 

•value selective patterns. To some extent this is even true for East Germany, however, conilictuality is 

more a phenomenon of the margins and has not yet fully penetrated to the core of society. We may 

speculate, that a mainstream pattern that is highly selective would provoke either value synthesis or a 

value selection that stresses neglected values whilst disregarding the sacrosanct ideals of the majority. 

The comparatively strong emphasis of East German moderates and postmaterialism on the value of 

hedonism may be an example of such a  counter-movement o f opposing groups. Thus, between the 

majority and the minority we find the normal interplay between opposition and a majority. The form and 

substance of opposition depending heavily upon both the form and substance of mainstream beliefs. In a 

pluralist open society this conflict will take place at the center o f society. In a predominantly 

homogeneous society deviation and protest retreat into the margins.

Why should we speak of a Western conflictualised model and treat East German society as 

homogeneous? The fact that superficial consensus dissolves, in the case o f the West, into a total o f nine 

representative and one marginal pattern, whereas the East consists of only six representative and three 

marginal collectives is not a sufficient answer in itself because it is not the quantity, but the quality and 

distinctiveness of conflictual patterns which is at stake. In both sub-societies we observe three more or 

less consensual forms of value synthesis” . In both instances, the entire realm of value integration

11 Particularly in the aftermath of the Third Reich and the Second World War, we find a widespread observation 
that accuses the Germans of false nHarmoniebedflrftigkeitM (need for harmony) and a lack of conflict capacity. 
These traits are seen as a proof for the survival of the undemocratic and apolitical German (e.g. Dahrendorf 1965). 
For a more detailed account of this issue, see Chapter 3.
n Strictly speaking, con sensualists and especially conservative synthesists are border-line cases which in many 
respects resemble more the conflictual patterns than the mode of complete synthesis. For the sake of the argument.
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comprises more than half of the population. From here we are unable to conclude two different stories. 

In West Germany postmaterialism, moderatism and welfare stalism threaten the harmonious integration 

of commonsensical values from the political le ft Authoritarian materialism and ascetic conservatism 

being the right's attack against the amalgam of modem-traditional orientations in the W est German 

mainstream. Thus, the silent majority is threatened from both sides by a total of five highly selective 

value collectives all of which oppose the harmonising impetus o f value integration. In other words, we 

can observe a battle between several one-sided value-laden orientations against the contingency of 

modem life and the resistance of a silent majority. Value hierarchical and selective concepts, concepts 

which say what is good and what is bad, provoke and deny the inconsistencies and perplexity of modem 

life. Postmaterialism, and moderatism on a more modest scale, advertise the politically active, post

authoritarian and post-materialist society of autonomous, self-realising individuals, the prosperous, 

solidaric and re-distributional expert society being the core of welfare statism's ideal society. From the 

right of the political spectrum the idea of authoritarian materialism and ascetic conservatism emerges as 

the duty oriented and solidaristic community of hard-working individuals. However, the image of a left- 

right divide, even a cleavage between modernism and traditionalism, does not appear to be particularly 

fruitful. Indeed, the distance between postmaterialists and welfare statists is as unbridgeable as the gap 

between moderatism and authoritarian materialism. In other words, when the best way of organising 

society is at stake, welfare statists have as little in common with postmaterialists as they do with 

authoritarian materialists. Western society is, at least potentially, conflictual on more than one 

dimension. Selective patterns threaten the integrative mainstream, the libertarian concept of the 

autonomous, active individual provokes the welfare statists' ideal of growth-dependent solidarity, whilst 

the communitarian impetus of ascetic conservatism disdains the consumer orientation of authoritarian 

materialism. The defence of property and wealth thus finds a strange coalition o f welfare statists, 

authoritarian materialists and a marginal group of disappointed materialists. When solidarity and mutual 

responsibility is at stake, libertarians, moderates, welfare statists and ascetic conservatives will act 

commonly against the anti-communitarian and ego-centric orientation o f both authoritarian and 

disappointed materialism. With regard to diligence and achievement, as well as with regard to the ideal 

of self-realisation, the conservatives will build a common front against the impetus and stress placed by 

postmaterialists' and moderates' upon anti-achievement and sacred individual identity. Only the issue of 

duty and law obedience will provoke a classical left-right divide because, in this, all three o f the left's 

groups oppose the law and order orientation of ascetic conservatism and authoritarian materialism. 

Hedonism, on the other hand, the idea of a society in which everybody can do whatever he wants, finds 

no champion, the only collective placing a high emphasis on this value being that of complete value 

synthesis. However, the high level of estimation of all other values, makes a committed defence of the

however, we will for the moment distinct basically integrative patterns from basically selective modes of 
orientation.
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ideal of hedonism rather unlikely. This observation stands strongly counter to the topical description of 

the "narcissist" as the new social character of contemporary times (Lasch 1980)”.

In short. West German society is characterised by having major potential for conflict and a multi

dimensional, criss-crossing structure of conflict The left-right dichotomy is dissected by a multiplicity 

of different and changing coalitions formed in defence of certain values and policies. Moreover, the 

traditional cleavage remains valid in only one respect because over the defence of 'law and order*, then 

and only then, right-conservative collectives stand against left-liberal orientations whereas on all other 

societal questions, the dividing line cuts across the left-right divide. In Part IV of this thesis we examine 

whether some of the value collectives are privileged in this struggle and whether some, for sheer social- 

structural reasons, have lost this battle already and, thus, are likely to retreat into the margins of the 

conflictual society because they lack the means to play the game of conflict

Why is the story of the East so different? First of all, conflictual aspects o f East Germany consist o f only 

three patterns, disappointed materialism, authoritarian materialism and moderation. Moreover, except 

for disappointed materialism, those conflictual collectives show a significantly higher consensual profile 

because whilst authoritarian materialism incorporates the value of solidarity, moderatism is, as a 

juxtaposition to its Western counterpart, clearly pro-materialisL The extent of disapproval and approval 

is, therefore, not only less extreme than in the West, but the selection of values is also less exclusive and 

more integrative.

Can we identify a similar battlefield for value conflicts in East German society? Authoritarian 

materialism is one of three selective value patterns, however, notwithstanding its value selectivity, is 

authoritarian materialism conflictual? Graph 5.3 told us that there is no single dissecting line when 

authoritarian materialism is the issue. Materialists disdain the ideals o f self-realisation, individual 

autonomy, hedonism and the politically active society, however, on a much smaller scale this is also true 

for East German society as a whole. The ideal of prosperity, as well as achievement and duty 

orientations, gain higher levels of esteem than the so-called modem values. Therefore, authoritarian 

materialism creates a pronounced and exaggerated version of the mainstream. It means that this over

emphasis upon generally highly accepted values and the rejection of generally less highly esteemed 

ideals is potentially conflictual, but it is doubtful. Disappointed materialism, then, suggests general 

value-neutrality or non-commitment, whilst championing exclusively the ideal of the prosperous society. 

Moreover, the celebration of wealth is only relative. With a mean o f 5.44 this value exceeds, by far, the 

approval rate of all other values, yet it clearly remains below the level of approval shown by the 

population on average (6.43). Let us turn, finally, to the only criss-crossing pattern of the East, namely 

moderatism. Only East German moderates oppose the mainstream through a reversal o f value priorities, 

because here, the approval of the individualised values of self-realisation and individual autonomy

23 Similar e.g. Ziehc (1975). Even harsher describes Kutschke (1989) the "consumer kids of *89"* as cynical, 
fatalistic and interested only in consumption. A new schema of "suspense" and action is the life philosophy of 
narcissism (Schulze 1992: 153ff.). On all levels of the social structure, hedonism increases. Thus, we observe the 
"hedonisation of the whole society" (Alheit 1995:100).
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exceed the values pf diligence and duty. The contrary is true for East Germans in general. Thus« if one 

representative pattern does possess a potential for conflict it is the pattern o f moderatism.

Still, none of these axe conclusive points in favour of the argument that East Germany is a less 

conflictual society, even though values are distributed in a more homogeneous and harmonious manner. 

And yet, in a post-authoritarian society in which the population is accustomed to provide support for the 

dominant regime values, even minor deviations may incorporate socially significant meaning. In other 

words, in a system in which deviation and pluralism is the norm, even pronounced differences may be 

integrated within the realm o f accepted politics. In  contrast, in a  society in which obedience to the norm 

was the uncontested rule, minor deviations may be deeply provocative to the societal status quo. Thus, 

one cannot conclude a conflict-free society from homogeneous value patterns alone. Again, we have to 

postpone this question for the following chapters. Do the more homogeneous collectives o f the East 

perform worse when the development of common dispositions is at stake, or do minor deviations here 

carry the same significance as do the large conflictual differences which we found in the West of 

Germany?

To conclude, if we consider value collectives only. East Germany characterises itself by two main traits. 

First, a lower amount o f conflictual value patterns, second, a  more consensual structuring of these 

patterns. However, on the margins of the homogeneous society conflict and value selectivity emerge, 

ascetic conservatives, postmaterialists, and a small but extremely harsh form of value scepticism, 

threatening the majoritarian consensus. In general, however, the prognosis that a semi-individualised 

society which, due to its history of vulnerability to external threat, produces internal homogeneity and 

harmony seems to be validated. Interestingly, this semi-individualised state is less apparent where there 

is general disapproval of the 'individualised' values o f autonomy or self-realisation, because only when 

it comes to hedonism, the idea that everyone can do what one wants, does the East of Germany show a 

strong, even contemptuous, rejection. Hedonism, however, also remained clearly outside of the realm of 

generally highly accepted values in the W est Thus, it is not a lack of so-called modem or individualised 

values, but rather the lack o f a  'modem ', anti-authoritarian value collectives which is characteristic for 

the East German society. In short it is the general lack o f pluralism which is most im portant 

Let us consider once more the W est In the conclusion to our theoretical introduction we offered a 

hypothesis suggesting that there still existed a majoritarian consensus on the values of the welfare state. 

However, we must qualify this assumption in one respect Welfare statism, as a  selective value pattern, 

is not majoritarian in today's West Germany. Instead, we have a  majoritarian collective embracing all, 

sometimes even contradictory values, a collective which we called complete value synthesis. In any 

case, it is now pointless to speculate whether welfare statism has once functioned as such a  majoritarian, 

consensual stance in W est Germany, and began to decline after the heydays o f redistributional politics in 

the 1960s and 1970s. Today, in the light o f the demise o f the welfare model, the ideals o f distributional 

and solidaristic politics find only a minority group defending it.



CHAPTER 6

A Methodological Comparison:
Forced Choice, Factor Analysis and Cluster Types

This section develops the methodological discussion in Chapter 4. A reader who is less interested in 

strictly methodological issues may proceed immediately with Chapter 7 which is ths logical continuation 

of the previous chapter and which addresses the question of collective action and the societal relevance 

of value collectives. However« as the foundation of this thesis is on« first« a non-standard way of 

operationalising value orientations and, second, a non-standard procedure of typology construction, this 

methodological chapter provides both the scope and frame to enable assessment and discussion of 

procedure in comparison w ith more standard and well-known approaches such as that of Inglehart and 

Klages.

In the following section, we briefly re-state the basics of the cluster method (our own method) and 

introduce a more detailed account of its two alternatives, as well as reconstructing both the Inglehart 

and the Klagesian value typology. The actual methodological comparison concentrates on two main 

aspects. First, the issue o f typology overlap, in which we assess whether, and to what extent, different 

strategies of operationalisation and measurement, and the theories behind them, lead to similar or 

deviant value types. Thus, we assess the compatibility of methods, in general, and of single value types, 

in particular. Second, we focus on one aspect that is, for theoretical reasons, clearly undervalued with 

regard to the main narrative of this thesis; by testing for the explanatory power of the three 

methodological approaches in comparison. To that end, we summarised the attitudinal indicators we 

also use in Chapters 7 and 8, encapsulating them within only a few dimensions (via factor analysis) 

before applying different regression methods in order to evaluate the usefulness of value types with 

regard to causal explanations of political attitudes.

Let us start this methodological discussion with a brief outline o f the cluster method1 and a description 

of the inherent logic and assumptions behind the two competing approaches. Basically, we distinguished 

between two opposite schools. First, the "American" school, which, at least implicitly, is based upon the 

Parsonian verdict o f the necessarily hierarchical organisation of value orientations, whereas the more 

recent "German" tradition follows the Klagesian idea of value synthesis and operates with questions that 

allow the independent evaluation of each single value. Thus, we differentiated between ranking and 

rating methods.1

Topically, Klagesian oriented value researchers apply the method of factor analysis in order to substract 

independent dimensions o f values, as a result factor methods search for so-called "underlying 1 2

1 For more details see Chapter 4.
2 The German school applies, frequently in contradiction to own conceptual deliberations, instruments which ask 
for instrumental values, that is ask for desirable modes of intra-individual conduct. In our case, we included only 
one question and this question focused on 'socially desirable modes of conduct’. Hence, this second distinction 
does not apply.
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dimensions*' (the factors) of a given set of diverse values by exploring the correlation between all the 

indicators available. In the vast majority of cases, therefore, this method results in one-to-three 

dimensional images of value orientations, whereby the number o f resulting factors is not independent of 

the number of indicators (or single values) tested. In a second step, respondents are dichotomised 

(generally high versus low) and typified based upon their ranking within the respective dimensions. 

Hence, a two-dimensional perspective will result in a four-fold typology, a  three-dimensional view will 

at least theoretically lead to eight distinct types of value orientations.

As we discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, the factor analytical method entails serious theoretical 

problems which make them rather problematic in a case such as ours. To start with, factor analyses are 

based on correlations between all items, thus, single values are unable to be observed independently. 

The major strength of factor analytical procedures is their ability to reduce a vast amount of indicators to 

an easily intelligible number of "underlying dimensions". However, this appears more as a handicap than 

an advantage, which is especially true if  value items are already constructed in order to meet 

theoretically important dimensions. Moreover, and this is vital, the dichotomisation of individuals 

produces a significant loss of information, particularly when responses tend to group around the positive 

end of the scale.9

The Inglehart method avoids such problems, because it forces the respondents themselves to make 

priority choices between the political aims offered. Therefore, based on the assumption that values are 

necessarily hierarchically ordered, the Inglehart index provides a  ready-made typology. Moreover, it 

distinguishes mainly between ‘postmaterialists’, that is individuals who gave first and second priority to 

both postmaterialist items, and 'materialists' who ranked both m aterialist items highest. Hence, the 

major problem o f the ‘American* method does not result from ambiguities concerning typology 

construction or from an a-posteriori dichotomisation of responses but rather from the contested 

assumption of perfect value hierarchy and, in Inglehart’s case, the one-dimensional conception o f value 

change that provides the theoretical background for this particular operationalisation strategy.* 4 As 

Hellevik argued: "Inglehart’s work conforms with the canons o f deductive research, first formulating a 

theory and deriving the MPM-index from ideas about the nature of materialist and postmaterialist 

orientations..." Consequently, the strictly deductive method may result in the failure "to cover the widest 

possible spectrum o f cultural components" (Hellevik 1993:215).

Based upon Japanese findings Scott Flanagan argued "that two kinds of value change are occurring in 

advanced industrial societies - a change from authoritarian to libertarian value preferences and one from 

material to nonmaterialist value priorities" (1982: 434). According to Flanagan, Inglehart combined two 

separate value dimensions under the label of postmaterialism. Consequently, Flanagan accuses Inglehart 

of producing huge methodological artefacts due to the forced ranking that demands that all four items of 

the Inglehart-index are ordered hierarchically. Indeed, it is worthwhile to quote this critique at length:

1 For more details, see Chapter 4.
4 A far more lengthy account of Inglehart’s theory and its critiques can be found in Chapter 2.

illliliiiii ititi*



"Libertarians who are also non-materialists will naturally select the two libertarian items. Libertarians 

who are materialists, placing greater priority on their economic than on their value concerns, will pick 

the one materialist item and then, having no other materialist item to pick, will select one of the 

libertarian alternatives, dropping them into inglehart's mixed category." ...'T he real problem, however, 

is confronted by the authoritarian-nonmaterialists. As a nonmaterialist the respondent will be mostly 

concerned with the non-economic value issues. But he or she finds only one authoritarian option and 

thus, by default, is most likely to pick up the economic option as a second choice. The result is that the 

authoritarian-non-materialists are classified as materialists,..." (1987:131 If.).

In contrast, cluster analysis treats the single variables, here, of course, values, as well as the single units 

of analysis, in our case individuals, as an Independent starting-point Based upon the calculation of 

distances or similarities (via default in Euclidean measures) between cases over all included indicators, it 

‘clusters* similar cases into common groups. In this sense, it is the only procedure which allows for the 

relative positioning o f single dimensions and cases. Thus, cluster analysis is superior when, first of all, 

the amount of groups or collectives is unknown and, secondly, the substance of the respective types is 

unknown or is deliberately left as unrestricted as possible. Therefore, we deliberately rejected a clearly 

deductively derived formulation of hypothesis with regard to the existence and nature of value types. 

Instead, we started with the assumption that we do not know how many value collectives exist in East 

and W est German society.

6.1 The Construction of Competing Typologies

Subsequently, we introduce the value typologies of Klagesian and Inglehartian origin. Automatically, 

the Inglehart-Index directly results in a four-fold typology, which means that it does not require any 

particular attention, which is clearly not the case with regard to the Klagesian approach. Therefore, we 

reproduce this typology systematically. Table 6.1 presents the results of factor analyses.

Table 6.1: Results o f Factor Analyses

(Principal component with vuimxx rotation (rotated factor matrix)

KMO measure of sampling adequacy 
Bartlett, test of sphericity 
Percentage of explained variance

VALUE 0IMEH8X01T

talf-lMlifltleD 
polities! activity 
iisdonis«

autonomy
solidarity

Achievement 
du ty/a ceaptanc# 
satsxiaiiae

WEST CElMAJfS EAST CX1MAWS
.768 .842

2653.477** 2611.285**
54.5« 60%

F a c t o r I  T s c t o r 2 F a c t o r 1  F a c t o r s

.063 .780 .460 .586

.228 .610 .275 .544
-.119 .576 -.293 .754

.305 .704 .645 .533

.425 .549 .736 .303

.820 .071 .615 .035

.806 .128 .775 .014

.726 .120 .770 .136

The conceptualisation of values in East and West is both similar and different at the same time. In W est 

and East Germany alike we find one clear and separated factor which combines the values of
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achievement, duty/acceptance and materialism, with the result that he ideals of self-realisation, political 

activity and hedonism construct a second dimension. All three, however, especially in the East German 

case, are still somewhat connected to the former dimension. This is particularly true with regard to the 

value of self-realisation which, in the East German understanding, belongs almost as unambiguously to 

the second as it does to the first factor. If we treat the first dimension as a  representation of traditional 

value orientations and the second as the expression of more modem concepts of society, we find that the 

value of political activity is also positively connected to the more traditional value realm. This should 

not come as a great surprise because an understanding of political involvement in a more conventional 

and less postmaterialist way (e.g. being informed about politics, participation in elections) can easily be 

combined with more traditional ideals about society's outlook. However, the factor loadings on this 

dimension are so much lower than on the modem factor, that we must conceptualise political activism as 

a pre-dominantly modem ideal of societal togetherness. The really problematic features of these factor 

analyses derive from the behaviour of both the values of autonomy and solidarity, because the factor 

loadings make a dimensional distinction rather arbitrary, both of them being connected to both 

dimensions on a medium high level. For West Germans solidarity, and especially autonomy, belong 

rather to the canon of modem values. In the East, the picture is reversed, because here, both values have 

similarities with the traditional dimension. In both cases, the values of solidarity and autonomy show 

somewhat unclear behaviour with regard to their factor membership.’

This result is actually strong support for our interpretation which treated these two values as 'bridge 

values' (see Chapter 5). The ambivalent position between 'm odernity' and 'traditionalism ' suggests in 

fact that solidarity and autonomy are two ideals that can bridge or smooth more extreme 'modem* or 

hyper-individualistic, 'traditional* or subject concepts o f societal togetherness.

In any case, the ambiguities of these factor-analytical results recommend a  careful and context-sensitive 

typology construction. For this reason we must create two different typologies, firstly, a three- 

dimensional approach that treats the ambivalent values of autonomy and solidarity as a separate and 

independent value dimension and, secondly, a standard two-dimensional approach that understands both 

values as a part o f the modem value dimension in the case o f W est Germany, and as a part of 

traditionalism in the E ast Hence, the three-dimensional typology is directly comparable in East and 

West Germany, which is not the case with regard to the two-dimensional construct because here, the 

dimensions of 'modernism* and 'traditionalism ' refer to different compositions of values. In order to 

arrive at the final typology, we had to divide the respondents based upon their behaviour onto two or 

three dimensions. The standard procedure relies upon the respective mean values of the dimensional 

indices (e.g. Maag 1991: 114, BQrklin et al. 1994). In other words, all individuals with a  below-average 

score on e.g. the 'modem* dimension are labelled 'anti-modernists*, whilst all individuals with an above- 1

1 The results of a second factor analysis using an oblimin rotation instead of the standard van max procedure 
repeats the former impression with the exception that our ambiguous values become slightly clearer in outfit - 
more modem in the West, more traditional with regard to the East •
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average score on the traditional dimension are treated as ‘traditionalists’. Consequently, a two 

dimensional perspective results in the following fourfold typology:

140

I Modem Traditional
Type 1 + +
Type 2 + -

Type 3 +
Type 4 1 -

A three-dimensional typology is built, however, by necessity we must arrive at a eightfold typology. The 

following table shows the frequency distributions o f four different value typologies: our own cluster 

typology, the two- and three-dimensional factor typology and Inglehart's ranking model, both for East 

and West Germany separately.

Table 6.2A: Cluster-Types, Factor-Types and Ranking-Types - West Germany
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Table 6.2B: Cluster-Types, Factor-Types and Ranking-Types - East Germany
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Surprisingly, the tables reveal one striking similarity between all diverse typology constructions, namely 

that value synthesis is, numerically, the dominant type no m atter on which principles die 

operationalisation and typologisation are based. Indeed, the ranking method, explicitly constructed in 

order to avoid the theoretically undesired possibility of value synthesis provokes worse results than its 

rating alternatives. The percentage of complete synthesists varies between about a third of the 

respondents (cluster and 3-factor approach) and more than forty percent as a result of a two-dimensional 

factor solution/ The Inglehart-lndex, however, produces a clear majority (almost sixty percent) of 

‘mixed’ types. Admittedly, the ranking method allows for the sophisticated differentiation of value 

synthesis regarding the relative priority of value dimensions into ‘rather postmaterialists* and ‘rather 

materialists*. Substantially, however, both ‘rather* types are as much a  form of value synthesis as their 

counterparts in the rating methods.

5.2 An Investigation into 'typology Overlap

Regarding the substantial overlap between the single types, the subsequent tables present cross

tabulations between all three methods. The following Tables 6.3 A and B focus on the overlap between 

out cluster types and Inglehart’s ranking method. Generally, we treat all instances in which the overlap 

exceeds the fifty percent barrier as highly compatible.

'all l : 15.31! Wciii G aim any: Overlap between Inglehart and O uster Method

r Rather Post-
ia liit Materialists Postmaterialists Total C luster

1.0 16.9 3.7 ISA 17.3 4-8

27.5 14.8 38.3 21.8 114

24.7 6,4 6.5 1.8 5.7

23.5 5.4 8.8 Z1 S3

9.3 1.7 7.4 1.4 AO

370 3.4 29.6 2.8 to

22.0 9.1 19.5 8.5 9.1

213 31.5 16.7 26.1 313

21.7 17.4 17 3 14.8 17.7

19.6 6.7 9.8 33 73

213 203 100/100

This result is consistent with the results of other studies based upon either the Klagesiaa approach or the 
aglehart index (see for example Maag 1990, Klages 1988, Inglehart 1990, Hellevik 1993 or Bean/Papadakis 
994).
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Table 6.3B East Germany: Overlap between Inglehart and O uster Method

In k lehart-Index: Materialist

Rather

Materialist

Rather Post- 

Materialists Postmaterialists Total C lutter
CIu$ter*Typcs:

Pootmelerlalnn 6.7 03 333 23 600 113 1j6

Moderattsm 23.6 11.5 32.4 15.2 30.4 19.7 133 263 163

Asceticism 52.9 5.9 32.4 33 113 1.7 2.9 13 3.7
Authoritarian
Materialism 52.1 123 35.6 83 83 2j8 41 3.9 7S

Disappointed
MaterlaHsm 26.2 3.6 42.9 5.7 23.8 4.4 7.1 3.9 43

Value Distance 23.5 13 233 13 353 Z6 17.6 3.9 13
Complete
Synthesis 28.8 15.1 33.8 17.1 30.0 21 JO 73 153 173

Conoenawlam 32.3 32.9 37.4 363 24.8 33.6 33 22.4 333
Canarrvatlve
Synthesis 41.6 17.1 29.6 11.7 22.4 123 6.4 103 133

Total Inglehart 32J9 34.1 24.8 82 700/100

In fact, cluster-typed postmaterialists turn out to be postmaterialists, also with regard to the Inglehart* 

index. This is true for both East Germans but particularly for their Western variant7 Interestingly, a clear 

majority of welfare statists are ‘rather materialist’, whilst East German asccticists and authoritarian 

materialists are predominantly materialists. Apart from these groups, there is relatively little overlap 

between both value typologies. Indeed, there are even some unexpected curiosities to observe, because 

W est German disappointed materialists prove to be mainly postmaterialists or ’rather postmaterialists’ in 

spite of tteir relatively high stress upon material values. Other types, such as value distance, but also the 

realm of synthesis and even moderates seem to be fairly evenly distributed over the Inglehart index, the 

relationship between both appearing to be negligible. In short, both value typologies overlap really only 

in a few instances: East and West German postmaterialism. West German welfare statism and East 

German authoritarian materialism and asceticism. How should we explain this relatively poor 

coincidence? Tables 6.4 A and B present the priorities of the single Inglehart items instead of the final 

typology.

Postmaterialists are postmaterialists because they choose the items ’more citizen influence* and ’protect 

freedom of opinion* as either first or second priority. Moderates and particularly East German moderates 

are less easy to label in the Inglehart language because they basically choose for all four items randomly. 

Hence, moderatism is either not, or only vaguely, compatible to the Inglehart typology.

The most interesting case is presented by West German welfare statism. The peculiarity o f this 

collective is based, as we know, upon its stress on a wealthy and solidaric society and its rejection of

7 That only a minority of Inglehart’s postmaterialists prove to be postmaterialists with regard to the cluster 
method is easily explained by the marginal frequencies. The Inglehart-index results in twenty percent West 
German postmaterialists and eight percent East Germans. The cluster type is far more restrictive: only five percent 
in the West and less than two percent in the East.
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'law and order* ideals and hedonist and participatory conceptions of society. Thus, we would expect that 

welfare statists prove to be ‘rather materialists* because they emphasise the material item of the 

Inglehart index and neglect its 'law and order* preposition. However, the opposite is true, because a 

clear majority of welfare statists gives 'maintenance of peace and order* highest priority, whilst only a 

tiny percentage see the importance of 'fighting increasing prices’. In other words, welfare statists are 

'rather materialist* because 'law and order’ is their first choice and the 'protection of freedom of 

opinion* the second. How can one explain this overtly contradictory evidence?

Table 6.4. A West Germany: Value Collectives and Inglehart Priorities

Inglehart Items:
'Maintain Peace 
and Order '

'Fight Increase 
ing Prices*

'More Citizen 
Influence'

‘Protect Free
dom o f Opinion'

Cluster-Types: Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2iJl

13 6.2 6.2 10.8 55.4 35.4 36.9 47.4

Moderattsm 13.8 10.6 20.0 23.8 32.5 313 33.8 34.4

Welfare Statism 57.1 18.2 11.5 16.7 14.3 10.4 16.7 56.4

Asceticism 43.5 23.2 23.5 41.2 17.6 14.7 14.5 23.2
Author! tartan 
Materialism 66.7 16.7 16.4 38.2 3.7 20.4 1X7 25.5
Disappointed
Materialism 10.7 14.3 28.6 3X1 53.6 25.0 14.8 25.9

Value Dlstanee 29.5 26.4 27.1 26.4 18.1 25.2 2X7 25.0
Compiete
Synthesis 42.4 15.0 19.7 26.2 13.9 28.5 24.7 30.5

Conoensualsm 37.9 25.1 23.7 24.1 19.3 25.8 19.7 25.4
CatMerrattre
Synthesis 55.8 17.3 17.5 28.2 12.5 24.0 16.7 30.4

Total 37.3 17.7 20.1 25.8 19.9 25.P 23.0 312

Table 6.4.B East Germany: Value Collectives and Inglehart Priorities

Inglehart Items:
'Maintain Peace 
and Order'

'Fight Increas
ing Prices’

'More Citizen 
Influence'

'Protect Free
dom o f Opinion’

Cluster-Types: Rank 1Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 1 Rank 2

Postmal* rtalsm 6.7 13.3 0.0 20.0 73.3 13.3 20.0 53.3

Moderatismi 38.3 21.5 18.1 32.9 37.6 26.8 6.7 18.8

Aacettdam 70.6 14.7 14.7 50.0 14.7 17.6 0.0 17.6
Authoritarian
M aterlalsm 68.5 15.1 20.5 45.2 9.6 32.9 X7 6.8
DisappoiiSod
M aterlalsm 41.3 17.4 30.4 39.1 24.4 40.0 4.4 11.1

Value Distance 5.9 412 41.2 29.4 41.2 23.5 11.8 17.6
Canútale
Sjntheris 42.9 23.6 19.3 36.0 23.0 25.5 14.9 15.5

CanMonalam 50.8 24.9 19.4 31.8 23.6 30.6 6.4 12.5
Co noe reati re 
Synthedf 53.6 24.0 17.6 40.0 26.4 21.6 X4 14.4

Total 47.9 22.6 193 35.7 25.8 27.7 7.1 14.7
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Presumably, welfare statists will not choose the item "more citizen influence', because the vehemently 

anti-participatory impetus of welfare statists, who believe in a centralised expert society, inhibits such a 

choice. However, in spite of all superficial intuition, welfare statists do not stress anti-inflation policies. 

On the contrary, welfare statists' social democratic re-distributive and socially just conceptions of 

politics may even promote positive attitudes about an active inflation policy.* Indeed, the position of 

welfare statistsm in this item is extraordinary, because, notwithstanding the general ambiguity of an 

inflation item in societies like West Germany which has not encountered any real inflation problems for 

decades, only postmaterialists deny the importance of this issue more strongly. Probably, Inglehart's 

materialist item measures a preference or hostility towards public spending, rather than any real 

materialist attitudes. Indeed, the correlation between both items, the 'wealthy society' on the one hand, 

and Inglehart's inflation item on the other, is not only insignificant but non-existent (Pearson's corr of - 

.01 in the West, .01 in the East). Having said that, welfare statists evidently choose two options because 

the alternative options are even less acceptable. Clearly, the Inglehart index forces welfare statists to 

select between political aims of which presumably none is really attractive.

Obviously, asceticists and authoritarian materialists have far less problem in selecting an adequate 

priority hierarchy, because according to their value profile, the 'law and order* statement warrants the 

highest rank. Both groups, and particularly asceticists, have relatively little problems in picking the 

inflation item as second best Both groups show strong anti-welfare state attitudes* and presumably, 

especially asceticists, have financial assets to protect against devaluation. Therefore, both typologies 

match fairly well.

W est German disappointed materialists, on the other hand, are a second prominent problem case, 

because their clearly materialist orientation cannot be reproduced by the Inglehart index. The high 

emphasis on 'citizen influence', relatively compatible to the group's stress on the value of self- 

realisation, is not, however, complemented by a second clear alternative. Moreover, except for the 

detested issue o f Taw and order* disappointed materialists tend to pick a second item by random choice, 

hence, their classification as postmaterialist or 'rather postmaterialist*.

Clearly, value distance leads to general problems of choice dilemma, because there is hardly any 

consistent relationship between this value pattern and the Inglehart index. Interestingly, the realm of 

synthesis attains no particular profile as a result of the forced choice method, although we observe a 

tendency to opt for the 'law  and order’ statement in combination with one of the postmaterialist items. 

As a consequence, most synthesists prove, once again, to be part of a ‘mixed* type.

If one wants to summarise these results, one would probably have to focus mainly on the difficulties that 

are inherent in Inglehart's one-dimensional conception of value orientations, whilst the ranking method, 

on the other hand, appears less problematic, because most rating-type synthesists manage to escape * 9

* The altitudinal syndromes of our value collectives are the major topic of the two following chapters. In order to 
grasp some contradictory findings with regard to this methodological comparison, we had to use some of this 
evidence in anticipation.
9 See Chapter 8.
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Inglehart's dichotomous classification schema and turn out to be value synthesists again, either as rather 

postmaterialists or rather materialists. This one-dimensional understanding, however, creates more 

problematic ambiguities and even misleading classifications. As we have seen, problems arise 

particularly within the traditional-materialist realm. Indeed, in spite o f his theoretical claims, Inglehart 

measures materialist attitudes rather badly. The inflation item prompting attitudes more concerned with 

social welfare and public spending than questions of material well-being. On the other hand, the index 

does capture authoritarian Maw and order* ideals fairly well, with the result that the classification is 

basically correct regarding value collectives which are characterised mainly through authoritarianism. 

However, it is almost completely insensitive to the existence o f m aterialist but non-authoritarian value 

orientations as is the case for both West German welfare statists and disappointed m aterialists.10 In any 

case, the greater simplicity of the Inglehart index, in itself certainly no mistake, creates a similarly 

simplistic perspective on value orientations in contemporary societies. Moreover, alongside its inability 

to capture certain criss-crossing phenomena that do not coincide with the materialist-postmaterialist 

dichotomy, it also blurs group boundaries. As an example, both asceticists and authoritarian materialists 

are classified as Materialists*. Indeed, both groups proved to be authoritarian and materialist in 

orientation, however, the high emphasis placed on solidarity and participatory beliefs sets asceticism 

apart from authoritarian materialism’s dream of a passive consumer society.

Having said all that, Inglehart may still be, intuitively and empirically, be the better expression of value 

change. Until this point, we compared Inglehart with the value collectives as they were obtained via 

cluster analyses. Indeed, on this level of analysis the Inglehart typology appears to over-simplify and 

sometimes even openly mislead. However, it is another matter whether or not Inglehart explains social 

phenomena such as political attitudes or voting behaviour better than what maybe an over-complex and 

over-sophisticated value typology, an issue which we pursue in the second part of this methodological 

discussion.

Let us first however, re-state an analogous analysis with regard to the overlap between cluster- and 

factor-analytical value models.

Intuitively, we would expea much higher typology-overlap because methodologically we only deal with 

different strategies of typology construction, on die basis of the same survey question and its variables. 

Therefore, taking the ambiguities of the factor solution into account, we present the following analysis 

first based on a two-dimensional approach (modern versus traditional values) and, second, as a three- 

dimensional construct (modem, traditional and social values).

* In this sense, our findings correspond to Flanagan’s who likewise criticised the weakness of the Inglehart index 
with regard to the differentiation between authoritarian and materialist orientations (1987:131 If.).
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Table 6.5 .A West Germany: Overlap between Two-Factor and O uster Method

Factor-Index: M+T+ M+T- M-T+- M-T-
Total
C luster

Cluster-Types:

Postmatertalsni 863 22.7 13.8 3 2 4.7

Moderatimi 13.1 3:e 76.9 49.8 10.0 5.6 1L6

Welfare Statina 13 0.2 6.4 2.0 23.6 73 66.7 183 53

Aace tl dam 2.9 0.3 1.4 0.4 8L2 21.1 143 33 SO
Authoritarian
Materialism 72.7 15.1 27.3 53 40
Disappointed
M aterialsm 10.7 12 89J 83 20

Value Distance 10.9 3.7 0.8 0.4 883 400 93
Complete
Synthesis 82.9 63.7 8.9 163 6.7 11.3 1.6 23 323

Consensuaban 46.9 19.6 2.0 2.0 33.9 33.2 15.1 130 17.7
Conservative
Synthesis 712 12.6 28.8 11.3 73

Total Factor 42.4 17.9 192 20.6 jootm

Table 6.5.B East Germany: Overlap between Two-Factor and Cluster Method

Factor-Index: M+ r+ M + r- A/-T+- M-T-
Total
C luster

C luster-Types:

Pettinate risim i 86.7 14.9 13.3 1.2 13

M oderatimi 30.9 11.8 430 73.6 8.7 4.4 17.4 15.7 159

Asceticism 629 7.4 37.1 73 3.7
Authoritarian
M aterialism 493 122 50.7 223 79
Disappointed
M aterials»] 130 6.9 870 24.1 49

Value Distance 100.0 102 L8
C ondirle
Synthesis 100.0 41.6 173

Co mm m m lsni 503 40.9 13 4.6 38.4 40.9 9.8 18.7 333
Conaerrattve
Synthods 173 5.7 823 35.1 133

Total Factor 412 93 3 I j6 loot 100

Let us start with the 'small* solution. Tables 6.5 A and B show that the initial assumption was correct, 

because in comparison to the Inglehart index, the overlap between factor- and cluster types Is high. In 

W est Germany, nine out of ten value collectives strongly coincide (far beyond the fifty percent level) 

w ith one of the four factor types. The same is true for eight out o f nine East German collectives, 

however, the level of overlap is slightly less convincing. Are both methods also substantially
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compatible? In the West, not surprisingly both postmaterialists and moderates turn out to be 

‘modernists’. In other words, factor analytical models could not differentiate between this radical value 

collective and its ‘softened’ more moderate and socially well-integrated variant However, what is 

surprising is that welfare statists were be labelled as ‘value distant’, which is overtly contradictory to the 

well-pronounced and determined value profile o f this collective. Indeed, welfare statists were victims of 

the inherent logic of a factor-based typology construction. To re-state, the distribution o f individuals 

with regard to the dimensions of ‘modernism’ and ‘traditionalism* depends upon whether individuals 

score above or below the mean value o f the respective additive index. Welfare statists detest the ideals 

of citizen participation and hedonism and show a below-average esteem of self-realisation but, on the 

other hand, they aplaud the ideals of autonomy and, particularly, solidarity. However, the rejection of 

three out of five values winch constitute the W est German dimension o f ‘modernism* gives welfare 

statists a below-average score. They are typified, therefore, as anti-modem. The same logic applies to 

the traditional realm, because although welfare statists are enthusiastic supporters o f a wealthy society, 

achievement and particularly the concept o f ‘law and order’ provoke a stringent rejection. Consequently, 

they again score below-average with regard to this additive index, hence their classification as 

representatives of ‘value loss’.

Exactly the same problem concerns disappointed materialism, because their emphasis on wealth, on the 

one hand, and self-realisation, on the other, is not sufficient to achieve an above-average score on any of 

the dimensions. Thus, this group is also labelled as ‘value distant*.

Both of these results support previous suspicions with regard to the insensitivity of the factor models in 

dealing with evidence that contradicts the dimensional structure of the data. Indeed, neither welfare 

statists nor disappointed materialists match factor dimensions, because both collectives pick certain 

values from one dimension and combine those with others from a second dimension, thus failing to 

embrace the entire value realm of one dimension. On the contrary, those values are forcefully rejected.

In any case, a further problem that was typical for the Inglehart index re-emerges, because in spite of all 

the differences regarding their ‘social’ values both asceticists and authoritarian materialists are 

commonly labelled as ‘traditionalists’. The realm o f synthesis and the collective of value distance, on 

the other hand, are collectives which are reflected equally within the factor-based typology.

The East German evidence is basically comparable, although one should mention several interesting 

deviations. For example, moderates waver between synthesis and modernism, which is less an indication 

of a particular weakness o f the factor model, than a fair reflection o f East German mode rati sm’s 

mainstream position. Moreover, a tiny majority o f authoritarian materialists are classified as ‘value 

distant*. The same interpretation is once again applying. In East Germany, the ‘traditional* value 

dimension embraces, after wealth, achievement and obedience, the values o f solidarity and autonomy. 

Authoritarian materialists are forcefully anti-social, hence, their below-average score on this dimension 

and their subsequent classification as value-alienated.
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In conclusion, the two-dimensional factor approach seems to suffer from similar deficiencies to those of 

the Inglehart method, despite its higher typology overlap, because a two-dimensional conception appears 

to be too crude, too inelastic and too simple to adequately grasp value orientations in contemporary 

society. Consequently, decisive group differences are blurred and, in some instances, even subject to 

clear mis-classiilcation.

Basically, the factor analyses gave strong indications that a three-dimensional understanding of modem 

values is more appropriate. Thus, we expect this second and presumably more detailed and context- 

sensitive variant to eradicate some of the ‘small’ variant's major deficiencies.

Table 6.6.A West Germany: Overlap between Three-Factor and Cluster Method

Factor-
Index: W+ T+ S+ M+T+S- Af+ T-S- M+ T- S+ M- T+ S+ M-T-S+ m - t + s- M -T-S-

Total
Clust.

C) is  ter*
Types*
Pwt-
materialUm 15 2.0 718 23.6 23.1 10.8 15 0.7 4.7

Madera ttsm 11.9 3.9 65.0 512 1.3 0.7 21.9 25.2 m m . . 114

Welfare
Stettin) 5.1 2.0 25.6 7.4 64.1 36.0 15 14 34 10.6 54

Aiee tt dem 1.4 0.2 79.7 20.4 13.0 65 2.9 2.8 2.9 1.4 5.0

AuUl
722 563 275 10.6 4.0

Disapp.
M aterialem 35.7 20.4

. 645 1X8 X0

Value
DUtance 18.6 49.0 7.8 4.9 7.8 72 05 1.4 65.1 59.6 95

Complete
78.9 733 5.1 815 2.2 20.4 7.6 16.7 4.4 7.4 0.4 1.4 1.1 7.0 05 0.7 3X5

A 
8

J
i

22.0 i n 0.8 7.7 1.6 8.2 1.2 15 514 46.7 7.3 12.9 84 29.6 6.9 1X1 17.7

Came nr. 
SyntbedU 52.9 11.4 1.0 34 45.2 174 1J0 14 . 75

Total
Factor 35.0 19 35 14.7 195 10.1 5.1 102

1001
100

Table 6.6.B East Germamy: Overlap between Three-Factor and Cluster-Method

Factor-
Index M+ T+ 5+ w+r+s- itf+r-s- M+ T- S+ M- T+ 5+ M- T- 5+ M-T+S- M -T-S-

Total
C lust

Cliuter-
Ttwjt
Pelt*

96.7 16.9 6,7 1.8 . . 6.7 05 >4

M ederattsm 4.0 1.8 10.7 J7.1 235 795 35.6 68.8 0.7 05 15.4 41.1 . . 10.1 1X1 155

7.4 14.3 8.9 22.9 8.5 22.9 65 3.7

AuUl
%2 32 4.1 5.4 sts 45.7 28.8 16.9 7J

Dliapp.
13.0 13.6 arm 3X3 45

Value m * * 100LO 13.7 14

Cample te
912 46.2 3.1 17.9 17 7.8 m * * . • 175

Can-
47.6 47.6 1.6 17.9 1.0 6.8 1.6 65 25.1 42.0 5.7 32.1 105 35.1 7.0 17.7 334

Ce mere.
15.9 6.1 1.6 7.1 695 46.9 4.8 10.7 7.9 10.6 * 134

Total
Factor 349 3.0 4.7 A2 120.0 6.0 10O 132

loot
100
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In West Germany, we can observe perfect overlap between both value typologies, because all cluster 

collectives find one factor type to whom they dominantly incline, the same being the case for six out of 

nine East German cluster types. Let us once again review these results in more detail. Both West 

German postmaterialists and moderates are classified as 'social-modernists*, i.e. also the 'big* solution is 

unable to draw a distinction between these collectives. Interestingly, welfare statists now turn out to be 

'socialists*, which label indicates their exclusive celebration o f the 'social* values o f autonomy and 

solidarity. Obviously, this classification is a clear improvement compared with the two-dimensional 

solution that treated welfare statists as value-alienated. However, the predominantly materialist 

orientation of this collective is still not reflected. Besides, disappointed materialism remains 

representative of 'value loss*. The reason for this is that even a  three-dimensional perspective does not 

coincide with disappointed materialists* value profile, their exclusive celebration of wealth and self- 

realisation continues to dissect the dimensional structure.

Finally, we are able to identify differences between asceticism and authoritarian materialism, because 

the subtraction o f the values of solidarity and autonomy, as an independent dimension, perfectly reflects 

the difference between asceticism and authoritarian materialism, and now, that the former are adequately 

classified as traditional-social synthesists, the latter can be labelled as 'pure traditionalists'. Similar 

conclusions can be drawn for the East, including the now already fam iliar deviations such as the less 

pronounced profile o f moderatism.

Clearly, the 'b ig ' factor solution corresponds substantially better to the cluster results than its 'small* 

alternative and the Inglehart index. Indeed, the three-dimensional conception renders a typology more 

responsive to smaller variations and differences between single types and, hence, produces a more 

context-sensitive classification. However, whenever value collectives also contradict this finer 

dimensional structure, as is the case with welfare statists, and particularly with disappointed materialists, 

mis-ciassifications occur.

6.3 Different Typologies and Explanatory Potency

Until now we evaluated the quality or context sensitivity of different value typologies on the basis of 

value collectives* behaviour regarding the single eight values. Hence, the assessment reached to the fact 

of whether types reproduce and reflect a group's antipathies and sympathies concerning the entire canon 

of values as we know they are reflected in the cluster typology. Thus, we compared and evaluated 

competing approaches in relation to our own approach. Subsequently, we attempt to achieve a  further 

and independent assessment of typology quality, because value orientations are particularly prominent in 

social research because they can be used as explanatory concepts regarding a host o f more concrete 

attitudes or political behaviour. "Perhaps the major reason for political scientists being interested in 

values is that they are thought to influence a range of potential behaviours, from political preferences to 

participatory activities” (Bean/Papadakis 1994: 280f.). In the following, thus, we adopt this approach
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and try to evaluate the strength of these value typologies as predictors of political attitudes, comparing 

the explanatory potency o f different value typologies.

For this purpose we conducted a series o f factor analyses on the range of political indicators that we also 

use in Chapters 7 and 8, in order to grasp value collectives' societal relevance. To simplify matters we 

tried to reduce this mass of information to as few dimensions as possible." The following schema 

presents these constructs, now dependent variables, and their composition in both East and West 

Germany respectively. Moreover, it shows both the English translation and. sometimes an abridged 

version of the original variables. The respective indices, so-called Likert scales, are additive indices that 

consist of the sum of the scores on the single items. Where necessary, we reformulated statements in 

such a way so that we are able to assess agreement with each respective statement The reader ought to 

be content with this ad hoc-introduction of new variables and indices. In the following chapter we refer 

to these items, their exact wording, their East-West distribution and their theoretical meaning in more

detail, because for the methodological purpose of this section, the question of substance hardly arises. 11

Dependent
Variable For East and West Germany Fop West Germany only For East Germany only
Authori
tarianism

“If we do not defend ounelvea sgainit 
chsotics «id row makere our freedom wilt 
■oan degenerate n  disorder and dune.” 
+
*If one waits to educate children towadi 
rapeciibk dtizeas. fast of ill one has to 
demand obedience snd discipline.’* + 
Strength of National Pride

Con
formism

"One should try to live like friends snd 
neighbours expect.” +
“If one has no own opinion, one better 
agrees with the majority.” +
“One should be careful with contradiction 
and critique if this leads to disadvantages.”

Alienation "Today everyth mg change« so quickly, that 
one frequently does not know where to 
■tick to.” +
In these days, everything it *o msecro that 
one has to expect anvthing to happen.”

Socialism In Favour of the Idea of Sorialian 4 
Evaluation of socialist reality 0  the former 
GDR

In Favour of the Idea of Socialism 4 
Evakianon of socialist reality in the 
former GDR 4 
Emotional Commitment to the former 
GDR

Strong 
Social State

Little importance far democracy that 
enterprises can be privately owned 4 
More state control of economy 4 
More state sponsored social security

More state aponscxed social security 4 
Support of public social security 
system financed by progressive taxes 
4
More state eoutrol of economy 4 
Politics is too much mfkieocsd by big 
enterprises

Social
Justice

High Importance far democracy that 
income differences are «nail 4 
Support of public social security system 
finmced by progressive taxes

11 Taking into account the problems of factor analysis as we have stated them previously, it may look surprising 
that we suddenly make extensive use of this method. However, we are now faced with a slightly different 
problem. We have a huge amount of single indicators which we would like - for reasons of simplicity • to reduce 
to fewer meaningful dimensions. Exactly for this purpose factor analysis is indispensable.
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Social
Commitment

Important citizen duty to improve 
disadvantaged grabs' livmg conditions 
+
Politics is loo much by big 
enterprises

Welfare
Ideals

High Importance for democracy that 
income difference« me small ♦  
High importance for democracy that 
enterprise« can be privately owned ♦  
Important citizen duty to hiyw e 
disadvantaged p u p s ' bvjng 
conditions

Political
Activity

Activity in Unions +
Activity in professional otyiisatinm  + 
Activity in political parties + 
Activity in new social movements + 
Participation in coming elections

Institutional.
Political
Activity

Activity in Unions +
Activity in professional orgmisatsons + 
Activity in political parties + 
Pwticipstion in coming elections

Activity in Unions +
Activity m political parties * 
ParbdpaUGQ m elections

Non-
Institutional.
Political
Activity

Activity in new aocisl movements Activity m new social movements + 
Activity m professional organisations

The actual comparison is based upon linear regression models with the recently introduced constructs as 

dependent variables, and the three value typologies as independent, or explanatory, variables. In order to 

use qualitative variables, such as our value typologies in a regression-type analysis, one has to re

construct the single value types as so-called "dummy* variables. Dummies are simple devices that are 

based upon a present versus absent distinction. For example, for a variable ‘postmaterialism* all 

postmaterialists were coded *1* (present) and all non-postmaterialists, i.e. all other value collectives, 

became the value ‘0* (absent). Equally, variables were also constructed for all value types. All dummy- 

based analyses demand the omission of one reference group, hence, all the coefficients presented herein 

should not be interpreted as absolutes, but rather as indications o f how much groups differ from the 

omitted category. For example, the first column o f Table 6.7.A shows value distance, disappointed 

materialists and, particularly, moderates and postmaterialists as being less inclined to authoritarianism 

than the reference category (indicated through the negative coefficients). On the other hand, 

authoritarian materialists are more authoritarian than the reference group, whilst all other value 

collectives do not differ significantly from the omitted category, thus, behave similarly when 

authoritarian attitudes are concerned. In all instances we chose the value collective that offers the 

clearest form of value synthesis as the reference group. First, because we assumed that complete 

synthesists are the most average and mainstream collective in a modem society (see the analyses in 

Chapter 8), hence, the preferences and antipathies o f value collectives should be most clearly 

emphasised when compared to an ‘average* group. Secondly, all value typologies offer some form of
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value synthesis11, thus we were able to reach a rather high level of compatibility. Having said all that, 

our main interest does not concern single value collective's behaviour with regard to these dependent 

variables. We discuss this aspect more extensively, and in a manner unrestricted by factor analytical 

constructs, in Part in of this thesis. Instead, our major focus is on the explained variance that the diverse 

typologies achieve. To re-iterate, the first part o f this methodologically oriented-appendix concentrated 

on the issue of whether and how sensitive value typologies are towards the actual value preferences and 

antipathies of individuals and value collectives, whereas now, we ask an entirely different question. How 

well can value typologies explain social and political phenomena such as authoritarianism, alienation, 

political activity or party vote? There is no apriori evidence that more sensitive typologies should also be 

better explanatory concepts or that relatively crude typologies are worse predictors. Indeed, much o f the 

attraction the Inglehart index holds within the empirical social sciences is based upon its superior 

explanatory potency in comparison to many other concepts.

Let us start once again with West Germany. The first block of Table 6.7.A presents regression results 

based upon our cluster types, the second block reports results achieved with the Inglehart typology and 

the last is based on factor analytical typology construction (three-factor solution).

The story of this table is a rather simple one: where explained variance is concerned (see the R1 

coefficient in tte  first row of each table), cluster-types perform moderately, but consistently, better than 

factor types and significantly and consistently better than Inglehart’s ranking typology. Our value 

collectives can explain up to a quarter of the variance that takes place in the case of authoritarianism, 

whilst they perform least efficiently where institutionalised political participation is concerned (just 

three percent variance explained). Factor types explain a fifth o f the variance in authoritarian attitudes 

and two percent in the case of both alienation and institutionalised political activity. Inglehart achieves 

similarly high values on authoritarianism, however, he explains virtually nothing (one percent or less) in 

the cases of alienation, social justice and institutionalised participation. Strikingly, with regard to none 

of the single dependent variables, can factor or ranking types achieve a better or even equal the result 

attained by cluster types, although what differences there are remain frequently rather modest However, 

in social sciences with the persistent problem of little explained variance”, moderate improvements can 

not be completely ignored. Indeed, in some cases we are able to observe an improvement of between 

three to five times, particulary in relation to the Inglehart index. Hence, let us briefly discuss on which 

issues value typologies perform comparatively and where differences are most striking.

u In the case of the Inglehart index we chose ‘rather materialists’ as the reference group because, firstly, they are 
relatively equivalent with regard to group size and secondly, because we have seen that complete synthesis has a 
tendency to fall in this category. Thus, we assume that both are largely also substantially equivalent 
“ This is partly the case because, obviously, political attitudes are far from possessing the accuracy or coherence 
of economic variables and mathematical constructs.
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Clearly, authoritarianism is a case that can be pretty well predicted by all value typologies including the 

Inglehart schema. How come? Obviously, all three typologies are sensitive towards authoritarian 

attitudes. The cluster types differentiate asceticism and particularly authoritarian materialism, two value 

collectives that among others strongly distinguish themselves by their adherence to ‘law and order* 

ideals. This very same ideal is one of the major components of the ‘traditional’ value dimension, hence 

factor types also respond easily to the stimulus. Indeed, even in the Inglehart case, authoritarianism is a 

part of the value typology. One of the materialist items explicitly asks for an evaluation of the 

‘maintenance of peace and order in the nation*. Thus, value typologies perform extraordinarily well 

because all three strategies art based upon a strong link between explanaos and explanandum.

Not surprisingly, the more socio-psychological concepts such as conformism, and particularly alienation, 

provoke far worse results. However, the eleven and five percent o f explained variance achieved with the 

cluster typology is outstanding in comparison to Inglehart which lags far behind (7% and 1% 

respectively). Moreover, the gap between cluster typology, and its more traditional alternatives, is 

particularly large whereever social welfare attitudes and ideals o f justice are concerned, i.eM 

commitment towards the strong interventionist social state, ideals of social justice and equality and 

individual social commitment, all three concepts being fairly well explained by the cluster typology.17 

The R1 adjusted varies between five and 16 percent whereas Inglehart explains only two percent of 

strong state attitudes (G usten 10%), one percent of justice ideals (cluster 5%) and eleven percent in the 

case of social commitment (cluster 16%). Factor types do slightly better, particularly in the case of 

attitudes towards a strong interventionist state (8%).

Obviously, this means that the materialism-postmaterialism dichotomy is particularly insensitive to 

issues chronicling social attitudes.“ We must assume, therefore, that this is mainly attributable to the 

one-dimensional conception that reduces the question of values to a question of materialism versus 

postmaterialism. G early, this dichotomy is unable to capture attitudes that are not connected to either 

the authoritarian-libertarian distinction or materialist issues. Interestingly, the issue o f political 

behaviour leads to similar, although less pronounced results because none of the value typologies can 

properly explain conventional or institutionalised participation (variance between one and three percent). 

This is clearly different in the case of commitment towards the realm o f new social movements. The 

inclusion of a participation value, ‘citizen influence' in the case of the Inglehart index, in all three

17 Apparently, some of the more detailed results are contradictory to our previous analyses. For example, welfare 
statists who should have particularly pronounced attitudes concerning these social indicators, turn out to be non- 
si gnificantly different from complete synthesists in two out of three cases. This is a clear proof for the weakness 
of factor analytical procedures. Consida the issue of the strong social state: welfare statists are clearly in favour 
of an independent and strong economy. Equally, they want a just re-distributive welfare state. Hence, welfare 
star ism, although markedly different on both issues, are cross-cutting the dimensional structure that stipulates anti
enterprise attitudes and pro-social equality beliefs as one common factor. Therefore, welfare statism proves to be 
non-significant.
"  Most researchers treat the Inglehart index not as a qualitative variable as we have, but as a continuous index. 
We have controlled for the possibility that a continuous variable achieves better results. Amazingly, in no single 
case could the explained variance be increased, in some instances the continuous variable achieved even slightly 
less.
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typologies, once again establishes a closer link between the independent value variables and the 

dependent aspect o f behaviour/attitude.

Table 6.7.B East Germany: Explaining Variances - A Methodological Comparison

Authorita
rianism

Confor
mism Alienation Socialism

Sir. Social 
State

Welfare
Ideals

Institut.
Activity

Noninst.
Activity

R’adj.-.IS R'adj.v.06 jCmiy-JOl R’adj.-.Ol R'adj.-J» R'adj^.18 R*sdj.-.01 RJadj.-.08

Cluster*
Types* **:

B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta

Pettina tcrlalism -6.43 -.26 -4.34 -.13 04. 0.1. 1.13 .11 04. B.B. 1.42 35

Moderatimi -1.19 -.16 -.83 -.09 - J86 -.14 ns. .73 .19 -M 3 -.17 -35 -.09 B4.

Asceticism 1.27 J09 04. 04. 04. .85 .11 -1.46 -.09 04. 04.
Authoritarian
Materialism .79 .08 D.K. 04. OB. 04. -134 -.11 -30 -.08 04.
Disappointed
Materialism -..93 -.07 n.t- 04. ns. -2.75 -.18 -.46 -.10 04

Value Distance -1.33 -.07 2.68 .10 04. OB. -9.12 -38 a.«. .94 .17

Consensuallsm .71 .12 -1.34 -.18 -.92 -.16 .79 .26 04. -34 -.11 04.
Conecrratire
Synthesis 1.12 .14 114. -.63 - J07 os. JO .12 04. -42 -.14 04.

Constant 11.70 9.20 8.78 9.19 t i l 1737 $30 231

' Rsadj.-.09 R1adj.-.03 Radj.-.Ol RJadj.-.01 I" ) o R'adj-.OO Radj.-.OI R'sdj.—.04

Ranking-
Types3*:

B Beta B Beta B Beta B Bcu B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta

Pettina terl alide -2.25 -.22 -1.26 -.10 -.72 -.09 31 .08 n.B. 04. 36 X» 35 .14
Rather
Pot tma ieri alidi -1.07 -.15 •1.11 -.14 33 .12 38 .11 04. 36 .11 31 .12

Materialista 38 .10 n.B. n4. .49 .08 n.s. 04. 04. O.B.

Constant 12.02 8.76 8.44 830 8.46 16.74 2.93 231

R'sdj.-.U R'sdj.-.03 R'adj.-.Ol R'adj.-n3 RJtdj.-.00 RV j.-.08 R‘sdj.-.02 R'sdj.—.03

Factor-Types21: B Beu B BeU B Beta B Beu B Beta B Beu B Beta B Beta

Modern-Trad.
Synthesis ILS. 04- ns. -1.38 -.08 n .t -135 -.07 n.t. n.t.

Medero-Sedal
Synthesis -3.13 -.29 -1.49 -.11 -3 9  -.07 31 .08 -1.16 -.10 n.s. .46 .17

Traditional- 
Sedai Synthesis ILS. 0.1. ns. -.76 -.11 04. - .40 -.16 n.1.
Pio«
Modernista -1.97 -.16 04. 04. O.B. *1.79 -.14 -32 -08 ns.

P ire
Tradi tlonalUts 04. .79 .07 ns. -1.09 -.12 n.s. -130 -.13 -.27 -.08 04.

Pio«
‘Socialists* -147 -.12 -131 -.18 - .78 -.08 ILS. n.t. -.96 -.07 n.t. B.B.

Vslue Less -1.10 -.14 .79 .08 - .49 -.08 -.60 -.07 -233 -31 -3 3  -.12 04.

Constant 1231 *37 8.69 938 ¿36 1737 335 2 JJ

” Omitted category is 'complete synthesis'.
M Omitted category is 'rather materialists'.
** Omitted category is ‘modem-traditional-social synthesis*.
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Let us briefly discuss whether East German evidence supports these interpretations. It is evident that 

there are two main observations to make: first, in the majority o f issues all value typologies achieve 

clearly less than their W est German counterparts, it being true for cluster*, factor- and ranking-types 

alike. Second, differences between the different typologies, and particularly between the cluster-types 

and the ranking-types, are even more pronounced. Taking previous analyses into account, we can easily 

explain the first observation through East Germany's lower significance o f values, their more consensual 

distribution across society and the general lack o f non-marginalised anti-mainstream collectives. 

Logically, if values arc consensual they should be unable to explain differences in any dependent 

variable. However, why is it that in the few cases where values really matter, the differences between the 

value typologies are more exaggerated than in the W est is far more difficult to account for. Once again, 

the most striking differences concern social attitudes where the cluster types manage to explain five 

percent of the variance, where attitudes towards a strong social state are concerned, but an amazing 18 

percent for welfare idealism. Inglehart, on the other hand, explains virtually nothing about either issue. 

Again, factor models achieve slightly better results. Therefore, on this level we can only assume that the 

most context- and detail-sensitive typology, the cluster typology, gains additional advantage over 

typologies that are not responsive to what are, in any case, the smaller deviations and conflicts within 

East Germany's consensus society.

Let us finally turn to the issue of voting behaviour. Obviously, voting decisions arc one of the major 

fields of interest, particularly for political scientists. Although notwithstanding Inglehart's extensive 

theoretical argument concerning value change and postmaterialists* ‘new politics* and anti-establishment 

orientations, he and others are equally aware that voting for a particular political party is only marginally 

related to value orientations, being rather a question of accustomed commitment and the parental 

transmission o f preferences (e.g. Inglehart 1989, Franklin 1985). Tables 6.8.A and B present the results 

o f a series of logit regression models that relate decisions made in favour of single parties to the three 

value typologies.® 22

22 As we want to see the impact of values on particular party preferences (e.g. CDU/CSU vote against Non- 
Christian Democrat vote) we have to use logit regressions instead of linear regression models. Logit models are 
equipped to measure the impact of a set of independent variables on one dependent dummy variable (present-absent 
dichotomy). The R2 L is an equivalent variance measure to the R2 adjusted we presented in the previous analyses. It 
can be calculated by substracting the -2 log likelihood of the complete model from the initial -2 log likelihood 
(intercept model only). The result is the so-called model 'improvement* score, namely a figure that tells us how 
much better we can explain the variance in our dependent variable by including a set of explanatory independent 
variables. If one now divides this improvement score by the initial -2 log likelihood figure one obtains the total 
explained variance of the model. Hence, the formula is simply: (‘initial -2 log likelihood* • 'model -2 log 
likelihood*) / ‘initial -2 log likelihood*.
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Table 6.8.A: West Germany: Explaining Party Vote - A Methodological Comparison

CDU/CSU SPD FDP Greens PDS1DKP Rep/DVU No Vote

R*L-.OS rCLm.oa R W )i R*L-.13 R t-,16 R l^.12 R*L~.02

Cluster-Types: B B B B B B B

PestasnterUIsin -1.32 na. n x 2.64 at. n x ns.

M idtrittno -1.21 na. n x 1.83 na. n x na.

Weltarr Stattsm -.64 a t. n x nx nx n x .65

Atcettdsm .77 -.92 n x n x 1.75 n x na.
Authoritarian
MaterbriUm n.s. -.89 n x n x 2J3 1.76 nx
Disappointed
Matertaftim n x na. n x n x 2.18 n x na.

Value Distance -.49 n i. n x 1X7 na. n x £1

Confide
Synthesis na. na. n x nx nx a t. na.

Csnsensuolsm .47 - *59 n i. n x D J I . n x na.
CoiwrmttTe
Synthesis n x - SI n x n x ox n x na.

Constant -.79 -.74 -2.88 -3.18 -4 JO •4JO -1.12

R*L-.03 R*L-.02 R*L-.00 R*L-.09 R*L-.05 R*L»X6 R*L-.00

Ranking-Types: B B B B B B B

Psctmateriallsts -1.01 na. na. 1.74 -2.28 tLI. na.
Rather
Psstmaterialists n.s. .31 na. n.s. -1.26 as. na.

Materialists .40 -.60 na. n x na. a t. na.

Constant -.73 -.99 -2.88 -3.05 -3.42 -427 -.99

R*L—.03 R*L--02 R*L-.01 R*L-.10 R’L-.IO R*L»X4 R U O l

Factor-Types: B B B B B B B
Msdem-Trad.
Syntheris na. ns. as. na. as. as. as.
Modern-Social
Synthesis -1.23 n.i. as. 1.97 as. as. at.
Tradlttanal- 
Ssdal Synthesis .40 -37 as. na. as. as. as.
Pwe
Modendst* na. a t. as. na. as. n x as.
P u t
Tradltionalsti na. -.75 BJ. na. 121 as. as.
P m
‘Socialists* -.48 as. .67 1.29 as. nx as.

Value la « na. -.62 as. na. as. as. J3

Constant * .73 -.86 -2.95 -3.14 -.438 -436 -1.02

Table 6.8.A clearly supports the previous interpretations. Obviously, voting decisions in favour of more 

established parties such as the Christian Democrats or their Bavarian sibling (CDU/CSU), Social 

Democrats (SPD) and the Liberals (FDP) can hardly be explained by value orientations. Surprisingly, 

however, we can account fairly well for minority votes such as the Greens or left- and right-extreme
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solutions where the cluster variance varies between twelve and 16 percent All three parties are not only 

more radical than their long-established alternatives, but are also relatively recent new-comers to the 

West German party system.”  It would appear that values play a  greater role when party bonds are not (or 

not yet) established to the same extent However, once again we have to  acknowledge that only cluster 

types achieve significant results. The explanatory power of particularly ranking types & la Inglehart is 

markedly less, achieving most when focused upon the Green party vote (9% versus 13% of the cluster- 

types). In any case, it is clearly unable to account for left- or right-wing extremism (5% and 6% in 

comparison to 16% and 12% in the case of the cluster typology).

Almost identical evidence comes from East Germany. Once again, we can observe a generally lower 

level of explained variance with regard to all value typologies and the same consistent advantage of 

cluster types over its alternatives. 73

Table 6.8.B: East Germany: Explaining Party Vote - A Methodological Comparison

CDUICSU SPD FDP Greens PDS1DKP ReptDVU No Vote

R 'u-.ra R1a 03 R1-.02 RX-.05 R'L-.OS R W l RTv-.Ol

Cluster-Types: B B B B B B B

pMtuteriilsDi n.». OX. ns. X64 1.83 n x nx.

Maderattsm n x nx. nx 1A3 nx. n x nx.

Ascetidam .85 nx. nx n x nx. n x nx.
Authoritarian
Maleriaïam n.*. nx. ns. n.a. nx. 1.56 nx.
Disappointed
Matcrialam n x ns. nx nx nx. nx. nx.

Value Distance n x ns. ns. nx nx. n x nx.
Ca Delete 
Sjmtheria n j. ox nx n x nx. nx. nx.

C onN onalag n.e. nx nx n x nx. n x nx.
C o u en attn
S jrntM i n x nx nx nx -1.60 nx. nx.

Constant -125 -.99 -2.83 -221 -2J3 -3.97 -2.08

R*L-.02 R W l R*L-.00 R*L-.04 R*L-.Q3 R*L-.01

Ranklne-Types: B B B B B B B

Paatmaterialiats n x nx. nx. 121 1.25 nx. nx.
Rather
Paetmatcrlallata n x J64 nx. n x .79 n x nx.

Materialata .35 nx. nx. n x nx. -1.23 nx.

Constant -131 -1.16 -2.68 -2S0 -320 -320 -2.04

73 This is not totally correct For example, throughout the history of the FRG there was almost always a left-wing 
communist and a right-wing 'Nazi* party. However, in their mom populist appearance as 'Republikaner* or as the 
transformed socialist party of the former GDR both are indeed relatively recent
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CDUICSU SPD FDP Grenu PDS1DKP ReptDVU No Vote

R*L—.01 r W > i R W 3 R*L-.03 R*L-.06 ttX-JC» R'U-.OO

Factor-Types: B B B B B B B
Madcm-Trad.
SyntMi IU. as. ILS. DJ. ILS. as. as.
M«fern-S«dal
Synthesis Dl. B-t. ■LS. .90 DJ. as. ILS.

Traditfanai* 
S*dal Syntfaesb n j. ILS. ILS. DJ. -1-54 as. as.
F i r

Msdernists ns. ILS. ILS. DJ. ILS. ILS. as.
P l R

TrtdittantSiti ns. ILS. (LS. DJ. ILS. 1.06 as.
P l R

‘Sod «liste’ ns. ILS. ILS. DJ. as. as. as.

Value Lou ns. ILS. ILS. DJ. as. as. as.

Constant ■IJ  7 -.S3 -2.6S ■226 -2 29 -3S6 ■2.26

As a consequence, we obtained strong support for the cluster method in comparison to factor models 

and, in particular, for rating models in comparison with ranking models. On the basis of these highly 

consistent results, we believe we can easily refute Inglehart’s accusation that rating methods provoke 

meaningless ‘response sets’, that is the tendency of respondents to react similarly and mechanically 

towards a battery o f identically formatted questions. In the same publication, Inglehart claims that there 

is a stronger relationship to ‘reality* inherent in ranking methods because “politics is above all about 

choice” (1994: 290). Indeed, we have emphasised the importance of choice, choice between values, 

throughout this thesis, even so, the methodological results argue strongly against Inglehart because if he 

were to be correct, the relative ‘meaninglessness* of rating responses would undoubtedly lead to less 

(and randomly fluctuating) explained variances with regard to political issues and behaviour. As we 

have seen, the contrary is the case, because compared with the ranking method, rating methods achieve 

consistently and significantly superior results.

Let us attempt finally to validate the previous interpretations by employing inclusive regression models. 

In the following section we present the results of, first, the three value typologies separately, second, a 

combination of cluster types and either factor or ranking types and, third, a complete model that 

integrates all three typologies. We have selected several dependent variables that achieved significant 

results with all three typologies.

Table 6.8.C: Additive Explained Variance or Index Overlap

Authoritarianism Socialism
Social
Commitment

New Social 
Movements Green Vote PDS/DKPvote

West*
Cluster-Types only J23 .12 .16 .12 .13 .16
Factor-Types only .20 .10 .11 .11 .10 .10
Ranking-Types only .19 .10 .11 .10 .09 JOS
Cluster + Factor .25 .13 .19 .14 .14 .19
Cluster +  Ranking .30 .17 32 .17 .16 30
Cluster+  Factor + 
Ranking

32 .17 34 .18 .17 32
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Authoritarianism Socialism
Welfare
Ideals

N oD -Institu t.

Activity Green Vote PDS/DKP
East:

Cluster-Types only .15 .01 .18 .08 .05 JDS

Factor-Types only .13 .03 .08 .03 .03 JOS

Ranking-Types only .09 .01 .00 .04 .04 J03
Cluster + Factor .18 .03 .18 .10 .06 .11
Cluster + Ranking .20 .02 .17 .10 .07 .10
Cluster+ Factor + 
Ranking

¿3 .04 .18 .11 .07 .12

The results of these analyses support our previous analyses because although the Inglehart index 

achieves consistently less than both rating alternatives, it offers higher levels of explained variance if 

combined with the cluster types. Factor types, on the other hand, are far more identical with cluster 

types, hence, explained variances hardly increase when both typologies are simultaneously included in 

one regression.34 For example, a regression model based on both cluster and factor types achieves 25 

percent explained variance in the case of authoritarianism which is hardly an improvement when 

compared with the 23 percent explained variance that resulted from the pure cluster model. By contrast, 

a combination of cluster and ranking types achieves significantly more, i.e., thirty percent explained 

variance. As a rule, the complete model, i.e. the model that consists o f all three typologies, leads to only 

negligible improvements. Basically, these results repeat themselves for all dependent variables and are 

equally valid for East Germany, albeit to a lesser extent

In short, factor and cluster types are compatible in the sense that their inclusion in one regression model 

does not lead to more explanatory potency because both typologies capture similar phenomena. The fact 

that cluster types accumulate more explained variance than factor types is entirely attributable to the 

higher context- and detail-sensitivity o f the former. Inglehart types, however, and despite their relative 

inferiority with regard to explanatory potency, add variance to the cluster model because, obviously, 

both typologies capture, partly at least, different phenomena. Having said that, lnglehart*s dichotomy is 

also predominantly captured by the cluster types whereas a purely additive model, that is if both 

explanatory concepts would be completely independent, would result in an explained variance of .23 +

. 19 -  .42 (in the case o f authoritarianism). The figure of .30 is self-evidently far from this benchmark.

To conclude, we have looked at the issue o f explanatory potency from many different perspectives: 

political attitudes, semi-psychological phenomena, political activity and, finally, potential voting 

decisions. We found, with remarkable consistency and reliability, that cluster-types excel their more 

traditional and well-known alternatives, in several instances to a  significant extent. Considering also the 

higher context- or detail-sensitivity o f the cluster typology we strongly reject all doubts concerning the 

adequacy of this approach.

f

24
This result is not at all surprising because both factor and cluster types base upon the same value variables.

i
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6.4 Value Selection and Value Synthesis: An Experiment

Let us conclude this methodological section with a  small empirical experim ent In Chapter 2 of this 

thesis we had a rather extended theoretical discussion over whether, and to what extent value synthesis, 

Le. the unqualified celebration of the entire canon of values, lacks the ability to select meaningfully 

between different alternatives. Moreover, we briefly touched upon the issue of persistently low 

explained variances in most fields of empirical social sciences that are concerned with political attitudes 

or behaviour. If we think o f values as explanatory variables, phenomena such as value synthesis must 

have negative effects on the overall significance o f values as discriminators and predictors of political 

beliefs. If there are groups, and particularly if these groups are large, who do base their choice not on 

values, values must, by necessity, lose explanatory power. Hence, we assume that for models that are 

exclusively based upon value collectives with a selective treatment of values, in other words collectives 

with clear preferences and antipathies, the general significance of values as explanatory constructs 

should improve substantially.

In order to test this hypothesis we excluded both complete synthesis and consensualism from the 

analysis whilst keeping conservative synthesis, because later analyses repeatedly show that they have 

more in common with authoritarian-traditional collectives than their synthesising relatives. Table 6.9 

presents the respective explained variances for both the complete model and one based upon ‘radical* 

value collectives only.

Table 6.9 Radical Value Collectives in East and West Germany - Explained Variances

West East
All Collectives Radicals All Collectives Radicals

N-1383 N—559 N-938 N-461

R’ adj. R’ adj. R'sdj. R’ adj.

Authoritarianism .23 .40 .15 .27
Conformism .11 .17 .06 .08
Alienation .05 .04 .01 .01
Socialism .12 .25 .01 .02
Strong Social State .10 .12 .05 .03
Sodai Justice .05 .05 n.a. n.a.
Social Commitment .16 .27 n.a. n.a.
Welfare Ideals n.a. n.a. .18 k) o

Political Activity .08 .14 n.a. n.a.
InstituL Participation .03 .05 .01 .01
Non-lnstituL Parddp. n.a. n.a. .08 .14
New Social Movements .12 .22 n.a. n.a.
Party Vote: R1 L R*L R*L Ra L
CDU/CSU .05 .08 .03 .04
SPD .02 .04 .03 .03
FDP .01 .02 .02 .05
Greens .13 .16 .05 .10
PDS/DKP .16 .20 .08 .18
RepfDVU .12 (•24)“ .11 (.23)
No Vote .02 .02 .01 .00

25 The Intercept is not significant.
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In several cases our assumptions prove to be correct. Particularly in W est Germany, where we achieve 

significant improvements in a number of issues, to such an extent that we can now explain an impressive 

forty percent of the variance in authoritarian attitudes. We can also explain 25 percent o f attitudes 

towards socialism, more than a quarter of the variance concerning individual social commitment and 

more than a fifth of activity in new social movements. In contrast, with regard to other issues it hardly 

makes any difference whether one includes all or only radical value collectives. Not surprisingly, 

therefore, the explained variance concerning conformism and particularly alienation, hardly improves 

and even declines in the case of the latter. W ith regard to synthesis we excluded the group with the most 

pronounced tendencies towards alienation or conformism (see Chapter 8). Other questions such as 

institutionalised political activity seem to be entirely unresponsive to a  change in the composition of the 

model. Generally whenever the explained variance was already particularly low within the original 

model we observe little improvement Thus, an explanation seems to be fairly evident because there are 

certain issues, such as conventional participation or voting preferences in favour of established parties, 

that are relatively unrelated to the question of values. In other instances, however, such as 

authoritarianism, socialism, social welfare attitudes or movement participation, values can explain a 

great deal, particularly if  we concentrate on groups for whom values really matter. This, of course, is all 

we can expect from a  concept such as value orientations. How can we explain a phenomena using a 

concept that does not m atter in the first place?

i

I
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CHAPTER 7

The Independent Variables - An Introduction

In the preceding chapters we described 'Value collectives" as sub-groups of a population which share 

identical patterns of value orientations. Whether such value collectives have any societal relevance or 

cot depends upon the degree to which shared values result in a range of common dispositions towards 

"action in concert" as Parsons (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 192ff.) termed i t  How can we grasp social 

relevance? In the following section, we discuss four sets of indicators of which three concern syndromes 

of attitudes and a fourth a more direct approach towards disposition to action. The discussion will be 

brief here because, from our standpoint on value collectives, a presentation of East-West differences 

whilst necessary is but of marginal importance. However, in order to evaluate the societal relevance of 

value collectives and their ability to act, we must focus upon the populations as a whole because it is 

both the East and the West o f Germany which provide the baseline for such an evaluation.

Value Collectives and Disposition Towards Action - The Baseline

To re-iterate, how can we approach the issue of disposition towards "action in concert"? Action itself, 

obviously, is, using survey methods at least, not directly observable. Thus, we must restrict ourselves to 

the question of disposition or a report of past behaviour. If one is attempting to evaluate the social and 

political relevance o f certain collectives one needs indicators which allow insights into the likelihood 

that common political action will emerge. Fbr political scientists, and particularly for German political 

scientists, central by necessity, are those questions that concern the realm of democratic or non- 

democratic behaviour, o f system affection or socialist nostalgia, of political culture, in general, and 

political involvement and participation, in particular. We argue that the recent "life style" discussion 

(e.g. Pappi/Pappi 1978, Uusitalo 1979, Bouidieu 1982, Holman 1984, Lfldtke 1989) reveals a major 

misconception because living-room furniture, the frequency of theatre visits, clothing and eating habits 

are, a t best, sociologically boring and politically irrelevant On the contrary, life styles carry a socio

political meaning only then when daily life practices and routine habits translate into certain political 

attitudes and a general disposition to action. Otherwise, the discussion about modem life styles is in 

permanent danger o f being an academic branch of market research. Thus, in the following section we 

introduce political indicators which are meant to provide information about the range of attitudes and 

dispositions towards action.

The indicators are divided into four theoretically distinct realms. A first block concerns attitudes which 

are supposed to indicate political culture in general. The majority of these being developed and applied 

within comparative political culture research. More concrete political attitudes form a  second block 

which inquires, particularly, into attitudes and beliefs of concern to the whole spectrum o f democracy 

and socialism. Third, the issue is the welfare state. We have argued that the previous exceptional 

consensus which was established by the welfare system collapsed into a  plurality of different and 

opposing ideals which, last but not least, even bring into question the very future o f society in an
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environment in which only scarce resources are available. Thus, we m ust investigate whether value 

collectives actually differ where welfare and social justice issues are concerned. Fourthly, and finally, 

we undertake an inquiry into political action dispositions and past behaviour concluding with an 

evaluation of the societal relevance of value collectives. Obviously, East and West Germans are likely to 

be different where political attitudes are concerned. For this reason the discussion over value collectives 

will be preceded by a brief introduction which explains both the theoretical and political meaning of the 

indicators themselves, as well as their respective distribution in both parts of the now united Germany. 

The latter is necessary because the evaluation o f the particular is possible only if one understands the 

common and non-particular.

7.1 General Political Culture

Political Interest and Ideological Self-Evaluation

The question of political interest is part o f the basics of political culture research1 because interest in 

politics is (as an indicator for political involvement) supposed to be one of the pre-requisites of a 

functioning democratic process, as well as the rationale for politics in general, a low level of interest 

being a sign of political alienation in an autocratic political regime. In this sense, mere interest is no 

proof that democratic attitudes exist, but it is a core ingredient for any democratic society. Moreover, 

increasing levels of political interest are frequently seen in relation to value change and the “wave of 

political participation which swept the advanced industrial world in the late 1960s** (GabrieW an Deth 

1995:390). Interestingly, German citizens never lacked political in terest Indeed, from the beginning of 

political culture research in the aftermath of the Second World W ar (W est-) Germans actually surpassed 

their European counterparts with regard to passive political involvem ent (see Almond/Verba 1963, 

Inglehart 1989). What Germans lacked, however, was the ability to transform political interest into a 

participatory and 'input- related’ feeling o f own efficacy. Thus, for what was a somewhat long period in 

German history high political interest was connected to a basically output-oriented subject political 

culture. In the context o f the collapse o f socialist regimes and German unification the question, 

therefore, is as follows: do East Germans add a  new component of disinterest to the “transformed*1 

political culture of the W est (Conradt 1980)? In other words, w hat is at stake is whether the discrediting 

of the socialist dream and/or the activity and involvement-enforcing character of the GDR resulted in a 

general withdrawal from politics by a disillusioned population.

Table 7.1 : Political Interest in East and W est Germany

Very
Strong Stroms Medium Weak

Not At 
All Total % Mean SuLdev.

East N=1031 12.8 222 36.6 20.9 7.6 100.0 2.88 1.11
West N-1475 7.2 21.6 43.0 20.3 7.9 100.0 3.00 1.01

1 See e.g. Van Deth 1989 Gabriel/Van Deth 1995.
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Our empirical material shows a different picture because such withdrawal is simply not the case. Indeed, 

if anything East Germans show a modestly higher interest in politics, even though, the differences are 

marginal. In both instances, medium involvement is the rule, with stronger and weaker levels of interest 

a minority phenomenon. Thus, East and West are comparable.

Ideological self-evaluation, at least within die European context, is the major indicator of either content 

or the direction of political involvement Moreover, the concepts of left and right are intimately related 

to the major cleavage of modem political systems, because most European party systems, including that 

of Germany, are still based upon the turn of the century conflict between labour, on the one side, and 

capital, on the other (see Lipset/Rokkan 1967). In the context of value orientations and, particular, value 

change, left-right evaluation appear as a representation of traditional politics, whilst new values and new 

parties criss-cross what was the clear unambiguity of class politics. Thus, in the West labels such as left 

and right become increasingly blurred or, if you like, complemented by connotations which are no 

longer related to the classical conflict between working class and employers (see e.g. 

Inglehart/Klingemann 1979, Fuchs/Ktingemann 1990). On the other hand. East Germans lived for forty 

years in a political regime that declared itself as left and which based its Ideological self-understanding 

on one side of this traditional cleavage, Le., that of the so called workers.

■Table 7.2: Ideological Self-Evaluation in East and West Germany*

Left
Center-

Left
Center-
Rieht Rieht Total % Mean Stdjdev.

East N=920 20.4 42.3 28.8 8.5 100.0 4.99 1.82
West N=1248 15.9 36.1 32.7 15.2 100.0 5.49 1.91

At first glance it is obvious that this self-definition by the GDR regime left traces on the self

conceptualisation of its citizens, because in comparison to the West, East Germans are significantly 

more left oriented, the "worker and farmer" society having, apparently, discredited conservatism to a 

large extent The reason for this is unclear, although we can reasonably argue that the socialist 

experience rendered the label ‘right’ a somewhat unattractive and socially undesirable choice. On the 

other hand, whether a huge majority of East Germans base their understanding on a socialist working 

class identity or whether social conformism and desirability led to this overwhelming left bias, is a 

question we cannot answer here. In any case, the lack of postmaterialism and the generally modest 

representation of "modem" or value conflictual patterns in the East impedes any interpretation based 

upon the premise that the leftish orientation of a whole society is due to value change and a new 

understanding of the left-right classification. However, we must still remind ourselves that a 

conservative bias, with regard to an Eastern value collective, could still in the West easily mean 

predominantly left orientations. Thus, we must consider significant differences here.

1 Left-right evaluation takes place on a 10-point scale. The scores 1,2 and 3 have been summarised to left", 4 and 
3 as "center-left" and 6 and 7 as "center-right". The scores 8,9 and 10 received the label "right". The reported 
means and standarddeviation base upon the unsummarised scale.
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Social Trust and Life Satisfaction

Social trust is one of the main indicators of the comparative evaluation o f political cultures in the Civic 

Culture study of Almond and Verba (1963). Until today, this interpersonal component of trust served as 

one of the outstanding indicators of political cultures (most recently see Inglehart 1990), because in 

systemtheoretical approaches it provides indicative evidence o f the diffuse support for the political 

community.’ Moreover, on a less abstract level we argue that social trust is like political interest a basic 

ingredient of an open and tolerant society, because if  m istrust and suspicion governs the social world, 

democratic and discursive conflict regulation appears to be somewhat unlikely.

Table 7.3: Social Trust in East and West Germany

Can
Trust

Better
Careful Depends Other Total %

East N-1009 27.1 57.6 14.6 0.8 100.0
West N=1428 40.1 38.7 20.7 0.6 100.0

Obviously, East and West Germans have a completely different opinion regarding the trustworthiness of 

contemporaries, understandably, because a clear majority o f East Germans are suspicious and 

mistrustful, while citizens of the West display friendly orientations, which is indicative of a recent 

debate in political culture research. W hilst social trust is traditionally conceptualised as a pre-requisite 

for the successful establishment of democracy, M uller and Seligsen (1994: 639ff.), on the other hand, 

report a reversed causal relationship. Social trust is a "product o f democracy" and a long-term result of 

democratic experiences without, in itself, any effect regarding the success or failure of démocratisation. 

In this sense, the significantly lower extent of trust in the East provides a degree of evidence suggesting 

that the problem is a lack of democratic experience, rather than a  serious obstacle against the 

development of pro-democratic orientations. In any case, we should consider this general difference 

when we observe the attitude syndrome o f values collectives in both parts o f the united Germany.

The issue of whether individuals think that they can express their own political opinions freely or 

whether it is better to be careful, has similarly systemtheoretical connotations.* 4 Basically, the question 

evaluates in general terms the climate o f the public opinion. Considering the fact that value collectives 

can be integrative and commonsensical, selective and controversial, marginal or representative, we argue 

that the percpetion of a hostile public climate is a good indicator o f the position of a collective in 

society. That is, the more marginal, the less commonsensical a collective is, the more likely it is that the 

general climate is perceived as hostile and oppositional. Second, the issue is also an indicator of the fact 

whether, or not, a marginal or controversial standpoint is conscious, thus, the issue of social trust is 

telling in two respects. Firstly, we may conclude, whether, or not, collectives, particularly controversial 

collectives, react with mistrust and suspicion against their own eventual outsider-position. The issue of 

their perception of the public climate indicates, firstly, the conflictuality of a group, and, secondly,

* For a more detailed discussion see Westle 1989,1991.
4 The question was developed by the Institut fflr Demoskopie, Allensbach and firstly applied in 1953 (see Noelle- 
Neumaim/Piel 1983).
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whether they themselves are aware of this non-co mmonsensical position. With regard to the latter, we 

can again observe clear differences between East and W est

Table 7.4: The Perception of the Public Climate in East and West Germany

Speak
Freely

Better 
Care rul

In
Between

In
Limits Total %

East N=102J 57.2 33.6 33 5.9 ¡00.0
West N-1463 80.3 11.6 4.4 3.8 100.0

In both instances, a majority perceives the climate o f public opinion as one which is open and tolerant, 

although East Germans are once again far more sceptical. Obviously, one may explain this inclination 

towards suspicion, in both cases the question of interpersonal trust and the perception of the public 

climate, as at least partly a result of non-democratic experiences and the existence, as well as being at 

the mercy of, state control mechanisms. Indeed, both made a sceptical attitude of mistrust a realistic 

evaluation of the social reality.

Table 7.5: General Life Satisfaction in East and West Germany

Very
Cenimi

Mainly
Cantoni

Rather
C a r in i

i
l

n
Mainly

Dtocentoot
V « 7

Dtoeentont
Total% Mean StdAev.

East N-1020 6.6 35.8 30.0 16.0 7J2 43 100.0 2.95 121
West N-1465 19.2 53.2 21.1 52 1 . 0 0 3 100.0 2.16 0.85

Theoretically, the issue of life satisfaction has an unclear status. Inglehart, for example, uses this issue as 

a second major indicator next to social trust, in order to evaluate cultural differences between several 

societies. He comes to the, for him, surprising result that higher levels of wealth and prosperity do not 

automatically lead to higher degrees of happiness. The conclusion he draws thereafter is rather simple. 

Aspirations adapt to situations, given that societies have different cultural baselines concerning life 

satisfaction (1990: 243). Thus, the markedly lower satisfaction o f East Germans is not necessarily a 

result o f economic deprivation alone. Having said that, our interest is touched mainly upon the question 

of whether and to what degree, marginal and conflictual positions result in a generally lower degree of 

contentment Basically, we argue that low satisfaction in the sense o f deprivation may, especially if it is 

connected to political judgements and the search for responsible actors, lead to higher protest activity. 

Obviously, the situation in the East of Germany is by comparison with the W est critical, because only a 

minority of 42 percent reports high (very and mainly) satisfaction, whilst three quarters of all W est 

Germans are highly content Therefore, with regard to the evaluation of value collectives, we must again 

consider different levels as the baseline.

7.2 Attitudes Towards Democracy and Socialism

Whilst interest in politics, as well as both variants of social trust are, to some extent indicators of pre

conditions for a democratic personality, we must also examine democratic or anti-democratic attitudes. 

Unfortunately, we are forced to operate on a  rather abstract level. Both democracy and socialism are 

valued as an idea, and as the reality in Germany today, and with respect to how it was implemented in
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the former GDR. W hat is at stake, therefore, are somewhat general orientations towards ideology and the 

realisation of ideology more than concrete aspects o f democratic or socialist attitudes/ With regard to 

socialism, a third question addresses the direct comparison between idea and reality.

Table 7.6: An Evaluation of the Idea of Democracy in East and W est Germany

Very
Pro

Rather
Pro

Slightly
Pro

Slightly
Contra

Rather
Contra

Very
Contra

Total
% Mean Stduiev.

East N-990 44.7 313 16.7 4.7 1.9 0.6 700.0 1.90 1.03
West N=1402 53.4 32.9 9.5 2.4 0.9 1.1 700.0 1.68 0.93
Table 7.7: Content with the Democracy in Germany Today

V «7
Content

Mrfafy
C ental

Rather
C thM i

Rather
Diaeratent

Mainly v«y
DUcanUnt

Total
% Mean Stduiev.

East N-1016 4.4 25.4 30.0 213 13.4 53 700.0 330 1J26
West N-1411 10.6 48.6 25.2 9.9 4.0 1.8 700.0 233 1.05

The idea of democracy receives a modestly higher appreciation in the W est, virtually nobody expresses 

explicit opposition. In general, West Germans tend to have a more positive view, whilst East Germans 

are more sceptical and afford only distant approval. However, there are real East-West differences over 

the relative contentment o f the two parts over how democracy is practised in reality in the contemporary 

Germany. Indeed, democracy receives twice as much support in the W est, with around 60 percent 

reporting very or rather high contentment with today’s democratic reality, whilst only 30 percent of all 

East Germans gave it positive grades. On this very general level, we can conclude that East German 

society is not sceptical with regard to the abstract ideal but, rather, discontent with day to day life 

experiences and the practice of democracy in the united Germany. When it comes to the evaluation o f 

value collectives, therefore, we should keep this significant deviation in mind.

Table 7.8: An Evaluation of the Idea of Socialism in East and W est Germany

Very
Pro

Rather
Pro

Slightly
Pro

Slightly
Contra

Rather
Contra

Very
Contra

Total
% Mean Stduiev.

East N=1003 163 25.1 26.3 83 13.2 10.7 700.0 3.09 137
West N-1305 4.7 13.8 22.7 123 20.4 26.1 700.0 4.08 136

Table 7.9: The Reality o f Socialism in the Former GDR

Very
Good

Rather
Good

Slightly
Good

Slightly
Bad

Rather
Bad

Very
Bad

Total
% Mean Stduiev.

East N=1008 0.7 6.6 18.9 13.8 30.1 29.9 700.0 433 131
West U-1379 03 13 3.0 6.4 26.8 62.0 700.0 3.44 0.89

Table 7.10: An Evaluation of Socialist Ideal and Reality in Comparison

Idea* Idea* Idea- Idea- Total
Reality* Reality Reality* Reality- %

East N=1012 163 523 10.0 21.4 700.0
West N-1423 3.4 29.6 7.2 59.9 700.0

5 Again, this complex has a systemtheoretical provenience. For a more detailed description of the questionnaire in 
general and its theoretical derivation see Westle/Rofiteutscher 1992.

i
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With regard to the evaluation of socialism the pattern is reversed, with 41 percent of East Germans being 

either very or somewhat in favour of socialism as an ideology, whereas it is West Germans who are far 

more sceptical, with only 19 percent drawing such an optimistic conclusion. Moreover, the actual 

experience of a socialist system appears to m ate positive evaluations more litely, because 26 percent of 

East Germans believe that the reality of socialism, as it was in the GDR, was somehow good, whilst only 

an extremely marginal minority of West Germans think the same. On the contrary, some 62 percent give 

it outstandingly negative marks. Therefore, in East Germany, then, only 30 percent see the GDR 

experience as having been really bad. Not surprisingly, a huge majority of West Germans evaluate both 

the reality and the idea as equally negative. In East Germany a majority support the option that whilst 

the reality was admittedly negative, the idea, on the other hand, was good. Last but not least, we observe 

a significant minority, some 16 percent who are positive in both respects, both the reality and the idea 

having been good. To summarise, socialism creates a wide gap between the East and W est of the united 

Germany.

Authoritarianism as Anti-Democratic Attitudes

Authoritarianism is generally supposed to be a psychological syndrome of personality (e.g. Adomo et al. 

1950, von Freyhold 1971). However, we prefer to liberate this concept from its deep psychological 

connotation and the connection it asserts with developments in early childhood. Above all, this is due to 

practical deliberations because in order to understand authoritarianism as a  personality syndrome, an in 

depth inquiry would be necessary. Therefore, the three statements that focus upon authoritarian 

tendencies are treated as concrete political attitudes rather than as aspects of a pathological personality 

structure. Secondly, authoritarianism stands, especially in the German context, in direct opposition to 

any possible acquirement of pro-democratic orientations. The inventors o f the concept (see Adomo et al. 

1950) attempted to explain why democracy in the German Weimar Republic failed. We take up this 

conceptualisation, although we renounce the psychological background. In short, authoritarian attitudes 

are seen as both directly and indirectly preventing and impeding the emergence of democratic 

standpoints.

Table 7.11: "If we do not defend ourselves against chaos and row-makers our freedom will soon 

degenerate into disorder and chaos"*

Agree
C w flite lf

AfTM
Meinly

A pw
Rather

Dtaagrve
Rather

Disagree
Mainly

Disagree
Caopletety

Total
% Mean Stdjdev.

East N-1017 46.4 25.7 Ì72 6.4 1.8 2.6 100.0 1S9 121
West N-1431 22.9 29.8 23.1 11.9 8.2 4.1 100.0 2J55 1J8

This statement is a direct measure of law  and order1 orientations and the fear of deviation and disorder. 

Obviously, East Germans have a much stronger tendency to support the defence of law and order, even *

* In the German original: "Wenn wir uns nicht gegen Quoten und Radaubrüder wehren, wird unsere Freiheit bald 
in Unordnung und Chaos ausarten." The categories displayed in the table coincide with the response possibilities 
between which the respondents had to choose.
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though in both sub-populations a huge majority (E ast 89%, W est 76%) indicate some form o f 

agreem ent However, to describe the difference we would have to  conceive of an almost enthusiastic 

approval in the East with a more distant and uncertain agreement in the W est of Germany.

Table 7.12: 'I f  one wants to educate children towards respectable citizenship, one has first of all to 

demand obedience and discipline"7

Acne
O n fM tlj

Agree
Maügy

A |m
Rather

Dteiçne
Rather

Dfcagree
Mainly

Dtaagna
Campiate)?

Total
% Mean SidAev.

East N-1015 20.0 19.9 25.4 15.1 9.5 11.0 100.0 3.07 139
West N~1475 6.8 16.4 35.7 19.5 14.1 73 Ì00.0 3.40 1J1

On this issue, sub-domination and discipline, it is suggested, are the dominant virtues of the citizen, both 

traits clearly preventing self-reflexive, self-conscious and rational abilities. What is at stake here is 

authoritarian sub-ordination as a counter to democratic and voluntary agreement Once again, East 

Germans show a much stronger inclination towards authoritarianism and once again, this tendency is 

focused somewhat more upon the vehemence and unambiguous nature o f agreement than the general 

distinction between approval and disapproval. Circa 40 percent o f East Germans agree completely, or at 

least mainly in comparison to only 23 percent o f Westerners. However, when the full range of 

agreement is considered this gap closes with 64 percent of East Germans and 59 percent of West 

Germans now agreeing at least to some extent

Table 7.13: 'In  our state the interest of groups and associations should be unquestioningly subordinated 

to public welfare"*

Agree
C aqiM etr

Agree
Mainly

Agree
Rather

Dkagree
Rather

Dtaagne
Mainly

Dlaagne
Cempletety

Total
% Mean Std.dev.

East N-995 11.6 20.9 26.5 22.6 11.7 6.7 100.0 322 139
West N=1358 5.9 15.5 27.8 27.0 15.1 8.6 100.0 326 132

W hat is at stake here is the belief that there exists a higher good that is pre-given and superior over 

specific interest groups and particular demands. The conviction that there is a public good contradicts 

the liberal-democratic ideal of a competitive and conflictual society in which public welfare is bargained 

over and over again via competition between particular interests. Once more. East Germans show a 

stronger inclination towards the authoritarian option. To summarise, all three dimensions, intolerance 

against deviation, obedience and discipline as superior virtues and the opposition to a  more open and 

competitive society, East Germans show a stronger tendency to choose the non-democratic alternative. 

Therefore, we must accept that this insistence on law and order and a strong state is another major 

difference between East and West Germans. 7

7 In German: "Wer seine Kinder zu anständigen Bürgern erziehen will, muß von ihnen vor allem Gehorsam und 
Disziplin erwarten"
'  In the original: l n  unserem Staat sollten sich Gruppen- und Verbandsinteressen bedingungslos dem allgemeinen 
Wohl unterordnen."
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Social Conformity as Non-Democraiic Attitudes

Like authoritarianism, conformism is frequently treated as a largely psychological construct However, 

within the context of our work, conformism is best understood as simply another barrier preventing 

democratic orientations. In this respect conformity is a counter-position to democratic openness and 

tolerance (Golebiowska 1995). From a normative standpoint the democratic citizen should develop their 

own opinions and behaviour on the basis of reflexive deliberations and as a rational choice, and not 

based upon dependence or as a result of social pressure, or simply a response to the public climate. 

However, this creates a dilemma. F irst if pro-democratic attitudes are perceived as socially desirable 

then verbalised support for democracy can be both a ‘real’ attitude and an expression of social 

conformism. Second, and more importantly, our interest concerns the question of whether or not the 

opposing patterns of value selection or hiérarchisation, on the one hand, and value synthesis, on the 

other, are related to conformism. In other words, do individuals choose to Integrate different, even 

overtly contradictory, values within one system, because all values are thought to be equally socially 

desired or is value synthesis an expression of the modem integrated personality in the Klagesian sense? 

Table 7.14: "One should try to live in a way that friends and neighbours expect1'

Agra* 
C*njpletely

Ag««
Mainly

Agra*
R a tta

Dleagra*
Rather

Dlaagm*
Mainly

Dlaagrac
C cn^lild j

Total
% Mean StdAev.

East N=1007 5.9 9.7 13.2 26.3 20.7 24.2 100.0 4.19 1.48
West N=1391 2.0 8.1 18.1 20.9 24.4 26.5 100.0 437 136

Table 7.15: "If one has no opinion, one had better agree with the majority"10

Agra*
C fnfM ely

Agra*
Mrinly

Agra*
Rather

Dtaapee
Rather

Disagree
Mainly

Diaagnc 
Cample tdy

Total
% Mean Std.dev.

East N-984 3.7 8.5 14.0 24.4 20.2 29.2 100.0 437 1.43
West N=1386 1.3 5.8 16.9 24.5 19.8 31.8 100.0 431 131

Table 7.16: "One should be careful about contradicting or criticising if this leads to disadvantages"11

Agree
C*ngilitii|y

Agra*
Mainly

Agra*
Rather

Dhagra*
Rather

Dlaagrae
Mainly

Dlaagn*
Can^M riy

Total
% Mean StdAev.

East N=996 7.4 9.5 21.5 23.3 18.6 19.7 100.0 3.95 130
West N=1358 1.9 5.7 18.8 26.4 20.4 26.8 100.0 438 131

The first two statements cover different aspects of social conformism. H ie idea of 'living up to the 

expectations' of friends and neighbours suggests the willingness to adapt ones daily routine and practice 

to the norms of the social community. Thus, the desire for discretion and invisibility is at stake. On the 

other hand, the preparedness to agree with the majority signals, first, a conviction that the majority is 

always right and, second, a longing to be on the side of the winner and to avoid being cast as an outsider. 

The third statement, finally, is connected less with social conformity than an expression of opportunistic * 11

* "Man sollte versuchen so zu leben, wie Nachbarn und freunde es erwarten".
M "Wenn man zu einem Thema keine eigene Meinung hat, stimmt man am besten der Mehrheit zu."
11 "Man sollte sich mit Widerspruch und Kritik zurück halten, wenn man sich damit Nachteile einhandelt."
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calculations. Criticism is opposed not because it hurts community norms or would make one an outsider, 

but because one would have to expect personal disadvantages. With regard to open conformism, that is 

the first two statements, East Germans are again slightly more inclined to opt for the non-democratic 

choice. However, as a  juxtaposition to the issue of authoritarianism, the differences are, first, marginal 

and, second, both East and West Germans show a clear tendency for non-conformist behaviour. 

Basically, the same is true with regard to the opportunistic variant, even though the differences are 

slightly more pronounced.

Alienation and Anomie in East and West Germany

Within the context o f this thesis, anomie is an ambivalent concept because, basically, it is supposed to be 

a result o f enduring and long-term processes o f political and social alienation. In the aftermath of 

unification and the necessary adaptation of a whole society to a new political regime, however, anomie 

may be an unavoidable by-product o f the collapse o f socialism and an overhast construction of capitalist 

and democratic institutions in confrontation with a population that is still accustomed to socialist 

routines. However, in both instances, anomie as a long-term development and rather transitional 

phenomenon, we can understand alienation as preventing the internalisation of democratic attitudes (e.g. 

Sniderman 1975). In other words, feelings of personal security and self-confidence are seen as the direct 

opposite of alienation and manifest themselves in a lower sense o f vulnerability to the external 

environment This sentiment is thought to spill over into various domains and to resu lt last but not le as t 

in a greater toleration of diversity (Inglehart 1990).

Table 7.17: 'Today everything changes so quickly, that one frequently does not know what to believe

Agree
Completely

Agra»
lU d jr

Agree
Rather

Disagree
Rather

Disagree
Mainly

Disagree
Completely

Total
% Mean Stddev.

East N=1005 19.0 22.9 33.5 15.7 6.6 2.3 100.0 2.75 105
West N-1416 8.3 18.6 30.2 22.7 13.3 6.9 100.0 3J5 1J3

Table 7.18: "These days, everything is so insecure that one must expect that anything can happen"

Agree Agree Agree Disagree Dkagree Disagree ■ Total
Completely Meinly Rather Rather Mainly Completely % Mean Stddev.

East N=1013 20.7 22.2 25.6 18.8 7.9 4.8 100.0 2.85 1.40
West N=1416 6.9 17.2 33.5 22.0 13.1 7.5 100.0 3.40 131

Both statements highlight basic feelings o f insecurity and the perception o f over-complexity and a lack 

o f understanding. Once again, it is East Germans who are supportive to a h igter degree, the main 

difference being more the strength and unambiguity of support, than the level of general agreement 

Indeed, 42 percent o f all East Germans believe completely or mainly that everything is insecure (West 11

11 Both items stem from an anomie scale devcloped by Fischer et al. (see Fischei/Kohr 1980). ln the German 
original the Statements read: "Heute Ändert sich alles so schnell, daß man oft gar nicht weiß, woran man sich 
halten soll" (Table 7.17) and "In diesen Tagen ist alles so unsicher geworden, daß man auf alles gefaßt sein muß" 
(Table 7.18).
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Germans: 24%). whilst 42 percent agree that everything changes too quickly while only 27 percent West 

Germans do so.

National Pride and Territorial Commitment

At first sight, the issue of emotional support for a territorial community11 appears to be rather 

unconnected with the question of democratic orientations. However, particularly given the German 

context of a traumatic national history, we are aware that value orientations are intimately linked to the 

question of national pride and territorial affection in general (e.g. NoeUe-Neumann/Köcher 1987). 

Moreover, we consider this emotive realm of identification in order to evaluate if support for the 

solidaric and mutually responsible society is (i.e., by whom and to what extent) intertwined with a more 

particular support of certain territorial objects or is more a question of a universal orientation in which 

solidarity is expressed as a basic value independent of national or regional borders.

Moreover, concepts of the post-industrial society (see e.g. Fourastié 1950, Bell 1973, Kumar 1978) 

frequently operate with the observation or base upon a prediction of changing values. Consequently, the 

attraction of the nation was supposed to decline dramatically. A position which was complemented by 

the traumatic experiences of the Second World War, which led to the nation-state and nationalism, in 

particular, being understood as outdated, atavistic and inappropriate and would, therefore, disappear with 

the progress of time.* * * 14 If this proposition is valid, so-called modem collectives should show a 

comparatively lower inclination towards national pride. In addition. East Germany, being only a ‘semi- 

individualised* society, that is it is far from becoming a post-industrial society, should display 

significantly higher levels of national commitment especially. Finally, the rather traumatic history and 

the recent unification of two formerly separated societies sheds a  particular light on the issue of national 

or regional identities because emotional attachment to the community may interfere in the conflictual 

process of ‘growing together*. In any case, value collectives* conflictuality regarding societal ideals may 

be eased or enhanced by feelings of common destiny, indeed, or the lack of it, which is a frequent point 

made by systems theorists and experts on national identity (see also Chapter 1).

Table 7.19: National Pride in East and West Germany

V« 7
Pm id

31 Hatxüj

Fraud
Nat At 

A l Fraud Refcuad
Total
% Mean Stddev.

East N=1036 22.4 38.8 22.4 10.8 5.6 100.0 2J8 1.11
West N=1461 173 40.8 19.1 15.1 7.6 100.0 2J55 1.16

Table 7.20: Commitment to the Local Community

Strane
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At 
All

Total
% Mean Stddev.

East N-1040 33.2 40.1 22.6 4.1 100.0 1S8 0.85
West N-1469 30.2 47.6 18.4 3.7 100.0 1S6 0.80

" For a more detailed description and the systcmtheoretical provenience of this complex see Westle/RoBteutscher
1992 and especially Westle 1991.
,4 Most clearly formulated by Hobsbawm 1991. Similarly, e.g. Lepsius 1966, Upset/Rokkan 1967,
Glaser/Moynihan 1975, Hechter 1975, Inglehart 1977, Reece 1986.
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Table 7.21: Commitment to tte  Region (Bundesland)

Strong
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At 
All

Total
% Mean StdMev.

East N=1032 32.0 39.4 23.8 4.7 100.0 2.01 0.S7
West Ns 1470 23.7 521 20.3 3.3 100.0 2.03 0.76

Table 7.22: Commitment to the Former GDR (East Germans) or the Former FRG (West Germans)

Strong
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At 
All

Total
% Mean SttLdev.

East N=1028 18.4 34.4 27.5 19.6 100.0 2.48 1.01
West N s1459 18.6 53.1 23.1 5.2 100.0 2.15 0.78

Table 7.23: Commitment to the United Germany

Strong
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At 
All

Total
% Mean StdAev.

East N=1035 24.8 38.8 27J5 8.8 100.0 220 0.91
West N=1467 19.3 50.9 251 4.6 100.0 2.15 0.78

Table 7.24: Commitment to The European Community

Strong
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At
All

Total
% Mean Stdjdev.

East N s} 023 9.7 22.9 39.2 28.3 100.0 2.86 0.94
West N s¡464 8.9 35.2 41.2 14.7 100.0 2.62 0.84

Table 7.25: Commitment to the New Regions (East) or the Old Regions (West)

Strong
Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

Not At 
All

Total
% Mean Stdjdev.

East N=1021 24.2 44.6 25.2 6.1 100.0 2.13 0.85
West Ns ¡454 17.2 53.0 24.2 5.6 100.0 2.18 0.78

East and West Germans show comparative patterns when the issue o f national pride and territorial 

commitment is concerned. Differences are marginal, although consistent in that East Germans are 

somewhat more likely to choose the strongest category of support In West Germany, the local 

community receives the strongest commitment whilst the regions follow on in second position. Both the 

former Federal Republic and United Germany share the third rank with a  mean average of 2.15, the old 

regions, that is the old W estern part within the united Germany, following directly thereafter. However, 

between these communities and the European Community there is a huge gap. In the West, as well as in 

the East, the supra-national unit stands apart from what are the generally highly supported territories. 

Indeed, as in the W est, East Germans give highest credit to the local and the regional community. 

However, the former GDR is less an object of commitment as is the case with feelings about the FRG in 

W est Germany, even though a 53 percent level of support is still strikingly high. However, in East 

Germany the new regions, that is today's territory of the former GDR, receive much higher support
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7.3 The Issue of the Welfare Stale

The future and finance o f the welfare state is not only one of the most salient issues in contemporary 

politics, but the collapse o f the welfare consensus is, as we have argued, a major reason for the return of 

value conflicts within modem society. If this assumption is valid, value collectives should differ 

significantly when issues o f social equality and welfare are at stake. Thus, we devote some attention to 

these problems.

Table 7.26: Importance for a democracy that income differences are not very large

Nat at AH 
IiqMrtut 2 3 4 5 6

Very
bftrU al Mean Std.dev.

East N-1035 3.3 3.8 3.5 9.0 12.2 20.1 48.2 5.76 1.62
West N=1459 2.5 3.5 6j2 14.1 18.0 24.9 30.7 5J9 156

Table 7.27: Importance for a  democracy that enterprises can be owned privately”

Nat at AU 
Impartant 2 3 4 5 «

Vary
Invariant Mean Std.dev.

East N-1031 4.5 3.6 6.9 1Z8 18.1 21.4 48.2 5J1 1.64
West N-1457 0.8 0.9 2.2 6.8 12.1 22.8 30.7 6.12 120

Obviously, both issues, i.e. social justice or equality and private economy or capitalism, do not belong to 

any normative standard catalogue of the necessary pre-conditions for democracy. However, both issues 

chronicle major features o f modem Western democracies and match political ideologies. Social equality 

is the major factor for Social Democrats and Socialists, whilst the question of private economy provides 

the core of modem liberalism. Moreover, both issues touch on the crucial contradiction or tension 

between equality and freedom. The GDR opted in favour of equality, that is low income differences, and 

against economic freedom. In the West, capitalism is institutionalised even though Keynesian policies 

were designed to decrease major inequalities which originated from market competition. However, it 

would appear that the two different systems left traces on the attitudes o f their respective citizenry 

because almost fifty percent of East Germans believe that income equality is very important for a 

democracy whilst only 31 percent of West Germans agree with this. On the contrary, a clear majority of 

West Germans lend their highest support to a privately organised economy whilst the same is true for 

only 32 percent o f East Germans. Thus, system preferences of the former regimes are mirrored in 

contemporary attitudes of the two sub-populations.

Table 7.28: Citizen Duty: Improvement o f the situation of underprivileged groups”

Nat at AU 
Invariant 2 3 4 5 6

Vary
Impartant

East N-1025 3.0 in 5.0 10.8 18.5 23.8 36.1
West N-14S2 0.8 1.4 5.3 12.6 24.0 25.9 30.0

u Both items stem from a larger battery of statements which respondents should evaluate whether and how 
important these are in order to be able to say about a country that it is a democracy. In German the statements 
read: "daß Einkommensunterschiede nicht sehr groß sind" (Table 7.26) and "daß Unternehmen in Privatbesitz sein 
können" (Table 7.27).
'* Likewise, this item stems from a larger battery concerning citizen duties in a democracy. In the German original 
the statement reads: "Sich für die Verbesserung der Situation benachteiligter Gruppen einsetzen".
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This issue is less concerned about abstract norms and institutions such as equality or freedom and yet 

still touches on the preparedness of citizens to act individually. Interestingly, the differences between 

East and W est disappear almost completely because we find only a slightly higher proportion of E ast 

Germans (36 percent in comparison to 30 Percent of West Germans) who believe that socio-political 

commitment is a very important duty o f the citizen. However, the equality of the respective mean values 

suggests that this difference is negligible.

Table 7.29: State Interventions in Economy

Too
much

Not
Enough

Exactly
Right

Don’t
Know

No
Answer

Total
%

East N-1044 . 11.1 54 JS 25.4 12 1.8 100.0
West N=1475 14.8 19.7 55.1 8.1 2.2 100.0

Table 7.30: Influence of Big Business on Politics11

Too Not Exactly No Total
much Enough Right Answer %

East N=1044 59.1 8.8 27.7 4.4 100.0
West N-1475 52.2 3.3 42.8 1.6 100.0

Both questions concern the issue of power and priority. First, respondents had to state whether the state 

should intervene more or less than it does currently. Second, we sought an evaluation of whether the 

influence o f big business on politics is too strong or too weak. In both instances, respondents were 

offered a third option in that they could decide in favour of the status quo: "It should remain as it is”. 

The gap between East and West grows again. A clear majority of East Germans (54.5%) and a minority 

o f West Germans (19.7%) believe that the state should increase interventions whilst West Germans, on 

the contrary, support the status quo. A majority o f both East and West Germans believe that big business 

has too much influence over politics, with, once again, the status quo receiving much stronger 

appreciation in the W est than in the E ast 11

Table 7.31: Private versus Public Social Security1*

Public • Private Total%
East N=1011 
West N-1464

84.1 15.9 
83.9 16.1

100.0
100.0

11 Again, both questions have a systemtheoretical background. They were included to measure orientations 
towards the economic system in analogy to orientations regarding the political system (Westle/RoBteutscher 1992: 
182ff.)
'* The respondents should choose between two options. Fust, the state guarantees social security and the costs are 
carried by all citizens in form of taxes that minor the respective income (in German: "Der Staat garantiert eine 
ausreichende Sicherung. Die Kosten dafür werden in Form von Steuern und Beiträgen durch alle Bürger 
entsprechend der Höhe ihres Einkommens aufgebracht"). The second option suggested a private insurance system 
in which each citizen can decide whether and how much be insures himself against illness, unemployment and 
age. The risks have to be carried by the single individual fm German: "Jeder kann selbst bestimmen, ob und 
inwieweit er sieb und seine Familie für Krankheitsfälle, Arbeitslosigkeit, Alter, etc. versichern will. Wenn er sich 
nicht versichert, muß er eventuelle Risiken selbst tragen").
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Table 7.32: Expansion or Dismantling of the Social Security System

To
Enlarge

To
Reduce

Exactly
Right

Total
%

East N-946 75.9 1.9 22^ 100.0
West N*1429 33.2 7.8 59.1 100.0

Despite the heated debates about the future of publicly financed welfare systems triggered by decreasing 

state budgets, a surprisingly large majority of East and West Germans opt in favour of a universal public 

system based on progressive taxes. Hence, differences are not focused upon the system's organisation 

but its future development 76 percent o f East Germans are unsatisfied with the current social system 

and want it to be expanded. On the contrary, a huge majority o f West Germans (39%) believe that the 

current system is perfectly acceptable and that everything should remain as it is. In essence, the pattern 

repeats itself, because East Germans are not content and opt for more state intervention, a reduction of 

the economy's influence on politics, more income equality and a proliferating welfare system, whilst 

W est Germans, on the contrary, are predominantly satisfied, wanting the status quo to be maintained. In 

short the issues of equality and welfare politics show a huge gap between the East and the W est 

differences which must be considered when their respective value collectives are at stake.

7.4 Disposition towards Political Action

Theoretically we agreed with Parsons that value collectives are socially relevant only if  they display 

"action in concert". Empirically, however, we know that action and attitudes can, but do not have to be, 

intimately related. In comparison to attitudes, real action is dependent upon so many interfering and 

supportive circumstances that huge gaps between preferences and behaviour are not uncommon. Having 

said that, we approach this complex area using two different indicators. Two questions regarding voting 

behaviour focus upon the issue of disposition towards future action, whilst a series of questions 

concerning membership in different societal organisations is supposed to provide some insights into past 

activity (or passivity).

Voting Preferences and Party identification

Obviously, only voting preferences, i.e., the vote that an individual would cast if  there was an election 

on the coming Sunday, have a straightforward relationship with political behaviour. The concept of 

identification, on the other hand, implies enduring and longer-term orientations towards a specific 

political cleavage and, moreover, the political party which represents this cleavage. Within the East 

German context, in particular, the question of there being (or the impossibility o f it) deeper 

identifications with a totally unchanged W est German party system, the post-communist PDS being the 

only typical Eastern contribution, is deeply discussed (see e.g. B luck/Kreikenbom 1991). For both 

reasons, the greater distance towards action and the problematic meaning o f party identification in East 

Germany, we concentrate mainly upon potential voting behaviour. However, in both instances, in the 

West and the East, value orientations are supposed to be only weakly connected to voting decisions. If
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Inglehart is correct, party affiliations a it based on strong traditional bonds and are altered only 

reluctantly (1989: 382, similarly Campbell e t al. I960, Butler/Stokes 1974, Franklin 1985, Borg 1995, 

Knutsen 1995, Knutsen/Scarbrough 1995).”

Table 7.33: Voting Preferences in East and W est Germany

Rrp/DVlV
NFD

CDtV
CSU SPD

G rin /
B0uü*90

DKP/
PDS Nsoe

Total
%

East N-847 2.7 26.3 7J2 34.1 10.6 7.2 11.8 100.0
West N=1161 1.4 37.0 6.9 34.9 10.6 2.4 6.9 100.0

Table 7.34: Party Identification in East and W est Germany

R*p/DVIV
NFD

GDIV
CSU SPD

Grins/
BfindnMO

DKP/
PDS N«de

Total
%

East N=S90 2.1 25.2 4.2 25.8 6.0 5.8 30.9 100.0
West N-1242 2.3 32.2 4.6 31.2 7.6 0.6 21.5 100.0

In the spring o f 1992, East Germans show a significantly lower preparedness to vote in favour of the 

Christian Democrats. The CDU/CSU receives not only ten percent less votes than in the West, but this 

result stands counter to the surprising success of the conservatives in the first general election after 

unification. Further differences are the result o f support for the transformed Communist Party (PDS), 

which is three times higher and the somewhat higher number o f non-voters in the East o f Germany. With 

regard to party identification, the main deviation focuses, once again, upon the amount o f individuals 

who confess no party identity whatsoever. Not surprisingly. East Germans lag far behind. Consequently, 

both mass parties, the Christian Democrats and the Social Democrats (SPD) can count on less stable 

patterns of identification than this is the case for the Western part o f the united Germany.

Membership Behaviour and Organisational Involvement

Membership in particularly lower or working class organisations is more than an indicator of political 

involvement and societal activity because organisations can play a significant role in the balance of 

power between stronger and weaker strata of society. In their seminal study. Verba, Nie and Kim (1978) 

argued that “the result of a well-structured cleavage system may be an increase in the equality in 

political activity across socio-economic levels**. Generally, East Germans show a somewhat lower 

degree of organisation which, once again, is hardly surprising. The almost complete take-over by 

political organisations and institutional arrangements from the West makes lower participation rates 

almost inevitable. Only the labour unions are excluded from this general rule. In the context of the 

dramatic collapse of the East German economy the unions succeeded in attracting a high amount of East 

German employees. The major difference, however, does not concern ‘traditional* organisations but is

” However, an international comparison revealed the amazing fact that in Germany and only there value 
orientations * measured via the Inglehart index - have taken over as “the most important orientation for explaining 
party choice** (Knutsen 1995b: 490). Our own methodological comparison (see Chapter 6) showed that voting 
decisions in favour of more extreme and less established parties are in fact significantly related to value 
orientations. However, the contrary is true with regard to established parties. Here, values hardly matter.
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focused, rather, upon new social movements. The under-representation of ‘leftish’-’modem’ value 

collectives in the former GDR, on the other hand, renders such a result only logical.

Table 7.35: Party Membership in East and West Germany

Active Passive No Total
Member Member Member %

East N=1019 5.1 2.2 92.7 200.0
West N-1465 4.7 5.4 89.9 100.0

Table 7.36: Union Membership in East and West Germany

Active Passive No Total
Member Member Member %

East N-1020 6.5 22.9 70.6 700.0
West N-1449 6.1 13.5 80.5 700.0

Table 7.37: Membership in Professional Interest Associations

Active Passive No Total
Member Member Member %

East N=1043 5.3 5.4 89.4 700.0
West N-146S 4.7 5.4 89.9 700.0

Table 7.38: Participation and Commitment to Citizen Organisation and New Social Movements

Active
PartfctpatJen

Paadrcly
CtnWUcd

Nritber/
Ner

Total%

East N-104Ì 2.7 14.7 82.6 700.0
West N-Ì469 5.8 21.7 72.5 200.0

An additional indicator demonstrates organisational involvement in the former GDR. Obviously, this 

question is highly problematic. Today, it appears somewhat undesirable to admit that one was a member 

of the Socialist Party (SED) or one of the other system-conformist political parties of the socialist 

regime. However, it is the only available indicator concerning actual involvement in the socialist regime. 

Moreover, we may assume that feelings of shame and suppression concern all value collectives equally. 

For these reasons, the issue of GDR participation will be included here. Some 22 percent of East 

Germans still confess that they possessed a membership card for the SED, whilst 28 percent report some 

formal involvement in one of the GDR’s political parties.



CHAPTER8

The Societal Relevance of Value Collectives

In the following section we discuss whether, and how much value collectives differ regarding the 

political indicators we introduced in the previous chapter. Quite deliberately, we consider the entire 

realm of potential indicators, although, we could have chosen a far more parsimonious procedure. 

According to the applied strategy in the methodological chapter (Chapter 6) we could have summarised 

these numerous indicators into few substantial dimensions. However, parsimony always means a loss o f 

information and, as we will see, our value collectives have the disturbing, but probably inevitable 

tendency, for different issues to matter to different levels to different collectives. Some show their 

‘action ability* in a strong desire for authoritarian solutions, others distinguish themselves through social 

mistrust and general dissatisfaction, whilst others obtain their particular profile from a characteristic mix 

o f apriori inconsistent beliefs. Therefore, we are forced to start the empirical discussion with a broad 

‘catch-all* approach that, a t least potentially, allows all possible connections. In short, we will attem pt to  

draw a comprehensive portrait of the attitude and action spaces o f our value collectives and then, in the 

concluding part, we summarise this evidence into a  more parsimonious and statistically rigid manner.

In order to simplify matters, we concentrate on those issues which identify the major features o f each 

respective type. For each collective, a table is added to complete the evidence (see appendix). Generally, 

we compare each and every value collective with its respective group o f comparison. Having said that, 

the entire population does not provide such a contrast group but we compare value collectives with all 

individuals who are not part of the respective value collective, e.g. authoritarian materialists are 

contrasted with all non-authoritarian m aterialists, postmaterialists with all non-postmaterialists and so on 

and so forth. In this first part we relate exclusively to simple frequencies. The description o f means, 

standarddeviations and the results o f significant tests are included in their respective tables in the 

appendices to this thesis.

8.1 The Case of W est Germany 

Authoritarian Materialism

Authoritarian materialists are only modestly interested in politics. A huge majority reports weak or 

medium interest (78%). Not surprisingly, authoritarian materialism signifies a clear commitment to the 

right of the political spectrum of politics, 75 percent describing themselves as right or center-right 

(group of comparison: 47%). Even though the vast majority of them perceive the political environment 

as friendly, one observes a tendency towards skepticism and caution. With regard to socialism, 

authoritarian materialists have a pronouncedly negative attitude, with 82 percent of them opposing the 

very idea of socialism (versus 58%), with almost all (98%) regarding the socialist.reality in the former 

GDR as having been bad. As we have seen, all o f the West German people are extremely hostile towards 

socialism, and yet authoritarian materialists manage to surpass even this level of disgust quite markedly.
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This pattern becomes obvious again when the idea and reality o f socialism axe directly compared with 

some 76 percent believing that both the idea and reality are similarly bad (versus 59%).

Authoritarian materialists are committed adherents to the new national community because the 

proportion of authoritarian materialist who express strong feelings of solidarity is almost double as high 

as that for the population total (33% versus 19%). On the other hand, the European community creates 

only a relatively modest degree of support (29% versus 45%).

Not surprisingly, the core of authoritarian materialism is found in pronounced law  and order4 attitudes, 

with 72 percent agreeing completely or mostly that "our freedom" has to be defended against chaos and 

disorder (group of comparison: 53%), whilst the idea of children's education being focused upon 

obedience and discipline receives even higher support, with 92 percent of authoritarian materialists 

agreeing (versus 60%). The aversion to an open competitive society is also apparent in their 

comparatively strong agreement with the suggestion that particular interests should be totally 

subordinated to the higher public good (33% in comparison to 21% agree completely or mostly). Thus, 

this collective rightly receives the adjective 'authoritarian*. In all three dimensions, defense against 

disorder, authoritarian educational aims and dislike of democratic competition, authoritarian materialism 

exceeds the average by far. With regard to conformism, however, we discover a less exceptional 

position, even though authoritarian materialists evince a slightly higher inclination towards social 

inconspicouosness and adaptation. However, those differences are modest and statistically insignificant 

A significant deviation originates over the issue of whether one should be careful with criticism 

whenever disadvantage is the likely outcome, with 46 percent agreeing here (versus 25%). One may 

conclude, therefore, that their extraordinary support for the value of materialism is the cause of this 

evaluation because the uncontested dominance of the ideal of prosperity in this value pattern makes ego

centric and strategic orientation highly likely, particularly if materialism is narrowly intertwined with a 

law and order outlook on life. Moreover, we should mention a further curiosity. Authoritarian 

materialists are significantly less satisfied with their lives as is the case for West Germans in general, 

which provokes the question, of course, of whether or not this value pattern, with its emphasis on 

material well-being, is being confronted with circumstances that prevent the realisation of the materialist 

ideal. Further analyses will have to be made in order to answer this question.

With regard to the welfare state, authoritarian materialists once again demonstrate a clear profile. Both 

income equality and the existence of capitalism are neglected as normative prerequisites for democracy. 

Indeed, only four percent (versus 32%) believe that income equality is very important, whilst 27 percent 

(54%) stress the high importance of a privately-organised economy. Equally distinct is their attitude 

towards individual commitment in favour o f underprivileged strata of society. Inspite of the normative 

neglect of capitalism, authoritarian materialists support the status quo when more concrete policy is at 

stake. W ith regard to both the issue of state interventions in the market and the influence of big business 

on politics massive majorities stand out against change, i.e. it should all remain as it is. The same is true
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regarding the future o f the social security system, with 70 percent (versus 59%) wishing to retain die 

status quo.

Are there also clear dispositions concerning political action? Let us start with the issue of voting. 

Surprisingly, authoritarian materialism shows no specific inclination towards the Christian Democrats. 

However, authoritarian materialism tends to the extremes, both to the right and the left-wing of the 

political spectrum, however, because the frequencies on the margins o f the party system are extremely 

small we can report only tendencies here. Nine percent (in comparison to 1%) admit that they would opt 

for the ‘Republikaner’, the National Democrats or other right-extremist alternatives, whilst 17 percent 

(in comparison to less than two percent in total) name the Communists (PDS or DKP) as their preferred 

choice. This means that almost thirty percent o f both right- and left-extreme party supporters belong to 

the collective o f authoritarian materialism. W hile an inclination towards Maw and order’-parties 

coincides with this value pattern and the attitudinal context of authoritarian materialism, the tendency 

towards the left extreme appears to be rather strange, particularly if  we consider the pronounced anti

socialist impetus of authoritarian materialism and the clear unattractiveness of more modest left parties 

(Social Democrats: 19% potential voters in comparison to 36%, the Green party: 2% versus 11%). One 

answer to this obvious contradiction may be found in the issue o f party identification. The proportion of 

individuals who report that they have no identification whatsoever is excelled only by the marginal 

pattern of disappointed materialism, which, with 37 percent, is clearly above the average of 20 percent 

This lack of commitment makes authoritarian materialism the classic clientele for protest parties. 

Amazingly, we must conclude that the Party o f Democratic Socialism (PDS) became, not only the 

spokesman for victims o f unification and a revival of GDR nostalgia in the E ast but also reached certain 

value collectives in the W est With regard to membership behaviour, finally, authoritarian materialists 

are almost completely inconspicuous, the only irregularity being an opposition to new social 

movements. Almost all authoritarian materialists describe themselves as non-committed, both actively 

and passively (93% in comparison to 71% in the group of comparison).

Ascetic Conservatism

In contrast to their m aterialist counterparts, ascetic conservatives are fundamentally interested in 

politics, with an impressive 38 percent o f them expressing strong or very strong political interest (in 

comparison authoritarian materialists: 16%, non-conservatives: 28%). Equally, ascetic conservatism is at 

home on the right spectrum of politics, with 66 percent o f them who characterise themselves as 

politically right or center-right, this pattern being only slightly less extreme than was the case with 

authoritarian materialism (75%) but still far above the average (47%). Consequently, socialism receives 

extremely bad marks, especially when the question o f the GDR is concerned, with 74 percent believing 

that the socialist reality was really bad (group o f comparison: 62%). National pride is at the core of 

ascetic conservatives' beliefs, with 34 percent confessing that they are very proud to be a German, 

which is far above the support that the idea o f nation gains from all other collectives (17%). Or, to
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reverse the issue, only six percent report either no pride at all or refuse the question altogether (versus

23%).

Furthermore, ascetic conservatism shows an inclination towards authoritarianism, even though this 

tendency is less pronounced and clear-cut as was the case for authoritarian materialism. To re-state, 

ascetic conservatism is, with respect to values, an authoritarian-materialist pattern that is socially highly 

integrated through its incomparably strong emphasis on social values. Indeed, from a totally different 

perspective this description gains support because 54% of all West Germans believe that these days 

everything is so insecure that basically anything can happen. Moreover, the same proportion of W est 

Germans believe that everything changes so rapidly that ordinary citizens can no longer plan ahead, the 

figures for ascetic conservatives being 34 and 39 percent respectively. This is a strong indication o f the 

fact that this value collective feels extremely at home in this world because feelings of insecurity, fear, 

or the perception o f over-complexity, as is reported by a majority of West Germans, is a pure minority 

phenomena amongst this group. In addition, we observe a clear anti-conformist standpoint, particularly 

if we compare the attitudes of both conservative-right value collectives, whilst the final and most 

striking difference between both value conservative collectives lying within the domain of life 

satisfaction. Indeed, ascetic conservatism is the societal group which enjoys the highest degree of 

contentment (81% in comparison to 43% of materialists and 73% in general).

Nevertheless, asceticism leads to a markedly negative attitude when the importance of income equality 

is at stake, the same being the case for individual commitment to improving the situation o f the 

disadvantaged. Moreover, this belief in the legitimacy of inequality is mirrored in their attitude towards 

the future of the social security system. However, whilst differences with all non-conservatives are not 

large, we still found the Western collective with the strongest temptation to reduce and dismantle the 

existing system.

Ascetic conservatives are the clientele of the Christian Democrats, with 33 percent expressing voting 

intentions in favour of the CDU/CSU (group of comparison: 37%). As a complete juxtaposition to 

authoritarian materialism there is no tendency towards extremist parties, be they from the left or the 

right Not surprisingly, neither Social Democrats and/or Greens can profit from this value collective. 

Indeed, with only 18 percent the SPD receives fifty percent less votes (in general 37%), whilst the 

Greens retain three percent which is clearly beneath the average of 11 percent of votes. Moreover, the 

same is the case with regard to party identification, with 34 percent believing that they are committed to 

the Christian Democrats, with only 16 percent identifying with the Social Democratic party. With regard 

to professional interest organisations, ascetic conservatism reveals the highest degree o f organisation, 

with twelve percent describing themselves as actively participating (versus 4%). On the other hand, new 

social movements and citizen initiatives are totally beyond consideration. 93 percent are neither active 

nor feel committed to one o f these new forms of participation (in contrast: 71%). Whilst authoritarian 

materialist showed a  modest over-representation with regard to union membership, ascetic conservatism 

is clearly unattracted by labour interest policy.
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Postmaterialism

Postmaterialism is alm ost a synonym for high political interest, with 60 percent reporting very strong or 

a strong interest in politics (27% of non-postmaterialists), whilst only three percent confess weak or no 

interest at all (generally 30%). Not surprisingly, this makes postmaterialists the societal group with die 

by far highest degree o f politicisation. Equally unsurprising, postmaterialists see themselves as left (67% 

in comparison to 13% in the control group). Indeed, on both issues, their position is unique. Moreover, 

postmaterialists have the highest degree of social trust, with 61 percent believing that one can trust 

people in general, w hilst only 16 percent arguing that it was better to be careful (in comparison to 40% 

in general). Like authoritarian materialists, they conceive the general public climate as being somewhat 

hostile. Therefore, postmaterialism entails an almost naive trust in fellow human beings and a mote 

sceptical orientation about tolerance in the public opinion, on the other hand. Of course, postmaterialists 

celebrate the idea o f democracy, with an impressive and incomparable proportion o f 70 percent 

expressing very high approval of the democratic ideal (in general 53%). On the contrary, postmaterialists 

are highly critical about the reality o f the German democracy, with 38 percent reporting one form of 

discontent (versus 14%), whilst, vice versa, only 28 percent express very or somewhat high satisfaction 

with the realisation o f the democratic ideal (in opposition to 61%). This idealistic impetus is apparent 

also in their evaluation of socialism because whilst a clear majority o f W est Germans (62%) oppose the 

idea of socialism, for postmaterialists this negative view represents a minority position (21%). In other 

words, almost 80 percent o f them give some sort of credit to the ideals o f socialism. However, only three 

percent of them believe there was anything positive in socialism as it was implemented in the former 

GDR. Hence, the realisation gap between idea and reality is perceived as even greater than with regard 

to democracy. Taking these standpoints into account, it is no longer a surprise then, that 77 percent of 

postmaterialists conclude that the idea o f socialism was good, whilst its implementation was disastrous. 

In comparison both to all other value collectives and to West Germans, in general, this evaluation is 

outstanding (of the same opinion are only 27% o f all non-postmaterialists).

No single postmaterialist is very proud to be a German (in total 19%). On the contrary, a majority of 54 

percent reports no pride at all (13% in general). Once again, they portray an extreme attitude, the 

national category having no attraction whatsoever. This rejection of emotive bonds towards territorial or 

geo-political units is an enduring characteristic o f postmaterialism and observable on all levels of 

territorial integration. Only in one instance, the European Community, postmaterialists report a 

commitment that is slightly above the average (48% in comparison to 44%), otherwise, they lag far 

behind. Generally, a percentage gap o f more than 30 percent develops between postmaterialists and the 

rest of the West German population.1

1 Theoretically, we would have expected a higher inclination towards sub- and supra-national units. Kellas (1991: 
53ff.), for example, combines the concept of the post-industrial society with the hypothesis of rising claims for 
self-government, self-determination and local democracy. The nation-state, established to maintain order and 
defend its people's property against outsiders, is of less attraction for individuals with non-materialist value

I
1
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Given that, is it still amazing that postmaterialists are forcefully anti-authoritarian? Taking this group's 

emphasis on self-realisation and autonomy into account our survey statements concerning 

authoritarianism must be seen as a sheer provocation. Consequently, only 13 percent agree completely or 

mostly to the proposition that freedom will dissolve if not protected against chaos and disorder (versus 

56%). Moreover, no single postmaterialist thinks that children should be educated solely for the purpose 

of obedience and discipline (group of comparison: 25%). Indeed, the idea that the public good should 

precede particular interests is strongly rejected (24% agreement versus 51% in the total). Like 

conservative asceticists, postmaterialists feel rather at home in this world because the statement that 

everything is so insecure today and that anything can happen, finds only 42 percent in agreement (in 

total 58%). In particular, the phenomenon of rapid change is not at all related to feelings of uncertainty 

because only an incomparably small proportion o f 17 percent o f them believes that change comes so 

quickly that ordinary people cannot understand what is going on anymore. Once again, we have another 

context in which postmaterialists take an extraordinary position (general agreement 59%, even ascetic 

conservatives agree to 29%). Conformity is even more aggressively rejected. We can assume that 

postmaterialists understand very well their value conflictual position within Western society and gain 

some sort of identity from this opposition perspective. The idea that one should live like friends and 

neighbours, as expected, finds 63 percent of them in complete disagreement (in comparison to 24%), 

with virtually none of them (2%) accepting the statement that one should agree with the majority (in 

general 25%). Equally rejected is the strategic deliberation that one should be careful with criticism 

because this may result in personal disadvantages. Indeed, only two percent agree with this suggestion 

(in comparison to 46% of authoritarian materialists and 27% of all non-postmaterialists).

Interestingly, postmaterialists take no exceptional position when the desirability of income equality is at 

stake, rather believing that capitalism is not specifically important for a democracy. Only 34 percent, in 

comparison to 54 percent, believe that the private market is a very important pre-requisite for 

democracy. Their emphasis on participation is reflected in a strong commitment towards disadvantaged 

groups, with 56 percent, in comparison to 29 percent, seeing this as a very important duty o f the citizen. 

The scepticism with regard to the market economy leads postmaterialists to desire more state control. 

Consequently, the influence of big business on politics is thought to be far too strong (95% versus 51% 

of all non-postmaterialists) and, naturally, a huge majority would like to see the enlargement of the 

social welfare system, with an impressive proportion of 67 percent o f them (group of comparison: 31%) 

believing that the social security system should be still further developed.

Postmaterialists are the main reservoir for the Green party, with 41 percent reporting that they would 

vote Green if there were to be an election next Sunday, a proportion which is five times higher than with

priorities. "Post-Materialists move in both directions, simultaneously emphasising greater autonomy for their 
ethnic group and supporting European integration" (Inglehart 1977:334). Admittedly, both the local as well as the 
European community receive higher attention than the completely neglected national category. Yet, differences 
are not significant. Thus, the major criterion of postmaterialism is less a commitment towards anti-national units 
than a general disregard and lacking attraction concerning territorial units in general.
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regard to all non-postmaterialists. The second party which profits from postmaterialist orientations axe 

the Social Democrats. However» their inclination to vote SPD is only average, whilst all other parties are 

seriously under-represented (e.g. Christian Democrats: 12% in comparison to 39%). Moreover, 

postmaterialists not only vote Green but they also identify, to a high degree, with the Green party (36% 

in comparison to 2%). In addition, postmaterialists are relatively highly-organised, even though 85 

percent, in comparison to. 91 percent of all W est Germans, not being a member o f any professional 

interest group. Equally, the level of 13 percent active party members is more than twice as high than for 

the population in general (5%). Only the labour unions do not specifically profit from this general 

tendency towards activity. Social movements and decentralised citizen organisations being the preferred 

organisational platform o f postmaterialism: 19 percent art activists (in general 5%), 45 percent feel 

committed (21% on average) and only 37 percent describe themselves as "neither-nors" (74% of all non

postmaterialists). In sum, postmaterialists are, in accordance with their relatively high emphasis on 

political participation as a societal value, society's most active group. O f course, new social movements 

axe the main profiteers from this tendency. However, postmaterialists are also conventionally hyper

active with memberships in parties and interest organisation above-average. Only the unions, as the 

traditional interest organisation of the working class, have problems attracting postmaterialist 

commitment Y et even here they are at least not under-represented.

Moderatism

With regard to values, moderates are a softened version of postmaterialists. Indeed, 44 percent confess 

very strong or strong political interest, a  figure which appears modest in comparison to the 60 percent o f 

highly politically interested postmaterialists, yet in comparison to all non-moderates (27%) it is still 

impressive. The huge majority of postmaterialists positioned themselves on the very left of the political 

spectrum, moderates, on the other hand, reach their peak in centre-left positions (46%). Three quarters 

describe themselves as either left or centre-left Furthermore, next to postmaterialism, the collective of 

moderatism shows the highest amount o f social tru st In contrast to postmaterialism, moderates perceive 

the climate o f public opinion as overwhelmingly friendly, a much more optimistic attitude which 

expresses the comparatively modest and integrated position of moderates in comparison to the extremely 

conflictual pattern o f postmaterialism. Like ascetic conservatives, and the population in general, and 

unlike postmaterialists, moderates offer on average support to the idea of democracy and are 

predominantly content w ith the implementation o f the democratic ideal. However, when it comes to the 

idea of socialism, moderates are almost as positive as their postm aterialist counterparts, with only 28 

percent opposing the ideal (postmaterialists: 21%, all non-moderates: 64%). Interestingly, moderates 

have a slightly higher regard of the socialist reality in the GDR, with a majority of 56 percent being of 

the opinion that the socialist ideas were good while it was the implementation that was bad 

(postmaterialists: 77%, non-moderates: 26%).
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Moderation involves a somewhat skeptical orientation over the issue of national pride, with only a 

minority of 30 percent confessing to be very or rather proud to be a German. Interestingly, moderates 

express the comparatively highest commitment towards the European Community, with 57 percent of 

them expressing either very strong or strong feelings of commitment which means that they excel even 

postmaterialists (48%). In other respects, moderates are more average than postmaterialists. Therefore, 

as was even clearer with regard to postmaterialism, and its general low commitment to all sorts of 

territorial units, there is no reason to assume that West Germany's left celebrates a sort of FRG nostalgia. 

Authoritarian attitudes are clearly rejected, even though this rejection is less extreme than was the case 

with postmaterialists. As an example, while only a very small minority o f postmaterialists (8%) agree 

that children should be educated towards obedience and discipline, the level of agreement amongst 

moderates reaches 29 percent, although this is still very much below the generally positive evaluation of 

authoritarian educational aims that can be found in the wider W est German public (64%). Surprisingly, 

moderatism involves slightly stronger feelings o f insecurity with the issue of the unintelligibility o f a 

rapidly changing world being supported by 38 percent of moderates in comparison to 17 percent of 

postmaterialists and 59 percent of all other groups together. The same pattern is repeated over 

conformist attitudes with moderates being markedly and significantly less conformist than the average 

West German, even though the picture is slightly less extreme than was the case with regard to 

postmaterialism. For example, 12 percent of moderates think that one should live in a manner that 

friends and neighbours expect, whilst eight percent of postmaterialists agreed and to 31 percent non

moderates.

Not surprisingly, moderates are the clientele of the Social Democrats with 48 percent reporting that they 

would vote SPD if there were elections next Sunday (group of comparison: 34%). Also the Green party 

profits, to some extent, from this collective, even though postmaterialists are better customers for them 

(41% o f potential Green voters). With a proportion of 25 percent, moderates incline more than three 

times as much towards the Greens as non-moderates (8%). Extremist parties, no-voters and the Christian 

Democrats are heavily under-represented (e.g. 15% of potential CDU voters in comparison to 40% in the 

control group). Moreover, moderates are not especially active with regard to professional interest 

organisations. However, moderatism shows the highest proportion o f party membership in comparison to 

all societal groups including postmaterialism with 14 percent reporting active participation (in total 4%) 

with another nine percent (non-moderates: 5%) being at least passively involved. The same is true with 

regard to union membership, although an organisational degree of 27 percent is only modestly above the 

average (19%), moderates are heavily over-represented in the group of active unionists. Interestingly, 

moderates are as open towards new social movements as postmaterialists, with only a minority of 41 

percent (postmaterialists: 37%) reporting no activity or commitment in one o f these new forms of 

participation. Here, the two left collectives dramatically part company from all the others (72% not 

involved).
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Welfare Statism

Generally, welfare statism  is, as a syndrome o f attitude, at least as pronounced as postmaterialism. 

Although both are equally on the left o f the political spectrum, they are almost diametrically opposed. 

To start with, welfare statists are not interested in politics, because only nine percent utter very strong or 

strong political interest (postmaterialists: 60%), whilst an impressive proportion of 36 percent reports no 

interest at all. This rejection of politics is outstanding, not only in comparison to the average (7%) but to 

all societal groups. W hilst welfare statists are left-oriented, in contrast to postmaterialism, almost 60 

percent place themselves on the centre-left area o f politics. Interestingly, this collective expresses by far 

the highest mistrust w ith regard to the social world (58% argue one should better be careful, 

postmaterialists: 15%, all non-welfare statists: 38%). Thus, the high stress on the ideal of the mutually 

responsible society coincides with their extremely sceptical orientation towards the trustworthiness of 

people, a position that is extraordinary in comparison to all other societal groups and in particular the 

two other value collectives which originate from the le ft On the contrary, no other societal group 

perceives the climate o f public opinion being as friendly and tolerant On this, the pattern is reversed, 

because postmaterialists suffer, above the average, from hostility in the public climate and yet show 

basic and deep trust towards fellow humans in general. On one hand, welfare statism implies scepticism 

and mistrust towards the social environment, and an extremely positive (90%) perception of an open and 

tolerant public discourse, on the other.

55 percent are 'Very much against" the idea of socialism, this strong rejection being unprecedented even 

with regard to conservative value collectives (non-welfare statists: 25%, moderates: 7%, ascetic 

conservatism: 40%). The same thing happens with regard to an evaluation of the GDR reality with 82 

percent, a figure which is not reached by any other group (on average 61%), believing that socialism, as 

it existed in the former GDR, was very bad, not one single welfare statist giving even modestly positive 

evaluation. Not surprisingly, 76 percent o f welfare statists believe that both the reality and ideal were 

bad, the strength of this rejection being equalled only by authoritarian materialism. In any case, welfare 

statism shows a rather positive evaluation of national pride. Again, the left's pattern o f welfare statism is 

closer to the average and conservative orientations than Its leftish counterparts.

With regard to the the European Community, welfare statism displays an almost open hostility with only 

17 percent reporting any strength of com m itm ent Thus, welfare statism lags not only behind West 

Germans in general (46%) but even by comparison the two conservative patterns are not that extreme 

(ascetic conservatism: 36%, authoritarian materialism: 29%). Indeed, there is no other societal group as 

distant and as anti-European as the welfare statists.

Furthermore, welfare statists are the main defenders o f particular interests against the dominance of the 

public good, with only 19 percent wanting to subordinate individual needs to that o f the public, which, 

again, is unprecedented, because not even postmaterialists are that strident in their rejection o f this ideal 

(24%, all non-welfare statists: 51%). On this issue, welfare statism departs quite dramatically from 

conservatism (e.g. 65% o f authoritarian materialists favour the dominance of public well-being).
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Although, welfare statists do display a modest tendency towards authoritarianism, because whilst ascetic 

conservatives, and authoritarian materialists in particular, tend to an almost enthusiastic level of 

agreement, welfare statists display a less spectacular and uncertain level. For example, 37 percent of 

authoritarian materialists agree completely or mostly with the authoritarian education method, whilst 

only three percent o f welfare statists opt for this extreme view, an overwhelming majority o f 69 percent 

choosing the most modest category of "agree rather4' than disagree. The same tendency to cluster around 

modest acceptance can be observed with regard to the two items which are supposed to measure anomie. 

Therefore, if we were to observe the total level of agreement, welfare statism would give an impression 

of being a relatively insecure and alienated collective, even though the scepticism or moderatism 

inherent in this agreement renders such an evaluation problematic. Basically, welfare statists are 

forcefully anti-conformist, and in this the collective shows once again that they are very close to 

postmaterialism with only six percent agreeing that one should live in a way that friends and neighbours 

expect (versus 30%). Moreover, four percent suggest that one should follow the majority whenever one 

has no opinion (25%). On this issue, we find a large divergence with conservative patterns as well as 

with West Germans in general. However, one deviation remains to be mentioned, because like 

authoritarian materialists, and unlike all other societal groups, welfare statists tend to accept the 

statement that one should be careful with criticism when such opposition can lead to disadvantage. Once 

more, we must assume that shared materialist orientation produces an opportunistic attitude.

Welfare statism, we argued, Is the incarnation of the welfare consensus, i.e., the alliance of economic 

growth with social equality. Can we find these value priorities when more concrete issues of the welfare 

state are at stake? Normatively, welfare statists emphasise both income equality and the privately 

organised market Corresponding to their value profile, welfare statists do not see any need for the 

individual to interfere in Keynesian policy through direct own action, because, whilst 56 percent of them 

believe that income equality is very important (30% in the control group), a huge proportion of 83% 

(versus 52%) stress the importance of a free market whilst a modest proportion of thirteen percent (non

welfare statists: 31%) believe that individual commitment is a very important duty of the citizen. Thus, 

differences are consistent, significant and, indeed, huge. Moreover, a clear majority believes that the 

power balance between the state and the market is exactly righ t When state Intervention and the 

influence of big business on politics is at stake, welfare statism becomes the defender of the status quo, 

although this is less the case with regard to the future of the social security system where 51 percent o f 

them (versus 32%) believe that there should be more security. In this respect, our welfare statists are 

"left materialists" (Lafferty/Knutsen 1994, Knutsen 1995). The observation that "left materialism is 

centered on active government, designed to achieve economic security, solidarity, equality o f income 

and living conditions..." (van Deth 1995:10) is perfectly applicable to the case o f welfare statism. 

Furthermore, 52 percent of welfare statists identify with the Social Democrats (non-welfare statists: 

30%), with 46 percent being potential SPD voters (versus 35%) and, as a corollary to postmaterialists 

and moderates, welfare statists show no inclination towards support for Green politics and virtually no
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support is given to extreme parties, whether they be to the right or to the le ft The Christian Democrats 

are clearly under-represented, both as a voting alternative and an object of identification. Moreover, 

welfare statism is the only value collective with a clear over-representation of no-voters (149b in 

comparison to 69b in the control group). In contrast the amount of welfare statists who report no party 

identification whatsoever is, if anything, below average (179b versus 219b). Hence, voting abstention 

must be due less to a  lack of identification than it is a problem o f actual politics because the simple fact 

that the number of them who vote SPD is smaller than the proportion who identify with the Social 

Democrat party appears to suggest that there is a  dilemma confronting the Social Democrats because 

they cannot mobilise parts of their most reliable clientele. Generally, no other societal group, not even 

the moderates, express such a closeness to Social Democratism. Finally, welfare statism is also one of 

the most passive value collectives, with virtually none of them being a  member of professional interest 

groups (95% unorganised) or political parties (97% no members). Equally unattractive are the new 

social movements (91% uninvolved in comparison to 71% in general) and not even the labour unions 

seem to be able to profit from the solidarle value orientations o f welfare statism (82% no members).

Complete Synthesis

With regard neither to political interest nor ideological self-evaluation can we observe any particularities 

because medium interest in politics is the category that is by far the m ost chosen (46%), with political 

centre-positions, on the left as well as on the right, being the dominant pattem. With regard to social 

trust and the evaluation of the public climate, value synthesis produces an almost perfect replica of the 

average West German citizen. Indeed, it is only with regard to the evaluation of democracy as it exists in 

Germany that we find a modestly above-average estimation, w ith 90 percent, in comparison to 85% of 

all West Germans, reporting some sort of contentment The idea of socialism is predominantly 

negatively evaluated, in both their comments on the idea and the reality value synthesists reflect the 

average pattem of circa 60 percent of rejection.

A clear majority of 69 percent (55%) is very or rather proud to be German, with levels of commitment 

towards territorial units being generally high. In almost all instances, the commitment expressed is a 

little, but significantly, above average. Basically, value synthesists show a  slightly stronger tendency 

towards authoritarian attitudes and this gap widens when it comes to feelings o f insecurity and 

estrangement with the statement that everything is so insecure that basically anything can happen being 

supported by an impressive 67 percent o f sysnthesists. This is not only a  level o f agreement which 

clearly exceeds all non-synthesists combined (52%) but one which is also significantly higher than all 

other societal groups. Moreover, 68 percent think that everything changes so rapidly that ordinary people 

are unable keep up with the pace of developments. Value synthesis are also clearly above-average (52%) 

with respect to this issue, being excelled only by the collective of welfare statism (72%). Hence, value 

synthesis is unambiguously linked with feelings o f insecurity and a sense of estrangement from the 

social environment The result seems to be a strong tendency towards conformist behaviour, with 42
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percent agreeing to some extent with proposition that one should as like friends and neighbours expect 

one to. This not only clearly exceeds the rest o f the population (24%), but leads all other societal groups. 

Indeed, only the score of value distance is comparative. Equally extraordinary is their attitude towards 

the statement that one should agree with the majority when one has no opinion of one's own. 38 percent 

agree (versus 17%) with this contention. Indeed, the contested nature of this statement becomes obvious 

if we remind ourselves of the figures for postmaterialists or welfare statists, with only two respectively 

four percent of them agreeing. Only with respect to the statement that one should be careful with 

criticism if disadvantages are likely, does complete synthesis lose its outstanding position, because 

authoritarian materialists and welfare statists lead. Thus, we can conclude that value synthesis favours 

conformist, although not particularly opportunistic orientations.

All three normative aspects of the welfare state, i.e.f income equality and private economy as 

prerequisites for democracy and socio-political commitment as a duty of citizen, receive a significantly 

higher esteem. With regard to the influence of big business, state intervention and the future of the social 

security system, value synthesists tend to support the status quo.

Value synthesists distribute voting preferences equally amongst all parties. Indeed, if there is a tendency 

it is towards the big 'Volksparteien*, with the Christian Democrats attracting 40 percent (36%) and the 

Social Democrats some 41 percent (33%). The Greens are, in comparison with average voting 

preferences, slightly disadvantaged. Finally, value synthesists are rather unorganised, once again, 

following the pattern for the West German population in general.

Consensualism

As a juxtaposition to complete synthesis, consensualists show an above-average interest in politics,with 

39 percent reporting very strong or strong political interest (complete synthesis: 22%, non- 

consensualists: 29%). Politically, consensualists lean more to the right both in comparison with complete 

synthesists and West Germans in general, with, in particular, a positioning on the far right being 

common (23% of consensualists in comparison to 15% of complete synthesis and 14% in the group of 

comparison). While the issue of democracy generates average support, socialism is portrayed as being 

significantly more negative. Consequently, 73 percent believe that both the idea and the reality of 

socialism were bad, with only authoritarian materialists and welfare statists achieving comparable levels 

of rejection (complete synthesis: 64%, non-consensualists: 57%). Without doubt, the nation is an object 

of pride, with 66 percent expressing that they are either very or rather proud to be German (versus 58%). 

Territorial commitment, moreover, is basically as pronounced as it was for both complete synthesis and 

the overall West German population. Only the European Community lags far behind.

To re-state, consensualists celebrate all societal values except for the idea o f hedonism. Not surprisingly, 

we observe a higher level o f agreement with the statement that freedom has to be defended against 

disorder and chaos. The same Is true with regard to the issue o f an education system based upon 

obedience and discipline. As a distinct counter to the findings for complete synthesis, we observe a
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modest, but significant, tendency towards lesser feelings of insecurity and estrangement, the same 

pattern being observable with regard to conformism. If anything, consensualists are slightly less 

conformist than the average, in any case they depart dramatically from the pattern of complete synthesis. 

Furthermore, consensualists do not believe in income equality, the support for this normative demand 

being significantly w eaker than is the case for the rest of the population, whilst with regard to all other 

issues concerning the w elfare state, there are hardly any deviations observable.

Almost half the consensualists identify with the Christian Democratic party (44%), a bias which is even 

stronger when it comes to potential voting decision should there be an election on the coming Sunday. In 

that event, S3 percent (versus 34%) would opt for the conservative alternative. Indeed, next to  ascetic 

conservatism, consensualists are the main reservoir of support for the Christian Democrats. Logically, 

therefore, the Social Democrats are under-represented, and like complete synthesis, smaller parties, 

particularly the Greens, receive clearly less than their proportional share. However, no party Is excluded 

from the range o f potentially eligible alternatives. Similarly, consesualists belong to the realm of 

politically passive groups, because consensualists differ neither from W est Germans, in general, nor 

complete synthesists in particular. Clearly above-average, however. Is the number of consensualists who 

feel no particular allegiance, actively or passively, towards citizen organisations or social movements, 

with 81 percent remaining outside in comparison to 72 percent o f complete synthesists and 70 percent of 

all non-consensualists.

The Conservative Synthesis

Conservative Synthesis is again a value pattern which evinces low political interest, with only 23 percent 

o f them confessing a very strong or strong interest in politics, conservatives roughly equal complete 

synthesis (22%), but lag behind the higher involvement found amongst consensualists (39%). 

Interestingly, the issue o f ideological self-evaluation does not coincide with the observed conservative 

bias with regard to value orientations that resulted in the exclusion o f the ideals of hedonism and 

political activity. Conservative synthesists distribute their preferences equally on both sides, as was the 

case for complete synthesis. On the other hand, consensualists show a  clear centre-right/right bias. 

Conservatives express a  somewhat high degree o f mistrust with regard to  the social environment with a 

proportion o f SS percent for them opting for the answer that one should be careful, and they part 

company from the more optimistic attitude of both consensualists and complete synthesists, a tendency 

which is only exceeded by the extremely suspicious orientations o f welfare statists.

Conservative synthesis are particularly content with the German variant o f democracy. Indeed, with 21 

percent of them expressing very strong contentment, conservative synthesists lead In comparison to all 

other societal groups (group of comparison: 10%). Socialism is evaluated predominantly negatively both 

as reality, and as an ideology, no single conservative finding anything that was positive about the 

socialist reality in the form er GDR. Moreover, next to ascetic conservatives, the collective of the 

conservative value synthesis expresses m ost frequently that they are “very proud" to be a German (30%
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versus 17% of all non-conservatives). Generally, conservative synthesists belong to those groups which 

express a very strong commitment towards territorial units, with a proportion of 87 percent confessing 

strong or rather strong bonds for the local community, a phenomena which is equalled only by the de

centralised orientations of welfare statists.

The degree of authoritarianism demonstrated increases slightly from complete synthesis, at one end of 

the spectrum, through consensualists to conservative synthesists. Generally, all forms of synthesis are 

significantly more authoritarian than value-selective West Germans, with only the value pattern of 

authoritarian materialism showing stronger authoritarian traits, and like consensualists, the conservatives 

display a rather intermediate and average level of alienation, although on both issues, the question of 

insecurity and the issue of rapid change, the level of agreement remains clearly below that expressed by 

complete synthesists. A similar picture arises from a glance at the issue of conformity, because 

conservative synthesists tend to be somewhat stronger in their leanings towards conformism, although, 

the complete synthesists' lead position remains uncontested.

A modestly higher proportion of them believes that income equality (44 versus 30%) and a privately 

organised economy (62 versus 53%) are of very high importance for democracy. In contrast, individual 

commitment to under-privileged groups receives significantly less support We can assume that the 

pronounced anti-participation orientation of this collective is responsible for this evaluation. To re-state, 

conservative synthesis is value inclusive, except for the ideals of hedonism and political activity.

Not surprisingly, they lean towards the conservative parties, although the inclination to vote Christian 

Democrats, at a level of 45 percent (37% for all non-conservatives) is dearly less pronounced than It is 

for consensualists of whom a clear majority of 53 percent opt for the CDU. Consequently, Social 

Democrats still receive a below-average, although slightly higher share of potential voters (30% in 

comparison to 27% o f consensualists and 36% in total). Having said that, synthesists. in general, are one 

of the more under-organised groups of the West German society, which is most clearly the case with its 

conservative variant Regarding professional interest organisation we find 96 percent of them are no 

members o f any (consensualists: 91%, complete synthesis: 92%), and less than five percent own a 

membership card for political parties (all others: 11%), whilst 87 percent choose not to register with 

unions (consensualists: 81%, complete synthesis: 78%). Moreover, equally low is the proportion o f 

conservatives who feel part o f the new social movements.

Value Distance

Value distance is a pattern which demonstrates medium political interest, with half the respondents 

believing themselves to be centre-left Thus, they represent a pattern that diverges from the conservative 

bias o f the trinity of value synthesis. Indeed, next to the sceptical perspective of postmaterialists, value 

distance rank second in their negative attitude towards the dimate of public opinion. What Is 

exceptional, however, is their attitude towards the idea of democracy, with only a third admitting to be 

very much in favour o f democracy (versus 56% in the group of comparison). Only the marginal pattern
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of disappointed materialism comes close to this outspoken scepticism. Interestingly* this particular 

dislike disappears when placed in the context o f the German reality o f democracy. As far as socialism is 

concerned the position o f this collective is not a t all exceptional, with two thirds believing that the idea 

was, in any case, bad and 94 percent considering the reality o f the GDR as typically negative. However, 

like postmaterialists and moderates, value scepticists tend to express this rejection in a more modest 

manner, because all three collectives show a clear over-representation o f individuals who choose the 

category "rather bad1* (value distance: 40%, all others: 25%). Moreover, value scepticists opt. to a 

striking extent (17%), for the alternative that the idea was bad, whilst the reality was actually quite good. 

This is somewhat amazing, because for most collectives this option is rather non-existent (group of 

comparison: 6%). M oreover, although a  majority confess to having national pride (55%), this proportion 

is again comparatively small, because after postmaterialists and moderates, value scepticists rank in third 

position. Similarly, value distance is disaffected by territorial units.

A value critical perspective is not necessarily an authoritarian perspective. Indeed, value distance does 

not show the extrem anti-authoritarian attitudes of postmaterialists and moderates, however, in 

comparison to the Taw and order1 orientation o f authoritarian materialists, in particular, but also the 

value synthesist patterns, value scepticism lags far behind. 38 percent agree completely or mostly that 

liberty must be defended against chaos and disorder (e.g. postmaterialists: 13%, conservative synthesis: 

66%, authoritarian materialism: 72%). W ith regard to alienation, value distance takes no extraordinary 

position and, although there is still a  minor tendency towards alienation, at least in comparison to 

postmaterialism, moderatism, welfare statism and ascetic conservatism, this tendency is marginal. Thus, 

one cannot and should not attempt to explain general anomie and estrangement through value distance. 

Moreover, a similarly average pattern is observable with regard to conformism, what we do observe, 

however, is a slightly lower level of life satisfaction. With a proportion o f 64 percent (in total 73%) who 

feel basically content, value distance is undercut only by welfare statism and authoritarian materialism. 

The issues of the welfare state reveal clear differences, with neither income equality, private markets, 

nor socio-political commitment being regarded as nonnatively im portant Indeed, the differences are 

huge and significant However, the more concrete topics such as state intervention, the influence of big 

business on politics and the social security system, evoke no deviant opinions. We can conclude, 

therefore, that value distance is a substantially coherent attitude that results in disgust and disrespect 

whenever norms, values and ideals are at stake. In contrast, value distance is not conspicuous with 

regard to concrete issues.

Apparently, a value sceptical approach leads to no clear formulation o f political preferences, with one 

third opting equally for the Social Democrat and Christian Democrat alternative. Equally, if  there is 

something particular about this group it is the relatively high proportion of non-voters (11% in 

comparison to 6% in total) and, surprisingly, an over-representation o f Green party preferences (16% 

versus 10% in general). Indeed, next to postmaterialists and moderates, value scepticism is the third 

major reservoir o f support for Green politics. Equally surprising is the lack of extremist tendencies.
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Indeed, there seems to be no inclination whatsoever that right or left extremism can fill the gap produced 

by value distance. The story of party identification tells nothing new because once again, the number of 

individuals without any party identification is comparatively high (30% in comparison to 20% of all 

others). Basically, value scepticism belongs to that realm of groups which displays a lack of organisation 

and political involvement, although this position is clearly not exceptional. If there is a peculiarity it is in 

the under-representation of those who show active in comparison to those who have passive membership 

in societal organisation. For example, no single value sceptidsts describes himself as an active party 

member (in general 6%), although, with a proportion of six percent passive members, value distance 

equals the population average. The same is true for participation in trade unions.

Disappointed Materialism

To re-state, disappointed materialism, being the only marginal value pattern in West German society, is 

clearly not representative in an ordinary sense (N-28), and one should keep this limitation in mind. 

However, we will still discuss its profile briefly, even though only clear and straightforward 

particularities shall be mentioned which, at least, allow one to make a few general statements concerning 

the overall tendencies of this type. To start with, the Idea of democracy clearly receives less support as is 

true for all West Germans, with the exception of value scepticism. Moreover, the reality of German 

democracy is viewed more critically, with two thirds reporting either only modest contentment or even 

discontent with the reality of the democratic ideal. With regard to socialism no deviation from the mean 

is observable, although we do find a tendency to opt for the what is the generally somewhat ignored 

alternative that describes the socialist reality positively and the Idea of socialism negatively. What Is 

exceptional is their position with regard to national pride because disappointed materialists are not 

especially, if at all, proud to be German. Moreover, disappointed materialism seems to imply a rather 

non-committed relationship towards all sorts of territorial units, particularly the local community. 

Differences on the various statements about authoritarianism are consistently in the direction of a more 

anti-authoritarian standpoint, the same being true regarding alienation. However, we also observe a, 

insignificant, tendency towards conformism and, as with authoritarian materialists and welfare statists, 

disappointed materialists show a strong inclination to support the opportunistic statement that one should 

be careful with criticism if disadvantages are likely to result A further striking deviation appears with 

regard to life satisfaction because while generally large majorities report high levels of contentment, 

disappointed materialists are relatively dissatisfied. Again, it is the pattern of authoritarian materialism 

which comes closest to them.

Surprisingly, disappointed materialists have a pronounced anti-business standpoint, with a huge majority 

believing that big business is far too influential, with only 18 percent acknowledging that a free 

economy is a very important prerequisite for democracy (group of comparison: 54%). Disappointed 

materialists do not really believe in individual commitment in favour of the underprivileged, prefering 

instead the enlargement of the social security system.
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Carefully, finally, we must conclude that disappointed materialism is alienated from the German party 

system, with circa 40 percent reporting no party identification whatsoever whilst a quarter is unwilling to 

vote.

8.2 The Case o f East Germany 

Authoritarian Materialism

As in the W est, East German authoritarian materialists show a  low degree of political interest with 40 

percent reporting that they are hardly interested at all (group o f comparison: 19%). Moreover, 

authoritarian materialism is the only Eastern collective where a majority position themselves on the right 

or centre-right of the political spectrum. Indeed, with a conservative bias of 60 percent, authoritarian 

materialism exceeds the average by far (35%). With regard to their attitude towards democracy, in 

ideology as well as in reality, no differences are detectable. In contrast, we observe a significantly lower 

level of esteem for the idea of socialism, with only 28 percent believing that the idea itself is very or 

rather good (versus 44%). Consequently, authoritarian materialism lags far behind what is the typical 

East German level of support for socialist ideas. With regard to an evaluation of the reality of the former 

GDR, authoritarian materialism loses this extraordinary position. Their extremely negative evaluation of 

the socialist ideals results in the belief that both the idea and the reality of socialism were bad (27% in 

comparison to 18% of all others).

Interestingly, an evaluation of authoritarianism is difficult Indeed, only in one respect are authoritarian 

materialists clearly more law and order oriented because the idea that children should be educated to 

obey and be disciplined receives more support than from anywhere else. Generally, authoritarian 

materialists are neither particularly alienated from the contemporary world nor especially insecure when 

faced with rapid social change. In this respect authoritarian materialism is perfectly average, although 

we observe a  rather clear tendency towards conformism because whilst only 28 percent of all non

authoritarian materialists think that one should live according to the expectations of friends and 

neighbours, 49 percent of authoritarian materialists agree, a level which, within the realm of 

representative patterns, is unprecedented. The belief that one should agree with the majority if  one has 

no opinion o f one*s own is supported by 42 percent of them, but only by 26 percent o f all East Germans. 

Once again, this position is exceptional. Opportunistic considerations, i.e. that the threat of possible 

disadvantage should lead one to avoid criticism, is actually justified by the majority (56% versus 37% in 

total). Generally, this pronounced inclination towards social conformity appears to be at the core of the 

authoritarian materialists' syndrome. This is not only the case because of incomparatively significant 

differences but also because of the generally uncontested nature of these issues within the East German 

society. However, all the other groups are extremely close to the population average, hence, 

authoritarian materialism 's deviation from this consensus is clearly particular.

For West German authoritarian materialists, the welfare state was an issue of dissent and low normative 

appreciation, which is clearly not the case for East German authoritarian materialism. Indeed, although
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we observe a similar tendency» differences are not significant» there being only one exception. Eastern 

authoritarianism does not show the typical Eastern scepticism with regard to the dominating influence of 

big business on politics.

With regard to voting preferences, the Christian Democrats gain a higher share of voters (38% in 

comparison to 25%). Consequently» the Social Democrats lose out (26% versus 34% in total). 

Cautiously, therefore, we may conclude that authoritarian materialists display a tendency to opt for 

right-extreme solutions (10% of potential voters in comparison to 2% in general). In other words, of all 

voters who express an intention to vote for a right-wing alternative, 30 percent belong to the value 

collective of authoritarian materialism. In what is a striking contrast to Western authoritarian 

materialism, the transformed post-Communist Party attracts virtually none o f their Eastern cousins. The 

only particularity regarding patterns of membership and participation concerns the lower commitment of 

authoritarian materialists towards citizen organisations or new social movements, with the proportion of 

89 percent who are "un-involved" exceeding, even, the level of passivity that is inherent in East German 

society (82%). Moreover, authoritarian materialists, in any case, had a sense of detachment from the 

political system of the former GDR, with only seven percent having been members of the SED. This 

figure is not only below the East German average o f 24 percent, but extremely low when compared with 

all other societal groups. Although the membership rate with regard to all GDR parties being modestly 

higher (12%), they lag still clearly behind the system involvement o f East Germans otherwise (30%).

Disappointed Materialism

Even by comparison with the low interest profile o f authoritarian materialism, disappointed materialism 

is exceptional because none of them express a very strong interest and the percentage of 20% of 

disappointed materialists who, at least, confess a stronger interest in politics is still far below the average 

of 37 percent As a juxtaposition to authoritarian materialism, and in accordance with Eastern society in 

general, disappointed materialists tend to lean to the left of the political spectrum. On the other hand, 

this collective is clearly disaffected with the idea o f democracy, with the proportion of 17 percent who 

believe that the democratic Idea is very good lagging far behind, not only the population in general 

(48%), but all other values collectives. However, the German realisation o f democracy evokes as much 

contentment (61%) as is found amongst all East Germans (60%). In short, disappointed materialists are 

highly critical with regard to the idea, however, content with the daily democratic experience. The idea 

of socialism is similarly rejected, with 55 percent reporting some sort of positive judgment in 

comparison to 71 percent o f all non-disappointed materialists. Interestingly, if  there Is a tendency at all it 

is towards a positive evaluation of the GDR reality dial is above-average. Thus, one should not be 

surprised to see that twice as many disappointed materialists believe that the idea itself was bad, whilst 

the reality, on the other hand, was good (22% versus 10%).

Disappointed materialists show, comparatively, the lowest level o f national pride, with only a minority 

of 44 percent confessing to be very or rather proud to be German (versus 62%). In relative terms, we
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observe a tendency towards anti-authoritarianism that contradicts the dominant East German pattern, 

with the idea that children should be educated to obey and be disciplined clearly receiving less support 

(25% of stronger agreement versus 41% percent in total). The same is true with regard to the question of 

whether one should defend freedom against chaos and disorder. Indeed, if  one does not believe in ideals 

except for materialism, normative standpoints and the defence of values appear to be irrelevant Equally, 

with regard to alienation and Insecurity, disappointed materialists are perfectly average. In keeping with 

authoritarian materialism, they show a modest tendency towards conformism.

The general anti-idealism again becomes apparent when issues of the welfare state are at stake, with the 

normative importance o f free markets being valued rather low. The same is true with regard to 

individual commitment to the improvement of the situation of the underprivileged. However, the 

influence o f big business on politics is seen as less problematic and we find a significantly smaller 

tendency in favour o f the enlargement of the social security system. Last but not least, disappointed 

materialism is the collective with the strongest committment to a privately organised social insurance 

system, although, w hilst a large majority opts for the public variant, the proportion of thirty percent 

supporting private responsibility is far above the acceptance found in the rest o f the population (15%). 

When it comes to voting or party identification the rather somewhat pronounced profile of disappointed 

materialism do not show clear preferences, even though some particularities are obvious. Indeed, if 

society were to consist of only East German disappointed materialists, this would be the end of both the 

Green and the Liberal party, because the amount of individuals expressing voting preferences for one of 

those is simply zero. Secondly, we find a minor over-representation of non-voters, although with 17 

percent versus 12 percent in general, this deviation is rather marginal. Finally, there is a further 

curiosity, because disappointed materialism is less frequently identified with the Christian Democrats 

(21% versus 25% in general). However, as soon as actually voting is concerned the conservative party 

becomes the preferred option (37% in comparison to a total o f 26%). More importantly, a third refuse to 

answer the question o f voting preferences or have no opinion whatsoever.

If there is a tendency with regard to membership behaviour it is a tendency towards passivity, because 

only where professional interest organisations are concerned, do disappointed materialists show a 

modestly higher degree o f active participation (11% versus generally 5% of active members). For a 

complete counter to both this lack of present involvement and the collective of authoritarian 

materialism, disappointed materialists were heavily involved in the socialist party system, with 38 

percent, in comparison to 28 percent in general, confessing to having been members in one of the GDR 

parties, 30 percent (versus 22%) having been members of the Communist Party (SED). In this respect, 

disappointed m aterialists had the highest degree of organisational involvement in the former regime, 

which maybe explains the general disillusionment about all sorts o f societal ideals with its exclusive 

emphasis on the value o f the prosperous society.
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The Moderates .

In contrast to the West* Eastern moderatism implies only modestly higher political interest, although no 

other representative collective reaches this level. As in West Germany, it is a pattern of the political left, 

particularly the centre-left Once again, moderatism leads, but again the differences are rather small. 

Moderates are fairly critical to the reality of German democracy. Moreover, most moderates prefer the 

more distant approval of "rather content" to more enthusiastic possibilities. Once again, the differences 

are rather small, but within East German homogeneity, moderatism takes the most extreme position. 

However, this picture of scepticism is reversed when the idea of socialism is considered, because with 

77 percent of moderates expressing some sort o f positive orientation towards socialist ideology, we 

found the most pro-socialist collective. Once more, their deviation from the rest o f the Eastern society is 

small, although when it comes to the evaluation o f the reality o f the former GDR, moderates lose their 

exceptional position. Equally extraordinary is their belief that, whilst the idea of socialism was good, the 

reality was a disaster. Indeed, with 64 percent o f agreement, moderatism is not only far above all other 

societal groups but clearly part company from the population average of 52 percent over this issue. 

Furthermore, like their W est German counterparts. East German moderates handle the issue of national 

pride with care, with 48 percent confessing that they are very or rather proud to be a German (non

moderates: 64%). Only the value pattern o f disappointed materialism expresses less national sentiment 

(44%), whilst with regard to their commitment towards different territorial units, moderates are perfectly 

on average. Interestingly and counter to West German moderatism, the European Union Is excluded 

from this positive realm of identification. On this issue, moderatism fall actually behind the population 

in general. Moderates also display a less pronounced tendency towards authoritarianism than the others, 

however, this is more a question of degrees of agreement than of substantial differences. For example if 

we consider the proportion of individuals who agree completely or mostly with the suggestion that 

liberty has to be defended against chaos and disorder, moderates turn out to be significantly less law and 

order-oriented (58% versus 76% in total). However, if we observe the complete realm of agreement, that 

is include the category "agree rather", the difference disappears to a large extent (82% versus 91% of all 

non-moderates). Stronger deviations are sustained with regard to the issue o f authoritarian education, 

because 52 percent of moderates, the lowest proportion of all groups, agree that children should be 

educated to obey and be disciplined (versus 69%). Moreover, 20 percent of moderates express a strong 

opinion about the dominance of public welfare, which is not only far below the average o f 37 percent 

but also unprecedented amongst all other societal groups. The same pattern reappears with regard to the 

question o f alienation or anomie, where the level o f general agreement comes close to the population 

average, although clear differences appear if we consider only stronger forms of agreement, because, 

then, moderatism becomes exceptional again.

Moreover, East German moderates show a significantly lower level of esteem for both income equality 

and a private economy as prerequisites for democracy. Accordingly, there is a modestly stronger
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tendency to believe that the influence o f big business on politics is too much. On the other hand, a huge 

majority (84% versus 76%) desires the enlargement of the social security system.

The moderate value pattern, in clear opposition to its W est German counterpart, is only vaguely 

connected to voting preferences. We can observe a slightly stronger tendency to vote Social Democrat 

(36% versus 34%) and a lower inclination towards the Christian Democrat alternative (21% in 

comparison to 27%). This pattern is repeated over the issue of party identification, although SPD 

preferences and the dislike of the CDU becomes slightly more pronounced. Finally, unlike in the W est 

East German moderatism implies no specific disposition towards political participation, because 

membership rates in the unions, political parties and professional interest organisation mirror exactly the 

degree of organisation in East German society in general. Only when it comes to new social movements 

is there a higher proportion of moderates which report commitment or active participation (26% in 

comparison to 17%).

The Complete Synthesis

The value pattern of complete synthesis is an almost perfect reflection of the East German society. 

Political interest is rather low, and there is a tendency towards the left o f the political spectrum. 

However, complete synthesis displays an above-average degree of social trust, with 40 percent believing 

that one can trust fellow human beings (non-synthesists: 24%). In this respect, complete synthesists are 

peculiar, because of all representative collectives no other has such a  positive and optimistic attitude 

towards contemporaries. Second position being held by disappointed materialists who, with a proportion 

of 28 percent, still lag far behind. When it comes to an evaluation o f the public climate, complete 

synthesis resembles the average again, as is also the case with regard to attitudes towards democracy and 

socialism, both in ideology and reality, because no single deviation from the East German pattern is 

observable.

Equally, 61 percent confess themselves to be very or rather proud to be a German, which is again a 

perfect copy o f the population average. Moreover, value synthesis is in the lead when commitment to the 

former GDR is at stake, although again, the differences are rather small (64% versus 53% who express 

strong or rather strong commitment). However, no other collective reaches this level o f nostalgia for the 

former GDR. The same holds for the new regions, that is the territory of the GDR as it exists in the 

contemporary united Germany. Although there is a  modest but significant tendency towards alienation, 

this tendency is much less pronounced than in the W est W hat is clearler is the synthesists' orientation 

towards social conformity, i.e., the belief that lifestyle should adapt to friends' and neighbours' 

expectation is supported by 39 percent (27% o f all non-synthesists). Indeed, 36 percent believe that one 

ought to agree with the majority (25%).

W ith regard to the issue of the welfare state, complete synthesis considers individual socio-political 

commitment as a very important duty o f the citizen. In contrast, the further construction o f the social
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security system finds fewer friends, although 66 percent of complete synthesists would welcome on 

enlargement of the system (versus 79%).

Complete synthesists take an average position when action dispositions are at stake. under close

analysis, no deviation is detectable. This Is hue for both voting preferences and party fcvnrifir-atirtn, as it 

is with regard to membership rates and participation behaviour. On the other hand, complete synthesis 

belongs to those collectives who report above-average involvement in the former socialist regime, with a 

proportion of 36 percent of them having been party members, a level of participation which is exceeded 

only by disappointed materialism.

Consensualism

Almost half of all consensualists report strong or very strong political interest Thus, consensualism is 

the representative pattern with the highest proportion of politically interested individuals (47% in 

comparison to 31% non-consensualists). Consensual value synthesis, moreover, implies a significantly 

more positive attitude towards the idea of democracy, which becomes especially apparent if we consider 

the category of "very positive" only, where a proportion of 54 percent (43% for all non-consensualists) is 

achieved which is not matched by any other collective. Moreover, consensualists express, together with 

moderates, the most positive views about the ideals of socialism.

Consensualists exceed the average when law and order questions are concerned, i.e., the belief that 

freedom must be defended against chaos and disorder being supported by an impressive percentage of 97 

percent (86% in the group of comparison) of them. However, this exceptional position is not repeated 

over the area of authoritarian education or the evaluation of the public good. Indeed, when it comes to 

anomie and insecurity, consensualists feel as uprooted or, depending upon the perspective, as secure as 

East Germans in general, virtually no deviation being detectable. In contrast to complete synthesis, there 

is a clear tendency towards less conformity, with the need to fulfil friends' or neighbours' expectations 

resulting in only 21 percent (versus 33%), whils the belief that one should agree with the majority is 

thought to be correct by 20 percent (30%) of them. That opportunistic deliberations should take 

precedence of criticism is supported by only 29 percent of consensualists, as against 44 percent of all 

non-consensualists. Even this minor but consistent deviation renders consensualists and moderates the 

least conformist groups in East German society.

Consensualists believe in both income equality and a privately organised economy as a condition for 

democracy. Moreover, commitment in favour of the under-privileged receives a significantly higher 

level o f esteem, this normative impetus being reflected in their attitude towards the social security 

system, with 92 percent (in comparison to 81% in the control group) in favour of its organisation 

remaining public, and a  strong majority demanding its enlargement

Consensualism is the only Eastern group In which a markedly left orientation translates into pro-Social 

Democrat preferences, because with a proportion of 41 percent of all potential voters, consensualists are 

the main reservoir of the support for SFD in East German society (SPD preferences in the group of
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comparison: 30%), the PDS, the left-wing post-communist party, being the group which proliferates the 

most after this value pattern. 41 percent of all PDS votes come from the consensual milieu, with the 

consequence that the Christian Democrats are the losers, with only 20 percent (in comparison to 29 

percent in general) expressing a preference in favour of the CDU. W ith regard to membership patterns, 

we observe behaviour that is again average. Similar to disappointed materialism and complete synthesis, 

consensualists were frequently SED-party members (30% in comparison to 18% of all non- 

consensualists), or, to put it in another way, of all East Germans who confess regime-loyal participation, 

almost half (46%) come from the value collective of consensualism.

The Conservative Synthesis

As a juxtaposition to consensualists, conservatives show a rather low level of interest in politics, with 41 

percent describing themselves as centre-right (otherwise 27%). Thus, next to authoritarian materialism, 

conservatives are the group in East German society with the second m ost strong tendency towards the 

right of the political spectrum. Equally, their rather high level of interpresonal mistrust is more similar to 

authoritarian materialism than the realm of synthesis. They are also the most optimistic group with 

regard to the climate o f public opinion, with 67 percent believing that one can speak freely (otherwise 

56%), a figure that is approached only by authoritarian materialism (64%).

The appreciation of the democratic ideal, with a proportion of 87 percent who say that they are either 

very or rather in favour of the idea of democracy, is ^comparatively high. Indeed, no other East German 

value collective displays such an outspoken degree of agreement (in general 78%).

The level of explicit national pride is also comparatively higher than that of other groups, with 73 

percent confessing to be either very or rather proud to be German (all others: 60%). Again, conservative 

synthesis takes the lead position. Equally, next to authoritarian materialists, conservatives are the group 

most clearly in favour of law and order policies, this being especially the case If we consider the 

category of very strong agreement only, with 66 percent agreeing completely that one must defend 

liberty against chaos and disorder, a proportion which exceeds even authoritarian materialism. The 

authoritarian aims of education are supported by 75 percent (authoritarian materialism: 86%, group of 

comparison: 64%), although as a strong counter to authoritarian materialism, they have a noticeably 

more anti-conformist perspective. On this issue, conservatism follows consensualism and East Germans, 

in general, but parts company with both complete synthesis and the extraordinarily conformist attitudes 

o f authoritarian materialists.

Interestingly, the various issues of the welfare state provoke no deviation whatsoever. In comparison to 

their relatively marked syndrome of attitudes, conservative synthesis offers also no d ea r guideline as to 

voting preferences, the most obvious tendency o f this group being the rejection o f extremist parties. 

Indeed, both right- and left-extremist voters are virtually non-existent Only the Christian Democrats 

have a clear advantage (36% in comparison to 25% of all non-conservative synthesists), indeed the 

peculiarity of this collective is less in its explicit voting preferences than over the Issue of party
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identification, with 41% of all conservative synthesis confessing to lack a party identification. This 

proportion even exceeds the already high level of non-identifiers in the Eastern part of the united 

Germany and is incomparatively high with regard to all other groups. Accordingly, conservative 

synthesists display the lowest degree of organisation when political parties and trade unions are 

concerned, a diagnosis which is correct not only for conventional politics but also with regard to new 

social movements. The proportion of 87 percent who are neither actively nor passively involved in ‘new 

politics* is exceeded only by authoritarian materialists (89%). In what is a diametrically opposed 

position to both related variants of synthesis, conservatives did not have any involvement in the party 

system of the former GDR, only eleven percent (group of comparison: 24%, consensualists: 30%) 

having possessed a membership card for the SED, and 17 percent in comparison to 30 percent in total 

were a member of one o f the GDR parties. As in the West, conservative synthesis resembles more the 

conservative-right of value collectives than the patterns of synthesis.

Postmaterialism

In its East German version, postmaterialism is an extremely marginal phenomenon. Thus, we consider 

deviations only if  they are straightforward and unambiguous. To start with, postmaterialism is inspired 

by a high level of political interest, with 92 percent, that is virtually all, describing themselves as a 

member of the political le ft Indeed, this figure is so outstanding (non postmaterialists: 20%) that there 

can be no doubt about the left bias of postmaterialism, especially if  we include centre-left evaluations in 

our considerations, in which case, no single postmaterialist admits to either right or centre-right 

positions. Secondly, postmaterialists appear, within the East German context at least, to be extremely 

trusting, because almost 60 percent of them display positive attitudes towards their fellow human beings 

(generally 27%). On the other hand, there seems to be a stronger tendency to perceive the public climate 

as hostile. In clear contrast to their Western twin. Eastern postmaterialists show no specific enthusiasm 

concerning the idea of democracy. However, postmaterialists are by far the most sceptical group when it 

comes to the democratic reality of present-day Germany, with an impressive figure o f 93 percent 

expressing some sort of discontent (non-postmaterialists: 39%). Correspondingly, 93 percent believe that 

the idea of socialism is somehow good (versus: 70%), although not surprisingly, 80 percent of 

postmaterialists (in general 54%) opt for the statement that the socialist idea, whilst good, the reality 

was, however, a disaster.

The huge majority of postmaterialists is not at all proud to be German (60% in comparison to 10% 

otherwise), with this low level of nationalism not being restricted to the issue of pride. On the contrary, 

in all instances, except that for Europe, postmaterialists display lower levels of commitment East 

German postmaterialists are even more outspoken than their Western counterparts, towards the European 

community (60% in comparison to 34%). Surprisingly, the united Germany provokes greater sentiments 

than is the case for the local community or the region, a pattern which completely contradicts W est 

German postmaterialism. We can only assume that for East German postmaterialists unification meant
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something positive* presumably unification with a more confiictual society in which their own position 

was less marginal and contested.

Not surprisingly* then, postmaterialists are pronouncedly anti-authoritarian* because between the law and 

order orientation of East German society and postmaterialist attitudes a huge gap develops (e.g. with 

90% of non-postmaterialists agreeing that liberty has to be defended against chaos and disorder, whilst 

only 23% of postmaterialists accepting this). Moreover* not one single postmaterialist favours 

authoritarian educational aims (67% in general), and the idea that public interest outweighs particular 

interest is forcefully rejected. Moreover, postmaterialists are as anti-conformist as they are anti

authoritarian, with the gap between the population average and different societal groups* on the one 

hand* and postmaterialists* on the other, appearing to be unbridgeable. Finally* postmaterialists are less 

satisfied with their lives, because with the level o f high contentment (very or rather satisfied) at 20 

percent it is clearly below the average.

Unlike West German postmaterialism* this East German marginal collective shows a significantly higher 

level of esteem for income equality as a prerequisite for democracy. As with their Western counterparts, 

a privately organised economy is seen as being o f less importance. Almost all (93% versus 36% of non

postmaterialists) believe in socio-political commitment as a  very important duty of the citizen. 

Accordingly* they believe that the state should intervene strongly in order to control the private market* 

and the influence of big business on politics is conceived of by almost all o f them (93%) as too strong. 

W ith regard to action dispositions* the discussion can be brief. Postmaterialists vote Green (54%) and 

identify (71%) with the Green party. If postmaterialists were to be the majority, only the Greens and the 

post-Communist PDS (39% potential voters* 14% with a PDS identification) would ex ist All other 

parties attracting no support whatsoever. Furthermore* postmaterialists are the most active part o f the 

former GDR’s society, with active involvement in unions (30% in comparison to 6% in the group of 

comparison), professional interest organisations (40% active in comparison to 5% in general) and* 

especially, the realm o f citizen organisations and new social movements* with a massive majority of 

about 60 percent being either directly active or feeling committed to these ‘new’ forms of politics. When 

it comes to the question o f membership behaviour in the former GDR* postmaterialists lose this 

inclination towards ‘hyper-activity’. On the contrary, only 13 percent (versus 29%) confess to having 

had any formal participation in one of the GDR parties.

Ascetic Conservatism

O f all the three East German value marginal groups, ascetic conservatism comes closest to the realm of 

representativeness. Hence, should we expect a less ‘radical* point o f view? To start with* only 13 

percent of them believe that one can trust fellow human beings* which even by the standards of the 

suspicious East German society is an incomparatively low figure (group of comparison: 28%), although 

this mistrust is not transferred to their evaluation o f the public climate* because on this issue ascetic
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towards democracy, although with regard to the Idea of socialism, ascedcists are clearly more sceptical. 

43 percent are very proud to be German, a position which is outstanding not only in comparison w ith 

the average (23%) but also with all other societal groups. With regard to territorial commitments, ascetic 

conservatism displays a high but still average level of support However, what is not average is their 

position towards law and order ideas, with an extreme proportion of 63 percen t a position only 

comparable to the pattern of conservative synthesis (66%), agreeing completely with the proposition that 

freedom has to be defended against chaos and disorder (all non-conservatives: 47%). Indeed, when we 

consider all forms of agreement no single ascetic conservative disagrees. Authoritarian aims in 

education and the superiority of public welfare find similarly high support In fac t the marginal pattern 

of the East displays an even clearer tendency towards law and order1 attitudes than Its representative 

counterpart from the Western part of the united Germany. On the other hand. Western asceticism is 

characterised by what is a  clearly non-alienated orientation and strong feelings of security and self- 

confidence which runs counter to the social environment At this point Eastern asceticism departs, 

because we find a degree o f irritation that equals an already high level of anomia within the East 

German society. On the other hand, Eastern ascetic conservatism has a relative anti-conformist point o f 

view, with only 18 percent believing that one should adapt towards friends* and neighbours' expectations 

(non-asceticists: 30%). Indeed, except for the marginal pattern of postmaterialism, ascetic conservatism 

takes the top position with regard to non-conformism, although ascetic conservatives are at least as 

opportunistic as East German society in general.

Maybe not surprisingly, we found them to be the strongest supporters of the Christian Democrat party, 

with 47 percent confessing that they would vote CDU if there were to be an election next Sunday. This 

number does not only exceed the rest of the population (25%), but Is unprecedented amongst all other 

societal groups. As a consequence, ascetic conservatives are less inclined to vote Social Democrat (23% 

in comparison to 35%). Moreover, not one single respondent reported any desire to vote in favour o f the 

post-Communist PDS (in general 8%). Moreover, the issue of party Identification supports this 

impression, with 48 percent confessing a committment to the Christian Democrats (versus 24%), whilst 

only 15 percent admitting to any committment to the Social DemocratsL Moreover, we observe a  modest 

tendency towards involvement in political parties, with twelve percent (in comparison to only seven 

percent in the control group) being in possession of a membership card. With regard to labour unions, 

professional interest associations and new social movements ascetic conservatives behave in an 

unexceptional manner, the same being true with regard to past behaviour, although the proportion o f 

former SED members amongst them remains clearly be low-average (12% in comparison to 23%).

Value Distance

Value rejection is related to a middling level of interest in politics, 82 percent reporting this. 

Ideologically, value distance is as left-biased as is the case for East Germans in general, with 63 percent
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believing that it is better to be careful if  one wants to express one’s own opinions. This scepticism 

regarding the climate of public opinion is far above the average level of mistrust that is found within 

Hast German society (33%). Not one value scepdcist is very much in favour of the ideas o f democracy 

(all the others: 47%), although 80 percent are basically content with the democratic reality in Germany. 

This is an an extraordinary standpoint, because either other collectives, nor East Germans in general, 

(60%) are as positive towards the realisation of the democratic ideal. On the contrary, the idea of 

socialism provokes almost disgust, with only 31 percent expressing some sort o f positive evaluation 

which is in strict opposition to the idealisation of socialism in the East German public (71% are 

somehow in favour of the socialist idea). Interestingly, the reality in the former GDR receives an 

incomparatively high level of support, with 44 percent of them (in comparison to 27 percent in the group 

o f comparison) believing that the socialist reality was somehow good. As in the West, value scepticism 

is predominantly anti-idealistic, although on a  practical daily-life level apparently highly adaptable to 

different regime realities. An impressive proportion of 69 percent think that the idea of socialism was 

bad, whilst the reality was positive. Once again, value scepticists are highly controversial, because only 

nine percent of all East Germans can agree with such an evaluation.

Furthermore, value distance is the East German collective with demonstrates the lowest level of national 

pride, with no single scepticist being very proud to be German (versus 24%). This generally low level of 

commitment is repeated over almost all territorial units, particularly the local community. Indeed, value 

skepticism, like postmaterialism, lags far behind. Not surprisingly, scepticists are less prepared to defend 

the value of freedom against chaos and disorder (57% agreement in comparison to 90% in the control 

group). The same is also true with regard to their support for law and order as an educational aim. Only 

when it comes to the subordination of the particular to the public good, do value skepticists surpass the 

rest of East Germany, with 71 percent agreeing completely or mostly here on this point (versus 34%). If 

there is a tendency regarding alienation and anomie, it is, again in accordance with postmaterialism, 

towards a below-average level of insecurity, although value scepticists are the masters o f conformity, 

with 76 percent agreeing that one should live as friends and neighbours expect (versus 29%), whilst 44 

percent believe that it is  better to agree with the majority (27%) and w ith 59 percent wanting to refrain 

from criticism in order to avoid disadvantage (38%). Here, the position of value skepticism is again 

extreme, both with regard to all other societal groups and to the East Germans generally. As Is the case 

with postmaterialists, value distance shows a rather low level o f life satisfaction (13% in comparison to 

43% in the control group).

The anti-idealistic perspective of value distance is reflected in the collective's attitude towards the 

welfare state. Whenever normative assessment is a t stake, no m atter whether it concerns income equality 

and a private economy as prerequisites of democracy or commitment in favour o f underprivileged 

groups as a citizen duty, value distance lags significantly behind. Indeed, we can observe a huge gap 

between this collective and the rest o f the population. However, whenever reality is addressed, value 

distance supports the status quo. With regard to state interventions and particularly the influence of big



business on politics* value distance tend to believe that everything should remain as it is. As is the case 

with regard to democracy and socialism* normative elements of the welfare state are forcefully rejected, 

although the actual method o f implementation is appreciated. Surprisingly* we found that this is the 

collective with the strongest inclination towards a privately non-solidarically organised social security 

system (47% versus 15%). Consequently* a further enlargement of the existing system finds 

comparatively few supporters amongst them (31% versus 78% in the group o f comparison).

Out of a total of 17 respondents* eight refused to give any insight into their own voting preferences. 

Thus, apart from noting this high percentage of refusal, it is impossible to draw any conclusion 

concerning the party preference of value scepticists. However* we find a dear over-representation of 

unionists* with the majority o f them possessing a membership card of one of the labour unions (versus 

29%). As is the case with postmaterialism* there is also a strong inclination towards support for citizen 

organisations and new social movements* with 44 percent (in comparison to 18 percent) confessing some 

commitment here. Even more significant is the involvement of value skepticists within professional 

interest organisations (65% members in comparison to 10%). Thus, surprisingly* scepticism towards 

values does not lead to political passivity* on the contrary, value distance shows, with the exception of 

political parties, a markedly high level of activity. With regard to membership in the parties of the 

former GDR, particularly the SED, value scepticists report under- rather than over-participation. 

However* the differences are small.

8.3 Conclusions

83.1 Value Synthesis: Cortfomüsts or Rational Citizens?

This chapter was dedicated to the question whether* and if* how many, value collectives are politically 

relevant In this concluding section, we try to give a more parsimonious answer to the problem of value 

collectives1 action ability. Let us start by answering a theoretical or rather normative question which 

emerged from the recent value-change debate. According to Klages* idea of value synthesis* the 

incorporation of traditional and modem traits into one common value pattem is the highest and most 

superior expression of modem man. The signs of the time, according to Klages, demand neither the one

sided withdrawal into duty-acceptance values nor the enthusiastic takeover of the ideals of self- 

realisation.1 On the contrary* the balanced integration of both traditional and modem values is an 

adequate response of the modem democratic personality (an Identical argument is made by Claußen 

1987). Both pure traditionalists or ‘conventionalists’ in Klages* terms* i.e. the one-sided celebration of 

duty and acceptance values* and the exclusive emphasis on self-realisation values by the ‘ idealist\ result 

in psychological pressures* unbearable value tensions* lability or radicalism. Value synthesis, on the 

other hand* signals the “evolutionary reason** (‘evolutionäre Vernunft) o f contemporary societies (see 

Hepp 1994: 28). Notwithstanding the clear normative origins of this stipulation* we have shown that the

208

1 'W er angesichts des Wertewandels den "guten alten" Werten nachhängt, befleißigt sich somit* schroff gesagt* 
einer hoffnungslosen Nostalgie und ist in der Gefahr eines Wirklichkeitsveriustes" (Klages 1993:29).
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Klagesian idea of value synthesis stands in strong opposition to the theoretical meaning and  

conceptualisation o f value orientations as "imposing a preference or giving primacy to one alternative 

over the other in a particular type of situation" (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 78).* If a value is a conception "o f 

the desirable which influences the selection from available modes, means and ends o f action" 

(Kluckhohn 1962: 395). value synthesis is necessarily the worst option. In other words, if values 

generate consistency w ith regard to behaviour and attitudes, then value selection permits this consistency 

at "low cost". Only in this case can values function as a useful device for action (see e.g. Sniderman e t 

al. 1993). Why? If individuals are confronted w ith a  basically contingent and endless choice o f means, 

modes and ends of action, a choice can only be made if there is something which structures and 

predetermines this basic contingency o f life. Thus, values have to be hierarchical and selective. From 

this perspective, the Klagesian modem man, burdened with the unweighted internalisation o f traditional 

and modem traits is paralysed, because one cannot choose between duty and obedience and self- 

realisation and hedonism at the same time. Complete value synthesis would lead either to the 

impossibility o f choice and action, or a  personality structure which permanently differentiated between 

different roles as well as the adequate values and action-types which fit into each respective role. In  

other words, different values would be applied in different situations in order to meet differing role 

expectations (this is the Merlon (1957) solution). Thus, value synthesists would be both hard-working 

and obedient in the role o f an employee and a  self-realising hedonist at home.* 4 Notwithstanding 

problems of identity, which are likely to emerge from such dissonant role behaviour, our interest 

concerns only one specific, and maybe even not the most important, role of human conduct the 

individual as a political being. Thus, we have to ask whether general value synthesis can provide clear 

dispositions concerning the realm of political attitudes and actions?

Hence, let us re-evaluate the action ability of value synthesis. The Western synthesis presented itself as 

an almost perfect replica o f the average citizen, significant deviations from the population means being 

observable in almost no respect, although, however, one may argue that this representative is an 

artifact of the sheer number of value synthesists in comparison to smaller minoritarian collectives. If a 

group represents a third of a population, the likelihood that average patterns appear is undoubtedly 

higher than with regard to a collective that embraces only five percent o f a given population. However, 

the same statement holds for the East o f Germany where complete value synthesis is not the frequently 

chosen option. Hence, ‘discreteness’ o f this type cannot be explained through frequency only. Having 

said that, value synthesists part company in one significant respect from the average: value synthesists 

are distinctively more alienated from the social world and possess a clearly above-average feeling of 

insecurity concerning the socio-political environment, rapid change being perceived as threatening, and 

the world as lull o f contingency and ambiguity. Does this provide evidence of superior ways to master

1 For more details, see Chapter 2.
4 Such an argument is actually made by Cot grove and Duff: "It is quite consistent to act according to material 
values in an occupation (to be dissatisfied with the salary, for example), and at the same time give law priority to 
economic growth as a goal for society" (1981:101).
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modem life? Am alienation and insecurity adequate responses to the conditions o f contemporary 

societies? A systematically anomic situation, concludes Alfred Lorenzer, is the mam disease of the 

contemporary epoch. In his words, "das Leiden an der Ratlosigkeit, der Verwinung von Normen und 

Werten" is a sign of the crisis of the modem world (1986: 94). Putting it like this, value synthesis is an 

expression of confusion and helplessness rather than superiority and adequacy. Similarly, Müller 

stipulates (1992: 21) that "perplexity" is the major diagnosis of contemporary times. From this 

perspective, value synthesis would be a typical, however negative, outcome of modernity. Indeed, it may 

even be a first incarnation of the post-modem age. What is typical for post-modem cultures, according 

to Stephen Welsh (1993: 38) is “fragmentation, multi-directional change and a psychedelic collage of 

contemporary attitudes, values and beliefs". In other words, post-modernism signals “a turmoil of values 

and preferences, the byproduct and waste of centuries of the modernizing process" (Gibbins 1989: 17f.). 

Empirically, the incorporation of controversial values into one common pattern leads directly to an 

incapacity to formulate preferences and attitudes. Thus, the mainstream and yet insignificant attitude 

syndrome of value synthesis. Of course, any one value synthesist may have clear preferences, although 

what makes someone choose an option is not the result of value orientations. With regard to the 

collective, values have no structuring or selective significance. Consequently, therefore, the modem 

world must appear as an universe full of contingency, with the lack of any guiding principles making 

value synthesis more a victim of the individualised pluralist society than its ideal typical, successful 

citizen. The clear impossibility of reacting to the manifold demands of social life with their own value

laden standards leads value synthesists towards conformism. Indeed, no other collective, not even value 

distance, is as conformist as value synthesis. Because their own value patterns do not provide clear 

standards of action, standards and orientation have to be found externally in what is a strict adaptation of 

the routine norms of the social community and the political attitude of the majority. In short, the 

inability to choose between different values, to apply preferences in a hierarchical order of validity, is 

doomed to provoke either estrangement and alienation or/and patterns of conformist behaviour. Only 

from a  cynical perspective can these solutions provide evidence of the basic virtues of the modern man. 

Amazingly, belief in the superiority of value synthesis receives high attention from within the academic 

community/ What makes this all the more amazing is that previous analyses showed the rather weak 

connection between value synthesis and attitudes on the one hand and social-structural indicators on the 

other (e.g. Gensicke 1994). Still, the ‘realist’ is celebrated as the type who shows a "planerische und 

rationale Lebenseinstellung, die für die Bewältigung der schwierigen Lebensumstände einer 

individualisierten Gesellschaft günstig ist" (Gensicke 1994: 42, similar Hepp 1996, Winkel 1996). 

Empirically, however, exactly the contrary is true because value synthesis does not lead to the secure 

management of difficult life circumstances in an individualised society, but results in conformism and 1

1 Hepp (1994: 24), for example, reports a widespread agreement that the Klagesian idea of value synthesis 
received within the academic community. This is particularly true, so Hepp, in comparison to Inglchait's approach 
whose critics already fill entire book shelves.
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anomie. The Eastern pattern adds one particularity because value synthesists tend to idealise the G D R  

p ast Indeed, no other value collective confesses such a strong commitment towards the former socialist 

regime. Moreover, the proportion of value synthesists who were a member of one o f the parties o f th e  

former GDR is markedly above average. Hence, the inability to select a meaningful value pattern m ay 

very well be caused by the collapse of the socialist regime and the subsequent disorientation o f  

committed activists. Alienation and conformism would be a  result of recent historical experiences. 

Equally, the relatively high involvement in the GDR system might have been already an expression o f  

this type's tendency to conform and adapt to the strictures o f the ruling elite.

8.3.2 Value Selection: A Necessary Response to Modernity

What should be obvious by now is the fact that value integration is an obstacle when it comes to  the 

development of clear dispositions and action preferences. Instead, value synthesis are the ‘spokesmen* o f  

the silent majority, partly alienated, partly conformist, and, in any case, shifting with the political w ind 

and following temporal fashion. If put like this, the selective emphasis on certain values provides 

evidence of "an awareness of the disaggregation and partial incompatibility within the universe o f  

modem values" (Offe 1985: 850). W hile Offe's interest concerns exclusively new social movements and  

the phenomenon of postmaterialism, we suggest that value selection in general, that is no matter w hich 

direction or content is a t stake, is a form of selective rationalisation o f modem values that aims to re 

establish meaning and action ability, as a counter to a contingent and contradictory universe o f values. 

Hence, let us recall once again the dominant traits of our value selective collectives. Starting in the 

West, authoritarian materialism is a pattern o f the political right that is not particularly positive either 

towards the ideals of democracy or socialism. Authoritarian materialists celebrate law and order, esteem  

obedience as the major educational aim and believe in the existence and superiority o f a pre-given public 

good. The normative trinity of welfare capitalism, income equality, private economy and commitment 

towards the poor, is met with extreme disregard. In sum, the authoritarian component regarding 

diligence and duty values is directly reflected in this type's attitudes towards law and order, with the 

emphasis on the prosperous society and the neglect of solidarity and autonomy leading to strong 

disrespect for the normative basis of the welfare state and fostering an escape into private consumerism. 

Also positioned on the right but politically highly interested, is the collective of ascetic conservatism. 

They show pronounced law and order approval which is related to a strong feeling o f security and 

understanding when confronted by a rapidly changing environment National pride marks the core o f 

ascetic conservatism, whereas social equality and moral dedication to the poor receive low support In 

essence, ascetic conservatives believe in the legitimacy of inequality. Consequently, ascetic 

conservatism is against the proliferating social security system and favours Christian Democrat politics. 

Disappointed materialists express the lowest life satisfaction o f all Western collectives. Moreover, one 

observes an unprecedented belief in the basic hostility of the climate o f public opinion. Disappointed 

materialists believe they are neglected outsiders, but they are also opportunistic and disdain the nation
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and all other forms of territorial commitment Their exclusive emphasis on the ideal of wealth renders 

disappointed materialists an opponent of capitalism. On the other hand, solidarity with the poor is none 

of their business. Big business rules the world and its impact on politics should be reduced. However, 

the social security system should be enlarged. Finally, disappointed materialists are non-voters and feel 

alienated from the political system as a whole.

Postmaterialists are highly interested in politics and politically left-wing. Postmaterialists celebrate the 

ideals of both democracy and socialism but show dissatisfaction with the factual realisation of these 

ideals. Moreover, authoritarianism, in all its variants, is harshly rejected, feelings of alienation are 

uncommon and conformism strictly denied. Postmaterialists are not proud to be German and have low 

commitment towards all territorial units except for Europe. Capitalism is viewed with strong scepticism, 

with only a few believing in a private market as a  prerequisite for democracy. They believe that the state 

should control the market more efficiently and the influence of big business on politics should be 

diminished. However, postmaterialists believe that it is a duty of the citizen to work towards the 

improvement of the poor's living conditions and demand a tighter social security net Western 

postmaterialists vote Green, those that do not Social Democrat Moreover, postmaterialists are 

hyperactive with regard to all possible organisations and movements with the exception of the trade 

unions. Moderatism is similarly left and politically interested. In keeping with the balanced value 

pattern, their beliefs are less extreme. In almost all instances, one observes them as a  mild copy of 

postmaterialism. However, moderates incline predominantly towards the Social Democrat party. 

Welfare statism belongs to the centre-left and shows little interest in politics. Socialism is viewed 

negatively regarding both its ideology and reality. Moreover, welfare statists are strongly anti-European. 

Not surprisingly, the ideals of the welfare state are enthusiastically celebrated, and both income equality 

and capitalism are thought to be very important elements of the democracy. The anti-participatory 

attitude of this collective is reflected in the rejection of individual commitment to improving the 

situation of the under-privileged as a duty of the citizen, this not being an issue for the individual but a 

matter for the state. Welfare statists do not want more state intervention in the private market and they 

believe that the influence o f big business is exactly right However, they want more welfare. Welfare 

statists vote left, identify with the Social Democrats and are extraordinarily passive whenever 

organisation is at stake. Finally, they have a tendency towards lower life satisfaction. Moreover, welfare 

statists are extremely suspicious regarding contemporaries but over-friendly when evaluating the 

openness of the public climate. Western value distance leads to relatively low political interest and low 

life satisfaction, with the idea of democracy receiving relatively bad marks, whilst the GDR's past 

produces a slightly higher evaluation. There is little commitment towards territorial units and a clear 

rejection of the normative ideal of the welfare state. In general, value skepticism is a synonym for anti

idealism.

Do value selective collectives do better with regard to "action in concert'? Let us proceed with an 

intuitive answer. To put it simply, the more selective, the more pronounced a value hierarchical pattern
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is, the higher group coherence and the stronger its tendency to express common dispositions to actions. 

In other words, the extremely selective patterns of postmaterialism, welfare statism and authoritarian 

materialism (in the W est), which all harshly reject some values, w hilst celebrating others - are more 

distinct from the population average and develop clearer attitude and action syndromes than the more 

modest and also more integrative patterns of both modernism and ascetic conservatism. The latter then 

are far more coherent and distinct than the collectives of value synthesis. In general, we can, therefore, 

formulate the rule that the more selective the patterns are, the higher the common formulation o f 

preferences and the likelihood of "action in concert". In other words, a  straightforward and logically 

consistent value pattern (e.g. no duty, high stress on self-realisation) provides better solutions to choice 

dilemmas than more moderate patterns (e.g. a little bit o f duty and much of self-realisation). Non- 

selective patterns (e.g. high stress on both duty and self-realisation), however, miss their function as 

guiding principles and are inadequate in handling the contingencies o f modem life. However, we are not 

simply praising value hierarchy and condemning value synthesis, because empirically, all value- 

selective patterns are simultaneously value-integrative patterns. Hierarchy, thus, is a relative 

phenomenon, with, in all instances, several values achieving a similarly high or similarly low approval 

rate. The apparent superiority of value selective collectives concerning their capacity to formulate clear 

preferences is not due to a perfect and all-embracing hiérarchisation o f values but is, rather, an outcome 

of the ability to stress one realm of values and to disrespect or neglect another one. Value selection, 

therefore, makes it possible to formulate what one wants and what one does not w ant Value synthesists, 

on the other hand, want everything and cannot prefer anything.

East Germany is different In the final section of Chapter 5 we argued that based upon homogeneous 

value patterns alone, we could not conclude that it is a conflict-free society. In the society of External 

threat’, minor deviations from the mean may indicate strong provocation of the societal status quo. 

However, none of East Germany's minoritarian value collectives showed a clear profile concerning 

action dispositions. To re-state, moderatism was the only really controversial, that is dissecting, pattern 

of society in the former GDR, its controversial position originating from the East’s untypical rejection of 

the values o f diligence and duty. Is this conflictual orientation matched by similarly conflictual 

dispositions towards "action In concert"? Surprisingly and in total opposition to its Western counterpart. 

Eastern moderatism shows the most sceptical attitude towards democracy of all groups and, yet, an 

above-average celebration of socialist ideals. Apart from a clearly higher interest in politics and, even 

within the East German context, pronounced inclination towards the left or centre-left spectrum of 

politics, deviations are small and rather negligible. Moreover, even less distinctive traits appear with 

regard to actual or past behaviour, although the question of voting and, especially party identification, is 

an ambivalent issue within the East German context From the beginning of electoral studies which 

accompanied the first free elections, it became obvious that voting decisions are rather loosely connected 

to social structure or religious denomination. The socialist regime, it would appear, apparently 

successfully broke up the alliance of the Weimar Republic between socio-structural groups and the party
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system. The same result also appears regarding values. In the end. voting in the former GDR is probably 

more a question of issues and personality than of class position or ideological beliefs. Thus, we should 

not be surprised if  value patterns interfere only modestly in the topic o f voting. However, moderstism 

appears to be rather inconspicuous in most respects not only with regard to voting behaviour. Thus, we 

doubt whether moderatism is a value collective in the accepted sense, namely a value pattern that 

translates itself into a common syndrome of attitudes and clear dispositions towards action. 

Disappointed materialism, on the other hand, seems to be the only Eastern collective that fulfils these 

criteria. Interestingly, it is the value collective that both combines almost complete value refusal with an 

outstanding and exclusive approval of prosperity and which is. in its ‘hedomat’ variant, only a marginal 

pattern in the W est This low political interest group presents itself as unattracted by political ideas in 

general whether they be democratic or socialist This anti-idealistic standpoint is connected to a 

strikingly positive evaluation of the GDR’s past which is in accordance with this group's high level of 

involvement in the former socialist system. As in the W est disappointed materialism is related to a low 

level of esteem for the private economy. However, in comparison to East Germans in general, who 

complain about too much of big business and not enough of social security, disappointed materialism is 

a defender of the status quo. Authoritarian materialism is rather inconspicuous again, if one ignores its 

clearly right or centre-right origins and a level o f conformity and opportunism that is untypical for East 

German society in general.

If we consider the representative realm only. East Germany is characterised by three main traits. First, a 

lower amount o f conflictual value patterns, second, a mote consensual structure of these patterns, and 

finally, a rather loose or vague translation o f value orientations into common dispositions. On the 

margins of the homogeneous society, however, conflict and value selectivity emerge. Postmaterialism, 

ascetic conservatism and a small but extremely harsh form of value scepticism threatens the 

majoritarian consensus. Notwithstanding clear and typical Eastern deviations such as the strong 

‘hedomat’ component o f postmaterialism, these marginal collectives display unambiguous and strong 

common dispositions.

Postmaterialists are very much on the left o f the political spectrum and, in opposition to Western 

postmaterialism, are relatively unsatisfied with their lives. Eastern postmaterialists are not particularly in 

favour of the democratic ideal but celebrate the ideals of socialism and express dissatisfaction with the 

reality of democracy. As in the West, postmaterialists are anti-authoritarian, non-alienated and strictly 

anti-conformist. The rejection of national pride is related to a  low commitment to all territorial units 

except for the European Union. Equally, a huge degree of scepticism towards capitalism and a strong 

emphasis on income equality and improvement of the poor's living conditions, lead East German 

postmaterialists to demand more state intervention and less influence o f big business. East German 

postmaterialists vote Green or PDS (not Social Democrats) and are politically active in all forms of 

organisations except for political parties. Value distance tends to disregard both democratic and socialist 

ideologies. However, we observe a relatively positive evaluation o f the GDR*s past Consequently, there
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is no particular interest in defending freedom and educate children towards the value o f obedience, 

although value distance means the belief in a pre-given public good. Moreover, they are far from being 

alienated but they are clearly conform ist The value basis o f the welfare state is forcefully rejected and 

there is an incomparably huge proportion who would like a  private, non-solidaristic social insurance 

system. In total opposition to East Germans in general, there is no feeling that the influence o f big 

business on politics is too strong and a  clear majority are against any further enlargement of the social 

security system. In clear opposition to their Western counterpart, value distance leads to high levels o f 

political activity, although not in political parties. Ascetic conservatism, finally, combines strong 

mistrust towards fellow citizens with enormous national pride. A strong authoritarian attitude is coupled 

with non-conformism and an overwhelming inclination towards the Christian Democrat party.

8 J J  A Statistical Assessment of * Action Ability’

Let us address the same question from a stricter statistical perspective. Table 8.1 presents a calculation 

of significant mean differences observed on the basis of a total o f 27 indicators which allow for 

statistical significance tests, so called t-tests*.

Table 8.1: Societal Relevance - Value Collectives in Comparison 

A) West Germany

1 2 3 4 5

Significant Mean Percentage Greater half the Percentage Percentage
Total N -  27 Differences of Total N Standuddev. of 1 of Total

N % N % %

Postmaterialism 25 93% 19 76% 70%
Modern tism 15 56% 11 73% 41%
Welfare Statism 15 56% 10 67% 37%
Authoritarian Materialism 15 56% 9 60% 33%
Disappointed Materialism 8 30% 6 75% 22%
Ascetic Conservatism 10 37% 3 30% 11%
Value Distance 14 52% 3 21% 11%
Complete Synthesis 23 85% 2 8% 7%
Consensual ism 12 44% 0 0% 0%
Conservative Synthesis 12 44% 0 0% 0%

* Certain indicators had to be excluded. Only variables which axe measured at least on interval scale level can be 
used to calculate mean values. The indicators are the ones we have discussed before.
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B) East Germany

1 2 3 4 5
Significant Mean Percentage Greater half the Percentage Percentage

Total N -  27 Difference« of Total N Standaxddev. ofl of Total
N % N % %

Fostmateriallsm 20 74% 20 100% 74%
Value Distance 15 56% 15 100% 56%
Disappointed Materialism 12 44% 3 21% 11%
Authoritarian Materialism 9 33% 2 22% 7%
Ascetic Conservatism 3 11% 1 33% 4%
Consensualism 12 44% 1 8% 4%
Moderatism 14 52% 0 0% 0%
Complete Synthesis 10 37% 0 0% 0%
Conservative Synthesis 4 15% 0 0% 0%

The first column shows the frequency of statistically significant differences between a value collective 

and its respective group o f comparison, i.e. all individuals who are not part of the value collective under 

discussion. The second column translates frequencies into percentage figures. Thus, If a collective were 

to be different on all 27 indicators, it would reach one hundred percent The third column informs 

whether or not these differences are both significant and large. A t this point we introduce a 

measurement of the strength of deviation/ Column four shows by what percentage the significant 

differences are also substantially different The last column, finally, reports the percentage of 

significantly and substantially different attitudes in comparison to the total of available indicators. 

Consequently, column five is the most important when one is interested in an evaluation of the societal 

relevance of value collectives.* Let us consider the first row of the table: Western postmaterialists show 

significant differences in 25 of the 27 indicators, that is in 93 percent o f the cases. 19 of these 25, or 76 

percent, are also substantially different, that is the mean differences are larger than half of the standard 

deviation. In short, in seventy percent of all cases differences are significant and large. Moderates, 

welfare statists and authoritarian materialists follow with proportions of between 41 and 33 percent The 

marginal pattern of disappointed materialism is slightly more pronounced than those for ascetic 

conservatism and value distance. The realm of synthesis, however, is la st In the case of complete 

synthesis only 7 percent o f the cases are significant and large, conservative synthesis and consensual ism 

achieving virtually nothing. If we understand the percentage of significant and large mean differences as 

an indicator of societal relevance, that is as an indicator of the fact that value preferences translate into 

clear action preferences, our former more intuitive interpretations gain strong support The extreme 

pattern of postmaterialism exceeds moderatism, authoritarian materialist have a more deviant view than 

ascetic conservatives and all value selective groups together perform better than value integrative

1 As substantially different we treat all significant mean differences which are larger than half the respective 
standarddeviation.
* To repeat. Rest procedures are not insensitive regarding group size. If the group is large enough even minor 
substantially negligible differences can turn out to be significant. Thus, we have to add a criterion of substance or 
strength.
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collectives. The realm of value synthesis shows no societal relevance whatsoever, because preferences 

are mainstream, that is not substantially different from the average preferences of W est Germans.

The equivalent table for the Hast tells an entirely different story. Only two groups reach a h ig h  

percentage of significant and large mean differences: the marginal collectives of postmaterialism a n d  

value distance. The value patterns o f moderatism and authoritarian materialism are as non-distinct as th e  

realm of synthesis. Once again. Hast Germany presents itself as a predominantly homogeneous socie ty , 

conflict and deviation being a matter for the margins.

Up to this point, we treated non-discreteness and non-average action dispositions, i.e. potential 

conflictuality, as indicators of societal relevance. Let us now adopt a second approach. If values translate 

into clear preferences, individuals should be able to answer political questions, in other words th e y  

should have preferences concerning political issues. Thus, one can treat the proportion of non-response, 

of missing values, as another indicator of an inability to find one's own point of view. Now we add th e  

respective percentages of missing values on all political issues (N -34) and calculate the average of n o n 

response for each collective/

Table 8.2: Value Collectives and Non-Response (Total N -34)

West Germany % o f M issine East G erm any % of Missine
Postmaterialism 1.88 Complete Synthesis 2 ^1

Moderatism 2.68 Authoritarian Materialism 3.10
Ascetic Conservatism 2.84 Postmaterialism 3.13
Welfare Statism 3.58 Moderatism 3.39
Consensualism 4.02 Consensualism 3.51
Authoritarian Materialism 4.24 Conservative Synthesis 4.04
Complete Synthesis 4.31 Ascetic Conservatism 4.30
Disappointed Materialism 6.09 Value Distance 6.85
Conservative Synthesis 6.93 Disappointed Materialism 7.60
Value Distance 8.13

The results are less self-explanatory, even though there is a similar ranking order. W estern 

postmaterialists show not only the highest proportion of significant and large mean differences, they are  

also incomparably low regarding missing values. Moderatism, ascetic conservatism and welfare statism  

follow. In other words, four out o f five value selective patterns show less inclination towards non

response. Value selectivity, therefore, leads to  preferences. However, the fifth collective, authoritarian 

materialists achieves only an intermediate position. Two value integrative patterns, consensualism and 

complete synthesis, come to similar results. Three value collectives, disappointed materialism, 

conservative synthesis and, particularly, value distance, have a higher than average rate of non-response. 

Consequently, it is not value synthesis but value distance or value rejection which provokes the highest 

amount o f no answers. To re-state, disappointed materialism is a  variant of value rejection that 

celebrates only and exclusively the ideal o f the wealthy society. Thus, we can conclude that value *

* For the assessment of non-response, an exclusion of non-metric variables is no longer necessary. However, we 
excluded the questions concerning membership behaviour. We are interested in the extent to which value 
collectives can express preferences. Reported past behaviour is no attitude. Anyhow, an inclusion would not 
change the results as missing values are virtually non-existent here.
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selection, that is the one-sided emphasis on certain values, and the similar one-sided rejection of others, 

is an insurance against contingency and insecurity. Value synthesis and particularly value rejection lack 

the clear pre-structuring and choice facilitating impact of value preferences. Hence, missing values are 

far more frequent Again, the picture is less clear in the East First of all, the variance is much smaller. 

Disappointed materialists score worst with 7.60 percent of them missing, complete synthesis has, with 

2.51 percent the fewest number of non-response. In contrast the gap between postmaterialism (1.88 ) 

and value distance (8.13) in the West, is much huger. In any case, the rank order in the East is more 

difficult to interpret With the exception of value distance and disappointed materialism, that is the two 

groups which tend to value rejection, all collectives show similarly intermediate positions. Thus, value 

patterns explain variance in missing values much less than in the W est

In the following section we try to evaluate these results by introducing several control variables: 

conformism, respondent's education and political interest Conformism should provoke a tendency to 

agree with the majority or to take standpoints which are supposed to be socially desirable. Thus, 

conformist response behaviour may be a substitute for missing values, because if somebody has no 

opinion concerning a certain issue, he may opt honestly for the category "Don't know", but be also may 

give an answer which he thinks is adequate which conforms to that of the majority. Education, then, is 

among other things an indicator of cognitive abilities and the capacity both to understand and react to 

abstract problems, because for the majority of individuals, politics is an abstract issue (Converse 1964). 

Thus, one can assume that education is positively-related to a general ability to express political 

preferences. Political interest, finally, is a direct measure of how much individuals bother about politics. 

Equally, one must assume that low political interest is a handicap whenever political issues are at stake 

(c.g. van Deth 1983b, Inglehart 1985).

For both sub-societies we created two new variables by inserting the figures that were presented in 

Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Thus, our value collectives could explain one hundred percent of the variance, 

because the mean values for each collective provide the basis for the following regression analyses.

Table 8.3: Predicting Missing Values and Deviation

West G erm any East German

y

Percentage Non- N of mean Percentage Non- Noi mean
of Retponae sùcn- difference* of Response •ixa differencei

RJ-.06 R -.0 9 Ra- .0 1 R -.0 0
B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta

Political
Interest -.18 -.1 0 a s . a s . a s .

E d ra l lM i -.06 -.06 .38 .12 -.05 -.07 a s .

C tD Íondim
.12 .17 -.50 -.23 a s . a s .

Intercept 5.09 •1.19 3J8 n.s.
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The differences between East and W est are once again striking. In East Germany, both models achieve 

virtually no explanatory potency at all, only education having a tiny, but significant, effect on the 

percentage o f non-response amongst collectives. In West Germany, political interest and education are 

negatively related to the likelihood of non-response. In other words, the higher a  collective's political 

interest and the higher its educational level, the less likely it is that missing values are frequent On the 

contrary, the higher the tendency towards conformism, the more likely that there are missing values. 

Hence, we must correct our hypothesis because conformist response behaviour is no substitute for non

response. In contrast conformism and missing values are two different but complementing expressions 

of an inability to formulate clear preferences. The opposite is true w ith regard to the model for the 

collectives' likelihood o f deviation, that is if  we want to explain the number of significant and large 

deviations from the mean. At this po in t conformism creates a strongly negative effect Evidently, the 

more conformist a collective is, the less deviant it is. Interestingly, political interest has no impact upon 

this second indicator o f societal relevance, although education has. Indeed, the higher the level o f 

education, the larger the number of significant and large mean differences. Hence, education favours 

deviance and non-discreteness. In the West, all three control variables have some impact upon a 

collective's societal relevance, thus, next to values, education, political interest and non-conformism 

matter. In the East, this is clearly not the case because only education exerts a tiny influence, and that on 

only one o f the two indicators. We can assume that the significantly smaller variance in the dependent 

variables is responsible for these results. To re-iterate, concerning the percentage of non-response m ost 

East German collectives had a similarly intermediate position, whilst regarding significant and large 

mean differences, only the two marginal collectives of postmaterialism and value distance achieved high 

percentages, with all other value collectives scoring either zero or almost zero.

Let us repeat the same test by changing the level o f analysis. The previous regression models are based 

on the mean scores o f the single value collectives. At this point, we introduce our value collectives as 

independent variables which are supposed to determine an individual's probability to retreat into the 

"don't know" category or to express deviant attitudes. Technically speaking, we calculated, for each 

individual, a score o f non-response which stretched from zero (no missing values at all) to 34 (non

response on all 34 indicators). Secondly, we added a respondent's deviation from the mean value of all 

27 metric variables to one score. For example, if the mean value o f one variable Is three and a 

respondent chose the categories two or four, he achieved a deviance score of one. The same procedure 

was repeated for all variables and the respective deviance scores were added to create one final total. 

Both new variables, the individual frequency o f non-response and the individual sum of deviance, serve 

as dependent variables in the regression models o f Table 8.4. By doing this, we are now able to assess 

the impact o f value patterns on an individual's inclination towards non-response or deviance.

Let us start this discussion by focusing upon the upper left models o f Table 8.4: W est German value 

collectives' frequency o f missing values. The m ost extreme pattern, namely postmaterialism, provides 

the omitted category, that is all effects are evaluated in direct comparison to the effects of
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postmaterialism.10 11 To start with, moderation and welfare statism are not significant, which means, with 

regard to non-response there is no significant difference between postmaterialism and both of its left- 

biased twin patterns, whilst all other collectives have a significantly positive effect on the frequency of 

non-response. In other words, compared to postmaterialism, all other patterns with the exception of 

welfare statism and moderatism, have a  higher probability to retreat into missing values. These effects 

are particularly large for disappointed materialism, conservative synthesis and value distance. Insofar, 

the individual-based regression model perfectly repeats the results based on the collectives (compare 

Table 8.2). Model 2, then, is an assessment o f our control variables. Apparently, political interest has a 

hugely negative effect on an individual's likelihood not to respond, education being still significant, but 

its impact is much smaller, whilst conformism, however, has no effect whatsoever. Model 3 is the 

complete model, both control variables and value patterns are included and controlling for political 

interest and education, the impact of most value collectives is now insignificant. However, there are 

several exceptions to this rule. Welfare statism suddenly has a negative effect which means, if  one 

controls for political interest and the level of education, that welfare statists have a lower tendency 

towards missing values than postmaterialists. Moreover, conservative synthesis and value distance still 

creates significantly positive effects. Indeed, inspite of the impact of political interest and education, 

both patterns explain an individual's inclination towards non-response.

Table 8.4: Predicting Individual Non-Response and Deviation

A ) West Germany

Non Re- spouse Mean Based Derla H o n

Model 1 Model2 Mode 13 Model 1 Model2 Model3
R-.06 RV08 R'-.IS R-.I0 R'-J06 R*-.13

B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta B Beta
Political
¡merest -39 -.23 -.63 -.29 1.41 .22 1.17 .18

Education -.08 -.08 -.10 -07 ILS. (n-*-)
Con-
formism D.S. (n-*.) ILS. (n.s.)
Modernism“ ILS. ILS. -5.42 -32 -5.02 -30
Ascetic Consov. .79 .06 ILS. -3.68 -.14 -3.41 -.13
Welftre Statism ILS. -.73 -.07 -836 -33 -6.67 -.26
Consensualisni .71 .12 ILS. -4.30 -39 -338 -36
Auth-M tlerialism .79 .06 n.s. •4.12 -.14 •3.11 -.10
Complete Synth. .80 .16 ILS. -5.49 -.43 -4.63 -.36
Dis. Materialism 1.40 .08 ILS. ILS. n.s.
Confer. Synthesis 1.69 .19 .80 .09 -4.62 -30 -3.90 -.17
Value Distance 109 .26 1.40 .13 -7.21 -30 •631 -37
Intercept 28.61 2637 31.19

10 Analyses based upon so-called dummy variables, that is variables that follow a simple 'absent versus present' 
logic, demand the exclusion of one contrast group or omitted category.
11 Omitted Category is Postmaterialism.
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B ) East Germany

Non Re- sponse Mean Rased Deris tion
Model 1 
R-.04

B Beta

Model2
RV06

B Beta

ModeB
RV09

B Beta

Model 1 
R-.08

B Beta

Mode 12 
R-.02

B Beta

ModeD
R-.07

B B e
Political
Interest -32 -.22 -.32 -33 3 2 .08 37 .0

Education -.07 -.07 -.08 -JOB -.48 -.11 -.44 -.1
Con-
formism .07 .11 .07 .12 at. (at.)
Mode retain11 at. at. -12.42 -.66 -8.64 -.A
Ascetic Conserv. as. at. -8.74 -3 6 at.
Conseniuslism at. at. -11.61 -.83 -830 -.6
Auth-Mslerislisin as. at. •10.57 -.42 •6.86 - 3
Complete Synth. as. as. -1034 -.60 •6.48 - 3
Dis. Msterislism 1.54 .18 at. -13.13 -34 -9.41 - 3
Censer. Synthesis as. as. •11.10 -„57 -7.77 - 3
Vslue Distsnce 1.16 .08 as. at. at.
Intercept 1.06 its. I U . 37.45 29.30 37.08

How much do values contribute to an individual's tendency to deviate from the mean? Let us start again 

with Model 1. Except for disappointed materialism, all value collectives cause hugely negative effects. 

Thus, postmaterialism is far more deviant than all other value patterns, whilst ascetic conservatism and 

authoritarian materialism differ only modestly. All other collectives, and particularly complete synthesis, 

(beta-.43) are far less deviant, that is far more mainstream or average than postmaterialists. Regarding 

Model 2, only political interest displays im pact Thus, the higher the political interest the more deviant 

an individual. Interestingly, the complete model, that is the simultaneous assessment of political interest 

and value patterns, does not change anything substantively. In other words, controlling for political 

interest causes no value collective to be insignificant and does not even change the strength of the 

effects.

Let us now turn to the E ast To start with Model 1 which concerns the frequency of non-response. In 

contrast to the W est value patterns are hardly related to the likelihood of individual missing values. 

Only disappointed materialism and value distance display significant and positive, i.e. non-response 

enhancing, influence, which again reinforces the collective-based analyses. As in the W est political 

interest and education are negatively related to non-response. In addition, one observes the significant 

effect of conformism. The combined Model 3 is instructive in, at least one respect because suddenly, 

value patterns no longer matter. This suggests, that individual non-response is completely unrelated to 

values, being a matter o f political interest education and conformism. The positive effects of 

disappointed materialism and value distance in Model 1 must be spurious, i.e., the effects of, in 

particular, the lower political interest of both collectives. Considering individual deviance, all value 

collectives, except for value distance cause an extremely negative im pact Thus, it confirms the 

particularity o f both marginal collectives, postmaterialism and value distance, within the predominantly

n Omitted Category is Fostmaterialism.
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homogeneous East German society. As in the collective-based regression model (Table 8.3) political 

interest, education and conformism explain almost nothing (R^*.02). Consequently, the inclusion of 

control variables and value patterns into one model, hardly effects the results at all. There is one 

exception that needs to be mentioned, because next to value distance the effect of ascetic conservatism is 

also now insignificant That means, if one controls for education and political interest ascetic 

conservatism is as deviant from the mainstream as are value distance and postmaterialism. Finally, the 

trinity on the margins o f East German society, stand against all representative patterns.

In brief, analyses on the level of the collective and on the level of the individual do not match perfectly 

because the rank order o f value collectives, in particular, can vary substantially. For example. Western 

moderatism performs much worse if one assesses its deviance on the basis of individuals. In general, 

however, the major results are strongly confirmed. With respect to non-response, value rejection is 

always the worst option and value synthesis achieves only modestly better results, whilst regarding 

deviance, all collectives, and especially complete synthesis, are more average than postmaterialists. In 

the East, we have to acknowledge once again the lower importance of value patterns, in general, as well 

as the extremely outstanding position of the marginal patterns, particularly value distance and 

postmaterialism. The insignificance of values in the East is apparent in the far lower explained variance. 

In all instances, R2 is much higher in the W est

83.4 Value Collectives’ Conflictuality

Let us turn finally to a different issue. In the previous chapter we stipulated that the opposing position 

and/or marginality of a collective may influence the group's life satisfaction, the level of its trust towards 

its fellow citizens and, particularly, the perception of a hostile public climate. On all three issues we 

observed huge differences between East and W est Germany (see Chapter 7). Within the respective 

societies, however, differences are smaller than one may expect Hence, political culture research may 

be right in treating these issues as baselines which vary predominantly between societies (e.g. Inglehart 

1990), although there are several deviations from this rule. Generally, value selective patterns lead to 

higher levels of conflictuality. Western postmaterialists and authoritarian materialists as two of the most 

selective collectives perceive the climate of public opinion as overwhelmingly more hostile than all 

other groups, which, when complemented by, particularly with regard to authoritarian materialism, a  low 

level of life satisfaction, seems to create the potential for political protest and opposition. Triggered by 

common and pronounced orientations and the awareness of the marginality of one's own convictions, 

feelings of deprivation may lead to clear dispositions towards "action in concert". According to 

Inglehart, it is not the actual content of values itself, which makes individuals engage in protest 

behaviour, but the possession of minority values which are the activating force of political protest 

(Inglehart 1990b). In other words, minorities have to make themselves heard, majority's can afford to 

remain silent As we know, postmaterialists are the most active collective in both Western and Eastern 

society. Authoritarian materialism, on the other hand, is characterised by political passivity and a  lack of
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political interest in general. The inclination towards extremist solutions when voting behaviour is at 

stake, however, gives this collective politically, at least, as relevant a position as the hyper-activity of 

postmaterialism. Thus, we must qualify Inglehart's assumption. A minoritarian position alone is not a 

sufficient impulse for political activity. On the contrary, minoritarian collectives choose and invent 

different strategies in order to make themselves visible. This choice, we argue, is largely dependent upon 

a collective's particular resources and skills.1* Thus, social positions determine the 'possibility space’ of 

minoritarian value collectives. As a  consequence, hyper-activity may be one response, extremist voting 

behaviour another and total witMrawal a third.

Interestingly, value rejection leads to outcomes that are sim ilar to value selection, because both value 

distance and disappointed materialism show a  significantly lower life satisfaction and believe they are 

confronted w ith an environment that is somewhat hostile. Thus, it is not conflictual positions alone but, 

rather, a value pattern which contradicts the majoritarian approval of values that produces 

discontentment and an awareness o f a critical outsider position. To that end, four W estern value 

collectives have a significantly lower level o f life satisfaction: value distance, welfare statism and 

particularly authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism. Three of these four groups place an 

extraordinary emphasis upon the ideal of the prosperous society. Is it the case that welfare statists, 

authoritarian materialists and disappointed materialists live under conditions which disable and impede 

the realisation o f their materialist dream? Further investigations may give an answer to this question.

In East Germany, only two groups show greater differences: both postmaterialism and value distance are 

related to low levels o f life satisfaction and the perception of a hostile public climate. Again, 

conflictuality and its awareness appears to be problems on the margins o f society.

Let us summarise briefly. Taking the split in West German society into account, one half embracing 

more or less all values without formulating clear preferences and ends of action, whilst another half 

place emphasis upon selected values and formulate clear preferences and aims. West Germany is bound 

to experience ongoing struggles over both the meaning and the interpretation of as how to best organise 

society. Last but not least these battles may be decided by the 'silent majority’ as it is here that the 

numeric power o f society lies. Thus, value conflictual groups will fight as hard as ever for the ear of the 

'undecided’, and will continue to attack each other. In the following chapters we examine whether some 

o f the value collectives are privileged in this struggle and whether some, for sheer socio-structural 

reasons, have lost this battle already and, therefore, will be forced to retreat into the margins of a 

conflictual society because they lack the means to play the game o f conflict In other words, who is 

privileged and who is disadvantaged with regard to the battle between conflicting ideals? Is East German 

consensus interfering in the conflictual configuration of the W est? W hat is the position of the marginal, 

yet highly selective collectives with regard to the future of East German society? The following section 

is dedicated to these questions.

M See Part IV of this thesis.
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CHAPTER?

Value Systems, Social Inequality and Power - A Theoretical Introduction

West Germany showed manifold criss-crossing and conflicting meaning systems. East Germany 

appeared as predominantly homogeneous with conflict and disagreement restricted to the margins of 

society. In East and W est we could identify a sub-set of meaning systems or value collectives which 

actively or potentially engage in collective action. Thus, not all value systems had the capability to 

"make a difference" (Giddens 1984: 14). Nevertheless, we saw that contemporary societies, particularly 

highly differentiated societies of intcrsectional circles tend to produce conflict over the future 

organisation of society. This was one part o f the story. If we conceptualise modem societies as a 

'battlefield1 of conflictual even competing value systems, we implicitly ask questions about political and 

social power. This is a second story and, it is this which this chapter concentrates on.

The Basic Issue: Individuals, Collectives and Social Power

If all meaning systems, all collectives participating in the interpretation and the shaping of the social 

world were to be equipped with equal resources and face the same constraints and an identical 

opportunity structure, the struggle over the best future for a society would be a conflict between equals. 

In this scenario, one can assume, success and failure would be a function o f a value system's attraction, 

how convincing it was and its relevance to daily life dilemmas. The public space would be a perfect 

market of meaning. Indeed, the differing sizes of our actual value collectives may suggest a differing 

attraction for individuals, although, group size is a bad indicator with regard to a meaning system's 

success and/or failure. History tells a much-repeated story of how relatively small groups have been able 

to dominate entire societies, politically and culturally. Thus, we can not assume that politics behaves in 

the same way as an economic market Competition is not perfect groups differ not only with regard to 

the product they offer but presumably also with regard to their position in the social structure, their 

closeness to the centre of decision-making and the resources available to them .1 Hence, social structure 

may play a decisive role. We have to ask "welche Akteure kraft ihrer sozialen Lage und 

Integrationsffthigkeit in der Lage sind gesellschafts-politische Entwicklungen mitzugestalten" (Vester et 

al 1993: 306). Groups carry different "cultural weight” (Barnes 1994: SO). In short, we are interested in 

aspects of inequality as far as they are able to shape and pre-determine an actor's social and political 

power position.

We argue that social structure matters in a twofold way. Firstly, a group's structural location within 

society may determine the group's position in the competition over society's best future. Secondly, an 

individual's structural location may determine which meaning system, which value selection appears as 

the m ost adequate concerning his/her life circumstances and experiences. Hence, on the individual level *

* As Samuel H. Barnes (1994: SO) put it: "In the mapping of cultures one should avoid the survey researchers 
tendency to 'one person, one vote' thinking: not all subcultures, regardless of their numbers, have great political 
relevance”.
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we expect social structure to influence the incorporation and choice of certain values, whilst on the 

collective level we ex p ea a socio-structural im paa on a meaning system's success story.

The second issue is theoretically sensible but methodologically problematic. How can we grasp group 

power? How can we evaluate a value collective's success or failure, or potential for success or failure? 

The answers will have to be intuitive and speculative. The first issue, the question of the structural 

determination of individual values, is methodologically unproblematic but theoretically contested. 

Indeed, there is a heated debate which chronicles the question o f whether systems o f inequality, 

particularly class systems, still matter in the modem individualised welfare society. Obviously, both 

issues are closely intertwined. Technically speaking, they arc almost identical because one can look a t a 

value collective's socio-structural location and speculate why and through which mechanisms 

"objective* factors like age, profession, income shape individuals* value orientations. In doing this, one 

poses the "classic* question of whether and how much structure determines culture. Secondly, one can 

concentrate upon the same structural aspects and ask whether they determine a value collective's power 

position in the ongoing struggle between conflicting meaning systems. Indeed, as much as aspects o f 

inequality may shape an actor’s perspective on the world, they are also simultaneously enduring and 

accompanying aspects of an actor's structural location and through that able to influence the course and 

outcome o f value conflicts (and through that, finally, the cementation or re-allocation of inequality). It is 

this that we have in mind when we describe the "dual* role o f social structure. The argument is rather 

simple because everything being equal, an upper class meaning system has a higher chance to penetrate 

society as a whole than a lower class value system. This is a  direct function of the greater vicinity of the 

upper class to the centre of decision-making and the higher amount of resources that are available to 

sponsor and spread their own cultural orientations. Hence, the following section has to answer two 

different questions. First, which are the central aspects o f inequality in contemporary societies? 

Secondly, how is social privilege and disadvantage related to conflict over values?

9.1 Issues o f Inequality: What Matters?

Traditional' inequality research exists in three major facets: M arxist or Neo-Marxist class theory, 

Weberian influenced stratification theory and, thirdly, mobility research inspired by the work of Peter 

Blau. All three relate social hierarchies, high and low, have and have-not, to different socio-political 

outcomes: power, exploitation, employment, income, educational careers. Recently, inequality research 

has had to defend itself against severe attacks, even though no one denies the existence of social 

stratification in contemporary society. However, what is denied is the socio-political relevance of such 

stratification.

Social Inequality: Decline or Re-Formulation

Most prominent is the argument of the end o f the class struggle, Le., the end of the working class (e.g. 

Gorz 1981, ClarkfLipset 1991, 1993, Dahrcndorf 1988). This argument is based on three main pillars. 

Firstly, economic developments in the post-war period have led to drastic changes in the patterns of
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employment As a consequence* the number o f working class professions have substantially declined 

(Huntington 1974). Secondly and more im portant living standards have increased, with blurring social 

boundaries and income-levels which overlap such boundaries and have led to the "embomgoeisement" 

of the working class (Bertolini/Mair 1990: 221), the "affluent worker” (Goldthorpe et al. 1968, Myles 

1990). In short the working class now leads middle class lives. Society has become a “nivellierte 

Mittelstandsgesellschaft”, a levelled-out middle class society, as Helmut Schelsky already claimed in 

1965. Consequently, the distinctiveness and identity of the working class vanishes (e.g. Abramson 1971, 

Heath/Jowell/Carlice 1985). Thirdly, the post-industrial society has produced new cleavages and evoked 

a new set of salient issues that increasingly cut across more traditional ties based on income and status 

(Inglehart 1977, Hildebrandt/Dalton 1979, Schultze 1980, Kitschelt 1990, Daltan/Kuechler/Bflrklin 

1990). In other words, “the social location of the individual (his social class or other position) no longer 

determines his life-style and his values. But it is increasingly evident that for a significant proportion of 

the population the relation of social position to cultural style, particularly if one thinks in gross 

dimensions such as working class, middle class and upper class, no longer holds*1 (Bell 1970: 19f.). In 

short, “the class paradigm must either be supplemented or altogether discarded” (Pakulski 1995:77). 

Class theory is not the only recipient of such harsh criticisn because since the beginning of the 1980s the 

concept of social stratification, as identified by W eber and Blau, has become increasingly questioned. In 

particular, empirical research of American origins stands accused of producing statistical elaborations 

with little sensitivity with regard to new theoretical developments or historical change (Mailer 1992: 

14). In other words, artificial group boundaries based on the assumption of a gradual stratification of 

entire societies lack any relevance concerning a  real individual’s lifeworld. Therefore, the explanatory 

potency of stratification models is declining drastically (e.g. Vester et al 1993:125).

Interestingly, this new attack against the scope and range of inequality research is a repetition of an older 

debate3. In the 1950s, and early 1960s, scholars were convinced that they were witnessing the "end of 

ideology” (Bell 1962) in an "age of affluence” (Lane 1965). Particularly, Seymour M. Lipset and his 

bonm ot of the "democratic class struggle*' (1981, firstly 1960) characterised the widespread belief that 

the "distributional conflicts had become positive-sum because the decisive correlates of class had been 

effectively emasculated". Cycles of poverty and unemployment were thought to be turning into a 

"standard, linear and secure fordist life cycle” (Esping-Andersen 1994: 2). This belief, obviously, was a 

m ajor pillar of what we described as the welfare consensus. However, this consensus dissolved and 

along with it the belief in never-ending prosperity and linear progress. Since the late 1960s one can 

observe the gradual revival of the old question o f inequality and power or as Vester et al. recently

1 from  a historical perspective, the debate is even older. At the end of the last century, Thorstein Veblen argued 
that the general increase of wealth allover society may lead to illusionary assumptions of success. However, 
individuals tend to compare not absolute levels of wealth but judge themselves in relation to others. Thus, the 
subjective relevance of inequality remains unchanged. The opposite position is formulated thirty years later. 
Ortega y Gasset anticipated that, despite all persistent relative inequality, increasing levels of prosperity render 
social differences more and more irrelevant (compare Schnierer 1996:7If.).
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termed it "the current rediscovery of the social question" (1993: 14). Indeed* the arguments against and 

in favour of the persistence of inequality have not changed much, w ith individualisation processes, high 

levels of general prosperity and the egalitarian and evening impact o f welfare regulations, forming the 

core arguments of one side. The enduring compulsion towards routinised, alienating work and the 

reference to the re-inflammation of distributional conflicts in the context of increasingly scarce resources 

prooving the persistence of class structure in contemporary societies (e.g. Giddens 1983, 1985). Thus, 

the disappearance o f class structure is an illusion, even worse, "the class society returns" (Brock 1994). 

What is new, however, is the fact that whereas only few scholars announce the end o f ideology and 

anticipate a conflict-free, classless society without distributional or social inequality, traditional' 

stratification research is accused of stagnating theoretically or blocking the development o f a modem 

and adequate model o f social stratification (e.g. Steinkamp 1991). However, neither the presumed 

artificiality o f the models nor the stipulation of non-realistic social layers (e.g. Bolte 1983) form the core 

o f this strand of critique, but the approach's apparent inability to respond to 'new' predominantly 

'horizontal* forms o f inequality. In short a non-flexible fixation on the "meritocratic triad o f education, 

occupation and income" (Kreckel 1987: 102) produces a blindness concerning all inequalities not 

directly related to achievement and qualification.

What are the 'new* central aspects put forward by this 'new inequality research? There are two common 

denominators: firstly, new inequalities that are based upon ascription not achievement, secondly, 

inequality as a distinction between insiders and outsiders and not between different layers or classes 

within the labour m arket Both arguments rest on the assumption that decades of welfare policy and its 

implicit focus on the male, middle-aged skilled worker, as well as the deterioration of economic 

conditions, have changed the roles between privilege and disadvantage resulting in new forms of social 

exclusion. In short new inequality research stresses the increasing exclusion of marginalised groups. 

The individual is no longer excluded because he has low education, low payment and, hence, faces 

exploitation and unemployment risks, but entire groups chosen on the basis of unalterable group criteria 

such as gender, age, ethnicity, regional origins and so forth. The exclusion criteria is no longer defined 

individually as lack o f achievement b u t in accordance with traditional Marxist theory, as a  phenomenon 

o f social groups. In any case, the excluded are no longer characterised by their position in the labour 

market but by criteria unrelated to human choice. All risks o f unemployment and poverty are seen as 

concentrated upon such marginal groups (e.g. Kreckel 1983, Hradil 1983, Vester e t al. 1993). The target 

of 'traditional' inequality research, the male employee, has become both a minority and, simultaneously, 

the new core o f contemporary labour market stratification, whilst housewives, the female labour force, 

old and young, immigrants, inhabitants of infrastructurally disadvantaged regions and employees in 

declining economic sectors became the new risk set o f contemporary societies. Indeed, modern 

stratification systems differentiate between core or centre and periphery, the risks being on the side of 

the periphery where inequalities tend to accumulate (Kreckel 1983). Those groups are Increasingly 

confronted w ith a phenomenon that Frank Parkin (e.g. 1983) and Raymond Murphy (e.g. 1988)
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described as "social closure"3. The concept implies a defence strategy or power maintenance strategy of 

saturated well-integrated groups and professions against the non-integrated outsiders. In times of scarce 

resources, social closure is a  measure to prevent down-ward mobility, i.e., those defending their status 

against those who have not but want to have.

New inequality theorists seem to agree that German unification has accelerated these processes. 

Budgetary constraints, manifold financial obligations and a huge increase in the potentially available 

labour force has "dynamised" processes o f marginalisation and horizontal exclusion (Alheit 1995).

To summarise, new inequality research describes a social reality that matches Peter Blau’s negative 

scenario in which mobility is perverted by status quo maintenance and the open just society transformed 

to a structural class model (Blau 1964, Blau/Schwarz 1984)4. Within this context, the re-vitalisation of 

class theory and the emergence of the so-called 'new class theory* 1 fits. Thus, the theoretical development 

comes full-circle: Stratification research criticised and reformed class theory. New inequality theory 

criticised and reformed stratification theory and, at least partly, returns to a reformulation o f class 

theory.

This revival of traditional class theory is mainly connected to the name o f Pierre Bourdieu (e.g. 1983, 

1987). Bourdieu's class theory focuses on taste and practices and the educational system as the main 

producer of class inequality. Bourdieu finds three hierarchically different dimensions of taste, three 

hierarchically distinct levels of education and, consequently, three hierarchically organised social classes 

(1987: 36). Bourdieu's work, particularly his concepts of cultural capital and 'habitus*, have not only 

inspired a lively academic debate but are theoretically and methodologically innovative because they 

introduce, and focus on, cultural aspects in the analysis of class.

While Bourdieu’s approach stands for the revival and renovation of Traditional' class theory, one also 

observes two strands of *new class theory*. A first approach concentrates on the formation o f an 

"underclass". This strand is closely related to the discussion initiated by new inequality research, 

although, it proceeds one step further. The peripheral and marginalised groups are seen as an embryo of 

a new class formation, a class that locates ’under" or next to the traditional tie-partite class system of 

working, middle and upper class, and which now forms the centre of the emerging 'two-tertier society*9 

(Auletta 1982,Rodgers/Rodgers 1989, Pollert 1991, Jencks/Petersen 1991, Esping-Andersen 1993).

A second strand originated from new social movement research and describes parts of the new, highly 

educated middle class or service class as the carriers o f protest movements and observes the formation of 

class consciousness through collective action (e.g. Luke 1989, Eder 1995). Thus, it reverses the usual 

causal chain because it is not shared values and attitudes, or interest in more economic terms, that 

produce action but collective action results in an emerging common identity.

1 This term is a reformulation of Max Weber's concept of "Soziale Schließung" (1978).
4 This argument is further developed in Chapter 1.
1 In German: Zwei-Drittel-Gesellschaft. A similar concept that expresses the distinction between insiders and 
outsiders exists in numerous societies. e.g. "A-Tcam", B-Tcam" in Denmark, "societd ä deux vitesses (France) and 
"uitkeerings-trekkers (The Netherlands), see Esping-Andersen (1994).
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This brief inspection o f recent debates within the realm of social stratification and class theory highlights 

one simple fac t systems of inequality have become more complex and sophisticated. It is less easy to 

point to the privileged and select the disadvantaged. Despite all the funeral chorales, class theory both in 

its traditional and reformulated shape, is pretty much alive. Moreover, it is at least doubtful whether 

class is really "an increasingly outmoded concept" (Clark/Lipset 1991: 397). In any case, one finds new 

analytical approaches which stand frequently in direct contradiction to more traditional 

conceptualisations. For example, if  we follow traditional class theory the working class is still the 

disadvantaged and oppressed class per se. The fact that workers work under alienating conditions and 

lack the means of production is today as valid as ever before. However, according to new inequality 

research the traditional worker is also the status quo defence group per se, located in the centre of 

contemporary welfare societies. Hence, an evaluation of privilege and disadvantage cannot rely on 

single criteria because it must be context-sensitive and concentrate on accumulations and interactions, or 

as Bourdieu demanded, on the ‘structure o f relationships between all relevant criteria* (1987:182).

In the following chapter we present the available indicators and attempt to characterise their structural 

and relational meaning. Let us for the moment, however, turn to our second question. How are these 

numerous, multi-dimensional and over-lapping aspects of inequality related to values orientations and 

the formation of collective agents?

9.2 Value Collectives, Lifeworlds and Classes

Why should social structure influence value orientations? The obvious answer is socialisation. Indeed, 

there are a great number of theories and approaches that try to explain why and how experiences and 

conditions prevailing in an individual's childhood or adolescents shape the acquisition of values. 

Evidently, every value theory has a socialisation theory. In other words, there are no values without 

socialisation. Despite a long tradition o f socialisation research the results are relatively meagre6. Indeed, 

it is very hard to predict an individual's value system even if  one holds the most detailed information 

about his/her former or current life conditions. Humans, fortunately one is tempted to add, are too 

different and too complex to fit easily into simple categories because what one experiences as formative, 

and what shapes perspectives for the rest of the life course, may pass unnoticed by a second, a dilemma 

which increases the more pluralised and differentiated societies are. The more varied the circles that an 

individual moves in, the lower is the likelihood that single events and single conditions shape a value 

system. Socialisation research has recognised these problems and shifts to more and more complex 

interactive models that stress the singularity o f Individuals in order to account for the manifold potential 

influences stemming from the social world. This renders the models more realistic, however, its 

explanatory potency remains little. In the context of rapid social change, individualisation and 

differentiation, as Bilden (1991: 300), "the paradigm o f socialisation becomes either completely 

confusing or empty".

* For a summary and critique from an insider perspective see e.g. Steinkamp 1991.
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As argued before7» one has to start on the level o f the value collective. Why? Firstly, because the 

societies we deal with may be too differentiated, too pluralised to allow social inequality to shape 

common values (e.g. Beck 1986, partly also Schulze 1992). Thus, we can no longer take the relevance of 

social structure as pre-given. Secondly, all group-oriented stratification theories, whether they focus on 

class or milieus, operate with a strong notion of shared values and identity.* In other words, a collective 

value system is one of the necessary conditions for the existence of classes or milieus. Consequently, we 

considered three different types of value collectives.

We defined 'pure' value collectives as groups who possess a commonly shared value system, but no clear 

profile concerning systems of inequality. Pure value collectives consist of individuals who did not or do 

not have comparable living conditions but are a reflection of the individualised and pluralised state of 

contemporary societies. O f course, pure value collectives may share common experiences or similar 

psychological makeups, however, those experiences are unrelated to socio-structural aspects of social 

life. Then, alongside pure value collectives we stipulated the existence of two further types of value 

collectives. The lifeworld-based' collective reflects the pluralised but not completely individualised state 

of a society of intersectional circles and mirrors aspects of society as characterised by Simmel and Blau. 

Moreover, we defined lifeworld collectives in close reference to Lepsius* concept of "sozialmoralische 

Milieus", namely as a coincidence of several structural dimensions such as religion, regional traditions, 

economic position and cultural orientations (Lepsius 1973: 68 ). In contrast, the 'class-based' value 

collective reflects conditions of modem society which are neither pluralised nor individualised, but 

represent hierarchical and clear-cut oppositions between at least two social groups. Thus, we imagine 

contemporary societies to be a three-layer society, one layer pluralised and individualised, another only 

pluralised and a last which is neither-nor, but, rather, a representation of hierarchical social-structural 

opponents. These different layers, we argue, can be traced to different types of group formation.

Classes andLifeworlds: A Problem of Distinction

Admittedly, these distinctions are fairly abstract because lifeworld-based collectives can also be 

involved in conflictual opposition that contains an element of hierarchy. Equally, a value collective may 

fulfil all criteria of a class without being confronted by a direct counter-class. Indeed, there is a lot of 

confusion over both concepts, with the terms working class and working class milieu being frequently 

used synonymously. The milieu concept refers to a coincidence of structural and cultural dimensions 

(Lepsius 1973). However, the class concept also entails a cultural component because classes need a 

class identity or class consciousness. This need not be a consciousness in the strict sense in that there is 

clear knowledge concerning a collective's position as a class which confronts an opposing class, but can 

be a "class awareness" in the sense of common attitudes and beliefs without the explicit knowledge of

7 See Chapter 2
* The exception is 'new class theory' which explicitly allows for the possibility that group identity moulds 
through participation in collective action. However, this is a crucial point in this strand of theorising. New class 
theory fails to explain why common action occurs in the first place. We assume that also there is a hidden 
assumption that shared values or attitudes cause collective action.
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the group's class-structural location.9 In our context* this distinction Is anyhow not helpfu because we 

started from common cultural orientations and would like to know whether those are systematically 

related to structures o f inequality. A classic distinction would be to connect class to the sphere o f  

production. Thus* a value collective would be class-based If it discriminates predominantly over aspects 

related to labour* e.g. income* profession and status. On the other hand, a value collective would be 

lifeworld-based if it discriminates over factors other than labour or on factors not exclusively and 

predominantly related to the production sphere. Thus* one relates class to the issues o f 'traditional' 

inequality theory and lifeworlds to the issues o f hew ' inequality research. However* many scholars o f 

post-industrial society claim that the sphere o f production no longer produces a salient class structure. I f  

this were correct* a search for class in the sphere o f production would be a non-sensible enterprise. 

Accordingly* one would have two options left: first, to abandon the concept o f class in its entirety as no 

longer appropriate* and second* to conceptualise class as a possibility also inherent outside the sphere o f 

production. If  one chooses for the second option, Le. class as a  potential outcome o f 'new* inequalities* 

the distinction between lifeworld- and class-based collectives must be understood as a function o f 

coherence. Both new class theory* particularly concepts of the 'underclass'* and Blau's idea o f freezing 

mobility rest on the assumption that processes o f exclusion and accumulating inequalities lay bare the 

beginnings o f a new class structure. Thus* value collectives are class-based if  inequality accumulates in 

an exclusively negative manner creating disadvantage or in an exclusively positive manner creating 

privilege. They would be lifeworld-based if structural aspects accumulate, which are neither positive 

only or exclusively negative. In other words* class reflects vertical differentiation* lifeworlds are 

organised horizontally. Consequently* value conflicts between lifeworld-based collectives should be 

conflicts between equals whereas conflicts between class-based collectives* on the other hand* are 

conflicts between non-equals. The issue of power* superiority and inferiority is directly involved. 

Unfortunately* this is again a rather abstract definition. The distinction is so difficult* because concepts 

are so unclear. For example* gender and age are understood as horizontally organised* ascriptive aspects 

of social structure. However* if societies are organised in such a way that women are systematically 

excluded from higher* more prestigious positions* a thesis feminist theory would strongly support* then 

gender is an aspect o f vertical differentiation. The same is true with regard to age because if society's 

policy protects the middle-aged employee and projects risks o f unemployment and poverty exclusively 

onto the young or old* then age is directly related to the issue of power. Thus* the issue of vertical 

inequality and power is potentially inherent in all social distinction.

To conclude* an a-priori distinction between classes and lifeworlds is difficult as soon as one renounces 

the definition of class as a matter of 'old' inequalities related to the sphere of production. This is so 

because one can no longer discriminate on the basis of certain indicators* in contrast* identical indicators 

can lean towards the direction of class formation and towards lifewords dependent alone upon their 

internal coherence. Having said that, we can, o f course* clearly distinguish between value collectives

» The distinction between class consciousness and class awareness follows Giddens (1979).
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that are related to social inequality and structural aspects, in general, and others, which are no t Taking 

these conceptual problems into account, we take this simpler distinction as the starting-point for our 

empirical analyses. An assessment of the quality of single value collectives as classes or iifeworlds can 

only conclude an empirical analysis.

Finally, if one considers society as a 'battlefield' of conflicting meaning systems and, additionally, 

assumes that social inequality and power relations matter regarding this competition, one then has to 

answer the question of how privileged social groups attempt to render their value system "dominant" and 

how disadvantaged groups may challenge this dominance by formulating "alternative" or "substitute" 

profiles of value orientations (Kluckhohn 1950).

9.3 The Battle over Meaning

Florence Kluckhohn's endeavour was directed against mainstream American sociology of the 1930s and 

1940s which failed "to take into account the cultural variation both within and between societies" (1950: 

376). Thus, she developed a theoretical schema in order to distinguish and highlight manifestations of 

dominant and alternative cultural patterns within society. However, she says little about the interaction 

and struggle between both types. It is not an accident, that this issue is of major concern for one specific 

strand of Marxist class theory, namely culture-oriented class theory.

Let us start with Antonio Gramsci’s concept of "hegemony" .10 Gramsci starts off from the observation 

that dominant classes exercise power over subordinate classes by means of coercion and persuasion, 

force and consent. Hegemony, thus, is the "organisation of consent" (Simon 1991: 22) established 

through political and ideological leadership. A second major concept is what Gramsci calls a "war of 

position" (1971a). How is this war related to the concept of hegemony? Hegemony is not a question of 

cultural leadership of one class over another, but the result of a (majoritarian) bloc of social forces. This 

strategy of creating a broad bloc of various social forces, unified by a common conception of the world, 

is a w ar of position. Hence, classes fight less each other than try to win a hegemonic position within 

society. In his own words, "the proletariat can become the leading and the dominant class to the extent 

that it succeeds in creating a system of alliances which allows it to mobilise the majority o f the 

population against capitalism and the bourgeois state" (Gramsci 1978: 443). Gramsci understands 

capitalist societies as complex networks of relations between classes and other social forces, "dominated 

by the struggle between the two fundamental classes" (Simon 1991: 27). In this respect, Gramsci is 

traditionally M arxist However, his understanding of society as consisting of manifold social forces (of 

which classes are only one albeit dominant form) and his focus on culture as the main tool in the 

struggle for hegemony, renders Gramsci's thought directly relevant to our own understanding of value 

conflict in contemporary societies. **

** His major essays concerning the topics of civil society and hegemony were written during his imprisonment in 
Mussolini's Italy.
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Moreover, the major struggle is situated wjthin civil society. Here, Gramsci parts clearly from 

mainstream Marxism because it is not the usurpation of state power Cthe war of movements') which is 

the major focus of the class struggle but the organisation o f cultural hegemony within civil society, Le. 

outside of state organisations and the sphere o f production. Thus, in modem advanced civil societies 

state power is secondary to cultural power (Gramsci 1971b, 1971c, Showstack Sassoon 1980: 129ff., 

193ff.). Consequently, we can understand value conflicts as attempts to achieve cultural hegemony and 

the cleavage structure o f contemporary societies as a direct result o f these struggles and a manifestation 

of alliances which share common interpretations o f the world. If one renounces the marxist emphasis on 

the dominance of the class struggle and allows the concept of social forces to be broad enough to capture 

class-based actors, lifewonds, even pure value collectives, then Gramsci's conceptualisation of a "war of 

position" perfectly corresponds to our own understanding o f society as a battlefield of competing value 

systems.

More recently, Frank Parkin (1972: 81) described society's "normative order as a number o f competing 

meaning systems". These meaning systems exist as, firstly, a "dominant11 value system (which is closest 

to the dominant class and the major institutional order), secondly, as a "subordinate" value system 

(which reacts with adaptation and accommodation to the subordinate social position) and, finally, as a 

"radical" value system (which promotes oppositional, challenging interpretations). All three meaning 

systems being public meaning systems upon which individuals draw heavily when constructing their 

social world (8  If.).

"Dominant value systems are in a sense a representation of the perceptions and interests o f the relatively 

privileged; yet by virtue of their institutional backing they receive such values often form the basis of 

moral judgements of underprivileged groups". In other words, "dominant values tend to set the standards 

for what is considered to be objectively 'right*" (1972: 83). Consequently, the more completely a 

subordinate class endorses and internalises the dominant value system, the less conflicts regarding social 

inequality will emerge. From Parkin's perspective adherence to dominant values signifies the 

subscription to a meaning system that confirms the lower strata's inferiority. Not surprisingly, 

functionalist consensus theory is harshly attacked: "Thus, to equate political and social consensus with

the good society......is really to state a  concealed preference for a system in which the dominant class

has effectively translated its own values into a factual moral order binding on all" (84). This 

incorporation o f dominant values by subordinate classes can lead to two distinct outcomes, firstly, a 

"deferential" value system which accepts the social structure as fixed and unchangeable and, secondly, 

an "aspirational" version that endorses the status system as it stands but promotes the belief that 

individuals w ith talent, ability and effort can rise on the societal ladder.

The "subordinate" value system of the local working class community is neither deferential nor 

aspirational. It emphasises social divisions and social conflict, it creates 'us* and them* without opposing
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the moral order.11 On the contrary» "the subordinate value system represents something of a bulwark to 

political class consciousness» in so far as it entails adaptive rather than oppositional responses to the 

status quo" (1972: 90). The subordinate value system has only parochial significance» it is a design for 

living based upon localised social knowledge and face-to-face relationships.

The "radical" value system, finally» is fed by a Socialist or Marxist mass party. It is fundamentally 

opposed to the principles of capitalism. 'Thus, the subordinate value system restricts man's 

consciousness to the immediacy of a  localised setting; and the dominant value system encourages 

consciousness of a national identity; but the radical value system promotes the consciousness of class." 

Interestingly, Parkin's idea of the competition between these three major meaning systems - the 

dominant, the subordinate and the radical • finds an extension on the individual and group level. He does 

not expect individuals, particularly members of the lower strata, to endorse one of this meaning systems 

in its pure form. Rather, "attitudes towards the social order... would be likely to reflect the influences of 

this normative mix" (100).

In Parkin's perspective this fight over the social order is clearly dominated and restricted by the class 

struggle between dominant and subordinate class. Gramsci, on the other hand, employed a broader 

concept of non-class-based social forces which interfere in the process of hegemony construction. 

However, Parkin promotes an understanding of the public space as the locus of competing meaning 

systems that is almost identical to ours. Moreover, he allows us to see beyond a collective's factual value 

system. Parkin sees individuals in their role as class members simultaneously as the source of one 

particular meaning system (e.g. the upper class for the dominant value system, the working class 

community for the subordinate value system) and as recipients of the entire constellation of competing 

meaning systems. Hence, one can expect collectives' value systems to be blurred and overshadowed by 

meaning systems other than their own. Hence, he invites us to suspect that a more radical version lies 

behind the typical merge and mix of meaning systems which manifest themselves on the level o f the 

collective.

Inspired by a similarly strong Weberian perspective and formulated largely as a response or as further 

development of Parkin's approach is Raymond Murphy’s closure theory. The concepts of social 

exclusion and monopolisation of social positions are directly related to the realm of cultural creativity. 

"The excluded react in their own interest against their exclusion. Thus new ideas and new world images 

are formed as a product of this reaction and struggle" (Murphy 1988: 4). As with Gramsci and Parkin, 

Murphy situated the major struggle of modem societies within the cultural field. Social positions, social 

privilege or disadvantage being seen as culturally created and thus altered only by the invention of new 

cultural themes that attack the legitimacy o f the existing cultural order.

A further treatment of the problematic relationship between culture and social structure originates from 

the more recent new social movement theory. In an attempt to combine die reasoning of both new

” Parkin strongly attacks all interpretations of this subordinate meaning system in terms of class consciousness or 
political radicalism as put forward e.g. by Dahrrndorf (1959) or Newton (1969).
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inequality research and Pierre Bourdieu's class theory, Klaus Eder (1990) describes "social inequality in 

the modem class society" as a result o f qualification struggles (competition about formal educational 

titles), taste struggles in analogy to Bourdieu and, particularly, moral struggles. Moral struggles are 

attempts of single groups to mobilise moral superiority in relation to other groups. Hence, morals are as 

much an aspect o f vertical stratification as class systems based on income, education or taste. 

"Herrschende Klassen können von mittleren und abhängigen Klasses durch Abgrenzungen unterschieden 

werden, die auf höherer Moral, besseren Geschmack, höherer formaler Qualifikation gründen" (1990: 

184). Consequently, he suggests culture is the most important means for the reproduction of modem 

class structures.

Now, if  groups claim a  higher, superior morality, they also claim , implicitly at least, that their views o f 

the world, o f inequality, of society's future are the 'right' ones and should, therefore, be the only 

guidelines for politics. Morality thus, is a  foundation o f legitimacy. Hence, we argue that Ederis 

approach is directly compatible to Gramsci's concept of cultural hegemony. Indeed, the idea that conflict 

is a power conflict fought in the realm o f culture is common to most theories that operate with new class 

concepts. Luke, for example, defines a "class as a conflict group, forming in the struggles over moral 

authority, symbolic position and cultural control" (1989: 128). A similar idea contains Touraine's 

description of class conflict as a struggle for "the social control of historicity in a concrete community" 

(1981: 77) .12

Constructionist new social movement theory, naturally, has a slightly different emphasis of interest, 

although ultimately, however, it reveals similar conceptions. Let us quote Alberto Melucci at some 

ength: "Unlike their nineteenth-century counterparts, contemporary forms of collective action are not 

preoccupied with struggles over the production and distribution of material goods. They challenge the 

administrative rationality of systems based on information primarily on symbolic grounds: the ways in 

which an information-based society generates meaning and communication for its members" (1995: 

113).” Thus, Melucci claims the primacy o f symbolic struggles or struggles over information. What 

Melucci describes as one of the reasons for the 'novelty* of 'new* social movements is indeed not much 

different from Gramsci’s or Parkin's ideas concerning cultural hegemony and the struggle over meaning. 

One potential danger o f social constructionism is its inherent tendency towards elitist conceptions of the 

world. As Steven Brint criticises: "W hat we have, then, is a  war of persuasive packages for the hearts 

and minds o f rather passive and uninterested citizen-consumers" (1994:15). Hence, constructionism à la 

G am son (e.g. 1992) employs a concept o f the ordinary citizen who is "cognitively-limited, half- 

interested, easily distracted, without many strong political orientations". Rightly, Brint admonishes the 11

11 In this respect 'new class theory* is deeply indebted to EP. Thompson's culturalist class theory (e.g. 1968, 
1978). EP. Thompson was the first marxist to abandon structural thinking and to define the 'making* of class as a 
matter of consciousness and organisation, thus as relatively unrelated to social categories and structural relations.
'* We claim that this alleged dichotomy between 'old* materialist struggles and 'new* symbolic struggles is one 
of the major misconceptions of 'new* social movement theory. Indeed, all materialist struggles have a cultural 
component and vice versa. For more details, see Chapter 1Z
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under-emphasis of social structure that ignores the fact that the persuasiveness of a cultural theme or 

package is very often not due to the underlying resonant power of the theme bu t rather, dependent upon 

political force, skills or the protagonists social affinities to the mass media and the centres of decision

making (Brim 1994:17ff.). Interestingly, our own empirical evidence regarding the ‘silent majority1 that 

is unable to choose value preferences and, hence, severely limited in its action capacity, may be read as 

strong support for the constructionists1 elitism. The final chapter concerning Germany's cleavage 

structure will investigate the role of the value integrative mainstream in comparison to radical value 

groups in more detail.

For the moment, this brief excursion into cultural class theory helps to establish the following 

assumptions. First, social life is conflictual. Second, this conflict appears predominantly as a cultural 

conflict, i.e„ a conflict between value systems. Third, value systems as well as social groups can be 

organised hierarchically. Fourth, that conflict between groups is less a dichotomous conflict rather than a 

search for alliances and coalitions in the strive for cultural hegemony.

9.4 A Brief Summary

Let us briefly recapitulate the main traits of West German society, as far as the relation between values 

-and systems of inequality is concerned. We have described the West as a society o f intersectional 

circles, highly differentiated and individualised. We showed that it was neither all-embracing value 

consensus nor complete disintegration, but a plurality of competing meaning systems which offer the 

most viable solution. We argued, furthermore, that this type of society is permanently vulnerable to the 

danger of freezing and executing mechanisms of social closure whenever scarce financial resources and 

tougher economic conditions become dominant We also argued that such mechanisms have been in 

place since the 1970s, but particularly in the aftermath of unification. Hence, we described West German 

society as a three-layer society in which meaning systems can be totally unrelated to systems of 

inequality, or can manifest themselves as lifeworld collectives or, finally, on the basis of class. We 

strongly argued in favour of the priority of culture. Hence, we described W est Germany as a battlefield 

of conflictual and competing meaning systems striving for cultural hegemony. Systems of inequality 

play a dual role. Firstly, social groups may be socialised into different value orientations, secondly, 

privilege and disadvantage interfere directly in the cultural struggle between different value collectives. 

We drew a completely different picture for East Germany. We described Eastern-type societies as semi- 

individualised. We argued that similar economic conditions had fostered processes of individualisation 

and differentiation, but that, however, those processes had been severely limited by an authoritarian and 

patemalising state. The prevalence of "external threat", we showed, had led to the establishment of a far 

more homogeneous society in which conflicts were successfully marginalised. Inspite o f all ideological 

commitments. East German society did suffer from inequalities. As in the West, one observes social 

groups closer to the centre of decision-making than others. However, many authors claim that the 

Socialist regime created a far more clear-cut division between a relatively small active elite and a
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majoritarian politically non-involved periphery. In other words. East Germany was horizontally and 

vertically far mote "polarised". Moreover, social disadvantage was supposed not to have been a  

phenomenon o f lower strata but confined to modem milieu segments (Vester et al. 1993: 6 Iff.), w hich 

are marginalised in the sense that East Germany is still dominated by traditional milieus (Becker e t al. 

1992: 99ff.). Frequently, scholars characterise contemporary East Germany as a society which is only 

partly modernised and hardly pluralised at all, some several decades behind in the process o f  

modernisation, both structurally and culturally.

Investigations concerning the relationship between social structure and value orientations show a  

radically different picture. Research into socialist culture in Poland emphasises a "social vacuum 

hypothesis" (Frentzel-Zagorska 1985: 95) and describes a socio-structure with an almost "random 

statistical aggregate of values". The predominant impression being one o f a "complete dissociation o f 

values from their expected correspondence with social classes and groups as a result o f rapid social 

changes of the Stalinist period" (Nowak 1981:27). There is little doubt as to why Polish evidence should 

not match East German reality.14 15 However, we expect East Germany will be particularly hard hit by the 

mechanisms o f 'new inequality*. This is not only apparent in the case o f regional disparities that render 

East Germany's entire economy peripheral to the Western core, but exclusion from the labour market is 

also strongly patterned by gender and ag e”  Thus, one may complement the 'social vacuum hypothesis' 

with the expectation that these patterns of new inequality, as far as they coincide with the confiictual 

value systems on the margins of the East German society, may threaten both the East German value 

consensus and the Western core position.

14 The GDR's history and the many competing narratives that claim to describe its reality are extensively 
discussed in Chapter 3.
15 With regard to the development of female unemployment in East Germany after unification, see Bel we 1991. 
Indeed, the East-West divide can be seen as one of the major 'new' social distinctions within the united Germany. 
M*Ost* und 'West* treten als Distinktionskriterien unserer sozialen Welt neben die bekannten von Geschlecht, 
Alter, Beruf und Bildung, Lebensstilen und politischen Kulturen" (Giesen/Leggewie 1991:10).



CHAPTER 10.

Indicators of Inequality: Operationalisation and Methodology

Before turning to the empirical investigation of the social position of value collectives we should 

introduce single indicators of inequality and discuss their meaning and importance in contemporary 

German society. This methodological section is based upon the strong assumption that the role of 

political and social power matters significantly, particularly when symbolic struggles are concerned. 

Having said that, the operationalisation and evaluation of ‘power* is extremely difficult because our 

“present measurement capability is limited” (Barnes 1994: 50). Consequently, we would prefer it if the 

following operationalisation of 4social power* is viewed as a conscious, but presumably less than 

comprehensive, response to this “limited capacity”. The empirical evidence stems, if there is no explicit 

indication to the contrary, from the representative survey which we conducted in the Spring of 1992.' In 

this sense, let us start with those available indicators which concern ’old*, achievement related aspects of 

inequality.

10.1 Inequality as a Matter of Achievement 

Education

Education is one of the most pervasive and powerful means of stratification. Having said that, the impact 

and role of education as a social discriminator is still forcefully debated, with two opposing schools of 

thought standing against each other. Modernisation theory (e.g. Schelsky 1957, Treiman 1970, Parsons 

1970) claims that education is becoming the major if not the only discriminator, in the advanced post

industrial "knowledge society" (Bell 1975: 219) and that the economic need for higher education will 

gradually remove class barriers and, as a result, inequality o f both opportunity and outcome will vanish. 

The opposing perspective views educational systems as reproducers of inequality, making their process 

o f selection behind the (false) myth of achievement, i.e. schools reproduce and legitimise existing 

inequalities (e.g. Bourdieu 1987). Both sides offer fair amounts of empirical evidence to support their 

respective case. Modernisation theory can point to growing levels of education within modem societies, 

the introduction of compulsory schooling, the decline in ‘analphabctism’, the general up-grading of 

skills in a post-industrial society and an increasing correlation between education and employment, 

particularly in the rapidly growing public sector. Reproduction theory, on the other hand, offers evidence 

in international comparisons that show persistent inequality between the achievement of privileged and 

disadvantaged strata inspite of the general expansion of the system (Shavit/Blossfeld 1993) because, 

although the system allows more pupils to enter, it selects on the basis of social origins today as much as 

it ever did. Technically speaking, modernisation theory points to the increasing frequency1 o f attainment 

in school by all classes, reproduction theory concentrates on the unchanged 'odds' o f school success or 

failure for different social groups.

1 For more information concerning the Mannheim project, see Chapter 4.
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Notwithstanding the high relevance o f this debate, an assessment of education as an indicator of group 

privilege or disadvantage has to focus on the expansion aspect of schooling. In West Germany, for 

example, the number o f pupils who obtain the 'Abitur1 has increased from IS percent in the year 1960 to  

31 percent in the year 1991 (Statistisches Bundesamt 1992: 64). On the one hand, these figures point to  

the increasing societal significance of education. On the other hand, this evidence is closely related to a  

phenomenon that Boundieu called the "inflation” of educational titles (1987: 241f.). In other words, the 

revolution of education drastically changed the exchange rate of the 'currency* education (Bourdieu 

1983: 190). Indeed, in a society where only a  few percent reach the highest step of the educational 

ladder we can assume that those few must belong to the country's highly-privileged elite. In a setting 

where a high percentage, even a majority, reaches the same high level, we know that returns to 

education are far more ambivalent and privilege is not guaranteed. In any case, leaving school without 

completing today is a  direct road to unskilled, underpaid labour including high risks of unemployment 

(OECD 1993). Indeed, only few decades ago, it was the rule, i.e., not that consequential for an 

individual's further career. Thus, the significance o f education with regard to privilege and disadvantage 

is closely intertwined w ith the question of generations, because if  one of our value collectives consists 

only of middle-aged and older individuals with high level of education we can undoubtedly assume that 

we are confronted with privilege. However, if  the same is true for a 'young' collective, the interpretations 

are less straightforward, because high education may even signal the strategy of an excluded generation 

that pursues educational careers because it is excluded from access to the labour m arket In sum, 

education may become more and more a necessary condition for labour market success and less and less 

sufficient i.e., it is the baseline for success, but no longer its guarantee (Geißler 1992: 221, similarly 

Ulich 1991: 378). There are even more pessimistic interpretations which believe that through 

competition, formal education has been converted from a mean of social advancements to a necessary 

protection against social descent (Bomschier 1988: 273).

Table 10.1: Education in East an West Germany1

WithoiM/
U nN nfbtod

Lawcr 
Secondary 1

La wer 
ScModary 2

Middle
Secondary

Higher
Sacandary Maturity

Meat SJdJrr

West N-1398 9.2 38.2 n.a. 27.8 7.2 17.6 338 1.66
East N-968 5.0 27.3 14.5 33.8 2.6 16.9 332 1.47

1 Already in 1946, the Soviet occupational forces introduced a comprehensive school system in the 'Ostzone*. 
However, substantial reforms were delayed. In 1965, the GDR passed the 'Gesetz über das einheitliche 
sozialistische Bildungssystem*. The comprehensive school system was reorganised as polytechnic schools 
following the model of the Soviet Union. Compulsory schooling was extended from grade eight to grade ten (see 
Kleßmann 1988: 347ff.). Hence, our category ‘lower secondary 1 * refers to the completion of the so-called 
'Volksschule*, the lowest compulsory level as it existed before 1946. 'Lower secondary 2* is the compulsory level 
of the comprehensive school system as introduced by the Soviet occupational forces. In both types, school was 
completed after eight years of schooling. Erom 1965 onwards, compulsory schooling demanded ten years 
(category 'middle secondary'). The last categories refer to the so-called 'Erweiterte Oberschule' (EOS), either 
without completion or with the attainment of the 'Abitur* (after twelve years). The FRG’s school system has never 
really changed. 'Lower secondary 1* refers to the lowest level of the tre-partite school system, the so-called 
'Hauptschule* (formerly 'Volksschule*, graduation after eight years). 'Middle secondary* means the completion of 
the 'Realschule*, ‘higher secondary* refers to the successful of the ‘Fachhochschulreife’ (grade twelve)
and the4Abitur* (maturity) is the final examination following thirteen years of Gymnasium.
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The formal education of our respondents was based for almost all o f them upon school attainment in the 

former GDR and the FRG or the 'Third Reich*, with only a tiny portion having, presumably, completed 

their education after unification. Taking the ideological and institutional differences into account, the 

similarities between the stratification patterns are amazing, although huge differences lie beneath the 

surface. For West Germany we know that in spite of the general expansion of the system, the impact of 

social inequalities on school success has remained astonishably stable (e.g. MPS 1982, Steinkamp 1991, 

Geißler 1992, Blossfeld 1993). Hence, W est Germany fits the reproduction thesis fairly well. 

Educational policy in the GDR was aimed at breaking the so-called "bürgerliche Bildungsmonopol", the 

bourgeoisie monopoly of education, by means of direct sponsoring of children from farming and 

working class backgrounds and by discriminating against children from formerly-privileged strata. The 

effect of this policy was indeed revolutionary, because even by 1958, 53 percent of the university 

students came from working class origins. However, this development was only short-term, because 

since the 1960s one has observed the gradual establishment of an educational monopoly by a  'socialist 

intelligentsia* (Geißler 1992: 227f.). Indeed, a  comparison between East and West Germany in 1990 

showed that as far as university access was concerned, the GDR system became even more unequal than 

its Western counterpart, with 26 percent o f West German students coming from a family where at least 

one parent had graduated from university, with 51 percent of East German students having either an 

academic father or mother. In sum, educational careers in East an West hide different and over-time 

changing patterns of privilege and disadvantage.

Table 10.2: 'Abitur* by Generation and Father's Profession

W est
Are Cohorts

East
Age Cohorts

Father’s
Profession 18-30 31-45 46-60 61+ 18-30 31-45 46-60 61+

Free
Academic 81.0 35.7 66.7 50.0 40.0 10.0 20.0 0.0

Civil Servant 44.7 25.0 24.0 25.7 36.4 20.0 16.7 10.0
Self-
Employed 37.0 30.4 19.0 6.7 37.5 9.1 23.8 17.4

White Collar 39.2 21.5 8.0 7.9 33.8 35.3 27.7 16.0

Worker 14.3 7.1 3.9 0.0 10.7 9.5 16.3 5.4

Farmer 33.3 4.3 3.8 0.0 11.8 12.2 5.0 3.2

Both East and West witness a steady increase in the proportion o f pupils who achieve the highest 

possible level o f the general educational system.’ However, there are some interesting facts to note. In

’ The exception is the second youngest age cohort in the case of academic fathers. However, we assume this 
outlier to be an artefact of particularly small N's in this category.
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West Germany expansion came late. As a rule, only the youngest cohort truly profits from the 

'educational revolution* *, although two groups, the offspring o f self-employed and white collar 

employees, were the first to anticipate the new opportunities available through a proliferating system. 

Hence, the most 'bildungshungrigen*, o f the groups which already had a latent desire for education, did 

profit first Secondly, we see a relatively stable hierarchy between social groups in all age cohorts.4 

Thirdly, we observe an impressive improvement with regard to the educational careers of fanners* 

children, which, if  not the result o f too small a  group frequency, reflect the immense structural changes 

that West German agriculture underwent in recent decades, i.e., the shift from small family business 

towards the huge industrialised enterprises common today.

In the Hast one finds far less difference between the achievements of different social strata, a 

phenomenon which is true for all age cohorts. Secondly, one witnesses the relatively early start of 

educational expansion, that had already become a reality partly for those now 46 to 60 years old, and its 

subsequent slowing down and, finally, stagnation, particularly with regard to the offspring of lower 

strata, i.e., workers’ children who are now between 46 and 60 years old, were granted a level of high 

education that has never been achieved again. Here, the data reflects the outcome o f the policy of the 

1950s with its deliberate support for working class children.

Table 10.3: Correlations (Pearson's) between Education and Income by Generation1

W est E ast
18-30 -.02 -.17 .24* .27
31-45 .14* .18 .09 .29
45-60 .32* .36 -.04 .09
61+ .35 n.a. .19 n.a.

The most obvious impression first There is in West Germany a  clear, almost linear, relationship 

between different age groups and the correlation between education and income. The older one is, the 

higher are the income returns for education. However, for the youngest age cohort (18 to 30 years) this 

relationship has been even reversed. Although the coefficients are not statistically significant, we can be 

sure that, with regard to income, the youngest West Germans no longer profit from educational 

investments. The correlations perfectly reflect the historic expansion o f the education system, because 

older cohorts, for whom education was an exclusive right for a small privileged elite, could easily 

transform educational merits into material assets. This relationship is much weaker for the cohort of 

those 31 to 45 years old, the cohort that was pioneering the opening o f the system in the late 1960s, and

4 The differences between the highest and the lowest educational group is actually increasing over time. Sons and | 
daughters of free academics and of workers were separated by 50 percent points in the oldest age cohort and by i 
66  percent points in the youngest. Hence, the gap widened.
* This correlation was calculated for only full-time employed. Education is measured in years and we chose an 
income scale that is not adapted to household size. Asterixes mean that the coefficients are significant. The fust (
row refers to a selection of full-time employees, the second includes only full-time employees that live in single j
households. Hence, the second row relates education to income without being possibly blurred by an additional ; 
household income. Unfortunately, the frequencies become very small. Thus, we also present the correlations for a 
less strict selection. j
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it ceases to exist with regard to the youngest cohort In general, this evidence again lend strong support 

for the suspicion that education itself is an ambivalent indicator of privilege.

The story in East Germany is completely different, because as a complete reversal to the situation in the 

W est only the youngest cohort can materially profit from education, for all other age groups, there being 

no significant relationship. However, one must acknowledge that unification probably destroyed 

previously existing relationships. Indeed, there is a debate about the validity of East German 

educational titles within the capitalist Western context, the apparent advantage of the young being 

presumably best explained by their cohort’s ability to quickly adapt to the new situation and, thus, being 

least exposed to mechanisms of exclusion.

Income

There is no great need to say a lot about income, because it is to some extent the most obvious measure 

of privilege or disadvantage. Net household income is the most straightforward indicator concerning a 

family's or individual's capability to live under conditions o f his/her own choosing. Money buys nice 

flats or houses in convenient and secure areas, money buys status symbols and allows holidays and 

pleasant free time activities. To have money liberates one from thinking about money and enable one to 

concentrate on non-materialist issues (at least, this would be Inglehart’s point). In this sense, income 

liberates from constraints, because the more money one has, the more options are available.

Table 10.4: A Comparison of Income Distribution*

W est East

Household Income
Income adapted to 

Household Size Household Income
Income adapted to 

Household Size
Mean 3.748 DM/month 4.748 DM/month 3.061 DM/month 3.652 DM/month

Std.dev. 2.903 3.643 1.718 2.261

Mode 3.750 3.750 3.250 3.513

Median 2.875 3.800 2.875 3.250

Total Sum 3.924.300 4.962.075 2.672.435 3.174.427

Lowest 20% 4% of total sum 4% of total sum 7% of total sum 10% of total sum

Higher 50% 76% of total sum 78% of total sum 71% of total sum 72% of total sum

Highest 20% 44% of total sum 46% of total sum 36% of total sum 39% of total sum

W hilst education showed, on the surface at least, an almost identical distribution of privilege and 

disadvantage in East and West Germany, there is still a huge gap between East and West where income 

is concerned. In 1992, West German households had, on average, 1100 DM a month more available to

'  We present two different income scales. The first concerns the net household income (in 22 categories) as 
obtained through the questionnaire. The second scale is an income equivalence scale that focuses on income as a 
comparative measurement of life quality. Hence, the income as reported by the respondents was adapted to the 
respective household sizes as suggested by the Luxembourg Income Study (Smeeding et al. 1990: 12): The scale 
allocated a weight of 0.5 to the first individual in any unit and a value of 0.25 for each individual from the second 
to the ninth. Consequently, single households* incomes were doubled and a three-bead household (normally a 
couple plus one child) provides the reference category. Thus, for households with three members the net income 
equals the equivalent income.
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them. On this level, therefore. East Germany is clearly under-privileged. Not surprisingly, the dispersion 

of income (see standard deviations) is much smaller in the E ast The policy o f the GDR was clearly  

determined to dimmish income differences with regard to both classes and levels of education, and th is 

policy was highly successful (Hauser et al. 1991, Geißler 1992: 53ff.). Indeed, the effect of incom e 

homogenisation is still visible. Interestingly, the exposure of this former command economy to capitalist 

markets has apparently led to an increase in real net incomes but not to an increase in net incom e 

inequality (see e.g. Weick 1995)/ Moreover, we see that the lowest twenty percent o f East G erm an 

society have twice as high share o f the total income as their W estern counterparts.

Employment

Employment can be understood as a  direct measure of an individual's integration into the labour m arket 

and, consequently, society as a whole. Full-time employees do not only earn more money than, fo r 

example, part-time employees or even unemployed, but full-time employment means, as a rule, that one 

is the head of an household. This is particularly the case in a society like West Germany where double 

earning households are relatively rare and the standard family still consists of a full-time employed 

husband, a housewife or part-time employed wife and one or two children. This, o f course, is, or rather, 

was completely different in East Germany, where it was the rule that both men and women worked full

time.1 To be a, functioning, head of household effects probably not only an individual's self-esteem, 

his/her perception o f being needed and important, but also signals also a certain degree of independence, 

particularly in comparison to directly dependent family members. To be the source, maybe even the only 

source, of an household's material well-being renders individuals naturally dominant within the 

household. It is, moreover, a non-negligible degree of protection against the consequences of fam ily 

dissolution through separations or divorces. Moreover, socially speaking, employment is also an 

indicator o f societal integration, because to be employed means contacts within and outside the 

household, integration within networks of colleagues, and exposure to labour relations (as superiors o r 

dependants). In sum, employment means a  widening of horizons through what is the permanent shifting 

between two worlds, the private and the public.

Part-time employment, particularly if  it is not due to one's own choice, also means integration but to a  

lesser degree. It also means either financial constraint or that one may be even a marginal source o f a 

household's financial budget It also means exclusion from the more interesting and prestigious career 

options. As a rule, a part-time employee has a  lower position both within the family and at work. 

Unemployment, especially unemployment of a head of a  household, changes the power position within 

the household. Unemployment means that an individual can no longer sustain the living conditions of a *

7 Headey et al. (1995) explain this counter-intuitive evidence with the progressive tax- and benefit system of the 
Federal Republic that could counteract the increasing inequality of household gross incomes.
* In 1990,92 percent of all East German women in an age between 25 and 60 years were employed. The same is 
true for sixty percent of West German women. However, a third of those work only part-time (see Kimer et a l 
1990: 575ff.).
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family through his or her own earnings. }t means exclusion from the 'second* * world outside the 

household and the humiliating exposure to unemployment bureaucracies and welfare programmes. 

Unemployment signals a combination of material deprivation and social disintegration (Heinz 1991: 

414).

To be "in education" is a precarious status o f 'in  between*. In our survey of an adult population, to be 

still in education means predominantly university attainment or enrollment in more prestigious white 

collar apprenticeships. Hence, to be 'in  education* means to be on the way to potential elite positions. 

Having said that, we deal less with a  question of employment patterns but rather with an additional 

category of our educational schema that signals 'post-Abitur* careers.

Similarly difficult to evaluate in terms of prestige is the status o f retired persons, whose social and 

financial status is strongly dependent upon their former employment status.

Housewives/men* on the other hand, can be fairly easily integrated within this schema. Of course, a 

housewife’s status is largely determined by the status of the working partner, thus, it can be very high. 

However, it is exactly this pattem o f dependency that renders the category of housewives a marginal 

group in society when issues of power and inequality are concerned, because the potential disadvantages 

are manifold. First, housewives are financially dependent Second, the position within the family is 

normally preceded by the abandoning of one's own careers and the longer the period of absence from 

the labour m arket the more difficult it is to later return. These problems can accumulate when the 

partnership or marriage dissolves. It is no coincidence that single, divorced mothers are one of the social 

groups with the highest risks of unemployment and poverty (Geißler 1992: 170ff., Sorensen 1994), the 

position of dependency being coupled with a general lack of integration into society and organisational 

networks. Beck (1983: 55) calls the living conditions of housewives the "individualised working 

existence par excellence**.

Table 10.5: Employment Patterns in East and West Germany

Full-
Time

Part-
Time

In
Education

Un
employed Retired Housewives

W est N-1421 43.1 10.8 7.8 2.6 19.1 16.5

East N-968 45.1 8.9 4.3 18.4 21.0 2.3

Three patterns are directly comparable. In East and West, roughly half of the adult population works 

full-time* circa ten percent hold part-time contracts and about twenty percent art retired. However, these 

similar figures also hide factual deprivation on the side of the former GDR. Not too long ago, more than 

ninety percent of the East German labour force was fully employed. Equally, retirement figures hide 

patterns of early retirem ent10 Moreover, the table reveals the near non-existence of housewives in East

'  Furtheron, we will talk only about housewives as the "houseman" is a rather non-existent phenomenon. Prenzel 
and StrUmpel (1990: 41) estimate that this is the case for only 0.6 percent of all West German men with earning 
capacities.
* In the East 17.2 percent of the group younger than sixty years (West: 10.7%) and three percent of the group
under fifty years (West* 1.9%) are retired. Hence, early retirement is almost twice as frequent in the East
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Germany (2.3 in comparison to 16.5 percent in the West). Finally, unemployment is six times as high in  

the Hast (18.4 versus 2.6 percent in the W est). Hence, employment patterns show a  discrim ination 

against the East German labour force comparable to the patterns of income distribution.

However, what exactly is privilege, what is disadvantage? New inequality research emphasises the ‘new’ 

dichotomy between insiders and outsiders (e.g. Offe 1985, van Parjis 1989). Who then i s 4in* and who is  

'out*? Obviously, only two categories match this dichotomy perfectly because whilst full-tim e 

employees are clearly ‘in ’, the unemployed are out of the labour m arket Hence, we distinguish between 

a new form of the “class divide”, between possession and non-possession of work (LQdtke 1989: 22). 

However, housewives too can be outsiders because we must assume that a part o f this group is no longer 

content with its 'imprisonment* within the family and is actively looking for jobs. A similarly 

ambivalent situation is the case regarding adults in education, and can be true even for part-tim e 

employees, although it is impossible to know how many o f those groups have already, unsuccessfully, 

searched for a  job and have chosen part-time contracts, university careers or housewife positions only as 

a second best option. As a consequence, we approach the inside-outside dimension in two ways, firstly, 

by contrasting full-time employees with the unemployed only. Second, by enlarging the group of, 

possible, outsiders by including part-time employees, university students and housewives.11

Profession

Our schema allows us to distinguish between five relatively crude categories.”  The category of academic 

(free) professionals embraces all patterns of self-employment which require university education (e.g. 

lawyers, medical doctors, pharmacists, architects,...). The category o f civil servants is for all working 

people who hold a permanent state contract (e.g. state officials in general, judges, professional 

soldiers...). The next group is particularly problematic because all clerical, white collar professions are 

subsumed under one label. Hence, we cannot distinguish between public and private employment, a  

distinction which is supposed to develop to one of the major cleavages in contemporary societies (e.g. 

Esping-Andersen 1994”). Equally, we cannot distinguish between higher and lower service professions. 

A fifth category embraces all working class, blue collar professions.11 * * 14 Finally, a last category collects 

fanners and agricultural workers. Obviously, a  more context-sensitive and theoretically meaningful 

categorisation of professions would be desirable, but the Mannheim project’s strong bias towards 

substantial issues resulted in inevitable, although regrettable, brevity in the socio-demographic part of 

the questionnaire.

11 We will treat the retired as missing values in both cases. Although this category may hide non deliberate early 
retirement it is a category of ‘no return’. Once a person is retired, he/she can no longer re-enter the official labour 
market We argue that the distinction between inside and outride needs to base on the assumption that the 
outriders want to and potentially also can be in.
“ This question was posed to all respondents who hold either full- or part-time contracts.
11 Following Esping-Andersen, public employment means high job security, high female participation rates and 
an self-interested emphasis on tax spending. In opposition, he sees the private predominantly male sector that 
faces normal unemployment risks and opposes the tax collection in favour of public spending.
14 No distinction between skilled and unskilled workers can be made.
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Table 10.6 : Occupational Patterns in East and West Germany

Free
Academics

Chrfl
Servant

s

White
Collar

Self-
Employed Worker Farmer

West N-772 3.6 11.7 52.7 13.2 17.2 1.6

East N-503 3.0 5.4 50.7 13.7 22.3 5.0

It is apparent that there is a rather significant under-estimation of workers in the area of the former GDR 

because, according to official sources, at the end of 1990, 52 percent of the East German labour force 

were workers (Statistisches Bundesamt 1992: 101). Otherwise, our data fits official statistics fairly well. 

East Germans are clearly under-represented in the group of civil servants which is not at all surprising. 

The discrimination results, firstly, from the typical time-lag in the process of ‘Verbeamtung’ and, 

secondly, from the fact that many state positions are occupied by Western personnel that had been 

shifted to the E ast Very interestingly, there is no difference anymore between the patterns of self- 

employment With regard to the agricultural sector, finally, we can see the still greater significance of 

farming in the E ast In the W est agriculture is an almost negligible sector.

Having said all that what is the relevance of occupation when social inequality is at stake? O f course, 

one can attempt to order professions regarding their prestige. However, lacking any detailed prestige 

scores, we must concentrate on the distribution of income and education within these six different 

occupational groups.

Table 10.7: Occupational Prestige of Full-Time Employees'*

W est East
Income DM Years of Educ. Income DM Years of Educ.
Mean SbLdev Rank Mean Std.dev. Rank Mean Sld.dev. Rank Mean Std.dev Rank

Free Academica 5.894 4.726 6 11.63 253 6 4.215 2.455 6 11.84 055 6
Civil Servanta 3.784 3.090 2 U 08 1.91 5 3.986 1.488 5 9.44 1.88 3
Self-Employed 4.448 4.078 4 1006 1.95 3 2.896 1.663 1 10.01 1.62 4
White Collar 3.968 3.101 3 10.26 1.79 4 3.439 2.031 3 10.07 159 5
Worker 3.438 2.1 SO 1 8.30 1.7! 2 3-195 1.479 2 9.27 150 2
Farmer 4.800 4.855 5 7S3 0.40 1 3.532 1.816 4 8.66 1.45 1
AU fuU-time
employed 3.953 3.164 9.96 1.95 3.367 1.872 9.84 1.49
Total
Populaban 3.748 2.903 9.63 2.02 3.061 1.718 9.38 1.56

In both societies we find two occupations with equivalent positions on both dimensions. The so-called 

free professions are on the top of the societal ladder both with regard to income and education whilst 

workers represent the bottom or almost the bottom, and this is true for cultural and material capital, 

which is clear evidence in favour o f traditional inequality theory. Workers are still the most under

privileged social group far from being at the core of contemporary economies as suggested by new 

inequality research. Between the top and the bottom, the free professions and the worker, - we find a 

melange of partly contradictory locations. In the West, civil servants rank low when income is

“ We chose full-time employment because we are interested in a Job’s prestige under ’normal* conditions. For 
the same reason we chose household income not adapted to household size.
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concerned but very, high with regard to education, whilst the self-employed and white collar em p loyees 

share intermediate positions, the self-employed being higher on money capital and the white c o l la r  

worker higher on cultural capital. Fanners, finally, have huge incomes (this corresponds to the eno rm ous 

educational expansion o f fanners* children, see Table 10.2) whilst they themselves have hardly a n y  

education. Hence, if we create occupational prestige scores based on income and education by a d d in g  

the ranks on both, the free professions are a t the very top, civil servants, self-employed and white c o l la r  

workers share the second rank, farmers come third and the group of workers concludes the s o c ia l 

hierarchy. In the East, the second rank is shared by civil servants and white collar workers, with the s e lf -  

employed and fanners coming second last

A second possibility is to create prestige scores aposteriori, that is to calculate the so-called SES, so c io 

economic status o f an individual from both education and income (see Verba/Nie/Kim 1978)*‘. 

However, this second strategy obtains prestige scores that are, technically, completely unrelated to  th e  

different occupations. Hence, it serves as an additional indicator o f ‘old* inequality. In any case, w c  

construct an occupational ranking on the basis of those scores.

Table 10 .8 : Socio Economic Status (SES) by Profession

W est E ast
Mean Std.dev Rank Mean Std.dev. Rank

Free Academics 2 .0 0 2.09 6 2.57 1.31 6
Civil Servants 0.77 1.52 5 0.89 1.64 5
Self-Employed 0.54 1.75 4 0.26 1.55 3
White Collar 0.43 1.50 3 0 .66 1.45 4
Worker -0.74 0.99 1 -0.01 1.18 2
Farmer -0.56 1.81 2 -0.11 1.08 1
All full-time 
employed

0.26 1.57 0.48 1.48
Total Population 0.03 I.5I 0 .0 0 1.47

A ranking based on single individuals, instead of on groups obtains a slightly more differentiated 

picture. In W est Germany, top and bottom positions are held equally by the free professions and th e  

workers. The self-employed as the most advantaged group o f the post-war period (Geifiler 1992) fall in to  

the third position lagging only slightly behind the civil servants whilst leaving white collar workers in  

position four. In the East, there is only one difference between both ranking methods because w orkers 

come fairly close to the average SES outperforming farmers. Thus, in East Germany the w orker is  

indeed the average category. In sum, we consider three different prestige scales. A first assesses 

occupational prestige on the basis o f group means of education and income (see Table 10.7), a second 

scale is based upon group means o f Socio Economic Status (see Table 10.8) and a  last scale is a general 

measure o f SES unrelated to occupational categories.

Ranking professions in dependence upon other dimensions (i.e. Income and education) is, how ever, 

methodologically problematic because we assess inequality no longer on the basis of occupation but on

M Both variables were standardised and summed up.
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the basis of one pf its dérivâtes (income) and one of its causes (education). However, there are many 

ways to capture the direct relation between privilege, on the one hand, and disadvantage, on the other. 

Traditional Marxist theory discriminates between possession and a lack of the means of production, 

between the * buyer* and ‘seller’ of labour. According to this line, one contrasts free professions and self- 

employed with the working class and, considering the huge efforts o f Marxist theory to incorporate 

fanners as part of the Exploited’ classes (see e.g. Baylis 1978: 89), we may include fanners in the 

category of the dependent class that is forced to sell itself on the m arket However, we still face the 

problem that the vast majority o f the population (white collar professions and civil servants) arc 

excluded from this cleavage.17 A possible solution would be the enlargement of the category entitled 

’lack of means of production' with the group o f white collar employees.

A second distinction is based on the difference between manual and non-manual work (e.g. Poulantzas 

1975, Gagliani 1981) and stipulates that manual work - by its very nature - is dirty, fraught with high 

risks of injury, physically exhausting and, therefore, inferior and disadvantaged compared with all 

occupations which can work from the relative security of a desk. According to this distinction we should 

contrast the free professions, civil servants and white collar employees with workers and farmers whilst 

the group of self-employed would remain outside this schema because much of the self-employment, 

particularly of petty bourgeoisie origins, consists of manual work (e.g. bakers, butchers, car 

mechanics,...).

A third approach distinguishes between self-directed work and that which is not self-directed or closely 

supervised (Kohn et al. 1982). Kohn's suggestion is theoretically quite similar to the dichotomy between 

manual and non-manual, although he emphasises the mental instead of the physical aspect of work. "... 

doing self-directed work results in valuing self-direction, both for oneself and for one's children, and 

having self-directed orientations to self and society". Kohn and his collaborators focus on the question 

"how differential conditions of life ... affect people's view of social reality" (1982: If.). Hence, they are 

interested in the impact of social positions on value orientations. However, they also apply an explicit 

idea of hierarchical social stratification, with a higher social position, so the argument goes, making 

people see society as a place in which responsible individual action is practicable, whilst the lower strata 

believe that following the dictates o f authority is the course of wisdom (Kohn/Schooler 1982: 15). 

Moreover, if one adjusts this argument only slightly, it suggests that higher positions allow self-directed, 

flexible and responsible work, whereas lower positions are forced into conformity and obedience with 

regard to superiors. Thus, we observe the difference between actively directing and being directed. 

According to this line o f argument, one places free academics, civil servants* 11 and the self-employed

11 The systematic neglect of the middle class is indeed one of the major problem of contemporary maxxist theory 
that attempts to apply its categories to modem societies. However, these so-called "contradictory locations” 
(Wright 1976, 1979) became the majoritarian positions in contemporary economies. In our case, this simple 
dichotomy would for example exclude 813  percent of the West German population.
11 Kohn et al. see the position of bureaucrats as different from what past sociological theory and common sense 
would led one to expect. The substantive complexity of the work, the high job protection coupled with relatively 
high salaries render bureaucratic work self-directed work (1982:2).
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against workers. Unfortunately, we are forced to treat white collar employees and farmers as m issin g  

values because we must assume that the distinction between self-directed labour and closely steered a n d  

supervised work dissects these occupations because we can neither distinguish between higher and lo w e r 

service professions nor between farm labourers and independent farmers.

Father’s Profession

With regard to the issue of privilege and disadvantage, the social status of the parental generation is  a  

problematic but, nonetheless, crucial issue. Predominantly, it is used as a way of assessing a ch ild ’s  

living condition during the sensitive period o f adolescence and value formation. Inglehart, for exam ple, 

conceptualises father’s status and education as a  major proof for his thesis that formative affluence 

produces postmaterialist values. Within our context, one m ust think o f the father’s status as an issue o f  

inherited privilege or under-privilege. Generally, the relationship between the professional careers o f  

parents and sons and daughters is one of upward mobility, i.e. triggered by changes in the econom ic 

environment and a  general increase in educational levels, sons and daughters frequently achieved m ore 

than their parents. Our data reflects these developments for example in the much higher proportion o f  

fathers who were workers or fanners and an immense increase in white collar professions in  th e  

generation of the offspring (see Tables 10.6 and 10.9). If, modest, upward mobility is the rule, one m ust 

concentrate on contradictory evidence. We argue that disadvantage becomes particularly salient w hen 

sons or daughters cannot uphold the family standard, i.e. are victims o f status stagnation or dow nward 

mobility. Thus, we introduce this indicator mainly as a comparative measurement o f occupational 

success or failure. If  the offspring managed to increase the inherited family status substantially we m ust 

view these as the ’winners' of economic transformation and those who profit from new opportunity 

structures. However, if  they fail to increase the inherited family status, they are the ’losers' of these 

processes. Hence, we are less interested in a father’s profession itself, than in its relationship with the 

status of the offspring.

Table 10.9: Father’s Profession

Free
Academics

Civil
Servants

White
Collar

Seir-
Employed Worker Fanner

Dead/In
WarAJnknown

West N-1293 3.9 11.8 25.8 9.7 33.1 7.4 82
East N-932 2.3 5.3 22.1 7.0 37.8 14.1 11.6

Interestingly, East-W est differences with regard to the offspring were valid already for their fathers. That 

farming is twice as important in the East is not surprising at all because, historically, the East was the 

agricultural area of Germany. On the other hand, die under-representation of civil servants in the East 

comes as a surprise, particularly if one considers that the Socialist regime created a bureaucratic 

apparatus that apparently dwarfed Western state bureaucracy (Vester e t a l 1993: 61ff.). However, this 

result could be a function of the questionnaire because in the category o f civil servants we included only 

state officials and judges, employees in the police forces, the Socialist Party, the educational system and
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the anny being classified as white collar employees. Hence, a huge part of the socialist bureaucracy may 

have fallen into this second category. However, our observation remains valid because, actually. East 

Germans are under-represented in both categories, which suggests it may be an artefact o f the age 

distribution. We asked for father’s profession when the respondent was fifteen years old. Hence, all 

respondents older than 51 years at the time of the survey, reported a job that the father held either during 

the years of Soviet occupation, or during the period of ’Nationalsozialismus* (and even in the Weimar 

Republic).1’ However, checking for age does not change the picture because for respondents younger 

than 51 years we find twice as many fathers with white collar professions. However, this is as valid for 

the West as it is for the E ast Hence, what we are witnessing is structural change in industrial societies, 

in general, rather than the particular impact of socialist bureaucratisation. In the end, these occupational 

patterns seem to reflect a society that was, as many authors claim, still dominated more by the industrial 

epoch than by structural shifts in the labour market following the logic o f the post-modem/indus trial 

’knowledge society’.

Subjective Self-Evaluation

This is the only available indicator where a subjective component comes into play. Hence, It is an 

indicator not of ’objective* aspects of stratification, but reveals whether individuals feel themselves as 

p a rt i.e. a victim or profit-taker, of a hierarchically stratified society. Consequently, this so-called 

’above-below' scale is closely related to the issue of old inequality as it assumes a vertical 

hiérarchisation o f society. Equally, it is also closely related to the issue of traditional class. We expect a 

class to be aware of its class position, hence, we expect a clear discriminating positioning on this scale. 

Table 10.10: Perceived Societal Position in East and West Germany* 90

Top
Higher
Middle

Lower
Middle Bottom Mean

Standard-
deviation

W est N-1302 23.6 52.8 19.2 4.4 4,62 1J52
East N-964 11.5 40.4 29.7 18.5 5,71 1.88

Obviously, East and W est Germans differ significantly when the perception of their respective societal 

positions is concerned because West Germans see themselves twice as often as being on the top o f the 

hierarchical ladder whilst East Germans feel more than four times as often that they belong to the very 

bottom of the societal stratification system .91 If one considers simultaneously the relatively huge 

differences between income and employment, particularly unemployment, one has to conclude that

'* The GDR was a sovereign state since the 20.9.1955. We assume that German authorities started to create a 
German bureaucracy only after that datum.
90 The respondents had to rank themselves on a scale that compromises ten hierarchically organised categories. 
For the sake of easier presentation, we summarised scores on the categories 1 to 3 as ’top’, 4 and 5 as ’higher 
middle’, 6 and 7 as ’lower middle’ and 8 to 10 as ’bottom*. The means and standarddeviations, however, base 
again on the complete, not summarised, scale.
11 A similar result has been obtained on the basis of ALLBUS (’Allgemeine Bevölkeningsumfrage der 
Sozialwissenschaften*) data from tlm year 1991 (see Noll/Schuster 1992).
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socio-structurally the united Germany is severely divided and that this pattern o f advantage a n d  

disadvantage is, a t least partly, fairly conscious in the minds of the respective populations. M o reo v er, 

one is forced to the conclusion that the ‘new’ united Germany is stratified along the lines of the ‘n e w ’ 

inequality, with disadvantage and advantage accumulating on the basis of regional origins, th u s, o n  

criteria which are purely ascriptive and not the result of their own choice and achievement

10.2 Inequality as a  Matter of Ascription

We focused implicitly on probably one o f the most salient issues of the ‘new* ascriptive form s o f  

inequality throughout the previous sections o f this chapter, namely the Bast-West divide. H ow ever, 

‘new* inequality research stresses a  number o f criteria which are supposed to be the reason for in eq u a lity  

in contemporary post-modem societies. There is, however, something particular with all these in d ica to rs 

of ‘new inequality’ that is not always explicitly mentioned by new inequality research: if c u ltu ra l 

orientations are differentiated with respect to, for example, age or gender, a society can be culturally a n d  

socially pluraliscd, but is not, automatically, stratified hierarchically. Thus, we can speak of so c ia l 

inequality only if  age or gender are related to issues of ‘old’ inequality. Gender, for example, b e in g  

related to privilege or disadvantage only if  it translates into differential income distributions, 

unemployment risks, school careers etc. Or, to turn this statement upside down: ‘The truth of a c la s s  

expresses itself through Its gender and age distribution” (Bourdieu 1987: 185). Hence, new and o ld  

social distinctions are closely intertwined, which is a very important trait that one must keep in m ind. I f  

different age groups have differing concepts with regard to the best organisation o f society, we observe, 

first of all, a cultural conflict between ‘equals’, and then only if age is related to privilege or u n d er- 

privilege in some systematic manner, can we speak about a conflict that involves the issue of so c ia l 

power because only in this case, does inequality lie beneath the surface of cultural disagreement 

To re-iterate, we treated society as a battlefield of conflicting interpretations of the world. The only (an d  

it was an admittedly bad) reference to group power that we could make was the size o f our collectives 

purely in terms o f its manpower. Hence, two questions have to be answered. First, is societal conflict 

underscored by ‘older* social distinctions such as, for example class, or is it a matter of ‘new* 

horizontally organised social differences that base on e.g. gender or age? Secondly, does conflict on th e  

basis of ‘new’ distinctions compromise conflicts of power, i.e. whether they are also related to 'old* 

inequalities? Only in the latter case, that is where there is a systematic relationship between 'new* 

distinctions and differences in income and life chances in general, we can actually speak of ‘new  

inequality’. Hence, we return to our initial distinction between class-based value collectives, which are 

organised coherently around the issue of old inequality, and lifeworld-based collectives which differ 

predominantly on the basis of the new indicators without necessarily being related to issues of power
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and inequality, and finally, pure value collectives which are completely unrelated to social distinctions 

in general. Let us, therefore, briefly introduce some of these potential new distinctions.*2

Age

Why should age be a question of this new inequality? Traditionally age is treated either as an indicator 

of an individual’s position within the lifecycle or as an indicator of a generational unit, that had been 

socialised under the impression of particular events. We can relatively easily refute the first approach, 

because age itself is less and less a valid indicator of lifecycle positions because events such as marriage, 

having children, entrance in or exit from the labour market are increasingly unrelated to the question of 

biological age. The life cycle has, in effect, become “de-institutionalised” (e.g. Kohli 1986,1989,1994, 

Berger 1990). We argued moreover, that we would prefer to treat lifecycle events as a particularly 

important form of ’action’ that both springs from values and moulds them at one and the same time. In 

other words, we can better understand the decision to marry or divorce as an outcome of value choices 

rather than as a quasi-automatic occurrence within a standardised lifecycle.”  The second issue, i.e. the 

issue whether age indicates generational units cannot be refuted easily, although it hardly contradicts the 

argument of new inequality research. Age is an indicator of inequality whereever a society distributes 

privilege and disadvantage according to age criteria. If particular social groups are excluded or included 

predominantly because of their age, that is because of a criteria that is outside of human choice, then age 

is an indicator of new ascriptive forms of inequality. The experience of privilege or disadvantage may be 

so strong that certain age cohorts take the shape of generational units, thus, both concepts can overlap 

significantly. Methodologically speaking, we are unable to trace generations*4, however, we may see 

whether certain mechanisms of exclusion are highly related to age and whether age is a discriminator 

concerning cultural orientation.

Gender

N ext to age, gender is the second most important issue in new inequality research. The logic of the 

argument being that societies select increasingly on the basis of sex. As a  consequence, the middle-aged 

male employee is at the core of contemporary society, the young and the female are excluded from 

access to the labour market’s most prestigious positions. Interestingly, gender became an issue o f new 

inequality research at just the moment when more traditional approaches claimed that the gender divide 

was o f diminishing importance. Moreover, in spite of prevailing disadvantages concerning conventional 

male-dominated political activity (Verba/Nie/Kim 1978, Kulke 1991), women have successfully adopted 

the new non-institutionalised forms of political participation and achieved equalities with men

a Unfortunately, our survey design was not particularly sensitive to the issues of new inequality. Hence, only few 
indicators which were a part of the standard demographical questions are available.
25 This argument is more fully developed in Chapter 2.
14 A crossectional survey design allows only snapshots of a society at a given point of time. In order to do 
generational analyses one needs longitudinal and preferably panel data.
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(JcnningsZVan D cth et al. 1990), and have realised the importance of educational careers where th e y  

even overtaking men in particular fields o f higher education." Whatever issue is concerned, sc h o la rs  

witness the “general tendency that gender is a factor that explains less and less variance” (Bilden 1991 : 

281). Hence, the evidence is contradictory. On the one hand, women appear more and more equal a n d  

indistinguishable from men, on the other hand, new inequality research stresses the processes o f  

exclusion that are based upon the gender divide. This renewed attention to gender despite a  fa c tu a l 

improvement o f the positions of females in many instances, is one of the major contradictions o f  

nonnatively meritocratic systems." A society that claims that prestige and success is a m atter o f  

achievement, can no longer tolerate social exclusion based on ascriptive aspects like gender. Thus, o n e  

observes a phenomenon that Geißler (1992: 237) termed the increasing “de-legitimisation” o f  

inequalities between men and women.

Region

Wehling (1987) claim s that regional aspects are completely neglected in studies on political cu ltu re . 

Indeed, despite Germany’s history of “Kleinstaaterei”, that is its historical division into m an y  

autonomous despotic states, it has rarely been viewed as a  nation characterised by regional d isparities. 

This stands in sharp contrast to cultural analyses of most W est European countries where reg ional 

differences strongly coincide with economic disparities and have developed into po litically  

institutionalised cleavages.37 Only the recent unification made regional disparities a m ajor issue fo r  

German politicians and academics, although, we know, for example, that unemployment and w ealth  

were also not equally distributed throughout West Germany. The southern regions of Bavaria a n d  

Baden-Württemberg developed, after the Second World W ar, into Germany’s most advanced econom ic 

areas, whereas the older industrial centres in the middle or the north of West Germany became trapped 

by the structural crises of shipping, steel and coal industries. We attempt to highlight these structural 

differences by constructing two dummy variables, one compromising the south o f Germany (Bavaria, 

Baden-Württemberg) and, another, the north (Lower Saxony, Hamburg, Bremen, Berlin-W est and  

Schleswig-Holstein). In this model, both the south and the north are contrasted with middle Germany 

(North Rhine-W estphalia, Hcssia, the Saarland, Rhineland-Palatinate). With regard to East Germany w e 

rely on the historical difference between the industrialised south (Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, Thuringia 

plus Berlin-East) and the predominantly agrarian north (Brandenburg, Mecklenburg). Therefore, we can 

relatively easily contrast both north and south.

” In the school term 1975/76,53 percent of the pupils in the highest track of the GDR school system (grade 
twelve of the ‘Erweiterte Oberschule’) were girls. Since the beginning of the 1980s, West German girls obtain as 
many ‘Abiturs’ than boys, with regard to ‘RealschuT graduation (the intermediate level) girls are actually over
represented (see Geifiler 1992:239).
M See Chapter 12.
”  This is the case for example for the Lega Nord in the Lombardia and North of Italy, the Vlamsblok in Belgium 
and separatist movements in Scotland, Catalania or the South of France. Kreckel et al. (1986) count almost twenty 
different regional movements, however, not even a beginning in the FRG.
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Level of Urbanisation

One of the older issues of inequality is revived by new inequality research which is based on the 

distinction between geographically central and peripheral parts of a country. The equation is simple: the 

bigger the town, the more infrastructure, the more offers of leisure activity, the more (and better) 

employment chances there are and the closer it is to the centre of decision-making. However, such a 

linear conception is obviously problematic because big industrialised cities accumulate both wealth and 

poverty as was the case in the last century as well as today, privilege and disadvantage dissect this 

simple rural-urban dichotomy. Hence, this indicator is of use only in direct relation to others.

Table 10.11: Level of Urbanisation”

Rural
Areas

Small
Towns

Middle
Towns Metropols Mean StdÂev.

West N-1473 12.4 40.1 28.6 19.0 2.70 0.87
East N-1043 32.9 30.0 22.1 15.0 2.19 1.05

Far more East Germans (33% versus 12% West Germans) live in rural areas. This difference signals 

once again the significantly higher importance of agriculture in the E ast If this indicator were to be 

.understood in its traditional sense, it would once more emphasis the peripheral character of East 

Germany in comparison to the advantaged W est

Religion

Despite its immense historical role regarding the cleavage structure of most Western societies (see 

Lipset/Rokkan 1967), it is difficult to conceptualise religion as a matter of privilege or disadvantage in 

contemporary Germany. Indeed, whenever research focuses on religion, it repeatedly emphasises its 

declining importance in a secularised world (e.g. Noelle-Neumann 1976, Baroes/Kaa.se et al. 1979, 

Pappi 1985, Schmitt 1985, Behrmann 1987). However, we know that in the former GDR church 

members had to face severe problems. Indeed, it was no accident that the Protestant church played a 

major role in the opposition movement by hosting and protecting meetings and members of dissident 

groups. For West Germany, religion is no longer a cleavage, it being far more important whether an 

individual is still a member of one of the two big churches or whether they have withdrawn from 

religious organisations in general. In a rapidly secularising world, scholars draw more and more 

attention to the issue of whether individuals are still actively involved in church activities or no t

” This scale was constructed on the basis of the postal code of the place of interview. Originally, we 
distinguished seven different categories. For the sake of presentation, we recoded the categories ‘under 2 .000 ' and 
‘2.000-5.000 inhabitants* as ‘rural’, areas of 5-20.000 and 20*50.000 were coded as ‘small towns’. 50-100.000 
and 100.000-500.000 became the category ‘middle towns’ and every area with more than 500.000 inhabitants 
defined as a ‘métropole*. In the later analyses we will use this indicator again in its original not-recoded form.
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Table 10.12: Religious Denomination in Hast and West Germany

Protestant Catholic None
West N—1429 45.8 43.2 11.1

East N—1028 31.3 5.7 62.9

Table 10.13: Strength of Church Commitment (Church Members only)

Very
Strong Strong

Less
Strong Not At AU Mean StduUv.

West N-1283 9.2 29.5 43.1 18.2 2.70 0.87
East N-382 12.8 27.2 47.1 12.8 2.59 0 .86

If one understands secularisation as an indicator of the degree of modernisation, the former GDR has 

actually outperformed the West because the Socialist regime successfully destroyed the monopoly of the 

Protestant church. 63 percent of the population are no longer members of the church (W est 11%). In 

order to capture the possible significance of religion in contemporary Germany, we construct three 

different indicators. First, two dummy variables represent membership in either the Catholic or the 

Protestant church. Secondly, we contrast church members (catholic and protestant) with individuals who 

are not members. Thirdly, we construct a more sophisticated measurement o f secularisation by 

combining the scores o f both church membership and church commitment39

10.3 Indicators of Inequality

Let us conclude this methodological section with a  presentation of all available indicators of privilege or 

under-privilege, new and old. The following table contains all the variables that are used to assess the 

social position of value collectives. To that end, it gives a short description and presents the respective 

coding. * 5

Table 10.14: Legend o f Achievement related Inequality

Variable Name No. Concept description Scale level Coding

Yean of education l
Yean of education recoded 
from the highest level of 
general education completed

continuous lowest—7 (uncompleted) 
highest-13/12 ('Abitur*)

Net HH- Income 2

Monthly net botaehold mcome 
in 22 categories recalculated in 
DM. fbUowiig the mean value, 
e.g. individuals it income 
category 400-599 received the 
score 500 DM.

continuous
lowest—300 DM 
highest-15.000 DM

Income Equivalence 
Scale

3
Monthly net botaehold income 
adapted to house hold size 
following the Luxembourg 
Income Study.

continuous lowest—171 DM 
higheet-25.000 DM

Full-Time versus 
Unemployed 4

Inaidcnaiaide dmmrticn 
between fuQ-thne employed 
and unemployed

dummy
1- fulLtime employed 
0-  unemployed
miu-pvt-time, in educ .̂ retied.

39 The ones without membership received the score 1. Church Members of both confessions were classified as 2. 
Church Commitment was recoded as follows: not at all committed-O. commitment less strong-1, strong 
commitment-2 and very strong-3. Hence, we obtained a scale reaching from 1 (no church member) to maximum
5 (church members with very strong church commitment).
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housewives
Fun-Time versus 
O then 5 between fuD-tanc n q ib p e t 

and all other* except for retired
dummy

1-  full-time employed
<h- pan-tane. m education, housewives
m is^ retired

Occupation«! 
Prestige 1

6
Recoded from the rankings of 
net hh income and education. 
The tanks an both variables had 
been summed tg>.

ordinal
West Ease 
12-6ee professions 12-free professions 
7^jvi] servants, 8- civil servants, 

svhise collar, white collar 
self-employed 5-ae If-employed, 

6-faimers farmer 
V soH w  4-worker

Occupational 
Prestige 2

7
Constructed from the mean 
SES of the respective 
occupations

continuous
West: East:
6-6ee professions 6-free professions 
5wcivil aetvants 5-civiI servants 
4-ee If-employed 4-white collar 
3—while collar 5-eelf-employed 
2-farmer 2—worker 
1-worker 1-farmer

SES 8
Socio Economic 
constructed from the 
standardised »cores of net hh 
moome and education. For each 
individual both soores were 
summed up

continuous lowest- -2.35 
highen- +534

Means of Production 9

Traditional marxist distinction 
between possession snd noo- 
potsenion of mean of
production

dummy
1-free professions, self-employed 
(Awhile collar, worker, farmer 
miss m  il servants

Non-Manual 10
Class divide between manual 
and noo-manual work dummy

1-free professions, civil aervints, white collar 
0-worker, farmer 
miss self-emploved

Self-Directed Work 11
Class divide between self- 
directed and cloaely nqierviaed 
work

dummy
1-free professioos, crvil servanu, self-empl. 
0-worker
mias-white collar, farmer

Father’s Occupational 
Prestige 1 12

Constructed following 
respondents’ prestige 1 ordinal likeNo.6

F ather's Occupational 
Prestige 2 13

Constructed following 
respondents' prestige 2 continuous likeNo.7

F ather Means of 
Production 14

Father Possession versus Non- 
Possession of Means of 
Production

dummy likeNo.9

F ather Non-Manual 15
Father distinction between 
fn«wn| snd non-manual work dummy like No. 10

F ather Self-Directed 
W ork 16

Father distinction between 
self-directed and closely 
supervised work

dummy like N a ll

Above-Below 17
Subjective Evaluation of own 
hierarchical poahion in 10 
categories

continuous

1 -to p  
10-  bottom

Table 10.15: Legend of Ascription related Inequality

V ariable Name No. Concept description Scale level Coding
Age 18 Age of respondent m yean continuous lowest—18 

highest-90

Gender 19 Distinction between women 
and men

dummy 1-female
Ownale
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Variable Name No. Concept description Scale level Coding

Region: South 21 Distinction between Southern 
origins and all otfaen

dummy

W est
1 -Bavaria, Baden-WOrUemberg
0 -  all others 
East
1- Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, Thtkmgea. East* 
Berlin
(WD others

Level of Urbanisation 22
density of population m an vea 
si seven categories continuous

1-  under 2.000 
7 - mom than 500.000

Religion: Catholic 23 Distinction between catholic 
denomination and all others.

dummy
1—catholic
0-proteatant, no dcaommahno 
miss-other religions, no Christian religion

Religion: Protestant 24 Distinction between protectant 
denomination and iH others

dummy
1- protests»
0-calhoiic, no denominatiaa 
miss-other religions, no Christian religion

Church Membership 25
Distinction between Church 
members and no members dummy

1-protectant, catholic 
(h«o denomination
miss-other religion, no Christian religion

Church Commitment 26
Combined index from church 
membership and level of 
Commitment m 5 categories

continuous
Ihio  church member 
2-<fcuich member without commitment 
5-dnrch member with very strong 
commitment



CHAPTER 11

Value Collectives and the Struggle for Hegemony - Empirical Evidence

Before turning to the actual empirical investigation, let us say something about the most appropriate 

statistical method. What we are interested in is the issue of whether, and to what extent, value collectives 

accumulate social prestige or disadvantage. Hence, we need a method that is able to evaluate manifold 

indicators of inequality simultaneously against a group variable. Secondly, we require a method that is 

capable of dealing with a multi-nominal group variable, i.e. variable clustering qualitative categories 

such as our value collectives. Thirdly, we would like to obtain an indication of a group's coherence, in 

other words, we want to know whether, and how strongly, a group is related to systems of inequality. In 

sum, we need a multi-variate procedure that accepts nominal or qualitative dependent variables and 

which produces an overall measurement of the strength of the relationship. Discriminant analysis seems 

to fulfil these criteria1 because it is a classification method that evaluates how two or more mutually 

exclusive groups, i.e. groups without overlapping membership patterns, can discriminate on the basis of 

a set of characteristics, the so-called ‘discriminating variables*. Moreover, discriminant analysis does not 

assume causal relationships, that is it does not demand that a definition of dependent and independent 

variable be made. On the contrary, it assesses how certain indicators, indicators of privilege and 

disadvantage in our case, can explain differences between groups, i.e. value collectives. Indeed, we are 

less interested in knowing whether, for example, age or income ‘explain* the emergence of certain 

values, but whether value collectives differ, or rather discriminate, where factors such as income and age 

are concerned.

There is, however, one severe methodological limitation that must be mentioned because the 

discriminating variables are supposed to be measured on an interval or ratio scale, that is they should be 

continuous and hierarchical. However, many (and often the most important) categories of the social 

sciences do not match this criteria, because gender, class, employment patterns, regional differences or 

religious beliefs, to mention only few examples, are nominally qualitative categories. However, 

methodological research has shown that discriminant analysis “performs fairly well'* (Norusis 1992: 2) 

with dichotomous variables. Hence, all nominal indicators have been re-organised as ‘dummy* variables, 

i.e. expressed in a simple ‘present ( 1) versus ‘absent* (0 ) opposition.

In the following section we present the results of a series of discriminant analyses. We first evaluate 

whether, and how much. West German value systems discriminate with regard to issues of ‘old* 

achievement-related inequality and secondly, whether, and how much, ‘new* ascriptive inequality 

produces clear group boundaries between value collectives. Thereafter, we repeat the same analyses for 

East Germany. Finally, let us say a word about how to read the following tables, by comparing column 1 

with column 4 of Table 11.1. Column 1 presents the results of a discriminant analysis over ‘years of

1 For a general description of this method, see e.g. Klecka (1980).
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education*. The first part shows the mean age o f all value collectives, whilst the second figure represents 

the actual classification results. The percentage of correctly classified cases indicates how well we c a n  

predict an individual's group membership o f a case by knowing a particular characteristic of him/her. In  

this example, by knowing an individual’s years of education, we can predict roughly seventy percent o f  

postmaterialists, 75 percent of welfare statists and 26 percent of ascetic conservatives. Hence, these three 

collectives discriminate with regard to education, whilst all other collectives achieve an average 

educational level, that is they are so close to the overall mean (see second last row) that no prediction 

can be made. How can we assess the strength of the prediction? The reference is the percentage o f  

correctly classified cases obtained by random distribution. We have ten different value collectives, hence 

we can expect ten percent of correctly classified cases by pure chance. Thus, in the case o f  

postmaterialists and welfare statists we could improve the result about seven times ( 10% in comparison 

to about 70%). However, taking all the value collectives into account, education is a relatively bad 

discriminator, because with 8.61 percent o f correctly classified cases, we actually remain below results 

that would be achieved, in any case, by random distribution.

Whilst ’years of education’ was a continuous variable that perfectly matched the demands o f  

discriminant analysis, column 4 refers to a  dummy, i.e. the dichotomy between full-time employment 

and unemployment Only 608 cases are included in the analysis because all part-time employees, the 

retired and housewives and persons in education received, for theoretical reasons, a missing value. 

Hence, the percentage figures shown are based upon those 608 individuals who are either full-time 

employed or unemployed, with, in the case of dummy variables, the means being equivalent to 

percentage figures. Thus, a mean o f .93 says that 93 percent of all cases are full-time employed and 

seven percent unemployed (because full-time employment is coded 1, unemployment 0). In spite of all 

the methodological research, the results are blurred if only one dummy is included in the analysis, 

because the most extreme groups pick up all the variance. Postmaterialists appear to be 100 percent full

time employed, which is the highest percentage of all groups. Apparently, discriminant analysis takes 

postmaterialists as the reference group for full-time employment Indeed, all full-time employees are 

classified as postmaterialists (hence zero percent correctly classified cases in all other groups), whilst 

disappointed materialists are the group with the lowest percentage of full-time employees. Hence, it 

became the reference group for all the unemployed. Thus, 13.3 percent of the cases are correctly 

classified, because only 86.7 percent o f disappointed materialists are full-time employed. In short, in the 

case of only one dummy variable the classification procedure repeats the frequency distribution of the 

two most extreme groups, It., the one with the highest and the one with the lowest percentage. Hence, 

some of the results should be interpreted with the utmost cart.
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11.1 The Case of West Germany

11.1.1 Privilege as a Matter o f 'Achievement’

Let us start with one of the most radical value systems: postmaterialim. Let us re-state, postmaterialists 

forcibly reject achievement and obedience values and, more than any other collective, they neglect 

materialism, placing all possible emphasis upon a society of self-realising, autonomous and politically 

active citizens. Moreover, this value system showed itself as very coherently related to action. In short, 

postmaterialism is one of the most radical, if not the most radical, value collectives in the West German 

society. Now, we can see that postmaterialism is equally intimately related to issues of old inequality 

(see Table 11.1). To start with, it is the collective with by far the highest level of education. Indeed, by 

just knowing an individual’s educational level we are able to classify seventy percent of postmaterialists 

correctly. However, privilege goes hand in hand with averageness, because where available household 

income is concerned, postmaterialists remain even slightly below the average. Inglehart interpreted this 

pattern as a form of deliberate ‘economic under-achievement*. However, one can equally interpret this 

particularity as an outcome of non-voluntary status inconsistency, as an indication of a group that is not 

able to translate its cultural capital appropriately in material prosperity (similar explanations had been 

made by e.g. Brand 1982, BOrklin 1984). Indeed, one can find many indications of privilege, because, 

for example, postmaterialists are completely unaffected by unemployment (see Column 4), although, 

when we include the categories 4in education*, ‘pan-time employed' and housewives in this dichotomy, 

the clear pattern of privilege vanishes. Instead, postmaterialists show only an average level o f labour 

market integration,1 the ones who are 'in* being clearly advantaged. In both indicators of occupational 

prestige (columns 6  and 7), employed postmaterialists are on the top of the occupational ladder. Equally 

on top is the collective's socio-economic status, a fact postmaterialists owe more to their educational 

achievements than their earnings. Moreover, employed postmaterialists are almost twice as frequently in 

the possession of means o f production (30.5%) than the average employee (19.2%), although we must 

acknowledge that this traditional Marxist distinction is a rtlativly bad discriminator. In all groups, at 

least seventy percent lack the means of production, hence, it is hard to assume that this dichotomy has an 

important impact on group consciousness. What is more adequate is the distinction between manual and 

non-manual work, where 94 percent of (employed) postmaterialists settle on the side of privilege, 

manual work amongst them being almost non-existent This pattern is repeated when one considers the 

mental aspects of labour, because no other collective is so frequently self-directed, ix . not closely 

supervised at work.

1 This is predominantly due to the high amount of postmaterialists who are either only part-time employed or still 
in education. Housewives are clearly underrepresented (89b versus 179b in total).
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Means of Production Non-Man. Manual S el Mir Work Father's Presttfe J Father's Presttfe 2
9 10 11 12 13

Percent

%
comedy
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Mean

%
correctly
classified Mean

%
oonectly
classified

Post-
materialism 30.5 69.4 93.7 93.8 88.8 88.9 6.67 77.4 3.56 46.6

Modernism 16.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 69.4 0.0 6.04 4.3 2.97 31.0
Welfare
Suasm 15.3 0.0 68.9 0.0 58.8 0.0 4.85 0.0 2.41 57.1
Complete
Synthesis 15.3 0.0 79.8 0.0 60.4 0.0 5.41 0.0 2.41 0.0
Consensual
Synthesis 25.2 0.0 82.0 0.0 73.0 0.0 5.77 0.0 2.89 0.0
Conservative
Synthesis 15.0 85.0 71.7 0.0 50.0 0.0 4.93 0.0 2.45 0.0
Value
Distance 17.1 0.0 70.7 0.0 50.0 0.0 5.73 0.0 2.65 0.0
Authoritarian
Materialism 17.2 0.0 55.1 44.8 42.8 57.1 4.82 60.0 2.43 0.0
Ascetic
Conservatism 32.4 32.4 77.4 0.0 70.0 0.0 5.94 0.0 3.03 0.0
Disappointed
Materialism 16.6 0.0 75.0 0.0 57.1 0.0 5.00 0.0 2.60 0.0

Total 19J2 7.20 78.7 6.88 62.9 8.56 SS7 6.33 2.68 9.10
N *f CMC* 
Inanaljiii 639 625 327 1059 1132

Father: Prod.mean Prod.mean Father: Non-Man. Father: Self-Dir.. Above -Below
14 IS 16 17

Percent

%
correctly
classified

%
oonectly
classified Percent

%
oonectly
classified Percent

%
oonectly

classified Mean

%
oonectly
classified

Post
materialism 29.4 29.5 29.5 76.9 76.9 72.9 73.0 4.73 0.0

Moderatism 26.3 0.0 0.0 59.6 0.0 53.5 0.0 4.64 0.0
Welfare
Stadsm 16.6 0.0 0.0 35.7 0.0 36.0 0.0 5.10 44.0
Complete
Synthesis 9.4 90.5 90.5 45.8 0.0 31.7 68.2 4.31 56.3
Consensual
Synthesis 22.0 0.0 0.0 54.5 0.0 50.3 0.0 4.57 0.0
Conservative
Synthesis 17.8 0.0 0.0 39.4 0.0 37.2 0.0 4.54 0.0
Value
Distance 15.9 0.0 0.0 53.4 0.0 40.3 0.0 4.85 0.0
Authoritarian
Materialism 23.5 0.0 0.0 30.3 69.7 38.2 0.0 5.29 38.3
Ascetic
Conservatism 20.4 0.0 0.0 56.8 0.0 55.2 0.0 4.55 0.0
Disappointed
Materialism 16.6 0.0 0.0 46.1 0.0 41.6 0.0 5.19 0.0

Total 17.0 34.14 34.14 50.1 6.22 43.1 23.72 4.60 21.7
N s frw s
In analysis 990 1013 721 1226
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Thus, if one summarises these findings, postmaterialism turns out to be a pattern of outstandingly high 

education coupled with relatively low income returns, of high security against unemployment coupled 

with an only average degree of integration in the labour m arket Hence, privilege and lack of privilege 

are close together. However, the postmaterialists who manage to be on the ‘inside’ are very clearly the 

most advantaged group of all. Is this pattern of privilege inherited? Postmaterialists have fathers who 

were, as they are, on top of the occupational ladder (Columns 12 and 13). A pattern which once again is 

extremely coherent, with the top prestige scores, the highest access to means of production, and by far 

the highest proportion of non-manual and self-directed work. Indeed, compared to the average, the 

fathers of postmaterialists clearly enjoyed more privilege than their sons and daughters today. In other 

words, the successful postmaterialists (the ones with full-time labour market integration) can reproduce, 

but find it difficult to exceed their inherited status. However, about 33 percent (data not shown) are 

either only part-time employed or still in education, that is in the precarious state ‘in between*. 

Presumably, because of inherited advantages and present insecurity, postmaterialists do not feel 

particularly privileged, because, if they have any tendency at all, postmaterialists view themselves as 

being rather closer to the bottom than to the top of the societal hierarchy. In other words, despite 

manifold advantages, postmaterialists feel that they are worth less than the average.

To re-state, moderatism was a softened, ‘moderate’ version of postmaterialism. Is there a  similarly clear 

pattern of social privilege here too? Moderates are, indeed, highly educated, although they remain more 

than one year behind postmaterialists* in their achievement By contrast they have a modestly higher 

income than average, i.e., in short moderates receive more money for less education than 

postmaterialists. Thus, contrary to the former, moderates are not victims of status inconsistency. The 

position of moderates is somewhere between the high-privilege pattern of postmaterialism and the 

average, because they are the group with the second highest proportion of full-time employees, they 

have the second highest level of occupational prestige and have a socio-economic status that is excelled 

only by postmaterialists. In any case, moderates tend to come from privileged family backgrounds, 

although here, again, moderates are only second best and in many ways closer to the average than to 

postmaterialism, with regard to both fathers' prestige and the manifold indicators of class position. Their 

location closer to the average plus their structural vicinity to the extremes of postmaterialism renders 

moderatism a non-discriminating case. In no single instance does the classification procedure exceed the 

ten percent hurdle of random distribution.

Welfare statism, is a  value collective that emphasises the trinity of prosperity, solidarity and autonomy, 

with political activity and, particularly, duty and self-realisation values being strongly rejected. Previous 

analyses have shown the extremism and societal relevance o f this pattern, but is it also a value system 

that can draw on social privilege? To start with, welfare statists have the lowest educational level of all 

West German value collectives, however, they are still extremely wealthy. Indeed, no other group 

receives so much money per month (ca. 1.500 DM above the average) and this is true for both net 

household income and available income adapted to household size. Hence, the pattern of privilege and
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disprivilege is reversed. Postmaterialists are the country’s educational elite, however, they are unable to 

translate educational merits into proper income returns, whereas welfare statists on the o tter hand, 

possess virtually no cultural capital but achieve an extraordinarily high level of material standard. Both 

groups, hence, show remarkable status inconsistencies but an amazing coherence between values and 

achievement Do postmaterialists study and accept modestly below-average incomes because they 

believe in self-realisation and neglect materialism? Do welfare statists leave school early* and enter the 

labour market to earn (big) money because they believe in wealth and neglect self-realisation?

Leaving this speculation apart, what is this collective’s relation to employment patterns? As far as they 

are employed, welfare statists have a slightly below average occupational prestige. The same is true with 

regard to their socio-economic status. Apparently, the extremely low educational level outweighs the 

high income when both are combined to measurements of status. Moreover, welfare statists consistently 

have the second lowest proportion of individuals with the means of production, of non-manual workers, 

of self-directed employment In short, welfare statists manage to combine low educational merits and 

unfavourable occupational positions with high material returns. In o tter words, welfare statists want 

prosperity and achieve prosperity despite the lowest level of education and low prestigious occupations, 

findings which shed a new light on this value pattern, because welfare statism is obviously the main 

beneficiary of the West German ’economic miracle* and the German prosperity in general. Their strong 

support for the ideals o f the welfare state may be interpreted as a response of a collective that owes its 

personal well-being to this model. This picture becomes even clearer when one considers their familial 

backgrounds, because welfare statists belong to the groups whose fathers had very low occupational 

prestige, i.e., hardly any of their fathers held the means of production and non-manual or self-directed 

work has a rarity value (e.g. 36 percent versus 73 percent of postmaterialists' fathers). Hence, welfare 

statists have reached high prosperity with little educational effort and in spite of a disadvantaged family 

background. In sum, it is a pattern of upward mobility.

There is not much to say about complete synthesis and consensualism. Both groups perform value 

synthesis, the latter with the exclusion o f hedonism, and present themselves socio-structurally as being 

indistinct as with regard to action ability, and both collectives vary only modestly around the population 

mean, complete synthesists being consistently slightly below, whilst consensualism is consistently 

slightly above the average. However, with regard to social origins this story of averageness holds only 

for consensualism, because complete synthesis is one of the groups with the most pronounced degrees of 

disadvantages at the start of their lives. Like welfare statists’ fathers, the fathers of complete synthesists 

have the lowest occupational prestige. The means of production are rarely obtained and they have the 

poorest record for self-directed labour. Thus, when considering both their low social origins and the own 

averageness, complete synthesists have experienced a modest degree o f upward mobility. This pattern 

of advancement is also fairly conscious, because no otter value collective regards itself as being so far

* 44 percent have not completed the lowest compulsory level of schooling. This proportion of ‘drop-outs’ is far 
beyond the West German average of nine percent (data not shown).
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on the top of the societal ladder. Factually, of course, this is a ‘false’ consciousness, because complete 

synthesists still enjoy a modestly below-average profile.

Conservative synthesis ranks socially below complete synthesis, although the pattern is still fairly 

average where education and income is concerned. However, conservative synthesists have the low est 

level of integration in the labour market (column 5).4 5 In both instances, occupational prestige and socio

economic status, conservative synthesis are clearly below average. Moreover, all three class distinctions 

suggest under-privilege, significantly more than was the case for complete synthesis and far more in 

comparison to consensualism. Once again, the social background reveals disadvantage, because the 

fathers of conservative synthesists match those of complete synthesists in their low occupational prestige 

and an over-representation in closely supervised work. In addition, manual work is far more frequent 

than is the case with the average father. Once again, we find a  pattern o f relativly modest but 

accumulating disadvantages that remains unconscious. If  there is a  difference, it is that conservative 

synthesists position themselves slightly above the mean. However, in  comparison to complete synthesis, 

with its modest profile of upward mobility, conservative synthesis is a pattern of social stagnation. 

Interestingly, value distance offers a similar profile to that o f synthesis, particularly consensualism. 

Thus, social-stiucturally speaking, the difference between all-embracing value approval and general 

value neglect is not huge. Moreover, value distance is modestly privileged where education is concerned 

and one witnesses strong integration within the labour market, particularly when full-time employment 

is contrasted with unemployment, and next to welfare statism and moderatism, value distance has the 

highest household income at its disposal Thus, on first sight, value distance appears to be a pattern o f 

modest privilege, although occupational prestige is remarkably low / In contrast to consensualism, and in 

accordance with conservative synthesis, manual work is over-represented and self-directed labour 

relatively rare. However, value distance individuals have 4average* fathers, with hardly any differences 

being observable with regard to both consensualism to the population mean. Hence, like consensualism, 

and unlike complete and conservative synthesis, value distance has been neither particularly privileged 

nor disadvantaged from the start Indeed, in light of the relatively high incomes and low occupational 

prestige it is hard to speak of either downward or upward mobility.

Let us now turn to the value selective patterns of right-conservative origins. To start with, authoritarian 

materialism is a pattern o f relative disadvantage, because the level o f education is extremely low, with 

only welfare statists showing less educational achievement, whilst income, and particularly available 

household income, remain roughly 1000 DM below the average. On the other hand, authoritarian 

materialists show by far the highest proportion o f full-time labour m arket participation when compared 

with part-time labour, education and housewives. However, this *inside* position is coupled with 

remarkably low occupational prestige. Indeed, on both scales, authoritarian materialists rank the lowest

4 If the retired would be included in the ‘outrider’ category, the particularity of conservative synthesis would 
show even more. Roughly fifty percent of this collective are either retired or housewives (in general 36%).
5 We find a pronounced under-representation in the highest occupational categories and a concentration on white 
and blue collar work including fanning (data not shown).
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and, not surprisingly, it is also the group with the lowest socio-economic status. In addition, it is also the 

group with by far the highest proportion of manual workers. Le- authoritarian materialism is a working 

class phenomenon, w ith 36 percent of them being workers (oa average 17%) blue collar work is the 

dominating profession. Not even welfare statism and value distance come close to this figure. As a 

result, self-directed work is executed only by a small minority. Once again, authoritarian materialism 

produces an outlier. Moreover, this consistent pattern of under-privilege is transmitted from fathers to 

sons and daughters. Indeed, the fathers of authoritarian materialists have the lowest occupational 

prestige with the dominance of working class* professions being even stronger with seventy percent of 

the fathers having done manual work and self-directed work having been a rarity.

Indeed, the fathers of welfare statists and authoritarian materialists are almost identical, i.e., the same, 

particularly, low occupational prestige, and the same predominance of manual and closely supervised 

labour. This is interesting because both collectives show almost completely contradictory value 

orientation, with law and order and achievement orientations, on the one hand, and solidarity and 

autonomy, on the other. The belief that unites both being their belief in prosperity as the highest social 

value. However, authoritarian materialism and welfare statism merely share an identical social 

background and educational achievement, because there are huge differences regarding their career 

developments. Welfare statists are, thanks to their material status, one of the most privileged collectives 

in contemporary West Germany, having enjoyed strong upward mobility. The contrary is true for 

authoritarian materialists, because despite all the efforts, and modest improvements, the position of 

authoritarian materialists, like that of their fathers, remains on the very bottom of the societal hierarchy. 

Ascetic conservatives have modestly above-average educational careers and below-average income. 

Hence, we see similar, albeit less pronounced, status inconsistencies to postmaterialism. As was the case 

for authoritarian materialists, labour market integration is high with, in contrast to authoritarian 

materialism, asceticists occupying high prestige professions. Again, the pattern is very similar to that of 

postmaterialism, because both are the groups most frequently in possession of the means of production, 

moreover, self-directed work is clearly over-represented.' Therefore, except for Income, ascetic 

conservatives belong to those groups most privileged in contemporary West German society. Their 

relatively low level o f income may be explained by the high proportion of retired people in this 

collective (28% versus 19% in general and 5% of postmaterialists). Thus, it may be less an Indication of 

status inconsistencies, rather than an effect of the collective’s position in the life cycle. As with 

postmaterialism and moderatism, it is a pattern of inherited privilege because asceticists* fathers already 

held occupations of high prestige and, next to postmaterialism, were the group which most frequently 

enjoyed self-directed work positions. Ascetic conservatives, rightly in this case, believe that they belong 

to the upper middle class of the societal stratification system.

* Like post materialists, ascetic conservatives are clearly over-represented in the group of self-employed. Yet, 
they excel postmaterialists when it comes to academic free professions.



Let us turn finally to the only marginal value collective in W est German society: disappointed 

materialism. To re-state, disappointed materialists show a consistent pattern of value rejection except for 

a remarkably high emphasis on prosperity and, by their standards, they also stress self-realisation. N ot 

surprisingly, therefore, we find relatively modest educational careers with income that is far below the 

average. Indeed, disappointed materialism is the poorest collective, lacking labour market integration 

and they are vulnerable to unemployment. Comparing full-time employment with unemployment, 

disappointed materialists suffer from an unemployment rate o f thirteen percent a figure that is far above 

all other collectives and also the second inside-outside distinction shows that disappointed m aterialists 

have been relatively hard hit by the mechanisms of exclusion. Amongst those who do manage to be on 

the ‘inside*, occupational prestige is slightly below average, whilst the group’s socio-economic status is 

worst - exceeded only by authoritarian materialists. Considering the relatively average position o f their 

fathers, disappointed materialists seem to be victims of downward mobility, thus it is not surprisingly 

that disappointed materialists view themselves as being relatively low in the societal hierarchy. Indeed, 

fifteen percent of them can be found on the very bottom of the scale, a position that is occupied by only 

four percent o f all W est Germans.7

11.1.2 Privilege as a Matter of *Ascription"

Table 11.2: Value Collective Embeddedness in New Inequality - W est Germany
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Ape Gender: Female Region: Nordt. Region: South. Level o f Urbanisation
IS 19 20 21 22

Mean

%
correctly
daaaified Percent

%
correctly
classified Forcent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Mean

ft
correctly
classified

Port-
materiaiitm

34.57 11.1 63.0 0 .0 29.2 0.0 38.4 0.0 4.70 0 .0

Moderadtm 41.45 10.2 51.8 0 .0 25.6 0 .0 25.6 0 .0 4.71 0 .0

Welfare
Statum 47.70 0 .0 70.1 70.1 19.2 0 .0 28.2 0 .0 4.50 0 .0

Comptât*
SjMlkott* 47.67 0 .0 54.6 0 .0 22.6 0 .0 20.4 79.6 4.40 0 .0

Conttetual
Symthetii 47.09 4.2 48.1 0 .0 18.7 0 .0 40.0 0.0 4.42 0 .0

Cotuerr*iro
S yt& etit 49.11 4.8 54.8 0 .0 11.5 88.5 34.6 0 .0 4.53 0.0
Volo*
Dittarne* 43.41 9.6 51.9 0 .0 25.5 0 .0 47.2 0 .0 4.25 62.8
Authoritariaa
Materiaiitm 48.12 0.0 27.2 72.7 45.4 45.5 23.6 0.0 4.36 0.0
Atce&e
Comoeroatitm 51.08 52.2 40.5 0 .0 37.6 0 .0 37.6 0.0 4.50 0.0
Dimpp+iMtêd
Materiaiitm 33.59 55.6 46.4 0 .0 28.5 0 .0 53.5 53.6 5.10 57.1

T a tti 45.88 732 S23 6.80 23.6 8.46 3L0 26.97 4A7 7.01
N efcases 
Inanajpi* 1366 1382 1383 1383 1383

T Data not shown.
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Religion: Catholic Religion: Protestant Cherrh- Member Church- Inrdvemeni
23 24 25 26

Percent

%
ccnectly
cbuiified Percent

%
correctly
dm ifted Percent

%

correctly
dusifted Mean

%
conecdy
riewifiod

Post-
malrrialum

28.5 71.4 34.9 0.0 63.4 36.5 2.29 50.8

Moderatism 41.8 0.0 43.1 0.0 84.9 0.0 2.92 0 .0
Welfare
Statism 46.0 0.0 43.4 0.0 89.4 0.0 2.98 0.0
Complete
Synthesit 43.8 0.0 48.8 0.0 92.6 0.0 3.10 0.0
Consensual
Synthesis 50.4 50.4 41.7 0.0 92.1 0.0 3.22 41.1
Conservative
Synthesis 46.0 0.0 48.0 0 ,0 94.0 94.0 3.22 0 .0
Value
Distance 43.6 0.0 41.2 0.0 84.9 0.0 2.90 0.0
Authoritarian
Materialism 38.1 0.0 49.0 0.0 87.2 0.0 3.00 46.2
Ascotie 
Conservatism 35.8 0.0 56.7 56.7 92.5 0.0 3.20 0.0

Disappointed
Materialism 42.8 0.0 32.1 67.9 75.0 0.0 2.70 0.0

TeUl 43.6 12.41 45.2 4.23 88.9 8.69 3.04 11.68

N*raMM
lo u u ljrili 1346 1346 1346 1319

I
1 Let us proceed in the same order. Postmaterialists are young and. surprisingly, predominantly female
|
| (63%), which is a surprise considering the vast amount of research which have been undertaken about

I this value pattern and which has never related postmaterialism to the gender issue. However, the

| tendency is clear. Moreover, postmaterialists arc slightly over-represented in both the northern and the

| southern regions of West Germany, and consequently under-represented in the economically crisis-prone

I centre regions. In any case, they are concentrated in the more densely populated areas. A well-known

I fact is apparent again: postmaterialism is linked to church abstention, both denominations, although

j Catholicism more than protestantism, being significantly under-represented. Consequently, active church

| commitment is outstandingly low.

[ In contrast to aspects o f 'old* inequality, moderatism is far more average where ‘new* inequality is

! concerned, although moderates are slightly younger than the average and we have a similar

concentration in urban environments, even though neither the gender divide nor regional differences nor 

I religion plays a role. With regard to achievement related inequalities and value orientations, moderates

I copy somewhat postmaterialists. However, this is not the case when issues of 'new* inequality are at

| stake, because here, moderatism tends to reflect the average more than postmaterialism.

t
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’Welfare statism is not related to age but it is linked, very strongly, to gender with seventy percent o f 

welfare statists being women. Indeed, this is the second value collective for which gender matters 

significantly.* In contrast to postmaterialists, welfare statists are slightly under-represented in the north, 

as well as in the south of West Germany. Hence, it is a pattern that is focused upon the highly 

industrialised centres in the middle of Germany.

The average nature of complete synthesis and consensualism w ith regard to the ‘old’ inequalities is 

repeated when indicators of ascriptive inequality are at stake, there being only two exceptions worth 

mentioning because complete synthesis is clearly under-represented in the south, but reflects the average 

in the north, and thus, over-represented in W est Germany’s central regions. Similar to ascetic 

conservatism and conservative synthesis, consensualism portrays high church involvement and the 

highest proportion of church members, particularly catholics.

Conservative synthesists are slightly older than average and heavily under-represented in the north. It is 

also a pattern of strongly committed church members, whilst almost half of the collective of value 

distance comes from the southern regions o f Germany (in contrast to 31% in general). Moreover, value 

rejection appears as a pattern that belongs to the less densely populated areas. Actually, value distance is 

most likely to be found in rural areas and smaller towns. The differences are not huge, but value distance 

belongs, next to postmaterialism and disappointed materialism, to the groups with a lower level of 

church involvement

The somewhat ’older* collective of authoritarian materialism is the third group that is strongly related 

to the gender issue with only 27 percent being female, in other words, more than two thirds are men. 

However, in contrast to postmaterialism and welfare statism, this finding is not particularly surprising 

because a vast amount of research has shown the ‘manliness’ of law and order attitudes and the new 

right movements and parties (e.g. Hoffmann-GOttig 1989, GreB et al. 1990, Roth 1990). What is 

surprising however, is the huge over-representation of this pattern in the northern regions (45% to 24% 

on average).

Ascetic conservatives are the *oldest’ collective o f the W est Equally, one sees a slight bias towards men 

here, however, modest in comparison to the ’machismo* o f authoritarian materialism, although patterns 

are comparable. The north is clearly over-represented, protestantism the rule and church commitment 

relatively high, whilst with regard to the *old* inequalities both right-conservative collectives are wide 

apart: ascetic conservatives are relatively privileged, whilst authoritarian materialists clearly 

disadvantaged. However, issues of ’new* inequality reveal some unexpected structural similarities.

* Interestingly, this result stands in clear opposition to a recent publication based upon an international 
comparison that concluded that there is almost nowhere a significant relationship between gender and left 
materialism (Knutsen 1995a). The concept of ’left materialism* defined as the coincidence between left political 
orientations, support of prosperity and wealth and an emphasis on social justice and equality is fairly close to the 
value profile of our welfare statists. However, own evidence contradicts Knutsen’s finding. In West Germany, the 
phenomenon of left materialism is obviously strongly dominated by women.
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The marginal group of disappointed materialism, finally, is the youngest of all West German 

collectives, younger even than postmaterialism. It, moreover, is a  pattern clearly of the urbanised centres 

in the southern regions. On both indicators, disappointed materialism shows the most extreme values, 

not surprisingly, then, protestants are under-represented.* However, we also witness the second highest 

proportion of non-church members, the same being true for church involvement Indeed, only 

postmaterialists are more extreme.

11.13 West Germany: An Assessment o f Privilege and Disadvantage

Up to this point we used discriminant analysis to assess how much collectives differ over single 

indicators of inequality. However, the method's strength is the fact that it is a multivariate approach. In 

the following we present first an equation that captures old inequality, and then second, we evaluate the 

importance of new inequality in comparison to achievement-related patterns of privilege and 

disadvantage. Methodologically speaking, two major problems have first to be acknowledged and 

solved. First, discriminant analysis does not allow for the fact that variables are linear combinations of 

each other, and second, it is highly sensitive to the issue of multicolinearity, thus variables should not 

correlate perfectly (see e.g. Klecka 1980: 9f.). In our case that means that we cannot include ‘socio

economic status* together with indicators o f income and education, because the SES is a linear 

combination of both. Secondly, we must decide which income variable and which prestige scores we 

should use because they a rt obviously highly correlated. The second problem is a self-crtated problem 

of missing values because we can differ over presumably non-systematically and systematically 

distributed missing values. Therefore we treat as random or non-systematic those missing values caused 

by interviewer mistakes or a respondent's refusal or inability to answer a certain question. This form of 

missing values is particularly prominent for questions concerning, for example, income. On the other 

hand, we have, for theoretical reasons, many systematic missing values, which concerns the majority of 

dummy variables. For example, the dichotomy between manual and non-manual work deliberately 

excludes the self-employed because self-employment presumably crosses this distinction. Hence, 

missing values are self-made and not random, which is true for all indicators based on occupational 

categories, because retired persons, housewives, and respondents who are still in education remain 

outside. In order to avoid the missing value problem, therefore, we approach structures o f inequality by, 

firstly, concentrating on issues unrelated to occupation and, secondly, focusing separately on inequality 

within the labour m arket

Table 11.3 presents four different discriminant models based on education, income, father's prestige and 

the respondent's perception of his/her position in the societal hierarchy. It includes two indicators of 

achievem ent one indicator of inherited privilege or disadvantage and one indicator concerning class

* Baden-Württemberg and particularly Bavaria are predominantly catholic.
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awareness.10 Models 1 and 3 apply net household income, model 2 and model 4 are based on the 

available household income adapted to household size. Models 1 and 2 and models 3 and 4 differ w ith 

regard to their respective prestige scale (concerning the model composition see the legend at the end o f 

Chapter 10), and because we assumed that missing values are not systematical, with each model we 

present an equation w ith only valid values and, thereafter, a second equation in which we imputed the

respective means for missing values.

Table 11.3: Value Collectives and Systems of 401d* Inequality

M odell: 13,1247 Model 2 :1 3 4 2 ,1 7 Model 3:13,1347 Model 4 :13,1347
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included

Postmaterialists 59.5 63.1 593 613 55.0 56.9 55.0 56.9

Moderates 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3

Welfare Statists 37.0 34.6 37.0 463 333 30.8 36.7 423

Complete
Synthesis 10.4 10.0 10.9 103 123 11.8 93 10.7

Consensual ism 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 13
Conservative
Synthesis 27.1 25.0 27.1 193 353 29.8 37.0 29.8

Value Distance 0.0 4.7 9.0 63 4.3 5.4 7.1 4.7

Authoritarian
Materialism 17.4 7.3 21.7 9.1 183 10.9 183 10.9
Ascetic
Conservatism 18.2 14.5 18.2 143 123 11.6 123 11.6
Disappointed
Materialism 0.0 7.1 28.6 17.9 25.0 21.4 25.0 17.9
Total % correctly 
classified 7739 11.93 73.08 12.65 13.04 72.65 12.78 12.94
N of cases in the 
analysis 673 1474 673 1474 721 1474 721 1474

Although the number o f cases in the analyses differs significantly (673/721 versus 1474, depending upon 

whether missings are excluded or not), the results are almost Identical. Moreover, the different models 

also produce very sim ilar results. Thus, concerning group differences it is of little importance whether 

we use net income or available income and, indeed, which prestige scale is applied. For example, in all 

the models, postmaterialists reach by far the highest percentage o f correctly classified cases which 

means, that by knowing a respondent's education and income, his father's prestige and his own 

evaluation o f his social standing, we can predict postmaterialists correctly in about 60 percent of cases. 

In other words, our prediction is six times better than it would be, were it based merely on chance, whilst 

the predictability o f welfare statists improves about four times. With regard to conservative synthesis,

w We used the single indicators instead of the combined SES scores because socio-economic status produces 
ambivalent results regarding all collectives who show inconsistencies between education and income.
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authoritarian materialism, ascetic conservatism and disappointed materialism the percentage of correctly 

classified cases is two to three times higher, whilst all other, moderates, complete synthesis, 

consensualism and value distance, are apparently unrelated, ie . do not discriminate, where aspects of 

‘old’ inequality are concerned. This is a somewhat surprising result because some of these groups 

showed, on the basis of single indicator analyses, rather clear patterns of privilege (e.g. moderatism) and 

disadvantage (e.g. complete synthesis). Let us, therefore, concentrate on one model in more detail. The 

following tables (Table 11.4 and 11.5) present the exact classification results for all value collectives, 

firstly on the basis of valid values only, secondly on the basis of a replacement of missing values by the 

mean value of the respective variable."

Considering the huge differences concerning the number of cases, the differences between both models 

are small. Some groups, the ones who enjoyed in any case the best results, manage to increase their 

distinctiveness when the respective means are imputed for missing values. We must assume, therefore, 

that postmaterialists and welfare statists are so particularly typical and distinct in variables other than the 

one that received the mean score, that their classification results improve, whilst others, the ones with 

intermediate results, lose something of their distinctiveness. Hence, we assume that less extreme groups 

suffer from the imputation of means because this blurs the particularity of the collective.

However, we are mainly concerned with evaluating the particularity or separateness of value collectives. 

Once again, we must assume a percentage that is at least twice as high as the ten percent random result 

as the threshold between systematic, that is discriminating classification, and random classification.

To start with, postmaterialists are exclusively classified as postmaterialists, i.e., postmaterialists who 

have a deviant socio-structural profile are randomly distributed over the remaining nine collectives. On 

the contrary, more than a third of moderates are classified as postmaterialists. In other words, where 

income, education, father's prestige and hierarchical self-evaluation is concerned, postmaterialism and 

moderatism are structurally related. Indeed, this relation is so strong, that moderatism fails to develop its 

own profile, because discriminant analysis recognises them as postmaterialists. Thus, as a rule, under the 

condition of structural vicinity, the more extreme pattern will always provide the reference category. 

Hence, postmaterialism is the reference point for moderatism and not vice versa.

With regard to welfare statists we can repeat what has been said regarding postmaterialism, because they 

are either classified correctly or randomly distributed (although there is a slight tendency to be 

recognised as postmaterialists or conservative synthesists). The only particularity concerning the non

discriminating collective of complete synthesis being a modest over-classification as either welfare 

statists or conservative synthesists. As we know, one is a high and the other a low prestige group, a 

pattern which reveals the socio-structurally ambivalent status of this group. Consensualism repeats this 

pattern, although misclassifications are distributed even more randomly. In so much as welfare statists

" We chose Model 2 for the theoretical reason that the household equivalence scale is a better indicator of 
privilege. We prefer Model 2 over Model 4 because it reaches a slightly higher percentage of totally correctly 
classified cases.
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bear a modest relation to conservative synthesis, conservative synthesis coincides partly with welfare 

statism. Knowing the status of both, we m ust assume that the financially better off in the group o f  

conservative synthesis are classified as welfare statists while below average privileged welfare statists 

are recognised as conservative synthesists.
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Table 11.4: Education, Income, Inherited Prestige and Self-Evaluation - Missings Excluded

N
Post-
mat.

Moder
nism

Welfare
Statism

Complete
Synthesis aliwn

Caneervat
Synthesis

Value
Distance

Author«.
Materialism

Ascetic
Conaerv

Disapp.
M aterials
m

Post-
materialism 37 59.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 0.0 5.4 5.4 2.7 8.1 10 .8

Moderation 93 22a! 0.0 15.1 4 3 0.0 11.8 7 3 4.3 10.8 12 .9

Welfare
Statism 27 1$3 0.0 37.0 3.7 0.0 2 1 2 0.0 7.4 3.7 3.7

Complete
Synthesis 221 0.0 3.6 20.4 10.9 0.0 163 3.2 6.8 113 13.6

Consensu*
alism 117 20.5 0.9 17.1 9.4 0.0 143 6.8 9 .4 10.3 11.1
Conserve!.
Synthesis 48 12.5 2.1 20.8 6.3 0.0 27.1 0.0 8.3 6 3 16.7

Value
Distance 67 29.9 0.0 14.9 4 3 0.0 16.4 9.0 6.0 10.4 9 .0

Author«.
Materialism 23 13.0 4 3 17.4 0.0 0.0 13.0 4.3 21.7 13.0 13.0
Ascetic
Conservatism 33 30.3 0.0 9.1 0.0 0.0 152 9.1 6.1 183 12.1
Disappointed
Materialism 7 14.3 0.0 143 0.0 0.0 28.6 0.0 0 .0 14.3 2 8 .6

Table 11.5: Education, Income, Inherited Prestige and Self-Evaluation - Means Imputed

N
Posi-
maL

Moder
ation

Welfare
Statism

Complete
Synthesis

Consensu-
tlwm

Cooservn
Synthesis

Value
Dirtanoo

Author«.
Materialis
m

Ascetic
Cooeerv.

Diaapp.
Materialis
m

Post-
materialism 65 6 1 3 1 3 4.6 1 3 0.0 3.1 4.6 1 3 12.8 15.4

Modernism 160 36.9 0.6 113 8.1 0.0 11.9 7 3 2 3 10.0 1 1 3

Welfare
Statism 78 113 0.0 4 6 2 3.8 1.3 17.9 3.8 7.7 3.8 3.8

Complete
Synthesis 450 11.6 4.0 2 2 3 1 0 2 1.1 2 2 2 4 2 3.3 9.6 17.9

Consensu-
alism 245 19.6 2.0 18.4 11.8 1.6 17.6 5 3 6 3 9.8 7 3

Conaerv st. 
Synthesis 104 133 2.9 2Z 3 8.7 1.0 1 9 2 1.0 4.8 5.8 11.6

Value
Distance 129 2 2 3 0.0 17.1 5.4 7.0 19.4 6 2 3.1 12.4 7.0

Author«.
Materialism 55 12.7 3.6 2 2 2 0.0 1.8 16.4 1.8 9.1 10.9 10.9

Ascetic
Conservatism 69 24.6 0.0 11.6 10.1 1.4 17.4 4 3 4 3 1 4 2 11.6

Disappointed
Materialism 28 10.7 0.0 10.7 3.6 7.1 21A 7.1 3.6 17.9 17.9
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Value distance enjoys some structural vicinity to postmaterialism, a result which supports the first 

impression o f a modestly above average status for this collective. Moreover, when missing values are 

imputed, authoritarian materialists turn out to be classified predominantly as welfare statists. This is very 

strong support for the interpretation that both collectives share almost identical social and educational 

backgrounds. The variable that discriminates most is income, although it is also the variable with by far 

the highest proportion of missing values. Hence, imputing mean scores blurs one of the major 

discriminators between two otherwise structurally closely related groups. The privileged status of ascetic 

conservatism is obvious in the high percentage recognised as postmaterialists. Hence, ascetic 

conservatism is not socially indistinct but like moderatism and value distance. i.e., closely related to 

postmaterialism, the most coherently privileged, except for income, collective in contemporary West 

Germany.

Disappointed materialists are classified either as disappointed materialists or as conservative synthesists. 

Consequently, we distinguish between those with extremely low status and the disappointed materialists 

who are less extreme, thus, classified as conservative synthesists. Either way we see a pattern of 

disadvantage, the classification procedure distinguishing between huge and relatively modest 

disadvantage.

Up to this point the analysis focused only upon continuous variables. In other words, none o f the class 

based indicators of employment were integrated into the models. In the following section we enlarge the 

basic model (education, income, father's prestige and hierarchical self-evaluation) step-wise by 

including, first, both inside-outside distinctions and respondents' occupational prestige, secondly, we 

take the basic model and the inside-outside dichotomy between full-time employment and all others 

(except for the retired) as well as the respondent's prestige as the new baseline. Hence, from now on, the 

analysis concerns only those individuals who are somehow integrated into the labour market, with the 

retired, housewives and individuals who are still in education being excluded. Thus, we focus 

exclusively on labour or employment related patterns of inequality. The procedure is as follows: First we 

test the impact of the dichotomy between access and no access to the means of production, secondly, the 

distinction between manual and-non-manual work and, finally, we include the contrast between self- 

directed and closely supervised work. As a last step, the fathers* class positions are added to the 

respective models. Hence, all subsequent models suffer from systematic missing values. As an example, 

Model 5 concerns the distinction between possession and non-possession of the means of production in 

addition to the basic model consisting of education, income, father's prestige, hierarchical self- 

evaluation, the inside-outside dichotomy and the respondents* occupational prestige. Thus, next to the 

retired, housewives and individuals in education (who are excluded because occupational prestige does 

not apply), the group of civil servants is also excluded from the analysis, because civil servants are, in 

M arxist terms, an 'intermediate* class that has neither access to the means of production nor belongs to 

the exploited dependent strata. For theoretical reasons, hence, these models rapidly accumulate missing 

values. In order to increase the number of cases per analysis we imputed means for missing values on



the continuous variables that belong to the basic, model. Hence, the first column o f Table 11.6 r e p o r ts  th t 

results with regard to the ‘pure* model that is based only on valid values, the second colum n is  ‘p u re ' 

only with regard to the different employment dummies but includes mean values for all m issing v a lu e s  

on education, income, father's prestige and self-evaluation. As a  rule, this strategy increased th e  n u m b e r 

of cases by two.

To reiterate, the following interpretations concern only individuals who are somehow integrated in to  th e  

labour m arket Hence, these analyses exclude a significant, even majoritarian proportion o f th e  W e s t 

German population. They do this, because these models are based upon the assumption o f tra d itio n a l 

‘old* inequality theory that locates the major system o f inequality within the labour m arket H en ce , w e  

ask whether some of the value collectives are systematically related to these patterns and w h e th e r a  

focus on labour processes increases the distinctiveness of groups in comparison to factors th a t a re  

universally applicable (e.g. everybody has some level of education, every household has some in c o m e , 

...). Having said all that, we ignore results that are not considerably better than the results from a n a ly s e s  

that included the entire West German population. We likewise ignore all results for which th e re  i s  a  

significant difference between the ‘pure' and the ‘mean imputed* models. W e are forced to ad o p t th is  

strategy in order to check for extremely small numbers of cases in some of the ‘pure* m o d e ls , 

particularly regarding smaller value collectives. In the case that a collective increases its p a rticu la rity  

and distinctiveness substantially by focusing on labour processes, we understand that this collective is  in  

its very core related to the inequality of labour, i.e., the value system may have spread into other a re a s  o f  

life but, substantially, its location remains the labour m arket

To start with, postmaterialism achieves an outstandingly high level of predictability in all m o d e ls , 

although the same was true for those basic models that ignored processes in the labour m arket T h u s , 

new information concerning employment patterns does not increase the distinctiveness of this g ro u p , 

although there is, however, one exception to this rule. The integration of the distinction between se lf-  

directed work and closely supervised work distinguishes this collective even further (Models 7 and 10) 

because the percentage of correctly classified cases increases from about sixty to a maximum of e ig h ty  

percent In short, an optimal model for postmaterialism would contain general indicators of education, 

income, father’s prestige, hierarchical self-evaluation as well as an indicator o f labour market re la ted  

inequality, the indicator of mentally independent work. This is rather strong support for the Kohn e t a l. 

(1982) thesis that relates ‘modem* values exclusively to this distinction, because postmaterialists are th e  

value collective w ith the highest stress on values of self-realisation and autonomy and they seem to  b e  

particularly exposed to their own or inherited experience of self-directed labour.

27s
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A similar but much, weaker result concerns moderaiism, because model 7 is the only model that accoun ts 

for a somewhat higher degree of predictability« a result which reveals again the structural v ic in ity  

between both groups. The value collective of welfare statism, on the other hand, increases its  

distinctiveness modestly when one includes the inside-outside distinction between full-time em ploym ent 

and all others, except for the retired (Model 2). This improvement is not particularly surprising given th e  

high proportion o f part-time employees and housewives in this collective. Similar results are ach ieved  

when the distinction between self-directed and closely supervised work (Models 7 and Models 10) is  

involved. Thus, next to moderaiism and postmaterialism, welfare statism is the third collective th a t 

discriminates over the mental aspects of labour. In contrast to the former, welfare statists discrim inate 

because self-directed work has a rarity value and because their fathers were closely supervised labourers. 

Complete synthesis and consensualism develop no profile o f their own, because they are as unrelated to  

the labour market’s inherent inequality, as they are to universal systems of privilege and disadvantage. 

Conservative synthesis, however, is a less simple case, because it discriminates strongly over th e  

dichotomy between self-directed and supervised work, but only where the ’pure* models are concerned. 

Hence, the evidence is ambiguous, a particularity that vanishes when the means are imputed for m issing 

values into the universal indicators of education, income, fathers’ prestige and self-evaluation.

To reiterate, value distance remained consistently under the ten percent hurdle o f correctly classified 

cases when the basic model was tested. Surprisingly, it seems to be related to the dichotomy between 

manual and non-manual work, particularly with regard to their father’s position (Model 9). Therefore, 

the previously non-distinct collective can improve its predictability to 32 percent when both indicators 

of manual work arc included in the model. This discrimination which is again over privilege. To re-state, 

with regard to the basic model about thirty percent of value distant individuals were classified as 

postmaterialists. We must assume, therefore, that the additional information on employment patterns 

helps to establish value distance as an independent profile. However, these results are, again, far w eaker 

where the ’mean im puted’ model is concerned.

Let us turn to the right-conservative collectives. To reiterate, authoritarian materialism demonstrated that 

it was structurally closely related to welfare statism and was only modestly predictable, however this 

pattern changes significantly. Authoritarian materialism is obviously closely related to inequality in the 

labour market. Moreover, the models arc extremely robust, because there is hardly any difference 

whether one concentrates on the ’pure' model or whether one allows missing values to be included. To 

start with, we can improve the predictability o f a  maximum o f 21 percent, obtained via the basic model 

to fifty percent, by including only the distinction between insiders and outsiders (Model 2). To re-state, 

authoritarian materialists have the highest rate of full-time labour market participation, thus, we 

discriminate on the basis o f privilege. A ll class-based models achieve identical results, hence, there is no 

gain by including, for example, indicators o f manual work in spite o f the particularity of this group. 

However, that labour market integration entails in this case, to a large extent, integration into working 

class professions.
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With regard to ascetic conservatism the results are again very ambivalent with ‘pure’ models and ‘mean 

imputed' models achieving significantly different results, with only two instances exceeding both the 

basic models and the twenty percent benchmark. Ascetic conservatism is modestly linked to the class 

divide between access and exclusion from the means of production (Models 5 and 8). Once again, 

discrimination reveals privilege, because ascetic conservatism is the collective with the highest 

proportion o f individuals who possess the means of production.

Finally, the marginal collective o f disappointed materialism shows the most surprising results. To re

state, we achieved only an intermediate level of predictability (18 to 29%) with regard to the basic 

model. However, all dichotomies based on fathers* class position result in outstanding levels of

predictability (up to 100% in pure models, between 50 and 75% regarding the models with included 

missing values). Concerning their own position, disappointed materialists discriminate highly when non- 

manual and self-directed work is contrasted with manual and closely supervised work (Models 6  and 7). 

Indeed, from the single variable analyses we know that disappointed materialists are modestly under

privileged where these indicators are concerned, although the level of disadvantage is rather modest, 

thus, these extreme results are somewhat surprising.

Let us now repeat the same analyses with regard to aspects o f ‘new’ inequality.

•Table 11.7: Aspects of New Inequality - Classification Results11

N
Post-
tnaL

Moder
ation

Welfare
Station

Complete
Synthesis

Consensu-
alum

Conservat
Synthesis

Value
Distance

Post-
malerialism 59 40.7 10.2 8.5 1.7 0.0 3.4 10.2

Moderation 147 12.9 12.9 14.3 13.6 0.0 10.2 5,4
Welfare
Statical 75 10.7 93 24.0 6.7 0.0 16.0
Complete
Synthetic 428 6.8 11.2 20.1 11.4 1.9 15.7
Consensu-
alism 236 6.8 6.8 12.7 8.1 3.4 9.3
Conserve!.
Synthetic 98 5.1 9.2 12A 11.2 2.0 20.4
Value
Distance 119 16.8 92 8.4 7.6 0.8 3.4
Authoril
Materialism 52 9.6 13.5 5.8 5.8 3.8 3.8
Ascetic
Conservatism 61 8.2 8.2 6.6 4.9 6.6 6.6

Disappointed
Materialitm 26 23.1 3.8 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

Autbcrit.
Mamrialii

Three value patterns are strongly related to aspects of new inequality: authoritarian materialism, and 

particularly postmaterialism and disappointed materialism. Given all the aspects of ascriptive inequality, 

predictability is about four times higher than that of a random model, with two groups reaching an

u The variables included in this analysis correspond to the variables presented in Table 11.2, ijc. age, gender, 
origins in the North and South, level of urbanisation, religion and church commitment.
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intermediate position, whilst about a fifth of welfare statists and conservative synthesists are classified 

correctly, although for all others, new forms of inequality hardly seem to matter. There are several 

peculiarities worth mentioning, for example, postmaterialism and disappointed materialism are 

structurally related when mechanisms of new inequality are at stake, with more than twenty percent o f 

disappointed materialists being classified as postmaterialists. We can explain this result by refering to  

the equally young age of both groups, their concentration in urbanised areas and their rejection o f 

religious institutions. To re-iterate, with regard to aspects of ‘old’ inequality both collectives w ere 

located at opposite extremes, postmaterialism being one o f the most privileged groups, w hilst 

disappointed materialists were clearly disadvantaged. In short, postmaterialism and disappointed 

materialism are largely separated within old inequality, and yet closely related over matters of new  

inequality.

Complete synthesis is closest to welfare statism. Hence, aspects of both new and old inequality reveal a  

structural vicinity between these two groups, whilst exactly the same is true with regard to conservative 

synthesis. In sum, both complete and conservative synthesis axe, partly at least, so similar to welfare 

statists that discriminant analysis recognises about twenty percent of both groups as welfare statists, in 

both old and new inequality. A last particularity concerns the relationship between ascetic conservatism 

and authoritarian materialism, because both right-conservative value systems are fairly distinct 

concerning achievement related aspects o f inequality, ascetic conservatives accumulating privilege, 

whilst authoritarian materialism is a pattern o f the disadvantaged working class. However, their relative 

vicinity concerning ‘manliness’, regional origins and Protestantism renders both structurally related in 

issues of new inequality.

11.2 The Case of East Germany

11.2.1 Privilege as a Matter o f'Achievement’

Let us repeat, step by step, the same analyses for East Germany. Table 11.8 shows the single variable 

analyses which concern aspects of ‘old’ inequality. To start with. East German postmaterialists and 

West German postmaterialists are structurally identical: similarly exceptional educational careers and an 

equally modest level of disadvantage with regard to net household income. However, in clear contrast to 

the West, East German postmaterialists are the most wealthy group where available monthly income is 

concerned. There is a simple explanation for this apparent contradiction, because East German 

postmaterialists are under-privileged on the level of net income, however, a majority, and far more than 

in the West, live in single-person households (almost 50%, West: 23%), thus, they achieve a 

considerable bonus when the equivalence scale is applied. Moreover, also in contrast to their Western 

twin pattern. East German postmaterialists are not immune from the risks of unemployment The second 

inside-outside distinction (full-time employment versus all others) reveals clear disadvantages, because 

the percentage o f postmaterialists who are fully integrated into the labour market is 33 percent only half
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as high as that in the East German population in general," hence, the pattern of exclusion is more 

exaggerated than in the W est We ignore employment patterns because the numbers of cases are so small 

that interpretations become too risky. Hence, there are only three impressions: one hundred percent 

execute non-manual work, all employed postmaterialists enjoy self-directed labour and fifty percent are 

in the possession of the means of production. As in the West, but far more extreme, it appears to be a 

pattern of status inconsistencies: high education coupled with modest income returns that are 

compensated for by 4single* lifestyles, strong mechanisms o f exclusion coupled with highly privileged 

positions for the small quantity that entered the ‘inside*. In any case, privilege is as inherited as in the 

West, because postmaterialists* fathers were those at the top of the societal ladder. We find by far the 

highest prestige scores, an unprecedented high proportion o f non-manual employees and a huge over- 

representation of self-directed work. However, no other East German value collective places itself so far 

down on the societal hierarchy, a  judgement which is extreme with regard to not only all other value 

collectives but also to West German postmaterialism.“

Modernism is the group with the second highest level of education (although on average one and a half 

years less than postmaterialists) and the highest net income of all East German collectives. In the 

absence of welfare statism, moderatism is the wealthiest group, and as in the West, it is a pattern without 

status inconsistencies. Also similar to the West, moderates receive more income for less educational 

efforts when compared to postmaterialism. Moreover, it is a pattern of average labour market 

integration, relatively advantaged occupational prestige and a socio-economic status that is second best 

only to postmaterialism. In addition, non-manual work and self-directed labour are over-represented, 

these privileges having been characteristic already for the fathers of moderates, i.e., above-average 

prestige, and an above-average proportion of non-manual work. However, this pattern of inherited 

advantages is slightly less consistent than in the West, because the means of production were rarely 

possessed and self-directed labour was less frequent In short, the marginal pattern of postmaterialism is 

more extreme in the E ast and East German moderatism is slightly less privileged than its West German 

counterpart However, the patterns are generally identical.

Complete synthesis and consensualism reveal an average pattern with regard to both their own position 

and inherited status. Hence, die modest upward mobility that was typical for West German complete 

synthesis is not visible in the E ast although here consensualism and complete synthesis show similar 

patterns of achievement and heritage. However, conservative synthesis ranks, again in keeping with the 

W est below that average. Relatively low education and income (in comparison to both the average and 

complete synthesis and consensualism) are coupled with high labour market integration and, 

particularly, low occupational prestige, whilst non-manual and self-directed labour are relatively rare.

" In more detail, 25 percent are part-time employed (in total 9%), 25 percent are still in education (total: 4%) and 
17 percent arc unemployed (total: 18%).
“ 69 percent believe that they are at the very bottom of the societal hierarchy (in total: 18%).
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Means of Production Non-Man. Manual Setfdir Work Father's Presn re 1 Father's Presxife 2
9 10 11 12 13

Percent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
datsified Mein

%
correctly
classified

%
corectly

Past-
materialism 50 .0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 6.66 66 .7 3 3 6 54.5

Moderatism 13.3 0.0 73.1 0.0 60.0 0 .0 5.72 0.0 2 .7 7 5.8
Complete
Synthesis 21.3 0.0 67.1 0.0 51.4 0.0 5.40 0.0 2.62 0.0
Consensual
Synthesis 9.2 90.8 7 1 .4 0.0 42.1 0.0 5.58 0.0 2.67 0.0
Conservative
Synthesis 19.0 0.0 5 6 .3 0.0 37.1 0.0 5.73 0.0 2.77 0.0
Value
Distance 12.5 0.0 6 6 .6 0.0 40.0 0.0 6.42 0.0 2 3 7 0.0
Authoritarian
Materialism 13.3 0.0 51 .7 48.3 33.3 66.7 5.07 80.0 2.23 0.0
Ascetic
Conservatism 18.1 0.0 66 .6 0.0 50.0 0.0 5.09 0.0 2.20 70.8
Disappointed
Materialism 23.5 0.0 73 .3 0.0 71.4 0.0 5.87 0.0 2.72 0.0

Total 17.1 30.32 6 7 .5 4 .3 5 47.4 6 .63 5 .58 7.01 2.65 3.99
N ef cases
Id im ljiii 432 391 196 713 751

Father: Prod, mean Father: Non-Man. Father: Self-Dir. Above •Below
14 15 16 17

Percent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Percent

%
correctly
classified Meat

%
correctly
classified

Post-
materialism 20 .0 0 .0 6 6 .6 6 6 .7 50.0 0 .0 7 .76 69 .2

Moderasism 7 .8 0 .0 41 .2 0 .0 23.0 0 .0 5 .7 4 0 .0
Complete
Synthesis 11.2 0 .0 31.7 0 .0 24.4 0 .0 5 .6 7 0 .0
Consensual
Synthesis 5 .7 9 4 3 35.8 0 .0 20.4 0 .0 5 .6 4 0 .0
Conservative
Synthesis 1 7 3 0 .0 39 .7 0 .0 36.0 0 .0 5 .3 0 29 .2
Value
Distastes 28 .5 28 .6 28 .5 0 .0 100.0 100.0 4 .62 3 7 3
Authoritarian

Materialism 10.0 0 .0 2 0 3 0 .0 17.1 82 .9 5 .9 7 17.6
Ascetic
Conservatism 13.0 0 .0 19.0 8 1 .0 28.5 0 .0 5 3 5 0 .0
Disttppoinied
Materialism 2 0 .0 0 .0 3 3 3 0 .0 42.8 0 .0 6 .4 7 7 3

Tetal 1 0 3 30 .7 0 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 6 3 7 3 5 5 3 9 7 3 8
N «r cases
In analysis 7 1 0 693 440 881
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Surprisingly, this is not the case for the fathers of conservative synthesists, because if at a ll, th e  

indications tend towards modest privilege within the parental generation. The fathers of conservative 

synthesists and moderates share the second highest prestige scores, with both showing a  relative o v e r- 

representation o f non-manual and self-directed work. Hence, conservative synthesis appears as a p a tte rn  

of modest downward mobility. Amazingly, this factual decline in prestige results in a self-evaluation 

based upon a belief that they arc relatively privileged.”

Let us now turn to the second marginal and second radical value collective the East German society : 

value distance. Low educational achievements go hand in hand with extremely low income retu rns. 

Indeed, value distance is by far the poorest collective in the E ast With regard to available income th e re  

is a gap o f 1.500 DM per month between its disposal compared with the average East G erm an 

household. Indeed, in the relatively income homogeneous society o f the E ast value distance produces 

the only extreme outlier. Moreover, no other value collective, not even postmaterialism, is h it so  

strongly by the mechanisms of exclusion because no single member of this marginal collective is  

employed full-time. Value distance is clearly over-represented in the categories o f part-time em ployment 

(23% versus 9% in general) and further education (54% versus 4%), whilst the few part-time em ployees 

have, surprisingly, a very high occupational prestige. Generally, however, value distance is characterised 

by the lowest socio-economic status, a fact that they owe to their equally under-privileged position in  

both education and, especially, income. Because of very small numbers, we must again ignore m ore 

detailed patterns o f employment, although one can observe an extremely coherent social background 

with roughly two thirds of this collective coming from fanning families.1* The class-based indicators 

produce artificial results and should be ignored because both the indicators concerning the means o f  

production and self-directed labour treat farmers as missing values. Hence, the respective dichotomies 

are based on just a third of this anyhow small value collective. In short, value distance is strongly 

related to a fanner's background, all other relations being spurious. Having said all that, it is a real 

surprise that the members of this collective think of themselves as being positioned at the top of the 

societal hierarchy, because all indications suggest severe disadvantage. However, value distance gives 

itself a social standing that is unprecedented.” The only 'objective' reason for this outstanding self- 

evaluation may be again related to inherited status, because no single member o f this collective is still a  

fanner, despite the clear dominance o f fanning in the parental generation. Hence, value distance has 

successfully entered blue and white collar professions and, to a  small extent, has even achieved 

bureaucratic top positions. However, the predominant impression is one of a lack o f labour market 

integration, with only a minority managing to find highly prestigious jobs, on a part-time basis.

u Only seven percent of conservative synthesists see themselves on the bottom of the hierarchical ladder. The 
same is true for 19 percent East Germans in general.
“ Data not shown.
17 33% see themselves on the very top (generally 12%) and no one thinks of him/herself as being positioned on 
the bottom of the societal hierarchy (generally 19%).
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Let us now turn to the value-selective right-conservative realm. In contrast to the West where 

authoritarian materialism suffers from severe disadvantages and where ascetic conservatism belongs to 

the clearly privileged groups, there is hardly any difference between both East German variants. Equally, 

lowly educated, ascetic conservatives receive less income than authoritarian materialists. Indeed, it is the 

second poorest collective after value distance. Moreover, authoritarian materialism enjoys an average 

labour market integration, whilst ascetic conservatism clearly lags behind, although a third of all ascetic 

conservatives are retired.1* * Therefore, we must apply a life cycle explanation that is similar to that we 

used in the W est in order to account for this lack of labour market integration. In general both groups 

have below-average occupational prestige and below-average socio-economic status. As in the West, 

authoritarian materialism is a working class phenomenon, hence, the extremely low proportions of non- 

manual and self-directed work. This is not the case with regard to ascetic conservatism because here, 

white collar work and self-employment are predominant However, when it comes to inherited status 

both collectives are closely related. Their fathers held lowest prestige positions, and hardly any executed 

non-manual work.

Let us turn finally to disappointed materialism, the collective that was only marginal in the West and a 

part of the mainstream in the East To recall, it is a pattern of value rejection that emphasises exclusively 

the idea of a prosperous society. The ‘hedomat' orientation that was so typical in the West remains a 

purely materialist orientation in the context o f the East German society. To start with, education is as 

low as it is with value distance, authoritarian materialism and asceticism, however, incomes are fairly 

average. On the other hand, one observes relatively pronounced mechanisms of exclusion - although 

modest in comparison to the marginal collectives of postmaterialism and value distance: However, 

roughly one third is unemployed, which is the highest proportion amongst all East German value 

collectives.1* Consequently, postmaterialists and value distance have been far more successful in 

escaping into part-time employment or further educational measurements. Indeed, disappointed 

materialists are the major victims o f the exploding East German unemployment rates. On the other hand, 

the occupational prestige of the ones who are in employment is slightly above average, because 

relatively many possess the means o f production, non-manual and particularly self-directed work being 

over-represented. Hence, we see a similar pattern of status inconsistencies to postmaterialism. The 

fathers of disappointed materialists are fairly average with a modest tendency towards privilege,* whilst 

access to the means of production is relatively frequent and self-directed work twice as frequent as that 

for the average father. In sum, as in the W est it seems to be a pattern of downward mobility that is 

particularly hard hit by unemployment

11 Data not shown.
'* E.g., 17% of postmaterialists, 0% of value distance and 18% of all East Germans.
* There is a clear over-representation of free academic professions and civil servants.
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Table 11.9: Value Collective's Embeddedness in New Inequality - East Germany

Age Gender: Female Region: South. Level o f Urbanisation
18 19 21 22

Mean

%
correctly
cUuified Percent

%
correctly
classified IVnmt

%
correctly
classified Mean

%
correctly
cUuified

Past-
materialism 31.85 71.4 73.3 0.0 93.3 0.0 4.26 33.3

Moderatism 41.15 2 .0 53.3 0.0 66.4 0 .0 3.95 0.0
Complete
Synthesis 44.11 1.9 53.7 0.0 85.8 0.0 3.33 0.0
Consensual
Synthesis 45.98 1.0 48.8 0.0 68 .2 0.0 4.14 0.0
Conservative
Synthesis 47.19 0 .8 46.4 0.0 6 8 .2 0 .0 3.51 0.0
Value
Distance 40.05 17.6 82.3 82.4 94.1 94.1 3.00 70.6
Authoritarian
Materialism 51.85 52.1 45.2 0.0 76.7 0.0 3.15 0.0
Ascetic
Cnnservatum 48.80 5.7 37.1 62.9 62.8 0 .0 3.48 0.0
Disappointed
Materialism 42.54 2.2 41.3 0.0 58.6 41.3 4.00 21.7

Tata] 45.11 6.80 50.0 3.85 71,8 3.73 3.76 2 M
N if  cnees
loUMfylls 926 936 938 938

Religion: Catholic Religion: Protestant Church- Member Chinch- Involvement
23 24 25 26

Percent

%
correctly
classified Pcfccot

%
correctly
cUuified Percent

%
Conectly
CUuified M en

%
correctly
cUuified

rest-
materialism 0 .0 100.0 53.3 53.3 53.3 0 .0 1.66 46.7

Moderatism 3.4 0 .0 27.8 0 .0 31.2 0 .0 1.80 0 .0
Complete
Synthesis 4.3 0 .0 27.3 0 .0 31.6 0 .0 1.76 0 .0
Coasonsmat
Synthesis 6.4 0 .0 26.7 0 .0 33.2 0 .0 1.77 0 .0
Conservative
Synthesis 8 .8 8 .8 32.8 0 .0 41.6 0 .0 1.94 6.5
Value
Distance 6 .2 0 .0 25.0 75.0 31.2 6 8 .8 1.93 0 .0
Authoritarian
Materialism 2.7 0 .0 45.2 0 .0 47.9 0 .0 2.15 0 .0
Ascetic
Conservatism 8.5 0 .0 45.7 0 .0 542 54.3 2 2 0 44.1

Materialism 2.1 0 .0 32.6 67.9 34.7 0 .0 1.75 0 .0

Total S3 280 30.7 2.16 36.0 323 184 326
N ef cases 
In analysis 928 928 928 919
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East German and West German postmaterialism are structurally identical where ascriptive aspects of 

inequality are concerned* Le., they are young females from the industrialised cities of the south with an, 

even in the East German context, extremely weak church commitment East German postmaterialists are 

on average modestly older than 30 years, with two thirds being women and originating almost 

completely (93%) from either East Berlin or the southern regions. The same story is the case for Western 

postmaterialism, there being only one peculiarity worth mentioning, namely that the majority of East 

German postmaterialists are members of the protestant church which is an outstanding figure within the 

context of the highly secularised East German society. The role of the Protestant church was ambiguous 

during the life span o f the GDR, because notwithstanding all the possible collaboration with the Socialist 

regime on higher levels of the church bureaucracy, the Protestant church also provided a home for the 

anti-regime protest movement Given the value pattern of postmaterialism, it is easy to believe that this 

collective belonged to the core of the protest movement of the 1980s, hence, the protestant church was 

probably the organisational shelter for the protest activities of the postmaterialists. The extremely low 

rate of religious involvement, indeed the lowest of all collectives, indicates that the relationship between 

postmaterialism and the church was a  predominantly instrumental or strategic relationship. On the other 

hand, being or remaining a church member within the Socialist state was already a subtle indication of 

protest Thus, church membership can be interpreted as a form of symbolic oppositioa Apart from this 

peculiarity, patterns are identical both in the W est and in the E ast the strong pre-dominance of women, 

with regard to East German postmaterialism, also being clear support for the W est German results, 

because the female bias is obviously systematic.

East German moderates are modestly younger than average and live in urban rather than in rural 

environments.

Once again, there is not much to say about the realm of synthesis. Consensuaiism, in particular, matches 

the average East German citizen, whilst complete synthesis, on the other hand, is more frequently 

present in the south and rural areas. Conservative synthesis is the ‘oldest’ of the three synthesis patterns 

and shows the highest percentage of catholics (with about nine percent still anything else than 

spectacular).

The second marginal collective, value distance, has several common features that it shares with 

postmaterialism; it is relatively young (with an average age o f about forty years it is less extreme than 

postmaterialism but it renders value distance the second ‘youngest* collective of the East), almost 

exclusively female and situated in the southern regions or East Berlin. The age distribution is interesting 

considering the high proportion (more than 50%) of value distant individuals who are enlisted in further 

education programmes. Almost eighty percent of this collective are between 26 and 45 years old, with 

no single member being younger, and almost no-one (5%) older than 56. Considering the low level of 

general education, we must assume that they are not involved in tertiary higher education but 

predominantly registered with state vocational re-education programmes that were designed to react to
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the dramatic changes that took place within the Bast German labour market after unification. Generally, 

however, with regard to age, gender and regional origins postmaterialism and value distance are 

structurally closely related. In contrast to postmaterialism, value distance is the pattern of rural areas, 

thus, although they may have managed to escape the farming background they still live in the same rural 

environment than their parents. While protestantism was over-represented in the case of postmaterialism , 

value distance is the collective with the fewest church members.

In sum, the value patterns of the left and the realm of synthesis are structurally extremely similar in E ast 

and West Germany. Value distance, however, is not comparable, because in the W est it shows a strong 

vicinity to the patterns of synthesis, whilst in the East it develops a characteristic and strongly 

independent profile. Moreover, East German value distance is, despite its marginality, a radical value 

system that strongly rejects the entire canon of values. In other words, we see the difference between 

Eastern value rejection and Western value neutrality that coincides with the groups* structural location, 

an extreme profile o f under-privilege and marginalisation on the hand, perfect averageness on the other. 

With regard to the right-conservative realm o f value selection. East and West Germany are again 

perfectly comparable. To start with, authoritarian materialism and the marginal collective of ascetic 

conservatism are the two ‘oldest’ collectives in the East German society. Moreover, men are over

represented, however, the pattern is reversed, because whilst authoritarian materialists are older than 

asceticists, ascetic conservatism is the more ‘male1 of the two. Next to value distance, authoritarian 

materialism is the second collective that originates from basically rural areas, and both authoritarian 

materialism and ascetic conservatism tend to consist o f strongly committed church members. In any 

case, ascetic conservatism is relatively over-represented in the more agrarian northern regions.

Finally, disappointed materialism: we see the same modest bias toward men than in the W est, however, 

the age bias is less pronounced, although it is still below average and the youngest within the realm o f 

‘traditional’ values. It is moreover a pattern of the urbanised centers of the northern regions with an, 

even in the East German context, outstandingly low church commitment

11,23 East Germany: An Assessment o f Privilege and Disprivilege

Table 11,10 shows several models concerning general, i.e. non-labour market related indicators o f 

inequality. The models differ based on whether we used net income or available income and which o f 

the two prestige scales is included. However, all four models are based upon one indicator of education, 

income, fathers’ prestige and hierarchical self-evaluation (compare the more detailed description on 

p.270ff.).
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Tabic 11.10: Value Collectives and Systems o f ‘Old’ Inequality - Classification Results

Model 1:1,2,12,1? Model 2:13,12,17 Model 3:13,13,17 Model 4:1343,17
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included
Missings

excluded included

Postmatertalists 100.0 33.3 333 133 75.0 66.7 75.0 533

Moderates 22:1 16.1 24.4 20.8 153 11.4 11.8 10.1

Complete
Synthesis 25.2 223 233 233 15.6 143 15.6 143

Consensualism 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.6 03 1.0
Conservative
Synthesis 8.8 10.3 133 133 24.0 23.0 22.7 223

Value Distance 54.5 52.9 273 47.1 613 52.9 613 52.9
Authoritarian
Materialism 8.3 9.6 18.8 193 5.9 53 7.8 6.8
Ascetic
Conservatism 12.5 5.7 313 17.1 11.1 8.6 16.7 11.4
Disappointed
Materialism 20.0 17.4 20.0 10.9 23.8 21.7 19.0 153
Total % correctly 
classified 12.80 11.30 13.94 13.11 12.06 11.41 11.75 1130
N o f cases in the 
analysis 547 1043 545 1043 572 1043 570 1043

To commence, with regard to postmaterialism, and to some extent also value distance, we find that 

Models 3 and 4 discriminate better than Models 1 and 2. This could be an artefact of the particularly 

small numbers of cases because an exclusion of only few individuals may easily change the average 

composition o f the entire group. However, both models are based on different prestige scores. Thus, it 

may be the case that our second prestige scale is a better discriminator where postmaterialism and value 

distance is concerned. To re-iterate, what is the difference between the two? In both instances we 

constructed the occupational prestige of the fathers in accordance with the respondents* prestige. The 

first indicator is based on the sum of ranks o f different occupations regarding income and education, and 

it resulted in an ordinal scale with free academics on the top (score 12), followed by civil servants and 

white collar employees (score 8), then self-employed and farmers (score 5) and concluded with workers 

(score 4). The second indicator is based directly on the mean socio-economic status o f different 

professions and produces a continuous variable ranking from free academics (score 6 ) to farmers (score 

1).2> It appears to be difficult to explain why postmaterialism and value distance (partly also conservative 

synthesis) can be better predicted if  one assumes that there is a linear hierarchy between different 

occupations, because moderates or complete synthesists, on the other hand, achieve slightly better results 

when the first indicator is applied. However, the differences are small and should be ignored because the

” See the legend in Chapter 10. For the description and reasons behind the construction of both scales, see 
Chapter 10,p.?ff.
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level of prediction is generally low. With regard to the former, however, we must assume that these 

inconsistencies axe due to the particularity o f both groups, for example, we know that almost two thirds 

of the fathers of value distant individuals were farmers. The first prestige model assumes that farming 

and self-employment share an identical level of prestige. Hence, the result is that almost all fathers o f 

this collective fall into one category, thus, the indicator is no longer able to discriminate. A similar logic 

applies to the case o f postmaterialism, where two out of four prestige categories are empty because no 

single father had been either a free academic or a farmer. Hence, all fathers fall into the two middle 

categories, enabling us to, likewise, assume that this 'lum ping1 infacilitates discrimination.

In spite of those methodological problems we see that only the two marginal value collectives o f 

postmaterialism and value distance are strongly related to universal aspects of vertical inequality, and by 

knowing an individuals* education and income, his father’s prestige and his hierarchical self-evaluation, 

we can predict the clear majority o f both collectives correctly. Between these two groups and all others 

there is, however, a huge gap, with only conservative synthesis and disappointed materialism being close 

to the development o f an independent profile. Generally, most groups* predictability varies between ten 

and twenty percent, results, therefore, are below or just above a  random result As we discriminate 

between a total of nine value collectives the prior random probability is not exactly 10 percent but about 

11 percent. In short this first analysis shows that only postmaterialism and value distance are 

systematically and strongly related to systems o f ’old* inequality. In order to support this interpretation 

we should once again concentrate on one of the models in more detail.21 Once again we present the 

analyses in two ways. The first table contains only valid cases, w hilst the second table is based on an 

analysis for which means have been imputed for missing values.

Once again, we can see a structural relationship between moderatism and postmaterialism, hence, we 

can apply a similar interpretation as that which we did for the W est Moderatism is, to some extent at 

least about 30%), structurally so close to postmaterialism that it does not develop an independent profile 

but is recognised as postmaterialism. Generally, we see one particularity that was not visible in the West, 

because all value collectives, except for moderatism and complete synthesis that develop no own profile, 

are systematically related to value distance. This is the case for consensualism, conservative synthesis, 

authoritarian materialism, asceticism and disappointed materialism. Therefore, almost all patterns of 

synthesis and all right-conservative patterns have at least some structural vicinity to the socially most 

under-privileged collective of value distance. How can one explain this phenomenon? One explanation 

could be that value distance is so extreme, that discriminant analysis recognises all individuals with 

similar profiles as members of this collective. However, this also means that there is less variance in the 

East compared with the W est With regard to universal indicators o f *old* inequality W est German 

groups show a slightly more complex pattern o f structural relations, although one should not stretch this

"  We chose Model 4 because - for theoretical reasons - we prefer available income to net income and we prefer 
the continuous prestige scale as the other indicator apparently blurs distinctions when smaller groups are 
concerned.
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explanation too far, because the differences are small and should not be exaggerated. In the West, 

postmaterialism and welfare statism, I t. two minoritarian patterns* are strongly related to inequality 

over education* income* inherited status and hierarchical self-evaluation. In the East, this is the case with 

regard to two marginal collectives* postmaterialism and value distance. Modexadsm is, in both societies* 

structurally close to postmaterialism. Authoritarian materialism in the West is, socio-structurally 

speaking, a less successful copy of welfare statism.

Table 11.11: Education, Income* Inherited Prestige and Self-Evaluation - Missings Excluded

N
Pott-
mat.

Moder-
sritrn

Complete
Synthesis

Consensu-
alism

Constrrat
Synthesis

Value
Distance

AtabonL
Materialism

Ascetic
Conaetv Materials

m
Poft-
materialism 4 7S.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Modernism 85 34.1 11.8 18.8 0.0 7.1 15.3 2.4 4.7 5.9
Complete
Synthesis 109 14.7 14.7 15.6 0.0 15.6 12.8 10.1 13.8 2.8

Consensu-
slism 194 13.9 1U 53 0£ 20.1 20.6 7.7 11.9 8.8

ConaervaL
Synthesis 75 13.3 2.7 12.0 2.7 23.7 25.3 5.3 93 6.7
VsJue
Distance 13 0.0 0.0 7.7 0.0 15.4 615 0.0 15.4 0.0

'Authorit.
Materialism 51 13.7 5.9 11.8 2.0 7.8 23.5 7 J8 13.7 11.8

Ascetic
Conservatism 18 5,6 0.0 5.6 0.0 16.7 33.3 16.7 16.7 5.6
Disappointed
Materialism 21 19.0 9.5 4.8 0.0 95 2te 4.8 4.8 19.0

Table 11.12: Education* Income, Inherited Prestige and Self-Evaluation - Means Imputed

N
Post
mat

Moder
nism

Complete
Synthesis

Consensu-
ahsm

Conaervat
Synthesis

Value
Distance

Authorit
Maierialis
m

Ascetic
Canserv.

D»app.
Maierialis
m

Post-
materialism 15 53.8 0.0 6.7 0.0 133 0.0 26.7 8.0 8.0

Modernism 149 2L5 10.1 16.1 0.7 10.1 13.4 2.7 8.7 10.7
Complete
Synthesis 162 14.2 16.0 16.7 0.0 14.8 123 8.6 12.3 4.9
Conaensu-
alism 315 11.4 12.1 7.9 1.0 203 17.8 7.0 12.7 9.8
Conaervat
Synthesis 126 8.7 4.0 13.5 2.4 223 223 7.9 11.1 7.9
Value
Distance 17 0.0 0.0 5.9 0.0 22*5 52.9 0.0 11.8 0 .0

Authorit
Materialism 73 11.0 55 15.1 1.4 8.2 21.9 63 16.4 13.7
Ascetic
Conservatism 35 2.9 8.6 143 0.0 11.4 31.4 8.6 114 11.4
Disappointed
Materialism 46 15.2 4.3 10.9 0.0 17.4 17.4 8.7 10.9 153
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Let us, therefore, extend this basic model and concentrate on labour market related aspects of privilege 

and disadvantage.

Similarly, we ignore all results which are not significantly better than the results we achieved with the 

basic model and we ignore all results for which there is a significant difference between the ‘pure’ and 

the ‘mean imputed* m odel”  To start with, postmaterialism reaches a similar high predictability in all the 

models except the first two. It has a first peak in Models 3 and 4 that is, if one completes the basic model 

with the inside-outside distinction between full-time employment and all others and one prestige scale, 

one can predict postmaterialism almost perfectly. In West Germany, we recognise that postmaterialism 

is systematically related to the class divide between self-directed and closely supervised work. We can 

neither verify nor falsify this relationship in the Hast, because one hundred percent predictability is 

achieved before any indicators of class are introduced. However, we see a similar relationship where 

moderatism is concerned, because models 7 and 10, that is both models which are based on the 

dichotomy between self-directed versus closely supervised labour, are the only models in which 

moderatism develops an independent profile. Thus, we may accept a similar interpretation: ‘modem* 

values are systematically related to the mental aspect of labour.

In contrast to the W est, complete synthesis appears to be as related to the class distinction of manual 

versus non-manual work. By knowing that the father was a worker allows us a prediction that is about 

twice as good as that achieved through random distribution. Equally, consensualism is also related to 

inherited status, although it is not manual work but the possession o f the means of production which is 

the crucial indicator, because about half o f the fathers of complete synthesists were workers (in general 

38%), whilst the fathers of consensualists rarely held the means of production. Hence, in both instances 

improved predictability is based on under-privilege.

Conservative synthesis consistently achieves results that are equal to, or even worse, than the results o f 

the basic model. Hence, labour market inequality is irrelevant for this collective. This is clearly not the 

case with regard to value distance, because the already high level o f predictability (about 60%) charges 

towards perfect predictability as soon as the basic model is enlarged by the inside-outside distinction 

between full-time employment and all others (Model 2). This result highlights, once again, this 

collective’s outstandingly strong exposure to the mechanism of exclusion. To re-state, no member of this 

collective is full-time employed with the result that, further developments of the models do not add any 

further information.

u For the description of the models and the missing value problem see p.?ff.
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Authoritarian materialism is one of the East German collectives that is most intimately related to labour 

market inequalities. To re-iterate, universal indicators of ‘old’ inequality proved to be of little im pact A  

focus on labour m arket internal processes o f inequality renders authoritarian materialism a distinct 

collective that reaches a level of predictability, that is three to rive times as high as in a  random m odel. 

Three models achieve an outstanding and consistent resu lt The inclusion of occupational prestige 

(particularly Model 4) and both indicators o f self-directed versus closely supervised labour contribute 

strongly to the distinctiveness of this collective. In West Germany, authoritarian materialism was m ost 

strongly related to the dichotomies between insiders and outsiders, manual and non-manual work. 

Indeed, W est German authoritarian materialists have the highest labour market participation rate. In the 

context of the East, this indicator discriminates only with regard to collectives such as value distance 

that violate this rule. However, East German authoritarian materialism is as strongly related to labour 

market processes as its West German counterpart, although discrimination is not based on the dichotomy 

between ‘in’ and ‘out* but, rather, on prestige and the class divide between self-directed and supervised 

work.

In the East and in the West, class distinctions are most clearly captured by Kohn's indicator o f self- 

directed work. In comparison to class distinctions based upon manual work or the possession o f the 

means of production, the dichotomy of self-direction versus supervision seems to be the best 

discriminator, because it is probably most closely related to daily life experiences. Ascetic conservatism 

is a case in point, because models 7 and 10, i.e., models that are based on this distinction, achieve the 

highest level of predictability. However, we have to acknowledge that the indicator of self-directed work 

is also the indicator of class that produces the highest proportion of 'intermediate locations', i.e. 

positions that are excluded from the principal dichotomy. In other words, the mental aspect of work 

seems to be that connected most closely to actual experiences in the labour market, even though it 

concerns only a  minority of the population. Hence, it is highly relevant and highly irrelevant at the same 

time, which is less a conceptual problem than one which is entirely attributable to inadequate 

operationalisation. If  we knew more about the huge group o f white collar employees, e.g. whether they 

belong to higher or lower service classes, or about the farmers, e.g. whether they own their own land or 

whether they are salaried land-labourers, this indicator could be applied to the entire working 

population.

Having said that, le t us turn to our last East German collective, disappointed materialism. Ascetic 

conservatives and disappointed materialists are the two collectives with the strongest relationship to the 

distinction between employment and unemployment Indeed, both groups have above average 

unemployment rates (disappointed materialism: 28%, asceticism: 22%, general: 18%). In any case, it is 

again the dichotomy between self-direction and supervision that achieves the highest levels of correct 

classification. In the case o f disappointed materialism we discriminate on the basis o f privilege, because 

next to postmaterialism it occupies most frequently positions which enable for self-directed labour.
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Hence, the labour market related models repeat the impression of strong status inconsistencies: exposure 

to mechanisms of exclusion on the one hand, relative privileged positions for those who entered the 

‘inside’, on the other.

Table 11.14: Aspects of New Inequality - Classification Results”

N
Post-
mat.

Moder
atism

Complete
Synthesis

Consensu-
alien

Conservât
Synthesis

Value
D rtiw !

i
l

<
3

E

Ascetic
Conaerv.

Disapp.
Materialism

Port-
materialism 14 57.1 21A 14.3 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Modernism 145 4.8 22.1 11.0 9.0 3.4 13.1 11.0 11.7 13.8

Complete
Synthesis 157 10.8 12.7 12.7 9.6 4.5 21.0 17.2 5.1 6 .4

Consensu«
alum 302 7.9 15.6 7 J 1SS 5.3 10.6 11.3 83 15.2

Conservât
Synthesis 122 7.4 13.1 8.2 6.6 15 13.9 19.7 12.3 16.4

Value
Distance 16 0.0 0.0 63 6.3 6.3 68.8 6.3 6.3 0.0

A inherit. 
Materialism 71 7.0 1.4 12.7 7.0 43 16.9 2SÂ 9.9 15.5

Ascetic
Conservation 34 11.8 8.8 0.0 14.7 5.9 5.9 26.5 1L8 14.7

Disappointed
Materialism 45 11.1 13.3 11.1 2.2 2.2 4.4 15.6 8.9 31.1

In East Germany, the collectives which were strongly related to ‘old’ inequality are equally strongly 

related to aspects of ‘new’ inequality. Postmaterialism and, particularly, value distance can be predicted 

six to seven times better where horizontal aspects of stratification are concerned, whilst moderatism, 

authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism achieve medium results. The level of 

predictability is two or three times higher than it would be in a random model. In addition, a fifth of 

postmaterialists are classified as moderates, and we can assume that those postmaterialists who are less 

extreme (e.g. are male and older) fall into the category of the collective which is structurally closest 

Again, we observe exactly the same pattern than in the West, where complete synthesis, itself 

completely indistinct, shows some closeness to value distance. Asceticism is, as in West Germany, 

closely related to authoritarian materialism, which is a fact we can easily attribute to the groups* 

‘manliness’, their relatively high age and church commitment

1 1.3 Conclusions

Let us try, finally, to evaluate social power position of the collectives. W ith regard to ’old* inequality an 

assessment is relatively straightforward, because all the indicators assume a vertical, Le. hierarchical 

organisation of aspects of inequality. In contrast new inequalities are supposed to be organised 

horizontally, hence, their relation to inequality is only indirect through the coincidence of ascriptive 

aspects and aspects of hierarchically organised inequality. The following table makes an evaluation of

» Regarding the single variables included, see Table 11.9.
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collectives* relative social status and reports whether collectives are confronted with social 

inconsistencies or n o t Furthermore, it presents the class indicator that is most closely related to each 

respective value system and assesses the inter-generational mobility of value collectives. For all aspects 

of inequality, universal aspects (i.e. education, income, father's prestige and hierarchical self- 

evaluation), class-related inequality and new inequality it presents the highest percentage of correctly 

classified cases.

The Case o f West Germany

Table 11.15: A Summary: West German Value Collectives and Patterns of Inequality

Old Inequality New Inequality

Relative

Social
Storm

Social

incornisi

ondes

Max.

Predict
Untv.

Aspects
Relationship 

to Class

Max.
Predict

Class

Aspects.

Social 

Relation 
to Father

Max. Predict 

New Inequality

PMt-
tmterUMim

high Yes 615
Self-Directed

Labour 83.3
danger of 

downward
mobility

40.7

Moderatimi
relatively

high No 0.6
Self-Directed

Labour 36.0
status

msmtensnen 12.9

Welfare
Statimi

high Yes 46.2
Inside-Outside
Self-Directed 60.0

upward
mobility 24.0

Candle te 
Syntheris

avenge-
No 10.9 none -

modest
toward
mobility

11.4

O d m b U'
■Him avenge + No 1.6

Self-Directed
Labour 22.7

■tatua
maintenance 3.4

CanaervaL
Synthrds

relatively
lew No 27.1

Self-Directed
^bw ir 50.0

■tains
m ijw lw w

20.4
Value
Distance avenge + Yes 9.0

Matusi
labour 324

status
miinliwM i

16.8
AutfaerlL
Materialism low No 21.7

Inside-Outside 
Manual labor 57.1

■tatua
mamienaioe 3 8 5

Ascetic
Canaerrattam

relatively
high No 18.2

Means of 
Production 25.0

■tatui
maintenance 16.4

Dtaappotmed
Materialism low No 28.6

Manual labour 
Self-Directed 100.0

downward
mobility 42.3

To start once again with the West, postmateriaUsts are the young, female, urbanised and secularised 

educational elite of W est German society, because in spite o f the clear imbalance between education and 

income (caused maybe by the female dominance), postmaterialism is located on the very top of the 

societal hierarchy. Moreover, postmaterialists have fathers who already belonged to the most privileged 

groups of society, whilst their slightly below-average income returns and their only modest integration 

within the labour market renders postmaterialism a group which suffers from status inconsistencies and 

one which is, partly at least, vulnerable to downward mobility. In short postmaterialism is closely 

related to aspects of ‘old’ inequality, which is a  surprising finding, because more often, postmaterialism 

is equated with new values, new inequalities and new cleavage structures (e.g. Inglehart 1977, 

Hildebrandt/Dalton 1979, Herz 1987). This is obviously not incorrect However, taking the percentage of 

correctly classified cases as the point of reference, postmaterialism is more predictable due to its
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location in old structures of inequality (about 60%) than in new elements of inequality (about 40%). 

Moreover, its position is far more extreme with regard to the former, because no other collective is as 

deeply embedded in achievement related inequality as postmaterialists. Concerning new inequality, 

postmaterialists share the top position with authoritarian and disappointed materialists. Indeed, their 

relatively extreme position on both dimensions seems to suggest that old and new inequalities are 

mutually reinforcing. Postmaterialists can easily justify their privileged position by a  reference to their 

outstanding educational achievements, hence, they can argue that privilege is deserved. On the other 

hand, they can just as easily criticise and protest against lack of income returns and labour market 

integration on the basis of unjustified gender and age discrimination. They can also claim that exclusion 

is based illegitimately on factors not related to achievement Postmaterialism is moreover strongly 

related to class-based inequality. To reiterate, indicators of class position are relevant only for a small 

majority of the West German population (54%), because all those individuals who are not somehow 

integrated into the labour market are not assessed. In the case of postmaterialism it means that all 

postmaterialists that work at least part-time are classified correctly to a level of 83 percent, thus self- 

directed labour is an almost perfect discriminator over employed postmaterialists.

Moderates are almost exclusively related to systems of 'old* inequality, because in spite of their vicinity 

to postmaterialism, there is one huge difference between the two, i.e., moderates are consistently 

privileged. The level of privilege remains clearly below the advantages accumulated by postmaterialists, 

however, moderates are not confronted with status inconsistencies. It is a pattern of, inherited, privilege 

that is unrelated to ascriptive aspects of inequality. Moreover, the relationship with 'old* inequality is 

only an indirect one that exists through the group's structural vicinity to postmaterialism. Moderates are 

like postmaterialists, only much weaker, related to the class divide between self-directed and closely 

supervised work.

Welfare statism, then, is a very peculiar case. Low education, working class positions, low labour 

market integration and occupational prestige go hand in hand with enormous incomes. In short, welfare 

statism is a reversed reflection of postmaterialism. How shall we treat these extreme inconsistencies? 

Income, we said, is the most straightforward indicator concerning life quality. Thus, welfare statism  has 

to be understood as extremely privileged, notwithstanding, or despite, low educational achievements and 

an unfavourable family background. Indeed, no other value collective has experienced upward mobility 

to such an extent Moreover, welfare statists are not particularly strongly related to systems o f new 

inequality, although the few systematic relations that do exist are once again extreme. Seventy percent 

of welfare statists are women, which fact can explain, to some extent, the low educational achievement 

and the lack of labour market integration. Welfare statists, partly at least, profit not from their own 

upward mobility but enjoy the upward mobility of a presumably well-integrated, high salaried and full

time employed husband or partner. Class mechanisms are also present, because welfare statism increases 

its social particularity when we consider the dichotomies between insiders and outsiders and self- 

directed and closely supervised labour. According to Bourdieu, the gender bias, in combination with
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their slightly over-aged composition* will make welfare statism an increasingly marginalised group. 

Previously, we described this pattern as the incarnation of the welfare consensus o f the 1950s and 1960s, 

hence, there are parallels between a  declining consent model and the simultaneous marginalisation, in  

the form o f ‘femalisation’ and ‘dying out’, o f its major carrier group.

Not surprisingly, the realm of value synthesis represents the average of the W est German population, 

complete and conservative synthesis slightly below, consensuaUsm slightly above. We can even include 

the collective of value distance in this circle of averageness. Social structurally, synthesis and value 

distance are, similarly, located in the middle of the societal hierarchy. Interestingly, this central position 

was already a characteristic of their fathers. In all cases, new inequality plays no or only a  marginal role. 

The realm of synthesis is also the realm for which labour market related processes o f privilege and 

disadvantage play no significant role. Only value distance shows a modest class basis that rests on the 

group’s tendency to do manual labour. However, there is one exception to mention: conservative 

synthesis is, with regard to both new and old inequality, structurally closer to authoritarian materialism 

than to its twin patterns of value synthesis, which coincides with the collective’s politically biased 

exclusion o f values. In many instances, therefore, conservative synthesis appears to be somewhat more 

an additional pattern of the right-conservative realm of value selection than one o f all-embracing value 

approval or rejection. Moreover, conservative synthesis is surprisingly strongly related to the dichotomy 

between self-directed and closely supervised work.

Authoritarian materialism, then, is strongly related to old and new aspects of inequality, because it is 

the pattern o f the badly educated male worker who hails from a working class background, living in the 

north of W est Germany. With the exception o f exclusively labour market related aspects of inequality 

(the inside-outside distinction and the class divide between manual and non-manual work), authoritarian 

materialism is more deeply embedded in aspects of new inequality (predictability o f about 40%) than old 

inequality (about 20%). This is again surprising, because the supposedly ‘new* value pattern o f 

postmaterialism for all its emphasis on so-called modem values is predominantly situated in dimensions 

of old inequality. The ‘old* values put forward by the ‘traditional’ value collective o f authoritarian 

materialism seem more closely related to patterns of ‘new* inequality. On first sight, this appears to be 

an extremely amazing finding. How shall we interpret this inconsistency between value patterns and 

socio-structural location?

Social Mobility, the Status Quo and the Battle over Meaning

We can only understand this apparent contradiction if we concentrate on the value collectives’ role in 

the societal struggle over meaning. In this sense, postmaterialism would be a historically privileged 

group that is vulnerable to downward mobility and, hence, challenges the societal status quo on the level 

o f its major values in order to re-establish its leading position. Such an explanation has some evidence in 

its support, because postmaterialists are young and female, and therefore, particularly confronted by

* Indeed, welfare statism is over-represented in the age cohorts over 56 years.
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mechanisms of exclusion in an environment o f deteriorating economic conditions. They invested lots of 

time and energy in education (because education is a mean of self-realisation?, or because they know it 

is the only way to achieve privilege?). Considering the huge proportion of women in this group, one may 

even think that the issue is less a question of status maintenance than one of first access to 

father/husband/partner-independent privilege. Generally, a radical value system is supposed to originate 

from the lower strata and challenge the hegemony of the ruling classes (see Parkin 1972), but 

postmaterialism is, undoubtedly, a radical value system and, yet, it is undoubtedly a value system that 

originates from the advantaged classes in W est German society. Concerning their value preferences, 

however, the socio-structurally privileged group of postmaterialists is as marginalised as any lower 

class' value pattern. However, they conduct their struggle over meaning from a rather privileged 

position, thus, we may expea them to be far more powerful and successful than similarly radical value 

systems that are championed by lower classes. In sum, we must understand postmaterialism as a 

collective that wants radical changes, changes that, accidentally or intentionally, would cement or re

establish their inherited and (education-wise) achieved position of privilege.

W hilst postmaterialists conducts an offensive action, authoritarian materialism is caught in a rearguard 

action. Frank Parkin would describe authoritarian materialism as the typical example of a working class 

section that reacts to its subordinate position with deferential values. However, we would argue that 

there is more to this value system than just a  perfect adaptation to a lifelong experience of exposure to 

external authorities. Authoritarian materialists are that part o f the working class who, in contrast to 

welfare statists, have not succeeded to profit from the Social Democrat welfare consensus of previous 

decades. The tremendous expansion o f the educational system and growing levels o f prosperity were 

processes that completely bypassed authoritarian materialism, and now that they see themselves 

approaching retirement age and being still on the bottom of the societal ladder. In the context o f West 

Germany and its enormous increase in productivity and wealth during the first three decades after the 

Second World War, the case of authoritarian materialism appears to be one of failure. Thus, 

authoritarian values may be emphasised in order to retain self-esteem, because only values of duty and 

acceptance can legitimise a societal position that would otherwise look like an open failure. Ideals of 

self-realisation and autonomy are the natural enemies of this collective, because self-realisation is not 

only on the very bottom of the agenda of a collective that strives mainly for its material well-being, the 

ideal o f self-realisation itself is a strong reaction against lifestyles dominated by full-time employment in 

manual and low prestige occupations with little income returns. To believe in the ideals o f self- 

realisation and autonomy, put forward by a prestigious young and socially ambitious elite, means that 

authoritarian materialists must acknowledge that they are trapped in life conditions that make them 

unable to achieve such ideals. A concept of a society that is based on obedience and pre-determination, 

on the other hand, renders the own fate a matter unrelated to will and manpower, hence, there need be no 

issue o f success or failure. In this sense, authoritarian materialists fight for a society that allows them to
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keep their pride in spite of their low achievement and an increasingly marginalised position with regard 

to age.

Ascetic conservatism is a  collective of apparently modest privilege. However, considering the average 

age (more than 51 years) and the high proportion of retired people amongst them (28%), ascetic 

conservatism has to be understood as a  previously, or historically, highly privileged group that, even 

more than welfare statists and authoritarian materialists, is about to vanish from the societal theatre o f 

West German society. Taking the huge structural similarities into account, ascetic conservatism appears 

as the ‘parental’ value pattern of postmaterialism, because ascetic conservatives were the privileged 

group of their day. They are highly educated (particularly considering their age), predominantly 

occupied in academic free professions and self-employment and are recruited from already privileged 

family backgrounds. Moreover, they are predominantly male Protestants with strong church 

commitment Besides, it is a pattern that hardly reproduces itself.”  Having said all that we prefer to 

understand asceticism and postmaterialism not as equal competitors but rather as an expression of a 

generational conflict within one, the privileged, strata of society, because postmaterialists are the new, 

improperly integrated elite of West German society which challenges the sentiments o f duty and 

achievement and the religiosity of their predecessors that still occupy, and from their perspective, block 

many of the most prestigious positions that society has available.

Finally, disappointed materialism, which occupies the social counter-position to postmaterialism. 

Whilst postmaterialists are the, female, elite o f the younger population fighting for societal change and 

establishment of privilege in the face o f older already integrated collectives, disappointed materialism 

comprises the anti-elite of the younger generations. Like postmaterialism it is deeply rooted in patterns 

of new inequality and both are structurally closely related, i.e., they are the urbanised, secularised youth. 

However, with regard to ‘old’ inequalities postmaterialists and disappointed materialists come from 

different planets: low education3* and extremely low incomes are coupled with peculiar exposure to the 

mechanisms of exclusion, which makes disappointed materialists the m ajor losers o f the economic crises 

that shook West German economy in the previous decades. Moreover, whilst postmaterialists fight in 

order to sustain privilege, disappointed materialists fight against marginalisation and exclusion. Once 

again, a dimension o f generational conflict is involved, because the positions they want and can have 

(with regard to their education) are occupied by welfare statists, authoritarian materialists and, 

especially, conservative synthesists with whom disappointed materialism has the closest socio-structural 

relationship. Interestingly, both groups, postmaterialists and disappointed materialists, lead this ‘war of 

position* by strongly rejecting duty and obedience values. Both groups want to change society, hence, 

they choose to attack the majoritarian consensus, hence, they feel that they cannot burden themselves 

with sentiments of duty and acceptance, because neither accept the traditional distribution of social roles

77 For example, sixteen percent of asceticists are younger than 35 years (in general: 33%).
33 Admittedly, educational levels are only modestly below average. However, the disadvantages are huge when 
the age distribution is considered. Of all postmaterialists younger than 35 years, 62% have the ‘Abitur*. Roughly 
50% of disappointed materialists left school with the lowest graduation possible (‘Hauptschule’).
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and both want different values to matter. W hilst postmaterialists dream of a world of self-realising, 

autonomous and politically active citizens, disappointed materialists want, far more modestly, a 

prosperous life that allows individuals to do whatever they w ant In other words, whilst disappointed 

materialists fight material constraints, postmaterialists fight constraints o f power and expression. 

Modernity, Ideology, Gentler and Age

Finally, let us refer to several curiosities involved in this structural location of value collectives. As a 

rule, the privileged, the ones on the top of the hierarchy are politically on the left and believe in so- 

called ‘modem’ values, whilst the ones of the bottom tend towards conservative ‘traditional’ values. 

There are two exceptions to this rule, because ascetic conservatives are privileged and conservative, 

whilst welfare statists were once under-privileged and are on the le ft There are many explanations for 

this phenomenon. Kohn et al. (1982) would explain it through working experiences that foster self- 

directed, reflexive and autonomous life orientations in higher prestigious jobs and deferential attitudes in 

subordinate work conditions. Inglehart (e.g. 1977) would refer to the material satisfaction of the 

privileged that produces ‘post-materialist* values of self-realisation, autonomy and political 

involvement Hence, this finding is only surprising if one applies a Marxist approach and relates 

dominant classes to conservative status quo-orientations and the working class to progressivism and 

innovation. Indeed, two groups match this M arxist belief, welfare statists and ascetic conservatives. This 

is straightforward in the case of asceticism, because they are privileged and stick to ‘traditional* values, 

whilst welfare statists are on the top and clearly status quo oriented, if one interprets the persistence on 

the welfare ideals of re-distribution and societal solidarity as a defence o f a status quo. However, welfare 

statists have a clear working class history, hence, they are socio-structurally closer to the right- 

conservative realm of ‘traditional* value orientations.

Having said that, there is a second curiosity that deserves maybe even more attention, because the top 

positions with ‘modem* values tend to be dominated by women. This is hardly detectable in the case of 

moderatism, but clearly so with regard to postmaterialism and welfare statism. In contrast, lower 

positions and status quo orientations are the domain of men. A huge male bias also characterises 

authoritarian materialism, this bias being smaller but still not negligible with regard to ascetic 

conservatism and even disappointed materialists are slightly more likely to be male, an amazing 

coincidence which is clearly a case in point in favour of new inequality theory. Indeed, the gender divide 

seems to be one of the most salient cleavages in contemporary West German society. In other words, 

gender is related to differential value systems and it is, likewise, related to a  differential distribution of 

privilege and disadvantage, Indeed, there is strong evidence against the thesis of the diminishing 

importance of the gender issue (e.g. Bilden 1991). Interestingly, it is the status quo patterns that are 

dominated by men (exception: disappointed materialism) and the status quo challenging patterns that 

attract women (exception: welfare statism).

A similar conclusion can be drawn with regard to the age divide, because two collectives suffer 

disproportionately from processes of exclusion one of which, disappointed materialism, has actually
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experienced downward mobility while the second, postmaterialism, is extremely vulnerable to a 

situation where they are unable to reproduce parental status. M oreover, notwithstanding the dramatically 

different social status o f both groups, we observe patterns o f exclusion that are based on age, both on the 

top and on the very bottom of the societal hierarchy. In both instances, younger cohorts stand against the 

‘old’ establishment In short gender and age are salient elements in contemporary Germany's 'w ar of 

position*.

Old and New Inequality: Shift or Mutual Reinforcement?

How shall we assess the relationship between new and old aspects of inequality? To give the most 

obvious impression firs t there is no single value collective that is dominated exclusively by patterns of 

horizontally organised inequality. Whenever a collective is based on 'new ' inequality it is likewise 

related to achievement related, vertical aspects o f privilege and disadvantage. However, this argument is 

valid in both directions, because, equally, there is no collective that is deeply embedded within old 

inequality without being related to new inequality. Hence, new and old, horizontal and vertical, achieved 

and ascriptive aspects o f inequality are generally mutually reinforcing. However, we can distinguish 

between collectives that are dominated by aspects of old inequality from those which are more strongly 

embedded in aspects of new inequality: postmaterialists and welfare statists tend towards old inequality, 

authoritarian and disappointed materialism towards new inequality. Having said that, all four collectives 

are also strongly related to labour inherent forms of class inequality. Hence, we can conclude that value 

collectives are either not at all, or only weakly, related to aspects o f social inequality or that they are 

deeply anchored in a complex interaction between all three forms of privilege and disadvantage.

The high significance o f class, the level of predictability varies between 37 and 100 percent with regard 

to these four collectives, signals an interesting particularity in contemporary value systems. Class may 

be completely irrelevant for a majority, however, value collectives possess a core element that is 

intimately related to inherent discrimination within the labour m arket However, interpretations can only 

be speculative. Obviously, class divisions are highly relevant for individuals who are integrated into the 

working process, but highly irrelevant for a large part of the W est German population. Consequently, we 

may want to understand the labour market as the nucleus for the formation o f value collectives, 

experiences on the job, we assume, being different from experiences that originate from income, 

inherited status or even education. The working place is, firstly, a meeting point o f individuals who are 

exposed to sim ilar experiences, hierarchies, and work duties. The working place is, secondly, the major 

space for experiences o f inferiority and superiority, dependence and independence, whereas common 

features based upon income, education or father's prestige are far less meaningful regarding networks of 

communication or shared experiences. Families with similar incomes, for example, may live in 

comparable neighbourhoods, visit similar shops and entertain similar leisure activities, though social 

encounters are neither formalised, obligatory, nor daily, as is the case with working relations. Moreover, 

in  a  society like West Germany where incomes dissect class structures (see e.g. the relatively low 

income of the otherwise highly privileged group o f postmaterialism, or the extremely high incomes of
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the working class collective of welfare statism), even those common features are increasingly blurred. 

Thus, we can understand the labour market, and as we have seen, in particular its discrimination betw een 

self-directed and closely supervised work, as the core of collective organisation. Prom the labour m arket 

value systems spread into areas unrelated or only indirectly related to the workplace (Le. through 

working experiences of relatives and peers). Thus, the class system lurks behind the battle over m eaning, 

even though a large part of the population remains outside of the labour m arket 

A second explanation would acknowledge the labour market’s significance with regard to contem porary 

value collectives, although it would treat the class system as a vanishing phenomenon in a  pluralised and 

individualised world in which iull-time employment and life-long labour market participation is an 

increasingly marginalised experience. It purports that prolonged educational careers, early retirem ent 

increasing opportunities for part-time employment and, moreover, decreasing daily working hours are 

making labour market experiences more and more peripheral to experiences which come from other 

areas of life. Indeed, the fact that almost half of the population is outside o f the labour market3* could be 

interpreted as proof of this thesis. However, the relationship between working experiences and value 

collectives is true for both ’old’ and ’young* collectives, for postmaterialists as well as authoritarian 

materialists, as it is equally true for collectives with high labour market integration and collectives who 

are disproportionally exposed to mechanisms of exclusions, e.g. authoritarian and disappointed 

materialists. Hence, no matter how few are concerned or how recently it was established, the link 

between labour and values is extremely robust

What we have to refute, however, is the belief that we can distinguish between class-based and 

lifeworld-based collectives, between value systems that are exclusively anchored in vertical stratification 

and others that are as exclusively embedded in new ’horizontal* aspects o f inequality, because aspects o f 

class, of old inequality and new inequality are intimately linked. Collectives are either related to a ll three 

or completely unrelated to aspects of inequality in general. We distinguish four collectives, 

postmaterialism, welfare statism, authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism , who are 

strongly embedded In relations o f privilege and disadvantage. O f those four, two, nam ely 

postmaterialism and welfare statism, are dominated by ’old* inequalities, whilst authoritarian and 

disappointed materialists are more closely related to ’new* inequalities. In any case, we have a  second 

group of value collectives, modernism, ascetic conservatism and conservative synthesis, which is only 

very weakly embedded within aspects of inequality. Value distance, complete synthesis and particularly 

consensualism show no relationship whatsoever.

Value Radicalism and Social Inequality

This leads us to our final conclusion. The more radical a value system, the stronger it is em bedded 

within systems o f inequality. Indeed, all four, postmaterialism, welfare statism, authoritarian and 

disappointed materialism possess value systems that are characterised by an extreme celebration o f som e 

values and strong rejection of others. More balanced or moderate forms of value selection as perform ed

1« In our sample, 54 percent of all West Germans and East Germans are either full-time or part-time employed.
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by moderates« asceticists and conservative synthesists are also far more balanced and moderate with 

regard to their social composition« whilst the realm of synthesis« finally« as well as the West German 

value distance« is socially indistinct, reflecting an average, representative sample of the population. 

Hence, we find the same hierarchy as that o f ‘action ability': the collectives who are the most closely 

related to attitudes and political participation are also those most closely related to social inequality.

How can we explain this phenomenon? In order to sustain a radical value system, i.e., a value system 

that challenges the mainstream, close networks of communication and contact with like-minded persons 

are a necessity. Thus, radical value systems create a little world of their own value consensus. In other 

words, in the social environment o f postmaterialists, postmaterialism is the mainstream. In the social 

environment of authoritarian materialism, values of duty, wealth and obedience make sense. The 

extremer the views, the more social change is desired, the stronger is a group's embodiment in common 

life experiences. Those common experiences, through shared working conditions, comparable 

educational careers, similar living conditions, gender roles or generational experiences, are not only the 

breeding ground for shared interpretations o f the world, they are also a necessity in order to retain those 

radical views, views that isolated individuals could not manage to maintain. In short, radical value 

systems depend heavily upon social interaction and communication with like-minded persons.

Do those close networks of communication and shared experiences contain the possibility of class 

formation? This leads us back to the awkward question of how to define a class. Obviously, a  distinction 

between ‘new ' (i.e. lifeworld related) and ‘old* (i.e. class or achievement related) aspects of inequality is 

not empirically meaningful, because both dimensions are strongly interwoven. This leaves us with two 

further possibilities: firstly, a collective may be a  class when it is strongly related to inequality and when 

different aspects o f inequality execute a mutually reinforcing im pact A second definition would be 

traditionally M arxist i.e., a collective is a  class if  it is strongly related to inherent labour market 

processes o f discrimination.*0 Interestingly, both 'definitions' lead to the same empirical resu lt because 

postmaterialism, welfare statism, authoritarian and disappointed materialism would qualify as classes or 

class embryos. In all four cases old and new aspects of inequality mutually reinforce each other and all 

four value collectives show a strong relationship with inherent labour market processes of 

discrimination. Indeed, with regard to postmaterialism such an interpretation is anything but original, 

because many scholars treat postmaterialism as a new emerging ‘middle class', as the "core social base 

of postmodern politics'* (Betz 1991: 71). Featherstone describes postmaterialism as an attempt to 

reconstitute the symbolic order in their own favour, hence, it is both "politics o f a  class as well as on 

behalf of a class" (1989: 125). Others stress the class basis of postmaterialism but deny the class 

character of 'new* politics. Thus, it is described as "a politics of a class but not on behalf o f a class" 

(Offe 1985:833).

Therefore, the definition o f collective phenomena as classes seems to be more a matter o f taste and 

personal point of view than based upon clear-cut analytical criteria. Empirically, and maybe also

* The problem of ‘definition’ is extensively discussed in Chapter 9.
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conceptually, it seems to be more appropriate to think in terms of value collectives as either not at all 

related to social inequality, only weakly related or strongly embedded within inequality. We have seen 

that the latter, that is those strongly embedded within inequality, are, at their core, also strongly 

influenced by class distinctions created by the labour m arket More interesting than a discussion 

concerning the possible existence o f classes, is the striking coincidence between a value collective's 

extremism or radicalism and its anchorage within the social structure. In other words, the more radical, 

i.e. the more selective, a value system, the higher its ability to “make a difference” (Giddens 1984: 14), 

the closer are its networks of communication, the more similar the experiences which it draws from. We 

would like to abstain from simple causal explanations, although one could explain the development of 

shared value orientations by common interaction and shared experiences. However, it is those networks 

and experiences that keep value collectives alive. The more radical a value system, we argue, the more 

eseential the close networks of communication and contact In any case, communication and personal 

interaction are one solution to the classic 'collective action problem*. Shared values are a second 

solution. In the case of radical value collectives all three conditions are present: shared values, shared 

action potential and common networks and experiences. Hence, it is reasonable for us to assume that 

postmaterialism, welfare statism, authoritarian materialism and disappointed materialism are West 

Germany’s value collectives with the highest potential 'to  make a difference'. The battle over meaning, 

in Featherstone's words the battle over the "symbolic order'* can be led from the re-assuring security of a 

closed and supportive network. These four collectives have the strongest value preferences, i.e., they 

clearly know what they want and what they do not w ant They also have access to the most favourable 

networks of support although some o f these networks accumulate privilege and others disadvantage. 

Postmaterialists have access to different sources of social power than disappointed materialists, and this 

different quality of sources may be decisive concerning the battle's outcome. Although in spite o f the 

groups* respective social positions, it is likely that these four groups will be the most committed 

competitors in society's battle over meaning.
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The Case of East Germany

Finally« we would like to contrast W est German evidence with the case of Hast Germany. Can we 

transfer these interpretations to the East German society?

Table 11.16: A Summary: East German Value Collectives and Patterns o f Inequality
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Inequality
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Disappeared
Materialism
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Yes 19.0 Inside-Outside
Self-Directed

66.7
danger of 
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31.1

What we have seen is a relatively surprising degree of parallell development between East and West 

Germany. Why this is surprising« is because all previous evidence portrayed East Germany as a society 

that is deeply and systematically different from W est Germany. In particular we saw a relatively value 

homogeneous society that successfully limited conflict and dissent to its outer margins. Moreover, we 

know that roughly four decades of Socialist policy have created far more homogeneous living conditions 

and, hence, we expected that widespread value consensus would be one of the outcomes of such 

processes of homogenisation. However, we have to qualify these hypotheses substantially, because the 

interaction between value collectives and social structure is perfectly comparable in both East and W est 

Thus, with regard to East Germany, we can not support the “social vacuum hypothesis" (Frentzel- 

Zagorska 1985:95), because values are obviously not randomly distributed over social strata. O f course, 

Table 11.16 reveals that far fewer value collectives than in the W est have a strong socio-structural 

location. However, the table also reveals that whenever a value collective departs from the general value 

consensus, its location within inequality is a t least as profound as is found in the W est The marginal 

collectives of postmaterialism and value distance depart most radically from the general value consensus
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with both collectives being deeply embedded within varying aspects of inequality. Thus, we must refute 

the hypothesis of the “complete dissociation of values from ... social classes** (Nowak 1981: 27), 

because both radical value systems provide clear counter-proof against this thesis, it is not dissociation 

which is the case but homogenisation on the basis of values. Indeed, according to West German 

evidence, we formulated the rule that soda! embodiment is the stronger the more radical a value system 

is, the difference between East and West Germany being not that this rule is inapplicable in East 

Germany, but that there are less radical value systems. West Germany is composed of four radical values 

systems, three of which located in the centre of society (postmaterialism, welfare statism and 

authoritarian materialism) and only one on the margins (disappointed materialism). In East Germany, all 

radical value systems are marginal, whilst the basic relationship between value collectives and social 

structure remains the same.

Furthermore, similarities between East and West are not only focused upon this systematic relationship, 

but appear in many other details. To re-state, East German and West German postmaterialism are, socio- 

structurally speaking, almost identical. The same is true with regard to moderar ism, complete synthesis 

and particularly consensual!sm which are as average as in the West, and ‘traditional’ value patterns are 

located at a relatively low level in the societal hierarchy. The similarities go even further, because there 

is a similar female bias on the top of the social ladder and comparable ‘manliness’ on the bottom ranks, 

whilst the ‘young* collective of postmaterialism fights against exclusion from a position of privilege, 

value distance and disappointed materialism, both also relatively young, are confronted with 

mechanisms of exclusion operating at the end of the societal hierarchy.

The Remains of a Class Society

Moreover, we see the same mutual reinforcement taking place between different dimensions of 

inequality, because value collectives are either embedded within all three universal aspects, Le.. ‘old’ 

inequality, class divisions and ‘new’ inequality, or in none of them. There is, however, one exception to 

this rule, because the entire realm of ’traditionalism', Le., authoritarian materialism, asceticism and 

disappointed materialism, is predominantly related to class inequality without being particularly strongly 

linked to universal aspects of old inequality or new inequality in general, which Is a clear deviation from 

the West German case. In other words, five out of nine East German value collectives are strongly 

related to inherent labour market processes of stratification, the exceptions being moderation and all 

three forms of value synthesis. Thus, class-related inequality concerns not only radical value systems. 

On the contrary, in the West only the four radical value systems proved to be linked to the class 

structure. We must assume, therefore, that the reality of class has a higher salience in a post-Socialist 

society than in the capitalist West. There is another observation that seems to support this thesis, because 

in spite of the current high rates of unemployment. East German society was a working society, w ith 

part-time or unemployment having been marginal phenomena. Hence, in comparison to the W est, far 

more East Germans have experienced labour market participation and, hence, were exposed to the
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labour market’s class structure. This is no longer the case today, although we can easily assume that the 

class divide is, or rather was. a reality for far more East Germans than the roughly fifty percent who 

work full-time or part-tim e today.

How can we account for such a counter-intuitive finding that the, ideologically at least, ‘classless’ 

society produced stronger class divisions than the capitalist West? An explanation can be found in the 

homogenising impact o f socialist policy with regard to universal aspects of inequality. As we have seen, 

the income distribution is far more even than in the West, although education is stratified as in the W est, 

however, deliberate and changing policies have blurred the correlation between social origins and 

educational careers.’ 1 Therefore, income, and also education, are relatively bad discriminators in the East 

German context Having said th a t East Germany was a  society of full-time employment and 

economically differentiated in a similar manner to that in W est Germany. Hence, if  universal indicators 

are evenly distributed over different occupations, the distinction is inevitably a qualitative distinction, 

thus, based not upon income returns but on profiles and characteristics of employment For example. 

W est German academics earn on average 2.400 DM per month more than West German workers, whilst 

the equivalent income gap in East Germany is only 1.000 DM per month. The highest educated 

occupational group in West Germany has 3.8 years of education more than the low est whilst in East 

Germany, the two groups differ by 3.1 years. In short universal indicators are far better discriminators in 

the West than in the E ast Consequently, qualitative criteria of labour as captured by the diverse 

concepts of class became the predominant social distinctions. Thus, we argue that East Germany is not a 

more class-based society than West Germany, but the equalisation o f general living conditions led to the 

contradictory result that class-related mechanisms of privilege and disadvantage became more 

important

The War of Position

Having said that, we are talking only about a minority of the German population. W hat is the role of the 

‘moderate* value collectives with moderate value preferences which are more weakly embedded in 

social structure? How will moderatism, ascetic conservatism and conservative synthesis interfere in this 

value struggle? Finally, what is the role o f the non-distinct groups, Le., the ones without real preferences 

who want everything at the same time? In other words, the ones who represent the average German 

citizen.

The struggle over meaning, the battle concerning the symbolic order, is first of all a ‘war of position*. 

We should understand societal conflicts not primarily as conflicts between different and opposing 

radical value systems, but as a battle in which radical value systems try to create coalitions with other 

value systems and social groups in order to  establish cultural hegemony. In modem, pluralised, 

individualised and highly differentiated societies, we argue, hegemony will never be total but always 

concern only aspects and parts of the symbolic order. Secondly, hegemony will be temporary and

i t For more details, see Chapter 10, p. ?ff.
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fragüe. Id other words, there will never be an end or an ultimate solution to value conflicts, because due 

to the contested nature of values, modem societies will inherently tend towards value conflict.“  We have 

seen that value conflicts have their major protagonists, several potential coalition partners and a strong 

minority in the centre of society that avoids or escapes this basic conflictuality of modem values through 

all-embracing value synthesis. Can we say more about the fields in which conflicts will be fought most 

intensively? Which coalitions may form in defence of which values? Are the socially privileged more 

successful than the disadvantaged?

The concluding chapter of this thesis systematises these analyses and develops a snapshot of the 

cleavage structure in contemporary Germany.

n This argument is fully elaborated in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER 12

Conclusions: Who with Whom against Whom - The Cleavage Structure of 
Contemporary Germany

This final and concluding chapter serves three different purposes. Firstly, it briefly summarises the 

empirical evidence o f the previous chapters by concentrating on the three levels or steps that provided 

the basic structure for this thesis: the existence of conflictual value systems, their relationship to action 

ability and, finally, their socio-structural embeddedness in aspects of inequality. A second section 

attempts to systematise these analyses and relates value conflicts to the cleavage structure of 

contemporary German society by Gramsei’s notion of the ‘war o f position’ and by investigating the 

alliances and coalitions that may establish themselves in order to defend or challenge certain societal 

ideals. Throughout this second section we particularly focus on the East-West dimension. Many of the 

previous analyses and interpretations implicitly assumed that unification never took place and treated 

East and West Germany as separate entities.1 This final chapter attempts to overcome this inevitable 

analytical distinction by investigating into the main sources of conflict in the united Germany. It 

assesses whether value disagreement is, indeed, mainly a characteristics of Western sub-society, or 

whether conflicts cross back and forth over the East-West border, or whether value conflict is 

predominantly a conflict between East and W est

12.1 A Brief Summary of Previous Results 

Conflict and Consensus in East and West Germany

To put it very simple, conflict is a characteristic of the West, consensus the privilege of the E ast In West 

Germany, both value selection and value conflict are a normal feature of mainstream society. Indeed, 

until recently, East Germany could successfully limit cultural disagreement to its very margins. In both 

societies a majoritarian group performed value synthesis, with roughly fifty percent of West and East 

Germans displaying some form of value integration. Against this, a plurality of radical value systems 

formulate clear preferences and antipathies. In West Germany, this opposition to contingency and the 

mainstream mix of 'old* and 'new1 beliefs is clearly multi-dimensional and cacophonous. Indeed, the lines 

o f value conflict contradict any simple left-right, old-new or modem-traditional dichotomy. The society 

o f intersectional circles Is split into two equally strong halves: value synthesis stands against a  realm of 

manifold over-lapping and criss-crossing lines of conflict

On the other hand, the authoritarian and pate malising experience of four decades o f Socialism left deep 

traces in the value orientations o f its citizenry, because the few non-marginalised value-selective

1 The structure of our data set made such a procedure necessary. With 1.000 respondents East Germans are in 
comparison to West Germans (1.500 respondents) heavily over-sampled. Hence, all statistical analyses had to base 
upon the societies separately because an unweighted treatment of our respondents would not reflect a 
representative sample of contemporary Germany.
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meaning systems are far closer to the majoritarian patterns of value synthesis, preferences and 

antipathies being less clearly spelled out and, with only one exception, copying the dominant pattern in 

East German society. To that end, East Germany is characterised by a lack of plurality in general and a  

lack of'modem* or 'new* meaning systems in particular, strong dissent being a marginal phenomenon.

The Societal Relevance of Meaning Systems

What is the actual relevance of diverging and conflicting meaning systems? The crucial question is 

whether cultural dissent actually can "make a  difference" as Giddens would formulate it (1984: 16). Are 

value systems decisive actors in society's struggle over meaning? Our argument rests on the assumption 

that struggles and conflicts are never purely metaphysical, because if  abstract interpretations and values 

clash, the actual conflict will be a conflict manifest on the level o f concrete issues, policies and actions. 

Value systems which are unrelated to those less abstract problems. Le. meaning systems that do not 

translate common dispositions into action, are irrelevant actors in this struggle over meaning.

Chapter 8  showed a strong and consistent relationship between the value selectivity or radicalism o f a 

value collective and its (potential) societal relevance. As we could see, "the clear impossibility o f 

reacting to the manifold demands of social life with their own value-laden standards leads value 

synthesists towards conformism" (Chapter 8 : 210). All-embracing value integration displays two 

particularities: feelings of insecurity and estrangement when confronted with a world perceived as too 

complex and the tendency to adapt to strict community norms and the 'majority'. Therefore, the inability 

to choose between different values, to apply preferences in a hierarchical order o f validity, is doomed to  

provoke either alienation and/or patterns o f conformist behaviour. Consequently, we interpreted value 

selection as a "form o f selective rationalisation of modem values that aims to re-establish meaning and 

action ability, as a counter to a contingent and contradictory universe of values" (Chapter 8 : 211). We 

found an almost linear relationship between the radicalism of value selection and a  collective's ability to 

develop dispositions concerning "action in concert" (Parsons/Shils 1962b: 1921T.). The most radical 

value systems such as for example West and East German postmaterialism and Western welfare statism 

and authoritarian materialism have more in common than more moderate value selective collectives 

such as moderatism and ascetic conservatism, the latter being clearly closer to "making a difference" 

than the entire realm o f value synthesis. "In other words, a straightforward and logically consistent value 

pattern (e.g. no duty, high stress on self-realisation) provides better solutions to choice dilemmas than 

more moderate patterns (e.g. a little bit o f duty and much of self-realisation). Non-selective patterns (e.g. 

high stress on both duty and self-realisation), however, miss their function as guiding principles and are 

inadequate in handling the contingencies o f modem life" (Chapter 8 : 213). Four out o f flve West 

German value selective collectives (postmaterialism, welfare statism, authoritarian materialism and 

moderatism) and the marginal pattern of disappointed materialism proved to be closely related to 

agency. In East Germany, only the two marginal collectives of postmaterialism and value distance are 

able to 'make a difference', the failure o f its non-marginalised value-selective collectives like
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moderatism and authoritarian materialism being a function of the far more homogeneous and value- 

integrative structure o f these patterns, that allow only limited solutions to choice dilemmas.

Social Inequality and Power

Let us for a moment recapitulate our major argument We started from the assumption that modem 

societies are inherently and inevitably value conflictual. In the battle over meaning, value collectives are 

the major actors. As we could demonstrate, not all value collectives are relevant actors with regard to 

this struggle over cultural hegemony, but only value selective collectives have the ability to 'make a 

difference'. Understanding value collectives as actors that compete in a cultural market o f meaning, 

automatically provokes the issue o f the power position of value collectives. Once again, the argument 

was very simple, because everything being equal, meaning systems that are promoted by privileged 

strata have a  higher chance of penetrating society as a whole than have under-privileged strata's 

conceptions o f the world. Chapter 11 showed, firstly, an amazingly stable coincidence between different 

forms of inequality, with old and new, vertical and hierarchical, achieved and ascriptive aspects of 

privilege and disadvantage being closely interrelated, and with no single value collective being 

exclusively related to only one of those aspects. Secondly, the strength of this relationship is determined 

by the radicalism of a value collective, i.e., the more selective, the more radical a meaning system is, the 

closer relations to and communications with like-minded and structurally similarly positioned 

individuals. This relationship, we argued, is crucial in the case of radical value systems, because close 

networks of communication and interaction assure, firstly, the survival of radical values that isolated 

individuals could not manage to maintain and, secondly, creates a mini-world of value consensus. In 

other words, the more frequently and consistently like-minded individuals move in close networks, the 

higher is the probability that radical views are protected from diverging approaches and can be perceived 

as 'common sense'.

In West Germany, three minoritarian meaning systems, postmaterialism, welfare statism and 

authoritarian materialism, and one marginal value collective (disappointed materialism) proved to be 

radical, as able to ‘make a difference* and intimately linked to aspects o f inequality, the same being true 

for two marginal collectives of the E ast postmaterialism and value distance.

To re-iterate, in contemporary societies values are conflictual and contested. Value collectives, that are 

able to translate abstract principles into more concrete political issues and debates, play a significant role 

in societies* battle over the 'symbolic order*, whilst radical meaning systems exist and flourish in 

relatively close networks of communication and interaction with like-minded persons. These networks, 

finally, accumulate privilege and disadvantage to different degrees.

Several questions have not yet been systematically addressed. Where are the main lines of conflict in 

contemporary German society? W hat are the coalitions and alliances that emerge in the defence of 

certain principles? Which radical value systems are most successful competitors in this *war of position', 

hence, can convince less radical value systems to join their case? Finally, is it possible to deduce from
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the strength of alliances that radical value systems can organise and from their relative social position, 

their privileged or disadvantaged status, a  profile of dominating or hegemonous values that will 

influence society's further prospects?

12.2 The Cleavage Structure of Contemporary Germany: A Theoretical Introduction 

"Cleavages are the criteria which divide the members of a community or subcommunity into groups, and 

the relevant cleavages are those which divide members into groups with important political differences 

at specific times and places" (Rae/Taylor 1970: 1). This 'classical' treatment distinguishes between three 

different types of cleavage, ascriptive or trait cleavages, attitudinal or opinion cleavages and behavioural 

or act cleavages. The second type of cleavage, that, according to Rae and Taylor, organises society in 

consensus and dissent types, was the major concern of this thesis. However, we would tend to agree w ith 

Bartolini and Mair and accuse this tri-partite distinction o f being artificial. To quote in some detail: 

"Thus, the imputed opposition between Value' cleavages on the one hand, and 'economic' cleavages on 

the other, obscures more than it reveals; it seems self-evident that value differences and conflicts are 

dramatically present in all cleavages, since none is either wholly 'economic' or 'demographic"* (1990: 

214).* Consequently, the authors put forward a three dimensional concept o f cleavage in which the three 

elements, the socio-structural, the normative and an organisational element, together constitute a 

cleavage.

Indeed, these three elements of a cleavage coincided with die three major pillars of our empirical 

analysis. Chapter 5 concentrated on the existence of 'opinion' cleavages or the normative element o f 

conflict Chapter 8  focused also on the organisational consequences of value conflicts3 and Chapter 11 

investigated the relationship between value collectives and aspects o f social privilege and disadvantage. 

Having said that, we would like to qualify this conceptual proposition in one respect, because the 

organisational component is not, per se, a crucial element of a cleavage, being somewhat a. If not the 

main, crucial element of an established or "frozen" cleavage structure (Lipset/Rokkan 1967). The 

organisational element, we prefer to argue, becomes more and more dominant, the 'older* a line o f 

conflict is. On the other hand, newly emerging conflicts have not necessarily an institutional backing. 

Hence, the organisational establishment o f conflicts is a function of, firstly, a conflict's salience and, 

secondly, its time of existence. For example, nobody would deny the existence o f the so-called 1

1 This argument is directed against the ‘new politics' approaches that claim that value-laden 'new* cleavages take 
the place of the old conflicts concerning issues of material redistribution and class. Inglehart, for example, argued 
that modem societies witness a shift from a "class-based to a value based pattern of political participation" (1984: 
26ff., similar Hildebrand/Dalton 1979:230ff.). The common argument reads that the new ‘value cleavage’ "lacks 
two features of what constitutes a cleavage: grounding in a relatively enduring social division and institutional 
organisation” (Knutsen/Scarborough 1995: 497). Own evidence, however, leads to a strong rejection of this 
proposition. Value collectives and particularly postmaterialism, the group that is the major concern of ‘new 
politics' approaches, proved to be intimately linked to both social divirions and party organisations (see 
particularly Chapters 8 and 11).
s Obviously, a survey design is not the best approach regarding organisational analyses. However, we were able 
to make several statements concerning value collectives’ impact on both party organisations and the electoral 
system and organisational involvement in unions, interest associations or new social movements.
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'postmaterialist' cleavage before the first Green party was founded, and a similar argument can be easily 

applied to the traditional class conflict, because evidently, class conflict is older than its political 

representation in the form of Communist or Socialist parties and unions. For this simple reason, we will 

limit the inquiry into Germany's cleavage structure to its socio-structural and normative elements.

What is the major advantage of such a re-formulation of our problem in terms of cleavage? Let us once 

more refer to Rae and Taylor. They enumerate five issues which they call the "theoretical properties of 

cleavages" (1970: 3) o f which three, in particular, are of crucial importance for an evaluation o f conflict 

in contemporary societies. Firstly, the concept of 'crystallisation' means the proportion of a community 

that finds itself committed to any recognisable position on a given cleavage. We distinguish between 

apathy or neutrality and a committed and involved part of the population. Secondly, we can focus on the 

‘degree of overlap' which expresses to what extent the crystallised portion of the community on one 

cleavage is the same as the crystallised portion on another. This second distinction tells us whether an 

entire society is somehow involved in conflict or whether it is the same active minorities (or majorities) 

that are committed to the entire range of societal cleavages. Theoretically, a high degree of overlap is 

supposed to enhance violent conflict because the same sub-communities oppose each other on a variety 

of different issues and, then, conflict amplifies group differences. Thirdly, and maybe most important in 

the context o f societies of intersectional circles, is the ‘degree of cross-cutting*, namely to what degree 

two or more cleavages divide a community along different axes.4 In close reference to Georg Simmel, 

Lewis Coser stipulated that "the interdependence of antagonistic groups and criss-crossing within such 

societies of conflicts, which serve to 'sew the social system together* by cancelling each other out, thus 

prevent disintegration along one primary line of conflict" (1956: 72). In the 1950s and 1960s, in 

particular, when conflict theory took the place of consensus theory of Parsonian origins statements like 

that were highly prominent, because cross-cutting cleavages were supposed to operate in favour of a 

stable democracy, re-enforcing cleavages (i.e. a high cleavage overlap) having been assumed to 

endanger peaceful and efficient democratic arrangements (e.g. Truman 1951, Coser 1956, Kornhauser 

1959, Lijphart 1968). "A democratic society, therefore, should favour such crosscutting of group 

affiliations and avoid the existence o f overly organised and closed subcultures" (Linz 1967: 316) as 

tended to be the case in the inter-war years "when people played chess or football according to their 

political affiliations and seldom met on any common ground" (Mannheim 1951: 32). All these 

conceptions were deeply influenced by Simmel's ideal of criss-crossing circles of human conduct 

We cannot discuss whether these propositions are empirically valid, because only a comparative 

approach concerning a large number of different cleavage systems could answer such a question. 

However, the analytical elements of the cleavage concept will provide the baseline for a more 

comprehensive analysis o f contemporary Germany's conflict structure. We have sketched society as a

4 Rae and Taylor additionally introduce the concepts of ‘fragmentation* and ‘intensity of fragmentation’. Both 
issues are closely related to the aspect of crystallisation and cleavage overlap. Hence, we can ignore them for our
purpose.

w i. M 11 U IJ H11* ^ ?
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battlefield of competing meaning systems striving for cultural hegemony. The concept o f crystallisation 

is useful in order to evaluate how large the proportion o f the entire community is, that is actively 

engaged in such conflicts. The higher the proportion and the more pronounced the preferences of the 

antagonists, the higher the probability of the salience o f this cleavage in a given society. Secondly, the 

concepts of overlapping and criss-crossing cleavages are highly relevant in order to assess the stability 

and workability of coalitions and alliances. If  a radical value system can rely on the same, or a similar 

coalition, with regard to differing conflicts it easier may establish hegemony than a radical value system 

that is forced to adapt to numerous and changing one-issue coalition partners.

Figure 12.1: The Conceptual Outlook of one Cleavage

Imagine a conflict where one value (Value 1) stands on strict counter to another value (Value 2). The 

conflict is steered by two radical groups which have the most extreme preferences for one and the 

strongest antipathies against the other value (Groups 1 and 4). In this hypothetical 'war of position' both 

radical groups have two (probably) relatively reliable coalition partners that share the radical value 

systems' preferences, however, to a  more modest, i.e. less committed and radical extent Groups 9 and 

10 are not part of any obvious coalition. However, the slightly biased preference profile (i.e. slightly 

more in favour of one value in comparison to another) may render them an attractive target for the 

radical value system, particularly if  those groups have certain properties that may benefit the radical 

value system's strive for hegemony. Such properties could be the pure size of the collective that adds 

manpower to a formerly minoritarian position or, equally it could be a collective's social standing in the 

sense of material, cultural or social capital. Groups 6 and 7, finally, are peculiar cases because both have 

very high preferences on both values, hence, perform value synthesis over the two values at stake. 

Naturally, this standpoint renders both collectives outsiders and hardly accessible for either of the
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opposition coalitions. The only way in which such groups may actively interfere is by an attempt to 

compromise and appease this value dualism. In the case that they are particularly powerful, socially or 

numerically, they may manage to marginalise a value conflict making it societally meaningless. Group 8 

presents a second peculiar case. It is uncommitted to either values, and has a natural outsider position 

like groups 6 and 7. Dahl (1956: 97) named the proportion of a population not committed to any of the 

controversial points of views the "apathetic majority" (or minority, o f course). However, as much as the 

highly committed outsiders may intervene and foster compromise solutions, so may Group 8 attempt to 

block the establishment of hegemony by any of the alliances. In other words, if Groups 6,7 or 8 are 

radical value systems they may play the role of anti-movements that try at any costs to prevent the 

'victory* of any of the coalitions. In short Figure 12.1 presents the entire battlefield on which a cleavage 

can be positioned. The main protagonists of the conflict are the two opposing radical value systems with 

their (potential) coalition partners whilst all other groups play a possibly interventionary but minor role. 

Having said that any society probably has more than one arena of conflict hence, a final analysis of 

Germany's cleavage structure has to consider a comprehensive picture o f the entire universe of conflicts 

with their respective protagonists. This provokes a further question: what actually are these salient 

conflicts in contemporary Germany?

The Universe of Possible Value Conflicts

The classic treatment of cleavage by U pset and Rokkan (1967) is not particularly helpful in this respect, 

because they rely on the major cleavages of the 1920s (centre-periphery, state-church, rural-urban and 

capital-labour), cleavages which were supposed to be ‘frozen* already in the 1960s. Moreover, our 

emphasis upon culture prohibits taking socio-structural aspects as a starting-point for the analysis. As we 

have seen, most (and all radical) value systems are clearly related to aspects of inequality. However, this 

is not the case for all and the strength of this relationship is significantly different from one collective to 

the next Thus, we must start once again on the level of value conflicts, 'opinion* cleavages as Rae and 

Taylor would term i t

Contemporary value theories suggest many *hew* bipolar contradictions. Best known, of course, is 

Inglehart's dichotomy between materialist and postmaterialist value orientations. However, there are 

many approaches with similar suggestions, although the emphasis is slightly different Helmut Klages 

claims a conflict between duty and acceptance values (e.g. discipline, obedience, law and order and 

productive efficiency), on the one hand, and individualistic values representing orientations towards 

creativity, spontaneity, self-actualisation and hedonism, on the other (Klages e.g. 1985). Elisabeth 

Noelle-Neumann reduces societal conflicts to a dichotomy between achievement values and hedonist 

concepts of life (e.g. 1985). Vester and his collaborators' (1993) opposition between free personal 

development or individual particularity and the working society's ascetic morals ("Verzichtmoral") and 

pressure to conformity ("Konformitfltszwang") is very similar.
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All these suggestions have two common denominators: firstly, the cleavage structure is, conceptually at 

least, one-dimensional, secondly, all contradictions vary on one single theme: individualism versus 

social cohesion, libertarianism versus authoritarianism. Indeed, hardly mentioned explicitly is the fact 

that these contradictions are based upon a dichotomy between pre-modem and modem value 

orientations, between 'old* and 'new' concepts of societal togetherness.5 Surprisingly, the emergence o f  

tnewf values is frequently explained by the development o f the welfare state (e.g. Klages 1985, Noelle- 

Neumann 1985), whilst others rest their theory more simply on the observed increase in general 

prosperity and expanding educational experiences after the Second World War (e.g. Inglehart 1977). In  

short, the pre-eminent idea is that 'modem' institutions and structural changes preceded and 

predetermined the development of'm odem ' values.

This is equally tte  case with more sophisticated attempts to sketch value cleavages within contemporary 

society. Scott Flanagan's (1987) suggestion of a two-dimensional and criss-crossing cleavage between 

authoritarian and libertarian values, on the one hand, and postmaterialist and materialist beliefs, on the 

other, is really only a sophistication of one-dimensional approaches. Herz' (1983) interesting elaboration 

on "latent socio-political conflicts"6 lacks a comprehensive historical or contextual anchorage and 

equally interesting, although confusing, is Luke's (1989: 139f.) differentiation between cleavages w hich 

follows the distinction between processes of 'trans-nationalisation' and 'informationalisation* and the 

further difference between 'territorial-cultural* and 'functional* conflicts. What Is particularly 

problematic is the treatment of his major actor, the new middle class, as a status quo-challenging and 

status quo-defence group with regard to the identical cleavage. We will deal with both Herz* and L uke's 

conceptions in more detail later.

12.2.1 The Welfare Model's Inherent Contradictions

We have argued (see Chapter 1 ) that the development o f contemporary cleavages is closely linked to the 

structural and political developments that took place in the decades after the Second World W ar, 

although we rejected the simple cause-effect chain. In contrast, we have also argued that m any 

contemporary conflicts respond to inherent contradictions in the normative foundation of the welfare 

model. In the introduction to this thesis we related value conflicts to the dawn of modernity and w e 

argued that only the liberation from the belief in a natural pre-given order and religious pre

determination of human fate could render the question o f society a question of individual will and social 

engineering/ This understanding o f social organisation as a matter of choice brought the dissolution o f 

traditional consensus and the birth o f value conflicts concerning this organisation of society. 

Furthermore, we described the 1920s and 1930s as the 'heydays' o f conflict and the construction o f the

s Chapter 1 discusses this amazing treatment of ’modem' values as ‘new’ values in more detail, see particularly 
also Offe (1985).
'  Solidarity versus prosperity, solidarity versus security, prosperity versus ecology and participation versus 
security.
T Similarly, see e.g. Dobbelaere/Voyé 1990, Jagodzinski/Dobbelaere 1995.

L
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post-war welfare state as an attempt to appease and compromise with this basic conflictuality within 

modem life, an attempt which, we said, was highly successful for several decades.

If we now argue that the normative basis of the welfare model also led to contradictions that contribute 

to the emergence o f new cleavages, we should briefly discuss this normative basis of welfare policy. 

Roughly speaking, the welfare consensus rested on a trinity of values. Firstly, the idea of individual 

autonomy and independence, secondly, the belief in rationality and progress as the basic belief of 

modernity itself, and finally, the legitimisation of inequality in outcome through the meritocratic 

principle o f achievement

The idea o f autonomy is the opposite to pre-modem conceptions of charity, grace and Christian 

compassion. Indeed, the single individual as the sacrosanct construction of modernity was no longer 

supposed to be dependent and grateful towards sympathetic gills from privileged and prosperous strata 

of society but endowed, rather, with the rights to lead an autonomous and respectable life. Thus, the 

impersonal, generous, although rational, institutions of welfare became the answer to the problem of 

poverty and misfortune. The idea o f progress in its narrow connection to the conception of the individual 

as a reasonable and rational being, then, built the core of modem optimism. The future could be seen as 

a clear linear project leading to more knowledge, better technology, more wealth and, of course, more 

equality. The notion of progress, hence, was the main way in which to appease those ‘losers’ in the 

imperfect welfare system, i.e. the ones who had been still disadvantaged and excluded from growing 

societal prosperity were asked to remain patient because the benefits of progress would ultimately also 

reach their marginalised enclave. Thus, the idea of the welfare state was principally inclusive because 

the more societal wealth would be gathered, the more would be invested within equal educational 

chances and increasing individual well-being.* Obviously, the welfare state experienced inequality, 

although in comparison to pre-modem societies, inequality was firstly transcended by future promises 

and, secondly, directly legitimised by the principle of individual achievement In the modem rational 

state the distribution of individual roles and positions is neither determined by heritage, nor gender, nor 

ethnic origins, achievement on the basis o f equality of opportunities, being the determining factor of 

individual success or failur, whilst ascriptive elements are eliminated In favour of the overarching 

principle of meritocracy.

On all three fronts, we argue, the basic ideals of welfare consensus are suffering from a process of 

erosion. Three structural changes are the pre-conditions of this development

•  Welfare state politics created an increasing sense of economic security and, hence, diminished the 

importance of traditional supportive communities like the family (e.g. Beck 1986). 1

1 A similar argument is made by Bomschier (1988: 45) who describes the integrative function of economic 
growth as the "promise for the future". Dahrendorf (1988:96) describes this optimism with the statement that “the 
assumption was that more meant more for all, at least in principle”.
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• Welfare state politics increased the economic share of formerly marginalised or under-privileged 

groups and diminished thereafter the importance o f solidaristic communities like unions and o th er 

class-based actors.’

•  Welfare state politics promised 'salvation* in the real world and in the nearer future. Thus, it 

weakened the impact of transcendental ideologies and religion-based actors like the churches (e.g . 

Inglehart 1990).

In sum, welfare state politics was an active and accelerating factor in the process o f individualisation 

because its guarantee of economic and social security liberated individuals from more traditional bonds 

and the shelter o f collective interest organisations. As a consequence, this leads directly to the first 

inherent contradiction of the welfare state:

1. The social or systemic contradiction: The principle of rationality and the emphasis on im personal 

legislative regulations resulted in the implementation o f a vast welfare state bureaucracy. 

Simultaneously, welfare politics created a huge and increasing number of autonomous individuals. A s a  

consequence, this proliferating regulative system was perceived as penetrating the sphere of individual 

autonomy which it first created.10

Furthermore, the idea of progress and rationality itself became questioned. Technology and growth w ere 

increasingly blamed as being 'risk  producers* which endangered societal survival. Therefore, there 

emerged claims demanding that the policy of economic growth policy be terminated and, as a  

consequence, that the basic promise that future surpluses would enhance equality be renounced. T his 

brings us to the second inherent contradiction.

2. The economic contradiction: The welfare state needs an active policy of growth in order to prosecute 

its social policy and in order to achieve the prosperity that was supposed to be redistributed to its 

disadvantaged strata. Hence, economic growth was the public good of the welfare state. In times o f 

economic stagnation, even recession, welfare politics is by nature contested. Moreover, this very policy 

which is designed to lead to general content, produced contradictions and, especially ecological, risks 

which are perceived as threatening the basics o f human survival in general.

In the aftermath o f the 1970s economic crises, the subsequent stagnation of the labour market and the 

increasing exclusion of parts of society from the prosperous majority undermined not only the belief in 

linear progress but also the principle of meritocracy itself. The modem welfare state became 

dichotomised between insiders and outsiders. Moreover, this distinction between 'in* and 'out* appeared

'  Comparable arguments are made by Janowitz (1976) and Knutsen (1995a). See also the extensive discussion in 
Chapter 9.
19 A similar idea is expressed by Webber and Wildavsky: "Big government breeds big pressure. Each new 
program creates interests organising around it" (1986: 493). However, considering the contradictory impacts of 
big government, interest formation can but has not to be in this form of strategic exploitation of state offers as 
suggested by Webbei/Wildavsky. At least as likely is the formation of anti-state protest Here, we refer to the 
phenomenon termed "life world invasion or penetration" (Habermas 1981) or the "penetration of every day life" 
(Melucci 1980) that provokes counter-reactions on the side of the autonomous citizenry. In Dahrendorfs words: 
"Bureaucracy is the greatest contradiction of the social state” (1988:132).
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to be systematically related to ascriptive criteria such as social origins, regions, ethnicity or gender, this 

increasingly shared diagnosis resulting in the third contradiction of the welfare model."

3. The idealistic contradiction: Obviously the modern state has created equality, also equality of 

outcome, to a greater extent than any of its predecessors. However, the welfare state is not, or no longer, 

compared to former regime outputs but to its own myth of meritocracy. As can be shown, societal 

success or failure is also determined by factors other than pure achievement, thus, the principle itself 

came into question.

The Social Contradiction

We have argued that the welfare state itself was an active factor and one which accelerated the process 

of individualisation because its guarantee o f economic and social security liberated individuals from 

more traditional bonds and the shelter of collective-interest organisations. The security prospect of the 

social system was a driving force behind the décliné of family, class organisations and religious beliefs. 

Ulrich Beck, rightly, describes the effect o f this individualisation process as ambivalent The welfare 

state created individualism in an environment of increased regulatory activity and a proliferating 

bureaucracy which formulated norms and laws to cover ever more all-encompassing areas of life. In 

short the private became public. We argue that the concept of the non-autonomous individuality (Beck 

1983: 55) is incorrect Indeed, the welfare state created both autonomy and individuality, however, this 

autonomy came into conflict with a phenomena that Habermas (1981), for example, termed the stated 

"lifeworld colonisation". Or, to reverse the argument the process of individualisation evoked demands 

of self-actualisation and self-determination which met massive political and institutional barriers (e.g. 

Brand 1985: 314). Generally, this contradiction is systemic in that sense that the welfare state is 

confronted with a ‘life world-opposition* which, to a large extent, was first created by welfare politics 

itself. To re-iterate, the existence of rational, universal and impersonal institutions, that is modem 

bureaucracy, was one of the major forces o f individualisation through the promise of social security. As 

a result the bureaucratic state came under severe attacks as the ‘destroyer* o f the last few natural 

communities, and as an authoritative and equalising institution or even as the rapist o f 'holy privacy*. 

According to this argument, the social or systemic contradiction of the welfare state creates conflicts 

around the issue of identity, resulting in anti-state protest emerging from all possible ideological 

directions. The leftish approach to believe in the re-creation of autonomous lifeworlds as a means of 

protection against the penetrating state, in addition to conservative attempts to re-establish natural 

communities as a bulwork against the bureaucratic and egalitarian impact of the system or, even, neo

liberal attacks demanding a withdrawal of the state in order to reintroduce economic competition and 

efficacy. Whatever the ideological origins o f the criticism, this contradiction provokes conflicts centred 

around a distinction between global and local, universal and particular, state and citizenry. 11

11 The argument and empirical validity of new inequality theory is extensively discussed in the previous chapters.
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At this point, we can systematically position the Habermasian conflict between civil society and the 

institutionalised state-corporate structures (1981b) and lifeworld and lifeworld colonisers (1981). In a  

similar vein is also Luke's functional cleavage between technocrats and experts» on the one hand« and a 

lay system of popular empowerment, on the other. The corporate welfare state, according to Luke, 

contradicts citizens* demands for participation and politically-active involvement (Luke 1989: 139). 

Alain Touraine (1992) sees a new bipolarity and tension between the two major processes in late (o r 

post-) modem societies: the process of rationalisation and the process of 'subjectivation*. In th is 

argument, the collective action of the new social movements help to re-establish individual autonomy 

and subjectivity against the dominant logic o f rationalisation.11 A similar argument is made by Thomas 

A. Here, although his 'latent* cleavage between the ideals of security and participation is meaningful 

only within the context of the welfare model’s systemic contradiction. For the purposes of clarity, le t us 

repeat this argument once more. The welfare state established social security to what was until then an 

unprecedented extent, although the price was a proliferating and anonymous bureaucratisation and 

institutionalisation o f formerly self-regulated and self-determined mechanisms o f support and solidarity. 

Moreover, the very fact of increased security accelerated processes of individualisation and enhanced 

demands for citizen participation as well as feelings about one's own competence. Thus, the concept o f 

the 'active society' could become a counterposition to the security promising apparata of modern 

politics.

Having said that, we are now able to place all contentions that are based on a dichotomy between a 

strong security-promising state and local demands of self-determination within this contradiction. This is 

straightforward not only with regard to conceptions that oppose central government but also to demands 

for the de-centralisation of political decision-making (e.g. Guggenberger/Offe 1984, Sartori 1984, 

Raschke 1980). Moreover, a similar idea lurks behind the Klagesian (e.g. 1984) opposition between 

values o f duty and acceptance, on the one hand, and ideals of self-realisation and individualism, on the 

other. The same applies with regard to Flanagan’s (1987) distinction between authoritarian and 

libertarian values and Vester et al.*s (1993) dualism between conformity obligations and individual 

particularity. Behind the emphasis on authoritarian duty and values o f obedience the ideal of the strong 

patemalising state that benevolently acts in the interests o f its passive and conform citizenry is hidden. 

The values o f self-realisation and individualism oppose the expertise of central government and claim 

the involvement and active participation of competent, but incapacitated, citizens.

The Economic Contradiction

This contradiction evokes the most visible and most powerful conflicts in contemporary society. This is 

the case because two diametrically opposing cleavages emerege as a result To re-state, the economic

u Very similar is Alberto Melucci's idea of the individuals* need concerning self-realisation in collective action. 
Identity - with regard to both collective and individual - is the major aim of struggles in contemporary 'complex 
societies’ (1989).
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contradiction is triggered by the coming into question of modernity's dream of progress and rationality 

as technology and growth became the major producers of the "risk society" and then blamed for 

endangering humanity's survival in general. However, the welfare state depends upon ongoing economic 

growth in order to fulfil its promises concerning increased equality and just distribution. Thus, growth is 

at the core of welfare politics because without it social policy is severely restricted or has to be 

prosecuted by taking resources from the better-off. Hence, in times of economic stagnation or even 

decline welfare state politics is by nature conflictual. In sum, the economic contradiction provokes two 

different strands of conflicts. The first is clearly value-driven and concerns the future of society in 

general. Societal status quo with all its implications is seen as a one-way-road leading to the end of 

humanity, with only the reversal o f politics towards a soft "green" way of production and consumption 

being able to halt the irreversible harm being done to nature in the name of progress and rationality. As 

the highest value of all is at stake, namely the survival of mankind, problems of inequality and 

redistribution appear of at least secondary importance. Here the "green" vision clashes not only with a 

saturated and status quo-oriented majority but with the second cleavage which is based on the economic 

contradiction o f welfare policy. To re-state, ongoing mobility and the possibility of social change are the 

major ingredients of the "open" society (Blau 1964, Blau/Schwartz 1984). However, from the 1970s on 

social mobility was at least partially blocked, and this does not only refer to what were at first, 

increasing, and later, stagnating figures of unemployment and the maginalisation of whole segments and 

regions of production, but also to more decent and less obvious developments such as the "over

production" and deflation of educational titles as Bourdieu (1982: 221ff.) would call i t  Hence, in many 

instances societies reached a point a t which function-specific socialisation no longer coincides with the 

available positions in the role allocation system.

Accordingly, we can link the economic contradiction to a revival of classical class conflicts between the 

'haves* and the 'have-nots’, between the wealthy majority and an increasingly marginalised minority in 

the 'Two-Third-Society*. On the same basis of contradiction, there is a principle 'end state* value 

conflict, with groups demanding enforced achievement o f economic growth in order to keep the 

transcendental promise of the welfare state alive, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, with other 

groups attacking vehemently the belief o f progress and growth, in general, by turning towards a 

postmaterialist, soft survival-oriented way of production.

Obviously, this is the correct place within which to place conflicts between materialist and 

postmaterialist values (e.g. Inglehart 1977, Flanagan 1987),'* enabling to focus on the contradiction 

between growth-oriented and a softer nature-oriented form of economic production. The social 

constructionist approach of William Gamson (1992) describes the opposition between the normative 

theme of 'progress through technology* and its counter-theme of 'harmony with nature’ as one of the 

four major cultural frames in the United States. Luke’s statement that "the real issue is not "jobs'* or "no

11 In the same context fits Herz’ 'latent* conflict between prosperity and ecology and Eder’s (1992) dichotomy 
between economy and ecology.
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jobs", but ecologically sound work versus environmentally destructive work” is abstractly correct, 

however, in periods of deteriorating economic conditions this substitution of ‘dirty* jobs through ‘c lean ’ 

jobs transforms easily into a preference for ‘no jobs’ over ‘dirty* jobs and vice versa. This is one o f th e  

major reasons why the materialist-postmaterialist cleavage is so explosive and provocative for social 

groups that feel that they are the economic victims o f elitist 'green* visions. In the anti-capitalist 

perspective of Joachim Hirsch (1984: 84), non-productivist interests (like a healthy environment) get 

marginalised through the justification of the destruction of nature by pointing to secure em ploym ent 

Capitalism uses the dangers of social exclusion that it created itself in order to attack attempts to figh t 

the capitalist logic of exploitation. H irsch's description has an overt Marxist ductus, however, it is 

correct in the observation that the economic contradiction o f the welfare model contributes to a  tw o- 

dimensional and criss-crossing structure o f (potential) conflicts, materialism versus postmaterialism and 

rich versus poor. Moreover, this contradiction prompts what Flanagan (1987) called the conflict between 

the ‘old* and ‘new* le ft The old left had been preoccupied with improvement in workers' liv ing 

conditions, and it had been the driving force behind the implementation of a re-distributive w elfare 

system. The new le ft however, has abandoned most material considerations. It is post-materialist in the 

Ingelhartian sense. In any case, this contradictions compromises conflicts that chronicle different 

concepts of individual well-being and opposes ideals o f material or prosperity-oriented concepts o f 

happiness and satisfaction with non-materialist ideals of the ‘good life*.

The Idealistic Contradiction

Both the economic and the idealistic contradiction are closely related because economic stagnation, high 

levels of unemployment and the decline o f mobility made inequality and the question o f just distribution 

again a major issue in politics. However, the "Two-Third-Society", the division between inside and 

outside, is more than a question o f materialist satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The economic contradiction 

fosters conflicts about the problem about whether the welfare state should continue to strive for progress 

and growth in order to retain its social promises or whether human survival and a non-growth oriented 

economic order should have first priority. As a counter, the idealistic contradiction provokes heated 

arguments about the validity and desirability of meritocracy and the principle o f achievement itself.

As we have argued the welfare state legitimises inequality by the fact that only individual achievement, 

on the basis of equal opportunities, determines the allocation of social positions, although new inequality 

research increasingly stresses the ascriptive nature of the distinction between inside and outside. Hence, 

social inequality is supposedly no longer a question o f the traditional class divide but a matter of 

horizontal and ascriptive criteria like gender, ethnicity, regions or economic segments (see Chapter 9). 

The apparently systematic character of inequality conflicts sharply with the meritocratic ideal of the 

modem welfare state. Certainly, welfare politics, at least until the 1970s, increased social equality to a 

clearly unprecedented extent However, within the context of the economic crises, it was frequently the
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ones who came in last who felt pushed out first14 The re-exclusion of certain groups in a situation of 

economic stagnation meets, first a higher awareness of inequality and, second, increased demands to re* 

implement achievement-oriented patterns of role allocation. Thus, societies are evaluated by their ideal 

and not by former system outcomes. In consequence, we would interpret the discussions about the 

introduction of quotas (e.g. for handicapped, for women,...) less as the final return o f ascriptive criteria 

but as an attempt to re-implement a meritocratic society through the, supposedly short-term, enhanced 

inclusion of disadvantaged and excluded groups. On this dimension two rather oppositing conflict 

constellations arise. On the one hand we can observe claims in favour of the further construction of the 

welfare system with regard to the introduction of new quotas, new laws and regulations in order to foster 

the inclusion of the ‘forgotten’. On the other hand, the welfare state is blamed for ever increasing 

demands from its citizens, demands which lead to the "overload” of the state’s capacity and the paralysis 

of politics in general. This argument has been well-rehearsed during the Mun-governability”-debate of the 

end of the 1970s and early 1980s (e.g. Crozier/HuntingtonAVatanuld 1975, Hennis et al. 1977, Klages 

1983). Prom a system-theoretical point of view, the ”demand-input-overload”-problem is connected to 

the expansion of politics relevant issues through the development of the modem welfare state. However, 

it also contains the danger of system breakdown if the system is confronted with too many demands in a 

given interval of time. Then communication and processing structures can become clogged 

(Easton/Dennis 1973: 39ff.). In this perspective, the welfare state itself became a "stability risk" (Klages 

1981:13).”

In order to summarise, the Idealistic contradiction produces, on the one hand, claims which demand the 

inclusion of the forgotten (frequently on an ascriptive basis) into the realm of empowered and rights- 

endowed citizens. Here we observe demands to enlarge the welfare apparatus by the construction of new 

rules and regulations concerning excluded groups such as women, homosexuals, aged, etc. On the other 

hand, the welfare state is under severe attack from conservatives who diagnose an "overload" and the 

explosion o f demands which render politics a helpless enterprise doomed not to satisfy the ever 

increasing wishes of its citizens and which promotes a return to competition and self-responsibility.

Thus, one of the major conflicts that is based on this contradiction is the contrast between the ideal of 

meritocracy, the conception that well-being should be exclusively related to individual achievement, and 

the ideal of equality that promotes inequality and social disadvantage as an outcome of factors not 

exclusively determined by individual achievement Moreover, it highlights conflicts between the ideals 

of diligence and achievement with those who desire to lead a predominantly hedonistic life that

14 A prime example for this is the clearly gender-based development of unemployment in the former GDR. Here, 
women reached almost full participation in the labour market. Today they find themselves as the first victims of 
the re-structuration of the former socialist economy.
u Interestingly, the idea that welfare policies and party competition results in ever increasing demands on the 
side of the citizenry could never be supported empirically (see Kaase 1989: 211). Still, the ‘demand-overload* 
argument remains prominent even in more recent publications. For example, Gerd Hepp (1994: 121, 1996: 6ff.) 
describes the "corrupting impacts” of the welfare state who deteriorates the mental shape of its citizens and led the 
state into the trap of ever increasing demands.
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concentrates on fun and pleasure and which is liberated from norms and social obligations (Noelle- 

Neumann 1985). Slightly differently termed, but substantially equivalent, is Vester et al.*$ (1993) 

contrast o f the working society's ascetic morals and individualism.

Finally, this contradiction constitutes the battlefield for protagonists who believe in the 'small’ state that 

entertained a drastic reducing diet against groups that want to enlarge the bureaucratic apparatus in order 

to fulfil the promises of equality and justice. A similar argument stems from Thomas A. Herz (1987), 

although he sees a  contradiction where there is probably none because he claims that solidarity and a  

policy o f materia] redistribution between rich and poor is contested by the ideal o f the prosperous 

society. However, in the context of the welfare model both ideals are crucial and complementary 

elements. Indeed, uncontested solidarity is a possibility only in a wealth-accumulating society because 

conflicts arise from the stagnation of and decline in economic growth. Only now does the solidaristic 

impetus o f the welfare model become a problem. Therefore, solidarity and prosperity are not conflictual 

by definition, but a  lack of prosperity places re-distributional solidaristic concepts in opposition to ego 

centric meritocratic ideals.

72.2.2 The Operationalisation of Value Cleavages

Table 12.1 summarises the previous considerations. It presents the respective contradictions, their m ajor 

normative basis, the cleavages that emerge from them and the more concrete issues which enable 

operationalisation. Obviously, not all potential cleavages can be tested empirically because in some 

cases we lack any appropriate indicator, whilst in other cases we have to switch to more concrete 

attitudinal items because no value indicator is available. Let us, therefore, briefly introduce the strategy 

of operationalisation.

Table 12.1: The Welfare Model’s Contradictions and their Value Cleavages

Inherent Contradictions Normative Basis Theoretical Cleavage Operationalisation

I) Systemic or Social Autonomy Duty/Acceptance vt.Se tf-Reeliutkm 

Authoritarianism vs. libertarianism 

Strong State vs. Citizen Setf-Dekitn.

Both Value Items |

'Law and Order’ vs. Freedom of Opsrion

s) Stale oontral of Economy vs. Partkripaua 
b) Welfare Bureaucracy vs. Participation

II) Economic Prosperity/ Materialism vs. ftwtmeterialism s) Prosperity vs. Self-Realiaaliau 
b) Prosperity vs. PsrUdpatian j

Progressivism Economy vs. Ecology 

Equality vs. Ecology 

Equality vs. Postmaterialism

« .  !
t

n*.

s) Income Differences vs. Self-Realisation 
b) Income Differences vs. Participation

III) Idealistic Meritocracy Equality vs. Meritocracy 

Diligence/Ascebcitm vs. Self-Realii. 

Equality vs Martel Economy

a) ‘Income Differences' vs. Achievement
b) Social Welfare vs. Achievement

Both Value Items

Income Differences vs. Private Economy
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To start with, the systemic contradiction with its cleavage between ‘strong state' conceptions and 

political self-determination is approached from four different perspectives. Firstly, we directly test 

K1 ages’ contrast between duty and acceptance values and values of self-realisation and Flanagan's 

dichotomy between authoritarian and libertarian values. In the first case, we are able to oppose directly 

the two value items. Moreover, in order to grasp Flanagan's proposition we use the ‘law and order' 

statement that is supposed to measure authoritarian attitudes'* and relate it to the Inglehart Item that 

measures the relative importance o f ‘freedom of opinion’.

Unfortunately, there is no direct indicator concerning the ‘strong state'. Hence, we approach this issue 

from two different angles. Firstly, we introduce the idea of a strong state in comparison to the private 

realm of economy, i.e. a state that controls and regulates the private market and, secondly, a strong state 

in the sense of a large and proliferating welfare bureaucracy. Both conceptions oppose the ideal of 

citizens' political participation.”

The second contradiction, the economic, that chronicles conflict between growth and ecology, on the 

one hand, and outsiders and insiders, on the other, is, in our context, the most problematic because we 

lack any possible indicator concerning ‘ecology'. Moreover, the opposition between materialism and 

postmaterialism is hardly less problematic because most theories treat postmaterialism as an altitudinal 

syndrome that expresses many different facets and agree only with an understanding of postmaterialism 

as a neglect o f and under-estimation of materialist concerns in compared to many ‘other* non-materialist 

issues. Inglehart, the inventor of the concept, operationalised postmaterialism through both a 

participation item and a libertarian item. In order to simplify matters, we copy his strategy and confront 

both value items that resemble Inglehart's approach best, the values of self-realisation and political 

participation, with the materialist statement of this value battery." Moreover, we also confiront both 

‘postmaterialist* items with the question o f whether it is important for a democracy that income 

differences remain small. Thus, we operationalise the theoretical cleavage between social equality, on 

the one hand, and postmaterialism, on the other.

The idealistic contradiction, finally, is less difficult to grasp. The theoretical cleavage between equality 

and meritocracy is depicted by a statement that measures the normative support of small income 

differences and the support of the social welfare system as a counter to the value of diligence and 

achievement The conflict between the work ethic and the ideal of self-realisation, as put forward by 

Noelle-Neumann and Vester et al., is portrayed through the respective value items. A last contradiction 

between the two normative elements of the welfare model, equality and economic productivity, are * 11

“ The text reads: “ If we do not defend ourselves against chaotics and row makers our freedom will soon 
degenerate in disorder and chaos** (in the German original: “Wenn wir uns nicht gegen Chaoten und Radaubrüder 
wehren, wird unsere Freiheit bald in Unordnung und Chaos ausarten.”).
17 The first strategy of operationalisation refers to the question whether the state should increase its control over 
economy and the second variant applies the question whether the social security system should be enlarged, 
remain as it is or even reduced.
11 We will not apply Inglehart’s items in order to avoid the problems that follow the hierarchical (ranking) 
method of operationalisation.
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approached by countering the normative support of a market economy with the normative support o f  

social equality.

12.3 Value Conflicts, Social Alliances and Oppositions - Empirical Evidence 

A Strong State or Political Self-Determination

Let us start with the conflict between a strong efficient state and individual self-determination. Figures

12.2 and 12.3 present the cleavage space for values and ideals of the law obedient and authority- 

responsive citizen in contrast to self-conscious and self-responsible concepts of citizenship. Figure 12.2, 

in particular, reveals the legitimacy of thinking of both ideals as conflictual. Two radical groups, 

postmaterialists and asceticists, are placed at opposite extremes o f the cleavage. Asceticists, in both parts 

of Germany, want citizens to be highly responsive to rules and laws and to completely disrespect ideals 

of self-realisation. East and West German postmaterialists desire the contrary: highly self-conscious and 

ego-centric citizens that do not bother about pre-set norms and obligations. Both radical value systems 

are equally relatively successful in forming an alliance with less extreme groups. East German and West 

German authoritarian materialists and Western conservative synthesists join the case of asceticism, 

whilst Western disappointed materialists, welfare statists and moderates in both areas support the 

postmaterialist value profile. Moreover, both alliances are spatially clearly separated. Basically, all value 

selective collectives are involved in this cleavage, only value distance and the entire realm of synthesis 

(the exception is the West German conservative synthesis) remain outsiders, because of equal rejection 

in the case of the former and equally high approval in the case of the latter.

Figure 12.2: Value Cleavage: Duty and Acceptance versus Self-Realisation
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Concerning manpower both coalitions are about equally strong. As we know« both radical value systems 

come from socially privileged backgrounds« hence« none is directly disadvantaged with regard to this 

particular struggle over meaning.1* However« this conflict reveals a strong gender and age dimension« 

with the ‘conservative' alliance consisting of the ‘over-aged' male strata of the German society, whilst 

the 'progressive' alliance gathers the younger (exception: welfare statists) and female (exception: 

disappointed materialists) portion of contemporary Germany. This overlapping distribution, younger 

females against older men, adds a strong social component to this conflict* the integrated and settled try 

to defend ‘their* rules and laws against the newcomers and outsiders who disrespect the norms of the 

older generations and attack the (for them) unfavourable status quo through self-centred, norms- 

neglecting attitudes. This is particularly true concerning the radicals of postmaterialism and their closest 

coalition partner, disappointed materialism. As we know, asceticists and authoritarian materialists come, 

socio-structurally speaking, from different planets, the first being a privileged class syndrome, whilst 

authoritarian materialists are positioned on the very bottom of the societal hierarchy. However, both 

possess something that the younger collectives of both strata lack: labour market integration and high 

job security.

The confrontation between authoritarian and libertarian values (see Figure 12.3) reveals a less clear 

conflict structure and a slightly different distribution of value systems. Generally, value collectives are 

spatially closer to each other, with again, postmaterialism being one o f the radical groups. It Is opposed 

by four East German collectives: asceticism, conservative synthesis, consensualism and authoritarian 

materialism. More than half of the East German population behaves radically with regard to this conflict 

Thus, the cleavage between authoritarian and libertarian conceptions of societal well-being entails a 

strong East-West dimension. Moreover, the libertarian coalition is relatively weak because whilst 

postmaterialists may convince West German moderates, all other value systems show a clearly opposing 

profile. On the other hand, East German radicals may form a extraordinarily large alliance with all their 

Eastern compatriots (exceptions: value distance and postmaterialism) and several Western counterparts: 

authoritarian materialism, asceticism, conservative synthesis and consensualism. Hence, in its strongest 

form the authoritarian alliance could attract almost the entire East German population and half the West 

German. In contrast, postmaterialists are relatively isolated and only West German moderates show a 

value profile that is somewhat compatible, whilst the majority of West German collectives, however, 

show medium commitment to both ideals. As a consequence, they will be difficult to mobilise as a 

coalition partner of either radical groups.

'* Concerning the 'social profiles' of value collectives, see the extensive discussion in Chapter 11.
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Figure 12.3: Value Cleavage: Authoritarianism versus Libertarianism*
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Let us now turn to the different facets of the ‘strong state-citizen participation* cleavage (Figures 12.4 

and 12.5). Both figures reveal a completely different structure. In spite of all the theoretical arguments 

and normative claims, the ‘strong state* is not a counter-position to ideals of individual autonomy and 

self-determination, even though all interpretations should be made with utmost care as there is no direct 

indicator concerning ‘strong state’ conceptions. Figure 12.4 portrays a state that controls the private 

market, Figure 12.5 concentrates on the state in the sense of a welfare bureaucracy. Hence, both 

strategies concern Socialist or Social-Democratic ideals of a strong state.

The distribution o f value collectives in this two-dimensional space can be easily represented by a 

straight line that increases from the lower-left comer to the upper-right In other words, the more a value 

system supports a politically active concept of citizenship, the stronger also is the concept of the state 

both as an anti-market control mechanism and an efficient welfare bureaucracy. Interestingly, the right- 

upper comer, i.e. the space of value integration, is occupied by East German postmaterialists, moderates 

and asceticists. Hence, value selective groups perform value integration over this issue. The value

M A second attempt to measure this cleavage was made by confronting the same item of authoritarianism with a 
second item of the same authoritarianism battery, namely the statement whether children should be educated 
toward discipline and obedience in order to become proper citizens. The disagreement to this statement was 
conceptualised as a 'libertarian* attitude. This second strategy revealed a practically identical picture. For reasons 
of simplicity we present only one version.
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integrative collectives, on the other hand, show an intermediate position with regard to their attitude 

towards the state, i.e. they want everything to remain as it is.

Figure 12.4: Value Cleavage: Strong and Central State versus Citizen Participation/De-Centralisation 1
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The most obvious particularity, however, concerns the rigid East-West differentiation. All East German 

value collectives, from the most radical to the most integrative, show a far higher support of the state 

than their West German counterparts. Indeed, no single Western collective scores higher when the state 

is conceived of as a control mechanism for the economic market

With regard to the state as a producer of public welfare (Figure 12.5) three West German radical groups 

mingle with the East Germans: welfare statism, disappointed materialism and postmaterialism. This is a 

strong alliance in favour of more welfare. On the other hand, the realm of status quo defence and de- 

construction of social systems is exclusively reserved for the right-conservative radicals and value 

syntheses of the W est However, it is not justified to speak of a cleavage between conceptions of the 

state and individual autonomy. Notwithstanding the clear differences between East and West over the 

priority of a strong state, there is a general tendency towards the belief that both conceptions go hand in 

hand. In other words, there is no contradiction between citizen participation and a central state. By 

contrast, a high emphasis on state-control fosters positive orientations towards an active society.
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Figure 12.5: Value Cleavage: Strong and Central State versus Citizen Participation/De-Centralisation 2
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Materialism or Postmaterialism
One fact should be mentioned first (see Figure 12.6): none of our value collectives is overtly ‘post* or 

‘anti’-materialisL Hence, we do not focus on anti-materialism but on the relative neglect of a value that 

is highly supported by an overwhelming majority. Having said that, there is one collective that comes 

very close to an open anti-materialist perspective: West German postmaterialism. Indeed, it is the 

coalition between East and West German postmaterialists and West German moderates that represents 

the post- or anti-materialist point o f view in contemporary Germany. The opposing coalition is led by 

East German asceticists, a group which places an extraordinary emphasis upon prosperity and an 

unprecedented level o f rejection of the ideal of self-realisation. The core of the pro-materialist coalition 

consists o f both East and West German asceticists and West German authoritarian materialists. 

However, the pro-materialists value profile (wealth more important than self-realisation) is spread 

widely within the German population. Potentially, East German disappointed materialists and 

authoritarian materialists and West German conservative synthesists, and to some extent, even welfare 

statists can easily be conceptualised as being a part of the asceticists' coalition in favour of prosperity 

and against ego-centrism. Evidently, with regard to sheer manpower, postmaterialists have no real 

chance to compete with the majoritarian pro-materialist alliance. The fact that the pro-materialists are 

led by an East German collective against West German radicals does not seem to be symptomatic
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because the materialist-postmaterialist conflict criss-crosses the East-West distinction. What is strongly 

present« however« is an age and gender divide as older« male groups defend the ideals of prosperity 

against the self-centrism of younger females.

Figure 12.6: Value Cleavage: Materialism versus Postmaterialism l31
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Equally, most of the previous observations concern the second way in which the materialist- 

postmaterialist cleavage can be portrayed (Figure 12.7), although there are several minor exceptions. 

Asceticism is no longer the head of the pro-materialist coalition« on the contrary, it does not even 

participate anymore. Instead, West German welfare statists turn out to be the collective which places, 

relatively, the highest emphasis upon wealth and which shows an extraordinary level of disgust for the 

active society. Accordingly, the pro-materialist coalition became smaller when postmaterialism is 

understood as a pro-participation attitude. In any case, it has lost its socially most privileged, thus 

presumably most influential, group. With welfare statists, authoritarian materialists and conservative 

synthesis in the inner circle and disappointed materialists as a potential coalition partner, the pro

materialist alliance gathers all the low-educated, socially disadvantaged groups of contemporary German 

society. Moreover, the withdrawal of asceticism renders this cleavage a class and generational conflict,

31 We have also tested the materialism-postmaterialism cleavage with both postmaterialist items from the 
Inglehart index. Results are basically comparable. The forced ranking method of that index, however, does not 
permit value synthesis. Hence, the picture became slightly blurred particularly regarding less radical groups.
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with older, lowly-educated groups from disprivileged social background standing against the young

educational elites from privileged backgrounds.

Figure 12.7: Value Cleavage: Materialism versus Postmaterialism 2
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Figure 12.8: Value Cleavage: Social Equality versus Postmaterialism 1
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Evidently, there is no contradiction between ideals of social equality and fair income distribution, on the 

one hand, and ideals of individual self-realisation on the other. In other words, postmaterialism is 

conflictual in comparison to materialism and supportive with regard to ideals of social equality. Figure 

12.8 displays a straight line that rises gradually from one extreme, East German value distance that 

equally disrespects both values, to East German postmaterialists who enthusiastically celebrate a 

synthesis of equality and self-realisation. However, there are two exceptions to mention. East German 

asceticists show, by comparison to its West German variant, an untypically high level of esteem for 

social equality. Indeed, this attitude resembles far more the attitude of the West German left (it is about 

equivalent to both postmaterialists and moderates) than that of its conservative-right peers. This 

emphasis on social justice is also accompanied by a hatred of self-realisation that is equalled only by 

East German value distance and its consistent profile of extreme non-commitment, whilst a second, but 

less extreme outlier, is produced by West German welfare statists. Their extraordinarily high support for 

social equality, excelled only by East German postmaterialists, coincides with their relative neglect of 

the value of self-realisation. In other words, two of our value collectives see both values as conflictual. 

For the overwhelming majority social justice and self-realisation are complementary ideals and mutually 

reinforcing, which means that there is no cleavage, in the stricter sense, involved. Both asceticists and 

welfare statists clearly favour a socially just society in comparison to a society of self-realising citizens, 

this one-sided emphasis not being contradicted by any equally extremist group that favours self- 

realisation at the expense of social justice. Indeed, all collectives with a high esteem for the ideal of self- 

realisation show an equally high regard for the value of social equality.

Figure 12.9: Value Cleavage: Social Equality versus Postmaterialism 2
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Is the ideal o f social equality more at odds with the ideals o f the active society? For one group this is 

particularly the case because welfare statism’s enthusiasm for social justice is accompanied by a strong 

rejection of the concept of participatory citizenship. Basically, we can point to three different 

constellations of preference: one group consists of welfare statists, East German conservative synthesists 

and authoritarian materialists and gives higher emphasis to social equality, whilst a second and large 

cluster of groups offers a relativly intermediate level of support for both values. A third group, which 

includes particularly postmaterialism, moderatism and the realm of synthesis, shows an equally high 

level of approval for social equality and political activity. As a result, the cleavage space produces a U- 

shaped figure. Once again there is no group which contradicts the one-sidedness of welfare statists and 

their collaborators with an equally imbalanced support for the active society. Postmaterialism, both in its 

dynamic towards self-realisation and an active society, is supportive of, and even enhances, the ideals of 

social justice. On the other hand, there are societal groups, welfare statism being its prime example, that 

defend the traditional ideal of social equality against the developments of ‘new’ postmaterialist thinking.

Meritocracy or Social Equality

Figure 12.10: Value Cleavage: Social Equality versus Meritocracy

low/contra ACHffiVEMENT/DILIGENCE high/pro

As we have seen, for a huge majority o f Germans there is no conflict between the ideals of social justice 

and the postmaterialist values of self-realisation and political activity. However, there is a  relatively 

clear-cut conflict between social equality and ideals of achievement and diligence. Figure 12.10 shows.
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once again, East German postmaterialists as the most radical group, combining an extraordinary 

emphasis upon social justice with a hatred of meritocratic ideals, with West German postmaterialists and 

disappointed materialists forming their potential coalition partners. On the other hand, we can observe 

three West German collectives that stand out due to their relative antipathy against the ideals of social 

justice and a strong emphasis upon the values of diligence and achievement Thus, West German 

asceticism, authoritarian materialism, disappointed materialism and consensualism are opposed to the 

postmaterialist alliance’s celebration of equality.

Figure 12.11: Value Cleavage: Social Security versus Meritocracy
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Figure 12.11 emphasises this particular value conflict By juxtaposing the support o f the social security 

system with the values of the ‘working society’, value opposition is highlighted. The 'youngsters" 

alliance of postmaterialists and disappointed materialists, now complemented by an equally young East 

German collective o f value distance, is contrasted by a coalition of West German ‘oldies’: asceticists, 

conservative synthesists, authoritarian materialists, consensualists and complete synthesists, a 

generational cleavage which hides an insider-outsider conflict The older and integrated emphasise the 

rules of meritocracy (in the sense of ‘we are what we arc because we have achieved it’), whilst the 

younger outsiders, a part of them being highly educated, the other having little educational merits, lack a 

belief in the power o f individual achievement and, therefore, demand social security and equality. This 

conflict between values reveals a second level of opposition, becuae all truly value integrative 

collectives, i.e. all groups that stress both achievement values and social welfare as equally important,



are East Germans. There is no difference between East and West Germans regarding an evaluation of 

meritocracy. On the other hand, as soon as the protection and possible enlargement of the social security 

system is at stake, a  highly committed majority o f East Germans (indeed, only disappointed materialists 

and value distance do not participate in this coalition) stands against a majority of West Germans who 

have a rather neutral or even sceptical approach towards public welfare.

Figure 12.12: Value Cleavage: Diligence and Achievement versus Self-Realisation
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According to Noelle-Neumann and Vester and his collaborators, society's major conflict is focused upon 

the opposition between values of self-realisation, hedonism and values of achievement Indeed, Figure 

12.12 shows that a clear conflict exists between the (protestant) work ethic of asceticists, on the one 

hand, and the leisurely self-centred attitudes o f postmaterialists and disappointed materialists, on the 

other, the opponents once again being the coalition of the asceticists, authoritarian materialists and the 

West German variant of conservative synthesis. However, the 'hedonists* coalition may convince 

Western moderatism to join their case.

According to Figure 12.13, the clear majority o f Germans does not see any contradiction between the 

norms of social equality and the existence o f a  market economy, and it is no coincidence that the welfare 

statists take the most extremely integrative position on this issue. Notwithstanding the modem welfare 

system's integration o f equality policy and a private competitive market system, there is a clear East- 

West divide here. Postmaterialists lead the East German coalition with its higher priority on social
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equality and a relative suspicious orientation with regard to economic markets, whilst asceticists are the 

most extreme within West Germany being in favour of the supremacy of the market economy over 

social equality.

Figure 12.13: Value Cleavage: Social Equality versus Market Economy
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12.4 Towards a Conclusion

Table 12.2 summarises the previous results in a more comprehensive manner. It displays each cleavage, 

the collectives that are not committed, Dahl's 'silent majority’, with regard to each specific conflict, and 

the groups which belong to tte  ‘crystallised’ portion of contemporary German society. The category of 

non-commitment refers to both value integrative groups which place very high stress on both conflicting 

issues and groups with value hatred that show no affection for any of the more radical points of view. 

Furthermore, the table presents each respective radical group, that is these collectives with the most 

extreme preferences in favour of one ideal and the strongest hatred for another, as well as their potential 

coalition partners. In all three instances, the non-committed, the radicals and their alliances, we try to 

assess strength in the sense of manpower by a calculation of percentages.
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Table 12.2: The Cleavage System of Contemporary Germany

Theoretical
Cleavage

Non-
Committed

Percent 
East West

Radical
Groups

Percent 
East West

Potential Coalition 
Partners

Percent
East
West

I) Autonomy
1 Duty/Acceptance vs. 

Self-Realiaatico
E+W:Syntheses 
W;Vahie Distance 
EiDisapp. Mat 
E:Vahte Distance

71.0 59.6
1) E:Aa»ticum 

W:Aa»ticism
2) EJ*ostmat 

W:Postmat

3.7 5.0 

1.6 4.7

1) W: Conservative Synth. 
W: AuduMaterialiam 
E: Audi. Materialisn

2) WiDisappMaterialinn 
W:Welfare Statism 
W:Modera tient
E: Moderatim

IM  I6J 

17J 23.9
2. Authoritarianism vt. 

Libertarianism
W:Welfare Statism 
W:Complete Synth. 
W:Vah» Distan» 
W:Disapp. Mat 
E: Value Distan»

1.8 49.4
1) E: Ascetici ant 
E:Cona.SyiSh. 
E:Conae nsualinn 
E: Auth.MiL

2) W:Postmat 
E:P«tmaL

58.4 0.0 

1.6 4.7

1) W:Aish.Mat 
W:Aaceticism 
W:Conaervaiive Synth. 
W:Conaenaualism 
E;Completo Synthesis 
E:Disapp .Materialism 
EiModermtum

2) W:Moderatism

964 34J 

1-6 16J
3. State Control of 

Economy vi 
Polit Participation

Etahnoatall
W:ahnoatall 77.0 95.0

1) EtAuthMaL 
E:Cons4ynth 
E: Value Diat

2) W:Aa»ticiam

23.0 0.0 
0.0 5.0

4. Welfare State vt. 
Polit Participation

E: almost all 
W:almoat all 73.4 89.4

1) EComSynlL 
ErAuthMat 
W:WetfaiB S t

2) WrAsœticism

21.0 5.6 
0.0 5.0

II. Prosperity
S. Materialism vt. 

Self-Realisation
W:Welfare Statism 
E+W: Syntheses 
E: Moderatism 
W:Disapp.Mat 
W:Value Distan» 
EtValue Distan»

81.9 65.2
1 )E: Aa» tidara 

W:As»ticism 
W:Auth.Mat

2>W:Poatmat

3.7 9.0 

0.0 4.7

1 )E:Auth.Materialism 
E:Disapp.Materialism 
W:Conservstive Synth.

2)E: Poet material ism 
WModeratism

16J  164 

1.6 16J

6. Materialism va. 
Polit Participation

W+E: Syntheses 
E: Asceticism 
E:Moderatian 
W:Asceticism 
W: Value Distan» 
E:Vahie Distan»

67.3 64.6
l)E:Cona .Synth. 

W:Welfare S t 
W:Cona .Synth. 
E:Auth.Mat 
W:AuthMaL 

2> W:Po»tmst

21.2 17.1 

0.0 4.7

1) W:DiaappMatorialimt 
E:Disspp.Materialism

2) EtPoatmaterulisin 
W:Modecatism

26.2 19.1 

1.6 16J

7. Social Equality va. 
Self-Realiaation

E: almost aD 
W: almost all 96.3 94.4

1) EtAsceticism 
W:WelfamSt 3.7 5.6

8. Social Equality vs. 
PolitParticipatian

E: almost all 
W:afanost«n 78.8 94.9

1) W:Welfsre S t 
ECoos-Synth. 
E:AuthMat

21.2 5.6

III. Meritocracy
9. Social Equality vs. 

Meritocracy
W: Welfare Statism 
W+E;Syntheses 
W+E:Moderatism 
E; Asceticism 
E:Auth.Malerialimi 
W:Vahie Distan» 
E.'Value Distan»

90.0 65.5
l!E:Postinat

2)W:Cont .Synth. 
W:AuthMaL 
W;Aaceticism

1.6 0.0 

0.0 26.8

l)E:Dtsapp .Materialism 
WtPostmaterialisni 
WiDisapp.Mrterialiam 6.6 6.7 

0.0 264

10. Social Security vs. 
Meritocracy

EtSyntheaes 
E:Moderatiim 
E: Asceticism 
E: Auth.M*terialism 
W:Welfare Statism 
W:Moderatism 
W: Value Distan»

91.6 26.5
1) E:P»tmat 

W:Postmat 
W;Diiapp, Mat 
&Disapp.MaL 
E: Value Dirt.

2) W:Aaceticitm 
W:Cons.Syntb. 
WiAuthMaL

WrConsensualimi 
W:Complete Sy.

8.4 6.7 

0.0 66.8

8.4 6.7 

0.0 66.8

(continues)
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Theoretical
Cleavage

Non-
Committed

Percent 
East West

Radical
Groups

Percent 
East West

Potential Coalition 
Partners

Percent
East
West

11. Meritocracy va. 
Self-Realisation

E+W:Syntheaes 
E:Moderatum 
W: Welfare Statism 
W:Value Distance 
E:Diaqpp.Mat. 
E:Value Distance

86.9 65.2
1) W: Asceticism 

E.’Aaorrtri«i

2) E:Postmat 
W;PofUnaL 
W:Disapp.MaL

3.7 5.0 

1.6 6.7

1) W.*Conaervative Synth. 
WiAuth-MsInialisni 
E: Auth. Materialism

2) W:Modecatinn

1U I6J 

1.6 18.3

12. Social Equality va. 
Market Economy

E:alnKiit all 
W.abnoftall 98.4 83.5

1) E:PostmaL
2) W:Aiceticism

1.6 0.0 
0.0 5.0 2)W:Canaensualiam 

W: Auth-Matenalism

1.6 0.0

0.0 16.5

The Autonomy Cleavage

To start with the most striking finding: the autonomy cleavage is only a cleavage whenever the state is 

considered as a strong regulator o f civil society in the sense of Maw and order*. The authoritarian, 

paternalistic state that demands obedience and conformity provokes a conflict between an 

‘individualised* autonomous proportion of the population and adherents of the strong state. On the 

surface, this cleavage follows the lines o f a traditional left-right divide, with asceticists* and 

authoritarian materialists' 'law and order* conceptions contradicting postmaterialists and moderates 

‘libertarian* values. The Klagesian contrast between duty and acceptance values and the ideals of self- 

realisation captures this classical conflict most fully. The radicals of East and West German asceticists 

and East and West postmaterialists gather a coalition of like-minded groups around their respective poles 

that consists of West German conservative synthesists and Eastern and Western authoritarian 

materialists, in the case of the former, and an alliance of left-liberal groups in the case of the latter, 

welfare statists and moderates join the battle of postmaterialism. However, postmaterialists* closest 

coalition partner is disappointed materialism, a group that clearly does not belong to the realm of left- 

liberalism, an exception which encourages a slightly different interpretation: when ideals of duty and 

acceptance are confronted with ideals that favour the adherence to individual life plans and personal life 

satisfaction, a conflict emerges between groups that represent the ‘older* well-integrated part of the 

population and others that suffer from exclusion and inappropriate integration because of their age 

and/or gender. Indeed, it is the gender and generation divide which lurks behind this apparently simple 

left-right division, the ‘duty* coalition being politically conservative, over-aged and predominantly male, 

whilst the ‘pro-self-realisation’ alliance being, in its majority, left-liberal oriented, younger than average 

(exception: welfare statists) and predominantly female (exception: disappointed materialists). Hence, 

this cleavage accumulates three over-lapping and mutually reinforcing social distinctions: right-left, 

male-female, old-young. In other words, a coalition of older male conservatives defends its state with its 

laws and regulations against a younger female and leftish coalition o f ‘outsiders' that attack the status 

quo orientation of the ‘settled* by offering an individualised and self-centred perspective.

The second autonomy cleavage that results in conflict and opposition - the cleavage between 

authoritarian and libertarian values - highlights a slightly different constellation. The main difference
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between the 'duty-self-realisation* cleavage and the 'authoritarian-libertarian* cleavage is the latter’s 

extremism of the single value statement We contrast the imagination that people should obey the laws 

and norms o f society (*duty/acceptance*) with the active commitment to defend 'law  and order* against 

individuals that break these societal norms. It is by no means a coincidence that this second statement 

stems from a larger item battery which is supposed to measure the socio-psychological concept of 

authoritarianism. Equally, we also confront the more vague ideal of self-realisation with the far more 

concrete and politically-inspired issue of protection of the freedom of opinion. In some sense, therefore, 

the duty-self-realisation dichotomy is the more abstract formulation of the more provocative and 

extreme authoritarianism-libertarianism opposition.

Surprisingly, the previously neat inside-outside distinction now reveals a prominent East-West conflict 

Moreover, the conflict between minorities within the former that resulted in a strong majority of East 

Germans and about half of West Germans being non-committed neutrals, has turned into a conflict that 

mobilises almost all of East German society, with more than 50 percent of East Germans being radicals 

(asceticists, authoritarian materialists, consensualists and conservative synthesists) with regard to the 

defence of the authoritarian state. If we consider the radicals and their potential coalition partners, only 

East German value distance refrains from confronting this obviously highly salient issue. In short the 

entire East is pitted against a minoritarian Western coalition of postmaterialists and moderates and the 

postmaterialists' marginalised twin in the East a strong East-West divide which blurs and overshadows 

the more subtle insider-outsider distinctions that characterised the duty-self-realisation opposition.

In clear contrast Habermas* and Luke's contrast of lifeworlds and lifeworld colonisers, between a strong 

state and the demands for citizen participation and local self-determination is not conflictual. On the 

contrary, both ideals are mutually reinforcing, particularly in West Germany where one observes an 

almost society-wide integration of strong-state conceptions with ideals of local participation, with only 

asceticists objecting to this particular value synthesis. Asceticists, who are most clearly in favour of the 

'law and order* state, also detest the state as a control mechanism for the private market and a 

proliferating welfare bureaucracy. On the other hand, West German welfare statists that were highly 

suspicious of the principle of law and order, are one of the strongest supporters of a strong welfare state 

that ignores local demands for participation. Indeed, welfare statists detest the 'law and order* society 

but, nevertheless, want a strong welfare bureaucracy based upon expertise. In East Germany, the pro

state, anti-participation coalition is modestly stronger than in the West, with authoritarian materialists, 

conservative synthesists and even value distance clearly opting in favour of market regulation, and a 

generous welfare state that remains undisturbed by localised demands for citizen's self-determination.

In short, the autonomy cleavage reveals a strong conflict between authoritarian and libertarian state 

conceptions and follows a clear insider-outsider and East-West dichotomy. On the other hand, the strong 

state has a harmonious and supportive relationship with ideals of the active society. However, the active 

society contradicts the values of the authoritarian state which demands obedience rather than formative 

citizen input However, the actively interfering state that regulates social life, as stipulated by Habermas,
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Melucci or Luke, is largely compatible with ideals of bourgeois self-determination. Only two radical 

West German collectives, asceticists and welfare statists, believe that both the strong state and local 

activity are conflictual. Moreover, a strong minority of East Germans opt for stale activity as a priority. 

In general, the autonomy cleavage reveals an East German tendency to support the strong state in all its 

possible variants but particularly as an authoritative and obedience demanding central institution.

The Prosperity Cleavage

Once again, the evidence is contradictory. Not surprisingly, post-materialism conflicts with the ideals of 

the prosperous society. However, assumptions that are based upon a contradiction between 'old' and 

'new' left politics, between postmaterialism and the welfare ideals of social equality and just material 

redistribution are evidently false. On the contrary, ideals of self-realisation and political participation fit 

neatly with demands for fair and equal income distribution. Let us start with the conflictual part of the 

prosperity cleavage. When it comes to the concept of a society that is focused on self-centrism and 

political activity ot the expense of material wealth, the most radical group is West German 

postmaterialism, with the far more pro-materialist standpoint of its East German twin pattern making 

Eastern postmaterialism only a potential coalition partner, however, far from the leading position it 

holds within the anti-authoritarian alliance. Two observations are striking. First, East Germans tend to 

lean towards value synthesis whenever the ideal of self-realisation is confronted by the materialist 

dream. In other words, they want both or a  materially-inspired and supported form of self-realisation. 

Moreover, with regard to the materialism-participation dichotomy this strategy o f value integration is 

completed by a one-sided defence of the ideals of prosperity. Second, East Germans are hardly present at 

all in the anti-materialist alliance, with roughly one percent of East Germans being prepared to struggle 

for a postmaterialist society. Although this is obviously also a minority phenomenon in the West, there is 

a stable coalition of postmaterialists and moderates (about 16%) that defend the ideals of self-realisation 

and political activity against the wealth accumulating society, its most committed opponents being 

asceticists and authoritarian materialists. Welfare statists and conservative synthesists become radical 

when the idea of the active society is involved. This is once more clear proof of the welfare statists' 

conception o f the wealthy expert society with its strong dislike of individual interference in a balanced 

system of expert bargaining.

On the materialist issue, disappointed materialists change coalitions. The ‘hedomat’ orientation of the 

West German variant renders it a part o f the value integrative mainstream that desires both self- 

realisation and prosperity, whilst the East German branch with its exclusive emphasis on wealth turns 

out to be a reliable coalition partner of the pro-materialist alliance, no matter whether prosperity stands 

against self-realisation or political participation. West German disappointed materialists, by contrast, are 

clearly anti-postmaterialist only with regard to the concept of the active society. In short, a stable 

alliance of postmaterialists and West German moderates faces a changing opponent because only 

authoritarian materialists remain consistent foes.
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The supposed conflict between social equality and postmaterialism does not take place because almost 

ninety percent of East and West Germans are either negative or highly supportive towards both values. 

Once again* welfare statists turn out to be exceptional. Indeed, it is the only collective that perceives 

income equality in a way that is contradictory to both postmaterialists ideals, self-realisation and 

political activity. This pro-equality point of view is reinforced by several East German groups: 

asceticists in the case of self-realisation and conservative synthesists and authoritarian materialists in the 

case of the ideal of the active society.

The Meritocracy Cleavage

The meritocracy cleavage reveals a conflict in which East Germans show an amazing lack of interest A 

huge part of the population, between 84 and 98 percent display some form of value integration no 

matter whether the principle of achievement and diligence is confronted by ideals of social Justice, 

hedonism or the market economy. Indeed, one could even state that the principle o f meritocracy 

provokes an exclusively West German internal conflict that bypasses East German society completely 

except for its most * westernised’ collective, postmaterialism. Evidently, it is the East German variant of 

postmaterialism that takes the most radical position concerning the dislike of achievement values and the 

championing of the ideals of social equality, with West German postmaterialists and disappointed 

materialists joining this position. Thus, the coalition of postmaterialists and disappointed materialists, 

between the young urban educational elites and the young urban ‘underclass’, is once again intact The 

idealism of postmaterialists and the ego-centred cynical fatalism o f disappointed materialism forms a 

strong alliance against values of duty and acceptance, on the one hand, and achievement values, on the 

other. The issue of prosperity, however, pushes both far apart

This coalition is forcefully opposed by an exclusively Western triad of authoritarian materialists, 

asceticists and consensualists which is exactly the same coalitions which re-appear when meritocracy is 

confronted with the support for an enlarged welfare system. The asceticists* lukewarm, even negative, 

support for welfare measures finds an even stronger alliance with authoritarian materialists and the entire 

realm of synthesis.

Having said that, the principle of meritocracy provokes an extremely stable, and West German 

dominated, coalition system in which East Germany performs surprisingly because of its highly 

integrative role. An alliance of postmaterialists and West German disappointed materialists defends the 

ideals of self-realisation against dutiful work ethics. Once again, ascetecists are the most radical group of 

the pro-achievement and anti-hedonism coalition and once again supported by authoritarian materialists 

and West German conservative syn thesis ts.

In short, the principle o f meritocracy provokes similar conflict constellations to the autonomy cleavage. 

Indeed, the ideals of duty and law obedience, as well as the ideals of achievement, cause a clear-cut 

conflict between younger, badly-integrated outsiders that detest the duty and achievement values of their 

predecessor generations, and older well-integrated collectives which celebrate these ideals at the expense 

of life conceptions that emphasis self-realisation, libertarianism and social justice. Evidently, there is a



certain logic behind this distribution of values according to age and status because asceticists and 

authoritarian materialists can only profit from the traditional consensus regarding existing rules and laws 

of distribution. Equally, they can easily justify and legitimise their high economic and job status (in the 

case of asceticists) or their particularly high labour market integration (in the case of authoritarian 

materialists) with the principle of meritocracy, by following a simple logic: “we have achieved what we 

are*’. Postmaterialists and disappointed materialists can no longer rely on such arguments. No matter 

what they achieved (education wise), labour market participation and proper income returns remain or 

become increasingly problematic. Thus, given this situation, a celebration of achievement values would 

be self-defeatist The same reasoning applies to values of duty and acceptance because postmaterialists 

and disappointed materialists cannot accept the roles set up by older generations that today function as a 

status quo defence against aspiring ‘youth*. Hence, the push towards ideals of self-realisation and social 

justice.

Cleavages: Modest Crystallisation and High Overlap

With one clear exception, the authoritarianism-libertarianism cleavage, the contemporary German 

conflict structure is a matter of strong but minoritarian disagreement This fact Is, of course, hardly 

surprising, considering the spread of value synthesis in both parts of Germany. On the contrary, it would 

be rather puzzling if this numerical majority that manages to integrate the most contradictory values into 

one value system, would suddenly appear to be conflict-prone. Taking all previous evidence into 

account, i.e. value synthesists’ low action ability, their feelings of estrangement and alienation and the 

subsequent escape into conformist solutions, there are many reasons to exclude value synthesis as a 

significant actor concerning the societal battle over meaning and, presumably, value synthesists will 

follow the hegemonial thrift

Taking the probable irrelevance of value synthesis into account the strength of crystallisation, i.e. the 

proportion o f individuals or groups that are committed to one of the radical points of views would no 

longer be particularly modest Table 12.3 presents a re-calculation of proportions regarding 

crystallisation per cleavage on the basis of the non-value integrative part o f the population.”

This re-calculation of commitment profiles on the basis of only value-selective groups, i.e. on the basis 

of about sixty percent of East and West Germans, who formulate clear value preferences and antipathies, 

highlights the salience of the autonomy cleavage. It shows, in particular, West Germany’s stronger 

commitment to the more abstract conflict between values of duty and self-realisation and East 

Germany’s enthusiasm for the authoritarian state that embraces almost the all o f society. The non

cleavage between ideas of the strong interventional state and concepts of active citizen participation

° We excluded complete synthesists and consensualists from the analysis. Thus, we take the remaining 
collectives as the new basis, i.e. 100 percent. We did not exclude conservative synthesists because previous 
analyses repeatedly showed the closer similarities of particularly West German conservative synthesists to the 
realm of right-conservative value selection than the realm of synthesis.
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reveals once again East Germany's emphasis on the state» in comparison to a highly value integrative 

West where welfare statists are the only adherents of a pro-state and anti-participation perspective.

Table 12.3: Cleavage Commitment in East and West Germany

Theoretical % Non- % Total

Cleavage Committed % Radicals Coalitions

1) Autonomy East West East West East West
1 .Duty/Acceptance vt. 

Self-Realisation 41.2 18.7 10.8 19.4 58.8 81.3
2. Authoritarianism vt. 

Libertarianism 3.7 34.1 53.9 9.4 96.3 65.9
3. Stale Control of 

Economy vs 
PoliL Participation

53.2 90.0 46.8 10.8

4. Welfare Stale vs. 
PoliL Participation 56.9 78.7 43.1 21.3

II. Prosperity
3. Materialism vs. 

Self-Realisation 63.2 34.1 7.6 27.4 36.8 65.9
6. Materialism vs. 

PoliL Pvtidpaiion 43.5 28.7 43.1 43.5 56.5 71.3
7. Social Equality vs. 

Self-Realisation 92.4 88.7 7.6 11J
8. Social Equality vs. 

PoliLparticipstion 56.9 88.7 43.1 11.3
III. Meritocracy
9. Social Equality vs. 

Meritocracy 86.6 53.4 3.2 33.1 13.4 46.6
10. Social Security vs. 

Meritocracy 82.9 53.4 17.1 46.6 17.1 46.6
11. Meritocracy vs. 

Self-Realisation 73.4 30.0 10.8 23.5 26.6 70.0
12. Social Equality vs. 

Market Economy 96.8 82.0 3.2 10.0 3.2 18.0

The prosperity cleavage» on the other hand» is predominantly a West German matter because the 

proportion of non-crystallised groups is twice as high in the East than in the W est This result is almost 

exclusively attributable to the fact that anti-materialist collectives do not exist in the E ast Moreover» 

precisely the same observation can be made about the meritocracy cleavage too» East Germans are 

hardly committed and if they are they are to almost one hundred percent adherents and defenders of a re

distributive social security state.

Having said that crystallisation varies not only from cleavage to cleavage but likewise from East to 

W est The smallest proportion of committed groups affects the meritocratic cleavage on which only 

thirteen or seventeen percent of East Germans formulate a somehow radical position. The cleavage with 

presumably the highest salience is also formed by East Germans» with 96 percent being associated to the 

authoritarian-libertarian conflict» o f which a huge majority support the strong and paternalistic state. 

West Germans are most conflictual over the autonomy cleavage's conflict between values of duty and
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self-realisation, with 81 percent being a part o f one of the two radical alliances. The lowest proportion of 

crystallisation within West Germany is to be found in the two cleavages that confront ideals o f social 

justice with ideals o f achievement and diligence (479b). However, the particularly low involvement of 

East Germans makes the West German level o f crystallisation three times as high as that in the E ast 

In sum, excluding purely value integrative groups, i.e. complete synthesists and consensualists, all value 

selective groups are somehow committed to the contemporary cleavage structure. This observation is 

valid for both East and West German value collectives, although W est Germans radicals tend to be 

involved in the entire cleavage space. In East Germany this is the case only for the most radical and 

most * westernised* collective of postmaterialism that, in almost all instances, forms an alliance with its 

West German counterparts against the East German mainstream.

We will validate this observation with the help of a more comprehensive presentation of (potential) 

coalition and opposition profiles. Who appears with whom how frequently? Where are the most reliable 

alliances and the most forceful opponents? The following three tables present a simple calculation of 

value collective's systems of alliances and opponents based on the descriptive evidence of Table 12.2. A 

first table (Table 12.4.a) concentrates exclusively on West Germany, whilst Table 12.4.b shows the East 

Germany internal constellation of conflicts and coalitions, and Table 12.4.C focuses on mechanisms of 

opposition and consensus across the East-West borderline.

Table 12.4.a: Coalitions and Opposition Patterns within West Germany

West:
PMt-
mit

M «fer
ra tUm

Vftilmre
SUtfem

Ak*-
Udim

Autharil
MaL

Mwpp.
Mal

Vskm
DiflaON

Cm|M i
Synthes!*

Ca» Corners.
Synth.

W est: c 0 C O C O c O C 0 c 0 c o c 0 c O C 0

Test-
Materialism * 5 . 1 I • 6 • 7 4 1 - - 1 - 2 - 7
Mode-
ratism 5 . * 1 1 . 4 4 2 1 - - - . - 1 - 4
Welfare
Stadsm 1 1 1 1 * . 2 . 1 2 . - - - _ - . 1 -

Asceticism - 6 • 4 - 2 • 7 - - 4 - . 1 _ 3 . 5 -
AuthoriL
Materialism - 7 - 4 - 1 7 1 + 1 3 - - 1 • 3 - 8  -

Dieapp.
Materialism 4 1 2 1 2 - _ 4 1 3 ♦ - . 1 _ 1 1 3
Value
DiMance * - . -

Complete
Synthesis . 1 _ . - - 1 „ 1 _ l - * 1 _ 1 -

Con-
sensualism - 2 - 1 - - 3 _ 3 _ - 1 - 1 . * 2  -

Conservât
Synthesis - 7 . 4 1 . 5 _ 8 _ 1 3 . - 1 _ 2 . *

TOTAL 1025 8 15 5 5 16 16 20 15 10 14 0 0 4 2 9 4 18 14
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Let us start with the Western pattern of postmaterialism and its position within West German society. 

Obviously, it is a highly contested value collective because no other societal group attracts an even 

comparable amount of opponents. Given the entire cleavage space, postmaterialists are 25 tim es 

confronted by opponents whilst on ten occasions they succeed in forming a favourable alliance. 

Postmaterialists have two reliable coalition partners: moderates and disappointed materialists, although, 

as we have seen previously, disappointed materialists are, whenever they take a similar point of view, far 

closer to postmaterialism than moderates. However, they are forceful opponents of postmaterialism *s 

anti-materialist dream. Thus, postmaterialists have one highly reliable, but not particularly committed, 

coalition partner, the moderates, and one highly committed, but not hundred percent reliable partner, 

disappointed materialism. On the other hand, moderates and postmaterialists are sociostructuraliy 

closely related because both come from privileged family backgrounds, have a high level o f education 

and are younger than average, whilst the relative "manliness* and professional and income status o f 

moderates, in addition to their relative strength concerning manpower, may give the female outsider 

status of postmaterialism some social credit Disappointed materialists, on the other hand, are W est 

Germany's urban anti-elite having been strongly hit by unemployment and lowly educated. They form a  

weird and explosive alliance with postmaterialists that rests neither on socio-structural origins nor on a 

similar value horizon bu t rather, on an equally strong opposition to the "older* establishment and its 

rules and social status.

In any case, postmaterialists are opposed to a highly reliable and solid alliance of asceticism, 

authoritarian materialism and conservative synthesis. Indeed, value collectives which symbolise this 

generational and gender conflict represent the most committed opponents of postmaterialists. Thus, the 

inside-outside problematique overshadows and impedes the potential possibility of class alliances 

because asceticists, socio-stmcturally the predecessor generation o f postmaterialists, are as forceful 

enemies as are the lower class systems of authoritarian materialists and conservative synthesists.

The more modest value profile o f moderatism is reflected in the group’s alliances and opponents 

because whenever moderatism is an active part o f the W est German cleavage structure, they appear on 

the side o f postmaterialism. Hence, they attract the same opponents as postmaterialists but on a slightly 

more moderate scale.

In spite of their particularity and uniqueness, welfare statists remain relatively abstinent with regard to 

most value conflicts, a fact which can be fully attributed to welfare statists* tendency to insist on value 

integration when most West German radicals see contradictions (e.g. social equality versus meritocracy) 

or to take a conflictual point of view when W est Germans generally apply value integration (e.g. social 

welfare state versus citizen participation). The behaviour of welfare statists over coalitions is, thus, 

somewhat contradictory. Indeed, they never participate in the right-conservative alliance of asceticism 

and authoritarian materialism, but neither can postmaterialists and moderates count on them because 

although welfare statists support the left's anti-authoritarianism they forcefully reject its anti-prosperity 

perspective. On both issues, anti-authoritarianism and pro-materialism, welfare statism forms an alliance
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with disappointed materialism, a value collective that is, socio-structurally speaking, more similar to it 

than the upper class profiles of moderatism and postmaterialism. However, this relatively modest 

penetration o f the W est German system of opposition and coalition highlights welfare statists* peculiar 

but isolated position in contemporary society. Moreover, considering also their over-aged profile and the 

fact that they are no longer re-producing, welfare statists appear once again to be an increasingly 

insignificant actor on the societal stage of conflict

This is clearly not the case with regard to asceticism, a group with a similarly over-aged and non- 

reproductive age structure because asceticists succeed in forming a strong alliance into which enters the 

entire conservative-right realm. This upper class value system can also rely heavily upon the lower class 

collectives of authoritarian materialism and conservative synthesis, all three groups being characterised 

by relative manliness and above-average age and, of course, a  strong opposition against the alliance of 

postmaterialists, moderates and disappointed materialists.

Furthermore, we can also see that especially value distance and complete synthesists have been 

completely marginalised in West Germany’s cleavage structure.

What one observes, thus, is a highly stable cleavage structure that is characterised by an amazingly high 

cleavage overlap, i.e. the same groups form coalitions with the same partners on different issues and are 

confronted with a stable alliance o f opponents, with postmaterialists, moderates and disappointed 

materialists confronting the societal ideals o f asceticism, authoritarian materialism and conservative 

synthesis. In contrast, criss-crossing patterns are observable only in the cases of disappointed 

materialism and, particularly, welfare statism because these two groups are the only collectives who 

change coalitions depending on single issues. Notwithstanding these exceptions, the West German 

cleavage structure is surprisingly stable and reproduces itself from issue to issue. Moreover, we can also 

distinguish those alliances which are more successful from those which are less so. Moderates, 

disappointed materialists and particularly postmaterialists face more opposition than they find support 

On the other hand, asceticists, authoritarian materialists and conservative synthesists manage to uphold a 

balanced or even positive profile o f support In other words, the postmaterialist coalition faces far more 

opposition, and is confronted far more often, than the asceticists’ alliance. There are two obvious reasons 

for this difference: firstly, whenever the value integrative mainstream, complete synthesis and 

consensualism, intervenes in the battle over meaning, they do this on the side of the 'establishment* 

alliance. Secondly, this alliance’s network of support is more densely knit than that of the 

postmaterialists. In the entire cleavage space, the conservative alliance achieves a maximum of eight 

coalitions, whilst postmaterialists successfully co-opt moderates in only five instances. Hence, 

postmaterialism is more dependent upon changing coalition partners, be it moderates or disappointed 

materialists. This becomes obvious if one looks at the coalition profile between moderatism and 

disappointed materialism because the ratio of 2:1  is far below the level of the whatever possible 

combinations are created by their opponents (the ratio between asceticism and conservative synthesis is 

5:0, between authoritarian materialists and conservative synthesists 8 :0 ).
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Considering all the evidence, the postmaterialists’ inferior position in terms o f manpower, their less 

integrated societal position and the strong opposition that they are confronted with, while they are 

themselves relatively weakly organised, gives many reasons to doubt that, in the near future at least, 

postmaterialism will succeed in overthrowing the still comfortably hegemonial cultural alliance of the 

older generations. Indeed, it is the age structure which may be their major advantage because as long as 

asceticists* and authoritarian materialists* value systems remain thinly spread within the younger 

generations, West Germany’s cultural balance will slowly but gradually lean towards the radicalism o f 

the younger generations.

Table 12.4.b: Coalition and Opposition Patterns within Hast Germany

East*
PMt-
MaL

Madera*
Ham Aicettciim

AutfaeriL
MaL

DUapp.
MaL

Value
Distance

Cempiete
SjmUmle

Cm -
•camellia

Camera.
Sjiibcdi

East: C 0 c 0 c o c 0 c O C O c O c O c O
Post*
Materialism * 1 1 - 4 - 5 2 3 1 - 1 2 2

MeJeradsm 1 1 * 1 I 1 1 1 - - - 1 - 1 1 1

Asceticism . 4 1 1 * 4 - 2 - - 1 1

Authority
Materialism . 5 1 1 4 - • 3 - 1 - 1 - 1 5

Dùapp*
Materialism 2 3 1 - 2 - 3 * 1 - 1 - 1 2

Value
Distance 1 . - . . - 1 - 1 - * - - - 1

Cempiete
Synthesis _ 1 1 1 . 1 1 - - . * 1 1

Can-
seasuatlsm 1 1 . 1 • 1 . 1 . • . 1 . * 1

CaasereaL
Synthesis 2 1 1 - 5 - 2 - I - 1 - 1 - *

TOTAL 4 17 7 3 10 5 16 6 13 3 4 0 6 1 6 / 12 2

In comparison to W est Germany, the internal cleavage structure o f East Germany reveals both huge 

similarities and dissimilarities at one and the same time. Let us start with what is not sim ilar the entire 

network o f coalitions and oppositions is far less densely knit because, whilst the maximum 

coalition/opposition ratio in the West is 8:0, the East achieves a maximum of merely 5:0. This difference 

is further proof of the fact that East Germany is far less conflict prone than its former Western 

competitor state, less radical groups being committed to less cleavages. Secondly, postmaterialism is 

completely isolated, there being no left-liberal alliance whatsoever because moderates are both in favour 

and against postmaterialism, whilst disappointed materialists twice enter into an alliance with 

postmaterialism, and yet, enter opposing coalitions on three occasions.

Thus, with regard to the left-liberal realm there is no cleavage overlap but a relative high amount of 

criss-crossing relationships that lead, in the end, to an almost complete isolation of the already marginal 

collective o f postmaterialism. As a result. East German postmaterialists achieve a coalition/opposition
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ratio of 4:17, a ratio that is even worse than in the West (10:25). W hilst West German postmaterialism 

has two reliable coalition partners to its disposal, the few coalition partners of East German 

postmaterialists that do exist are highly unreliable and more frequently opponents than adherents. In any 

case, postmaterialists in the East are confronted by opponents who are equally strong as those faced by 

their Western twins. Thus, asceticism and authoritarian materialism are able to construct a regular and 

reliable alliance against the marginal radicalism of postmaterialists.

Notwithstanding the relative stability of the right-conservative coalition, it is significantly weaker than 

its West German counterpart because although conservative synthesists are in strong agreement with 

authoritarian materialists they are only prepared on one occasion to join the case of asceticism. 

Moreover, conservative synthesists are hardly prepared to enter the anti-postmaterialism struggle. 

Hence, the weak point in the alliance is the relationship between asceticism and conservative synthesists 

and the latter’s lack of preparedness for active conflict intervention.

In any case, the distance that is put by both moderates and disappointed materialism between them and 

postmaterialism renders both groups consensual in the sense that they acquire more partners than 

enemies, whilst the reversed is true in West Germany. Thus, postmaterialism is the only East German 

value collective with a negative balance, a fact which is again a strong point in favour o f the uniqueness 

of postmaterialists in an otherwise rather homogeneous and conflict-free society.

Where are there similarities between East and West? The most obvious is the relatively similar 

organisation o f the right-conservative realm. However, in East Germany this alliance remains without 

any real opposition if  one neglects, for a moment, the marginalised and completely isolated pattern of 

postmaterialism. Moreover, its societal acceptance is far higher than in the West because whilst the 

coalition/opposition ratio of the Western asceticists is 16:16, hence balanced, in East Germany it reaches 

a comfortably positive balance of 10:5. Similar differences effect authoritarian materialism (W est 20:15, 

East 16:6) and conservative synthesists (West 18:14, East 12:2). As a  result, within East Germany, the 

right-conservative realm’s views of the world seem to be truly hegemonial, with hardly any resistance 

being formed against this highly successful coalition.

Table 12.4.C focuses exclusively on the potential coalition and opposition structure between East and 

W est German value collectives. The table’s rows show the coalition-opposition structure between West 

and East, the columns presenting the conflicts and coalitions that East German collectives provoke in the 

W est To start with. East German postmaterialism is more strongly contested in the W est than in its own 

East German environment, and even more than West German postmaterialism in the W est Its 

coalition/opposition ratio reaches 17:28 (Eastern postmaterialism in East Germany 4:17, Western 

postmaterialism in West Germany 10:25). On the other hand, it is situated in a far less hostile 

environment because whilst East German postmaterialism finds seventeen West German coalition 

partners, in the East it can rely on only four partners. Not surprisingly, its most reliable partner is West 

German postmaterialism and, in any case, it copies West German postmaterialists’ conflict profile, with 

moderates and disappointed materialists offering stable alliances, except over the issue of prosperity in
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the case of disappointed materialism, whilst West German asceticists, authoritarian materialists and

conservative synthesists are its most hostile opponents.

Table 12.4.c: Coalition and Opposition Patterns across West and East Germany

East: PMtnat Maderat AmHid.
AtMfaortL
MiL

Dteapp.
Mat

Value
Diet

CanpL
SjdUl

Cm -
MonaL

Caoaarr.
Sjrrfharfa T o ta l

W est: c 0 c O C 0 C O c O C O c O c  o C O C  O

Post-
Materialism 7 1 1 1 . 4 - 4 2 3 1 - - 1 - 1 . 2 11 1 6

Mod*.
mdsm 5 _ 1 1 - 4 - 5 - 3 • - • 1 - 1 . 2 6  1 7

Wol/oro
Sialism 1 1 1 _ 1 1 3 2 1 - 3 2 1 0  6

AscstieUm . 7 1 1 5 1 3 1 2 2 - 2 1 - 1 - 1 . 1 4  13

AuthoriL
Materialism 8 1 1 4 - 5 - 3 2 - 1 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 7  12

Disapp.
Materialism 4 1 1 _ . 2 1 2 3 - 1 - 1 . 11  5

Vain*
Diteamet 0  0

CompUte
Symlhtsis , 1 - 1 - 1 0  3

Com-
tsmsualism 3 1 _ 1 . 1 . 1 1 - 1 1 . 1 - 1 - 7  5

Coaoormt.
Symthssla - 7 1 1 4 - 5 - 3 2 - 1 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 7  11

TOTAL 1 7  2 8 8 5 1 5  1 0 1 8 1 4 1 5  1 4 2 6 4 2 4  2 1 0 6

A similar conclusion can be drawn for East German asceticism and authoritarian materialism. This 

coalition network has the highest density whereever the overlap between the East and West German twin 

patterns is concerned, although the conflict structure is less pronounced than in W est Germany alone. 

For example. W est German postmaterialism provokes the opposition of West German authoritarian 

materialists on seven different issues, whilst this is the case in only four instances for East German 

authoritarian materialism. Besides, East German conservative synthesis retains its low profile also with 

regard to W est German collectives which emphasises the far less conflictual makeup o f East German 

conservative synthesis in comparison to its Western counterpart which is a firm and committed partner 

o f the conservative-right alliance.

Moreover, the East-West confrontation shows that the W est German alliance of postmaterialists, 

moderates and disappointed materialists can also rely strongly on East German postmaterialism, being 

the fourth pillar of a society-wide anti-establishment movement On the other hand, East German 

moderates, and particularly East German disappointed materialists, show a clear tendency to collaborate 

with the conservative-right alliance, thus, the 4left-liberal' coalition remains clearly Western dominated. 

The marginal collective of East German postmaterialism adds an Eastern component, although its 

isolated position within its own society and its almost negligible size particularly in comparison to its
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West German coalition partners, makes its actual influence within this coalition questionable, to say the

least

By contrast, the W est German alliance of asceticism, authoritarian materialism, and conservative 

synthesis achieves sizeable and strong support from the Eastern collectives of asceticism and 

authoritarian materialism, even though the East Germans are not fully integrated into West Germany's 

network of dense and perfectly reciprocal relationships. In other words, they turn out to be unreliable 

coalition partner with regard to several issues. In particular, they do not join the West German alliance 

against the welfare state, in favour of meritocratic principles. However, one must acknowledge that the 

conservative-right coalition has been the main beneficiary of unification and, in comparison to its left- 

liberal opponents, it could increase its strength, also with regard to pure manpower, considerably. This 

sheds new light on the future of the anti-establishment coalition which, in the 'new* Germany, has a 

position that is obviously worse than was the case in West Germany.

Table 12.5: Systems o f Coalition and Opposition in Comparison

EAST
Coalitions Oppositions

WEST
Coalitions Oppositions

EAST Coalitions 
Oppositions

78
38

94
67

WEST Coalitions 
Oppositions

93
88

110
110

This final table presents a summary of the entire coalition and opposition system in the united Germany. 

Obviously, West Germany is the major locus of both alliances and opposing groups (ratio o f 110:110). 

However, the high amount of coalitions does not suggest that West Germany is more consensual 

internally than, for example, East Germany. On the contrary, it is an indication of the stronger 

commitment of West German collectives to the contemporary cleavage structure because more West 

than East Germans participate in the struggle over meaning, hence, W est German value collectives are 

not only more conflict-prone, they are also more likely to form coalitions.

A further striking result is the extremely low conflict profile within the Eastern part o f Germany because 

with a potential total of 38 oppositions, East Germany lags far behind West Germany (110) and the 

conflict structure between both parts of Germany. Furthermore, if one considers that seventeen out of 

these 38 conflicts can be attributed to East German postmaterialism alone, the consensus profile of East 

Germany is highlighted yet again. Moreover, in East Germany we also find the lowest number of 

coalitions, which again underlines the lower commitment of East German value collectives to the 

contemporary cleavage structure.

If East German value collectives enter conflict they tend to direct opposition towards the West because 

with a total o f 67 oppositions the East-West dimension is almost twice as salient as that within East 

Germany (38). However, that said, East Germany is not particularly conflictual towards the West 

because it also forms 94 coalitions with West German partners. Having said that, we know that there are
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several issues« over the authoritarian« but socially just state« on which almost tte  entire East opposes the 

far more individualistic Western point of view. In general, however, W est and East Germans tend to be 

more frequently part o f a common coalition than they oppose each other in conflicting alliances. This 

may come as a surprise, especially if  one conceptualises the East-W est dimension as one of the major 

cleavages in the united Germany. Obviously, East Germany is more conflictual with the W est than in its 

own society, thus, present-day East Germany probably experiences opposition and conflict to a greater 

extent than ever before, because in the past an almost completely consensual society faced only one 

single internal ‘enemy’: postmaterialism. Despite this presumably strong increase in opposition 

behaviour through unification and its subsequent, and necessary, concern with a more conflictual West, 

East Germany is still a comparably harmonious and conflict-free society.

A second surprise may be the high cleavage overlap within W est German society because in contrast to 

most cleavage theories that are based upon a Simmelian approach and relate modernity to criss-crossing 

structures o f conflict. W est Germany possesses a highly solid and reliable coalition and opposition 

system that reproduces itself in a vast majority o f potential conflicts. On the other hand, criss-crossing 

structures are far more frequent in East Germany. Given the strong emphasis on a Taw and order* 

welfare state, it seems to be not particularly inviting to explain criss-crossing cleavages with East 

Germany's further progress in the process of modernisation. Instead, one may find an explanation in the 

lower tendency towards conflict which are displayed by East German value systems, and their little 

extremism and stronger consensual makeup that makes the establishment of stable and multi-issue 

coalition and opposition structures far less likely.
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In some respects this thesis has raised as many questions as it has tried to answer. It has drawn a picture of a 

basically conflictual West Germany in which many groups struggle against each other in order to establish 

‘their’ ideal world. In contrast, East Germany appeared to be a comparatively homogeneous society that 

marginalised conflicts and relatively seldom entered the battle over meaning.

Moreover, this thesis revealed a strong correspondence between ‘symbolic struggles’ and the struggle over j

social position, power and privilege. The battles regarding symbolic and social order proved to be intimately 

interwoven. Indeed, these findings may be perceived as disturbing and unwelcome particularly by the many 

scholars who claimed the disappearance of social conflicts and the transcendence of the material cleavage 

by the value cleavage. Besides, we observed a strong relevance of ascriptive unalterable social distinctions. J

In short, the struggle over meaning remains unintelligible if  one neglects social borderlines that divide 

society in different layers and positions of ‘have* and ‘have not*. Moreover, social categories like gender, j 
age and most recently also East and West provide easy ammunition and render contemporary value conflicts 

more aggressive and socially explosive than they probably would be without this strong component of j

ascription. 1 |

However, this thesis could not establish an incontestable and straightforward social hierarchy of value j
'i

collectives. The reader may recall our immense problems concerning for example the categorisation of the J

value collective of postmaterialism as socially privileged or disadvantaged. Similar, albeit less pronounced !

difficulties were typical for the majority of our value conflicts. Consequently, the thesis also did not manage j

to stipulate who will be the probable winners and losers of the ongoing value conflicts. Indeed, this thesis '

could not be used as a predictor of the future outlook of German society. The prevalence of ascriptive social f

distinctions that arc so difficult to define in terms of ‘above’ and ‘below’, ‘have’ and ‘have not*, to a large 

extent explains this apparent failure.

However, we also believe that the basically complex nature of contemporary societies makes such 

definitions and predictions a rather difficult if not impossible (and naive) endeavour. Modem societies are 

potentially value conflictual and the outcome of these conflicts will determine the outlook and future of ;

these societies. In contrast to what modernisation theorists would like to believe, there are no a-priori 

determined winners and losers of such conflicts. The most ‘old-fashioned’ values promoted by societal ■ 

‘underdogs’ may - under certain conditions and in alliance with other social forces - win an unexpected 

battle over the most ‘modem’ value collectives.

In this sense, this thesis makes a strong case in favour of a farewell to consensual and harmonious visions of i

societal integration. Germany will remain a conflictual society that struggles over the ideal coordinates of its 

social order. The dream of value consensus will probably never become reality. Modem life is value
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conflictual by nature and harmonious conceptions - desirable as ttey may be - cannot provide an 

understanding of contemporary phenomena. Moreover, we certainly have to abandon the idea that we have 

finally overcome social conflicts. The tight relationship between value conflicts and social divisions has 

been highlighted again and again throughout this thesis.

In Germany, in particular, the misunderstanding o f value conflicts as deplorable cases of value loss, identity 

crisis and threats to democracy and civilisation in general, has a long tradition.1 From the light of our 

empirical evidence the continual application o f the idea o f value consensus seems to be misleading and 

anachronistic. Of course, value consensus may sometimes be a possibility, however, it will never be an 

expression of ‘normality* but an outcome o f specific internal and external conditions as this was the 

situation during the Cold War which greatly contributed to the extraordinary value consensus of the post

war decades.

We better also bid farewell to the second facet of the ‘consensus thesis'. The idea o f value synthesis, that is 

of the necessary integration of even contradictory values into one value pattern, so prominent with German 

scholars, does not open a path towards modernity and human adequacy but is a direct road towards 

alienation and conformism. The idea that the contradictory and contested, hence conflictual, nature of values 

can be overcome by the integration of such values into one value system has empirically turned out to be 

illusory. The average ‘value synthesist* is no superior modem being but trapped chronically in choice and 

action dilemmas and consistently unable to react against the contingency of modem life.

1 As a very recent example see the contributions of Hepp 1996, Winkel 1996 and Tibi 1996 in one of the latest issues 
of *Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte*. For a more historical account of Germans’ desire concerning harmony, see 
Chapter 3.
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Table Al: West German Authoritarian Materialism
A) Poetical Culture issues

Very Not At
Pollticallnterest Valid N % Mtssrng Strong Strong Medium Weak An Mean Sfa dev

55 0.0 36 12.7 43.6 34.5 5.5 3.25 0.88
1330 0.0 74 21.8 429 19.6 8.3 2.99 1.02

Confer* Center-
Ideological Salt-evaluation left Loft Right Right Moon Srd.dev.

52 5.5 3.8 21.2 42.3 32.7 3.03- 0.63
1125 15.3 16.5 36.5 32.1 14.8 2.45 0.93

Very Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Very
General Ufa Satisfaction Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied U nsatisltec Un*otisfle< Unsatisfied Mean Stcf.aev

54 1.6 9.3 35.2 38.9 9.3 74 0.0 2 70- 1.02
1322 0.6 20.0 54.2 20.2 4.6 0.8 0.3 2.12 0.82

Can >• Better ■«
Social Trust Trustful Careful Oepends Other Mean Sta.aev.

53 3.6 396 264 34.0 0.0 n.o.
1267 3.2 40.9 39.2 19.3 0.6 no

Speak Better In In
Freedom of Opinion freeiy Coreiul Between limits Mean Std.aev.

55 0.0 67.3 20.0 ' 9.1 3.6 n.o.
1320 0.8 81.4 11.1 4.2 3.4 no

B) Issues of Democracy
The Idea of Democracy Very Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very

valid n %Mssing pro Pro Pro Contra Conira Contra Mean Std.dev
52 5.5 44 2 32.7 15.4 3.8 1.9 1.9 1.92* 1.11

1272 4.4 54.2 32.6 9.0 2.4 0.6 1.0 1.65 0.91
Very Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very

The Reality of Democracy Content Content Content Oisconten Disconfen Discontent Moon Std.aev
54 1.8 14.8 46.3 13.0 167 74 1.9 2.61 1.25

1278 3.9 10.6 49.1 25.4 94 37 1.8 2.51 1.04
Very Rather Slightly Sllghlly Rather Very

The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Centra Mean Std.dev
55 0.0 5.5 10.9 1.8 14.5 23.6 436 4.70" 1.57

1176 11.6 4.5 137 23.4 12.6 20.3 25.5 4.07 1.55
Very Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very

Reality of GOR-Socialism Good Good Good Bad Bad Bad Mean Std.dev
55 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 - 1.8 9.1 18.2 709 5.59 0.78

1244 65 0.3 1.4 3.1 6,3 27,0 61.6 5.43 089
Reality and Idea of Idea* Idea* Idea- Idea*
Socialism in the GDR Reality* Reality- Reality* Realtty- Meon Std.dev.

55 0.0 1.8 20.0 1.8 76.4 n.o.
1287 3.2 36 29.8 7.3 59.3 no

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Defence of Freedom Complete Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

54 1.8 31.5 407 167 9.3 19 0.0 2.09- 1.01
1295 2.6 226 30.3 22.9 11.6 84 4.0 2.64 1.38

Authoritarianism; Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Education to Obedience Complete Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

51 7.3 15.7 21.6 54,9 59 2.0 0.0 2.56" 0.90
1279 3.8 6.6 16.6 35.6 19.9 14.1 7.3 3.40 1.30

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Public Good Complete Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

46 16.4 2.2 30 4 32.6 28.3 65 0.0 3.06" 0.97
1231 7.4 5.6 15.3 27.5 26.8 15.8 6.6 3.57 1.32

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Disogree Disagree Disogree
Rapid Changes Complete Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

51 7.3 5.9 157 37.3 21.6 137 5.9 3.39 1.25
1286 3.3 6.5 15.3 27.5 26.8 15.8 8.8 3.34 1.33

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Disogree i1

Disagree
Insecurity Complete Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Meon Std.dev

46 12.7 2.1 8.3 45.6 25.0 14.6 4.2 3.54 1.05
1266 3.3 7.0 16.8 33.5 22.0 134 7.3 3.39 1.30

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree ! i Disagree
Adaptation to Friends Complete Mainly Rather Ralher Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

51 7.3 3 9 9.6 19.6 31 4 17.6 17.6 4.01 1.36
1257 5.5 2.1 6.0 18.3 20.7 247 26.3 4.36 1.36

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Disogree Disagree Disagree
Agree with Majority Complete Mainly Rather Ralher Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

49 10.9 0.0 8.2 22.4 24.5 26.5 18.5 4.25 1.23
1250 6.0 1.3 5.9 16.4 250 19.6 31.6 4.51 1.31

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Be Opportunistic Complete Mainly Rather Rather Moiniy Completely Mean Std.dev

50 9 1 2.0 12.0 32.0 220 16.0 16.0 3.86- 1.34
1228 7.7 1.9 5.5 18.0 26.6 20.8 27.0 4.40 1.40

Very Rather Hardly Not
Notional Pride Pride Pride Pride At All Refused Mean Std.dev

55 0.0 164 50.9 20.0 9.1 36 2.32 0.96
1320 08 177 41.5 18.3 15.2 73 253 1.16

n rr n1 H HIJ ? ‘h J rifr
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Commitment Rather Rather Not
Local Community Strong Strong Weak AtAR Mean Staaev

55 0.0 473 27.3 21.8 3.6 1.61 090
1325 04 294 49.0 18.3 34 1.95 0 78

Commitment Rather Rather Not
Region Strong Strong Weak At AR Mean Staaev

54 1.8 33.3 48.1 167 1.9 1.87 0.75
1326 0.3 22.9 53.5 20.5 3.2 2.04 0.74

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Former Federal Republic Strong Strong Weak At AR Mean $ra.aev

54 1.8 27.8 51.9 16.5 1.9 1.94* a  73
1317 1.0 18.1 53.5 20.5 3.2 2.14 0.76

Commitment Rather Rather Not
United Germany S..^ng Strong Weak AtAR Mean staaev

54 1.8 33.3 44 4 20.4 1.9 1.90* 0 78
1325 0.4 18.6 51.3 256 4.5 2.16 0.77

Commitment Rather Rather Not
Europe on Community Strong Strong Weak At Al Mean Staaev

55 0.0 7.3 21.8 41.8 29.1 2.92** 0.90
1320 0.6 8.4 36.1 41.2 14.3 2.61 0.83

Commitment Rather Rather Not
7t>e Old Regions t Strong Strong Week At AR Mean staaev

53 3.6 26.4 52.8 15.1 5.7 2.00 0.80
1312 1.4 16.2 54.3 24.3 5.1 2.18 0.75

c; (ssuej ot tte  We/iare State
Condition tor Democracy; Not AtAR Very
Social Equality Important Important Mean Sta. aev

54 1.8 3.7 5.6 0.0 31-5 20.4 35.2 3.7 4.79" 1.37
1314 1.1 24 3.5 6.2 13.2 17.8 24.7 32.2 5.43 1.55

Condition tor Democracy: Not At AR Very
Private Economy Important Important Mean sta. aev

55 0.0 1.8 1.8 12.7 10.9 23.6 21 8 273 5.27" 1.53
1314 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.7 6.5 110 24 7 54 4 6.17 1.17

Citiiefi Duty: Not AtAR Very
Soctatpolltical Commitment Important Important Mean sta.aev

53 3.6 1.9 7.5 17.0 22.6 30.2 13.2 7.5 4.41" 1.42
1309 1.5 0.6 1.0 4.9 12.2 23.8 26.7 30.9 5.60 1.27

State interventions in Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean sta.aev

47 14.5 149 61.7 23.4 2.0B 0.62
1201 96 17.1 61.0 21.9 2.04 0.62

Big Business' influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

54 1.8 33.3 64.8 1.9 1.68" 0.50
1309 1.5 53.9 42.7 34 1.49 0.56

Preference on
Soeiot Security System Public Private Mean Sta.aev

55 0.0 81.8 18.2 n.a.
1319 0.7 84.2 15.8 n.a.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Enlorge Right Reduce Mean sta.aev

54 1.6 25.9 70.4 3.7 1.77 a so
1266 3.2 33.4 58.5 8.1 1.74 0.59

D) Action Dltpoution and Post Behaviour
Vote intention Rep/DVtl CDU/ G rue ne f DKP/

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Missing NPD csu F.D.P. SPD RuendntstPOS None Mean Sfcf.dev
47 14.5 8.5 40.4 6.4 19.1 2.1 17.0 64 n.a.

1046 21.3 1.1 37.2 7.0 36.1 10.6 1.9 6.1 n.o.
Rep/DVU CDU/ Grue ne/ DKP/P0S

Forty-identification NPD CSU FOP SPD Buendntsf SED None Mean sta.aev
51 7.3 9.8 31.4 39 15.7 0.0 20 37.3 n.a.

1124 15.5 2.0 32.9 4.6 32.2 7.7 0.4 20.0 n. a.
NO

Union Membenhip Active Passive Member Mean Sta.aev.
53 3.6 5.7 17.0 77.4 n.a

1313 1.3 6.2- 13.5 80.3 n.a.
No

forty Membership Aclhre Passive Member Mean sta.aev.
55 0.0 5.5 3.6 909 n.a

1322 0.6 5.0 5.7 89.3 n.a.
Commitment to No
Cittxen Organisations Active Passive Member Mean Sta.aev.

55 0.0 1.8 5.5 92,7 n.a
1325 0.4 6.0 227 71.2 n.o.

Membershto in No
Frotessional Organisattos Active Passive Member Mean ' sta.aev.

55 0.0 36 5.5 909 n.o.
1330 0.0 3-9 5.1 91 0 n.o.



Table A2: West German Ascetic Conservatism

Political interest valid N % Musing Strong Strong Medium Weak An Mean Staaev
69 0.0 10.1 27.5 42.0 17.4 29 2.75* 0.96

1316 0.0 7.1 21.1 42.9 20.4 85 3 02 1.01
Center- Center*

Ideologico! Sett-Evaluation Loft Leti Right Right Mean Staaev.
65 5.6 7.7 26.2 292 369 295** 0.97

1113 15.4 16.4 364 32.8 144 245 0.93
Very Motnty Rather Rathor Mainly Vory

General Life Satisfaction Sattsltod Satisfied SaRstled Unsatisfier UnsatUfter Un*oH*1ied Mean Staaev
69 0.0 24.6 56.5 14.5 4.3 0.0 0.0 1.98 0.75

1307 0.7 193 53.3 21.3 4.8 t l 0.3 2.16 0.64
Can •• l«tt«r lo

Social Trust Trustful Caioful Depends Other Mean sta.aev
69 0.0 46.4 49.3 4.3 0.0 no

1271 34 40.5 38.2 20.7 0.6 n.o
Spoak ■•ttor ín h

Freedom of Opinion Freely Cowful lotwoon Umlt* Meon sta.aev
68 1.4 79 4 14.7 2.9 2.9 n.o

1307 0.7 80.9 11.2 4.4 3.4 no

8) issues of Democracy
The Idea of Democracy Vory Rothor Sllghtly Sllghtty Ralhor Vory

Valid N %MiSS<ng pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean sta.aev
68 1.4 54 4 27.9 13.2 1.5 0.0 2.9 f.73 1.07

1256 4.6 53.7 330 9.1 2.5 07 1.0 1.66 091
Very Rathor Sllghtty Sllghtly Rathor Vory

The fteolity of Democracy Con tont Content Content Disconten Discanten Discontent Mean Sta.aev
69 0.0 159 42.0 26.1 10.1 0.0 5.8 2.53 1.22

1263 4.0 10.5 49 4 249 9.7 40 1.6 2.52 1.04
Vory Rothor Sllghtly Slightly Ralhor Vory

The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Sta.aev
63 8.7 3.2 12 7 19.0 II.1 14.3 39.7 4.39 1.61

1168 11.2 4.6 13.6 22.6 12.8 20.6 25.6 4.08 1.55
Vory Rothor Sllghtty Silghfly Rothor Vory

Reality of GDft-Soctaliim Good Good Good Sod Bad Bad Mean Staaev
65 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 24.6 73.8 5.72** 0.48

1234 6.2 0.3 1.5 3.2 6.6 26 7 61.6 5.42 0.90
Reality ond Idea of Idea* ktea+ kteo* kteo*
Socialism in the GDO Reality* Roallty. RoaHty* Roallty* Mean Sta.aev.

68 1.4 0.0 27.9 7.4 64 7 n.a
1274 3.2 3.7 29.5 7.) 59.7 n.a,

Authoritarianism: Aproo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Disagree
Defence of Freedom Complot« Motnty Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.aev

68 1.4 324 33.8 20.6 8.8 2.9 1.5 2.20** 1.16
1281 2.7 22.6 30.6 22.7 ll.ó 84 4.0 2.64 1.37

Authoritarianism: Ag roo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Disagree
f  ducatton to Obedience Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.aev

66 4.3 10.6 12.1 42.4 21.2 7.6 61 3.21 1.25
1264 4.0 67 17.0 36.0 19.2 13.9 7.1 3.37 1.29

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree 1i

Disagree
Public Good Comp toto Mainly Rothor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.aev

63 8.7 6.3 23.8 22.2 22.2 159 9.5 3.46 1.42
. 12U 7.8 5 7 15.4 28.0 27.1 15.4 8.4 3.56 1.30

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree l1 Disagro«
Rapid Changes Compioto Motnty Rathor Rathor Mainly Compteteiy Moon staaev

67 29 3.0 16.4 19 4 313 13.4 16.4 3.85- 1.38
1270 35 5.7 15 4 28.0 27.1 15.4 8.4 3.32 1.32

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree 1i

Disagro«
Insecurity Compioto Motnty Rathor Rathor Mainly Compteteiy Mean Staaev

67 29 4.5 10.4 194 284 254 11.9 3.95- 1.33
1265 37 7,0 168 34.8 21-8 12 8 68 3.37 1.28

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Dlsogroo
Adaptation to Friends Complot« Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compteteiy Mean staaev

67 29 3.0 4.5 9.0 29.9 23.9 29.9 4.56 1.29
1241 5.7 2.1 8.2 18.9 20.6 24.5 25.7 4.34 1.36

Conformism: Agtoo Agroo Agroo Otsogroo Disagree Disopra«
Agree with Majority Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compteteiy Mean Sta. dev

67 2.9 0.0 1.5 16.4 25.4 17.9 38.8 4.76 1.18
1232 64 1.3 6.3 16.6 24 9 200 30.9 4.48 1.31

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Disagree
Be Opportunistic Complot« Moirtly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compteteiy Mean sta.aev

67 2.9 1.5 30 179 28 4 17 9 31.3 4.52 1.27
1211 80 19 59 186 26.5 20.8 26.3 4.37 1.30

Vory Rothor Hardty Not
National Pride Prtdo Prtdo Pilde AIA! Refused Mean staaev

67 29 34.3 388 209 6.0 0.0 1.98** 0.89



Commitment: Rather Rather Not
J j /  I

toco/ Community Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean Sraoev
69 00 37.7 37 7 15 9 8.7 1.95 0 94 i

1311 0.4 29 7 48 7 18.5 3.1 1.95 0.77
Commitment: Rather Rather Not i
Region Strong Strong Weak At All Mean Sta. aev i

68 1 4 26.5 48.5 22.1 2.9 2.01 0.78 I
1312 0.3 23.1 53.5 20.3 3.1 2.03 0.74 I

Commitment: Rather Rattier Not
Former federal Republic Strong Strong Weak At An Mean Std.aev

69 0.0 18 8 47.8 29.0 4.3 2.18 0.79
1302 1.1 18.4 54.2 224 4.9 2.13 0 76

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
United Germany Strong Strong Weak At AH Moon Std.aev

69 0.0 20.3 55.1 20.2 4.3 2.08 0.76
1310 0.5 19.1 50.8 25.6 4.4 2.Í5 0.77

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
European Community Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean Sro.oev

69 0.0 4.3 31.9 43.5 20.3 2.79 0.81
1306 08 8.6 35.7 41.1 14.6 2.61 0.83

Commitment: Rofher Rattier Not
The Old Regions 5trong Strong Weak At An Mean sro.oev

66 4.3 9 1 56.1 27.3 7.6 2.33 0.75
1299 1.3 17.0 54.2 23.6 5.0 2.16 0.76

C) issues of the Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Not At All Very
Income Equality Important Important Mean Std.aev

69 0.0 4.3 5.8 11.6 23.2 188 13.0 23.2 4 78” 1.72
1299 1.2 2.4 3.5 5.6 13.4 17.9 25.8 31.5 5.44 1.54

Condition for Democracy: Not At All Very
Private Economy Important Important Mean Std.aev

69 0.0 2.9 2.9 1.4 4.3 10 1 20.3 58.0 6.08 1.48
1300 1.1 0.8 0.8 2.2 6.8 11.6 24.8 53 1 6.14 1.19

Cltiien Duty: Not At All Very
Socialpolltical Commitment Important Important Mean Std.aev

67 29 0.0 3.0 7.5 19.4 31.3 134 25.4 5.20* 1.37
1295 1.5 0.7 1.2 5.3 12.3 23.6 26.8 30.2 5.58 1.29

Sfo/e Interventions In Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean Std.aev

63 8.7 25 4 57 1 175 1.92 0.65
1185 98 16,5 61.3 22.2 2.05 0.62

Big Businas? Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Moon Staaev

67 2,9 56.7 40.3 3.0 • 1.46 0.55
1296 1.4 52.9 43.8 3.4 1.50 0.56

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Mean Std.aev

69 0.0 72.5 27.5 n.a.
1305 0.7 84.7 15.3 n.o.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Enlarge Right Reduce Moon Std.aev

68 1.4 25.0 56.6 16.2 t.91* 0.64
1272 3.2 33.6 59.0 7.5 1.73 0.58

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vale Intention Rep/DVU CDU/ Ciue ne/ DOT/
(Nett Sunday) Valid N % Missing NPD csu tJD.F. SPD RuendnlsR POS None Mean Std.aev

62 10.» 1.6 54.6 9.7 17.7 3.2 8.1 4.8 n.o
1031 21.6 1.4 36.6 6.8 36 5 10.7 2.2 6.2 n.o.

Rep/DVU CDU/ Gruene/ DKP/PDS
Party-identification NPD csu FDP SPD luendnis9S8) None Mean Staaev

63 8.7 4.8 54.0 4.6 15.9 0.0 0.0 20.6 n. a.
1112 15.5 2.2 31.7 4.6 32.4 7.8 0.5 20.8 n.a.

No
Union MembersNp Activo Passive Member Mean Std.aev.

69 0.0 2.9 7.2 89.9 n.a.
1297 1.4 6.4 14.0 79.6 n.a.

No
Party Membership Activo Passive Member Moon Std.aev.

69 0.0 7.2 4.3 68.4 n.a.
1308 0.6 4,9 5.7 89.4 n.a.

Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Active Passive Member Mean Std.aev.

69 0.0 5.8 1.4 92.8 t n.a.
1311 0.4 4.9 23.1 71.0 n.o.

Membership in No
Professional OrgonlsatOu Activo Possive Member Mean Sta.aev.

69 0.0 11.6 7.2 81.2 n.a.
1316 0.0 3.5 5.0 91.5 n a

.J



360Table A3: West German Postmaterialism
A) Political Culture issues

Very • Net At
PoHhcal Interet! Total N % Missing Strong Strong Medium Week Al Mean Staaev

65 0.0 20.0 ■ 40.0 369 1.Î 15 2 24- 084
1320 0.0 6.6 20.5 432 21 1 86 304 1 0 1

Center* Center*
Ideological Self-Evaluation Lett Left Rtght Right Mean Sta.aev

61 6.2 67.2 21.3 11.5 00 1 *r* 0.09
1H7 154 13.2 36.6 338 16.5 253 09f

Very MaMy Rather latter MaMy Very
General Ufa Satisfaction Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied UnsatlsBec tfnsofisfis i Rnsofirted Mean Staaev

64 1.5 18.8 46.9 31.3 3.1 0.0 00 218 0 77
1312 0.6 19.6 53.7 204 49 n 03 215 0.64

Can ie letter Ie
Social Trust Trustful Careful Depends Otter Mean Stcr.crev.

64 1.5 60.9 15.6 234 0.0 n a
1276 3.3 39.8 39.9 19.7 06 no

Speak Better In ki
freedom of Opinion Freely Careful Between Unfit Mean Staaev

6S 0.0 70.8 13.8 6.2 9.2 no
1310 0.8 81.3 11.3 43 3.1 no

B) Issues 0 / Democracy
Very Rather SUghtty Slighty Rather Very

The Idea 0 / Democracy pro Fro Fro Contra Contro Centre Meon sta. aev
64 1.5 70.3 234 6.3 0.0 0.0 00 1 35- 0.60

1260 4.5 52.9 33.3 94 25 07 11 1.68 0.93

Very Rather Slightly SUghtty Rather Very
The Reality of Democracy Content Content Content Disc 00 ten Disc on ten Discontent Mean Sro aev

64 1.5 3.1 23.0 344 168 14 I 4 1 329" 121
1268 39 11.1 50.2 24 4 92 3.3 17 2 48 102

Very Rather Slightly SUghtty Rather Very
The Idea of Socialism Fro Fro Fro Contra Contra Contro Meon Staaev

63 3.1 17.5 30.2 31.7 6.3 95 46 274" 135
1166 11.5 3.9 12.7 21.9 130 21 1 275 4 17 153

Very Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very
Reality 0 1 GDR-Sociolism Good Good Good Bad Bod Bad Meon Staaev

64 1.5 0,0 1.6 16 14 1 422 406 516* 0 85
1235 6.4 0.3 1.4 3.2 60 236 633 545 066

ReaHty and Idea of Ideas- Ideo* Idea* Idee*
Socialism In the GDR Reality* ReolHy- Reality* Reottty- Meon Sro.oev.

65 0.0 4.6 76.9 46 138 n a
1235 64 34 27.0 7.2 62.3 n a

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree e&i

Disagree Disagree
Defence of Freedom Complete Molnly Rather latter MaMy Completely Meon Staaev

64 1.5 1.6 109 266 17.2 20.3 23 4 4 14— 141
1285 2.7 24.2 31.8 224 11.2 75 29 254 1.32

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Otsogree
Education to Obedience Complete Mainly Rather Rotter MaMy Compte tety Meon Sta.aev

65 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 21.5 246 462 5.09— 099
1265 4.2 7.3 17 6 37.8 192 130 St 3.28 1.24

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Public Good Complete Mainly Rather Rather MoMy Completely Meon Sta.aev

62 4.6 4.8 3.2 16 1 29.0 274 194 4.29- 1.31
1215 8.0 5.8 16.5 26.3 26.7 148 79 3.52 1.30

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Rapid Changes Complete Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Completely Meon Std.aev

63 3.1 0.0 6.3 11.1 41.3 30.2 U.1 420- 1.02
1274 3.5 88 19.2 306 22.0 12.6 6.6 3.30 1.33

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Otsogree Disagree Disagree
Insecurity Complete Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Compte tety Mean sta.aev

64 1.5 3.1 47 344 39 1 109 78 3.73* 1.06
1270 3.8 7.0 17.1 339 21.3 13.5 7.2 3.38 1.30

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Otsogree Dtsogree Dtsogree
Adaptation to friends Complete Molnly Rather Ratter MaMy Compte tety Meon Std.aev

65 0.0 3.1 1.5 3.1 106 16 5 631 5.29" 1.19
1243 5.8 2.1 84 19.1 21.6 240 24.0 4.30 1.35

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Otsogree Otsogree Dtsogree
Agree with Mafority Complete MaMy Rather Rotter * * _ MOWy Completely Meon Sta.aev

64 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.6 12.5 156 703 5.54- 0.77
1235 64 1.3 63 174 25.6 201 293 444 f j  1

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Otsogree Otsogree Dtoogtee
Be Opportunistic Complete MaMy Rather Rather MaMy Completely Meon Sta.aev

64 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.6 188 297 500 5.28- 062
1214 60 2.0 6.0 194 27.0 20.2 254 433 1.31

Very lather Hardly Not
National Pride Ftide Pride Ftide At Al Refuted Meon Sta.aev

65 0.0 00 185 26.2 538 1.5 3.36- 0.60
1310 0.8 18.5 43.1 160 13.0 75 247 1.15



r

Commitment Rather Rather Not 36:
Local Community Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean Sta.aev

65 0.0 16.9 446 29.2 9.2 230" 0.66
1315 04 30.7 48.3 17.9 31 193 0 77

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Region Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean Sta.aev

65 0.0 3.1 43.1 43.1 10.8 2.61" 0.72
1315 0.4 24.3 53.8 19.2 2.7 200 0.73

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Former Federal Republic Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean StO.OOv

65 0.0 6.2 32.3 58.5 3.1 2. SB" O.OS
1306 u 19.1 55.0 21.0 5.0 2.11 0.70

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
United Germany Strong Strong Weak At AH Meon Sta.aev

64 1.5 1.6 37.5 51.6 9.4 2.68" 0.00
1315 0.4 20.0 51.7 24.1 4.2 2.12 0.77

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
European Community Strong strong Weak At AH Meon Sta.aev

65 0.0 13.8 33.8 44.6 7.7 2.46 0 63
1310 0.8 8.1 35.6 41.1 15.3 2.63 0.83

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
The Old Regions Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean StO.OGv

64 1.5 6.3 34.4 53.1 6.3 2.50" 0.70
1301 1.4 17.) 55.3 22.5 5.1 2.15 0.75

CJ Issues of the Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Not At All Very
Social Equality Important Important Mean Sta.aev

65 0.0 1.5 3.1 12.3 12.3 15.4 246 30.8 5.33 1.59
1303 1.2 2.5 3.6 5.6 14.0 18.0 25,2 31.1 5.41 1.55

Condition for Democracy: Not At AS Very
Private Economy Important Important Meon Sta.aev

64 1.5 4.7 1.6 7.8 10.9 21.9 188 344 5.37" 1.00
1305 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.8 64 11.0 24 8 54.3 6.17 1.10

Citizen Duty: Not At All Very
Sticialpolitlcal Commitment Important Important Mean Sta.aev

64 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 14.1 25.0 56.3 6.32" 0.89
1298 l.S 0.7 1.3 5.6 13.0 24.5 26.2 28.7 5.52 1.31

State Interventions in Too Exactly NOt
Private Economy Much Right Enough Meon Sta.aev

61 6.2 18.0 29.5 52.5 2.34" 0.77
1187 10.0 16.9 62.7 20.4 2.03 0.01

Big Business’ influence Too Exaclly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Meon sta.aev

64 1.5 95.3 3.1 1.6 1.06" 0.30
1299 1.5 51.0 45.6 3.5 * 1.52 0.56

Preference on
Socwt Security System Public Private Mean Sta.aev

65 0.0 87.8 12.3 n.a.
1309 0.7 63.9 16.1 n.o.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Enlarge Right Reduce Meon Sta.aev

64 1.5 67.2 29.7 3.1 1.35" a sa
1276 3.2 31.4 60.4 8.2 1.76 0.S8

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Jntentfon Rep/DVU CDU/ Gtue no/ DKP/
(Next Sunday) NPD CSU F.D.P. SPD SuendnisVPOS None Mean sta.aev

58 10.8 3.4 12.1 1.7 345 41.4 0.0 6.9 n.o.
1035 21.6 1.3 38.7 7.2 35.5 8.5 2 7 6.1 n.a

Rep/DVU CDU/ Grue ne/ DKP/PDS
Party -/cfenfflTcotion NPD CSU FDP SPD luendnisfSED None Mean StO-Oev

59 9.2 0.0 10.2 0.0 27.1 35.6 3.4 23.7 n.o.
1116 15.5 1.0 444 3.4 26.3 1.5 1.0 22.4 n.a.

NO
Unton Membership Active Passive Member Mean StOOev.

64 1.5 6.3 15.6 78.1 n.a.
1302 1.4 6.2 13.5 80.3 n.a.

No
Party Membership Aettwe Passive Member Meon Staaev.

64 1.5 12.5 4.7 82.8 n.a.
1313 0.5 4.6 5.7 89.6 n.a

Commitment to No
Ctttzen Organisations Active Passive Member Meon Sta.aev.

65 0.0 16.5 44.6 36.9 n.a.
1315 0.4 5.2 20.9 73.8 n.a.

Membership in No
Professional Organisatfos Active Passive Member Meon Sta.aev.

65 0.0 3.1 t2.3 84.6 n.o.
1320 0.0 3.9 4.8 91.3 no
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Table A4: West German Moderatisi!)

Vory Not At
Political /morosi Valid N % Missing Strong Strong M odium Woak All Moon Sta.aev

161 0.0 11.8 32.3 41.6 13 0 1.2 2.59" 0.90
1224 00 6.6 20.0 431 21.2 9.2 3.06 1.02

Contor- Contor*
Ideological Sett-Evaluation Loft Lott Right Right Moon Sta.dev.

154 4.3 28.6 46.1 20.8 4.5 2.01" 0.82
1024 16.3 14,1 34.3 34.4 17.3 2.54 0.93

Vory Mainly Rattier Rathor Mainly Vory
General Ute Sotitfactian Sattsflod Sattsflod Sattsflod limati* tier Unsattsfioc Unsatisfied Mean Sta.aev

158 1.9 19.6 59.5 17,7 2.5 0.0 0.6 2.05 0.75
1218 0.5 19.5 52.6 21.3 5.1 11 02 2.16 0.85

Con Bo BottorSo
Social Trust Trustful Corotul Dopondi1 Ofior Mean Sta.aev

157 25 56.1 21.7 21.D 1.3 no.
1183 3.3 388 41.0 19,7 0.5 n.a.

Spook Bottor In In
Freedom of Opinion Frooty Caroful Botwoon limits Moon Sta.aev.

' 160 0.6 856 7.5 19 5 n.a.
1215 0.7 80.2 11.9 4.7 3.2 n.a.

B) Issues of Democracy
The Idea of Democracy Vory Rathor Slightly Slightly Rathor Vory

valid N %Missing pro Pro Pro Contra Contro Contra Mean Sta.aev
161 0.0 54.7 36.0 8.1 0.0 0.6 0.6 1.57 0.78

1163 5.0 53.7 32.3 95 28 0.7 1.1 1.67 0.93
Vory Rathor Slightly Sllghlty Rathor Vory

The Reality of Democracy Contont Contont Contont Disconton Dlsconton Disconto nt Mean Sta.aev

16) 0.0 3 7 534 28.6 8.7 5.0 0.6 2.59 0.93
1171 4.3 11.7 48 4 24.4 98 3 7 20 2.51 1 06

Vory Rathor Slightly Sllghtty Rathor Vory
The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contro Contra Contra Mean Sta.aev

157 8.1 7.4 25.7 39.2 10.6 10.1 68 3.10- 1.29
1083 11.5 4.2 11.9 20.1 12.9 21.9 290 4.23 1.54

Vory Rathor Sllghlty Sllghtfy Rathor Vory
Reality of GDR-Soclaliim Good Good Good Rad Bad Bad Mean Sta.aev

157 25 0.6 3.8 5.7 12.1 389 389 5.01- 1.09

1142 6.7 0.3 1.1 2.7 5 6 25.0 65 4 5.50 0.83
Reality and Idea of ldoa+ ldoa+ Idoo- Idoo-
Socialism In the GDR Reality* Roollty- Roaltty* RsaHty- Moon Sta.aev.

156 3 1 5.1 56 4 2-6 35.9 n.o.
1186 3.1 3.3 25.9 7.7 63.2 rv.o.

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dis agroo Disagroo Dlsagroo
Defence of Freedom Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotoly Moon Sta.aev

158 1 9 7.0 26.6 24 7 21.5 12.7 7.6 3.29" 1.37

m i 2.7 25.3 31.3 22.3 10.2 7.6 34 2.53 1.34

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsagroo Disagroo Dlsagroo
Education to 0bediente Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Sta.aev

157 25 0.0 0.0 7,7 21.5 24.6 46.2 4.18- 1.10
1173 4.2 7.8 18.2 380 17.9 11.7 6.3 3.26 1.28

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsagroo Disagree Disogroo
Public Good Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Sfd.dov

154 4.3 1.3 7.8 18.8 26.6 29.9 15.6 4.23- 1.22
1123 83 6.3 16.9 28.9 269 13.4 7.5 3.36 1.29

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsagroo Disagroo Dlsagroo
Rapid Changes Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Std.aev

159 1.2 5.7 13.2 19.5 35.6 15.7 10.1 3.72" 1.31
1178 38 8.7 19.4 31.2 21.1 13,2 6 4 3.29 1.32

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsagroo Dlsagroo Disogroo
Insecurity Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Sta. dev

160 0.6 4.4 18.8 31 9 26.3 138 5.0 3.41 1.21
1174 4.1 7.2 16.2 34.2 21.6 13.4 7.5 3.40 1.30

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsagroo Dlsagroo Dlsagroo
Adaptation to Friends Compioto Mainly Rathor Ralhor Mainly Comptololy Mean sta.dev

157 2.5 0.6 1.3 9.6 21.7 30.6 36.6 4.89" 1.08

1151 6.0 2 3 8.9 19.5 21.0 23.6 24.5 4.26 1.38
Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agree Disagio* Disogroo Dlsagroo
Agree with Majority Compioto Mainly Rather Ralhor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Sfd.dov

155 3.7 0.0 1.3 6.4 14.8 25.2 50.3 5.14" 1.04
1144 6.5 1.4 66 17.7 263 19.1 28.8 4.41 1.31

Conformism Agroo Agroo Agroo Ditogroo Dlsagroo Disagroo
Be Opportunistic Compioto Mainly Rathor Ralhor Mainly Compiotoly Mean Sfd-dev

157 2.5 0.6 1.3 9.6 17.0 3Q.6 40 1 4.96— 1.08
1121 84 2.1 6.3 198 27.8 19.3 24 7 4.30 1.31

Vory Rathor Hardly Hot
Nationol Pride Prtdo Prtdo Prtdo At Al Rofusod Mean Sta.aev

159 1.2 44 25.8 308 306 62 3.12- 1.03
1216 07 19.3 44.0 16-8 128 7.1 2.44 1.14



Commitment: 
Local Community Strong

Rather
Strong

Rather
Weok

161 00 29.2 51.6 16.1
1219 04 30.2 47 7 18 7

Commitment:
Region Strong

Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

160 06 17.5 63.6 169
1220 0 3 24.0 51.9 208

Commitment:
Former Federal Republic Strong

Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

160 0.6 14.4 61.3 22.5
1211 1.1 19.0 52.9 22.8

Commitment: 
United SwmonK Strong

Rather
Strong

Rather
Weak

161 0.0 11.8 60.2 22.4
1218 0.5 20.1 49.8 25.8

Commitment: 
European Community Strong

Rather
Strong

Rattier
Weak

161 0.0 16 1 41.0 32.9
12)4 0.8 7.3 34.8 42.3

Commitment: 
The Old Region» Strong

Rather
Slrong

Rather
Weak

* 159 1.2 11.9 61.0 239
1206 1.5 17.2 53.4 24.0

C) Issues of the Welfare State 
Condition lor Democracy: 
Social Equality

160 0.0

Not At All 
Important

1.3 1.9 63
1208 1.2 2.6 3.8 5.9

Condition for Democracy: 
Private Economy

160 0.0

Not At All 
Important

1.9 0.0 1.9
1209 1.2 0.7 1.1 2.2

Citizen Duty:
Socialpolltlcol Commitment

159 0.6

Not At AN 
Important

0.0 0.6 1.9
1203 1.7 0,7 1.3 5.8

State Interventions in Too Exactly Not
Prfvote Economy Much Right Enough

156 2.5 16.0 55.1 28.6
1092 10.7 17.1 61.9 21.0

Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough

159 0.6 64.8 32 7 2.5
1204 1.6 51.5 45.0 3.5

Preference on 
Social Security System

158 1.3
Public

83.5
Private

16.5
1216 06 84.1 15.9

future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Enlarge Right Reduce

155 3.1 40.6 51.0 8.4
1185 3.1 32.2 60.0 7.8

0) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour 
Vote Intention Rep/DVU 

(Next Sunday) VoltdN % Mfcsng NPD
CDU/
esu p.d,p.

133 17.3 0.0 15.0 7.5
960 21.6 1.6 40.4 6.9

Party-Identification
Rep/DVU
NPD

CDU/
esu FDP

154 4.3 0.6 11.7 5.2
1021 16.5 1.0 36.0 4.5

Union Membership Active Passive
No
Member

159 1.2 16.4 10.1 73.6
1207 1.4 4.9 14.1 81.0

Party Membership Active Passive
NO
Member

159 1.2 13.8 6.8 77.4
1218 0.5 39 5.3 90.9

Commitment to 
Citizen Organisations Active Passive

No
Member

161 0.0 17.4 41.6 41.0
1219 0.4 4.3 19.4 76.2

Membership in 
Professional OrganisaHos Active Passive

No
Member

161 0.0 13.6 6.8 77.4
1224 0.0 3.7 5.2 91.1

At Al Mean Sid oev
3 1 193 0 75
34 1.95 0 79

Not
Al Al Mean Sid. dev

1.9 2.03 0.64
3.3 2.03 0.76

Not
At AR Mean Sta.aev

1.9 2.11 0.65
5.3 2.U 0.78

Not
At Al Mean sta.aev

5.6 2J1 a  72
4.3 2.14 0.78

Not
At AH Mean Sid. dev

99 2.36" 0.87
15.6 2.66 0.82

Not
At Al Mean Staaev

3.1 2.1B 0.67
5.4 2.17 0.77

Very
Important Mean sta.aev

13.6 22.5 26.3 28.1 5.45 1.39
13.9 17.3 25.0 31.5 5.40 1.57

Very
Important Mean sta.aev

5.0 8.8 294 53 1 6.19 1.19
6.9 11.9 23.9 53.3 6.13 1.20

Very
Important Mean Sta.dev

3.8 22.6 30.2 409 6.02" 1.03
13.8 24.2 25.6 285 5.50 1.32

Mean Staaev 
2 . 1 2  0 . 6 6

2.03 061

Mean Sta.dev
1.37" 0.53
1.51 0.56

Mean Sta.dev
n.o. 
n.a.

Mean Sta.dev
1.16 0.37
1.15 0.36

Gruene/ DKP/
5P0 luendnbiPDS Non* Mean Std.dev

*8,1 24.8 0.8 3-8 0.0.
33.8 8.2 2.8 65 n.o.

Gruene/ DKP/PDS
SFO lu«ndnli1SE0 Non* Mean Std.dev

44.2 18.2 0.0 20.1 n.0.
29.6 5,8 0.6 20.9 0.0.

Moon Sta.dev. 
n.a. 
n.o.

Mean Sta.aev. 
n.a. 
n.o.

Mean Staaev. 
n.a. 
n.o.

Mean Sid. dev. 
no.  
n.o.



Table A5: West German Welfare Statism 364

A) Pofticot Culture issues
Very Not At

Politic ot Interest Valid N % Mssng Slrong Strong Modium Woak All Mean sta.aev
78 0.0 1.3 7.7 33.3 21.8 359 3.03" 1.05

1307 0.0 76 22.3 435 20.1 66 295 0.99
Center* Contef-

Ideological Setf’Evaluation left Lott Right Right Mean Std.aev,
59 24.4 17 59.3 30.5 8.5 245 0.67

1119 14.4 16 7 34.6 32.7 16.0 2 47 0.95
Very Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Vory

General Ufo Satisfaction Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied UnaaiWlor Unsatfsfier unsatisfied Mean Sta.aev
77 1.3 10.4 51 9 26.0 11.7 0.0 0.0 2.30* 0.83

1299 06 20.1 53.5 20.6 4.4 1.1 0.3 2.13 0.04
Can le loiter lo

Social Trust Trustful Careful Depends Olhor Mean Sta.aev.
72 7.7 264 58.3 12.5 2.8 n.a

1268 30 41.6 37.6 20.3 0.5 n.a
Spook lotter In kn

Freedom of Opinion Freely Caroful •otwoon Limit» Meon Sta.aev.
78 0.0 897 6.4 2.6 1.3 no.

1297 0.6 80.3 11.7 4.5 3.5 n.a.

B) issues of Democracy
The Idea of Democracy Vory Rather Slightly SJIghtty Rathor Vory

Valid N %M using pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Sta.aev
78 0.0 44.9 47.4 6.4 0.0 0.0 1.3 1.66 0.70

1240 4 7 54.3 31.9 9.5 2.6 0 7 1.0 1.66 092
Vory Rathor Slightly Slightly Rathor Vory

The Reality of Democracy Content Content Content Dlsconten Di»conten Discontent Mean Sta.aev
78 0.0 9.0 50.0 28.2 7.7 2.6 2.6 2.62 1.02

12W 4.1 10.8 49.0 24 7 98 3.9 l.B 2.52 1.05
Vory Rathor Slightly Slightly Rolhor Vory

The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Sta.aev
69 11.5 1.4 10.1 11.6 14.5 7.2 551 481" 1.51

1162 11.1 4 7 13.0 23.1 12.6 21.3 24.6 405 1.55
Vory Rathor Slightly Slightly Rathor Vory

Reality of GDR-Socialism Good Good Good lad lad lad Mean Sta.aev
78 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 15.4 821 5.79" 0.46

122) 66 0.3 1.5 3.3 6.6 27,4 609 5.42 090
Reality and Idea of Ideo* Idea* ktea- tdoa-
Socialism in the G Off Reality* Roality- Reality* RoaHty- Meon Sta.aev.

70 0.0 1.3 17 9 5.1 75.6 n.a.
1264 3.3 3.6 30.1 7.2 59.0 n.a

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Ditag roo Dltogroo Dltogroo
Defence of Freedom Complote Moinly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Meon Sta.aev

77 1.3 13.0 49 4 35.1 1.3 1.3 0.0 2.28" 075
1272 2.7 23.7 29.6 21.9 12.1 66 4.1 2.64 1.39

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltagroo Ditagroo Dltogroo
Education to Obedience Complote Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.aev

77 1.3 0.0 2.6 68.8 16.9 10.4 1.3 3.30 076
1253 4 1 7.3 17.6 34.3 19.5 13.6 74 3.37 1.32

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Ditagroo Dltogroo Dltogroo
Public Good Complote Moinly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.a«v

74 5.1 2.7 2.7 13.5 62.2 12.2 6.0 3.90" 094
1203 6.0 5.9 16.6 26.6 24.7 156 8.6 3.53 1.32

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo iI

Ditagroo Ditagroo
Rapid Changes Complote Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean Std. dev

76 0.0 2.6 7.7 61.5 25.6 2.6 0.0 3.10* 071
1259 37 8.7 19.3 27.9 22.7 14.1 7.2 3.33 1.36

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltogroo Ditagroo Ditagroo
Insecurity Comptote Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean sta.dev

78 0.0 3.0 5.1 46.2 41.0 2.6 1.3 3.37 0.83
1256 3.9 7.0 17.2 33.2 209 14.1 7.6 3.40 1.23

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltogroo Ditagroo Dltogroo
Adaptation to friends Complote Moinly Rathor Rathor Moinly Completely Meon Sta.aev

78 0.0 0.0 0.0 64 64 43.6 43.6 5.24" 0.84
1230 5.9 2.3 8.5 19.1 22.0 23.3 24.8 4.29 1.36

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Ditagroo Ditagroo Ditagroo
Agree with Majority Complote Motnty Rathor Rathor Moinly Completely Mean sta.aev

77 1.3 0.0 0.0 3.9 519 24.7 19.5 4.59 064
1222 6.5 1.3 6.4 17.4 23.2 19.6 32.1 4.49 1.33

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltogroo Ditagroo Dltogroo
Be Opportunistic Complote Moinly Rathor Rathor Moinly Completely Mean Sta.aev

75 38 1.3 9.3 40.0 37.3 2 7 9.3 3.50" 1.06
1203 8.0 19 5.5 17.2 25.9 21.8 27.7 4.34 1.30

Vory Rathor Hardly Not
National Pride Prtdo Prido Prtdo At Al Rofutod Mean sta.aev

78 00 16.7 48 7 12.8 7 7 14 1 2.53 1.26
1297 0.8 17.7 41.5 187 153 66 2.52 1.14

■B m n H R R R ■nffoo^n I jig



Commitment: Rather Rather Not
loco/ Community Strong Strong Wook Al Al Moon Sta. dev

78 0.0 14 1 74 4 103 1.3 1.96 a s /
1302 04 31.0 46 7 188 35 1.94 0.79

Commitment Rather Ralfvor Not
Region Strong Strong Wook AtAR Mean Sta. aev

78 0.0 14.1 74 4 10.3 1.3 1.96 0.54
1302 0.4 23.6 520 21.0 32 2.03 0.75

Commitment Rather Rather Not
former Fertemi Republic Strong Strong Wook AtAR Mean Sta. aev

77 1.3 6.5 72.7 14.3 6.5 2.20 0.65
1294 1.0 19.2 52.8 23.3 48 2.17 0.77

Commitment Rather Rathor Not
United Germany Strong Strong Wook AtAR Mean Sta.dev

70 0.0 3.8 70.5 21.8 3.6 2.25 0.59
1301 0.8 8.8 36.7 4t.2 13.3 2.M 0.78

Commitment Rather Rathor Net
fumpean Community Strong Strong Woak Al Al Meon Std.dev

78 0.0 1.3 154 41.0 42.3 3.24- 0.75
1297 0.6 88 36.7 41.2 13.3 2.56 0.82

Commitment Rather Rathor Not
The Old Regions Strong Strong Woak AtAR Meon sta.aev

78 0.0 5.1 73.1 17.9 36 2.2 0.58
1287 1.5 17.3 53.1 24.3 5.2 2.17 0.77

C) Issues ot tne Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy; Not AtAR Very
Social £ quality Important Important’ Meon Sta.aev

78 0.0 3.8 0.0 2.6 6.4 17 9 12.8 564 5.90" 1.49
1290 1.2 24 3.0 6 1 14.3 17.9 25.9 29.5 5.37 1.55

Condition for Democracy: Not At AN Very
Private Economy Important Important Meon Sta.aev

78 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 1.3 2.6 11.5 83.3 6.74- 0.69
1291 1.1 0.9 1.0 2.2 7.0 121 25.3 51.5 6.10 1.22

Citizen Duty: Not At AH Very
Soclolpollticol Commitment Important Important Meon Sta.aev

78 0.0 0.0 2.6 244 33.3 19.2 7.7 12.6 443- 1.35
1284 1.6 0.7 1.2 4.2 11.4 24.3 27.3 31.0 5.63 1.27

State Intervention» In Too Exaelly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Meon sta.aev

70 10.3 157 70.0 14.3 1.98 0.55
1178 9.8 17.1 60.5 22.4 205 0.62

Big ButineW Inltuence Too Exocity Not
on Politic t Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

78 0.0 35.9 64.1 0.0 1.64* 0.48
1285 1.6 54.1 42.3 3.6 , 1.49 0.56

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Mean sta.aev

78 0.0 67.2 12.8 n.o.
1296 0.7 83.9 16.1 n.o.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security Syttem Enlarge Right Reduce Mean sta.aev

77 1.3 50.6 48.1 1.3 1.5o r 0.52
1263 3.1 32.1 596 8.3 1.76 0.52

D) Action Deposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Intention Rop/DVI) CDU/ Crue ne / DKP /

(Next Sunday) Valid N X Mining NPO csu FD.P. SPD 8uendnls9 PDS None Meon Stttdev
56 28.2 0.0 26.8 8.9 46.4 3.6 0.0 14.3 n.o.

1037 20.6 1.4 37.9 6.8 34.8 10.6 2.7 5.7 n.o.
Rop/DVU CDU/ Grue no/ DKP/POS

Party-Idenmcotion NPO CSU FDP SPD kuendnis9SED None Meon sta. aev
60 23.1 0.0 25.0 5.0 51.7 1.7 0.0 16.7 n.a.

1115 14.7 2.5 33.3 4.6 30.4 7.7 0.5 21.0 n.o.
No

Union Membership Active Passivo Member Mean Sta.aev.
78 0.0 2.6 15.4 82.1 n.a.

1288 1.5 6.4 13.5 80.0 n.a.
No

Potty Membership Active Passivo Member Mean sta. aev.
77 1.3 0.0 2.6 97.4 n.a.

1300 0.5 5.3 5.8 88.8 n.a.
Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Active Passivo Member Meon sta. aev.

77 1.3 2.6 6.5 90.9 n.a.
1303 0.3 6.1 22.9 71.0 n.o.

Membership In No
Professional Orgonlsatlos Active Passivo Member Mean sta.aev.

78 0.0 1.3 3.8 94.9 n.a.
1307 0.0 4.1 5.2 90.7 n.o.



366Table A6: West German Complete Synthesis
A) Poetical Culture issues

Vary Not At
Politic al tnterett vano N % M a&ng Strong Strong Medium Weak AH Mean Sra dev

450 0.0 6.2 16 0 458 229 9.1 3 12" 0.99
935 0.0 7.7 24 1 41.5 189 7.0 2.95 f.02

Cantor* Center-
Ideological Self-Evoiuotion latt Loft Right Right Mean Sta. aev.

364 19.1 12 9 349 37.6 14.6 253 089
814 12.9 17 3 36.2 30.3 16.1 2 45 095

Vary Moinly Rothar Ramar Mainly Very
General Ute Satisfaction Sattsted Satisfied SeMsfted Unsottsftet Unsettsfler Unsatisfied Meon Sta. aev

449 0.2 22.9 56.1 16.9 3.3 0.7 0.0 202" 077
927 0.9 17.9 52.1 22.9 5.5 1.2 0.4 2.21 0.87 I

Con la Bottar Ba
Social Trust Trustful Cora tul Daoands Omar Mean sta. dev.

437 29 382 40.0 21.3 0.3 n.a
903 34 42 1 36.1 19.2 0 7 n.a ■f

Spook Battar In i
Freedom of Opinion Fraaly Coraful Between Urn Its Meon Sra. aev. -

449 0.2 82.2 10.7 4.9 22 n.a. +
926 1.0 80.1 11.8 4 1 4.0 n.o,

t
8) Issues o 1 Democracy I
The Idea of Democracy Vary Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very i

valid N %Mi$$ing pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Sfd.dev i
435 3.3 55.9 324 6.7 3.0 09 1.) f 64 0.94
889 4.9 52.8 33.0 106 2.1 0.6 1.0 f.67 091 J:

Vary Rather Slightly Slightly Rather Very 1
The Reality of Democracy Contant Contant Contant Dtsconion Dtacontan Discontent Mean Std. dev 1

436 3.1 10.6 564 23.2 5.3 2.8 18 2.38” 097
896 4.2 10.8 454 25.8 11.8 44 18 2.58 106 (j

Vary Rather Slightly SllghMy Rather Very
The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Meon Std.dev

402 10.7 3.2 109 21.6 15.9 20.9 27 4 4.22* 1.48 '=!
829 11.3 5.2 14.8 22.8 11.1 20.3 256 4.03 1.58 '«

Vary Rothar SllghMy SllghMy Rather Very
Reality of GDP-Socioliim Good Good Good Bad Bad lad Mean Std.dev

424 SB 0.5 0.9 38 6.8 259 62.0 542 090
875 64 0.2 1.6 2 7 6.2 27.0 62.3 5.44 0.88 !

Reality and Idea of Idea* Idea* Idea- Idea- I
Socialism In the GDR Reolity* Reality- Raoltty* Reality - Mean Std.dev. {

443 1.6 3.8 23.5 8.6 64.1 n.a. i
899 39 3.3 32.4 6.3 580 n.a.

Authoritarianism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Dlsogree Disagree
Defence of Freedom Complete Mainly Rothar Ramar Mainly Completely Meon Std.dev

446 0.9 26.7 309 20.0 11.0 94 2.0 2.51* 1.34
903 3.4 21.4 30.7 239 11.7 7.5 48 2.67 1.36

Authorttorianism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Disagree Disagree ;i
(

Education to Obedience Complata Moinly Rothar Ramer Mainly Completely Meon Std.dev
438 2.7 9.1 23.7 33.6 18.3 11.2 4.1 3.f£7” 1.26
892 4.6 58 13.3 37.7 19.6 148 6,5 3.50 1.29 i'

Public Good ComplataMalnly Rothar Ramer Moinly Completely Meon Std.dev j
424 5.8 61 21 9 34.0 18.6 14.2 5.2 3.28” 1.26
853 8.8 5.5 12.8 24.6 30 9 16 1 10.1 3.69 1.31 I

Alienation: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Disagree Disagree
Rapid Changes Complota Mainly Rothar Ramer Mainly Completely Mean Sra aev !

441 2.0 13.8 24.5 29.3 16.6 10.9 5.0 3.01" 1.36 i
896 4.2 5.7 15.7 30.1 26.0 14.7 7.7 3.51 1.29

Alienation: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Disagree Disagree
Insecurity Complata Mainly Rothar Rather Moinly Completely Meon Std.dev ;

442 1.8 10.9 25.1 31.0 13.3 12.4 7.2 313" 1.39 [
892 4.6 4 8 12.2 35.4 26.5 13.9 7.2 3.53 1.22

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Dlsogree Dlsogree
Adaptation to friends Complata Mainly Rothar Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev ƒ

413 8.2 2.2 12.1 27.4 21.5 21.3 15.5 3.94” 1.33 j
895 4.3 2.1 6.1 14.2 20.9 259 30.7 4.54 1.33 ;i

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Dlsogree iI

Dlsogree !,
Agree with Majority ComplataMalnly Rothar Rather Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

420 6,7 1.9 9.3 26.4 25.7 18.6 18.1 4 04- 1.31
879 6.0 0.9 4.4 11.9 24.6 20.5 37.7 4,72 1.25

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disagree Dlsogree Dlsogree
Be Opportunistic Complata Moinly Rothar Ramer Moinly Completely Mean ■ Std. dev 1

400 11.1 2.3 65 195 28.3 22.5 21.0 4.25* 1.29 i
878 6.) 1.7 54 18.1 25.9 19.8 29.2 4.44 1.31 '

Vary Ramar Hordty Not l
Notional Pride Prtda Prtda Prtda At AM Refused Mean Std.aev (j

448 0.4 20.1 49.1 136 10.3 6.9 2.34” 1.11
927 0.9 16.4 384 20.7 17.2 7.3 2.60 J



Commitment: Rather Rothor Net
Local Community Strong Slrong Woak At Al Moon Sra.aev

448 0.4 32.1 51.1. 15.2 1.6 1.81- 0.72
932 0.3 29.1 46.7* 20.0 4.3 f.99 0 . 8 1

Comnrntmmnt: Rathor Rothor Not
Region Strong Strang Woak At Al Moon Sta.aev

430 0.0 24.0 55.8 16.2 2.0 f.98 0.70
930 0.5 22.9 52.0 21.4 3.7 2.05 a 76

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
Former Federal Republic Strong Strong Woak AtAR Moon Sra.aev

447 0.7 19.9 55.9 20.8 3.4 2.07* 0 73
924 1.2 17.7 52.9 23.7 5.6 2.17 0.78

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
Untied Germany Strong Slrong Woak At Al Mean Sta.aev

4S0 0.0 23.3 48.7 26.0 2.0 2.06- 0.7S
929 0.6 17.1 52.2 25.1 5.6 2.19 0.78

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
European Community Slrong Strong Woak At Al Mean Sta.aev

446 0.4 5.4 42.2 43.3 9.2 2.56* 0.73
927 0.9 9.8 32.3 40.2 17.7 2.6S 0.88

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
The Old Regions Strong Slrong Woak At Al Meon Sta.aev

449 0.2 19.6 56.8 19.4 4.2 2.08- 0.74
916 2.0 15.2 53.1 26.2 5.6 2.22 0.76

C) luues of the Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Not At AS Vary
Social Equality Important Important Mean Sta.aev

443 1.5 1.8 2.3 4.3 9.5 13.8 29.6 38.8 5.75" 1.43
925 0.9 2.6 4.2 6.7 16.0 19.9 23.0 274 5.24 1.58

Condition tor Democracy: Not At Al Vary
Private Economy Important Important Meon Sra.aev

443 1.5 0.0 0.5 0.2 5.6 7.4 25.7 60.5 5.39" 0. Pi
926 0.8 1.3 1.2 3.0 7.1 13.5 24.0 49.9 6.01 1.30

Citizen Duty: Not At Al Vary
Sockilpottttcol Commitment Important Important Mean sta.aev

446 0.9 0.4 0.2 2.5 7.0 20.2 31.4 38.3 5.93" 1.11
916 1.8 0.8 1,7 6.8 15.4 25.9 23.6 25.9 5.38 1.35

State Interventions In Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

399 11.3 16.5 66.4 17.0 2.00 0.58
649 9.0 17.2 56.5 24.3 2.07 0.64

Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

446 0.9 43.9 52.7 3.4 f.59" 0.55
917 1.7 57.5 39.1 3.4 t.45 0.56

Preference on
Social Security System Public Pitvoto Mean staaev

447 0.6 66.6 11.4 n.a.
927 0.6 61.9 16.1 n. a.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Eniorga Right Roduco Mean Sta.ctev

432 4.0 27.1 65.5 7.4 1.BO* 0.55
906 2.7 36.0 55.6 8.1 1.72 0.6

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Intention Rep/DVU CDU/ Gfuono/ DKP/

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Mining NPD CSU FJD. P. SPO •uondnbfPDS Nona Mean sta.aev
352 21.7 1.7 39.6 6.6 41.2 5.1 1.7 3.7 n.a.
741 20.7 1.2 36.2 7.0 32.7 12.7 3.0 7.3 n. a.

Rop/OVU CDU/ Giuono/ DKP/PDS
Party-kienttttcatton NPO CSU FDP SPD SuondnlsVSED Nona Mean sta.aev

377 16.2 3.2 36.6 5.3 35.5 5.0 0.3 14.3 n.o.
796 14.6 2.0 31.1 4.3 29.7 6.5 0.6 23.6 n. a.

No
UrWon Membership Acttvo POM iVO Mambor Mean sta.aev.

441 2.0 6.3 15.4 76.2 n.a.
925 1.1 6.2 12.8 61.1 n.o.

No
Party Membership Acttvo Potstvo Mambor Moon Sta.aev.

450 0.0 3.8 6.0 90.2 n.o.
927 0.9 5.6 5.5 86.9 n.o.

Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Activa POM iVO Mambor Meon s ta.aev.

449 0.2 4.0 23.6 72.4 n.o.
931 0.4 6.6 21.3 72.0 n.a.

Membership In No
Professional Organiseras ACtlvo Peutvo Mambor Meon Sta.aev.

450 0.0 36 4.4 92.0 n.o.
935 0.0 4.1 5.5 90.5 n.o.



368Table A7: West German Consensualism
A) Political Culture issues

Vory Hot At
Political Interest valid N % Missing Strong Strong Modlum Weak A» Mean Sta. dev

246 0.0 8.9 30 5 39 4 17.5 3 7 2.76** 0.96

1139 0.0 6.6 195 436 20.8 9.2 3.06 1.02
Center- Contor*

Ideological Self-Evaluation Loft L*ft Right Right Moon Std.aev

223 93 10.8 30.0 36.3 22.9 27*** 0.93

955 16.2 17.2 37.2 31,7 13.9 2.42 0.93
Vory Mainly Rathor Rathor Molnly Vory

General Ute Satisfaction Satisfied Saltstlod Saltsftod Unsattsllor Unsattsfloc Unsatlillod Mean Std.dev

264 0.0 21.5 52.0 23.2 2.0 0.4 0.8 2.10 0.82

1130 0.6 19.1 53.7 20.4 5.4 1.2 0.2 2.16 0.84

Can Bo Bottor B*
Social Trust Trustful Caroful Doponds Othor Mean Std.aev

243 1.2 38.7 44 4 16.5 0.4 n.a
1097 3 7 41.3 37.5 20.6 0.6 n.a

Spoatc B*tt*r In In
Freedom of Opinion Frooly Caroful Botwoon Limits Moon Std.Oev.

243 1.2 83.5 11.9 1.6 2.9 n.o.
1132 0.6 80.2 11.3 4.9 3.5 n.a.

B) issues of Democracy
The idea of Democracy Vory Rathor Slightly Slightly Rathor Vory

valid N %Masing pro Fro Fro Contra Contra Conlra Mean Std.aev

232 57 59.1 27.6 9.5 3.0 0.0 0.9 1.59 0.88
1092 4 1 52.7 33.9 9.2 2.3 06 1.1 1.68 0.92

Vory Rathor Slightly Silghtty Rathor Vory
The Reality of Democracy Content Content Content Oisconton Diseonton Discontent Mean Sta.aev

235 4.5 12.8 48.1 23.0 11.1 3.8 1.3 2.48 1.05
1097 3 7 10.3 49.2 25.3 9.4 3.8 1.9 2.52 105

Vory Rathor Slightly Sligntty Rothor Vory
The Idea of Socialism Fro Fro Fro Contra Contra Conlra Mean Std.Oev

221 10.2 3.6 104 20.4 9.0 294 27.1 4.31* 1.49
1010 11.3 4.6 14.3 22.9 13.5 10.5 26 1 4.05 1.56

Vory Rathor Silghtty SHghtty Rothor Vory
BeaHty of GDB-SoclaUsm Good Good Good Bad Bad Bad Mean Std.aev

232 57 04 0.4 4.3 1.7 17.7 754 5.62" 0.81
1067 6.3 0.3 1.6 2.8 7.4 28.6 59.3 5.40 0.89

Beallty and Idea of Idea* Idea* Idoo- kJoa*
Socialism hi the GOB (toolrty+ Roallty- R*allty+ RooHfy* Moon Std.aev.

236 4.1 3.0 18.6 5.1 73.3 n.o.
1106 2.9 3.6 31.7 7.5 57.1 n.o.

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtsagro# Disogroo Dlsagroo
Defence of freedom Complot* Mainly Ralhor Ralhor Mainly Compio toly Moon Std.dev

242 1.6 32.6 31.8 19.4 8.3 45 3.3 2.30** 1.30
1107 2.8 21.0 30.5 23.3 12.2 8.9 4.0 2.69 1.37

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagio* Dlsagro* Olsogr**
Education to Obedience Complot* Mainly Rottior Rathor Mainly Completely Mean Std.aev

241 2.0 10.0 17.8 41.5 13.7 13.3 3.7 3.13** 1.25
1089 4 4 6.2 16.5 35.2 20.6 13.7 7.8 3.42 1.30

Authoritarianism: Agro* Agroo Agroo Disogro* Disogroo Disag r**
Public Good Complot« Motnty Ralhor Rathor Mainly Completely Moon Std.dev

226 0.1 8.4 14.6 28.8 24.8 9.7 13.7 3.53 1.43
105) 7.7 5.1 16.1 27.5 27.3 16.7 7.3 3.56 1.28

Alienation: Agro* Agro* Agroo Disagro* Disogroo Dlsogr**
Bapid Changes Complot* Mainly Rathor Ralhor Mainly Completely Moon Sta. dev

237 3.7 5.9 18.6 28.7 21.9 15.6 9.3 3.50* 1.36
1100 34 8.9 18.6 ».1 23.1 13.0 6.3 3.3f 1.32

Alienation: Agro* Agroo Agroo Disagio# Dlsagro* Dlsagro*
Insecurity Complot# Molnly Rathor Rotter Mainly Completely Moon Std.dev

239 2.6 38 14.6 37.2 20.5 13.0 10.9 3.56* 1.29
1095 39 7.5 16.9 33.2 22.5 13.5 6.4 3.36 1.29

Conformism: Agro# Agroo Agroo Dlsogr*# 11

Dlsogr*«
Adaptation to friends Complot* Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

237 3,7 2.5 9,7 15.6 20.3 22.8 29.1 4.38 1.42
1071 6.0 2.1 7.7 19.0 21.3 24.6 25.2 4.34 1.34

Conformism: Agro# Agro* Agroo Disagio* Dfsagtoo Disagree
Agree with Mafority Complot* Mainly Rathor Rathor Molnly Completely Mean Std.dev

233 S.3 0.9 7.3 9.4 21.5 18.0 42.9 4.77" 1.33
1066 6.4 1-3 5.7 18.2 25.7 20.3 28.3 4.44 1.30

Conformism: Agro# Agroo Agr*o Dtsagroo Dlsagroo Disagree
Be Opportunistic Complot« Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean Std.dev

235 4.5 2.1 6.4 15.3 26.0 16.3 31.9 4.47 1.35
1043 84 1.8 5.6 19.3 26.7 21.2 25.4 4.36 1.29

Vary Rathor Hardly Nol
National Pride Frfd* Ftldo Pride At Al Rolusod Mean Std.dev

244 0.8 22.1 44.3 18.4 94 5.7 2.32- 1.09
1131 0.7 16.6 41.4 18.4 16 1 7.5 2.56 1.16



Commitment: Rorthor Rathor Not 5 ^
Loco1 Community Strong Strong Woo It At AS Mean sta.aev

245 04 36.6 429 184 24 1.86 0.79
1135 04 28.7 49.3 184 3.6 t.îfc 0.76

Commitment: Rorthor Rathor Not
Region Strong Strong Woak At AH Mean Staaev

246 o.o 32.5 44 3 19.1 4.1 1.94 0.82
U33 04 21.3 55.2 207 2.9 2.05 0.72

Commttmmnt: Rathor Rathor Not
Former federal Republic Strong Strong woak At An Mean Sta.aev

242 16 24.8 49.6 17,8 7.9 2.08 0.85
1129 0.9 17.1 54.8 23.6 4.3 2.15 074

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
United Germany Strong Strong woak At All Mean Sta.aev i

244 0.8 230 49.2 22.1 5.7 2.10 0.83
1135 04 18.3 51.5 26.1 4.1 1.16 0.76

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
European Community Strong Strong Woak At An Mean Sta.aev

241 2.0 9.1 39.0 36.5 15.4 2.58 0.85
1134 04 6.2 347 42.2 14.8 2.63 0.83

Commitmmnt: Rathor Rathor Not |
71io Old Roglont Strong Strong Woak At AK Mean Sta.aev

•• 237 3.7 19.4 50.2 25.3 5.1 2.16 0.79
1128 1.0 16.0 55.1 237 5.1 2.17 075 t

C) issues of the Welfare State
Condition for Democracy: Not At All Vory t
Social Equality Important Important Mean Sta.aev

242 1.2 4.1 5.4 6.3 17.8 19.8 23.1 21.5 4.99" 1.66
1126 1.1 2.1 3.2 54 13.1 17.5 25.6 331 5.49 1.52

Condition for Democracy: Not At AR Vory
Private Economy Important Important Mean Sta.aev

242 1.2 1.2 0.8 17 2.9 12.0 22.3 59.1 6.26 116
1127 1.0 0.6 1.0 2.2 7.5 114 25.0 52.1 6.11 1.21

Clthen Duty: Not At A« Vory '
SockJlpolHIcal Commitment Important Important Mean sta.aev

240 2.0 0.4 0.6 2.9 11.7 267 27.1 30.4 5.66 1.19
1122 1.4 0.7 1.3 59 12.8 23.4 25.9 299 5.54 1.32

Stole Interventions In Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean sta.aev 1

230 6.1 17.8 66.5 157 1.97* 0.57 |
1018 10.6 16.8 59.8 23.4 2.06 0.63

Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not \
on Politics Much Right Enough Mean SW. dev

240 2.0 53.3 43.3 33 1.50 0.56 1
1123 1.3 53.0 43.6 34 1.50 0.56

Preference on
Social Security System public Private Mean sta.aev

244 0.4 807 19.3 n.a.
1130 0.7 84.8 15.2 n.a.

Future of To Exacity To
Social Security System En largo Right Roduco Mean sta.aev !

238 2.9 29.8 58.8 11.3 1.61 0.61
1102 32 33.8 59.0 7.2 1.73 0.58

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Intention Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruono/ DKP / i

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Missing NPD csu F.D.P. SPD Buondnls9 PDS Nono Mean Sta.aev
193 21.S 0.5 53.4 7.8 26.9 57 1.6 4.1 n.a.
900 21.0 1.6 33.9 6.8 37.2 11.2 2.8 Ó.6 n.a. i

Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruono/ DKP/PDS 1
I

Porty-Identification NPD CSU FDP SPD Buondnls9SB> Nono Mean Std.aev ■
205 16.7 1.0 44.4 34 26.3 1.5 1.0 224 n.a. !»
970 14.9 27 30.4 4.8 32.6 87 0.4 204 n.a. i

No 1
Union Membership Acttvo POMtVO Mombor Mean sta.aev. j

242 1.6 45 14.5 81.0 n.a. i
1124 1.3 6.6 13.4 80.0 n.a.

No (
Party Membership Acttvo Pasotvo Mombor Mean sta.aev. 1

244 0.8 4.5 6.6 88.9 n.a. i
1133 0.5 5.1 5-4 894 n.a. 1

Commitment to No V
Citizen Organisations Acllvo PaMhro Mombor Mean staaev.

244 0.8 2.0 16.8 81.1 n.a.
1136 0.3 67 23.2 70.2 no.

Membership in No „ I
Professional Organisatios Acttvo PoMtvo Mombor Mean Std.aev.

248 0.0 2.8 6.1 91.1 n.a. Î
1139 0.0 4.1 4.9 91.0 n.a.
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Table A8 : West German Conservative Synthesis

A) Political Catturo inveì ♦
Very Net At

PoMticcrt Intermit ÔNO N % Mssmg Strong Strong Modkrm Woak Al Mean Std.aev
104 0.0 3.8 19.2 35 6 28.8 12.5 3.26** 1.03
1261 0.0 7.5 21.6 435 19.5 7.9 2.96 1.01

Contar Center-
Ideological Self-Evaluation Lett lo» Righi Right Mean Std.aev.

64 19.2 16.7 32.1 381 13.1 2.47 0.92
1094 14.6 15.9 36.1 32.2 15.6 2.47 0.94

Vory Mainly Ramar Rathor Mainly Very
Gmnmral Ufm Satisfaction Sattsled Sattsllod SatMIod Vnsattstlo< Unsattstlo« U nsallsflod Mean Std.aev

103 1.0 18.4 592 136 6.8 1.9 0.0 2.14 0.86
1273 0.6 19.6 529 21.5 4.6 0.9 0.3 2.15 0.84 1Ï

Con So lottar to 1Ï
Social Trutl Trustful Careful Dopands Othor Mean Std.aev !

99 4,8 30.3 54.5 14.1 1.0 n. a.
1241 31 41.7 37.5 203 0.6 n.o. 1

Spook lottar m It
Freedom of Opinion Freely Caroful latwoan Limits Mean Std.aev ■ 1

102 1.9 83.3 12.7 29 1.0 n.a. f
1273 0.6 80.6 11.3 4.5 3.6 n.a. 1 ! 

ï
B) issues of Democracy ? t

Tho lama of Democracy Vory Rattror Slightly Slightly Rather Very
vot'd N %Mnsing pro Fro Fro Centra Centra Centra Mean Sta.dev 1 ;

92 11.5 59.8 28.3 5.4 4.3 0.0 2.2 1.63 f.02
1232 3.6 53.3 33 1 9.6 2.3 0 7 1.0 1.66 0.91

Vory Ramar Slightly Slightly Rothor Vary
Tho Reality of Democracy Contont Contont Content Dlsconton Disc on ton Discontent Me on Std.aev \ i

95 8.7 21.1 45.3 14.7 13.7 3.2 2 1 2.36 1.17 \
1237 34 9.9 49.3 25.7 9.4 39 1.8 2.53 1.04 1

Vory Ramar Slightly Slightly Rathor Vary !' I
Tho Idea of Socialism Fro Fro Fro Contra Contra Contra Mean Std.aev 1

85 18.3 2.4 12.9 17.6 10.6 224 34 1 440* f.53
1144 10.5 4,7 13.6 22.6 12.8 20.3 25.7 4.07 1.55

Vory Ramar Slightly SUghlty Rathor Very
Beauty of GDB-SoctaHtm Good Good Good lad lad lad Mean Std.aev

89 14.4 0,0 0.0 0.0 4.5 21.3 742 5.69** 0.55
1210 5.5 0.3 1.5 3.3 6.5 27.0 61.3 5.42 0.90

Reality and Idea of Idea* Ideo* Idea- Idoa-
SocioMsm in the GDR Reality* Reality- Roaltty« Realty- Mean Std.aev.

98 5.8 1.0 30.6 2.0 66.3 n.o.
1244 2.9 3.7 29.3 7.5 59.9 no.

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Disagro«
Defence of Freedom Compioto Motnly Ramar Ramar Mainly Completely Mean Sta.dev

98 5.8 35.7 30.6 184 6.1 5.1 4.1 2.26" 1.35
1251 2.3 22.1 30.8 22.9 11.9 6.4 3.8 2.65 1.36

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Dtsogree Disagree
Education to Obedience Compioto Mainly Ramar Rom or Mainly Compio toly Moon Sta.dev

94 9.6 8.5 24.5 38.3 17.0 8.5 3.2 3.02" 1.18
1236 3.5 6.6 16.2 36.2 19.5 14.0 7 4 3.39 1.30

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Obogroo Dtsogree Dtsogree \
Public Good Com pio to Mainly Ramar Ramar MoMy Com pio toly Moon Sta.dev

93 10.6 7.5 20.4 29.0 31.2 10.6 1.1 3-2CT* 1.14
1184 7.6 5.6 15.5 27.6 26.5 15.6 9.0 3.58 1.32

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Disagree Disagroo ’i
Rapid Changes Compioto Mainly Rathor Ramar Mainly Com pio toly Moan Sta.dev !

99 4.8 11.1 22.2 29.3 17.2 13.1 7.1 3.20 1.40 i
1238 34 8.2 18.3 29.9 23.3 13.5 6.6 3.36 1.32 J:

Aliénation; Agroo Agroo Agree Disagree Difog roe Dtsogroo
Insecurity Complete MoMy Rathor Ramar Mainly Compio toly Mean Sta.dev il

96 7.7 6.3 12.5 36.5 16.7 17.7 10.4 3.58 1.36 ¡1
1238 3.4 6.9 16.8 33.8 22.5 13.1 6.9 3.39 1.29 À

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dttogree Disagree Dtsogree ' I1Adaptation la Friends Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean Std.aev !
96 7.7 1.0 8.3 24.0 16.8 27.1 20.8 425 1.31

1212 5.4 2.2 8.0 17.9 21.3 24.3 26.3 4.36 f.36
Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dlsogree Disagree Disagree
Agree with Majority Complota Mainly Rathor gather Mainly Completely Mean Sta.dev '

93 10.6 1.1 8.6 19.4 30. Ì 19.4 21.5 422* 128 ‘
1206 5.9 1.2 5.8 16.4 24.5 19.9 32.1 4.52 1.31

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagree Dtsogree Disagroo
Be Opportunistic Compioto Mainly Rathor Ramar Mainly Compio toly Mean Sta.dev

88 154 2.3 5 7 19,3 29.5 20.5 22.7 4.28 1.29
1190 7.1 1.8 5.7 16.5 26.4 20 7 26.9 4.38 1.30

Vary Ramar Hardly Not
National Pride Frtdo Frida Frtdo At Al Refused Mean sta.dev

104 0.0 29.8 37.5 13.5 8 7 10.6 2.32 1.28
1271 08 16.6 42.3 16.6 154 69 2.53 1-14



3:
Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Local Community Strong Strong Weak At AS Moon Staaev

103 1.0 34.0 534 117 1.0 1 79* 0.67
1277 0.3 298 47 7 190 36 1.96 0.79

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Region Strong . Strong Weak At AS Mean Std Oev

103 1.0 30.1 534 165 0.0 1.66* 0.67
1277 0.3 22.7 53.2 20.7 3.4 2.04 0.75

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Former Federal Republic Strong Strong Weak AtAR Moon Std. dev

102 19 24.5 58.8 13.7 2.9 . 1.95* 0.7C
1269 0.9 18.0 53.5 23.5 5.0 2.t5 0.77

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
United Germany Strong Strong Weak AtAR Mean Std-dev

103 1.0 26.2 52.4 15.5 5.8 2.00 0.B1
1276 04 18.6 50.9 26.2 4.3 2.16 0.77

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
European Community Strong Strong Weak At AU Mean Std.dev

103 1.0 9.7 29.1 44.7 16.5 2.67 086
1272 0.7 8.3 36.0 41.0 14.8 2.62 0.83

Commitment: Rather Rather Not
The Old Regione Strong Strong Weak At AB Mean Std.dev

103 1.0 25.2 54.4 16.5 3.9 1.99* 0.76
1262 1.5 15.9 54.3 24.6 5.2 2.19 0.76

Ç) mues of the WeHore State
Condition for Democracy: Not At AU Very
Social Equality Important Important Mean Std. do v

102 1.9 2.0 6.9 5.9 11.8 7.8 21.6 44.1 5.57 1.72
1266 10 2.5 3.3 5-9 14.1 18.7 25 4 30.0 5.39 1.54

Condition for Democracy: Not At All Very
Private Economy Important Important Mean Std.dev

101 29 0.0 0,0 2.0 8.9 4.0 22 8 62.4 6.34 1.04

1268 09 0.9 1.0 2.1 6.5 12.1 24.7 52.6 6.12 0.34
Cltiren Duty: Not At AU Very
Socioipolittcal Commitment Important Important Mean Std.dev

104 0.0 1.0 1.0 7.7 18.3 25.0 26.9 20.2 5.26* 1.32
1258 17 0.6 1.3 5.2 12.2 23.9 26.1 30.8 5.58 1.30

State fniervenMonj in Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean Std. dev

91 12.5 13.2 57.1 29.7 2.16 0.63
1157 9.6 17.3 61.4 21.3 2.04 0.62

Big Business' Inlluence Too Exactly Not
on Politic* Much Right Enough Mean Std.dev

101 2.9 47.5 46.5 5.9 1.58 0.60
1262 13 53.3 43.3 3.2 1.49 0.56

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Mean Std.dev

103 1.0 82.5 17.5 n.a.
1271 0.6 84.2 15.8 n.o.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System Enlarge Right Reduce Mean Std.dev

100 3.8 26.0 65.0 9.0 1.B3 0.57
1240 3.1 33.7 58.5 7.8 1.74 0.59

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote intention Rep/OVU CDU/ Gruene/ DKP/

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Mating NPD CSU F.D.P. SPD Buendnis« PDS None Mean Std. dev
78 25.0 0.0 44.9 6.4 295 7.7 2.6 9.0 n.o.

1015 20.8 1.5 36.7 7.0 35.9 10.4 2.6 5.9 n.a.
Rep/OVU CDU/ Gruene/ DKP/PDS

Party •identification NPD CSU FOP SPD Buendnlsf SED None Mean Std. dev
82 21.2 1.2 43.9 3.7 22.0 7.3 0.0 ' 22.0 n.a.

1093 14.6 2.5 32.0 4.7 32.2 7.4 0.5 20.7 n.a
No

Union Membership Active Passive Member Mean Std.dev.
104 0.0 3.8 9.6 86.5 n.a.
1262 1.5 6.4 13.9 79.6 n.a

No
Party Membership Active Passive Member Mean Std. dev.

103 1.0 1.9 2.9 95.1 n.a.
1274 0.5 5.3 5.9 88.9 n.a.

Commitment to No
Citiien Organisation* Active Passive Member Mean Std. dev.

103 1.0 2.9 11.7 85.4 n.o.
1277 0.3 6.1 22.9 71.0 n.a

Membership in No
Professional Orgonisattos Active Passive Member Mean Sta.aev.

104 0.0 29 1.0 96.2 n.a.
1281 0.0 4.0 5.5 90.6 n.a



A) Political Culture issues
Very

Table A9: West German Value Distance 372
Not At

Political Intersil void N % Musing Strong Strong Medium Weak All Mean 5/d.oev
129 a.o 1.6 14.0 543 21 7 8.5 321* 0.84
1256 0.0 7.8 22.2 41.7 20.1 82 2.98 1.03 i

Center* Center* A
Ideological Smtf-Evaluation Lott Leti Right tight Meon Std.aev.

97 24.8 8.2 474 320 124 2.48 0.61
)08t 139 16 7 34.8 32 7 159 247 0.95

Very Malnly tamer tamer Mainly Very
General Ufm Satisfaction Salts*«! Saftsfted Sa tutted UruatUh« U risaltiti« Unsatisfied Mean Sta.aev

129 0.0 14.7 48.8 24.8 8.5 23 08 2.37" 0.96
1247 0 7 20.0 53.9 20.5 4 4 0.9 0.2 2.12 0.62

Con 1« Setter Se j
Social Trust Trustful Caretul Depends Other Mean Std.aev. I

120 7.0 38.3 30.0 31.7 0.0 n.o
1220 2.9 41.1 39 6 18.7 0.7 n.a. !

Spook Setter In In
freedom of Opinion Freely Caretul tehween Limits Mean $td.aev. i

127 1.6 73.2 11.8 10.2 4,7 n.a.
J25Ó 0.6 81.6 11.4 3.8 3.3 n.a. i

B) issues of Democracy Ì

The Idea of Democracy Very Rather Sllghtty Slightly Rather Very
Valid N %M«»ng prò Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Sta.aev

117 9,3 34.2 38.5 20.5 4.3 2.6 0.0 2.02" 097 j
1207 3.9 55.7 32.2 8.2 2.2 0.5 12 1.63 0.90

Very Ramer Slightly SHghlly Rather Very
The Reality of Democracy Content Coment Content DUconten Disc on ten Discontent Meon Std.aev i

115 10.9 8.7 43.5 32.2 12.2 3.5 0.0 2.S8 0.93
1217 3.1 10.9 49.5 24.2 9 4 3.9 2.0 2.51 1.06

Very Ramer Sllghtty Sllghtly Rather Very
The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contro Contro Meon Std.aev !

100 22.5 4.0 9.0 26.0 14.0 27.0 20.0 4.11 1.43
1151 10.0 4 6 14.0 22.1 12.6 199 269 4.00 1.56

Very Romer Slightly Sllghtty Rather Very
Reality of GDP-SoclaUtm Good Good Good Sad Sad Sad Meon Std.aev

110 14 7 0.0 4.5 1.8 7.3 40.0 464 5.21" 0.99
1169 5,3 0.3 1.1 3.2 6.3 25.4 63.7 5.46 0.67

Reality and Idea of Wso* Idea* Idea* Ideo*
Socialism In the GDR Reality* Reattty* Reality* Reattty - Mean Std.aev

119 7.8 6.7 25.2 166 51.3 n.a.
1223 2.6 3.2 29.8 6.1 60.8 n.a.

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsogre# Dlsagree Dlsagree
Defence of Freedom Complete Mainly tamer Rather Malnly Compieteiy Mean Sta.dev

116 10.1 13.6 24.1 35.3 13.8 11.2 1.7 2.09* 1.24 j
1233 1.8 24.0 31.4 21.4 11.3 7.9 4.1 2.59 1.38 ;

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsogree Dlsogree Dlsagree I
Education to Obedience Complete Mainly tether Rather Mainly Compieteiy Meon Std.aev

114 11.6 3.5 16.7 36.0 26.3 12.3 53 3.42 1.16
1216 3.2 7.2 16.8 36.3 18.7 13.7 7.2 3.36 1.30 ;

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsagree Disagree Dlsagree
Public Good Complete Mainly tamer Romer Malnly Compieteiy Mean Std.dev

110 14.7 5.5 10.0 30.0 33.6 16.4 4.5 3.59 1.17
1167 7.1 5.7 16.4 27.5 26.2 15.3 8.8 3.55 1.32

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Dlsagree Dlsogree Dlsagree
Rapid Changes Complete Malnly tamer Rather Malnly Compieteiy Mean Std.dev

116 10.1 6.9 19.0 39.7 19.0 12.9 2.6 3.19 1.17
1221 2.8 8.5 16.6 28.9 23.3 13.5 7.2 3.36 1.34

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree Dlsagree Dlsogree Dlsagree
Insecurity Complete Motnly tamer Rottier Malnly Compieteiy Mean Sta.aev

113 12.4 7.1 12.4 32? 31.9 13.3 27 3.39 1.16
1221 28 6.8 16.9 34 1 21.2 13.4 7.6 3.40 1.30

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsagree Disagree Dlsagree /
Adaptation to Friends Complete Malnly tamer Rother Malnly Compieteiy Mean Sta.aev

n s 8.5 2.5 8.5 220 25.4 26.3 15.3 4.10* 1.29
1190 5.3 2.1 6.0 16.0 20.7 24.3 27.0 4.37 1.36

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsagree Dlsagree Dlsagree
Agree with Majority C empiete Motnly tather Ramer Mainly Compieteiy Mean Std. dev

116 10.1 26 6.0 16.4 27.6 20.7 26.7 4.37 1.33
1183 5.8 1.1 6.0 16.7 24,7 198 31.8 4.51 1.30

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Dlsogree Disagree Dlsogree
Be Opportunistic Complete Mainly tather Rottier Mainly Comptetety Mean Sta.aev

115 109 1.7 7.8 200 304 19.1 209 4.20 129
1163 74 1.9 5.5 184 26.2 20.8 27.2 4.40 1.30

Very temer Hardly Hot
Notional Pride Mete Pride Pride Al AB Refused Mean sta.aev

127 1.6 110 44.1 18.9 15.7 10.2 2.70 1.17
1248 06 18.3 41.7 18.3 148 69 2.50 1.15



Commitment: Rather Rather Not
Local Community Streng Strong Weak At Al Mean Sfa oe*

128 08 148 45.3 33.6 6.3 2.31 ~ 0.8C
1252 0.3 31.6 48.8 16.9 3.1 1.91 0 77

Commitment; Rathvr Rath«r Not
Ragion Strong Strong Weak At All Mean Sfd.oev

129 0.0 11.6 49.6 33.6 6.3 2.31- 0.73
t251 04 24.5 53.6 189 3.0 2.00 0.74

Commrfmenf: Rather Rattier Not
form«/- fattomi ft a public Strong Strong Weak At All Mean Sfd.oev

127 14 11.0 48.8 31.5 8 7 2.37- 0.79
1244 1.0 19.2 54 4 21.9 4.5 2.11 0.76

Commitment; Rather Rather Not
Unitoti Germany Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean Sfa.aev

129 0.0 11.6 50.4 34.1 3.9 2.30* 0.72
1250 05 19.9 51.1 24.5 4.5 2.13 0.67

Commitmonf: Rather Ralh*r Not
Europaan Community Strong Strong W«ak At All Mean Sfa.aev

128 08 10.2 27.3 48.4 14.1 2.66 0.84
1247 0.7 8.2 36.4 40.5 15.0 2.62 0.83

Commitment; Rath«r Rath«r Not
Tha Old Ragions Strong Strong Weak At All Mean Sfa.aev

129 0.0 9.3 40.8 34.9 7.0 2.39" 0.75
1236 1.6 17.4 54.9 22.8 4.9 2.15 0.75

C) Issues of the Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Not At All Very
Social Equality Important Important Mean Sfd.oev

127 1.6 2.4 4.7 3.9 15.7 29.1 26.0 10.1 5.14* 1.44
1241 1.1 2.5 3.5 6.1 13.7 16.8 25.1 324 5.43 1.56

Condition tor Democracy: Not At A« Very
Rrivote Economy Important Important Mean Sta.oev

129 0.0 0.0 2.3 3.1 14.7 26.4 34 9 18.6 5 44— 1.17
1240 1.1 1.0 0.8 2.0 5.8 10.0 23.5 569 6.21 1.18

Citizen Duty: Not At All Very
Seciolpolttlcal Commitment Important Important Mean Sfa.aev

123 4.7 t.6 2.4 6.5 23.6 31.7 26.0 8.1 4.91— 1.25
1239 1.2 0.6 1.1 5.2 11.5 23.2 26.2 32.1 5.62 1-29

State Interventions in Too Exactly Not
Privo!« Economy Much Right Enough Mean Sfa.aev

105 ie.6 18.1 58.1 23.8 2.05 0.64
1143 89 169 61.3 21.8 2.04 0.62

Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Mean Sfa.aev

127 1.6 65.4 27.6 7.1 1.41 0.62
1236 1.5 51.8 45.2 3.0 . 1.51 0.55

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Mean sta.aev

12B 08 81.3 18.8 n.a.
1246 0.6 84.3 15.7 n.o.

Future of To Exactly TO
Social Security System Enlarge Right R«duc* Mean Sfa.aev

125 3.1 31.2 63.2 5.6 1.74 0.55
1215 3.0 33.3 58.5 8.1 1.74 0.59

D) Action Disposition and Post Behaviour
Vote Intention Rep/OVU CDU/ Giue ne/ DKP/

(Next Sunday) Volto N % Missing NPD CSU FD.P. SPD Ruendnisf PDS None Mean Sfd.oev
90 30.3 1.1 31.1 6.7 34.4 15.6 0.0 11.1 n.a.

1003 20.1 1.4 37.9 7.0 35.5 9.6 2.8 5.7 n.a
Rep/DVU COU/ Grue nef DKP/PDS

P arty -Identifie o Mon NPD CSU PDP SPD Ruendnisf SED None Mean Sfa.aev
98 24.1 2.0 24.5 7.1 28.6 8.2 0.0 29.6 n.o.

1077 14.3 2.4 33.6 4.4 31.8 7.3 0.6 20.0 n.a.
No

Union Membership Actlv« Passive M«mb«r Mean Sfaoev.
129 0.0 3.1 13.2 83.7 n.a.
1237 1.5 6.5 13.7 79.8 n.a.

No
Party Membership Acttv« Passive Member Mean Sfd.oev.

126 0.8 0.0 5.5 94.5 no.
1249 0.6 5.5 5.7 88.8 n.a.

Commitment to No
Ctttzen Organisations Actlv« Paulv« Member Meon 5fd.dev.

129 0.0 4.7 25.6 69 8 n.o.
1251 0.4 6.0 21.7 723 n.a.

Membership In No
Professional Orgonisatios Acttv« Paulv« Member Mean Sfa.aev.

129 00 3.1 4.7 92.2 n.a.
1256 0.0 40 5.2 90.8 n.a.



Table A10: West German Disappointed Materialism
A) Political Culture Issues

Very
Political Interest Valid N % Using Strong Strong

28 0.0 7 1 7.1
1357 0.0 7.2 21.7

Cantar
Ideological Sett-Evaluation ion ían

19 321 10.5 42.1
1159 14.4 16.0 35 7

Vary Motnty
General Ufe Satisfaction satisfied Satisfied

27 3.6 74 33.3
1349 0.6 198 53.0

Can la lattar la
Social Trust Trustful Cora tul

26 7 1 42.3 46.2
1314 32 40.6 38.6

Spaak lattar
Freedom of Opinion Freely Carafui

. 28 0.0 60.7 17.9
1347 0.7 61.2 11.3

Not At
Medium Waok AH Mean Sta.aev

500 21-4 14 3 3.28 1.04

42.7 20.2 8 1 3.00 1.01
Cantar*
Right Right Mean Sta.aev.
26.3 21.1 2.57 0.96
32.7 15 5 2.47 0.93

Ramar temar Mainly Vary
Satisfied Unsottsfter Unsatisftec Unsalstlad Mean Std.dev

3?n 18.5 3.7 00 2.77" 0.97
206 45 1.0 0 3 2.13 0.83

Depends Othar Meon Sta. dev.
11.5 0.0 n.a
200 06 n.a

In In
latwaan Limits Mean sta.aev

7.1 14.3 n.a
4.3 3.2 n.a

8) Issues of Democracy
The Idea of Democracy Vary Soffiar Sllghtty Slightly Rather Vary

valid N pro Ito Pro Contra Contra Contra Meon Std.dev
25 10.7 36.0 48.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.60 0.70

1299 43 54.1 325 9.2 2.5 0.7 1.1 1.66 0.92
Vary Ramar SUgtmy Slightly Ralbar Vary

The Reality of Democracy Content Contant Confort! Disc on tan Dite on tan Discontant Meon Std.dev
25 10.7 12.0 24.0 44.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 2.72 0.93

1307 3 7 10.7 49.5 24.6 95 39 1.8 2.51 1.05
Vary Ramar SHgMIy Slightly Rothar Vary

The Idea of Socialism tro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Meon Sta.aev
25 10.7 4.0 80 16.0 16.0 36.0 20.0 4.32 1.40

1206 11.1 46 13.7 22.6 12.6 20.1 26.5 4.09 1.56
Vary Rothar Sllghlty Slightly Rothar Vary

Beauty of GDB-SocioHsm Good Good Good tad tod tad Mean Std.dev
25 10.7 0.0 4.0 4.0 8.0 24 0 60.0 5.32 1.06

1274 6.1 0.3 1.3 3.1 6.4 26.7 62.2 5.44 0.88
Reality and Idea of Ideo* Idao-r Idaa- Idea-
Socialism In the 6DR Reollfy* Reallty* Reallty* Reality* Mean Std.dev.

24 143 4.2 20.8 25.0 500 n.o.
1318 29 3.5 29.6 66 60.2 n.o.

Authoritarianism: Agraa Agraa Agraa DIsograa Disograa Disograa
Defence ol Freedom Complata Molnly Rofttar Rothar Mainly Compta taly Meon Std.dev

26 7.1 7.7 38.5 15.4 26.9 7.7 3.8 3.00 1.29
1323 2.5 23.4 30.6 22.6 11.2 8.2 39 2.61 1.37

Authoritarianism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Disograa Disagraa
Education to Obedience Complata Molnly Rofhar Rothar Mainly Compia taly Mean Std.dev

27 3.6 3.7 14.6 29.6 25.9 14.6 11.1 3.66 1.33
1303 4.0 7.0 168 36.5 19.2 13.6 7.0 3.36 1.29

Authoritarianism: Agrao Agraa Agraa Dlsagraa Disograa Disagraa
Public Good Complata Mainly Ralbar Rothar Mainly Compia taly Mean Std.dev

25 10.7 12.0 4.0 26.0 40.0 8.0 8.0 3.52 1.32
1252 7.7 5.6 16.1 27.7 26 6 15.6 8.5 3.55 1.31

Alienation: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Dtsag roo Disograa
Rapid Changes Complata Molnly Ralbar Rothar Mainly Compia taly Mean Std.dev

26 7.1 7.7 11.5 34.6 26.9 19.2 0.0 3.38 1.16
1311 3.4 84 18.6 29.7 226 13.3 6.9 3.34 1.33

Alienation: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Disagraa Disograa
Insecurity Complata Mainly Ralbar Rothar Mainly Comptataly Meon Std.dev

27 3.6 14.8 0.0 407 18.5 22.2 3.7 3.44 1.36
1307 37 6.7 16.6 336 22.2 13.2 7.3 3.40 1.39

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Disagraa Disagraa
Adaptation to Friends Complata Mainly Ralbar Rothar Mainly Complataiy Meon Std.dev

26 7.1 7.7 11.5 11.5 34.6 7.7 26.9 4.03 1.58
1282 5.5 20 8.0 16.5 208 248 25.9 4.36 1.35

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Disagraa Disagraa
Agree writs Majority Complata Mainly Samar Rothar Molnly Comptataly Meon Std.dev

25 10.7 8.0 0.0 28.0 240 12.0 28.0 4.16 f.5f
1274 61 1.1 6.) 16.4 250 20.0 31.4 4.50 1.30

Conformism: Agraa Agraa Agraa Disograa Disagraa Disograa
Be Opportunistic Com plata Molnly Samar Rothar Mainly Complataty Mean $td.dev

27 36 7.4 3.4 33.3 25.9 7.4 22.2 3.88* 1.4 7
1251 7.8 1.8 5.8 18.2 26.6 20.9 26 7 4.39 1.30

Vary Ramar Hordiy Not
National Pride Pride Pride Pride At AH Rofusad Meon Stddev

28 0.0 36 26.6 28.6 266 10.7 3.14" 1.07



Commitment: Raiftor Rathor Not
Loco/ Community Strong Strong Woak At Al Moon Sta.aev

28 0.0 21 4 28.6 32.1 17.9 2.46* 1.03
1352 0d 30.3 48.5 181 3 1 t.94 0.77

Commitment: It otnor Rathor Not
Region Strong Strong Woak At AO Mean Std.oev

27 36 37.0 33.3 148 148 2.0? 1.07
1353 0.3 23 0 53.7 205 29 2.03 0.74

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
Former Fedenti Republic Strong Strong Woak At All Moon Sta dev

28 0.0 179 39.3 25.0 17 9 2.42 0.99
1343 1.0 18.5 54.2 22.7 4 6 2.13 076

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
United Germany Strong Strong Woak At AO Mean Sta.aev

27 3.5 22.2 29.6 29.6 18.5 244 1.05
1352 0.4 19.1 51.5 25.3 4.1 2.14 0.76

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
European Community Strong Strong Woak At Al Mean Std.aev

27 3.6 11.1 22.2 37.0 29.6 2.85 0.98
1348 0,7 8.3 35.6 41.3 14 6 2.62 063

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
The Old Regioni • Strong Strong Woak At AO Mean Sfd.aov

27 3.6 29.6 25,9 22.2 22.2 2.37 1.14
1338 1.4 16.4 54.9 24.0 4.8 2.17 075

C) Issues of the Welfare state
Condition tor Democracy; Not At AN Vory
Social Equality Important Important Mean Std.aev

28 0.0 00 3.6 10.7 17.9 25.0 21.4 21.4 514 1.43
1340 1.1 2.5 3.6 5.8 13.8 17.8 25.2 31.3 5.41 1.56

Condition tor Democracy: Nat At AN Vory
Private Economy Important Important Mean Std.aev

28 0.0 0.0 7.1 3.6 21 4 286 21.4 179 5.07" 1.41
1341 1.1 0.9 0.8 2.) 6.3 11.2 24.6 54 1 6.16 1.19

Citizen Duty: Not At AN Vory
Sociatpolittcot Commitment Important Important Mean Std.aev

28 0.0 7.1 3.6 10.7 17 9 39.3 17.9 3.6 4.46" 1.47
1334 1.6 0.5 1.2 5.2 12.5 23.7 26.3 30.5 5.58 1.29

State Intervention! In Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean Std. dev

26 7,1 15.4 50.0 34.6 2.19 0.69
1222 9.8 17.0 61.3 21.7 2.04 0.62

Big Butinât*' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politic! Much Right Enough Mean Std.a ev

27 3.6 74.1 25.9 0.0 1.25- 0.44
1336 1.4 52.6 43.9 4.4 1.50 0.56

Preference on
Social Security Syttem Public Private Mean Std.aev

27 3.6 77.8 22.2 n.o.
1347 0.6 84.2 15.6 no.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security Syttem En targo Right Roduco Moon Sta.aev

27 3.6 55.6 37.0 7.4 f.5f 0.64
1313 3.1 32.7 59.4 7.9 f.75 056

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Intention Rop/DVU CDU/ Giuono/ DKP /

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Mining NfD CSU FJ).P. SPD •uondnM PDS Nono Moon $td.dev
24 14.3 0.0 29.2 4.2 25.0 4.2 12.5 25.0 n.o.

1069 21.2 1.4 37.5 7.0 35.6 10.4 2.3 5.7 n.o.
Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruono/ DKP/PD3

Porty-ldentlftcation NPO CSU FDP SPD BuondnirtSED Nono Moon Sta.aev
26 7.1 7.7 30.8 3.8 15.4 3.8 00 38.5 n.o.

1149 15.3 2.3 32.9 4.6 31.9 7.5 0.5 20.4 n.o.
No

Union Membership Acttvo Pawlvo Mombor Mean Sta.aev.
27 3.6 3.7 14.8 81.5 n.a.

1339 1.3 6.3 13.6 B0.1 n.o.
No

Party Membership Actlvo Pautvo Mombor Mean Std-dev.
28 0.0 3.6 3.6 92.9 n.a.

1349 0.6 5.0 5.7 89.3 n.o.
Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Actlvo PomIvo Mombor Mean Sta. dev.

28 0.0 7.1 25.0 67.9 n.o.
1352 0.4 5.8 22.0 72.2 n.o.

Membership In No
Professional Orgonisatios Actlvo Poulvo Mombor Moon Sta.aev.

28 0.0 7.1 10.7 82.1 n.a.
1357 0.0 38 5.0 91.2 n.o.



376
Table All: East German Authoritarian Materialism

Foflhcof Interest VOIIdN X Mnng Strong . Strong Medium Weak AR Meon 5/croev
73 0.0 82 178 26.0 39 7 82 321" 1 00

860 0.7 13 4 23.5 37.1 165 76 263 1 10
Center* Center-

kJeologtcaf Setf-tvaHiation left Left Right Right Mean staaev
63 13.7 32 36.5 41.3 19.0 2 76" 0 70
773 10.7 224 42.3 27.8 7.5 2.20 ' 087

Very Mainly Rather Rather Mointy Very
G eneroflife SafnfacHon Solttfled SatWted SaNsrted Unsatttftec Untarttsftec Uruottsfted Mean SWOev

71 2.7 7.0 28.2 352 169 7.0 5.6 3.05 1.24
847 2.1 65 36.2 29.3 159 7.3 4 7 295 1.22

Cenie •after 6e
Social Trust Trustful Careful Depend! Other Mean Staaev

73 0.0 247 644 11.0 0.0 no
642 2.6 273 57.6 14.1 1.0 no.

Speak Better In In
freedom of Opinion Freely Careful Between UmWi Mean S Woev

73 0.0 64.4 31.5 2.7 1.4 n.a.
8S0 M 56.7 34.0 3.4 5.9 na

8) Usuoi of Democracy
Very Rattier Slightly Slightly Rather Very

The la— of Democracy pro Fro Fro Centra Contra Contra Mean Staaev
71 27 451 35.2 14.1 4.2 14 0.0 101 093
025 4.7 46.7 31.3 15.5 4.2 1.7 0.6 164 101

Very Rather Slightly Sttghtty Rather Very
Tti* It—my of Democracy Contenl Content Content Decor*ten) Dec ontani Decontent Mean Sta aev

72 Id 9.7 292 22.2 18.1 139 69 318 142
845 24 44 24.6 31.0 20.4 14,2 5.4 331 125

Very Rather Silghtty Slightly Rather Very
the Id— of Socialism Fro Fro Fro Contra Contra Contra Meon Staaev

71 2.7 85 19.7 29.6 14 1 16.3 99 3 43* 146
836 3.5 18.1 26.0 27.3 66 109 9.2 2.95 152

Very Rather Slightly SRghtty Rather Very
Reality of GDR-Soclatam Good Good Good Bad Bad Bad Mean staaev

72 1.4 1.4 4,2 15.3 22.2 20.6 36 1 4 65 130
842 2.6 0.7 6.6 20.2 13.5 306 26,1 4SI 130

ft—iffy end ideo of Idea* Idea* Idea* Ideo*
SoctoHsm In the GDU ReoRfy* Reality* Beauty* Reality* Meon Staaev

71 2.7 16.3 42 3 12.7 26.8 n.a
645 24 16.7 549 10.1 16.3 n.a.

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Deogree Disagree
Defence of Freedom Compiei* Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Staaev

73 0.0 45.2 20.6 19.2 2.7 2.7 14 193 m
644 2.5 47.6 256 15.9 69 1.4 2.6 196 120

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Dteagree Disagree
education to Obedience Complete Mafetly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Staaev

73 0.0 205 356 30.1 4.1 9.6 0.0 240" 1.15
849 2.0 20.8 19.1 24.1 16.0 94 10.5 3.05 158

Authorttoriannm: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
PubMc Good Compiei* Mokily Rather Rather Moinly Completely Meon Staaev

70 4.1 143 14.3 34.3 15.7 12.9 86 324 145
632 3.9 12.0 22.6 256 225 10.7 6.1 3.15 ‘ 1.37

AAonoHon: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Rapid Change* Compiei* Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Staaev

71 2.7 21.1 282 26.2 14.1 5.6 2.8 263 127
636 32 195 22.1 32.0 169 7.0 2.5 277 1.27

AMenotian: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Insecurity Completo Mainly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Meon Staaev

72 1.4 20.6 27.6 22.2 15.3 4.2 9.7 2.83 152
647 22 20.7 23.) 25.9 191 7.4 36 2.80 136

Confotmam: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Ditogree Disagree
Adaptation to friends Completo Matoty Rather Rather Mainly Completely Meon Staaev

72 1.4 4.2 16.7 27.6 25.0 13.9 12.5 3 65" 1.36
844 2.5 6.3 95 12.0 27.0 20.6 24.6 420 1.48

Contoanism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Air— moti MaforOy Compiale Moinly Rather Rather Moinly Completely Meon staaev

70 4.1 2.9 12.9 25.7 21.4 18.6 18.6 3.95* 1.40
821 52 3.8 8.5 13.3 244 20.7 29.4 437 1.43

Conformism; Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disogree
Be Opportunistic Compiei* Moinly Rather Rather Moinly Completely Meon staaev

73 0.0 2,7 19.2 34.2 23.3 96 11.0 3.50" 1.20
830 4.2 80 69 20.5 22.9 19.4 20.4 3.97 1.51

Very Rather Hardly Not
Notional hide Frtde Frtde Frtde AtAR Refused Mean staaev

72 1.4 23.6 444 306 0.0 14 2ff~ 081
859 0.8 23.4 37.5 21.5 11.5 6.1 2.39 114

Commitment Rather Rather Not
Local Community Strong strong Weak AtAR Mean Staaev

73 0.0 384 384 205 2 7 107 0.83
863 0.3 34,1 39 7 225 3.7 1 95 084



Comrrrtmonf: Rathor Ralftor Not
Negiert Strong Strong Woak At AI Mean Staoev

73 0.0 24 7 52.1 20 5 27 201 075
840 0 7 33 1 39 0 23.6 4.3 1 99 086

Commrtmanfr Rathor Rotftor Not
Form* GDP Strong Strong Woalt At AI Mean Sta aov

73 0.0 U.O 425 34.2 12.3 2*7 0.85
852 1.6 201 35.0 27.1 17.8 2 42 too

Commitment Rarthor Rathor Not
Unten Germany Strong Strong Wook AI AI Mean Staoev

73 0.0 301 42.5 26.0 1.4 1.98 070
841 0.6 25.6 39.6 26.9 7.9 217 090

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
European Community Strong Strong Wook At AI Meon sta oov

73 0.0 4.1 27 4 42.5 26.0 290 083
854 1.4 10.9 234 39.7 26.0 2.80 094

Commitment. Rathor Rathor Not
The New Pegtons Strong Strong Woalt At AI Mean Sta oov

72 14 30.6 47.2 18.1 4.2 195 081
853 1.5 24 5 449 25.4 5..2 2.11 083

C) issues of the wettoro Sfote
Condition tor Democracy: Not At AH Vory
income tquattty VoWN %Mbng Important Important Mean Sta.trov

72 1.4 5.6 26 2.8 12.5 16.7 25.0 347 5.43 1.68
659 0.7 3.1 4.1 3.6 8.7 10.7 19.3 SÛ.4 579 1.63

Condition tor Democracy: Not At AH Vory
Private Economy important important■ Meon sta. aov

72 1.4 4.2 4.2 2.8 16.7 250 22.2 25.0 5.20 1.59
855 1.2 4.9 3.6 7.4 13.2 17.1 20.7 33,1 5.28 1.73

Citizen Duty: Not At AD Vory
SoctoipoMlicoi Commitment Important Important Mean Staoev

73 0.0 4 1 27 5.5 9.6 23.3 31.5 23.3 5.32 15*
853 1.4 3.2 2.6 3.8 10.7 18.4 22.9 38.6 5.61 154

State Interventions In Too Exoetty Not
Prrvote economy Much Right Enough Mean Staoev

48 6.8 11.8 27.9 60.3 2*8 070
791 8.6 12.5 25.6 61.7 249 0.70

Big Suimon' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Poetics Much Right Enough Mean Staoev

73 0.0 47.9 38.4 13.7 t.65** 071
832 3.8 63.8 27.5 8.7 f.44 064

Preference on
Social Security System Pubic Privato Moan Stddev

72 1.4 90.3 9,7 n.o.
645 2.3 84.0 16.0 no

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System inlargo Right Roauco Meon Staoev

64 12.3 73.4 21.9 4.7 * t.3f 0.56
800 7.5 77.5 20.9 1.6 1.24 046

D) Action Disposition and Past Behaviour
Vote Intention ttop/OVU CDU/ Gruenei DKP/

(Next Sunday) Vau N NPO CSU P.D.P. SPD Suonanti? PDS Nono Mean Staoev
58 20.5 10.3 37.9 5.2 25.9 5.2 0.0 15.5 n.o.
712 17.7 2.0 25.1 7.3 34.8 11.2 8.3 11.2 n.o

RopfDVtl CDU/ Gruono/ DKP/PDS
Porty-tdenhPcattan NPO CSU FDP SPD Suonanti« SED Nono Mean staoev

60 17.8 10.0 36.7 6.7 18.3 0.0 0.0 28.3 n.o.
746 13.8 1.5 23.6 3.6 26.5 6.3 6.7 31.6 n.o.

No
Union Membership Adivo Poutvo Mombor Mean StO-Oev.

72 1.4 0.0 27.8 72.2 n.o.
846 2.3 7.1 23.5 69.4 no.

N O

Party Membership Adivo POMhro Mombor Mean Staoev.
72 1.4 5.6 2.8 91.7 ao
647 2.2 5.2 2.1 92.7 no.

Commitment to N O

Citizen Organisations Adivo Poutvo Mombor Moon Std.Oev.
73 0-0 4.1 6.8 89.0 n.a.
663 0.3 2.6 13J) 81.5 n.a.

Membership in No
Professional OrgomsaPo* Adivo Poutvo Mombor Meon StOOev.

73 0.0 4.1 27 93.2 n.a.
866 0.0 5.5 15 88.9 n.o.

Former Member of No
CDb Parties Mombor Mombor Mean Staoev

73 0.0 12.3 87.7 n.a.
866 0.0 296 70.2 n.o.

Farmer Member of No
the sea Mombor Mombor Moon staoev

72 1.4 6.9 93.) n.o.
844 25 23.5 76.5 n.o.

377



378Table A12: East German Disappointed Materialism

POJMCOfMerOSf VOUN X Mtang Strong Strong Modtum Woak Al Meon Staoev
46 21 0.0 196 30 4 239 26 1 3 56** tos
687 06 13.6 23.2 36.5 20.0 67 282 1 10

Center* Canter*
/deofogrco/ Setf-£voktation Loft Loft Rtght Right Mean Staoev

34 27.7 26.5 38.2 23.5 11.8 220 097
602 10.1 20.7 420 29.1 82 274 085

Very MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Vory
General Lite Satisfaction Southed Satefted SotWlod Untete Soc Untateltec Unoateflod Meon Staoev

46 0.0 4.3 41.3 19.6 13.0 13.0 8.7 315 1 42
872 2.2 6.7 35.3 30.3 16.2 7.0 4.6 795 1.21

Con Be loiter So
Social Trust Trustful Coroful Doponds Othor Meon Staoev

46 2 1 26.3 543 13.0 4.3 ao.
669 26 27.0 56.3 13.9 0.7 rva.

spook loiter tai tai
Freedom of Opinion Freely Coroful lotwoon Unte Mean Staoev

46 2.1 56.5 28.3 4.3 109 n.o.
877 17 57.4 34.1 3.3 57 n.o.

B) Issues of Democracy
Very Rather SUghtty SUghtty Rathor Vory

Theiaea ot Democracy pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean staoev
41 12.8 17.1 41.5 31.7 49 2.4 24 241- 107
665 4.1 48.0 31.1 14.6 4.2 1.6 0.5 131 090

Very Rather SUghtty SSghOy Rathor Vory
Thm Beauty of Democracy Content Content Conten! DOcontem Discontent Discontent Meon Staoev

43 8.5 2.3 25.6 32.6 20.9 18.6 0.0 3.27 112
874 2.0 49 249 30.2 20.1 14.0 5.8 3.30 128

Vory Rather SUghtty Sngmty Rathor Vory
The Mea at Socialism ho Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Meon Staoev

44 64 68 159 31.8 11.4 22.7 11.4 361“ 146
663 3.3 17.6 26 0 27.2 69 10.9 97 796 152

Vory Rather Sllghtty SUghtty Rathor Vory
Beauty el GDB-SociaUsm S«o4 Good Good lad lad lad Meon Sta aev

44 6.4 0.0 2.3 27.3 22.7 31.6 15.9 4,31 111
670 2.5 0.8 68 194 13 6 29.8 294 453 1 31

Reality and Idea of ktea* Moa* Idea- Moa-
Soctautm in the GOB ReoUty* Reality* Roaltty* Reality* Meon StOOev

45 4.3 11.1 44.4 22.2 22.2 n.o.
671 2.4 17 1 54.4 96 186 ao.

Autharttahonam: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dita groo Ditogroo Dttagroo
Defence of Freedom Complote MoMy Ratnor Rathor MoMy Completely Meon staaev

45 4.3 26.7 33.3 20.0 15.6 2.2 2.2 740* 1.23
872 2.2 48.5 25.5 15.9 6.1 1.5 2.5 194 119

Authoritarianism: Agmo Agroo Agroo Ditogroo Dtaagroo Dttagroo
Education lo Obedience Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean Staaev

44 64 9.1 15.9 31.8 159 11.4 15.9 3.57* 153
876 1.6 21 4 20.6 24.3 15.0 93 9.3 798 1.55

Autharitorianrsm: Agroo Agroo Agroo Ditogroo Dtoogroo Dttagroo
Puttie Good Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Meon staaev

41 12.8 7.3 31.7 293 22.0 9.8 0.0 795 i n
661 3.5 12.4 21.7 26.4 22.0 10.9 6.6 3.17 1.39

AMenation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Magree Dkogroo Ditogroo
Rapid Change* Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Meon Stdoev

46 2.1 17.4 23 9 34.6 13.0 4.3 6.5 2.82 1.35
663 3.3 19.7 22.5 31.5 16.9 7.1 2.3 2.76 17 7

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtaagroo Ditogroo Ditogroo
Insecurity Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean staaev

44 6.4 136 29.5 29.5 11.4 6.8 9.1 795 144
675 1.9 21.0 23.2 25.4 19.2 77 4.0 780 1.37

Conformant: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dttagroo Ditogroo Ditogroo
Adaptation to friend* Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiotety Meon Staaev

43 6.5 23 209 11.6 34.9 11.6 18.6 388 1.43
873 2.1 6.3 95 13.3 26.5 20.5 23.9 417 1.48

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo DlMgroo Dttagroo Mogree
Apee with Majority Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean staaev

41 12.8 2.4 14.6 26.8 9.8 19.5 26.6 4.09 1.54
850 4.7 3.8 6.6 13.6 24.8 20.6 26.6 435 143

Conhjrmisrtv Agroo Agroo Agroo Magree ONogtoo Ditogroo
Be Opportunistic Complote MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean Staaev

44 6.4 2J 9.1 34.1 27.3 11.4 15.9 384 179
859 3.7 7.8 9.8 21.0 227 19.0 19.6 394 1,51

Vory Rofftor Hontty Not
National Pride Prtde Prtdo Prkte At Al Rotutod Mean sro.oov

46 2.1 15.2 28.3 26.1 17.4 130 784“ 1.26
865 0.6 23.6 36.5 220 10.3 5.3 734 1.10

Commttment. Rathor Rathor Nat
Local Community Strong Strong Woak At Al Mean staaev

47 0.0 149 44.7 36.2 43 729“ 077
689 0.3 354 39.4 21.6 36 193 8400



Commitment B Ditto r Rather Not
Region Strong Strong Weak At AN Moan Staaev

it 21 152 457 348 43 2.28* 0 77
687 0.6 334 39 7 * 22 8 4.2 f 97 0.85

Commifmenf: Rather Rather Not
Former GOR Strong Strong Wook At AS Moan smoov

47 0.0 12.8 34.0 34.0 191 2.59 094
878 1.6 197 356 27.3 17.3 2 42 099

Commitment: Rotftof Rather Not
UnNed Germany Strong Strong Wook At AN Mean Sraoov

46 2.1 15.2 56.5 21.7 6.5 2.19 0.77
888 0.4 26.5 390 27.1 7.4 215 090

Commitment: Hattror Rathor Not
European Community Strong Strong Woak At AN Moon Staaev

46 2.1 109 13.0 43.5 32.6 2 97 095
681 1.2 10.3 24.3 39.7 25.7 2.80 093

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
The New Régions Strong Strong Woak At AN Moon Staaev

47 0.0 17.0 48 9 21.3 12.8 2.29 0.90
678 1.6 25.4 44 9 25.1 4.7 2.09 082

C) issue I of the Welfare State
Condition lot Demoruocy: Not At AH Vary
Income Iquatity Void N % Mssng c1E

Important Moon staaev
45 2.2 2.2 8.9 0.0 8.9 17.8 22.2 40.0 5.57 1.67
886 0.7 3.4 3.7 37 9.0 10.8 196 49.7 5.77 1.64

Condition for Democracy: Not At AN Vary
Private Economy Important important Moan Staaev

45 2.2 67 11.1 156 15.6 17.8 89 244 4.51" 193
882 1.1 4.8 3.3 66 13.4 17 7 21.4 32.9 5.31 169

Citizen Duty: Not At AN Vory
SocialpoUticol Commitment Important Importent Moon Staaev

42 8 7 7.1 95 9.5 14.3 28.6 16,7 14.3 4.54" 1.77
884 0.9 3.1 2.3 36 10.4 18.3 23.9 385 564 1.32

State Interventions in Too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Moon Staaev

39 15.2 10.3 25.6 64.1 2.53 068, 820 8.1 12.6 26.0 61.5 2.46 0.70
Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Poetics Moefl Right Enough Moon Staaev

42 8.7 47.6 38.1 14.3 166* 0.72
863 3.3 63.3 27.9 8.8 145 065

Preference on
Social Security System Pubic Private Mean Staaev

44 4.3 70.5 295 no.
873 2.1 65.2 148 no

Future of 1o Exactly TO

Social Security System Entargo Right RoOueo Mean staaev
40 13.0 57.5 42.5 0.0 1.42* 0.50
824 7.6 78.2 19.9 1.9 1.23 0.46

D) Action D&oosJrton and Post Behavxxf
Vote Intention Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruenei DKP/
(Next Sunday) Vakd N NPO csu P.O.P. SPD 0uondnt(9 POS Nono Mean Sta.aev

30 36.2 6.7 367 0.0 30.0 0.0 10.0 16.7 no.
740 17.0 2-4 25.7 7.4 34.3 11.2 7.6 11.4 no.

Rop/DVtl CDU/ Gruono/ DKP/PDS
Party-identrilcatlon NPD CSU FDP SPD Buondnb9$ED Nono Moon staaev

34 27.7 5.9 20.6 5.9 23.5 2.9 8.8 324 no.
772 13.4 1.9 24.7 3.0 26.0 6.0 6.1 31.5 no.

NO
Union Membership Acltvo tawtvo Mombor Moon Staaev

44 6.4 6.8 18.2 75.0 na.
874 2.0 6.5 24.1 69.3 no.

No
Party Membership AcNvo Pautvo Mombor Mean sta.aev.

46 2.1 4.3 2.2 93.5 no.
873 2.1 5.3 2.2 92.6 no.

Commitment ta No
Citizen Organisations AcNvo Pouivo Mombor Mean staaev.

47 0.0 2.1 8.5 69.4 no.
689 0-3 2.9 15.4 81.7 n.a.

Membership In No
Professional Orgonüoiliot Acltvo Pouivo Mombor Mean Staaev.

47 0.0 10.6 4.3 85.1 n.a.
892 0.0 5.2 5.4 89.5 na.

Former Member of NO
GO* Portlet Mombor Mombor Moon Staaev.

47 0.0 383 61.7 no.
892 0.0 27.9 72.1 no.

Former Member of NO
the SED Mombor Mombor Moon Sta.aev

43 8.5 30.2 69.B na.
673 2.1 21.8 78.2 na.



380Table A13: East German Moderatism
PoWcolMeretf Va*ON XMstng Strong Strong Medium Weak AS Mean SKtomr

147 U 12-9 21.1 361 224 7.6 2 90 1 11
786 0.5 13.0 234 36.2 19.7 76 2.85 f 11

Canter* Canter*
toeoiopcar Self-Evaluation Loft Lott Right Right Mean swoon

128 14.1 26.6 477 195 6.3 2.05- 094
708 10.4 19.9 40.6 30.5 8.8 2.29 099

Very Mainly Rathor Rathor Matniy Very
General tie  Satisfaction SaiMed Satefted Satefted Vnsattsftec UnsotMec UntamBed Mean Sta.aev

143 4.0 7.7 294 32.9 18.2 77 4.2 3.01 1.21
775 1.6 6-3 36.8 29.2 15.6 7.2 49 295 1.22

Can 8* Softer So
Social Trust Trustful Catoful Doponds Othor Mean SWOen

144 3.4 26.4 50.0 21.5 2.1 n.a.
771 2.4 27.2 59.7 125 0.6 no.

Spook Kotlor In M
fro*dom at Opinion Freely Coroful Safwoon UmRt Moon Swoon

148 0.7 50.7 35.1 4.1 10.1 no
775 1.9 58.6 33.5 3.2 4.6 no.

B) bsuei of Democracy
Vary Rattier SHghtty SHghtty Rathor Vory

The idea of Democracy pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean SW.aev
142 4.7 39.4 35.9 17.6 3.5 3.5 0.0 1.95 tot
754 4.6 47.9 30.8 15.0 44 1.3 0.7 1.92 too

Vary Ramar snghtty IHghtty Rathor Vory
The Beauty of Democracy Content Content Content Doc ontani Docente« Discontent Mean SWOOn

147 1.3 0.7 21.) 327 22.4 190 4.1 3.5O’ f.16
770 2.5 5.6 25.7 299 19.7 13.2 5.8 326 129

Vary Ratttor Slightly SHghtty Rathor Vory
The Idea at Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean SWOOn

141 5.4 206 29.1 27.0 12.8 9.2 14 265- 1.27
766 3.0 16.7 248 27.5 8.4 11.9 10.7 3.06 156

Vary Rathor SUghlty Slightly Rathor Vory
Beauty of GDB-SodaUsm Good Good Good Sad Sad Sad Mean SWOOn

144 3.4 0.0 6.3 17.4 167 34.0 25.7 4 55 1.22
770 2.5 0.9 66 20.3 138 29.1 29.4 4.5 f 1.3 2

Beatify and Idea at I0oo+ kteo* Idoa- Idea-
Socialism in the GOB Rootrty* Roomy- Roomy* RooHty* Moon SW.aen.

148 0.7 U.9 64.2 6.1 14.9 n.a.
768 2.6 17.2 520 11.1 19.8 no

Autharttartanem: Agroa Agroo Agroo Ditogroa Dtsagroo Dtsagroo
Defence at freedom Complete MoMy Rathor Rathor Mainly Com piote hr Moan SWdon

145 2.7 24.8 33.1 24.1 13.1 1.4 3.4 2.43- 1.22
772 2.3 517 24.5 14.6 5.3 1.6 2.3 1.87 1.17

Autharttaitanism: Agroa Agroo Agroo ii Oisogroo Dtsagroo
Education to Obedience Com piote Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Compiotely Mean SWOOn

148 0.7 6.8 16.2 29.1 22.3 12.2 13.5 3.57- 142
774 2.0 23.5 21.2 23.8 13.7 6.9 8.9 2.90 156

Autharttaitanism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltagroa Dtsagroo Dtsagroo
fubUc Good Compiate Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Com piote hr Mean SWOov

144 34 56 146 34.0 24.3 132 6.3 3.50— 128
758 4.1 13.5 23.6 25.1 21.» 10.4 5.9 3.09 139

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtsagroo Disogroa Dlsogroo
Rapid Changes Compiate Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean SW.OOv

142 4.7 11.3 18.3 35.9 21.8 12.7 OO 3.06- 1.16
767 2.9 21.1 23.3 30.9 15.8 5.9 SO 2.70 128

AMenoeott Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtsagroo Dtsagroo Dlsogroo
tnsecuty Compiate MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean SWOOn

146 2.0 13.7 19.2 33.6 21.2 8.9 3.4 3.02* 1.27
773 2.2 22.0 24.3 24.1 18.4 6.9 4.4 276 1.38

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtsagroo Dtsagroo Dtsagroo
Adaptation to friends Compiate Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy woffipwwfy Mean SWOOn

147 1.3 27 7.5 17.0 272 24.5 21.1 4.26 1.32
769 2.7 6.6 10.5 12.5 26.8 19.2 24.2 4.13 1.51

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Oisogroo Dtsagroo Dtsagroo
Agree with Majority Complete MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Completely Mean SWOOn

145 2.7 4.6 4.1 11.7 25.5 22.8 31.0 4.5 139
746 5.6 3.5 98 14.7 23.9 2a 1 28.0 4.3f 1.44

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dtsagroo Dtsagroo Dlsogroo
Be Opportunistic Compiote Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Completely Mean SWOov

145 2.7 10.3 7.6 24.1 21.4 24.1 124 378 147
758 4.1 70 10 2 21.1 23.2 17.5 21.0 3.97 150

Vary Ratt>or nmmy Not
Mattona! Bride Prtdo Prtdo Prtdo At AH Rofusod Mean SWOov

147 1.3 15.6 32.7 25.2 19.7 6.8 269** I f  5
784 0.6 24.9 390 21.7 69 SO 2.31 1,10

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
local Community Strong Strong Weak At AH Mean SWOov

149 0.0 37.6 396 18.8 4.0 1.89 084
787 0.4 338 39.6 23.0 3.6 196 084



C om m itm ent 381
• • g too

Commitment 
Former- GDP

Commitment 
UnSeO Cermany

Commitment 
European Community

Commitment: 
The New Regions

Rathor Rathor Not
Strong Strong Weak At AS Mean Stooev

149 0.0 29.5 43.0 242 34 20 f 08!
794 0.8 33.0 39 4 23 2 4.3 t 96 085

Romor Rather NOt
strong Strong Woo it A! All Moon staoov

144 2-0 20.5 36.3 30.1 13.0 2.35 095
779 14 19.1 354 27.2 18.2 2.44 099

Rainer Rathor NOt
Strong Strong Woak AtAR Mean Staaev

146 0.7 155 44.6 324 7.4 2 3t* 082
796 0.5 27.9 38.9 25.8 7.4 2.12 090

Rottior Rathor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AN Moon Sta.oev

146 2.0 6.8 21J2 45.2 26.7 291 066
781 1.1 11.0 245 38.9 25.9 2 79 0 94

Rather Rathor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AN Mean staaev

147 u 17.7 53.7 23.8 4.8 2.15 0 76
778 1.5 26.3 43.4 26.1 5.1 2 09 084

C) Issues of tne Weitore Stole
Conation for Democracy: NOt At AR Vary
Income Equality VakJN % Mssng Important Important Mean Sta.oev

149 0.0 2,0 6.7 5.4 14.1 9 4 20.1 423 5.5 f 171
762 0-9 3.6 3.5 32 8.1 11.5 19.7 50.5 3.81 1.62

Con&tton for Democracy: Not At AH Vary
Private Economy Important Important Mean Staaev

148 0.7 5.4 47 11.5 14 9 15.5 22.3 25.7 5.00* 178
779 1.3 4.7 3.5 62 132 18.1 20.5 338 5.33 170

Citizen Duty: Not At AN Vary
Soclalpotticol Commitment Important Important Moon Staaev

148 0.7 2.0 3.4 4.1 13.5 20.9 29.1 27.0 5 43 1.45
778 1.4 3.5 2.4 39 10.0 18.4 225 39.3 5 62 1.36

Slate Interventions In Too Exactty Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Mean Sta.Oev

140 6.0 10.0 25.0 65.0 2.55 0.67
719 8.9 12.9 26.1 60.9 2.47 071

EUg Butines? Influence Too Exactty Not
on Poetics Much Right Enough Mean Staaev

147 1.3 70.1 23.8 6.1 1.36* 0.59
758 3.9 61.1 29.3 9.6 1.48 066

Preference on
Social Security System PubSc Private Mean Sta.oev

148 0.7 83.3 162 no.
769 2.5 84.7 16.3 n.o.

Future o! To Exactty To
Social Security System Enlarge Right Reduce Mean Sta.oev

137 8.1 83.9 16.1 0.0 1.16' 0.36
727 7.9 75.9 21.9 22 1.26 048

D) Action Deposition ana Post BehovKx?
Vote Intention Rop/OVU CDU/ Gruona/ DKP/

(Next Sunaoy) vaw N X Mlcsng NPD CSU P.D.P. SPD tuondni»9 PDS Nona Mean sta.oev
122 18.1 0.0 20.5 9.0 36.1 13.1 10-7 10.7 n.a.
648 20.0 3.1 272 6.8 33.8 10.3 7.1 11.7 n.a

Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruona/ DKP/PDS
Party-lOenttitcation NPD CSU FDP SPO NuandnisV SED Nona Mean staaev

129 13.4 0.0 15.5 4.7 302 6.2 9.3 34.1 no.
677 14.4 2.5 26.3 3.7 25,1 5.8 5.6 31.0 n.o.

No
Union Membership Active Passiva Mombar Mean sta.oev.

146 2.0 4.8 252 69.9 ao.
772 2.3 6.9 232 69.6 n.o.

No
Party Membership Active Passiva Mombar Moan Sta.oev.

147 1.3 6.1 0.0 93.3 n.a.
772 2.3 5.1 2.6 92.4 n.a.

Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Acltvo Passiva Mombar Mean sta.oev.

149 0.0 2.0 23.5 745 n.o.
767 0.4 3.0 .. 132 83.5 n.a.

Membership m No
Professional Orgontsatios Activa Passiva Mombar Moon Staaev.

149 0.0 6.0 2.7 91.3 n.a.
790 0.0 U U 88.9 n.a.

Former Member at No
GDP Parties Mombar Mombar Moon Sta.oev.

149 0.0 248 752 n.a.
790 0.0 29,1 70,9 n.a.

Farmer Member of No
the SEO Mombar Mombar Mean Staaev.

145 2.7 22.8 772 n.a.
771 2.4 22.0 78.0 n.a.



382Table A14: East German Complete Synthesis

POKtiCOt Merest vaio n % Mating Strong Strong Mod Un Wood Al MtOr 5*3 oo»
162 0 .0 12.3 105 395 196 99 JO8 * *3
771 o.e 131 24 0 355 232 7 ' 764

Contor Conto».
Mdottgicaf Soff-f valuation Ufi toli Right Right Mean 5*300*

151 6.6 185 430 291 93 229 217
605 11.6 21.5 416 288 62 273 C64

Vory Manly Rathor Rathor Moony Vory
General Ufo Satisfaction Satdflod Satdflod SaMod 1—■" !  r“. .T“"*if|fn((li06l j Mnr ITOO*»

161 0.6 93 379 25.5 143 99 3 1 ?6e •il
757 24 59 35.1 30 A 164 67 52 ?9d

Canto lottor to
Social Trust fruitful Cortfcil Dopondt> Olhof Ueon 5*3 0 0 »

161 0.6 404 49 7 67 12 no
754 3.0 243 599 15.0 01 no

Spook tatior in In
Freedom at Opinion Frooly Coroful Sotwoon Umn ueon ¡noe*

162 0.0 56.0 35.0 3.1 31 no
761 2.1 57.2 334 34 60 no

6) s u e s  of Democracy
Vary Rottior Slightly SHghfly Rathor Vory

The icjea at Democracy pro Pro Pro Contra Centra Condo Ueon Sraoe*
156 3.7 51.3 21.8 147 90 26 06 f 9t « fa
740 4.6 45.5 336 15.5 32 IS 05 163 099

Vory Ratnor SMghtty Wgttny Rathor Vary
The Beauty of Democracy Conlont Contonf Contont Daeontom Dacontonr Poconron* Ueon 1 7 300*

160 1.2 7.5 21.3 344 20.0 12 3 44 3 2* 173
757 2.6 4.2 25.6 295 202 145 56 3 32 1 77

Vory Rathor Slightly SRghtty Rathor Vory
The Idea of Socialism Pro Pro Pro Contro Centra Condo MOOn ITO oe*

156 3.7 17.3 244 26 6 103 96 96 799 U t

751 3.3 17.3 23 7 272 6 8 119 92 799
Vory Rathor SMghtty SMghRy Rathor Vory

Beauty et GDB-Soctainm Good Good Good Rad S o d Sod Ueon ITO do*
161 0.6 06 62 21.1 116 266 31 7 456 u ?

753 3.1 0.0 A.6 19.5 147 301 262 4SI f 30
Beatify ana Idea of ldOQ4 Idoa* Woo- Idoa*
Soc lalttm in Ihe GDB Roomy* RooWy- Raatlfy* RoaNty- Uetjn staoev

159 1.9 22.6 503 13.2 13 6 no
757 2.6 15 6 54 7 96 201 no

Autharttonanam: Agroo Agroo Agroo Odagroo Ooogroo Doogroo
Defence atfteeOam Compioto MoMy Rathor Rothor MoMy Compiotoiy Ueon 1 7 3 0 0 *

160 1.2 40.0 26.3 168 94 25 3 I t i r f79
757 2.6 49.0 25.6 15 6 59 13 24 191 11;

Autharttartanam: Agroo Agroo Agroo Odogroo Odogroo Odogroo
education to Obedience Com pioto Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Comp loto ly 4*>on Sraoe*

160 1.2 23.1 20.6 21.9 150 106 66 793 13«
762 1.9 20.3 20.3 252 151 92 96 30i f S3

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Ooogroo Droagroo Otoogroo
Bubtic Gooa Compioto MoMy Rathor Rathor MoMy Com pro io hr Ueon i r a  oro*

160 15 13.6 26.1 206 175 66 113 313 133
742 4.5 11.9 20.9 27.6 229 113 53 316 f 34

Alienation: Agtoo Agtoo Agroo Odogroo Odagroo Odogroo
Baptd Changes Com pioto Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy CompTOooiy Ueon ira d o *

160 15 21.9 27.3 26.6 111 44 44 763 i 3t
749 36 19,1 215 32.3 17.5 71 2 1 279 13«

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo Odagroo Odogrot Dd agroo
Insecurity Com pioto Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Comprottly Ueon Sraoe*

161 0 6 224 354 16.0 137 62 43 239* 136
756 2.4 20.3 210 27.2 199 74 42 263 132

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Odogroo Odagroo Doogroo
Adaptation to Friends Compioto Manly Rathor Rathor MoMy Compiomiy Ueon HO Od*

161 0.6 07 143 161 261 14 3 205 3 64- »37
755 2 .6 66 91 12.6 27.0 213 24 4 427 t 46

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Doogroo Odagroo Doogroo
Afree with Molarity Compioto MoMy Rathor Rathor «»---- - Ueon ITO Od*

158 2.5 3.6 146 17.7 259 156 2 2 2 401- 146
733 5.7 3.7 7.6 13.5 23.7 216 ?99 44f t 41

C o n fo rm ism : Agroo Agroo Agroo Odagroo Odagroo Ddagroo
Be Opportunistic Compioto MoMy Rathor Rathor RROfiy Comprorory Ueon Irooo*

159 1.9 69 136 23.3 1574) 164 23 9 392 150
744 4 5 7 7 69 21.2 245 191 16 7 394 I4R

Vory Rathor Hordty mot
nvnQnQt rff09 Prtdo Prtdo Pddo Al AS RoMod Ueon stood*

160 1 5 238 375 225 113 50 23» t tt
771 06 23.3 36.1 2 2 2 105 56 232 » lì

Commfment: Ratnor Rathor Not
Local Community Strong Strong Woak Al AR ueon Svoe*

159 1.9 396 409 176 19 tfr* 329
777 0.0 33.3 39 4 233 40 f 97 363



Commitment: Rathor Rathor NOt

Pegron Strong Strong Weak At AH Moan Staaev
160 1.2 350 36.3 238 5.0 198 080
773 0.6 32.0 406 233 4.0 199 084

Commitment: Rathor Rathor NOt
form or GDP Strong Strong Weak AtAR Mean Sta am

161 0.6 23.0 41.0 23.0 13.0 2.26* 095
764 1.7 18.6 344 287 18.3 2.46 099

Commitment Rathor Rather Not
tinted Getmony Strong Strong Weak At Alt Mean Staoe*

161 0.6 32.9 348 26 1 6.2 205 oat
773 0.5 24.5 40.9 27.0 7.6 217 0 88

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
European Community Strong Strong Weok AtAR Moon Sta.aev

161 0.6 13.7 26.0 40.4 18.0 262" 093
766 1.4 9.7 22.3 39.8 27.7 2.65 0.93

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
lha Now 1Tegton* Strong Strong Weak AtAR Mean Sta.aev

161 06 35.4 37.3 21.7 5.6 197* 0.89
764 1.7 22.8 46.7 25.5 5.0 212 0.31

C) issues o t me Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Not At AH Very
Income E Quality VaKdN Important Important1 Mean Srooev

162 0.0 3.1 1,9 4.3 7.4 11.1 20.4 51.9 590 154
769 0.9 3.4 4.4 3.4 9.4 11.2 19.6 48.6 573 1.66

Condition tor Democracy: Not At All Very
Private Economy Important Important Moon sta.aev

162 0.0 2.5 4.9 5.6 T3.0 15.4 22.8 35.8 545 1.63
765 1.4 5.4 3.4 7.3 13.6 18.2 20.4 31.8 5.24 173

Citizen Duty: Not At AS Very
Soctafpoitticat Commitment Important Important Mean staaev

159 1.9 1.9 1.3 3.1 57 T5.1 24.5 48.4 5.98** 135
767 1.2 3.5 29 4.0 11.6 19.6 23.3 35.1 551 157

State Interventions In too Exactly Not
Private Economy Much Right Enough Moon Sta.aev

149 8.0 15.4 29.5 55.0 2.39 074
710 85 11.8 25-2 63.0 2.51 069

Btg Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Moon Staaev

161 0.6 55.9 35.4 87 152 065
744 4 1 64.0 26.9 9.1 145 0.65

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Moon Staaev

159 1.9 71.1 28.9 n.a.
758 2.3 67.3 12.7 no.

Future of TO Exoetty To
Social Security System Enkarg* Right Reduce Moon staaev

146 9.9 66.4 30.8 27 136** 0.53
718 7.5 79.4 18.9 17 1.22 045

D) A cion disposition and Post Bencvour
Vote Intention Rep/DVU COU/ Gruene/ DKP/
(Next Sunday) VaUd N %Mt$ng NPO CSU F.D.P. SPD iuendnbp PDS None Moon Sta.aev

158 14.8 2.2 26.1 6.5 31.9 11.6 87 13.0 no.
632 18.7 27 26.1 7.3 34.7 10.6 74 11.2 n.o.

Rop/DVU CDU/ Gruene/ DKP/PDS
Porty-tdontttlcatton NPD CSU FOP SP0 6uendnl>9 SED None Moon staaev

U2 12.3 2.1 28.9 6.3 2T.8 8.5 8.5 23.9 n.o.
664 145 2.1 23.6 3.3 26.6 5.3 57 33.1 no.

No
Union Membership Acttvo Poulve Mombor Mean staaev.

160 1.2 10.6 23.8 65.6 no.
758 2.4 5.7 23.9 70.4 no.

No
Potty Membership Acttvo Paulve Mombor Moon Sta.aev

161 06 8.1 2.5 89.4 n.a.
758 2.4 4.6 2.1 93.3 n.a.

Commttmenf to No
Citizen Organisations Acttvo Poulve Mombor Moon Staaev.

162 0.0 1.9 14.2 84.0 no.
774 0.4 3.1 15.2 817 n.a.

Membership In No
Professional OrgonnaHos Acthro Poulve Mombor Moon sta.aev.

162 0.0 3.7 5.6 907 no.
777 0.0 5.8 5.3 88.9 n.o.

Former Member of NO
G Oft Pathos Mombor Mombor Mean staaev.

162 0.0 36.4 63.6 n.a.
777 0.0 26.8 73.2 no.

Former Momber at No
m esto Mombor Mombor Moon sta.aev.

160 1-2 23.8 76.3 na.
756 2.7 21.8 78.2 no.



Table A15: East German Consensualism
A) POSitCOi CuiiisJ issues

Very . Not At
AoUhconntfsf void N %Mung Strang Strang Medium Weak AR Mean Staaev

315 0.0 190 27 9 32.7 159 44 258** 110
616 10 99 20.6 36.0 223 92 300 109

Cm4w- C*nt*r-
lOeoto&Cat Seif-fvoiuoiron Leit Left Right Right Mean Sta.aev

267 89 23.3 425 26.8 7.3 210 0.87
549 120 197 41.5 299 69 2.20 088

Very MoMy Roth*f Rather MorUy V*ry
fiwanfUfi iotttotMn Sotblted Sotblted Sotblled UnsafMec UnsatbSec Unsatbfted Mean Staaev

308 22 4.2 393 3a5 15.3 6.2 45 293 117
610 2.1 77 338 29.3 164 7.9 4 9 297 1.25

Con M letter!*
Social Trust Tnattul Cor* lui Depends Other Mean Staaev

305 3.2 23.0 62 6 14.1 0.3 n.a.
610 2.2 29.2 559 13.9 1.1 n.a.

Speok R*n*r in In
freedom of Opinion freely Cor* tul •ehveen um*> Mean Staaev

306 29 57.2 346 3J 49 n.a.
617 1.1 57.4 334 3.4 5.8 n.a.

Very Rather Sttghtty SRghtty Rather Very
The Idea of Democracy pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Moon Sid dev

305 32 536 26.9 14.6 2.0 0.7 0.0 HO- 084
59) 53 426 33.0 IS7 54 2.2 0.8 193 t.06

Very Rather Sttghtty Sllghtty Rather Very
The Beauty of Democracy Content Content Content Dbconter* Dbconteni Discontent Mean Staaev

308 2.2 5.5 27.3 29.5 182 13.0 6.5 3.25 f.3f
609 24 44 238 307 212 14 6 5.1 3 33 1.25

Very Rather Sttghtty SRghtty Rather Very
The ideo ot Sociativo fro Pro fro Contra Centra Centra Mean Sid. aev

311 1.3 22.2 267 267 4.6 9.3 10.3 283* 157
596 45 14.6 24.8 27.9 11.2 12.6 87 3.08 1 49

Very Rather Sllghtty Slightly Rather Very
Beauty of GDB-SocioUsm Good Goad Goad Bod Rad tad Mean Sid dev

303 3.8 1.0 8.3 22.6 9.9 31.0 27.1 4 42 1.36
611 21 0 7 5.7 16.3 16.4 29.3 29.6 456 1.27

Reality and ideo of Ideo« Idea* kfea* Ideo-
Socialism in the 6DB Reality* Reality- Roallty* Reottty- Meon Staaev

306 2.9 17.3 58.2 59 18.6 no.
610 2.2 16.6 51.6 12.5 19.2 n.a,

A uthont ana ntsm: Agree Agree Agree Dbogree Disagree iI

Defence of freedom Complete Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Compi*tety Meon Sid dev
310 1.6 59 7 23 9 12.9 29 0.6 0.0 160— 0.86
607 2.7 41.2 26.9 17.6 84 2.0 3.8 214 1.30

Authoritarianism: Agree Agree Agree Dbogree li

Dbagre*
Education to Obedience Comptetei Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Completely Mean Std.aev

309 1.9 24.6 20.7 23.0 14.2 7.1 10.4 2.89 1.59
613 1.8 18.9 20.2 25.4 15.5 10.6 9.3 3.06 1.54

A uthorttortonam: Agree Agree Agree Dbogree Dbogree Dbogree
Public Good Complete MaMy Rather Rainer MaMy Completely Meon Sid. dev

304 3.5 13.2 24.0 257 217 12.2 3.3 305 1.33
596 4.2 11.7 21.2 26.9 22.1 10.2 7.9 3.21 140

Alienation: Agree Agree Agree 1I Disagree Dbogree
Bapid Changes Comptetei MaMy Rather Rather MaMy Completely Meon Siddev

304 3.5 21.1 20.7 33.9 16.1 5.6 2.6 2.72 1.26
605 3.0 18.8 23.5 30.6 17.0 7A 2.5 2.78 128

AJtencMoK Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Dbogree
insecurity Comptetei Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Completely Mean Sid. dev

307 25 22.6 19.2 26.4 19.5 7,8 4.2 2.83 1.40
612 1.9 19.6 25.7 25.2 16.5 6.9 4.2 280 1.35

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Dbogree Dbogree Dbogree
Adaptation to Mends Comptetei MaMy Rather Rather MoMy Completely Mean Sfdoev

306 29 6.9 6.2 8.2 26.1 22.9 27.6 4.3 7- 1.46
610 2.2 57 12.0 157 26.2 18.7 21.6 405 1.48

Contamüsm: Agree Agree Agree Dbogree Dbogree Dbogree
Agree with Molarity Complete Mainly Rather Rather MaMy Completely Mean Sid. dev

297 5.7 24 6.4 11.1 23.6 22.2 344 459" 1.35
594 46 44 10.1 15.8 244 19.7 25.6 421 146

Conformism Agree Agree Agree Dbogree Dbogree Dbogree
te  Opportunistic Complete MoMy Rather Rather Mainly Completely Mean Sfddev

300 4.6 7.0 67 15.3 27.0 18.7 25.3 4.19— 1.49
603 34 76 11.3 24.7 20.9 18.6 167 3.81 1.49

Very Rather Hardly Not
National Pride frtde frtde frtde AtAR Refused Meon Sta.Oev

313 0.6 24.3 41.9 19.8 77 6.4 2 30 1.11
616 1.0 23.0 36.1 23.5 12.1 5J 240 1.12

Commitment Rather Rather Net
locai Community Strong Strong Weak AtAR Mean Std.dev

315 0.0 34.0 40.0 229 3.2 195 083
621 0.5 346 39.5 22.1 39 1.95 084



Corrwntfntenf: 385
Region Strong Strong Weak AtAR Meon

312 1.0 353 36.5 24 7 35 196
621 0.5 31.1 41.7 227 45 200

CommlfroenT: temer Rattier Nat
Former G0ff Strang Strong Weak Al Al Mean

308 2.2 166 32.1 26.3 227 262*
617 11 196 37.3 284 14 7 238

Commflmenf: Ramer Rather NOt
UnleO 6«rnon)r Strong Strong Weak AtAR Meon

314 0.3 25.5 385 26.1 99 2.20
620 0.6 26.1 40.5 273 6 1 2.13

Commitment: Ralher Rather Not
Europeon Comrrx/n/fy Strong Strong Weak AtAR Meon

311 1.3 100 23.6 373 28.9 285
616 1.3 10.6 23.7 41.2 24.5 2 79

Commitment Ramer Rather Not
The Mow Regions Strong Strong Weak ATAR Meon

306 2.9 248 454 26.1 3.6 208
619 0.6 25.0 44.9 24.2 5.8 1.10

C; asues of me wettore Sforo
Conati ton tor Democracy: Not At AS Very
income itjuoUty vosa N Vising Important Important Meon

312 1 .0 26 29 2.9 7.1 10,9 189 54.6 5 96"
619 0.6 3,7 45 3.9 10.0 11.3 20.2 46 4 5.86

Condition tor Democracy: Not At Afl Very
Privato economy Important Important Mean

3)0 1.6 35 06 4.3 11.9 19.4 226 37 7 5.61"
617 1.0 5.5 9.2 8.4 14.3 16.9 19.9 298 5.10

Cltlten Duty: Not At All Very
SoctotpoKticol Commitment Important Important Mean

312 1.0 t.6 1.3 2.6 99 17.6 25.0 42.0 5 83-
614 1.4 4.1 3.3 4.6 10.9 19.4 22.8 35.0 5 46

State Intervention! in Too Exaetty Net
Private economy Much Ughi Enough Mean

286 9.2 12.9 23.8 63.3 2.50
* 573 6.0 12.2 27.1 607 24 8
Big Business' influence Too Exaetty Not
on Portlet Much Righi Enough Meon

299 51 65.6 244 10.0 144
606 2.7 61.1 304 6.6 147

Preference on
Social Security System Pubic Privato Meon

304 35 92.4 7.6 no
613 16 60.6 194 no

Future ot To Exaetty To
Social Security System Enlarge RlgM Rsflves Meon

299 5.1 649 13.7 13 1.16"
565 9.3 73.1 24.8 2.1 1.29

D) Action Disposition ond Post SeDovOtr
Vote Intention RepiOVU COU/ Gruenei DKPi

(Nest Sunday) Vo*J N * S I NPO CSU P.D.P. SP0 Ruendnb? PDS None Meon
267 15.2 2.6 199 8.2 41.2 97 9.0 9.4 no.
503 19.4 2.6 29.4 6.6 30.4 11.3 7,0 127 no.

RepiOVU coti/ Gruene/ DKP/PDS
Party-Identification NPO CSU POP SP0 Buendnb? SED None Mean

275 127 1 .6 20.7 1.5 33.5 3.3 62 33.1 na.
531 03 23 2A.6 5.1 22.0 72 62 30.7 no

No
union Membership Active Passive Member Mean

306 2.9 5.9 23.9 70.3 n.a.
612 1.9 6.9 23.9 693 n.a.

N O

Patty Membership Aettve Passive Member Meon
308 2.2 5.2 2.3 92.5 n.a.
611 2.1 5.2 2.1 92.6 n.a.

Commitment fo No
CBison Organaaliont Aettve Passive Member Alean

313 0.6 1.9 147 83.4 n.a
623 03 3.4 15.2 81.4 no.

Membership In No
Pro/ouiooat Orgonisatlo* AeNve Passive Member Alean

315 0.0 4.8 48 90.5 n.o.
624 0.0 5.8 5.6 88.6 n.a.

Former Member ot No
GDP Parties Member Member Alean

315 0.0 33.3 667 n.o.
624 0.0 26.0 74.0 n.o.

Farmer Member ot No
m etto Member Member Alean

311 1.3 29.9 70.1 n.a.
605 3.0 18.2 81.8 n.o.

SKtOev
086
084

SfOOev 
1 04 
090

SfCOev
093
067

Staaev
0 «
093

SrcJOev
080
084

SWOev

T.5T
1.89

Sfooev
1.30
1.79

s t a a e v

134
1.62

S t d o & v

0.71
0.70

Staaev
067
064

Sraaev

S/d.Oev

040
049

SfO.Oev

Sw.dev

Sta.Oev.

STO.CMV.

Staaev.

STCJ.CJev.

Sta.aev.

Sta. cm
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Table A16: East German Conservative Synthesis

tomcat toorost VOW N \  Ussng Strong Strong Medium1 Weak AS Moon Sra.oev
MA 16 6.5 194 47.6 19 4 7 3 3 01 0 97
609 0.5 140 23 6 34.5 20.3 7 7 284 1.13

Center- Center-
toeotogrcof Sotf-Evokjation left Lelt RigM Right Moon Sra.Oov.

111 11.9 126 41 a 41.4 4.5 2.37 0.76
725 10 e 222 41 9 26.9 9.0 2.22 089

Very Monty Rattier Rattier Mainly Very
General Ut» Satisfaction Saftsfled SafMled Satwied WnsoMsSec UnsattsSe« IfnsatMed Moan staaov

124 1.6 89 347 30.6 169 46 4.0 286 119
794 2.2 6.2 358 29.6 159 77 49 297 1.23

Can 6e Setter te
Social Itosi Trustful Cateftil Depends Other Moan Staaev

123 24 228 67.5 9.8 00 n.a.
792 2.6 278 56.7 14.5 1.0 no.

Speak Setter In In
freedom of Opinion Freely Careful Between limas Moan Sta.aov

123 2.4 66.7 27.6 2.4 3.3 no
• 800 1.6 55.9 34.8 35 59 no.

B) issues 0 /Democracy
Very Rattier SHgtitly SBghNy Rather Very

The Idea of Democracy pro Fro Fro Contra Contra Contra Moon Sraoev
119 5.6 50.4 37.0 84 34 0.0 08 1 68* 0.87
777 4.4 459 30.8 16.5 44 1.9 0.5 187 1.02

Very Rattier SHgtitly SHghtty Rattier Very
StaoevTh» ttoauty of Democracy Content Content Content Disconte ni Deconte n) Discontent Moon

123 24 49 25.2 30.9 22.8 98 6.5 326 126
794 2.3 46 249 30.2 198 149 54 331 1.27

Very Rattier Slightly Slightly Rather Very
The idea of Socialism Fro Fto Fro Contra Centra Contra Moon Sta oev

122 3.2 11.5 27.9 27.9 6.2 98 14 6 321 158
765 34 18.2 25.1 27.4 9.2 11.7 84 2.96 151

Very Rattier Slightly Sightly Rather Very
RoaUty at GDRSociallsm Good Good Good Sad Rod Rad Moon sta.aov

121 4.0 0.0 4.8 19.4 10.5 306 34.7 4 70 1.26
790 28 0.9 6.8 199 14 6 29.7 27.8 449 1.31

PeoWy and Idea of Idea« Idea« tdea- Ideo-
Socialnm m th» GM Reality« Reality- ReoHly« Reality- Moon Srd.oov

121 4.0 11.6 51.2 99 27.3 no.
795 2.2 176 54.3 10.3 17.7 no.

A ulhortiohan tom : Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Defence of freedom Complete MoMy Rattier Rather MoWly Completely Mean Ztdoev

122 3.2 66.4 18.9 9.8 33 0.0 1.6 1.56- 0 98
795 2.2 44.6 26 9 17.1 7.0 18 2.6 202 1.21

AuthofHartantsm: Agree Agree Agree i1 Disagree Disagree
Iducahon to Obedience Complete Manty Rattier Rather Maktly Complelety Moan Sta.aov

123 24 30.1 19.5 25.2 15.4 6.5 3.3 2.58- 1 . 3 9

799 1.7 194 20.5 24.5 15.0 9.9 10.6 307 15 7
A uthorttortonum: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
tubâc Good Complete Mainly Rattier Rather MoMy Completely Moon staaov

117 7 1 128 21.4 23.1 29.1 10.3 34 3.12 1.31
785 3.4 12.1 223 27.0 209 11.0 6.8 3.16 1 . 3 9

AJIonatton: Agree Agree Agree Disagree ! O : Disagree
Rapid Changet Complete Mainly Rattier Rather Mainly Completely Moan Staoov

121 4.0 25.6 23.1 28.9 15.7 5.0 1,7 2.56 125
768 3 1 18.7 22.5 32.1 16.9 7,2 2.7 2.79 127

ARenohon: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Insecurity Complete Mainly Rattier Rather Ma inly Completely Moon Std.oov

123 24 24.4 20.3 22.8 23.6 7.3 1.6 2.73 1.34
790 2.1 20.1 24.0 26.0 18.1 7 2 4.6 2.62 1.37

Conformism: Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree
Adaptation to Fhondt Complete Manly Rather Rather Mainly Completely Moan Stdaov

122 3.2 5.7 10.7 9.8 23.0 22.1 28.7 431 1.52
794 2.3 6.2 9,9 13.7 27.5 19.8 229 4 13 148

Conformism Agree Agree Agree Diragtee Disagree Disagree
Agree with Molarity Complete Manly Rattier Rather Mafeily Completely Moon StOdsv

no 7.9 3-4 6.0 15.5 25.9 24.1 25.0 436 1.35
775 4.7 3.7 9.3 14.1 23.9 20.0 29.0 434 144

Conformism Agree Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Dlsogree
$• Opportunism Complete Mainly Rattier Rather Mainly Completety Moon StdcMv

116 7.9 10.3 66 216 20.7 24.1 147 383 152
767 32 7.1 99 21.6 23.3 17.8 20.3 395 1 49

Very Rattier Hardly Not
National Md» Frida Fitde Fitde Al AR Reiused Moan SrdcTov

126 0.0 333 39 7 19.0 56 24 203- 090
605 1.0 21 9 378 22.7 114 6.2 2.42 113

Commitmont Rattier Rattier Not
Loco! Community Strang Strong Weak At AS Moon stoaov

126 0.0 373 389 198 40 190 085
610 04 340 396 22.7 3.6 195 084



3 *7
Commsmonfr Rather Rathor Not
C*9M Strong Strong Week At AS Mean Sraoev

126 0.0 34.1 43 7 198 24 1 90 079
607 07 32.2 394 23 9 45 200 086

Commtrrmn): Ratnor Rathor Net
Former GO# Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean Sraoev

124 16 21.0 379 266 14.5 2.34 097
601 1.5 19.1 35.2 276 17.9 244 099

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
Unted Germany Strong Strong Woak At AS Moon Sraoev

126 00 32.5 36.5 246 6.3 204 091
608 0.6 24.9 40.3 27.2 7.5 2.17 089

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
iuropean Community Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean Sraoev

123 2.4 89 236 37.4 30.1 288 0 94
804 1.1 106 23.8 40.3 25.4 2.80 093

Commitment: Rathor Rathor Not
The New Regions Strong Strong Wook At AH Mean Sraaev

125 06 224 45.6 27.2 48 214 082
600 1.6 25.4 45.0 24.5 5.1 2.09 083

C) issue» of tne Welfare State
Condition for Democracy: Hot At AH Very
income Fquoitty •VoW N %Marg Important Important Mean Sraoev

125 0.6 24 4.6 0.0 8.8 9.6 16.0 57.6 596 157
606 0.7 3.5 3.6 4.0 91 11 4 20.3 47.9 573 1.65

Condition tor Democracy: Not At AH Very
Private economy Important Important Moon Sraaev

124 1.6 24 24 9.7 13 7 17.7 21 0 33.1 5.37 159
603 1.1 5.2 39 6.6 13.4 177 20.8 32.4 5.26 1.73

Cltiten Duty: Not At AH Voiy
SoclofpoOrtca/ Commitment Important Important Mean Sraoev

126 0.0 32 3-2 5.6 13.5 17.5 159 41.3 551 164
800 1.5 3.3 25 36 101 19.0 24.8 368 560 153

State Intervention» fa TOO Exactly Not
Private tconomy Much Right Enough Mean sta.aev

115 8.7 13.0 30.4 56.5 243 071
744 8.4 12.4 25.3 62.4 250 070

Big Burine»? Influence Too Exactly Not
on Pontic» Much Right Enough Moon Sta.aev

117 7.1 69.2 23.9 6.8 1.37 061
766 3.0 61.5 29.1 9.4 147 066

Preference on
Social Security Syttem Public Pitvato Moon Sraaev

124 1.6 87.1 12.9 no
793 2.3 64 1 15.9 no

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security Syttem Inlargo Right Reduce Mean sraaev

117 7.1 76.1 23.1 0.9 1.24 0.45
747 6.0 77.4 20.6 2.0 1.24 0.47

D) Action Disparition and Post Benavtour
Vote Intention Rop/DVU CDU/ Giuono/ DSP /

(Next Sunday) Valid N %Mcsmg npo CSU F.D.P. SPD feuendni*9 PDS Hone Moon sraaev
103 18.3 0.0 35.9 5.8 32.0 11.7 1.9 12.6 no
667 18.0 3.0 24.6 7.3 34.5 10.6 6.5 11.4 no

Rop/DVU COU/ Gruene/ 0SP/P0S
Party-letenttflcation NPO CSU FDP SPD ftuendnl*9$ED None Moon Sraaev

113 10J 0.0 30.1 1.6 20.4 3.5 3.5 40.7 no
693 14.7 2.5 23.7 4 2 26.8 6.2 6.6 30.0 no

No
Union Membership Activa Pawlvo Member Mean Sraaev.

125 0.8 4.8 20.6 74.4 n.a.
793 2.5 6.6 246 68.9 n.a.

No
Party Membeahtp Acttvo Paulvo Member Mean sraaev.

125 0.6 0.8 2.4 96.6 n.a.
794 2.3 5.9 2.1 91.9 no.

Commitment to No
Cltiten Organeationt Acttvo Passive Member Moan sraaev.

126 0.0 2.4 11.1 66.5 n.a.
810 0.4 3.0 15.7 81.4 n.a.

Membenhtpln No
Professional Organlsaltos Activa Possiva Mombor Moon sraaev.

126 0.0 2.4 5.6 92.1 no.
813 0.0 5.9 5.3 88.8 no.

Fanner Member of NO
GOR Partie» Mambor Mombar Moon sraaev.

126 0.0 16.7 63.3 na.
813 0.0 30.3 69.7 na.

Former Member at No
theSiO Mambar Mombar Mean Sraaev.

124 16 10.5 09.5 n.a.
792 2.6 24.0 76.0 no.



388Table A17: East German Postmaterialism
A) Poireo/ Cufftre times *

Very Nat At
Podlcal Merest vohon %M«mgr Strong Strong Modkrm Woak AI Mean Staaev

15 0.0 133 46 7 6 7 20.0 133 2 73 1 33
9i a 0.6 13 0 22 7 367 20.2 75 286 110

Contor- Contor*
lOooto&cat Sofl-f voH/ation urt tort Right Right Moon SKJoev

12 20.0 91.7 83 0.0 0.0 1.08- 028
624 10.8 199 42.4 29.2 8.5 2.26 087

Vory Mainly Rathor Rathor Momiy Vory
Generai Ut9  Satisfaction Sattsflod Sottsftod Sattsftod Unsahtflec Uruatt»fto< u ruoti» nod Mean Stdaev

15 0.0 0.0 20.0 33.3 26.7 67 13.3 3.60* 1.29
903 23 66 35.9 29 7 15.8 7.3 47 295 122

Con to tottor Bo
S octal Trust Trustful Caroful Doponds Othor Moon Stdaev

12 20.0 58.3 167 25.0 0,0 n.a.
903 2.3 26.7 58.7 13.7 0.9 n.o.

Spook tottor In M
Freedom of Opinion Frooty Cartful totwoon Limit* Mean Stdaev

14 6.7 42.9 50.0 0.0 7.1 n.o
909 1.6 57.5 336 3.4 5.5 n.a

B) tssuos of Democracy
Vorv Rathor SUghtty SUghtty Rathor Vory

The idea of Democracy pro Fro Pro Contra Contra Contra Mean Staaev
14 6.7 50.0 0.0 21.4 28.6 0.0 0.0 2.28 138

682 4.5 465 32 1 15.3 39 1.7 06 183 099
Vory Ratnor SUghtty SUghtty Rathor Vory

The Poo My of Democracy Contont Contont Contont Discontent Disc onto nt Discon font Moon Staaev
15 0.0 00 6 7 0.0 400 40.0 13.3 453- 099

902 24 49 25.3 30.8 19.8 13.7 5.4 3.28 1.26
Vory Rathor Slightly SUghtty Rathor Vory

Tho idea of Socialism Fro Fro Pro Contra Contra Contra Moon Staaev
IS 0.0 267 53.3 13.3 0.0 67 0.0 206- 103

892 3.3 17.2 25.0 27.7 9.2 11.5 9.4 301 1.53
Vory Rattror SUghtty SUghtty Rathor Vory

Peolity of GDP-Sociatism Good Good Good tod tad Bed Moon Staaev
15 0.0 0.0 ' 0.0 133 33.3 46.7 6.7 4 46 0.83
899 2 7 0,8 6.7 199 13.9 296 29 1 4 5 2 f 31

PooIffy and Icfoa of Woo* Moo* idea- Idoo*
Socialism in tho 6DP Roettty* RoaHty* RoaHty* RoaHty* Mean Staaev

15 0.0 13 3 80.0 0.0 6.7 n.a.
901 2.5 16 9 53.5 10 4 19.2 n.o

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disagroo Disagroo
Defence of freedom Compioto Momiy Rathor Rathor Mamty Compiototy Moan staaev

13 13.3 0.0 15 4 7 7 15.4 15.4 46.2 469- 1.54
904 2.2 48.1 260 16.3 64 1.3 1.9 f.92 1 14

Authoritarianism: AQroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disagroo Disogroo
Education to Obedience Com pioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Momiy Compiototy Moon Staaev

13 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 23.1 692 5.61— 0.65
909 1.6 21.1 207 25.0 15.2 98 88 2.97 1.53

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disagroo Disogroo
Pubic Good Compioto Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Com pio to ly Mean jtaaev

15 0.0 0.0 00 200 33.3 67 400 466- 1.23
887 4.0 12.4 22.5 266 21.6 10.9 5.7 313 1.37

AMenotton: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disogroo Disagroo
Popid Changes Compito Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Com pio to ly Mean Sta.aev

15 0.0 13.3 6.7 26.7 13.3 33.3 6.7 3.66- 1.54
894 3.2 19.7 22.8 31.8 16.8 65 2.5 274 1.26

AMenotton: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dfcogree Dtsagroo Disogroo
Insecurity Compioto MaNy Rathor Rathor Mamty Compiototy Mean staaev

15 0.0 20.0 33.3 40.0 6.7 00 0.0 2.33 0.90
904 2.2 20.7 23.3 25.3 190 73 4.3 281 1.3?

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disagroo Disagroo
Adaptation to friends Com pioto Mamiy Rathor Rathor Mamty Compiototy Mean staaev

15 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.3 46.7 5.46- 0.51
901 2.5 6.2 10.2 134 27.3 19.5 23.3 4.13 1.48

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Disagroo Disagroo Disagroo
Agree with Molarity Com pioto Momiy Rathor Rathor Mamty Compiototy Mean staaev

14 6.7 0.0 14.3 0.0 71 7.1 714 5.21* 147
877 5.1 3.6 88 14 5 24.4 20.8 27.8 4 33 1.43

Coototmlsnv Agroo Agroo Agroo Dltagroo Disagroo Disagroo
Be Opportunistic Compioto Momiy Rathor Rathor Mainly Compiototy Mean staaev

15 00 0.0 0.0 67 13.3 13.3 66 7 540- 0.98
888 39 7.7 99 218 23.1 18.7 18.6 391 149

Vory Rathor Hardly Hot
National Pride Mdo Frtdo Pride At AR Rohnod Mean sta.aev

15 0.0 00 20.0 6.7 60.0 13.3 3 66- 0.97
916 0.9 23.8 38.3 225 98 56 2.35 111

Commitment Ratnor Rathor Not
Locai Community Strong Strong Woak At AR Mean Sta.aev

IS 0.0 133 20.0 46 7 20.0 2.73- 096
921 0.3 34 7 40.0 21 9 34 193 083



Commdnwnr tamer tamer Not
tepon SRong Strong Weak At At MOOn Staaev

»5 0.0 40.0 67 26 7 267 2*0 129
916 06 324 405 23.3 3.8 1 98 06*

ComMmwtf: tother tomer Not
former COP Strong Strong weak At At Moon Staaev

15 0.0 13.3 20.0 40.0 26.7 260 101
910 15 195 358 275 17 3 2*2 099

Commitment- tamer termer Not
Unfed Germany Strong Strong Weak At AM Mean Staaev

15 0.0 26 7 33.3 20.0 20.0 2.33 111
919 0.5 25.9 399 27.0 72 2.f5 0BQ

Commitment: tamer Rather Not
europeon Community Strong Strong Weak At AM Meon Staoev

15 0.0 33.3 26.7 26.7 13.3 2.20- 1.06
912 1.3 10.0 23.7 40.1 26.2 262 0 93

Commitment: tamer tamer Not
The New Regions Strong Strong Weak At AM Mean Staaev

15 0.0 6.7 467 26.7 20 0 2.60' 09i
910 1.5 25.3 45.1 24 8 46 209 082

CJ issues or me Welfare State
Condition tor Democracy: Net At Al Very
Income equality VaM N Missing important Important Moan Staaev

15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 20.0 80.0 680- 0*i
916 0.6 34 4.0 3.6 92 11.4 198 487 575 1.65

Condition for Democracy; Not At AS Very
Private tconomy important Important Moon Staaev

15 0.0 26.7 133 0.0 20.0 20.0 0.0 20.0 3 73* 228
912 1.2 45 3.5 7.1 13.4 17.7 21.2 32 7 5.30 1.69

Citizen Duty: Not At At Very
SodatpoMieol Commitment Important Important1 Mean staaev

15 0.0 00 0-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.7 933 6 93" 0 25
911 1.3 3.3 2.6 4.0 10.6 19.1 238 364 5 56 1.S5

State Interventions in Too Exactly Not
Private economy Mucti tight Enough Meon staaev

15 0.0 6.7 6? 86.7 280* 056
644 66 12.6 26.3 61.1 2*6 070

frig Butmett‘ Influence Too Exactly Not
on PoMtict Much Right Enowgh Meon Staaev

15 0.0 93.3 6.7 0.0 f 06- 0.25
890 3.6 62.0 26.8 9.2 147 065

Preference on
Social Security System Public Private Mean Staaev

15 0.0 80.0 20.0 n.o
902 2.3 64.6 15.4 n. o.

Future of To Exactly To
Social Security System [marge Right Reduce Meon Staaev

15 0.0 66.7 0.0 13.3 * 1.26 070
849 6.0 77.0 21.3 1.6 1.24 046

D) Action Disposition ana Past Behaviour
Vofe Intention Rep/DVU CDU/ Gruene/ DKP/
(Next Sunday) Vaio N NPO CSU F.D.P. SPD tuendnis? PDS None Mean Sta.aev

13 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.8 38.5 7.7 n.a
75? 16.1 2.6 26.6 7.3 34.7 10.0 7.1 11.6 no.

«•P/DVU CDU/ Gmene/ DKP/PDS
Patty»fdenMcoHon NPO CSU PDP SPD Ruemtnisf SED None Mean Stdaev

14 6.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 71.4 14.3 14.3 n.o
792 14.3 2.1 25.0 3.9 26.4 4.7 6.1 31.6 no

No
Union Membership Actore Powhre Member Meon Staaev

15 0.0 33.3 6.7 60.0 ao.
903 2.3 6.1 24.1 69.8 no.

No
forty Membership Attore Passive Member Meon staaev.

11 26.7 9.1 0.0 90.9 aa-
906 1.7 5.2 2.2 92.6 aa.

Commitment to No
Citizen Organnattons Actor# Passive Member Meon staaev

15 0.0 33.3 26.7 40.0 n.o.
921 0.3 2.4 14.9 82.7 ao.

Membership M No
Professional OrganltaHo* ACIhre Passive Member Mean Sta.aev.

15 0.0 40.0 0.0 60.0 no.
924 0.0 4.9 5.4 89.7 ao.

Former Member of No
GDtt Parries Member Member Meon Staaev

15 0.0 13.3 86.7 ao.
924 0.0 28.7 71.3 ao.

Farmer Member of No
trieSSD Member Member Mean Staaev.

12 20.0 16.7 63.3 aa.
904 2.2 22.2 77.8 n.a.

389



Table A18: East German Ascetic Conservatism 390

A) feticci Cufftra tauet f
Very Not At

FoMcafMerosf Voto N % M«mg Strong .Strong Medium W«ok AS Moon Sraaev j
34 29 17 6 32 4 324 147 29 2.52 105
899 0.6 128 227 364 204 76 287 Iff !

C«m*r< C«nt«r-
Meotepcat Sm/t-lvohtatKX) Lett Uft Right Right Moon Sraaev

33 57 18.2 364 33.3 12 1 2.39 093
803 11.2 21.0 42.1 286 6.2 2.24 086 !

V*ry Mainly Rattror Rattror Mainly V«ry j
Genomi Ute Satisfaction Safkted Satktted Sartlilted IfreatMtec UruotMtec Unaahshed Moan Staoor j

35 114 86 457 229 5.7 57 11.4 288 147 J
883 2.2 65 352 30.0 16.4 7.4 4.5 296 121 i

Can Re R*tterR*
Social Trust Trutttul Carotul D«p«rtds Oltwr Moon Sraaev

35 0.0 13.3 60.0 25.7 0.0 na.
880 27 27.6 58.1 13.4 0.9 n.a

Speok 8«ll«r In in
Freedom at Opinion Freely Caroful U«tw«*n Untti Moon sraaev

35 0.0 57.1 257 57 114 no. i1
888 1.8 57 3 34.1 3.3 5.3 na.

8) issues of Democracy 1
Vary Rath«r Slightly SUghtty Rattror V«ry I

The idea of Democracy pro Fro Fro Contra Contra Conira Moon sraaev
34 29 33.3 48.5 12.1 0.0 OO 6.1 203 f 21 ;
863 4.5 47.0 30.9 15-5 4.4 17 0.3 183 099 ]

V«ry Rather SUghtty SUghtty Rottror Very [
The Reality ot Democracy Content Content Content Dkcontent Dkeontent Dkcontent Moon Staoev

34 29 0.0 29.4 29.4 17.6 147 88 344 130 j
883 2.3 5.0 246 30.4 203 14.2 54 3 30 1.27 \

V«ry Rather SUghtty Slightly Rattror V«ry
The Idea ot Socialism Fro Fro Fro Contra Contra Contra Moon sraaev

31 114 97 12.9 35.5 12.9 12.9 16.1 3 54* f.54
876 3.1 17.6 259 27.2 89 11.4 9.0 2.97 152

Vorv Ratttef SUghtty SUghtty Rattror Very
Reality ot GDRSoctalitm Good Good Good Sad Rad Rod Moan sraoov

35 0.0 57 2.9 57 28.6 17.1 40.0 468 143
879 28 06 6.7 20.4 137 30.4 28.3 451 1.30

Reality and Idea ot ld«o* ld«a* M«o- ktea-
Socialism in the GDff Reality* R«altty< Reality* Reality* Moon Sraaev j

35 0.0 20.0 40.0 11.4 28.6 no
881 2.5 16 7 54.5 10.2 18.6 n.a.

A utharitarianam: Agro* Agr*« Agro« Dkagr«« Dkagro« Dkogro*
Defence ot Freedom Compte!* Mainly Rattror Rattror Mointy Comptetety Moon sraaev

35 0.0 62.9 28.6 8.6 0.0 0.0 ■ 0.0 1 45" 0.65
882 24 46.8 257 164 68 1.6 26 108 121

Authoritarianism: Agro« Agro* Agro« Dkagro« Dkagro« Dkagr««
Education to Obedience Compta to Mohnty Rath«r Rattror Mainly Comptetety Mean Sraaev

35 00 28 6 20.0 25.7 66 11.4 57 2 71 1.54
887 19 20.5 204 246 15.3 94 98 3.02 156

Authoritarianism: Agr«« Agro« Agr«« Dkagro« Dkagr«« Dkogro«
hübte Good Complot« Mainly Rattror Rattror Mainly Comptetety Moon Sraaev

34 2.9 17.6 206 324 20.6 5.9 2.9 285 128 j
868 4.0 12.0 22.2 26.3 22.0 11.1 65 317 f.38 I

Alienation: Agr«« Agro« Agro* 1i Dkogro« Dkogro«
Rapid Changes Comptet« MaMy Rattror Rattror MaMy Comptetety Moan Sradev

34 29 17.6 26.5 29.4 206 5.9 0.0 2.70 ttà
875 3.2 197 22.4 31.8 16.6 70 26 2.70 1.25 ■ !

AJtenotior): Agr«« Agro« Agro« Dkagr«« Dkagro« Dkagro« J jliInsecurity Compte»« Mainly Rattror Rattror MaMy Comptetety Moon sraaev 1
34 29 23.5 17.6 23.5 26.5 5.9 2.9 282 138 j‘
885 2.1 20.6 237 25.6 16.5 7.2 4.3 281 1.37

Conformism: Agro« Agro« Agro« Dkagro« Dkogro« Dkagro* j
Adaptation to F (tends Comptet« Mainly Rattror Rattror MaMy Comptetety Moon sraaev ,L

33 5 7 6.1 6.1 6.1 48.5 6.1 27.3 4.24 141 il883 2.3 6.1 10.2 13.5 26.0 20.6 23.6 415 1.49
Conformism: Agr«« Agro« Agr«« Dkagr«« Dkagro« Dkagro« 1

iAgree with Molarity Comptet* MaMy Rattror Rattror Mainly Comptetety Moan sraaev
34 2.9 5.9 11.8 5.9 324 20.6 23.5 420 149
657 5.2 3.6 66 14.6 23.8 20.5 257 435 1.43 1

Conformism: Agro* Agro« Agr«« Dkagro« Dkagro« Dkagro«
8m Opportunistic Comptet« Mainly Rattror Rattror MaMy Comptetety Moan sraaev j

34 2.9 88 147 17.6 35.3 147 88 3.58 139 '
869 3.9 7.5 96 21.7 224 18.8 20.0 395 1.50 ;

Vety Rattror Hardly Nat
Nattonot Fade hide Fftò* Frtd* At AS ROtUMd Moon Staaov Ì

35 0.0 42.9 28 6 17 1 86 2.9 2.00* i n  »;
896 0.9 227 384 22.4 107 5.6 2.38 112 '1

Commitment. •affror Rattror Net •
Local Community Strong Strong Weak At Al Mean Sraaev if

35 00 314 429 229 2.9 t 97 082 1901 0.3 345 395 22.3 37 195 084

;il



C o m m tfm w # 391
A e g ro n

C o m m itm e n t 

Fornite GDtt

Commitment: 
Unfed Germany

CommUmmnt 
European Community

CommUmmnt 
The New Regioni

Rather Ratttor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AS Moon Staaev

35 0.0 3J3 51 4 86 5.7 1 85 061
898 07 324 395 23 9 4 1 199 065

Rather Ratttor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean Staaev

35 0.0 286 22.9 229 25.7 245 1.17
890 1.5 19.0 36.1 27.9 17 1 243 096

Rather Ratttor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean staaev

35 0.0 229 40.0 37.1 0.0 2.14 077
899 0.6 26.0 398 26.5 7.7 215 069

Rather Ratttor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean Staaev

35 0.0 14.3 20.0 42.9 229 274 .96
892 1.3 10.2 239 39.8 26.1 28t 093

Ratttor Ratttor Not
Strong Strong Woak At AS Mean Staaev

35 0.0 229 42.9 31.4 29 214 081
890 1.5 251 45.2 24.6 5.2 209 063

C) issues of me Welfare State
Condition for Democracy: Not At All Vory
Income [quality Vatd N %Mksrtg Important important Moon S/aoev

35 00 8.6 2.9 5.7 5.7 14.3 31.4 31.4 5.34 1.86
896 0.8 3.1 40 3.5 9.2 11.0 19.3 49 9 5.78 163

Condition tor Democracy: Not At AO Vary
Unvote Economy Important Important Moon Staaev

35 0.0 5,7 0.0 6.6 17,1 11.4 20.0 37.1 5.3/ 175
892 1.2 4.8 3-8 7,0 13.3 17.9 20 9 32.3 52/ 17t

Citizen Duty: Not At AH Vary
SocHUpotutcal Commitment Important Important Mean Sta.aev

35 0.0 5,7 2.9 2.9 6.6 37.1 20.0 22.9 5.20 1.58
891 1,3 3,1 26 3.9 10.7 18.1 23.7 37.9 5.60 154

State Intervention» in loo Eiactty Not
unvote Economy Much Right Enough Mean sta.aev

30 14.3 10.0 13.3 76.7 2.66 066
. 629 8.2 12.5 26.4 61.0 2.4B 0.70

Big Bonnets' Influence Too Exoctly Not
on Politics Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

34 29 67.6 20.6 11.8 144 070
871 35 62.3 28.7 9.0 146 0.65

Ureterence on
Social Security System Public Prtvda Mean Staaev

34 2.9 94.1 59 n.a.
883 2.2 84 1 15.9 n.o.

Future of lo Eiactty To
Social Security System Enlargo Right Raduca Mean sta.aev

33 5.7 75.6 18.2 6.1 1.30 0.58
831 8.0 77.3 21.1 1.7 1.24 0.46

D) Action Disocxirion oner Post Benaviour
Vole Intention Bop/OVU CDU/ Groan#/ DKP/

(Next Sunday) Vano N XMnng NPD CSU F.D.P. SPD BuartdnbOPDS Nona Mean Staaev
30 14.3 3.3 46.7 10.0 23.3 6.7 0.0 10.0 n.a.
740 18 1 26 25.3 7.0 34.6 10.9 8.0 11.6 n. a.

Rap/DVU CDU/ Groana/ DKP/POS
Uorty-identiticotion NPO CSU FOR SPD BoandnbV SED Nona Mean sta.aev

27 22.9 3.7 48.1 3.7 14.8 3,7 0.0 25.9 no.
779 13.8 21 23.7 3.9 26.3 5.9 6.4 31.7 no

No
Union Membership Adiva faulva Mambor Mean Sta.aev.

34 29 0.6 23 5 67.6 n.o.
884 2.2 6.4 23.9 69.7 n.a.

No
Party Membership Adiva Panhra Mambar Mean staaev

33 5.7 3.0 91 879 n.o.
886 2.0 5.3 1.9 92.8 no.

Commitment to No
Cttiien Organisations Adiva PaMtva Member Mean Sta.aev.

35 0.0 2.9 14.3 82.9 no.
901 0.3 2.9 15.1 82.0 no.

MembersNpin No
Uroiesstonoi Organtsatto* Adiva Pautva Mambar Moon Sta.aev

35 0.0 5.7 5.7 68.6 no.
904 0.0 5.4 5.3 89.3 no.

Former Member of Ne
GDR Forties Mambar Mambar Mean Sta.aev.

35 0.0 28.6 71.4 no.
904 0.0 284 71.6 no.

Former Member of Ne
me SED Mambar Mambar Mean Sta.oev

34 29 11.6 882 n.a.
882 2.4 22.6 77.4 na.
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Table A19: East German Value Distance 392

A) Pomcai Catturi issues
Very Mo» Al

Palhcat Interest Vond N % Msang Strong Strong Mod um Waok Al Moan Stdoev
17 0.0 00 118 824 59 00 294 042

VI6 C-7 13.2 23.3 354 20.4 78 2 66 1.12
Comer- Center-

Meoiogicoi Setf-lvotuohon Uft lof» Right Right Moan Staaev
17 0.0 235 41.2 23.5 11 6 223 096
619 11.2 20.9 41.9 289 6.3 223 087

Vory Matniy Rattior Rathor AA—̂à_.MOVny Vory
General Lie Satisfaction SothAed Solhftod Sothltod Untoli»« »c UntotMor UnvatMod Moon Sraaev

15 11.8 00 13.3 40.0 40.0 6.7 0.0 340 0 62
903 2.0 66 36.0 29.6 15.6 7.3 49 2.95 123

Con Be Sottor 9o
SecMînut Trustful Carotul Dopanai Othor Mean Sraaev

16 59 25.0 698 63 0.0 n.o
999 2.5 27.1 56.0 14.0 09 ao

Spook Sotlor In In
freedom o10pinion Freely Carotul c:1 Urnh Moon Sta «V

16 59 250 62.5 6.3 6.3 ao
907 1.6 57.9 33.3 32 5.5 ao

B) asues of Democracy
Very Rattior Slightly Slightly Rattior Vory

The Idea of Democracy pro Pro Pro Contra Centra Contra Mean Stdoev
15 11.8 00 53.3 33.3 0.0 13.3 00 2.73- 103

991 4 d 473 31.2 15.1 4.3 1.5 0.6 163 099
V#ry Rather SMghfly SUghlty Rathor Vory

The Reality of Democracy Contont Canton» Contont Dheontoni Dheontoni Dhcontont Mean Stdoev
15 118 0,0 40.0 40.0 13.3 67 0.0 2.66 091

902 2.2 49 24 7 30.2 20.3 14.3 5 7 3.31 127
Vory Rafhar SUghlty SUghlty Rathor Vory

The fdeo of Joc/oi/i/n Pro Pro Pro Contra Contra Contra Moon Stdoev
16 5.9 125 12.5 6.3 25.0 43.8 0.0 3.75• 14$

69) 3.d 17,4 25 7 27.6 6.8 10.9 94 2.96 »52
Vory Rather Sllghlty SUghlty Rathor Vory

Reality of GDR-Soclolhm Good Good Good Rod Rod Bod Moon Stdoev
16 59 0.0 31.3 12.5 199 250 12.5 3.75* 148
996 26 0.8 6 ) 19.9 14.1 30.0 29.1 4.53 130

Reality and Idea of Moo» Moo* Moo- Meo-
Socialism in the GDR Roottty» RooHty- Reality* RoaHty- Moon Sta. aev.

16 5.9 12.5 16.6 68.6 0.0 n.a.
900 2.4 16.9 546 9.2 193 ao.

A ulti oat oda nom : Agroo Agroo Agroo Dhogroo Dhogroo Dhogroo
Defence of Freedom Complot* Monty Rathor Rathor Monty Comptototy Mean Staaev

Id 17.6 14.3 143 26.6 14.3 7.1 21.4 3.50" 1 74
903 2.1 48.0 26.0 15.9 6.4 1.4 2.2 194 1.17

Authoritarianism: Agroo Agroo Agroo DUagroo Disagree Dhogroo
education to Obedience Complet* Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Comptototy Moan Stdoev

17 0.0 17.6 17.6 11.8 29.4 17.6 59 3.29 1.57
905 1.8 20.9 204 24.9 14.8 9,3 97 3.00 156

Authoritarianism; Agroo Agroo Agroo Dhogroo iI Dhogroo
Ruble Good Complot* Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Comptototy Moon Std.Oev

17 0.0 35.3 35.3 11.6 17.6 0.0 o.o Z H - Iff
995 4.0 11.8 21.9 26.6 22.0 11.1 6.4 l t  8 t.37

Alienation: Agroo Agroo Agroo 11 Dhogroo Dhogroo
Rapid Changes Comptai* Mainly Rathor Rathor MoMy Comptototy Moon StOOd*

16 59 63 186 16.8 43.9 12.5 0.0 3.37* 1.«
993 3.1 19.8 22.6 31.9 16.2 6.8 2-6 2.75 127

Alienation: Agra* Agroo Agroo Dhogroo Dhogroo Dhogroo
Insecurity Compio»* MoMy Rathor Rathor Matniy Comptototy Moan staaev

17 0.0 11.8 17.6 294 29.4 1 IS 0.0 H I 121
902 22 20.8 23.6 25.5 18.6 7.1 4.3 260 1.37

Conformism: Agroo Agroo Agroo Dhogroo Dhogroo Dhogroo
Adaptation to friends Compio»* Mainly Rathor Rathor Mainly Comptototy Mean Std.Oev

17 0.0 23.5 17.6 35.3 5.9 176 0.0 276- 1.39
899 2.5 5.8 99 12.8 27.3 20.1 24.1 418 147

Conformism.* Agroo Agroo Agroo Dhogroo Dhogroo Dhogroo
A /M  with Mafority Compio»* Manly Rathor Rathor Monty Comptototy Moan staaev

16 5.9 25.0 16.8 0.0 37.5 12.5 6.3 3.12- 1.66
875 5.1 3.3 8.7 14.5 23.9 20.7 26.9 4.36 1.42

Conformism Agroo Agroo Agroo Dhogroo Dhogroo Dhogroo
Be Opportunistic Complot* MoMy Rathor Rathor Monty Comptototy Moan SttO d*

17 0.0 17.6 11.8 29.4 176 23.5 0.0 3 IT* 142
866 3.9 7.3 9.7 21.4 23.0 18.5 20.0 395 f 49

Vory Rathor Hardly Not
Notional Pride Pride Prtde Prtda At Al Roluaod Addon staaev

17 0.0 0.0 412 41.2 5.9 11 8 266 0.99
914 0.9 239 38.0 21.9 10.7 5.6 236 112

Commitment Rathor Rathor Not
Local Community Strong Strong Waak At AB Moon StOOd*

17 00 5.9 294 529 11.8 2.70- 077
919 03 349 398 21.6 35 193 Q63



Commftment Rafh«r Roth#r Not
Begton Strong Strong W #ak AtAR A4#on Stttoov

17 0.0 41.2 23.5 23.5 11.8 2.03 1.08
916 07 32-3 40.3 23.4 40 199 084

Commrtment ftathor Rathor Not
Formmr GDB Strong Strong Wook At AH Mean Sraoev

16 59 12.5 37.5 37.5 12.5 2.50 0.89
909 14 19.5 35.5 27.5 17.5 2.43 099

Commttment Rath#r Rartwr Not
Untied Gotmany Strong Strong W#ok At An Mean Sta.aev

16 59 25.0 43.8 18.8 12.5 2.18 098
918 0.4 259 39.8 27.0 7.3 2.15 089

Commitment: Rath*r Rathor Not
lampoon Community Strong Strong W#ok At AH Mean Sraoev

17 0.0 23.5 23.5 41.2 11.8 2.41 1.00
910 1.3 10.1 23.7 399 26-3 282 0.93

Commitment: Raih*r Roth#r Not
The New Begfons Strong Strong W#ak At AH Mean Sraoev

17 00 29.4 17.6 47.1 59 2.29 0.98
908 1.5 24 9 45.6 25.4 5.1 2.09 082

C) issues ot the Welfare State
Condition tot Democracy: Not At AH Vary
Income Equality <Void N % Mesng importent importanti Mean Sraoev

16 59 25.0 12.5 25.0 16.8 6.3 0.0 12.5 3.18** 1.94
914 0.7 3.0 3.8 3.2 8.9 11.3 20.1 498 $.81 1.60

Condition tor Democracy: Not At AH Very
Private economy Importent Important Mean Staaev

16 5 9 43 8 25.0 12.5 0.0 6.3 0.0 12.5 2.50" 206
911 1.1 42 3.3 6.9 13.7 17.9 21.2 32.8 5.32 16?

Citizen Duty: Not At AH V#ry
SocMpoetlcot Commitment Important Important Mean sta.aev

16 5.9 43 8 12.5 6.3 31.3 0.0 0.0 6.3 2.56" 1.78
910 1.2 2.5 2.4 3.8 10.2 19,1 24.0 37.9 5.64 1.49

State Intervention» In Too Exactly Not
Private economy Much Right Enough Mean Sta.aev

17 0 0 118 41.2 47.1 2.35 0.70
842 86 12.5 25.7 61.9 249 0.70

Big Business' Influence Too Exactly Not
on Poetics Muet) Right Enough Mean Staaev

17 0.0 23 5 70.6 5.9 1.82' 0.52
868 3.6 63.3 27.6 9.1 1.45 0.65

Preference on
Social Security System Public Prtvat# Mean Sta.aev

17 0.0 52.9 47.1 rta.
900 2.3 85.1 14.9 n.a.

Future of To Exoctty To
Social Security System Entargo Right R#duc# Mean sta.aev

13 23.5 30.8 69.2 0.0 1.69" 048
851 7.6 77.9 20.2 1.9 1.23 0.46

D) Action Disposition and Past Benovtout
Vote Mention ftop/DVU CDII/ Gruono/ OKP/

(Next Sunday) Valid N % Mxsng N PO CSU F.O.P. SPO 8u#ndnl«9 POS Non# Mean sta.aev
9 47.1 11.1 33.3 11.1 11.1 lt.l 0.0 22.2 n.o.

761 17.4 2.5 26.0 7.1 34.4 10.6 7.6 11.4 na.
Rop/DVU CDU/ Gru#n#/ DXP/POS

PortY’Idenlttlcation N PO CSU FDP SPO Bu#ndnb9 SEP Non# Mean Sta.aev
12 29 4 0.0 33.3 25.0 6.3 16.7 0.0 16.7 n.a.
794 13.9 2.1 24.4 3.5 26.2 5.7 6.3 31.7 na.

NO
Union Membership Acttv* Poulv# M#mb#r Mean Sta.ctev.

16 5.9 6.3 50X3 43.8 na.
902 2.2 6.5 23.4 70.1 no.

No
Forty Membership Acttv# Poulv# M#mb«r Mean sta.aev.

16 59 6.3 0,0 93.8 no.
903 2.1 5.2 22 92.6 no.

Commitment to No
Citizen Organisations Acttv# Poulv# M#mb#r Moon staaev.

16 5.9 12.5 31.3 56.3 no.
920 0.2 2.7 , 14.8 82.5 no.

Membership in No
Professional Organtsattos Acttv# Poulv# M#mb#r Moon staaev.

17 0.0 11.8 52.9 35.3 no.
922 0.0 5.3 4.4 90.2 na.

Farmer Member of NO
GDB Parties M#mb#r M#mb#f Mean Staaev.

17 0.0 35.3 64.7 no.
922 0.0 28.3 71.7 na.

Farmer Member of No
the sea M#mb#r M#mb#r Moon sta.aev.

15 11.6 13.3 66.7 na.
901 2.3 22.3 77.7 no.
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